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Introduction

WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS

This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7011 (86) through NASA SP-7011 (97) of Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A Continuing Bibliography. NASA SP-7011, by means of supplements, serves as a current abstracting and announcement journal for references on bioscience and biotechnology. It has been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Entries prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows:

1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N71-10000 series);
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A71-10000 series).

HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED

This Cumulative Index includes a subject index, a personal author index, and a corporate source index.

HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX

Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:

1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not “postable,” i.e., not a valid term, and that the following term or terms are used instead. For example:
   - DOSE
   - U DOSAGE
   - AIRLINERS
   - U COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
   - U PASSENGER AIRCRAFT

2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area, under which additional material on the subject may be found. For example:
   - FATIGUE (BIOLOGY)
   - NT AUDITORY FATIGUE
   - NT FLIGHT FATIGUE
   - NT MUSCULAR FATIGUE

In addition, a searcher may use the notations of content in the index to narrow further his quest for particular items. This is because subject terms can readily include more than one class of document. For example:

- BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
  Vibratory force effect upon biological systems, particularly human organism.
  Biological effect of cosmic and solar radiations on human body at high altitudes.

illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject term.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX

All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in the index. Differences in transliteration schemes may require multiple searching of the index for variants of an author's name. For example:

EMELIANOV, M.D.
and
YEMELYANOV, M.D.

HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX

The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational component) does not appear in the index. For example:

NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV., LAS CRUCES. DEPT. OF BIOLOGY

NEW MEXICO STATE UNIV., LAS CRUCES.

IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT

The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found in the appropriate Supplement. The Accession Number Ranges table showing the ranges of accession numbers (N71-10000 and A71-10000) contained in each Supplement appears on the inside front cover of this index. Once the range of accession numbers containing the selected accession number is found in this table, the desired Supplement number is given in the left-hand column of the table. For example:

IN71-21150 was announced in Supplement 90.

AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS

Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aerospace Medicine and Biology supplements is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued monthly supplement.
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## Subject Index

**AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY / a continuing bibliography** JANUARY 1972

### Typical Subject Index Listing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NOTATION OF CONTENT</th>
<th>REPORT NUMBER</th>
<th>PAGE NUMBER</th>
<th>ACCESSION NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The Notation of Content (NOC), rather than the title of the document, is used to provide a more exact description of the subject matter. The NASA or AIA accession number is included in each entry to assist the user in locating the abstract in the abstract section of an individual issue of *Aerospace Medicine and Biology*. The page number indicates the exact page on which the abstract is found. If applicable, a report number is also included as an aid in identifying the document.

### ABBREVIATIONS & SYMBOLS

**ABDOMEN**

Abdominal pressure decrease resulting in transpulmonary pressure crano-caudal gradient increase under gravitational effect simulation

Small pressure wave transmission in abdominal venous cavae of dogs in mathematical model development for viscoelastic behavior of large veins

Head and abdomen shielding effects on radiation sickness evolution in dogs under lethal gamma irradiation

Abdominal shielding effects on chromosome aberrations in bone marrow cells of guinea pigs and rats under gamma irradiation

### ABIOGENESIS

Self-sustaining conservaves photochemical formation, discussing enzyme-like properties and abiogenesis

Porphyrins and amino acids chemical bonding under geochemically plausible conditions, considering diagenesis of biogenic compounds and life processes prebiotic chemical evolution

Amino acids synthesis by formaldehyde-ammonia heating and hydrolysis, simulating reactants in weakly reducing atmosphere at volcanic temperatures

Stereoisomeric organic structures in animate nature and life origin on earth

Biophysical model of life origin on earth using primordial gas-small organic molecule-macromolecule-protocell transformations

Extraterrestrial life hypotheses, citing astronomical considerations, inorganic chemical evolution and prebiotic synthesis with emphasis on Mars exploration for microorganisms

Hydrocarbons as foundation for life development universe, discussing chemical composition of galaxy, antimatter existence, interstellar medium and cosmic age factors

### ABSORPTION

Physiochemical factors affecting activated charcoal adsorption of contaminants using mathematical models - tables

Hydrocarbons, amino acids and large molecule organic compounds formation in chondrite meteorites by abiogenetic reactions

Possible prebiotic synthesis of thymine by heating uracil, paraformaldehyde and hydrazine in ammoniacal solution for three days at 70°C

Solar system organic compounds detection and evolution, considering element, isotope and pigment composition, optical activity and polymerization

Prebiotic organic matter in solar system, investigating contamination free amino acid catalytic synthesis from deuterated reactants

### ABNORMALITIES

**AT PSYCHOSES**

### ABSORBENTS

Stability of molecular sieves as regenerable carbon dioxide and water absorber in closed controlled atmospheres

Amine absorbent for carbon dioxide concentrator in long term life support system

Zero-gravity absorption refrigeration system design and performance testing for space station environmental control application

### ABSORPTION BANDS

**U ABSORPTION SPECTRA**

Silicon radiation detector production engineering for biological and medical applications and explanation of continuous absorption spectra using AC delay line as equivalent circuit

### ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY

Flameless atomic absorption spectroscopy for analyzing trace elements in serum and urine

### ABSTRACTS

Cross-referenced directory of reports of Human Engineering Laboratories 1953 to 1970

### AC (CURRENT)

**U ALTERNATING CURRENT**

### ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)

**MT ANGULAR ACCELERATION**

### DECCELERATION

### IMPACT ACCELERATION

### LUNAR GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS

### TRANSVERSE ACCELERATION

Medical transportation by ambulance, helicopter and fixed wing aircraft, considering vibration damping and acceleration
ACCELERATION PROTECTION

Stop test method to study acceleration in movement control processes in man, considering elbow joint movements in normal and pathological conditions in Parkinson disease afflicted subjects

Plants and animals reactions to environment gravitational component, showing organisms perception of accelerating force

Blind goldfish gravity reference response under linear accelerations on motor car and parallel swing from movie cameras recording

Lateral accelerations effect on mice tolerance to toxic doses of atropinoid- and indolyalkylamine-series radiation protection drugs

Fundamental principles and physiological effects of acceleration on human body

Annotated bibliography of worldwide biodynamics research findings [NASA-TR-1-67138]

Investigation of visual perception ability during acceleration on rats and decelerations and thresholds for perceived motion changes

Physiological effects of positive acceleration on cardiovascular system based on requirements for cardiovascular simulation [AD-719902]

ACCELERATION PROTECTION
Conditioning suit for normal function of astronaut cardiovascular system in gravity environment [NASA-CASP-IL-0289]

ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)

Blood pressure changes in heart cavities and large vessels of dogs exposed to accelerations

Nystagmus extinction during repeated exposures to angular accelerations in labyrinthectomized guinea pigs

Proprioception role in perception of arm bending and extension during weightlessness and accelerations in aircraft flight along parabolic trajectory

Gravitational acceleration effects on hemodynamics, describing mecanocardiacographic equipment

Differential equations for control and adaptation of hand motion in capital joint under weightlessness and accelerations

Elasmobranch fish labyrinth electrophysiology, analyzing semicircular canals linear acceleration response

Lover vertebral column forces and moments in seated human under seat-to-head acceleration

Hypoknesia and acceleration effects on plasma proteins displacement and bioelectric activity of striated muscles of rats

Human body thermography for studying physiological changes due to exercise, anoxia or accelerations

Patients transportation pathology, discussing accelerations and vibrations in ambulances, helicopters and fixed wing aircraft

Fluorescein permeability of hematopoietic barrier of rabbits after acceleration exposure

Sodium bicarbonate intravenous effects on cat and rabbit otolitic reactions to accelerations and motion

Acceleration effects on aortic, coronary and carotid flows in dogs

Manned aerospace vehicle escape systems, discussing human vertebral column structural limits under vertical gravity acceleration

SUBJECT INDEX

[IAIA PAPHE 71-184] p0155 A71-18587
Human biodynamics during deceleration, impact and blast, discussing body positions and protective restraints for crash safety, aircraft ejection, etc

Radial, angular and transverse accelerations: physiological effects, discussing physiological acceleration systems, symptoms, human contributing, etc

Linear acceleration effects on human otolithic and vestibular apparatus, discussing vestibulo-vegetative motion sickness syndrome and nystagmus index activation

Centrifugal force effect on pigeon head nystagmus, acting on semicircular canal via otoliths or cupula

Hypothalamus supraoptic nucleus morphological changes in rats under prolonged transverse acceleration

Semicircular canal influence on otolith reactions in pigeons, noting caudal and rostral shifts evoking elevator and depressor coccygei contractions during horizontal acceleration

Weightlessness, high acceleration and aerospace vehicle maneuvering effects on cardiovascular and vestibular systems, discussing disorientation, space sicknesses and blood circulation

Mitral valve systolic prolapse aggravation due to G acceleration and aeromedical significance

Book on gravity and acceleration effects on lungs covering breathing mechanics, ventilation distribution, blood flow, gas exchange, arterial oxygen saturation and pulmonary shunting [AGARDOGRAPH-113] p0256 A71-23620

Positive/latero-lateral accelerations and acute hypoxic hypoxia effects on central visual field behavior in simulated flight

Alternating acceleration and increased ambient temperatures effects on time interval perception and muscular effort estimation

Visual contrast sensitivity and fundus optica pattern changes due to accelerations in pelvis -head axis

Somatic and autonomic responses in vestibular tolerance of human subjects, using Coriolis acceleration test

Vertical translational acceleration perception threshold of aircraft pilot seated in upright position

Conditioned auditory reflex behavior in cats under influence of acceleration, noting otogenetic effects

Inertial properties of segmented cadaver trunk for mathematical model of spinal response to impact in seat ejection acceleration injuries in high speed aircraft

R reflex changes in spinal marrow of intact and labyrinthectomized rats under radial accelerations [PO246 A71-39221]

Human retinal blood circulation changes and vision temperatures effects on time interval perception

Mathematical model of spinal response to impact in aircraft acceleration from tests on guinea pigs

Myocardium reactions under 2G acceleration from histological, histochemical and electron microscopic observations on rats, noting dystrophic damage level relationship to duration

Stroke number and vestibular nystagmus duration and frequency under successively increasing angular acceleration from tests on guinea pigs
resistance to motion sickness p0636 A71-44532
Human adaptation to Coriolis and linear accelerations, investigating habituation effect p0636 A71-44533
Coriolis acceleration effect on human organisms from optic functions and retinal hemodynamics study p0636 A71-44534
Morphological changes in dogs brain vessels under transverse accelerations p0637 A71-44546
Physiologic response to short duration positive G sub 2 reassure accelerations [AD-710986] p0045 N71-10692
Posture effects on flight crew tolerance to positive acceleration p0286 N71-20357
Age and exercise factors influencing osteoporosis, bone strength, and acceleration tolerance investigated using theses monkeys [AMRL-TB-70-74] p0286 N71-20359
Determination of acceleration limits for passenger comfort in urban transportation systems p0398 N71-26118
Four-degree-of-freedom lumped parameter model for vertical accelerations of seated human body as might be imposed by aircraft ejection systems [AD-721225] p0430 N71-26964
Evaluation of human vestibular tolerance by Coriolis acceleration test p0439 N71-28262
Physiological effects and acceleration tolerances after weightlessness based on space environment simulation with human centrifuge and bed rest [NASA-CP-115068] p0493 N71-29216
Evidence for test of dynamic otolith function considered in relation to responses from patient with idiopathic progressive vestibular degeneration [AD-722318] p0537 N71-31768
Pilot injuries on high speed low altitude flight noting acceleration due to gust effects p0537 N71-31888
Mechanical responses of human head subjected to acceleration loads determined for use in construction of artificial head p0541 N71-32547

ACCELEROMETERS
Telemetric accelerograph for assessing mental performance under industrial working conditions for work performed by periodically repeated stereotyped movements p0651 A71-34363
Error analysis of counting accelerometers from P-4 and B-4 aircraft and structural fatigue analysis [AD-717151] p0291 N71-20796

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
BY AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
Tannic acid and water washing effects on prevention of monomethylhydrazine absorption through skin in dogs p0418 A71-33119
Military pilot handling characteristics, discussing combat operations, accident prevention r ad blind landing p0590 K71-42239
Cervical vertebral distortion during accidental flight, discussing clinical and medico-legal aspects and preventive measures p0623 A71-43219
Test and evaluation of lap belt protection and comparison with lap belt plus air cushion restraint on humans and baboon subjects p0337 N71-22451

ACCIDENT PROGNOSIS
Health effects of sonic booms noting human reactions and performance, sleep deprivation and accident proneness [ISVR-TB-25] p0290 N71-20699

ACCIDENTS
BY AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
Computerized registry of traumatic injuries with IAB 360/48 system for use in mortality, paired patient and accidental risk factor analyses p0417 A71-33109

ACCELEROMETERS
BY ALTITUDE ACCELEROMETERS

NY COLD ACCLIMATIZATION
Tolerance time for hot humid conditions, considering acclimatized and unacclimatized men at rest and at work with moderate rate of energy expenditure p0127 A71-16153
Heat acclimatization effects on sweat Na concentration over wide sweat rates range, discussing possible mechanisms p0376 A71-29498
Heat acclimatization by evaporative cooling prevention in men wearing vapor barrier suits, considering body temperature and heart and sweat rates p0567 A71-40355
Effects of thermal stress, exposure time, and acclimatization on human performance [AD-711102] p0041 N71-10293
Investigating gas preference reactions in man and animals to hypoxic, hyperoxic, or hypercapnic environments Evaluating human vestibular tolerance by Coriolis accelerations, investigating habituation effect p0222 N71-17448
Annotated bibliography on human acclimation and acclimatization to heat [NASA-TK-62008] p0393 N71-25393
Statistical analysis of effects of acclimatization on hematopoiesis of Antarctic expeditionary personnel [JPRB-52322] p0609 N71-34063

ACCOMMODATION
BY VISUAL ACCOMMODATION
ACCUCLATORS
BY DUST COLLECTORS

ACETATES
Sodium fluoroacetate as radiation protective agent, noting dependence on selective blockade of enzyme acoainase p0182 A71-18967
Hypothermia effect on lipid synthesis of hamster tissue following intravenous injection of acetate-C 14 p0377 A71-29502

ACETAMOL
Acute mountain sickness due to oxygen deficiency, discussing control by acetazolamide, placebo or фуросемид pretreatment p0550 A71-39981

ACETIC ACID
BY ISOACETIC ACID
Cytotoxie and radiosensitizing effect of thiol binding agents iodoacetamide /IA/, N-ethylmaleimide on crypt cells of mice duodenum p0183 A71-18975
Hormone movement in geosperms, discussing superoptimal auxin content and indoleacetic acid in wheat roots p0517 A71-39981

ACETYL COMPOUNDS
Hexoxamines biosynthesis control mechanism, considering UDP-а-acetylglucosamine function p0127 A71-16217
Acetylcholine endogenic formation in rabbit myocardium effect on ventricle rhythm guides automatic activity suppression by HF excitations p0166 A71-19281
Acetyl-coenzyme A synthetase in aerobic yeast cells localization in microsomal fraction by density gradients p0384 A71-31003
Bat brain acetylcholine levels circadian rhythm correlated to spontaneous motor activity and sleep-wake cycle p0663 A71-35326
Cholinesterase activity and acetylcholine level dependence on adrenalin dose injection in heart during rats experimental myocardiodystrophy p0635 A71-44500
Effect of lithium and calcium ions on acetylcholinesterase activity of erythrocytes [NASA-TK-73476] p0203 N71-20179

ACETYLXAN'Thesis
Blaste blood and stroke volumes dynamics during prolonged hypokinesia by acetylene method p0636 A71-44536
ACID BASE EQUILIBRIUM
Middle cerebral artery occlusion effect on cortical blood flow, tissue oxygen pressure and acid base equilibrium in animals under extended ligations p0313 A71-16617
Barometric pressure and exercise effects on erythropoietin titer in normal and hypoxic rat plasma, noting lactic acid concentration and acid base balance changes p0200 A71-20676
Central regulation mechanisms of acidic-alkaline equilibrium in ontogenesis, discussing midbrain intraterine and respiratory postnatal development p0212 A71-21937
Respiratory acid-base disturbances, studying correlations of bicarbonate ion vs pH pathway followed by buffered solution on carbon dioxide titration p0359 A71-28434
Monograph on peripheral chemoreceptors and central chemosensitive area control of ventilation during chronic blood acid base changes and hypoxia in animals p0468 A71-35869
Respiratory chemoreceptors and acid-base alterations effects on adrenocortical activation during hypoxia in dogs p0527 A71-38986
Effects of changes in partial pressure of carbon dioxide on acid-alkali equilibrium in human blood p0492 A71-26489
Stress effects of intermittent exposure to 3 per cent CO2 on acid-base balance and electrolyte excretion in submarine personnel [AD-272642] p0505 A71-31238
ACIDITY
Acidic and alkaline deoxyribonucleases activity by spectrophotometer and horizontal viscosimeter in normal states and pathology p0324 A71-27743
ACIDOSIS
Chronic hypercapnia oxygen dissociation curves and red cell cation-exchange in rats, considering compensated/uncompensated phases of respiratory acidosis p0083 A71-13181
Isocarboxylic metabolic acidosis effects on blood plasma, electrochemical potential differences and cerebrospinal fluid pH p0315 A71-26361
ACIDS
NT ACRIDIC ACID
NT ACETLSALICILIC ACID
NT ACRIDINE ACIDS
NT ASCORBIC ACID
NT ASPARTIC ACID
NT BUTYRIC ACID
NT CARBONIC ACID
NT CESTERINE
NT DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID
NT PATTY ACIDS
NT GLUTAMIC ACID
NT GLUTAMINE
NT GLYCINE
NT HISTIDINE
NT ZIDOXIC ACID
NT LACTIC ACID
NT LECINE
NT METHIONINE
NT NUCLEIC ACIDS
NT OXIDASE
NT PEPTIDES
NT PHENYLALANINE
NT PYRIDINE NUCLEOTIDES
NT PYRUVATES
NT RIBONUCLEIC ACIDS
NT THYMIDINE
NT THYMIN
NT THYROXINE
NT TRYPTOPHAN
NT URIC ACID
ACOUSTIC STIMULATION
Earbenef hearing protectors evaluation for attenuation of narrow band noise, on experienced subjects p0378 A71-30196
ACOUSTIC RADIATION
Acoustic stimulation effect on electroretinogram of man p0084 A71-13191
Human heart beat phase frequency changes after acoustic stimulation during natural sleep from EKG, EKG of muscular hypoglossus and eye motions p0313 A71-26292
ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
Cochlear nerve fibers two tone inhibition as signal suppressions inherent to bandpass nonlinearities, using modified analog model and mathematical analysis p0128 A71-16280
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS
Airplane sound measurement standards, evaluating airport noise control and permissible levels p0085 A71-14268
Noise exposure forecasts for cumulative aircraft noise production single number rating as community response indicator p0211 A71-21817
Airport sound prediction using Noise and Number Index deduced from noise logarithmic average and audible aircraft number p0305 A71-25236
Nonauditory and auditory physiological effects of noise, discussing hearing conservation, noise measurement and noise hazard p0316 A71-26511
Noise exposure index from mean sound intensity measurement, considering harmful effects on humans p0370 A71-28204
Determining feasibility of using transducer and common base preamplifier impedance matching to detect very low level electrical signals from audiometers [AD-711659] p0085 A71-10690
Underwater acoustic measurements of dolphin and harbor porpoise activity under various situations and conditions p0332 A71-22217
Numerical analysis of loudness, loudness level, and sound-pressure level of pure tones of steady noise that does not exceed critical bandwidth [NASA-TM-X-2298] p0398 A71-25789
UB-1P helicopter acoustic measurements during gunfire and rocket firing including bioacoustic factors [AD-713830] p0535 A71-31613
ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES
NT ACOUSTIC RADIATION
NT ACOUSTIC SIMULATION
Subsonic jet aircraft noise and simulated sonic booms awakening effects on human sleep p0316 A71-26510
Kinematic analysis and simulation of transmission modes of sound energy through middle ear p0515 A71-38062
Human reactions to sleep deprivation by simulated sonic booms [ISSN-TR-41] p0542 A71-32865
ACOUSTIC VIBRATIONS
NT ACOUSTIC SIMULATION
ACOUSTICS
NT ACOUSTIC SIMULATION
ACOUSTICS
AEROBICITY

External oblique inguinal hernia due to acrobatic flying centrifugal accelerations, considering anatomical, clinical and medico-legal aspects

ACTIE

U ACROMEDICOTROPIN (ACTH)

ACTIVITIES SERIES

NT ACTIVITIES 241
NT ACTIVITIES ISOTOPES
NT ACTIVITIES 238
NT ACTIVITIES 239

ACTIVITY SERIES COMPOUNDS

NT ACTIVITY COMPOUNDS
NT ACTIVITY GUIDES

ACTIVITYMETERS

NT INFRA RED DETECTORS
NT BIOBONOMETERS

ACTIVATION (BIOLOGY)

Streptococcus spore germination stimulation, investigating effects of preheating and amino acid and carbohydrate concentration

Ect irradiated spinal cord, detailing orthodromic and synapses to rhytmic and increasing frequency stimulation

Activation impulse blocking in nerve, using inhomogeneous Lillie electrochemical model

Arsenal and activation in nonspecific reticulo-thalamo-cortical systems due to underlying emotion expressed through cortical, visceral and somatosensory channels

ACTIVATIONS ANALYSIS

NT NEUROTON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

ACTIVITY (BIOLOGY)

Electro-optic monitoring method for single isolated heart cell activity

Direct continuous radiotelemetry of blood pressure measures taken from sartorius, pulmonary artery and inside heart during normal activity of test subjects

Physical endurance and muscular activity of man at adaptation process depending on biochemical and functional changes

Animals tissue activity during winter hibernation under Alaskan environmental conditions, discussing sense of time, anticipation of seasonal changes, etc

Frog ventricles myocardial fibers spontaneous activity in finger solution due to ion conductivity variations

Unanaesthetized rabbits visual cortex cells neuron activity during sound-rhythmic light flashes association

Narco ketone bodies concentration during activity, deep hibernation and early arousal, discussing increased oxidative metabolism effects

Superposition model of spontaneous activity of cerebellar Purkinje cells for spike triggering

Dissociation variations of mitotic activity in thyroid epithelial cells of different follicle size

Individual neurons activity during stereotaxic operations on Parkinsonism and hyperkinesias syndromes, describing microelectrodes for extracellular recording

Neuron response to stimuli compared with background activity on histogram

Cochlear nucleus and posterior clivus neurons impulse activity due to tonal signals in anesthetized cats auditory system

Reflexes dominant in organism during activity or temporarily dominating reflex system directing work of nervous centers

Conditioned reflex activity, demonstrating development of individual signals systems interrelation

Activity correlation of adjacent neurons of cat cerebral cortex somatosensory zone, considering distribution of same direction /ophase/ and different direction /counterphase/ of background rhythms

Alpha activity parameters during human performance of motor tasks with open and closed eyes

Erythropoietic activity dosage in polycythemic mice after intermitent hypobaric hypoxia

Erythropoietic activity mechanism in mice after hypobaric hypoxia

Extracerebral production of erythropoietin in hypobarocarotized rats after hypobaric hypoxia

Evoked and background activities interaction in computerized self-eliciting neuron model

Development of analog model of neuron adaptation and simulation of spontaneous activity of neuron network

Charateristics of water environment and relationship to biogeocenology

Effect of solar radiation on energy balance of biogeocenosis

Application of biogeocenology principles to land reclamation activities

ACTIVITY CYCLES (BIOLOGY)

Light-dark cycle strength as zeitgeber for circadian rhythms in isolated man

Cyclic muscular voluntary movements, segmental apparatus function

Biosatellite 3 onboard camera time lapse photography of monkey sleep/wake activity patterns during weightlessness

Alpha rhythm activity, periodicity and mean frequency in cortex regions of healthy humans based on EEG frequency and correlation analyses

Interdisciplinary cycle research - Conference, Noordwijk, Netherlands, June 1970

Biological and biochemical cyclic phenomena, including circadian rhythms

Chronobiology purposes, techniques and applications, discussing rhythmic or cyclic variation calculation, biological rhythms spectra and classification and time structure alteration of organisms

Human skin cold receptor diurnal activity rhythms

Adaptation of human physiological functions and performances to variations in diurnal sleep and wakefulness cycles

ACUITY

NT ACUITY

NT VISUAL ACUITY

Aircraft noise effects on hearing acuity and perceptual and intellectual judgment tasks

Audiogetic evaluation of aging pilots hearing acuity in relation to flying time

ADAPTATION

NT ADAPTATION

NT ACCLIMATIZATION

NT ALTITUDE ACCLIMATIZATION

NT COLD ACCLIMATIZATION

NT DARK ADAPTATION

NT LIGHT ADAPTATION

NT HYPOTHERMAL ADAPTATION
ADRENOGENIC ENDOCRINES

ADRENOGENIC TRIPOPHOSPHATE (ATP)
Coronary blood flow response to acute and chronic hypoxia, observing vascular smooth muscle relaxation related to released adenosine.
P0380 A71-30281

ADRENALEN
Excitability, reactivity, adequacy, creativity and guidance at molecular, cellular, systemic and psychic levels in human biophysical neurodynamics, plotting stimulus magnitude vs response duration.
P0576 A71-41063

ADHESION
Chemically activated electroadhesive pads on spacecraft surface, allowing astronauts to maneuver or work in zero gravity environments.
[AIAA Paper 71-853] P0483 A71-36645

ADHESIVE BONDING
Adhesive spray process for attaching biomedical skin electrodes.
[NASA-CASE-XPB-07658-11] P0400 A71-26293

ADIPOSE TISSUES
Prolonged hypoxia effects on lipid synthesis in rat liver and adipose tissue slices.
P0258 A71-23969

ADIPOCYTONE
Neuropoysaccharide content and composition of fatty streaks in young male rats, discussing atherosclerosis effects.
P0469 A71-35919

ADIKIT
Brown fat thermogenesis regulation, emphasizing potassium concentrations and osmolality levels in nucopolysaccharide content and total body adipose tissue mass and composition.
P0531 A71-39379

ADP
Stimulatory effects of hypobaric hypoxia on lipid synthesis in rat liver and adipose tissues under free feeding.
P0585 A71-41825

ADRENAL GLAND
Total body adipose tissue mass and composition variations, examining hyperglycemic, obese, exercised and centrifuged animals.
P0631 A71-44299

ADRENNALIN
U ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE
ADRENAL GLAND
Adrenal gland blood flow and arterial pressure determination under stochastic pulse excitation of anesthetized dogs carotidial and centrifugal nerves, using analog correlator.
P0075 A71-12994

ADRENERGIC
Hypothalamus and adrenal glands catecholamines relationship for hypophysectomized rats.
P0086 A71-13293

ADRENAL
Stress and behavior regulation, investigating pituitary-adrenal system operation.
P0195 A71-20213

ADRENALOCORTICOTROPIN (ACTH)
Adrenocortical function in dogs: hormone secretion under autonomic preparation for hibernation, considering environmental temperature factors.
P0371 A71-29315

ADRENOGENIC
Adrenergic influence on electrical activity of cortex and subcortical areas in rats under hyperbaric oxygen, using implanted electrodes.
P0418 A71-33118

ADRENAL MELANOTROPIC (ACTH)
Diurnal variation in endocrine and adrenergocortical systems during prolonged bed rest.
P0644 A71-36458

ADRENAL METABOLISM
Endocrine and metabolic effects of noise in normal, hypertensive and psychotic subjects, considering increased corticoadrenal and adrenergic activity.
P0091 A71-19154

ADRENALINE
Seasonal factors effect on white rat hypophysial-adrenal cortex system functioning by fluorometric determination of peripheral blood corticosterone content.
P0106 A71-10206

ADRENERGIC PATHWAYS
Control and prolonged exercised rat adrenal and plasma catecholamine, corticosterone and epinephrine level comparisons using fluorometric analysis.
P0197 A71-20330

ADRENERGIC RESPONSES
Diurnal rhythm of adrenaline secretion in subjects with different working habits, comparing catecholamine excretion under relaxation conditions.
P0314 A71-26355

ADRENAL MEDULLA
Diurnal variations in catecholamine excretion, alertness and performance of subjects with different working habits.
P0310 A71-26356

ADRENAL MEDULLA BIOCHEMISTRY AND MORPHOLOGY
Adrenal medulla biochemistry and morphology, discussing epinephrine synthesis control by glucocorticoid hormones.
P0348 A71-30809

ADRENAL MEDULLA BIOCHEMISTRY AND MORPHOLOGY
DC magnetic field effect on organism sympathoadrenal system, noting hypokinesia reduction of noradrenaline in hypothalums and myocardium.
P0405 A71-31311

ADRENAL MEDULLA BIOCHEMISTRY AND MORPHOLOGY
Respiratory chemoreceptors and acid-base alterations effects on adrenergocortical activation during hypoxia in dogs.
P0527 A71-38986

ADRENAL MEDULLA BIOCHEMISTRY AND MORPHOLOGY
Oxygen consumption in isolated rat intestine deprived of adrenal.
P0113 A71-12325

ADRENAL MEDULLA BIOCHEMISTRY AND MORPHOLOGY
Circulatory response to beta-adrenergic blockade during muscular work, causing reduction in cardiac frequency, exercise tolerance and oxygen consumption.
P0133 A71-16622

ADRENAL MEDULLA BIOCHEMISTRY AND MORPHOLOGY
Adrenergic neurons in intracranial cardiac ganglia in rabbits, using histochemical luminescent microscopy.
P0245 A71-22533

ADRENAL MEDULLA BIOCHEMISTRY AND MORPHOLOGY
Physical exercise oxygen uptake and debt in dogs at ground level and high altitude, investigating beta-adrenergic blocking agent effects.
P0520 A71-33242

ADRENAL MEDULLA BIOCHEMISTRY AND MORPHOLOGY
ß-cholinergic and adrenergic subcortical structures blockage effects on blood flow rate in dog pulmonary circulation system.
P0827 A71-34113

ADRENAL MEDULLA BIOCHEMISTRY AND MORPHOLOGY
Alpha adrenergic inhibition of immunoreactive insulain release during deep hypothermia in puppies given glucose infusions.
P0856 A71-34942

ADRENAL MEDULLA BIOCHEMISTRY AND MORPHOLOGY
Canine ventricular myocardium as cardiac beta-adrenergic receptor, describing binding of nopicinemorphic to intramural particles.
P0515 A71-37900

ADRENAL MEDULLA BIOCHEMISTRY AND MORPHOLOGY
Sympathoexcitatory amines effects on central nervous system reflex activity of irradiated and desympathized animals.
P0556 A71-42708

ADRENAL MEDULLA BIOCHEMISTRY AND MORPHOLOGY
Norepinephrine to microsomal particles adrenergic receptor, describing binding of nopicinemorphic to microsomal particles.
P0598 A71-42726

ADRENAL MEDULLA BIOCHEMISTRY AND MORPHOLOGY
Dog blood leucocyte composition relation to allisome satiation and adrenocorticotropic and reticuloendothelial systems, considering effect of ACTH and sixtine injections.
P0002 A71-10092

ADRENAL MEDULLA BIOCHEMISTRY AND MORPHOLOGY
Altitude effects on drug action in glucose metabolism and ACTH release in dogs.
P0223 A71-17660

ADRENAL MEDULLA BIOCHEMISTRY AND MORPHOLOGY
Radioimmunochemical assay for ACTH levels in human plasma hormones.
P0646 A71-36463

ADSORPTION
Physiobiochemical factors affecting activated charcoal adsorption of contaminants using mathematical models - tables.
P0654 A71-37657

ADSORPTION
Physiobiochemical factors affecting activated charcoal adsorption of contaminants using mathematical models - tables.
P0654 A71-37657

ADSORPTION
Physiobiochemical factors affecting activated charcoal adsorption of contaminants using mathematical models - tables.
P0654 A71-37657

AERIAL EXPLOSIONS
Air blast effects on pulmonary ventilation, gas exchange, venous-arterial shunt and blood gas parameters.
P0142 A71-17601

AERIAL EXPLOSIONS
Relationship between air blast injury and impairment of pulmonary function in dogs and sheep.
P0800 A71-26302

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Psychological tests for aerial photograph interpreter selection and performance prediction.
P015 I71-32829

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Identification of western forest species by means of aerial remote sensing.
A-8
Biophysical evaluation of human vestibular system for aerospace applications

[NASA-CR-111607] p0109 W71-12020

Biological investigations in space environments including circadian rhythms


Environmental adaptation and operational performances of humans in space missions

p0446 W71-28567

Head and eye movements affected by angular velocity and linear acceleration in aerospace environments

[DB-208-VOL-1] p0506 W71-31526

Vestibular system associated with body movement in aerospace environments

[AMBU-E-66-2] p0508 W71-31536

Aerospace environments affecting flight crew fatigue


Angular velocity and linear acceleration effects on visual perception in aerospace environment

[AMBU-E-68-2] p0509 W71-31544

Conference on aerospace environments, manned space flight, weightlessness, simulation, cardiovascular systems, bone loss, mineral metabolism, and heatlology

[NASA-SP-269] p0545 W71-33251

Aerospace medicine

Ground based biomedical supervision of crew members during extended space missions, discussing data acquisition and transmission, astronaut medical competence, etc

p0049 W71-11451

Standardized EEG data recordings in Air Force neurological evaluations

p0034 W71-12393

Biotlemetry in aviation medicine, discussing telemetric methods and applications for continuous observation of physiological processes under environmental exercise and stress conditions

p0078 W71-13063

Medicophysiological problems in Concord SST relative to altitude and speed, noting risks of cosmic radiation, ozone in atmosphere, decompression, wing load and high temperatures

p0079 W71-13093

Soyuz 9 prolonged space flight biomedical effects on human organism, emphasizing weightlessness

p0091 W71-14392

Commercial airline pilots alertness tests, using IR pupillophography

p0096 W71-15051

Space base biomedical center based on Integrated Medical and Behavioral Laboratory Measurement System /ISBLSM/ concept

p0102 W71-15280

NASA program for aerospace technology application to medicine

p0102 W71-15281

Adverse physiological effects of downwash on man, considering tissue damage, hypothermia, dust and sound pressure effects

p0103 W71-15411

Human factors engineering in man machine systems, evaluating biotechnology and aeromedical medicine relationship

p0137 W71-16935

Soviet book on manned space flight covering spacecraft design, life support systems, mission characteristics, medical considerations, etc

p0157 W71-17000

Papers on aerospace medicine covering earth and space environments, circadian rhythms, hypoxia, barotrauma, decompression sickness, etc

p0201 W71-20701

Circadian rhythms from aerospace medicine viewpoint, discussing cycle stability and flexibility, air and space travel, etc

p0202 W71-20704

Hypoxia from aerospace medicine viewpoint, discussing respiration physiology, oxygen transport, altitude effects, psychosensor functions, etc

p0202 W71-20705

Barotrauma from aerospace medicine viewpoint, discussing oxygen absorption, barotraumatis, abdominal distention and aerodentalgia

p0202 W71-20706

Labyrinths and proprioceptors from aerospace medicine viewpoint, discussing motion sickness, spatial disorientation, maned space flight and rotation in space

p0202 W71-20711

Aircraft accidents medical aspects, investigating cause, death mode, emergency suddenness, specific injuries and safety equipment evaluation

p0203 W71-20713

Aeromedical requirements, control limitations and hazards of aircraft pressure cabins and rapid decompression

p0203 W71-20715

Aerospace ophthalmology, discussing flying personnel selection, eye anatomy, presbyopia, vascular degeneration, cataracts, corneal dystrophy and glaucoma

p0204 W71-20721

Aerospace psychiatry, discussing relationships between personality patterns and environmental factors, adaptability to occupational situations in combat flying and space activities

p0204 W71-20722

Clinical aspects of aerospace neurology, considering central nervous system diseases among flying personnel

p0204 W71-20723

Aerial transportation of patients, potential hazards due to motion sickness, decreased atmospheric pressure and oxygen tension, fatigue, inactivity and dehydration

p0207 W71-20823

Civil aviation medicine practice, discussing aircraft certification for flight fitness, government legislation, accidents and carrier operations

p0205 W71-20728

Medical flight information on astronauts response to space flight environment in confined and unconfined state and during intra- and extravehicular activities

p0205 W71-20731

Coriolis vestibular reaction testing of pilot trainees, evaluating brief vestibular disorientation test validity and reliability at 10 and 15 rpm test conditions

p0207 W71-20823

Soyuz 9 spacecraft crew medical support and postflight examination, discussing earth environment readaptation

p0240 W71-22197

Soyuz 9 cosmonauts postflight clinical examination, noting muscle pain, eyelid edema, leg muscle atrophy, etc

p0240 W71-22200

Weightlessness, high acceleration and aerospace vehicle maneuvering effects on cardiovascular and vestibular systems, discussing dissociation, space sicknesses and blood circulation

p0243 W71-22357

Mitral valve systolic prolapse aggravation due to G acceleration and aeromedical significance

p0251 W71-22366

German book on space medicine covering stresses on human organism during ascent into space, weightlessness and radiation effects, spacecraft environment, nutritional problems, etc

p0257 W71-23753

Functions of medical services charged with ensuring flying personnel fitness, stressing aging processes

p0361 W71-23847

Functional diagnostics in aerospace medicine for evaluating pilot ability and flight stresses

p0361 W71-23848

Aerospace medicine - Conference, Houston, April 1971

p0370 W71-23900

Possibilities of alcohol detection in blood and other tissues by alcohol examinations using experience from aircraft accidents case histories

p0372 W71-23936

Roentgenological analysis of paranasal sinuses in civil aviators, studying facial cavities infection

p0374 W71-23967

Soviet book on aviation medicine covering human anatomy and physiology, atmospheric physics, flight effects, respiratory systems, crew diets, etc

p0378 W71-23993

Space flight sleep pattern data with EEG, using three descriptors and regression and linear discriminant analysis

p0417 W71-33108
Annotated bibliography of translations of AGARD Space biology and medicine including selection and Aorth Atlantic Treaty Organization conference on Medical observation of spacecrew during long duration space station simulation test

Physical fitness of flying personnel and aging effects on flight crew performance

Space biology and medicine including selection and training of cosmonauts, flight safety, and health during long space flights

Biodynamics, aerospace medicine, acceleration stresses, human tolerances, centrifuges, test facilities, and annotated bibliography

Annotated bibliography indexes on Aerospace Medicine and Biology - March 1971

Annotated bibliography of translations of foreign language articles on aviation medicine, vestibular function, body temperature, and physiological effects

Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace medicine and biology - April 1971

Metabolic effects of long duration exercise at moderate work loads including tables of heart rate, rectal temperature, minute volume, water balance, and respiratory quotient

Aerospace medicine, life support system, and psychophysiological problems and environmental factors in space flight

Microbiological ecology of manned space flights, exobiology, sterilization, and life support systems

Regenerative space station simulator and test procedures for 4 man, 90 day testing of life support systems

Pressure sensors, blood flow transducers, pH electrodes, and photographic recording of biological data for use in aerospace medicine

Effects of changes in partial pressure of carbon dioxide on acid-base equilibrium in human blood

Medical examination of civil aviation personnel to determine predisposing factors for atherosclerosis

Biotechnological problems of man machine system required for long duration space flights

Biomechanical tradeoff study for cabin atmosphere selection in manned space flight

Work environment and task factor effects on long term aircrew effectiveness

Technology transfer and applications in medicine and biology

Annotated bibliography indexes on Aerospace Medicine and Biology - April 1971

Cumulative index for abstracts of NASA documents on aerospace medicine and biology

Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace medicine and biology - May 1971

Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace Medicine and Biology - May 1971

Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace Medicine and Biology - June 1971

Determination and application of aeromedical standards to occupant selection, aircraft design "estates, and operational guidelines for spacecraft design

Research and development, weightlessness simulation, calcium metabolism, manned space flight, pressure suits, immobilization, and aerospace medicine

Medical and biological problems of prolonged manned space flight

Hardware and techniques for studying human circulatory performance in space environment

Combined effects of reduced nutrition, hypokinesia, and centrifugal acceleration on human body

Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace Medicine and Biology - Aug. 1971

Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace medicine and biology - Sept. 1971

Aerospace research biomics and bioengineering, considering adaptation of man to environment and matching of man and machine

Space research utilization in medicine, discussing remote blood pressure measurements, somatoangiography visual analysis, sterilization procedures and equipment for physically handicapped

Life science and space research - Conference, Leningrad, May 1970

Applications of aerospace technology in biology and medicine

Aeromedical evacuation vehicular escape systems, discussing human vertical column structural limits under vertical gravity acceleration

Automatic flight control

Afferent nervous systems

Ankle and visual limitations effects on athletes roving rhythms, examining afferent systems interactions

Data processing analog for human vertical position regulation via afferent nervous system control of skeletal muscles

Aortic and sinus nerves afferent electric stimulation under adrenalin and nicotine, considering age peculiarities

Cardiovascular and respiratory systems afferent innervation in cats investigating pericardial, expiratory and psueo-vascular mechanoreceptors

Insensible dehydration of transversorstrated muscle gaoids femoris in cats contributing to hypokinesia and psychophysiological disturbances

Afferent pulsed activity change in peripheral fibers of severed phrenic nerve during air inhalation and under anoxia

Joint action of various afferents in regulation of human posture, considering appropriate differential reactions

Human odorant evoked response, considering stimulation of olfactory receptors and trigeminal affenances in nose

Femoral nerve afferent muscle fibers biologic activity in anesthetized cats, determining effect of blood circulation level on receptors functional activity

Lower cardiac nerve unmyelinated afferent fibers detection and functional property characteristics

Afferent mechanism of orthostasis in space flight, discussing plasma fluid volume reduction and cardiovascular adjustments on passive tilting
Primary biological receptor element analogous to retinal rods and cones.

Ischemic deafferentation of striated muscle tissue. 

Bye movements in dark during attempt to maintain visual orientation.

Emanating visuospatial illusions and figural afterimages. 

Circunscriptive investigation of visual tilt and dark adaptation mechanisms.

Afferent ocular motor pathways to extraocular muscle nuclei, considering discrete unilateral lesion role in head posture disturbance production.

Neural control organization in vestibulo-ocular reflex arc, considering afferent and oculomotor neural signals.

Ischemic deafferentation of striated muscle tissue.

Afterimages: Eye movements in dark during attempt to maintain visual orientation defined by prior viewing of fixation target. 

Reduction or disappearance of visual aftereffect of movement without patterned surround consisting of dots, concentric circles, grid pattern or vertical bars.

Computerized simulation of lateral inhibitory networks for figural aftereffects, discussing light and dark adaptation mechanisms.

Human afterimage and papillary activity in darkness after strong light exposure, noting dependence on stimulus intensity and duration.

Human visual geometrical illusions and figural aftereffects, determining mechanisms for spatial patterns physical and phenomenal properties.

Visual movement aftereffect storage absence of patterned surround for fixed visible target.

Neurophysiological investigation of visual tilt aftereffects, comparing judgment precision at vertical and horizontal to oblique orientation with/without gravity cue.

Circumscript eccentric afterimages effect on visual ocuomotor control system, examining central transfer functions.

Afterimage induced smooth eye movements despite absence of moving visual stimulus, suggesting retinal image stabilization and saccadic behavior inhibiting processes.

Computerized simulation of lateral inhibitory networks of visual afterimages.

Age-related changes in mammalian cells and aging effects on visual acuity in professional and nonprofessional personnel.

Age effects on whole blood viscosity with WillsBrookfield microviscometer, investigating role of hematocrit and plasma protein.

Age effects on ophthalmoscopic features in various age groups.

Age effects on pupils and adult rabbits. 

Primary cardiomyopathy, discussing obstructive and nonobstructive cases, myocardial inflammation, chronic alcoholism and age relationships.

Human nervous system stimulus trace retention in various age groups, using skin galvanic reaction to sympathomimetic agents.

Human crystalline lens protein and lipid discussion cholesterol accumulation with age.

Age obliteration of arteriopathy and peripheral arterial sclerotic effects on rheographic wave propagation speed to lower limbs.

Age effects on whole blood viscosity with Wills-Brookfield microviscometer, investigating role of hematocrit and plasma protein.

Age effects on pupils and adult rabbits.

Primary cardiomyopathy, discussing obstructive and nonobstructive cases, myocardial inflammation, chronic alcoholism and age relationships.

Human nervous system stimulus trace retention in various age groups, using skin galvanic reaction to sympathomimetic agents.

Human crystalline lens protein and lipid discussion cholesterol accumulation with age.

Age obliteration of arteriopathy and peripheral arterial sclerotic effects on rheographic wave propagation speed to lower limbs.

Age effects on whole blood viscosity with Wills-Brookfield microviscometer, investigating role of hematocrit and plasma protein.
Functions of medical services charged with ensuring physical fitness of flying personnel in hot, dry climates with respect to age and sex.

Age effects on whole blood viscosity with Wells-Brookfield microviscometer, investigating role of hematocrit and plasma protein.

Cardiovascular disease effects in aging flying personnel on physical exercise performance.

Arteriosclerosis and electrocardiographic abnormalities in aging pilots of French Air Force.

Aging effects on susceptibility to decompression sickness.

Air conditioning of passenger cabin in SST, noting heat exchanges due to radiation, convection and evaporation.

Heat tolerance for resting subjects in event of air conditioning system failure in SST passenger cabin.

Ozone atmospheric concentration, dissociation in SST air conditioning systems and biochemical poisoning.

Effects of air conditioning on human body temperature and cockpit air conditioning.

Design and performance of thermal air conditioning equipment during long term manned space environment simulation.

Design and performance of thermal air conditioning equipment during long term manned space environment simulation.

Pure tone, air/bone conducting and speech audiometry, considering hearing tests, artificial mastoids, environmental requirements and physical principles.

Space station thermal control systems design, discussing pumped loop, air cooled semiactive and heat pipe systems.

Comparison of water, convective air, and reversed air flow cooled suits for body temperature thermoregulation in high temperature environments.

Pure tone, air/bone conducting and speech audiometry, considering hearing tests, artificial mastoids, environmental requirements and physical principles.

Observer psychological response to air defense oriented visual information display.

Air revitalization unit for scaled survival shelters without external power supply.

Respiratory air flow optimal regulation hypothesis, testing analytic prediction model results with experiment under stress and rest conditions.

Diaphragm mechanics, discussing thoracic pressure-long volume and air flow relationships of respiratory system during electrophrenic stimulation in men and cats.

Long term lunar surface environment, discussing radiation, thermal and meteoroid protection, water budget, carbon dioxide removal and air lock design.

NASA-CAB/TL-02531 Air ionization and effects of positive ions in air on man using Am-241 sources.

AERONAUTICS: U AIR EXPLOSIONS

AERIAL CARGO

Aerial delivery system for dropping emergency pumping equipment to distressed boats - Phase 1.

Aerial delivery system for dropping emergency pumping equipment to distressed boats - Phase 2.

AERIAL COMMUNICATIONS

Air conditioning of passenger cabin in SST, noting heat exchanges due to radiation, convection and evaporation.

Aging effects on pilot psychophysiological abilities and flying proficiency.

Radioevaluation of aging pilots hearing acuity in relation to flying time.

Aging effects on military flight crew body compositions and physical exercise performances.

Cardiovascular disease effects in aging flying personnel on physical exercise performance.

Arteriosclerosis and electrocardiographic abnormalities in aging pilots of French Air Force.

Aging effects on pilot psychophysiological abilities and flying proficiency.

Cardiovascular disease effects in aging flying personnel on physical exercise performance.

Arteriosclerosis and electrocardiographic abnormalities in aging pilots of French Air Force.

Aging effects on pilot psychophysiological abilities and flying proficiency.

Radioevaluation of aging pilots hearing acuity in relation to flying time.

Aging effects on military flight crew body compositions and physical exercise performances.

Cardiovascular disease effects in aging flying personnel on physical exercise performance.
Airborne trainer and ground simulator for undergraduate navigator training system

Display relationship problems applied to presentation of aircraft attitude and guidance information

AIR POLLUTION
Air pollution study of jet aircraft emissions in airport vicinity, involving exhaust gas testing, ground operations and passenger cabin measurements

Physiological effects on mice of air pollution with gaseous toxic substances from urine and feces, noting increased respiration rate and choline esterase activity

Air pollution reduction by urban tri-state air transportation system around New York City

Steady-state nondivergent Gaussian computer model for simulating air quality in region of New York City

Feasibility and capability of electron microprobe analysis for measuring pollutant aerosol particles in atmosphere

Graphical analysis of ten-year sampling of suspended particulate matter over urban and nonurban sites

District of Columbia air quality display model for computing seasonal concentration estimates

Bibliography of research projects in air pollution for year 1968

Selectivity bibliography of water and air pollution for businesses and industry

Electron microprobe X-ray analysis of atmospheric aerosol particles

Studying air pollution as regional problem in Arizona

Chattanooga interstate air quality control region

Air pollution report of federal facilities in metropolitan Baltimore intrastate air quality control region

 Proposed boundaries for metropolitan Detroit-Port Huron intrastate air quality control region

Environmental problems including air pollution, water pollution, radioactive wastes, sewage, mining, and garbage disposal

Conference on application of science and technology to problems of pollution, transportation, and employment

Air pollution problems in California and methods for air quality forecasting

Simplified glide rule for determination of downwind safety limits for toxic vapors

Radiative fallout program review

Annotated bibliography of technical literature related to nitrogen oxides and air pollution control

Mathematical model for environmental transport of lead from several sources and subsequent intake by man

Body exposure rate calculated for dose from Krypton-85 released to earth atmosphere

Effects of atmospheric discharges of tritiated steam on human health

Maximum allowable plutonium-239 load in humans and maximum allowable plutonium-239 concentration in air at work locations

Radionuclide monitoring and environmental sampling data for Phoebus 2A reactor tests

Body burden exposure rate from krypton 85 released in atmosphere by nuclear power production

Bionics modeling of enzyme analysis of toxic compounds and olfactory system simulation

Monitoring techniques for biological and chemical atmospheric contaminants in closed environment

Atmospheric circulation and aerosol pollution transport noting role of temperature inversions

Toxicological evaluation of carbon monoxide, atmospheric contaminants, and propellants in environmental pollution

Radiation monitoring data for radioactive fallout in German Democratic Republic for 1969

AIR SAMPLING
Volume, diaphragm elasticity and area, orifice area, and L/D ratio effects on pulsation damper efficiency for smoothing personal respirable dust sampler flows

AIR SICKNESS
Motion sickness

AIR TRAFFIC
Air traffic control

Maximum allowable plutonium-239 load in humans and maximum allowable plutonium-239 concentration in air at work locations

Radionuclide monitoring and environmental sampling data for Phoebus 2A reactor tests

Body burden exposure rate from krypton 85 released in atmosphere by nuclear power production

Bionics modeling of enzyme analysis of toxic compounds and olfactory system simulation

Monitoring techniques for biological and chemical atmospheric contaminants in closed environment

Atmospheric circulation and aerosol pollution transport noting role of temperature inversions

Toxicological evaluation of carbon monoxide, atmospheric contaminants, and propellants in environmental pollution

Radiation monitoring data for radioactive fallout in German Democratic Republic for 1969

AIR TRAFFIC
Air traffic control

National airspace system air traffic control automation and man considerations, noting controller productivity increase, input difficulties and symbology clutter

Evaluation of air traffic control

Fatigue and stress measurement on air traffic controllers, using critical fusion frequency methods, tapping tests, self rating and urine catecholamine

Affect adjective checklist assessment of mood changes as a function of stress in air traffic controllers

Performance ratings and personality test factors of air traffic controllers

Workload and performance limiting factors of air traffic control radar operators

Work-rest cycles in air traffic control tasks

Physiological and biochemical measurement of air traffic controller personnel at O'Hare Airport to determine effects of duties

Biodynamic evaluation of air traffic control students from 1960 to 1963

Measurement of effects of stress on air traffic control personnel through use of mood adjective check lists
[FAP-AM-71-21] p0609 N71-30667
Physiological and psychological reactions to sonic boom and effects on efficiency of air traffic control personnel
[FAP-AM-71-29] p0609 N71-34068
Biomedical evaluations of cardiovascular and overall physical fitness of air traffic control personnel
[FAP-AM-71-19] p0613 N71-35293
AER TRANSPORTATION
Patients transport pathology, discussing accelerations and vibrations in ambulances, helicopters and fixed wing aircraft
P0198 A71-18191
Circadian rhythms from aerospace medicine viewpoint, discussing cycle stability and flexibility, air and space travel, etc
P0202 A71-20704
Aerial transportation of patients, potential hazards due to motion sickness, decreased atmospheric pressure and oxygen tension, fatigue, inactivity and dehydration
P0204 A71-20726
Preventive medicine for air travelers in flight and at route stops, considering disease dissemination and control, international quarantinable diseases, sanitation, etc
P0204 A71-20727
Environmental radiation exposure in air travel, comparing integral radiation dosages for conventional jet transport aircraft and SST
P0025 A71-38976
Oxygen supply to air transported patients by chemical compounds, suggesting use of permanganates and chlorates
P0582 A71-41571
Sick and injured transportation aboard regular airliners, considering pathological and psychological contraindications
P0582 A71-41572
Vibration induced pernicious and cardiovascular hazards during patients transport to hospital by air or ambulance, discussing therapeutic and preventive treatments
P0582 A71-41573
In-flight study of work/rest cycle effects on double crew performance and fatigue in flying transport missions
P0585 A71-41829
Air pollution reduction by urban tri-state air transportation system around New York City
[FAP-AM-70-14] p0039 N71-10124
Physiological adaptation problems during long range aerial troop deployment
[AD-714369] p0171 N71-1641
Stresses and adaptation problems associated with large scale, long range, rapid reaction time, aerial troop deployments
P0286 N71-20360
Analysis of medical, psychological, and environmental aspects of mass air transportation
[FAP-AM-71-10] p0493 N71-29308
AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT
Airborne trainer and ground simulator for undergraduate navigator training system
P0007 N71-10522
Airborne audio-video recording system designs and requirements
[AD-727200] p0618 N71-35280
AIRBORNE INFECTIOIN
Bacterial contamination in confined sealed space during long term human occupation, observing hemolytic microflora spreading dynamics on bodies, clothes, wall and air
P0569 A71-40560
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
Aircraft accidents medical aspects, investigating cause, death mode, emergency suddenness, specific injuries and safety equipment evaluation
P0203 A71-20713
Physiological aspects of aircraft accident investigation, considering pilot error
P0207 A71-20825
Aircraft accidents investigation toxicological aspects, discriminating drugs, alcohol and carbon monoxide involvement
[SAA PAPER 710395] p0266 A71-24259
Possibilities of alcohol detection in blood and other tissue by alcohol examination using experience from aircraft accidents case histories
P0574 A71-29366
Air transport accident research in night approach simulators, noting visual information null in descent path and delay in relative position supplement data
P0807 A71-31602
Epidemiology statistics of USAF spatial disorientation aircraft accidents, noting pilot training, flight environment and indoctrination remedy programs
P0587 A71-40359
Physiological factors in fatal aircraft accidents, discussing pilot incapacitation and transient functional disturbances
P0568 A71-41834
Book on fatal civil aircraft accidents medical and pathological investigation covering transport, light and glider aircraft case histories and statistics
P0621 A71-42910
Continued flight training correlation with general aviation aircraft accident rates reported
P0631 A71-44252
Incidence and costs of pilot disorientation Army aircraft accidents during fiscal year 1967
[AD-7109871 p0045 N71-10695
Legal, preventive, and clinical aspects of aerospace medicine
[AGARD-CP-61-70] p0064 N71-11001
Operational characteristics and pilot experience in civil aviation accidents caused by alcohol intoxication
P0064 N71-11002
Post-mortem lactate analysis on pilot tissues to determine presence of technical malfunction in aircraft accident
P0064 N71-11003
Medical and legal aspects of aircraft accident fatality investigation by aviation pathologist
P0065 N71-11005
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
Human factors in glider accidents, discussing drugs, fatigue, oxygen lack, nervous tension, etc
P0146 A71-18196
Aircraft accidents medical aspects, investigating cause, death mode, emergency suddenness, specific injuries and safety equipment evaluation
P0203 A71-20713
Civil aviation medicine practice, discussing airman certification for flight fitness, government legislation, accidents and carrier operations
P0205 A71-20728
Vision loss from windshield tinting in night visual flying accident
P0207 A71-20824
Psychoreactive action caused by flying incident in group, discussing repercussions in civil and military aviation fields
P0272 A71-24982
Medical planning and first aid in disasters at airports
P0313 A71-25128
Aircraft accident rescue system with helicopters, discussing cooperation between helicopter service and ground personnel
P0365 A71-28721
Biomedical requirements and emergency planning for aerodromes, surveying U.S. airports
P0870 A71-35999
Cumulative /chronic/ and acute skill fatigue and physical fitness in aircrews, considering relationship to pilot error accidents
P0625 A71-43390
Mortality in survivable or partially survivable U.S. Army aircraft accidents, observing death relationship to aircraft duty and seat location and type
P0631 A71-44246
Comparison of physiological characteristics of accident and non-accident flying personnel for years 1966 - 1967
[FAP-AM-70-181] p0331 A71-27698
Performance of smoke hood for protection of human respiratory system in aircraft accidents and passenger evacuation
[FAP-AM-70-20] p0846 N71-29060
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AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE

Airport sound prediction using Noise and Number Level. Index derived from noise logarithmic average and audible aircraft number. *p0305 A71-25236

Noise disturbance near large airports, considering aircraft noise, public annoyance and socio-psychological conditions. *p0321 A71-27470

Aircraft noise effect on hearing impairment of cockpit crews in civil aviation, using audiometric evaluation. *p0515 A71-38222

Aircraft noise effects on hearing acuity and perceptual and intellectual judgment tasks. *p0566 A71-40351

Time varying aircraft noise effect on speech intelligibility, discussing test for relation to articulation index. *p0573 A71-40709

Characteristics of acoustic damage found in technical military personnel. *p0665 W71-11808

Sound attenuation characteristics of military ear protective devices and helmets. *p0667 W71-11819

Noise problems in air evacuation operations and effectiveness of ear protective devices. [AD-T71-882] *p0699 W71-16284

Noise and vibration effects on commercial helicopter pilot safety, performance, and comfort. [NASA-CR-117181] *p2822 W71-20113

Weighting method for aircraft auditory risk limits when hearing ear protectors. [AD-T79061] *p3929 W71-25086


Physiological effects of sleep deprivation produced by simulated aircraft noise. [FAA-RC-70-16] *p6509 W71-34064

AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE

Aircraft handling rating scales efficiency, noting difficulty in understanding and interpreting pilot opinion. *p5321 A71-27253

AIRCRAFT PILOTS

Helicopter pilot and passengers emergency survival, considering gravitation force, human tolerances, design factors, etc. *p5017 A71-11376

Coronary artery heart disease detection in aircraft pilots to age 45 during physical examinations. *p0343 A71-12392

In-flight telemetric ECG recordings of aircraft pilots during normal, abnormal and aerobic flight, analyzing heart rate variations as function of stresses. *p0078 A71-13064

Superior jet pilots social, military and flying case histories, noting predominance of firstborn children with close father-son relationships. *p0866 A71-13325

Commercial airline pilots alertness tests, using IR pupillography. *p0096 A71-15051

Early and prognostic signs of arteriosclerosis in aircraft pilots from medical examination records. *p0200 A71-20541

F-100 pilots acute HF hearing loss due to noise ground environment and excessive in-flight noise exposure. *p0252 A71-23249

Jet pilots training technologies, discussing multimedia instruction, psychological stress reduction, self study, airborne video application and simulation. [SAP PAPER 710477] *p3555 A71-28342

Airline pilot training specific behavioral objective concept, noting introduction with Boeing 747. [SAP PAPER 710479] *p3555 A71-28344

Personnel training in airline operations technology at Frederick List Transportation Institute for aircraft pilots, flight safety engineers and systems engineers. *p370 A71-29143

Vertical translational acceleration perception threshold of aircraft pilot seated in upright position. *p0370 A71-29143

SUBJECT INDEX

Early diagnosis of atherosclerosis in civil aviation pilots by lipid metabolites and electrocardiographic examinations. *p0377 A71-29780

Epidemiological statistics for age specific asbestos incidence rate of serious in-flight pilot failure, considering fatal and nonfatal causes. *p0406 A71-31318

Aircraft pilot learning process with C-6 trainer, determining effective evaluation indexes including error ratio, control numbers, pulse rate and reaction time. *p4661 A71-35196

Aircraft pilot physical examination for regression curves on near vision and eye accommodation, noting age effect. *p661 A71-35197

Aircraft pilots anthropometric survey for human factors engineering, discussing measurement techniques and arrangements for training. *p661 A71-35198

Information transfer in all-weather aircraft operation, discussing pilot role in overall reliability based on man machine system information process. *p661 A71-35209

Unconsciousness, confusion, amnesia, syncope and sudden death of pilots in flight due to silent ischemic heart diseases. *p672 A71-36216

Spine radiological examination for helicopter pilot fitness determination, discussing spinal weaknesses symptoms, special exercises, medical examinations and vibration reducing seat construction. *p583 A71-41578

Psychophysiological and conversion mechanisms as unconscious expression of student pilot motivation decrease for further flight training, presenting case histories. *p587 A71-41837

Evaluating current and future requirements and resources for pilots and mechanics in US civil aviation. *p5058 W71-11187

Aircraft pilot thermal environment, thermal comfort and cockpit air conditioning. [ARC-CP-1094] *p0220 W71-17096

Noise and vibration effects on commercial helicopter pilot safety, performance, and comfort. [NASA-CR-117181] *p2822 W71-20113

Speech discrimination test for pilot pure-tone hearing standards. [AD-1716766] *p298 W71-21061

Characteristic flight effects on toothache developments in aircraft pilots. [EMGIBES] *p334 A71-22309

Electrocardiographic and blood pressure standards of physical fitness for aging pilots. *p335 A71-22314

Arteriosclerosis and electrocardiographic abnormalities in aging pilots of French Air Force. *p335 A71-22318

Audio metric evaluation of aging pilots hearing acuity in relation to flying time. *p336 A71-22320

Use of electroencephalograms in evaluation of emotional state of aircraft pilot during flight. [JFBS-5326] *p0484 W71-29149

Helicopter pilot visual acuity determined from flight tests. [ISTH-78-44] *p0536 W71-31660

Anthropometric survey of aviation personnel with bivariate tables noting relationships between selected variables. [AD-723796] *p537 A71-31942

Protective features and compatibility with airborne communication systems considered in study of aviation helmets. [AD-724080] *p543 A71-33123

AIRCRAFT POWER SOURCES

U AIRCRAFT ENGINES

AIRCRAFT REIABILITY

Information transfer in all-weather aircraft operation, discussing pilot role in overall reliability based on man machine system information process. *p0461 A71-35209
Psychological and neurophysiological definitions of vigilance, considering alcohol and tranquilizers effects

Algae physiology, discussing culture techniques, pure species production, past errors and achievements

Unicellular algae photosynthesis measurement by radioisotopic methods under optimum and equalized conditions of light, temperature and carbon dioxide supply

Algae survival and growth under adverse conditions, considering high and low temperatures, desiccation and halophilism

Optimum mineral medium for algae Chlorella and Scenedesmus cultivation in closed ecological system

Venus life forms, describing algae growth in pure carbon dioxide under pressure in acidic nutrient media at high temperatures

Centrally parietal chromatophore in green coccal algae, noting individual cell division and total number increase throughout ontogeny

Blue-green algae survival or growth ability tests under simulated Precambrian atmospheric conditions

Mechanism of hydrogen evolution by algae

Nutritional properties of unicellular algae compared to soya protein

Uric acid levels in men fed algae and yeast as protein sources

Biochemistry of growth, gametogenesis, and fertilization in algae

Regeneration of spacecraft cabin atmospheres utilizing photosynthesis of unicellular algae

Hydrostatic pressure effects on photosynthesis, growth, and oxygen production of algal cultures

Mechanisms of inactivation and repair in determination of effects of ultraviolet radiation on algae

Algae and plankton photosynthesis requirements for optimization of oceanographic resources

Computer learning algorithms to improve parameter search efficiency in system modeling with man-machine interaction

Visual alignment task performance for marks with vertical separation under various illuminations

Aliphatic compounds

Acetic acid

Acetyl compounds

Acetylene

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP)

Adenosines

Alkamines

Alkyl compounds

Chloral

Chlorophene

Choline

Carbon dioxide

Diethylhydrazines

Ethyl alcohol

Galactose

Glucosides

Glutarates

Glutaric acid

Glucose

Glutamine

Glucosesides

Glucoside

Glycerides

Glycogen

Glycerols

Glycols

Glycoproteins

Hydrazines

Iodomethane

Lactic acid

Lipid

Lipids

Lactic acid

Methanol

Methyl compounds

Methylhydrazine

Mono-saccharides

Nonylbutyl (trade mark)

Poly saccharides

Starch

Thiols

Type III carbonaceous chondrite Murchison meteorite, obtaining amino acids, aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons from specimen

Alkali halides

Sodium chlorides

Alkali reagents

Cesium 137

Liquid sodium

Lithium isotopes

Potassium

Sodium

Alkalies

Acidic and alkaline deoxyribonucleases activity by spectrophotometer and horizontal viscosimeter in normal states and pathology

Alkaloids

Atropine

Nicotine

Pilocarpine

Reserpine

Alkalosis

Alkalosis effect on human maximal performance and lactic acid formation in blood under supermaximal exercise conditions

Paraffinic hydrocarbons in tobacco tissue cultures

Nerve cell structure and function protection preparations on resistance of rats and mice to lateral acceleration rate

Information transfer in all-weather aircraft operation, discussing pilot role in overall reliability based on man machine system information process
Physiological and biochemical changes arising in alternating current field induced cholesteric and nematic liquid crystal phase transitions [A70-20053]

Blood pressure-measuring system for separately recording dc and ac pressure signals of Korotkoff sounds

Operator performance improvement in monitoring automated processes by alternating displays, discussing simulated radar and sonar CRT display laboratory tests

Physical exercises to increase cosmonaut space environment tolerance, discussing effects of acceleration, altitude and hypoxia

Lower fasting blood glucose levels in high altitude acclimatized rats and aircraft crew members, discussing aftereffects, allergies and health requirements

Character size, case and symbol generation effects on CRT display search time

Physiological reactivity inhibition in mice under simulated high altitude conditions, noting adaptation influence on motor activity and survival rate

Oxygen transport and consumption, ventilation and cardiac index in natives and sojourners at high altitudes

Myocardial ventricular contraction in high altitude hypoxia adaptation, using baro-chamber trained rats

Arterial oxygen, carbon dioxide tension, pH and lactic acid changes during rapid descent from altitude to sea level in deep mine

Myocardial lypnosomic enzymes activity in adaptation to high altitude hypoxia and during cardiac disease, using albino rats

Myocardial lypnosomic enzymes activity in adaptation to high altitude hypoxia and during cardiac disease, using albino rats

Nitrergic activity of kidney undergoing compensatory hypertrophy in high mountain acclimated rats

Rat left ventricle isolated papillary muscles contractile force in pressure-chamber under high altitude adaptation

Altitude acclimatization of albino rats and guinea pigs, measuring chronic and acute hypoxia effect on oxygen affinity and red cell 2,3-diphosphoglycerate concentration

Renal oxygenation in male Peruvian natives living permanently at high altitudes, determining reduced tubular function cause

Renal oxygenation curve shift, hemoglobin affinity and diphosphoglycerate concentration in blood of

Acidotic and normal subjects at altitude

High altitude pulmonary edema in unacclimatized humans, discussing symptoms, etiology incidence and prevention

High altitude acclimatized humans, noting decreased coronary blood flow and increased oxygen extraction

High altitude residents cardiovascular evaluations, showing right ventricular enlargement and reactive pulmonary hypertension

Chronic hypoxia effects on blood oxygen and carbon dioxide tensions and pH changes in unanesthetized chickens at high altitude compared to sea level control

Conditioned reflexes developed by prospect training, in two genetic strains of mice during adaptation to altitude hypoxia

Immunobiological reactivity inhibition in mice under partial adaptation to high altitude hypoxia, observing decreased phagocytic activity, antibody production, hypoplasia and lymph-cell number

Cellular respiration and metabolic alterations in altitude acclimated rats, considering heart muscle mitochondria

Trained young runners maximal oxygen consumption rate at sea level and high altitude

High-altitude acclimatization and cold-in man

Ventilatory acclimatization to chronic hypoxia in high-altitude natives by cerebrospinal fluid pH decrease

Human adaptation to high altitude, considering effects of physical preconditioning, exercise, high carbohydrate diets and normal food intake maintenance

Physiological responses of burro Equus asinus to oxygen lack in mountain altitudes, studying red blood cell and plasma volumes

High altitude exposure effects on concentration and total quantity of electrolytes in human serum and extracellular space

Pigeon acclimatization response to simulated high altitude, determining body weights, hematocrit ratios, hemoglobin concentrations and plasma and blood volumes

Altitude and cold acclimatization effects on human basal heart rate, blood pressure, respiration and breath-holding

Cold pressor response tests under altitude acclimatization and simultaneous hypoxic acclimatization and cold-in man

Training cycle in altitude chamber for human adaptation to hypoxia, high temperatures and transverse myogenic loads

Elevated basal metabolism in man under simultaneous altitude hypoxia and cold acclimatization

Ventilatory response to progressively increasing inspired carbon dioxide tensions at ground level and acetazolamide pretreatment before high altitude exposure

Rat thyroid gland changes during acclimatization to simulated high altitude environments, observing high hormone stimulation
**ALTITUDE SICKNESS**

Pulmonary carbon monoxide diffusing capacity of sea level and high altitude dwellers at various altitudes, noting early postnatal lung growth effects p0639 A71-40770
Age effects on plasma aldosterone levels, red cell, plasma and total blood volume at sea level and high altitude p0639 A71-40781
Investigating state of brain and muscles during high altitude acclimation and effects of physical training on heat tolerance of man (JFBS-52200) p0220 A71-17066
Investigating changes in brain cortex and gastrocnemius muscle functions during adaptation to high mountainous altitudes p0220 A71-17067
Human acclimatization to high altitudes, monsoons, and hot, dry weather (JFBS-52994) p0326 A71-22001
Physiological adaptation to high altitudes in experienced and novice mountain climbers from northern and southern regions p0329 A71-22004
Physiological responses to long term living at high altitudes p0329 A71-22005
Physiological responses to long term living at medium elevations p0329 A71-22006
High altitude acclimatization and physiological changes in humans p0329 A71-22007
Comparison of ground level rats to rats exposed to altitude of 18,000 feet to determine cardiovascular response [A-D-717051] p0332 A71-22240

**ALTIITUDE SICKNESS**

Acute mountain sickness due to oxygen deficiency, discussing control by acetazolamide, placebo or furosemide pretreatment p0144 A71-17613
Neurological altitude decompression sickness clinical manifestations, pathophysiology, treatment by compression therapy and subsequent grand mal seizures p0144 A71-17614
Nitrogen, helium, argon and neon containing atmospheres relation to altitude decompression of rats, noting interspecies comparison of metabolic effects p0269 A71-28610
High altitude decompression disorders prevention in humans by increasing pressure level in oxygen equipment assembly p0635 A71-44474
Acute mountain sickness in humans [A-D-712182] p0053 N71-1102

**ALTITUDE SIMULATION**

Simulated high altitude chronic hypoxia and long term sidereopenic anemia adapted animals, investigating acute anoxia tolerance of myocardium p0197 A71-20331
Pigeon acclimatization response to simulated high altitude, determining body weights, hematocrit ratios, hemoglobin concentrations and plasma and blood volumes p0522 A71-38563
Visual performance in simulated target acquisition tasks as function of flare-ignition altitude p0589 A71-42196
Decreased diuresis in response to thiazide diuretic at simulated altitude [A-D-713069] p0162 N71-14702

**ALTITUDE TESTS**

**HT HIGH ALTITUDE TESTS**

Body fat influence with and without denitrogenation on decompression sickness in men exercising after abrupt exposure to altitude p0373 A71-29361

**ALTITUDE TOLERANCE**

Acute mountain sickness due to oxygen deficiency, discussing control by acetazolamide, placebo or furosemide pretreatment p0144 A71-17613
Simulated high altitude chronic hypoxia and long term sidereopenic anemia adapted animals, investigating acute anoxia tolerance of myocardium p0197 A71-20331

**SUBJECT INDEX**

Physiological characteristics in llamas pulmonary circulation at sea level and changes after 5 and 10 weeks at 3,420 m above sea level, noting arterial hypertension p0201 A71-20670
Chronic hypoxia effects on capillary development during high altitude exposure in decompression chamber and maintenance at sea level p0201 A71-20679
Aircraft crew without pressure suits, noting abrupt ambient pressure drop tolerance in trained and untrained subjects p0322 A71-27659
Polycythemia and altitude hypoxia effects on rats heart and sea level exercise tolerance [SIB-P8-70-37] p0526 A71-38090 Peritoneal macrophagocytic digestive function decrease in mice under hypoxic hypoxia, indicating infection susceptibility in altitude environments p0586 A71-41832
Psychomotor performance during vacuum chamber altitude tolerance tests [SIB-P8-70-37] p0221 N71-17146
Stress effects of temperature and altitude on human performance p0287 N71-20363

**ALVEOLAR AIR**

Human alveolar-arterial oxygen pressure differences, investigating inert gas effects p0103 A71-15576
Terminal bronchiolar diameter changes with volume in isolated air filled lobes of cat lung p0197 A71-20332
Carbohydrate ingestion produced respiratory gas exchange ratio and alveolar ventilation effects on arterial oxygen tension in normal subjects p0197 A71-20333
Alveolar nitrogen and carbon dioxide tensions changes during compressed air narcosis in constant oxygen partial pressure p0206 A71-20818
Alveolar gas exchanges and cardiovascular functions during breath holding with air, determining resting oxygen consumption p0319 A71-27135
Alveolar air samples of human subjects at various altitudes, determining gas composition and partial pressure p0323 A71-27659
Alveolar and arterial carbon dioxide partial pressure during rebreathing experiments at rest p0359 A71-28435
Pulmonary oxygen toxicity development rate and effects on lung volume and alveolar-arterial gas exchange during oxygen breathing p0376 A71-29501
High altitude pulmonary edema syndrome, investigating increased alveolar-arterial oxygen gradients of humans during treadmill exercise p0380 A71-30279
Alveolar-arterial oxygen pressure gradient derivation as sum of shunt, ventilation/perfusion inequalities and membrane and airway diffusions p0407 A71-31449
Diaphragm mechanics, discussing thoracic pressure-lung volume and air flow relationships of respiratory system during electrogenic stimulation in sea and cats p0420 A71-33229
Alveolar-arterial oxygen pressure difference during controlled hyperventilation and posthyperventilatory phase p0515 A71-38200
Diffusion component of alveolar-arterial oxygen pressure differences in man at rest and during exercise p0520 A71-38556
Variable tidal volume effects on lung test gas washout parameters p0522 A71-38565
Respiratory reflex mechanism of deep breath occurrence after period of airway occlusion in rabbits related to stimulation of vagal receptors p0527 A71-39000
Alveolar gas exchange and cardiovascular functions during respiratory inhibition [P8-194823] p0220 N71-17097
AIBOIA

Biological radioprotectants in space flights

Decaborane effects on amino acid metabolic patterns of various rat tissues, considering homovanillic inactivation

Biological radioprotectants in space flights including amino acids, bacterial polysaccharides, hormones and vitamins

Para-aminophenol and propylene glycol radiation protective effect on hematopoietic stem cells of mice

Toxicity reduction of aminoethylisothiuronium compounds through n-substitution with amino acids, noting slight decrease in radioprotective effectiveness

Toxicity reduction of aminoethylisothiuronium compounds through n-substitution with amino acids, noting slight decrease in radioprotective effectiveness

Taurine restorative effect in patients with marked leucopenia induced by radiotherapy

Prenatal exposure to hypoxia, showing prolonged suppression of labeled amino acid incorporation into developing submandibular gland and pancreas in neonatal period

L-dopa multination-tissue effects on rat brain noradrenaline metabolites concentrations, observing zero time control rated modifications

Type III carbonaceous chondrite Murunah meteorite, obtaining amino acids, aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons from specimens

Carbonaceous chondrite and Precambrian-chert amino acids detection, using simultaneous optical configuration determination and gas chromatography

Dietary pyridoxal deficiency causing amino acid content reduction in liver, kidney, brain and heart tissues

Hydrocarbons, amino acids and large molecular organic compounds formation in chondrite meteorites by abiogenetic reactions

Long wavelength UV photoproduction of amino acids on primitive earth, using hydrogen sulfide as photon acceptor

Compounds hydrolysable to amino acids in aqueous extracts of Apollon T1 and T2, linear lines, noting presence of glycine and alanine

Cerebral gamma-amino butyric acid metabolism and hydronorphyre oxygen induced seizures in chicks during brain development, noting increased membrane permeability

Amino acid levels in fasted and fed rats plasma, liver, muscle and kidney during and after exercise, noting glutamine decrease in liver tissue

Age dependent changes in free amino acid content and composition of cerebral and carotid arteries in man and dog

Serotonin and gamma-aminobutyric acid loss and interaction in rat midbrain slices incubated in media containing Na, K and Ca ions

Radiation damage diagnosis in man, investigating free amino acid excretion with urine by paper chromatography method

UV radiation effect on amino acids and peptides in different gas atmospheres in presence of salts and metal oxides

Early solar system organic matter origin, discussing amino acid synthesis from CO2, H and ammonia reaction with Na, alumina or clay catalysts

Probiotic organic matter in solar system, investigating contamination free amino acid catalytic synthesis from deuterated reactants

Detection of several nonprotein amino acids in presence of protein amino acids

Quantitative analysis of gamma amino acid in brain after locomotion and pure oxygen breathing

Automatic analysis system for separating and identifying amino acids to detect extraterrestrial life

Amino acids synthesis by formaldehyde-ammonia heating and hydrolysis, simulating reactants in weakly reducing atmosphere at volcanic temperatures

Ph conditional amino acid assimilation deficient mutants isolation and growth properties, studying nitrogen transport in Hydrogenomonas eutropha

Hydrogenomonas eutropha mutants deficient assimilation due to ammonia-nitrogen permeation defect

Hyponokia effect on formation and elimination of ketones, alpha-ketoglutarate, carbon monoxide and ammonia in rats

Possible probiotic synthesis of tyramine by heating uracil, paraformaldehyde and hydroxylamine in ammoniacal solution for three days at 70 C

Time of useful function after mice exposure to life threatening toxic mixtures of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and ammonia produced by combustion

Urine preservatives for urine water recovery system, noting ammonia and organic compound contents in condensate

Chlorides

Photoreduction regulation in Rhodospirillum rubrum by ammonium chloride, discussing nitrogen fixation and protein metabolism

Cyanocoba induced changes in internal structure of cotton leaves to reflectance, transmittance, and absorbance of near infrared radiation

Amino acid compounds for medicinal use

Amino acid synthesis

AIBOIA

AIBOIBA

AIBOICLAYS

AIBOILLOXIS

AIBORUS

U ELECTRIC CURRENT

AFERITINE

AIBRFICATION

U AMPLIFICATION

APPLIFER DESIGN

Linear beat by beat cardiotachometer, describing amplifier design and operation

Line fed microelectrode amplifier for electrophysiology, discussing noise reduction

Low cost directly coupled differential amplifier with thermodynamic drift stabilization for biological studies

APPLIFER DESIGN

NT DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIERS

NT FEEDBACK AMPLIFIERS

Electrocardiography from unprepared skin without paste, using integrated stainless steel electrode-buffer amplifiers
ANALOG COMPUTER

Analog/hybrid programming of stimulus sequence for cardiac excitation study
p0101 A71-15166

Analog computer analysis of radioactivity, determining cardiac function and pulmonary blood volume
p0523 A71-38802

ANALOG SIMULATION

Human cardiovascular control system model by analog computer program for various work loads up to submaximal, estimating correspondence to real life
p0076 A71-12995

Cochlear nerve fibers two tone inhibition as signal suppressions inherent to bandpass nonlinearities, using modified analog model and mathematical analysis
p0128 A71-16280

Vestibular system functions physical analog model, predicting responses to motion inputs and possible problems for flight situations
p0266 A71-24237

Analog simulation of cardiac malfunctions associated with K+ conduction block and Wenckebach phenomenon, using P and R wave and interval function generators
p0368 A71-29901

Analog modeling of enzyme and biochemical systems with fixed and variable functional properties, using operational amplifier integrator
p0641 A71-45109

Physical analog model for human vestibular organ responses in guidance and control systems
p0342 A71-23073

Analog simulation of peripheral, ascending, and central auditory perception mechanisms and bandwidth compression relationships to speech recognition
p0400 A71-26261

ANALYSIS

Development of analog model of neuron adaptation and simulation of spontaneous activity of neuron network
p0538 A71-32032

ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS

ECG signal analog to digital conversion at sampling rate and quantizing accuracy for minimal losses and/or distortion
p0038 A71-12949

Analog to digital converters for voice signal analysis
p0537 A71-32009

Analog to digital converters for description and recognition of voice signals
p0538 A71-32011

ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY

NT PSEOD SPHEROIDS

Anomalies
p0346 A71-23477

 ANALYTIC GEOMETRY

NT PSEOD SPHEROIDS

Anomalies
p0346 A71-23477

ANATOMY

NT ADRENAL GLAND

NT ARTERIA

NT ARM (ANATOMY)

NT ARTERIES

NT ABDOMINAL RECEPTORS

NT BLADDER

NT BLOOD VESSELS

NT BONES

NT BRAIN

NT BRAIN STEM

NT BRONCHI

NT BRONCHIAL TUBE

NT CAPILLARIES (ANATOMY)

NT CARDIAC VENTRICLES

NT CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM

NT CEREBELLUM

NT CEREBRAL CORTEX

NT CESEBRUM

NT CHROMOCYSTEINS

NT CHEST

NT CHROMOPLASTS

NT COLLAGENS

NT CONNECTIVE TISSUE

NT CORONARY ARCH

NT CORONARY ORGAN

NT CRABIDE

NT DIAPHRAGM (ANATOMY)

NT DIAPHRAGM

NT EAR

NT ELBOW (ANATOMY)

NT ENDOCRINE GLANDS

NT EYEBROW

NT EYEBROWS

NT EYEE (ANATOMY)
Coordinating structure of human hand arbitrary movements during stimulation of horizontal semicircular canals in vestibular apparatus by negative angular acceleration

Comparison of operator performance limits and symptoms induced by angular accelerations about pitch and yaw axes

Disoriented visual tracking performance of humans during angular acceleration as result of alcohol consumption

Angular acceleration effects on guinea pig vestibular nystagmus

Effect of alcohol and disorientation responses on time judgment error as function of angular velocity

Temporal relationship of nystagmus with and without visual fixation

Angular motion: UANGULAR VELOCITY

Angular velocity: Horizontal clinoism rotation rate for optimal and acceptable weightlessness simulation in plants, comparing with wheat seedlings growth in Biosatellite 2

Time judgment error as function of angular velocity during body rotation

Mathematical model for short term adaptation to vestibular stimuli, deriving transfer function relating angular velocities of nystagmus and head rotation

Medical physiological requirements of angular velocity and g level for artificial gravity creation by rotating space vehicle, considering human tolerances and vehicle design

Gravitational stimuli due to variations in angular velocity and radius, noting effects on behavioral control

Increased artificial gravity avoidance by squirrel monkeys with variations in rotation rate and radius

Head and eye movements affected by angular velocity and linear acceleration in aerospace environments

Anticompensatory oculomotor response during rapid head rotation at high angular velocity

Angular velocity transduction of semicircular canals of head

Interactions between optokinetic and vestibulo-ocular responses during head rotation at angular velocity in various planes

Ventilatory mechanics of semicircular canal function during angular velocity

Dynamic model of semicircular canal affected by angular velocity

Angular velocity and linear acceleration effects on visual perception in aerospace environment

Sound and sonic boom effects on farm animals physiology and behavior, considering milk production, reproduction, food intake and growth rate

Humans and animals acute hypoxia effects on EEG pattern and behavioral reactions

Biological experiments on plants, animals and bacteria aboard Zond 5, 6 and 7 space probes

Plants and animals reactions to environment, gravitational component, showing organisms perception of accelerating force

Biomedical telemetric systems for monitoring internal organs under RP infrastructure and histochemistry

Animal tolerance to carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide, triethylamine and Freon-12 toxic effects after adaptation to hypoxia from tests on albino mice

Biological effects on animals and plants acute hypoxia effects on EEG systems

Characteristic of optokinetic eye-movement patterns and nystagmus in man and animals

Radiation hardened transmitter surgical implantation in animals for electrocardiogram biotelemetry in radiation environments

Biomedical telemetric systems for monitoring physiological parameters of animals

Hypoxic hypoxia effects on human and animal resistance to infections diseases and immunobiological reactivity

Extrapolation of animal tolerances of air contaminants to human tolerances for diver breathing under hyperbaric conditions

Use of nutritional markers for studies of food intake, passage, and absorption in gastrointestinal track of humans and animals

Radiolocation equipment used in Interception Recording Location System, and results in remote ground, aircraft, and satellite tracking of elk
ANNEX

and black bear [NASA-CR-121893]

ANIMATION

U MOTION

ANNOTATIONS

Annotated bibliography of worldwide biodynamics research findings [NASA-TM-X-67138]
p0345 W71-23384

Annotated bibliography on human acclimation and acclimatization to heat. [NASA-TM-X-62088]
p0393 W71-25393

ANNUAL VARIATIONS

Endogenous circannual rhythms, discussing free running period, potential zeitgebers, desynchronization and association with circadian rhythms

Seasonal factors effect on white rat hypothalamic-adrenal cortex system functioning by flowmetric determination of peripheral blood corticosterone content

Circannual biological clock operation without environmental signals based on squirrel hibernation and bird migration studies

Seasonal effect on daily periodicity of mice radiosensitivity related to changes in bright/dark daynight proportion and feeding

Graphical analysis of ten-year sampling of suspended particulate matter over urban and nonurban sites [PB-192223]
p0047 W71-11069

District of Columbia air quality display model for computing seasonal concentration estimates [PB-189194]
p0048 W71-11072

ANTARCTICA

Myocardial glycogen stores increase protective role in rat cardiac anoxia studied in isolated perfused heart

Human body thermography for studying physiological effects due to exercise, anoxia or accelerations

Anoxic fern spores X ray sensitization, observing diacetyl and isatin effects

Carbon dioxide absorption of dog blood and plasma under anoxia at simulated high altitudes, deriving equations for protein concentration related buffer values

Simulated high altitude chronic hypoxia and long term sidereopenia anadimy adapted animals, investigating acute anoxia tolerance of myocardium [NASA-CP-114271]
p0197 W71-20331

Anoxia induced ECG lesion current in conjunction with myocardial phosphorylcreatine collapse, discussing results with air and nitrogen ventilated guinea pigs

Simple organisms resistance and adaptation to low pressure, anoxia, intense cooling, UV irradiation and Mars conditions

Hemopoeis and anemopoeis processes comparative characteristics in brain and muscular tissues of heterothermal and homothermal rodents during prolonged hypoxia

Anoxic effect on laboratory animals cardiac action, discussing ECG injury current relation to myocardia phosphorylcreatine content

White rats resistance to acute anoxic, anemic and histotoxic hypoxia during various phases of I radiation sickness, studying adrenal cortex histophysiological state

Physiological effects on rats of argon substitution for nitrogen in hermetically sealed chambers under conditions of anoxia and high carbon dioxide concentration

ANTARCTIC REGIONS

Photic stimulation at South Pole by KEI, showing no brain stem, undue tension nor anxiety during hypobaric hypoxia acclimatization

A-28

SUBJECT INDEX

Survival of Antarctic desert soil bacteria exposed to various temperatures and to three years of continuous medium-high vacuum [NASA-CR-117313]
p0283 W71-20169

Growth of bacteria in soils from Antarctic dry valleys providing soil microbial ecology on Mars model [NASA-TM-X-66965]
p0283 W71-20172

Hygiene and clinical physiology of men living in Antarctica [JPRS-52579]
p0327 W71-21888

Statistical analysis of effects of acclimatization on hematopoiesis of Antarctic expeditionary personnel [JPRS-53860]
p0609 W71-34663

ANTARCTICA U ANTARCTIC REGIONS

ANTERNA FIELDS

U ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS

Antennas harmful biological effects caused by exposure to microwave radiation including radio frequency power density in vicinity of space station antennas

p0493 W71-29325

ANTENNAS NT GLOB ANTENNAS

ANTHROPOMETRY

Anthropometry for aircraft cockpit and pressure suit design compatible with mission requirements [AD-716396]
p0052 W71-11066

Human hand anthropometric and biomechanical characteristics, discussing data utilization for human factors engineering [AD-716397]
p0321 W71-27250

Aircraft pilots anthropometric survey for human factors engineering, discussing measurement techniques and arrangements for training [AD-716398]
p0461 W71-35198

Peruvian Quecha population growth physique, and pulmonary function at high altitude [AD-716399]
p0052 W71-11066

Anthropomorphic data update for man-model used in cockpit geometry evaluation program for evaluation of flight crew interaction and compatibility with crew stations [AD-716400]
p0697 W71-19818

Cockpit geometry evaluation program for computer simulation of flight crew physical compatibility with cockpit geometry evaluation program for evaluation of flight crew interaction and compatibility with crew stations [AD-716401]
p0697 W71-19818

Human factors engineering data for equipment design including anthropometry, environmental conditions, and physiological and behavioral factors [AD-716402]
p0397 W71-25946

Anthropometric size determination techniques and adult male and female data correlations from US, Australia, Europe, and Asia [AD-723629]
p0505 W71-31841

Anthropometric survey of aviation personnel with biivariate tables noting relationships between selected variables [AD-723796]
p0537 W71-31942

Collation of adult anthropometry with source both domestic and foreign, male and female, military and civilian - Vol. 2 [AD-723630]
p0542 W71-32715

ANTIBIOTICS NT PENICILLIN

Subinoculations of bacterial strains under constant, varying and pulsed magnetic fields, producing sensitivity increase or decrease to antibiotics [AD-723629]
p0542 W71-20856

ANTIBIOTICS NT GARRA GLOBULIN

Radioprotectors and antibiotic formation in rats, determining ionizing radiation survival rate index for lethal dose and hematological indices [AD-716399]
p0635 W71-16619

Immunobiological reactivity inhibition in mice under partial adaptation to high altitude hypoxia, observing decreased phagocytic activity, antibody production, hypoplasia and lymph cell number [AD-716400]
p0697 W71-31845

Human body immune status normalization in prolonged space flight, investigating ribonucleic acid stimulated antibody formation [AD-716401]
p0542 W71-40556
Pulmonary antibacterial defenses with pure oxygen breathing mice, noting inhibition of early interstitial accumulation of Staphylococcus aureus and enhanced clearance of Klebsiella pneumoniae

Feasibility of antigen/antibody system utilizing passive immune agglutination technique to determine microbial ecology of crew during extended space flight [NASA-CR-108687] p0051 A71-11091

In vitro studies using boron-labeled antibodies and elemental boron as neutron target in therapy for tumors and cancer [NASA-CR-122925] p0045 A71-36665

Electron transport, photosynthetic membranes, and energy conservation in photosynthetic bacteria and virus infection of bacteria [HTO-3759-18] p0046 A71-36474

ANTICOAGULANTS

Antithrombotic agent search, finding anticoagulants useful for venous system p0036 A71-12018

Blood liquid state control in sanguiferous canal as function of hemal feedback in coagulation, fibrinolytic and anticoagulation systems p0364 A71-28716

ANTICONVULSANTS

Anticonvulsant drugs for countering reaction noise effects on central nervous system, discussing audiogenic seizure in mice p0083 A71-13163

Metal ions effect on oxygen toxicity in rats, noting convulsions and lung edema alleviation through mixed Mg-Mn ion treatment p0096 A71-15053

ANTIDIURETICS

Central nervous system reactions to vasopressin and oxytocin presence in cerebrospinal fluid and blood, discussing respiratory frequency and antidiuretic tests p0087 A71-13485

Antidiuretic action of chlorpropamide in mammalian kidney, considering intrarenal infusions effect on urinary concentration, free water clearance, glomerular filtration and sodium excretion p0587 A71-41939

Development of radioimmunoassay system for measurement of urinary antidiuretic hormone excretion p0644 A71-36509

ANTIDOTES

Antisarcoma effects of detergents on digitalsis induced arrhythmia in dogs p0005 A71-10392

ANTIGENS

In vitro lymphocyte antigen response measurements in cellular immune response evaluation under adverse logistical conditions, emphasizing RNA and DNA synthesis rates p0036 A71-12390

Antigene properties of human vascular wall layers in atherosclerosis, using agar precipitation and immunoelectrophoretic measurements p0103 A71-15574

Human heart, kidneys, liver and spleen tissues antigen composition analysis by isolation of pure antibodies p0326 A71-27723

Feasibility of antigen/antibody system utilizing passive immune agglutination technique to determine microbial ecology of crew during extended space flight [NASA-CR-108687] p0051 A71-11091


ANTIMICROBIALS

Antibacterial treatment of hypotension and early transient incapacitation in monkeys under supralethal mixed gamma-neutron radiation p0311 A71-26118

ANTIMATTER

MT POSITIONS

ANTIOXIDANTS

Free radical activity in white mice tissues under hyperbaric oxygenation, examining antioxidants effects p0011 A71-11075
incidence in X ray irradiated mice

Aminoethylisothiuronium and methoxy-trypamine synergism and radioprotective effect in X irradiated mice

Central nervous system role in radioprotective contribution of 5-hydroxytryptamine

Endogenous free radicals and radioprotective activity of amine antioxidant in mammal plasma

Blood progenitor cells and radioprotective effect of cystamine in albinio mice

Protective properties of cysteamine and cysteamine derivatives against external radiation in the alkali radiation sensitive lines of Harvey's rat melanoma

Cellular radioprotective effects of cysteamine, cysteamine hydrochloride and vitamin C in mice against 

High dosage gamma irradiation. Determining protective effect of cysteamine in adrenergic and amphetamine activity

Radioprotective effeciveness of cysteamine and its beta-aminoethylisothiuronium in mice under different gamma irradiation and transverse acceleration loads

Protection mechanisms, radical reactivity and prevention of X-ray induced DNA damage in mammalian cells

Relationship of interaction of impulsiveness and anxiety to perceptual-motor performance in human beings

Catheter inserted wire basket device for creation of reversible aortic insufficiency in animal models

Aortic and mitral valves and noninvasive Doppler ultrasonographic measurements

Hypertrophic subaortic stenosis: hemodynamic correlation of Austin Flint murmur and a-wave of apexcardiogram in aortic regurgitation

Carotid pulse wave slope variations in normal subjects, aortic valvular diseases and hypertrophic subaortic stenosis

Arterial hypoxia effects on regional blood flow from closed and open chest dog

Aortic and mitral valves in aortic valve disease with particular reference to a-wave of the apexcardiogram in aortic regurgitation

Ultrasonic echocardiograms of anterior cusp of aortic valve in aortic regurgitation

Relationship of interaction of impulsiveness and anxiety to perceptual-motor performance in human beings

Anterior cusp of aortic valve in aortic regurgitation

Ultrasonic echocardiograms of anterior cusp of aortic valve in aortic regurgitation

Aortic and mitral valves and noninvasive Doppler ultrasonographic measurements

Hypertrophic subaortic stenosis: hemodynamic correlation of Austin Flint murmur and a-wave of apexcardiogram in aortic regurgitation

Carotid pulse wave slope variations in normal subjects, aortic valvular diseases and hypertrophic subaortic stenosis
Energy output of left ventricle and congestive heart failure mechanism, approximating blood velocity in aortic system by mathematical model.

Energy metabolism disturbance effect on dissolved and undissolved collagen fractions content of aorta connective tissue

Functioning aortic valve orifice size relation to configuration and flow

Fucopolysaccharide content and composition of fatty streaks in young male aortas, discussing atherosclerosis effects

Collagen and elastin transmediat gradients in human aortas as function of age, discussing relationship to atherogenesis

Second heart sound changes due to position and magnitude variations of aortic or pulmonary component

Jet and turbulence mechanism of vascular bifurcations associated with stenosis for minimum flow Reynolds numbers, using aorta orifice plates in dogs

DNA synthesis in human aorta endothelium

Activation analysis of fecal samples from Apollo 7, and radionuclide content in feces and urine of Apollo 7 astronauts

Radionuclide visual perception by Apollo astronauts during lunar flight, discussing human eye as Cerebnk radiation detector

Calcium, potassium and iron loss by astronauts during Apollo space missions, using instrumental neutron activation analysis

Advantages and drawbacks of pure oxygen and oxygen-nitrogen space breathing, considering decompensation sickness in Apollo missions

Apollo astronauts light flashes observation during lunar flight, discussing interpretation as scintillations in eye lens by multiply charged cosmic rays focusing on retina

Radionucleide content in feces and urine of Apollo 7 through 13 astronauts

Compressed, coated, freeze dried, nonsweet, cheese and meat flavored snack cubes for Apollo food system

Design and development of protective spectacle for Apollo pressure suits

Activation analysis of fecal samples from Apollo 7, 8, 9, and 10 astronauts to determine effects of space flight on mass balance of various nutrients by human body

Measurement of radiation exposure of Apollo 7, 8, 9, and 10 astronauts by determination of radioisodide content of feces and urine

Nutritional evaluation of Apollo diets and gnotobiological study of mice having diets with limited microfauna

Human response to space environment, discussing prolonged weightlessness, extravehicular work and lunar surface activity

Bioastronautical aspects of Apollo biomedical operations

Results of symposium conducted to assess endocrinological changes observed in Apollo astronauts

Nuclear emulsion recordings of radiation exposure of Apollo 11 astronauts on moon

Determining presence of porphyrins in Apollo 11 and 12 soil samples by radiochemical techniques

Determining presence of porphyrins in Apollo 11 and 12 lunar samples effect on terrestrial microorganisms, noting pigment production effects of Fe leaching from bulk fines and core samples

Compounds hydrolyzable to amino acids in aqueous extracts of Apollo 11 and 12 lunar fines, noting presence of glycine and alanine

Determining presence of porphyrins in Apollo 11 and 12 soil samples by fluorescence spectrometry and analytical desatellitation

Nuclear emulsion recordings of radiation exposure of Apollo 17 astronauts on moon

Determining presence of porphyrins in Apollo 11 and 12 soil samples by fluorescence spectrometry and analytical desatellitation

Cosmic radiation dosage measurements of astronauts by radiochemical techniques

Biomedical effects of Apollo 14 space flight, considering weightlessness adaptation

Multiple acoustic evoked responses coherence time course using mathematical correlation and Fourier transforms

Russian book on chemistry, physics and mathematics of life covering evolution, metabolic processes, biological cycles and rhythms, molecular physiology, cybertech, etc
APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES


APPROXIMATE NT FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

APTITUDE Psychopathological causes for French Air Force flying personnel inaptitude, considering motivational problems and age factor p0582 AT1-41575 Medical secrets and aptitude of flying p0065 AT1-11806 AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS Compounds hydrolysable to amino acids in aqueous extracts of Apollo 11 and 12 lunar fines, noting presence of glycine and alanine p0472 AT1-36230 Membrane of aqueous carbonate solution with catalyst for hydrolysis of CO2 for removal of CO2 in life support systems [AD-715978] p0278 AT1-19772 ABC LABS Effective flashes by scintillating Xe arc flash tube, considering perception by human eye p0505 AT1-41492 ARCHITECTURE


Ar, N and O partial pressure tolerance in dogs, plotting saturation curves p0354 AT1-28038 ARBOUR LASERS Exposure time and power effects of CW Ar laser damage to rabbit iris, comparing with pulsed ruby laser effects p0273 AT1-25076 ARGUMENTS (MATHEMATICAL)

U INDEPENDENT VARIABLES ARG (IMPACT PROJECTION) U COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION ARIZONA Studying air pollution as regional problem in Arizona p0052 AT1-11100 ARM (ANATOMY)

NT ELBOW (ANATOMY) NT FOREARM Proprioception role in perception of arm bending and extension during weightlessness and accelerations p0052 AT1-32256
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM

Cardiac arrest or arrhythmia due to coronary arteriosclerosis in young aviatar, examining causes, prevention and predictive measures. p0631 A71-48250

Development of system for identifying dynamic heart rate response to respiration [AD-719860] p0391 n71-24953

Analog computer program and display device for detecting arrhythmia signals during electrocadiography [AD-710039] p0535 n71-31612

Electrocardiographic monitoring device with arrhythmia signal detector and steplike output of R-wave amplitudes [AD-712668] p0536 n71-31622

Spontaneous cardiac arrhythmias induced by bronchofluorosine in monkeys [AD-723645] p0537 n71-31733

ARTERIES

Arterial blood pressure changes due to bilateral carotid occlusion or electrical heart pacing, considering effects on kidney blood flow and circumference in dogs p0001 A71-10074

Hydrogen exchange between pial arteries for measuring local cerebral blood flow quantitatively in anesthetized cats p0002 A71-10075

Human blood gases continuous measurement in vivo by mass spectrogaphy, considering arterial nitrogen washout and cerebral blood flow determination p0003 A71-10277

Artery wall elasticity relation to Korotkoff sound wave frequency by upper arm blood pressure model, using cylindrical rubber tubes and canine specimens p0003 A71-10240

Human coronary arteries fibrosinolytic activity, considering histochemical and quantitative methods for arteriosclerosis and occlusion investigations p0005 A71-12416

Adrenal gland blood flow and arterial pressure determination under stochastic pulse excitation of anesthetized dogs centripetal and centrifugal nerves, using analog correlator p0075 A71-12994

Intraluminal pressure effect on stress concentration and deformation of arterial wall in relation to atherosclerosis, using finite element method [AGRC PAPER 70-2A/BBP15] p0090 A71-11113

Local cooling effects on responsiveness of muscular and cutaneous arteries and veins in dogs, noting blood flow redistribution p0098 A71-15091

Simultaneous comparison and calibration of ultrasonic Doppler telemetry and electromagnetic flowmeters implanted on peripheral arteries of dogs p1000 A71-15164

Catheter-flush system for continuous monitoring of central arterial pulse waveform and pressure p1001 A71-15165

Human alveolar-arterial oxygen pressure differences, investigating inert gas effects p1003 A71-15576

Main pulmonary artery pressure profiles in dogs and man, using thin-film resistance anemometer p1029 A71-16329

Middle cerebral artery occlusion effect on cortical blood flow, tissue oxygen pressure and acid base equilibrium in animals under extended ligations p1032 A71-16617

Arterial glucose and lactate levels and heart rate in human males during intermittent running, discussing anaerobic capacity and associative glycolytic processes p1033 A71-16619

Arterial oxygen, carbon dioxide tension, pH and lactic acid changes during rapid descent from altitude to sea level in deep mine p1047 A71-20334

Physiological characteristics in llama pulmonary circulation at sea level and changes after 5 and 10 weeks at 3,420 m above sea level, noting arterial hypertension p1047 A71-20678

Premature pulmonary valve closure due to severe mitral insufficiency by left atrial V wave p1056 A71-20679

Arterial output variations in regulation of arterial oxygen transport during hypoxia p0102 A71-21888

Arterial circulatory system parameter identification from diastolic blood pressure curves by digital filter techniques p0102 A71-21939

Pulmonary arterial blood flow regulation by hydrostatic pressure in low resistance circulatory system p0243 A71-22254

Pulmonary arterial system impedance and transmission properties, noting hypoxia and serotonin vasconstrictor effects p0261 A71-24127

Large amplitude wave propagation in arteries, deriving aorta mathematical model consistent with heart pressure and flow pulses and wavefront velocity p0310 A71-25929

Arterial tonometry for atrumatic measurement of arterial blood pressure, considering transient effects of drugs or physiological interventions p0320 A71-27140

Hypertension and heart or arterial disease relationships, discussing cause and effect mechanisms in coronary diseases p0353 A71-27866

Alveolar and arterial carbon dioxide partial pressure during rebreathing experiments at rest p0359 A71-28035

High altitude pulmonary edema syndrome, investigating increased alveolar-arterial oxygen gradients of humans during treadmill exercise p0380 A71-30279

Systemic arterial blood pressure response to chronic high altitude and hypoxia effects p0380 A71-30280

Alveolar-arterial oxygen pressure gradient derivation as sum of shunt, ventilation/perfusion inequalities and deadspace and airway diffusions p0407 A71-31444

Coronary arteries congenital lesions, discussing major, minor and secondary anomalies relationship to cardiac malformations p0418 A71-32553

Arterial baroreceptor reflex action in rabbits, noting central noradrenergic neuron participation p0447 A71-33075

Arterioles and corneo-scleral shell structural response under various loading conditions, using finite element method for mechanical and hydrostatic stress distribution p0417 A71-33099

Validity and reproducibility of cardiomagnant determination by thermodilution, using dual thermistor catheter introduced in pulmonary artery p0422 A71-33366

DFA replication in intercostal artery muscle cell during vascular wall physiological regeneration, noting cytophotometric study of polyolipidosis p0422 A71-33467

Tympanic-cavity nerve plexus electric stimulation effects on cerebral blood circulation and overall arterial pressure in dogs and cats p0426 A71-34108

Nonlinear analysis of arterial flow pulses and shock waves, simulating aortic insufficiency under pathological conditions by mathematical model p0427 A71-34145

Sympathetic response in renal and splanchnic nerves to induced fall and rise of arterial blood pressure in anesthetized rabbits, investigating baroreceptor reflex effect p0464 A71-35367

Patients with selective cine coronary arteriography, statistically correlating vectorcardiographic diagnoses of myocardial infaracts with changes in arteries p0471 A71-36139

Sudden death during physical exertion due to congenital anomalies of coronary arteries p0782 A71-36217

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF ARTERIAL OXYGEN TENSION RESPONSE TO SUPINE SUBMAXIMAL LEG EXERCISE IN MAN FROM HARMONIC ANALYSIS p0783 A71-36239

A-33
ARTERIOSCLEROSIS

Dynamic characteristics of arterial blood pressure responses to nonsinusoidal work load in man from harmonic analysis p0473 A71-36240

Cardiovascular system mathematical model for evaluating system parameters effects on circulatory indices including minute volume and arterial tension p0515 A71-37777

Alveolar-arterial oxygen pressure difference during controlled hyperventilation and posthyperventilatory phase p0515 A71-38200

Diffusion component of alveolar-arterial oxygen pressure differences in man at rest and during exercise p0520 A71-38556

Inspired oxygen concentrations effects on arterial and mixed venous pH, carbon dioxide uptake and oxygen partial pressure in normal subjects p0532 A71-39442

Stagnant asphyxia in cat carotid body during abrupt blood pressure drop by simultaneous carotid artery clamping and tap opening p0532 A71-39443

Human blood pressure in brachial artery during spontaneous night sleep, recording ECG, EEG and horizontal eye movements p0638 A71-44562

Age dependent changes in free amino acid content and composition of cerebral and carotid arteries in man and dog p0568 A71-40185

Oxygen tension distribution in cat glomus caroticum under influence of varying arterial oxygen partial pressure, using platinum microelectrodes p0638 A71-44562

Dimensionless parameters effect on divided blood flow characteristics in large arterial bifurcation p0638 A71-44562

Arterial pressure characteristics of athletes p0777 A71-19591

ARTERIOSCLEROSIS

Coronary sclerosis morphology, discussing myocardium microcirculation disturbances p0335 A71-12814

Arterial sclerosis and stenosis physical factors, discussing connective and vascular tissue adaptive responses to mechanical stresses p0335 A71-12815

Human coronary arteries fibrinolytic activity, considering histochemical and quantitative methods for arteriosclerosis and occlusion investigations p0335 A71-12816

Blood cholesterol and proteins fraction concentrations in pathogenesis of hyperthalamic atherosclerosis patients p0336 A71-12531

Intrathoracic pressure effect on stress concentration and deformation of arterial wall in relation to atherosclerosis, using finite element method p0099 A71-14113

Antigenic properties of human vascular wall layers in atherosclerosis, using agar precipitation and immuno-electrochemical measurements p0103 A71-15574

Early and prognostic signs of arteriosclerosis in aircraft pilots from medical examination records p0200 A71-20541

Age, obliterating arteriosclerosis and peripheral arterial sclerosis effects on rhinographic wave propagation speed to lower limbs p0272 A71-24976

Coronary blood flow regulation, discussing local and remote control mechanisms and disturbance effects due to obstructive arteriosclerosis p0352 A71-27860

Early diagnosis of atherosclerosis in civil aviation pilots by lipi metabolism and electrocardiographic examinations p0406 A71-31318

Coagulation and fibrinolysis changes after physical exercise in males with atherosclerosis, noting fibrinolytic response differences with age p0469 A71-35918

Macropolyaccharide content and composition of fatty streaks in young male aortae, discussing atherosclerosis effects p0469 A71-35919

SUBJECT INDEX

Colleges and elasit transmedial gradients in human aorta as function of age, discussing relationship to atherogenesis p0684 A71-36751

Hypotonic clicks and papillary muscle dysfunction evidence in arteriosclerotic heart disease from ECG, carotid pulse tracing and phonocardiography p0682 A71-44126

Cardiac arrest or arrhythmia due to coronary arteriosclerosis in young aviator, examining causes, prevention and predictive measures p0631 A71-44250

Arteriosclerosis and electrocardiographic abnormalities in aging pilots of French Air Force p0335 A71-22318

Medical examination of civil aviation flight personnel to determine predisposing factors for atherosclerosis p0043 A71-28491

ANTHROPODS

BY BEETLES

BY DROSOPHILIA

BY INSECTS

BY LARVAs

BY PUPA

BY SWALS

Gravity receptors and locomotion orientation in Crustacea, discussing statocyst, stimulation, input and compensatory eye movements with respect to gravitational field p0560 A71-39992

Arthropoda /Daphnia, crustacean, wood lice, cockroaches, flies and ants/ hypoxia survival time and resistance to explosive decompression p0638 A71-44719

ARTICULATION

Isolated synthesized vowel fundamental tone duration, intensity and frequency imitation by human voice p0031 A71-12060

Synthesized glottal consonant imitation by human voice, analyzing stimulus and response intensity levels relationship p0031 A71-12062

Healthy subject speech speed effect on phonation phase length, noting relation to normal articulator phase p0622 A71-33362

Time varying aircraft noise effect on speech intelligibility, discussing test for relation to articulation index p0573 A71-40709

Transverse accelerations effect on human speech features p0638 A71-44719

Estimating human emotional states by changes in frequency characteristics of articulation p0501 A71-30803

ARTIFICIAL BARS

Pure tone, air/bone conducting and speech audiometry, considering hearing tests, artificial mastoids, environmental requirements and physical principles p0147 A71-18029

ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY

Space mission reflex vestibular disturbance and motion sickness prevention, examining artificial gravity and drugs p0202 A71-11979

Vestibular problems in long manned space flight, discussing weightlessness and rotating environment for artificial gravity p0933 A71-14753

Medical physiological requirements of angular velocity and g level for artificial gravity creation by rotating space vehicle, considering human tolerances and vehicle design [AIAA PAPER 71-0711] p0680 A71-36627

Gross locomotion and cargo handling in simulated artificial gravity environments, studying effects of Coriolis forces, angular accelerations, oculo-vestibular stimuli and traction variations [AIAA PAPER 71-086] p0681 A71-36663

Manned earth-orbital missions performance assessment experiments, studying effects of artificial and zero gravity spacecraft environments on humans p0682 A71-36641

Artificial gravity selection by rats in centrifugal acceleration fields superimposed on weightlessness p0447 A71-47757

A-34
Increased artificial gravity avoidance by squirrel monkeys with variations in rotation rate and radius.

Engineering aspects of zero gravity personal hygiene and waste management systems, noting controlled air flows, surface tension and artificial gravity use.

Space shuttle orbital centrifuge systems configuration, comparing artificial gravity experiment performance options.

Artificial gravity field produced by rotating spacecraft in earth orbit, examining astronaut physical responses and centrifugal force effects on work tasks.

Impact of artificial gravity simulations on spacecraft design configurations and crew operational procedures.

Physiological effects and design criteria for artificial gravity space station.

Artificial heart valves.

Artificial heart valves produced by serial pacing and isoproterenol in early postoperative phase of cardiac valve surgery.

Design and characteristics of artificial heart control system.

Artificial intelligence.

Artificial intelligence, analyzing visual perceptual system.

Machine learning of structural descriptions from examples.

Research activities in recognition, computational principles, and artificial intelligence.

Bionics of living and life-like systems with application to man machine technology.

Bionic models for pattern recognition in human and artificial brains.

Developed, characteristics, and performance of learning machines, artificial intelligence, and pattern recognition techniques.

Feasibility and limitations of speaker adaptation in improving performance of fixed speaker independent automatic speech recognition system.

Algorithms of self organization, artificial intelligence, and tree search applied to various practical problems.

Electronic circuitry for trainable systems with application to control and recognition functions.

Cybernetic including models for statistical decision making, biocellular systems, and complex stochastic system.

Artificial respiration.

U resuscitation.

Artificial satellites.

Biological application technology satellites.

Biological application technology satellites 1.

Biological application technology satellites 2.

Biological application technology satellites 3.

Biological application technology satellites.

Biological application technology satellites.

Biological application technology satellites.

Biological application technology satellites.

Biological application technology satellites.

Biological application technology satellites.

Bio orbital space stations.

Bio orbital workshops.

Bio outer planets explorers.

Increased artificial gravity avoidance by squirrel monkeys with variations in rotation rate and radius.

Engineering aspects of zero gravity personal hygiene and waste management systems, noting controlled air flows, surface tension and artificial gravity use.

Space shuttle orbital centrifuge systems configuration, comparing artificial gravity experiment performance options.

Artificial gravity field produced by rotating spacecraft in earth orbit, examining astronaut physical responses and centrifugal force effects on work tasks.

Impact of artificial gravity simulations on spacecraft design configurations and crew operational procedures.

Physiological effects and design criteria for artificial gravity space station.

Artificial heart valves.

Artificial heart valves produced by serial pacing and isoproterenol in early postoperative phase of cardiac valve surgery.

Design and characteristics of artificial heart control system.

Artificial intelligence.

Artificial intelligence, analyzing visual perceptual system.

Machine learning of structural descriptions from examples.

Research activities in recognition, computational principles, and artificial intelligence.

Bionics of living and life-like systems with application to man machine technology.

Bionic models for pattern recognition in human and artificial brains.

Developed, characteristics, and performance of learning machines, artificial intelligence, and pattern recognition techniques.

Feasibility and limitations of speaker adaptation in improving performance of fixed speaker independent automatic speech recognition system.

Algorithms of self organization, artificial intelligence, and tree search applied to various practical problems.

Electronic circuitry for trainable systems with application to control and recognition functions.

Cybernetic including models for statistical decision making, biocellular systems, and complex stochastic system.

Artificial respiration.

U resuscitation.

Artificial satellites.

Biological application technology satellites.

Biological application technology satellites 1.

Biological application technology satellites 2.

Biological application technology satellites 3.

Biological application technology satellites.

Biological application technology satellites.

Biological application technology satellites.

Biological application technology satellites.

Biological application technology satellites.

Biological application technology satellites.

Biological application technology satellites.

Biological application technology satellites.

Bio orbital space stations.

Bio orbital workshops.

Bio outer planets explorers.

Increased artificial gravity avoidance by squirrel monkeys with variations in rotation rate and radius.

Engineering aspects of zero gravity personal hygiene and waste management systems, noting controlled air flows, surface tension and artificial gravity use.

Space shuttle orbital centrifuge systems configuration, comparing artificial gravity experiment performance options.

Artificial gravity field produced by rotating spacecraft in earth orbit, examining astronaut physical responses and centrifugal force effects on work tasks.

Impact of artificial gravity simulations on spacecraft design configurations and crew operational procedures.

Physiological effects and design criteria for artificial gravity space station.

Artificial heart valves.

Artificial heart valves produced by serial pacing and isoproterenol in early postoperative phase of cardiac valve surgery.

Design and characteristics of artificial heart control system.

Artificial intelligence.

Artificial intelligence, analyzing visual perceptual system.

Machine learning of structural descriptions from examples.

Research activities in recognition, computational principles, and artificial intelligence.

Bionics of living and life-like systems with application to man machine technology.

Bionic models for pattern recognition in human and artificial brains.

Developed, characteristics, and performance of learning machines, artificial intelligence, and pattern recognition techniques.

Feasibility and limitations of speaker adaptation in improving performance of fixed speaker independent automatic speech recognition system.

Algorithms of self organization, artificial intelligence, and tree search applied to various practical problems.

Electronic circuitry for trainable systems with application to control and recognition functions.

Cybernetic including models for statistical decision making, biocellular systems, and complex stochastic system.

Artificial respiration.

U resuscitation.

Artificial satellites.

Biological application technology satellites.

Biological application technology satellites 1.

Biological application technology satellites 2.

Biological application technology satellites 3.

Biological application technology satellites.

Biological application technology satellites.

Biological application technology satellites.

Biological application technology satellites.

Biological application technology satellites.

Biological application technology satellites.

Biological application technology satellites.

Biological application technology satellites.

Bio orbital space stations.

Bio orbital workshops.

Bio outer planets explorers.
Vestibular habituation retention, showing nystagmic changes in vestibular system performance during training.

Gross locomotion and cargo handling in simulated environments using physical models and computer simulations.

Mathematical model for underwater simulation of locomotor activities in weightlessness conditions, using computer hardware.

Chemically activated electroadhesive pads on space suit using nonflexible material with low mass and high adhesive strength.

Astronaut visual acuity under zero gravity conditions, using space suits and pressurized habitats.

Design and performance of extravehicular astronaut thermal protection system under zero gravity conditions.

Development of improved convolute sections for pressurized suits to provide high degree of mobility in response to microgravity.

Gravity environment simulation by locomotion and restraint aid for studying manual operation performance of astronauts at zero gravity.

Astronaut visual acuity under angular acceleration, considering vestibular stimulator direction and nystagmus upbeat or downbeat.

Medical flight information on astronauts' response to space flight environment in confined and unconfined states during intra- and extravehicular activities.

Sojourn 9 cosmonauts physiological monitoring instrumentation and procedures, describing bioinstrumentation harness for data telemetry and attitude control of astronauts in zero or reduced gravity environments.

Sojourn 9 cosmonauts medical monitoring, discussing physiological changes, vasomotor reactions and work capacity.

Sojourn 9 cosmonauts postflight clinical examination, noting muscle pain, eyelid edema, leg muscle atrophy, etc.

Weightlessness effects on muscular reflexes, tonus and contractibility in Sojourn 9 astronauts.

Sojourn 9 astronaut vertical posture control after 18-day orbital flight, considering cardiovascular disturbances caused by reduced muscle tone and changed interaction between analyzers.

Skin tissues and microcirculation composition and natural immunity indices changes after 16-day orbital flight from microbiological and immunological examinations.

Cosmic rays visual perception by Apollo astronauts during lunar flight, discussing human eye as radiation detector.

Astronauts work-rest schedule principles during space flight, discussing circadian rhythms and desynchronization.

Skylab habitability facilities for astronaut work effectiveness and physical well being.

Astronaut orthostatic tolerance loss due to zero gravity, describing compensation by periodic lower body negative pressure.

Human response to space environment, discussing prolonged weightlessness, extravehicular work and lunar surface activity.

Artificial gravity field produced by rotating spacecraft in earth orbit, examining astronaut physical responses and centrifugal force effects on work tasks.

Astronaut work capacity and adaptation during long term flight of space vehicle Soyuz 9.

Soviet book on psychology and other space covering astronauts experiences and emotions during training and flights, daily routine, equipment, food, habits and personal characteristics.

Astronaut teleoperators use for space operations cost reduction and future experiments productivity increase.

Human adaptive behavior under psychological stress of astronauts tasks posture-motor characteristics, discussing stabilographic platform test results.

Voskhod 2 cosmonauts physiological data, presenting heart beat, respiration rates, oculomotor activity and blood composition.

Aircraft pilots and astronauts relationship with space flight, discussing human eye as radiation detector.

Coordination of human voluntary movements during space flights.

Planar motion of human spaceflight and extravehicular activity, discussing stabilographic platform test results.

Investigating erect posture regulation of Soyuz 9 crew members before and after flight.

Crew activity analysis for long duration space flight simulation test.

Details of astronaut zero gravity performance evaluation program including publication of handbook, fabrication of prototype hardware, and worksite performance data.

Graphical predictions of human strengths for two handed VEEVA tasks including effects of differing gravities, populations, and space suit conditions.

Biomedical test data for predicting weightlessness effects on man during long term space flights.

Environmental adaptation and operational performances of humans in space missions.

Gravity environment simulation by locomotion and restraint aid for studying manual operation performance of astronauts at zero gravity.

Mathematical models for control activity of human spacecraft operator.
ASTRONAUT TRAINING
Physical exercises to increase cosmonaut space environment tolerance, discussing effects of acceleration, altitude and hypoxia

Cosmonauts selection with regard to psychical and physical fitness, discussing clinical examination, hospital tests and training

Astronaut selection and training, considering acceleration, hypoxia, weightlessness and temperature variation tolerance

Human body attitude control in space, using ten body complex geometry system, noting astronaut training JIG

Man and equipment instrumentation in simulated space environment, discussing training and interface of man and life support systems

Soviet book on space biology and medicine covering cosmonaut selection and training, flight safety, normal life support factors, interplanetary space surgery, etc

Soviet book on psychology and outer space covering cosmonauts experience and emotions during training and flights, daily routine, equipment, food, habits and personal characteristics

Discussing basic principles and methods for evaluating health, functional capacity, and physiological peculiarities in cosmonaut selection

Space biology and medicine including selection and training of cosmonauts, flight safety, and health during long space flights

Design and tests of astronauts tool kit and tools for in-flight space maintenance

ASTRONAUTS

ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION

Thoracic motion effects on impedance monitoring plethysmograph signal from astronaut

Gamma ray spectrometer for measuring radiation exposure of astronauts

Human visual perception in space flight

Metabolic balance studies of two astronauts during 10-day preflight phase, second 7 flight of 16 days, and 4-day postflight recovery phase

Personal hygiene protocol for man in spacecraft environment

Astronomical telescopes image motion, distortion and scintillation, examining atmospheric refractive index and density/temperature variation effects

ATLATHES

Trained young runners maximum oxygen consumption rate at sea level and high altitude

World champion marathons runner metabolic responses during submaximal and maximal treadmill running, recording oxygen consumption, heart rate and lactate acid

Habituation and suppression of vestibulo-ocular verticalystagmic responses to Coriolis stimulation in pentathlon athletes, comparing to pilots and airman trainees

Electrocardiography and vector cardiology of athletes

X-ray methods for quantitative analysis of cardiac activity in athletes

Functional tests of cardiovascular system in athletes

Transmission and analysis of cardiological data on athletes

Clinical problems of cardiology of athletes

Arterial pressure characteristics of athletes

Beat tolerance of athletes during muscular exercise

Physical overstrain effect on cardiac muscle in athletes

Phonocardiographic analysis of systolic noises in athletes

Cardiological medical services for Soviet athletes

Heat tolerance of astronauts during muscular exercise in various thermal environments

ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY

Earth environment from aviation viewpoint, discussing atmospheric physics and chemistry, flight physiology, radiation, etc

ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION

Atmospheric circulation and aerosol pollution transport noting role of temperature inversions

ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION

Air carbon dioxide role in rabbits metabolism, using C 14 radioactive tracer technique

Ozone atmospheric concentration, dissociation in SST air conditioning systems and biochemical poisoning
ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY

Nitrogen, helium, argon and neon containing atmospheres relation to altitude decomposition of rats, noting interspecies comparison of metabolic effects p0080 A71-13096

Spacecraft cabin artificial atmospheric composition and variation effects on human immunocompetence, examining lymphoid cell immunity reactions after lymphocytes blast transformations p0269 A71-24610

Steady-state nondivergent Gaussian computer model for simulating air quality in region of New York City [B-3922] p0405 N71-10712


ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY

Astronomical telescopes image motion, distortion and scintillation, examining atmospheric refractive index and density/temperature variation effects p0522 A71-38571

ATMOSPHERIC IMPURITIES

U AIR POLLUTION

ATMOSPHERIC IONIZATION

Physiological effects of ionized air on mice acetylcholine/cholinesterase system p0437 N71-28252

ATMOSPHERIC MODELS

NT BREADBOARD MODELS

NT DYNAMIC MODELS

ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS

Earth environment from aviation viewpoint, discussing atmospheric physics and chemistry, flight physiology, radiation, etc p0201 A71-20702

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

Hypobaric pressure and hypoxic or hyperoxic atmosphere effect on mice resistance to pseudococcal pneumonia p0633 A71-12382

Barometric pressure and exercise effects on erythrocyt e titer in normal and hypoxic rat plasma, noting lactic acid concentration and acid base balance changes p0200 A71-20676

Elevated atmospheric pressure effects on human psychophysiological qualities including attention, memory and time-estimating capabilities and nervous processes equilibrium p0023 A71-33578

Peculiarities of human heat exchange under reduced atmosphere pressure and sufficient oxygen supply [NASA-TP-F-13374] p0081 N71-10367

Atmospheric pressure and oxygen tension effects on mice infections p0066 N71-11813

ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION

Astronomical telescopes image motion, distortion and scintillation, examining atmospheric refractive index and density/temperature variation effects p0522 A71-38571

ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE

Air temperature and wind speed role in finger-freezing time p0026 A71-11669

Astronomical telescopes image motion, distortion and scintillation, examining atmospheric refractive index and density/temperature variation effects p0522 A71-38571

Heat emission reduction into atmosphere p0107 N71-12291

ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE

NT LOW LEVEL TURBULENCE

Atmospheric turbulence induced aircraft vibrations effects on aircrew performance, discussing physiological and psychological responses p0377 A71-29788

Large subsonic jet aircraft civil pilots performance under physiological and psychological stresses induced during severe atmospheric turbulence p0377 A71-29783

ATOMIC BATTERIES

U RADIOISOTOPE BATTERIES

ATOMIC ENERGY

U NUCLEAR ENERGY

ATOMIC ENERGY LEVELS

Ion beam-foil produced oxygen: spectra in wavelength range between 450 and 2200 A, determining mean radiative lives of 0 I - 0 VI excitation levels p0419 A71-33183

ATOMIC EXPLOSIONS

U NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS

ATROPHY

Evidence for test of dynamic otohith function considered in relation to responses from patient with idiopathic progressive vestibular degeneration [AD-722318] p0537 N71-37168

Atrophy in monkeys due to i m m o b i l i z a t i o n and implications for extended manned space flight p0546 N71-33260

ATROPHIC Gastrintestinal tract reactions to atropine sulfate, acetylcholine and carbocholine in rats after acceleration exposures, using roentgenograms p0601 A71-22796

ATS (SATELLITES)

U APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES

ATTACK AIRCRAFT

NT F-100 AIRCRAFT

NT F-104 AIRCRAFT

ATTACHING (ASSAULTING)

Fighting between male mice isolated at early age or reared in small groups, considering ontogenetic and experiential determinants p0365 A71-28605

ATTENTION

Performance decrement during bimodal vigilance task, discussing arousal and selective attention constructs p0092 A71-141741

Overtraining reversal effect on attention process, using choice response and eye fixations compared to criterion trained group p0262 A71-24204

Visual field displacement, examining directed attention and maladaptive adaptation p0408 A71-39194

Visual evoked brain potential amplitude and detection efficiency relationship, discriminating between arousal and attention effects p0450 A71-35114

Physiological mechanisms of human auditory attention, measuring changes in cerebral cortex averaged evoked potential and cochlear nerve response p0466 A71-35575


Human factors engineering, discussing industrial, engineering and experiential psychology, human relations, research on attention, perceptual motor skills and control systems laboratory p0473 A71-36296

Visual attention automation due to repeated stimulus experience, noting fixation rate habituation concouitance with fixations spatial distribution uncertainty reduction p0533 A71-39585

Visual processes involved in flash perception, considering attention attraction at suprathreshold levels, unreliability at threshold levels and latency effects p0578 A71-41477

Flashing lights attention attraction classification based on experimental results conversion into psychometric scale p0580 A71-14146


Analysis of cerebral slow potentials underlying human attentive processes in central nervous system p0549 N71-33437

Neural mechanisms underlying visual perception, arousal, and attention processes in man, cat, and monkey [NASA-CR-122941] p0645 N71-36464

ATTENUATION

NT ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
Biocybernetic model of vestibular control system for pilots illusory attitude perception causes, physiological systems connected with sensory operation and training uses of vestibular analyzer.

Physiological systems connected with sensory perception of equilibrium and orientation on ground and in air, discussing pilot training and selection.

Operation and training uses of vestibular analyzer [JPRS-52173].

Rate of vestibular compensatory process in unilaterally labyrinthectomized rabbit.

Human body attitude control in space, using ten body complex geometry system, noting astronaut training rig.

Electroencephalophones for stereophonic display of four channel EEG physiological signals from skull quadrants.

Airborne audio-video recording system designs and requirements [AD-727025].

Evaluation of frequency spectrum of human speech as method for determining degree and nature of emotional stress. [JPRS-52698].

Electrophysiological audiometry noting average brain response in man.

Pure tone, air/bone conducting and speech audiometry, considering hearing tests, artificial ear molds, environmental requirements and physical principles.

Quick-check audiometry reliability for testing hearing ability according to fitness regulations, comparing to complete tone and speech audiometry.

Comparative residual and reversed microinterval masking signals and human auditory perception capacity measurements using sound level estimates.

Determining feasibility of using transistor and common base preamplifier impedance matching to detect very low level electrical signals from audiometers [AD-711659].

Characteristics of acoustic damage found in technical military personnel.

Pure tone audiometry for monitoring hearing and determining physical profiles of persons routinely exposed to potentially hazardous noise [AD-717846].

Feasibility of on-site audiometer calibration check [AD-718477].

F-100 pilots acute HF hearing loss due to noise ground environment and excessive in-flight noise exposure.

Tactile information transmission, discussing skin mechanoreceptive systems and similarities or differences between auditory and tactile characteristics.

Auditory analyzer functional changes in flight crews as result of long flights and emotional stress, noting cumulative effects of various harmful factors.
Neurochemical factors in auditory stimulation and susceptibility to audiogenic seizures, noting gamma-aminobutyric acid /GABA/ inhibitor
p0504 A71-13164
Sound duration effect on brain activity of cats, studying EEG and behavioral responses
p0604 A71-13199
Acoustic stimulation effect on electroretinogram of man
p0504 A71-13191
Bias free loudness judgments by modification of vision studies method, considering physical correlate theory of stimulus intensity
p0128 A71-16282
Multiple acoustic evoked responses coherence time course using mathematical correlation and Fourier transforms
p0116 A71-16922
Topography of acoustically evoked potentials triggered by alpha activity in man
p0137 A71-16942
Methionine S 35 uptake rate changes in auditory analyzer receptors and neurons due to sonic stimulation in guinea pigs
p0140 A71-17393
Intermittent noise effects on performance of visual search tasks of varying complexity, measuring test subjects target detection time under various noise/time ratio conditions
p0263 A71-24206
Critical period and habituation in control precision performance response to startle due to pistol shots
p0305 A71-25181
Behavioral arousal and EEG thresholds changes during sleep due to electrical and audio stimulation
p0356 A71-28379
Humans and animals vestibular stimuli effect on external respiration function and respiration center neuron activity
p0358 A71-28413
Habituation and dishabituation of human vertex response, using auditory or somatosensory stimuli
p0367 A71-28890
Repetitive stimulation effects on auditory evoked potentials in cochlear nucleus, inferior colliculus and medullosacral body of unanesthetized cats
p0367 A71-28892
Conditioned auditory reflex behavior in rats under influence of acceleration, noting otoacoustic effects
p0367 A71-31249
Blood circulation in auditory analyzer cortical section relationship to bioelectrical activity, using various frequencies pure tones as stimuli
p0412 A71-32531
Sounds effects on natural nocturnal sleep of healthy humans with normal hearing
p0452 A71-34479
Visual and auditory evoked potentials enhancement in cats using cryogenic blockage of nonspecific thalamic-cortical system in inferior thalamic peduncle region
p0565 A71-35112
Orientation reflexes neuronal activity due to various stimuli, noting hippocampus reaction to sound and light
p0567 A71-35361
Reaction times distributions in visual or auditory mode single and multiple motor response units
p0665 A71-35433
Fear measurement and mastery, investigating relationship between experience and electrodermal arousal in responses to stimulus words of varying relevance
p0690 A71-35944
Human response to auditory stimuli start and cessation, noting time lag and perception duration
p0512 A71-37283
Analog statistical analyzer for measuring one dimensional EEG amplitude distribution functions, illustrating reaction response to threshold acoustic stimuli
p0576 A71-41067
Analog computer analysis of EEG wave asymmetry for organising functional state detection illustrated on human reaction response to threshold acoustic stimuli
A-61

AUTOMATA THEORY

Auditory stimuli conditioning of human skin resistance responses on escape-avoidance schedule
p0576 A71-41068
Proactive reaction time inhibition as indicator of immediate memory retention intensity in subjects receiving interpolated acoustic stimuli
p0626 A71-43865
Trace reflex formation in response to acoustic stimuli with verbal reinforcement, determining cross correlation connections between induced activity of auditory and motor areas
p0637 A71-44547
Eye movements and visual images evoked by verbal stimuli, considering hereditary factors contribution to image formation
p0637 A71-44548
Comparative effects of auditory and extra auditory acoustic stimulation on human equilbrium and motor performance
[AD-711046]
p0640 A71-10177
Long term adaptation of pursuit rotor performance to acoustic stimulation
[AD-715269]
p0227 A71-18363
Physiological and psychological limits and ranges of human response to acoustic stimuli
p0285 A71-20352
Effects of long term exposure on auditory thresholds for discrete tonal signals and recovery from temporary threshold shift
p0285 A71-20353
Auditory stimuli effects of pistol shots during learning process noting human reactions and performance
p0291 A71-20799
Sound and visual sensory interactions of pleasant, unpleasant, and no sound with red, green, and blue lights against white standards
[AD-717715]
p0336 A71-22341
Effects of auditory stimuli /sonic booms/ on sleep and after effects of sleep deprivation
[ISV-TR-40]
p0494 A71-29437
Auditory stimuli effects on human color-word distraction susceptibility test performance
[FAA-AM-71-7]
p0495 A71-29637
Neural responses of bat cochlear nuclei to ultrasonic stimuli
[JPES-54133]
p0648 A71-36487
Mechanical response of frog membrane to stimulating frequencies and electrophysiologically determined hearing areas
[NASA-CR-123162]
p0651 A71-37634
AUDITORY TASKS

Signal detection payoff in symmetrical auditory task, studying effect on rates and error analysis
p0799 A71-20384
Multiple suprathreshold visual and auditory monitoring tasks, evaluating vigilance decrement, individual differences, intertask relationships and channel capacity
p0320 A71-27248
Measuring human performance of auditory vigilance task time shared with memory task
[AD-711565]
p0055 A71-11119
AGORAL EMISION

LIGHT EMISSION

AUTOCATALYSIS

Hemoglobin-sodium nitrite reaction in absence of oxygen, discussing methemoglobin formation by autocatalysis
p0087 A71-13486
AUTOKINESIS

Visual movement aftereffect storage absence of patterned surround for fixed visible target
p0409 A71-31984
Autokinetic motion of luminous target, relating apparent visual movement to experienced displacement
p0467 A71-35739
Canadian Forces experiments on aircraft flashing lights covering warning signals, navigation and anticollosion displays and autokinetic phenomenon
p0580 A71-41919
Measurements and comparison of human visual and auditory autokinesis
[IZF-1970-12]
p0160 A71-1665

AUTOMATA THEORY

Model for quantitatively examining performance of automatic machines with normal and disturbed
functions in statistical decision-making

AUTOMATIC CONTROL

AUTOMATIC CONTROL
BY AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
BY AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL
BY FEEDBACK CONTROL
BY LEARNING MACHINES
BY OPTIMAL CONTROL
BY PROPORTIONAL CONTROL
BY SELF-ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS
BY SEQUENTIAL CONTROL

Biological and medical cybernetics approach to closed system construction for continuous automatic monitoring and control of human physiological processes under harmful conditions

Continuous flow oxygen regulators construction, performance and testing, SAE standard, covering automatic, adjustable and preset types

Automatic system for indirect blood pressure measurement in carotid compression test, discussing applications

Automatic regulation of volumetric blood flow rate during artificial blood circulation, using electromechanical system for controlling arterial pump of cardiopulmonary machine

Automatic control of two-gas atmospheric supply system for long term test on space station simulator

Design and operation of complex man machine systems and heuristic solution to automatic control problems in production engineering and biomedical situations

Design and evaluation of information display systems and development of operator work station stages

Automatic monitoring of human operator state in closed, man machine systems with biomedical application

Mathematical models for control activity of human spaceship operator

Automatic temperature control for liquid cooling garments used during astronaut extravehicular activity with external auditory heating, and skin temperature as input signals

Algorithmic simulation of ergotic systems for designing operator-control systems

Procedure for analysis of data representation systems for man-operator controlling complex automated object

Computer technology for medical information systems, in patient care, and for diagnostic purpose

AUTOMATIC CONTROL VALVES
BY PRESSURE REGULATORS
BY AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
BY AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
BY COMPONENT CONNECTION SCHEMES OF BRAIN FOR TRAINEABLE FEEDBACK FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL
BY TRANSISTORIZED IGC CIRCUIT FOR USE WITH ULTRASONIC DOPPLER-CARDIOGRAM RECORDING SYSTEM TO RETAIN SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS UNDER STRONG FLUCTUATIONS

AUTOMATIC PATTERNS RECOGNITION
BY AUTOMATIC ROCKET IMPACT PREDICTORS
BY COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
BY AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT

Automated vision tester for evaluating space environment effects and multiphasic health screening

Computerized bacterial identification system to process Apollo spacecraft sample laboratory test results in NASA planetary quarantine Lunar

Information System

Automatic bioassay instrument for urinalysis based on adenosine triphosphate bioluminescent proportionality to urine sample bacterial content

Automated apparatus for analyzing bacterial ATP in urine sample

AUTOMATION


Automated systems machine considerations, noting controller productivity increase, input difficulties, and symbology clutter

Automatic in cardiology, discussing analog and digital computer techniques for on-line hemodynamic analysis and collection and manipulation of cardiovascular data

Operator performance improvement in monitoring automated processes by alternating displays, discussing simulated radar and sonar CRT display laboratory tests

AUTOMOBILE ENGINE

Air pollution reduction by urban tri-state air transportation system around New York City

AUTOMOBILS

Acceptance tests of various upper torso restraints by automobile users with application to general aviation aircraft

Model of human operator reflecting known perceptual and response characteristics for automobile driving task

AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM

BY SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM

Previous heavy work effect on central hemodynamics and autonomic nervous system, discussing ensuing heart rate changes

Target aiming function /AP/ susceptibility to vagotonic vegetative imbalance in male subjects after experimental kinetosis

Somatic and autonomic responses in vestibular tolerance of human subjects, using Coriolis acceleration test

Human hypoxic ventilatory drive data for high altitude breathing, noting motivation reaction inverversely related to time and altitude

Ventilatory control in acute hypoxia, detailing polyphasic effects on respiratory chemoreceptor sensitivity

Lowered cardiac output and arterial pressure response to exercise after autonomic heart blockade in man, noting retained work capability

Optical organs and autonomic nervous system fatigue assessment by blink method associated with eyelids, ocular motor muscles, retina and cerebrum

Respiratory reflex mechanism of deep breath occurrence after period of airway occlusion in rabbits related to stimulation of vagal receptors

Auditory stimulus conditioning of human resistance responses on escape-avoidance schedule

Physical controls of autonomic nervous system by ganglia impulses

AUTOPSY

Autopsies compared to ECG for diagnosis accuracy for
acut...myocardial infarction p0137 A71-16951

AUTORADIOGRAPHY
Toxicity radiation inhibition of spinal cord neurons ribonucleic acid synthesis and enzyme activity in mice, using autoradiographic method p0248 A71-22925

AUTOTROPHS
Chemoautotroph Thiobacillus neapolitanus growth inhibition by histidine, methionine, phenylalanine and threonine under imbalance conditions p0095 A71-14776

Autotrophic cultivation of cereals with high photosynthetic activity under intensive illumination as biological components in life support systems p0357 A71-28405

Biologically mineralized human waste products utilization in nutrient solutions for higher and lower autotrophs cultivation p0603 A71-42819

Grain cereals as polyfunctional autotrophic components of closed ecological life support systems p0438 W71-28253

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT (COMPUTERS)
NT PRINTERS (DATA PROCESSING)
AVAILABILITY
Research on avalanche type semiconductor radiation detectors using video amplifiers [STO-3246-TA-8] p0555 W71-33775

AVIATION
U AERONAUTICS
AVIATORS
U AIRCRAFT PILOTS
AVIONICS
Human factor considerations applicable to aviation armament and avionics [AD-719108] p0388 W71-24453

AVOIDANCE
MT COLLISION AVOIDANCE
Increased artificial gravity avoidance by squirrel monkeys with variations in rotation rate and radius [AIAA PAPER 71-855] p0483 A71-36647

Self stimulation and avoidance reactions in rabbits when breathing virtually pure oxygen p0236 W71-19072

Single and multiple irradiation effects on avoidance behavior in monkeys [AD-722053] p0436 W71-28187

AZOLES
MT ACETAZOLAMIDE
MT IODOLES
MT THIOPROPHAN

B

BACILLUS
Chemoautotroph Thiobacillus neapolitanus growth inhibition by histidine, methionine, phenylalanine and threonine under imbalance conditions p0095 A71-14776

Thermal inactivation curves of Bacillus subtilis spores for decontamination of interplanetary space vehicle components [NASA-CR-111387] p0048 A71-11073

Survey and critique of bacterial growth quantitative determination methods including Bacillus cell direct microscopic morphology and growth measurement [NASA-TT-P-13652] p0388 W71-24584

Polarization and energy conversion efficiency of yeast and Bacillus lactate fermentation for biochemical fuel cells p0399 W71-26245

BACKGROUND NOISE
Neural spikes and LF components separation from background noise, describing feedback amplifiers circuit p0403 A71-31251

Space station simulator background noise effects on crew behavior during long term confinement p0296 W71-20988

BACTERIA
MT BACILLUS
MT ESCHECHERIA
MT HYDROGENOBACILLUS
MT KLEBSIELLA

BACTERIA

MT PSEUDOMONAS
MT STAPHYLOCOCCUS
MT STREPTOCOCCUS
MT STREPTOTHERMOPHILUS
MT STREPTOCOCCUS

UV effect on airborne bacteria survival in simulated Martian dust clouds p0022 A71-11557

Bacteria and mammalian cells radiosensitization, using phenylglyoxal and various carbonyl compounds p0165 A71-18944

Subinoculations of bacterial strains under constant, varying and pulsed magnetic fields, producing sensitivity increase or decrease to antibiotics p0208 A71-20856

Division cycle of Mycobacterium rathus, considering kinetics of cell growth and protein synthesis p0255 A71-23473

Space flight biological effects on lymyogenic bacteria and human cells in culture p0316 A71-26641

Hypoxia effects on organism resistance and immunobiological reactivity, noting bacterial and protozoa infections aggravation p0357 A71-28401

Bacteria and yeast strains, fungus specimens and seaweed species high vacuums resistance, noting microorganisms interplanetary transport in outer space p0363 A71-28689

Germ survival and transport possibility in outer space, discussing space survival under UV radiation p0364 A71-28691

Biological experiments on plants, animals and bacteria aboard 5, 6 and 7 space probes p0528 A71-39134

Human microbial flora and immunologic response in long term space missions, describing environmental parameters and factors and work-rest schedules effects p0568 A71-40553

Microflora simplification effects on immunocompetent organism systems, observing shifts in guinea pigs lymphoid tissue with limited flora p0568 A71-40555

Human microflora variation in long term confinement, examining anaerobic and aerobic microorganisms responses p0569 A71-40557

Bacterial contamination in confined sealed space during long term human occupation, observing hemolytic microflora spreading dynamics on bodies, clothes, wall and air p0569 A71-40560

Bacterial spores survival under simulated lunar surface conditions, comparing results with vegetable cells experiments p0571 A71-40567

Extraterrestrial life detection methods, discussing bacterial cultures growth dynamics in nutrient media and iron porphyrin proteins and ATP content increase p0571 A71-40570

Halophilic bacteria electron transport chains, studying protein, phospholipids, flavoproteins and cytochromes nedisentention properties by electron microscopy and light scattering technique p0572 A71-40593

Computerized bacterial identification system to process Apollo spacecraft sample laboratory test results in NASA Planetary Quarantine Lunar Information System p0590 A71-42233

Electron transport chains of extremely halophilic bacteria, investigating cytochrome oxidase activity dependence on pH p0625 A71-43525

Sulfur-metabolization and Chromatium welshi bacteria of hot mineral springs in Yuseito, Japan [NASA-TT-P-12738] p0505 A71-11107

Ultraviolet radiation and high vacuum space environment simulation for bioluminescent bacteria [BDRF-P-70-66] p0165 A71-15724


Methods for studying biochemical properties of bacteria [AD-715506] p0229 A71-18792

A-43
BACTERICIDES

Survival of Antarctic desert soil bacteria exposed to various temperatures and to three years of continuous medium-high vacuums [NASA-CE-117313] p0203 NASA-71-20169
Temperature requirements for thermophilic bacteria growth in soil and by culture techniques [NASA-TT-P-13650] p0394 NASA-71-23978
Artificial changes in leucocyte count of rabbits [NASA-TT-P-13628] p0390 NASA-71-24737
Bioluminescent reaction of adenosine triphosphate with enzyme luciferase for quantitative analysis of bacteria in urine samples [NASA-CASE-GSC-11092-1] p0434 NASA-71-27991
Automatic bioassay instrument for urinalysis based on adenosine triphosphate bioluminescent proportionality to urine sample bacterial content [NASA-CASE-GSC-11169-1] p0438 NASA-71-27992
Procedures and immobilization techniques for screening Apollo aquatic test animals for bacterial pathogens after lunar sample exposure [NASA-CE-115064] p0473 NASA-71-29228

BACTERICIDES

Chemoautotrophic Thiobacillus neapolitanus growth inhibition by histidine, methionine, phenylalanine and threonine under imbalance conditions p0095 NASA-71-18776
Mechanical sterilization and cleansing of Goldmann applation tonometer prisms contaminated with coliphage, comparing with gericidal immersion p0369 NASA-71-20306
Gericidal activity of ethylene oxide evaluated through experiments in planetary quarantine program [NASA-CE-122089] p0645 NASA-71-36468

BACTERIOLOGY

Helicobacter bacteria growth in freeze-thaw environment, investigating cooling and warming rates and solute concentrations p0239 NASA-71-22131
Gas exchange metabolic fluctuations of nitrogen fixation, hydrogen evolution and photo reduction in Rhodopseudomonas rubrum as function of culture conditions and age p0416 NASA-71-33059
Investigating effects of thermal environments and acidity on growth of bacteria and blue green algae p0225 NASA-71-17908
Application of environmental microbiology to spacecraft quarantine procedures [NASA-CE-119638] p0535 NASA-71-31601

BACTERIOPHAGES

Sulfur-dilute cysteamine and disulfide cystamine effect on bacteriophage survival rate at high anaerobic dosages p0177 NASA-71-18938
Characteristics of λ irradiated lambda phages [NYO-3797-10] p0159 NASA-71-19573
Manophagous bacteriophage cultures of space crew during long duration space station simulation p0297 NASA-71-20992

BANDWIDTH

MT SPECTRAL LINE WIDTH


BANKING FLIGHT

U TURNING FLIGHT

BAROMETERS

Simple sensitive multichannel servo system thermodarometer for volume changes corrections, noting adaptation to five channel closed circuit respiratory apparatus p0320 NASA-71-27138

BAROMETRIC PRESSURE

U ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE

BARORECEPTORS

Small signal characteristics mathematical models of carotid sinus baroreceptors of rabbits p0319 NASA-71-27133
Arterial baroreceptor reflex action in rabbits, noting central noradrenergic neuron participation p0417 NASA-71-33075
Sympathetic response in renal and splanchnic nerves to induced fall and rise of arterial blood pressure in anesthetized rabbits, investigating baroreceptor reflex effect p0468 NASA-71-35367
Bulbar and baroreceptor inhibition of spinal and supraspinal sympathetic reflex discharges recorded in cats from renal nerve p0484 NASA-71-36689
High blood pressure and age effect on human baroreflex and controlling pulse interval sensitivity, showing systolic pressure response to phenylephrine intravenous injection p0633 NASA-71-44434

BAROTRAUMA

Barotrauma from aerospace medicine viewpoint, discussing oxygen absorption, barosinusitis, abdominal distention and aerodentalgia p0202 NASA-71-20706
Pathological findings in sinus X rays and nasal examinations on humans after low pressure chamber exposures p0066 NASA-71-11012

BABYCENTER

U CENTER OF GRAVITY

BATHING

Zero gravity whole body shower system for space station, describing air drag and vacuum methods for water collection [ASHE PAPER 71-AF-2] p0474 NASA-71-36369
Shower habitability requirements for adequate cleansing of body and hair to satisfy physiological, psychological and social needs of crew members on long space missions [ATA PAPER 71-873] p0482 NASA-71-36629

BATHE

MT SALT BATHS

BATS

Ecolocation an bionic communication systems for bats and dolphins p0341 NASA-71-23065
Neuronal responses of bat cochlear nuclei to ultrasonic stimuli [JPRS-54133] p0648 NASA-71-36487

BATTERIES

U ELECTRIC BATTERIES

BAYES THEOREM

Bayesian decision making and learning in parametric pattern recognition problem for continuous-time Markov process [AP-720810] p0395 NASA-71-25047
Bayesian algorithms for Markov chain pattern recognition problems [AD-720837] p0395 NASA-71-25850
Bayesian model for group effects on individual decision making p0396 NASA-71-25871

BAYESIAN STATISTICS

U BAYES THEOREM

BEACONS

MT RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS

BEARS (RADIATION)

MT ICBM BEARS

MT SEMI BEARS

BEARING (DIRECTION)

Guinea pigs vestibrular adaptation to repeated angular acceleration dependent on acceleration direction p0010 NASA-71-11056
Information capacity of discrete motor responses compared for different directions and amplitudes of motion
(AD-710713)
p0046 N71-10536

BEAT U SYNCHRONISM

BED REST

Clinical, physiological and metabolic changes in human body during 120 day bed rest
Human renal diluting capacity, examining prolonged absolute bed rest effects
Psychobiological stress of prolonged weightlessness /bed rest/ in man in terms of adaptive homeostatic state and decreased sensory- motor-vascular input
Psychobiological effects of prolonged bed rest in young healthy volunteers from EEG recording, psychological testing and psychomotor performance
Nasal vascular system reactions during 120-day bed rest hypoxemia under drug affected metabolism
Skin muscle electrical activity during standing after 120 day bed rest hypoxemia from EEG measurement
Bed rest effects on human hemodynamic and gaseous metabolism, observing increased cardiac output and decreased oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production
Summation dial vectorial representation of stationary and nonstationary time series data, relating rhythms in bed rest study
Hemodynamic and extravascular fluid changes during six days bedrest based on fluid volume and ideal body weight from individual heights
Water immersion or bed rest effects on basic metabolism and external respiration under simulated weightlessness
Prolonged bed rest effects on EEG sleep patterns in young healthy subjects with and without exercise
Bone density studies of bed rest subjects by radiographic method
Bed rest study to evaluate flight foods under weightlessness conditions
Effects of weightlessness on body temperature and heart rate determined by 56 day bed rest study
Weightlessness effects on hydrocortisone excretion determined by 56 day bed rest study
Performance decrement as function of seven days complete bed rest
Extravascular dehydration effects in production of cardiovascular deconditioning by bed rest
Extravascular dehydration caused by bed rest simulating weightlessness
Hypokinesia effects during 120-day bed confinement with drug therapy
Physiological effects and acceleration tolerances after weightlessness based on space environment simulation with human centrifuges and bed rest
Bed cell mass and plasma volume changes noted in hypodynamic states of bed rest and water immersion compared to changes observed during earth orbital missions
Bed rest and immobilization effects on oxygen transport system of human body
Hemodynamic and body fluid alterations induced by varying periods of bed rest

BIBLIOGRAPHIES

Forearm vascular responses to brachial artery infusions of tyramine and norepinephrine after two weeks bed rest
Total body exercise effect on metabolic, hematologic, and cardiovascular consequences of prolonged bed rest
Long term bed rest effects on mineral balance and bone density in normal individuals
Effects of prolonged bed rest on bone and calcium metabolism and mineral content loss of on calcite
Relationship between diurnal and meal driven excretory patterns in human kidney during bed rest
Carbohydrate intolerance in human body during two weeks of bed rest
Bed rest effects on glucose regulation in human beings
Bed cell mass loss in human beings as result of bed rest
Diurnal variation in endocrine and adrenocortical systems during prolonged bed rest

BEETLES

Circadian rhythm in dermestid beetles Trogoderma glabrum Herbst as response to compulsory constant light and temperature conditions

BEHAVIOR

MT HUMAN BEHAVIOR

Sound duration effect on brain activity of cats, studying EEG and behavioral responses
Pargyline behavioral effects in primates, concerning therapeutic use for decaborane intoxication
Behavioral arousal and EEG thresholds changes during sleep due to electrical and audio stimulation
Squirrel monkey physiological and behavioral thermoregulatory elements interrelationships, considering mean skin and medullary preoptic hypothalamic temperatures
Observing behavior in squirrel monkeys under multiple schedule of reinforcement availability
Low-level, low-frequency electric field effects on monkey behavior and brain activity based on electroencephalography

BELLS

Development of bellows-type tanks for long term storage of potable water for space shuttle
Bending and torsional oscillations in rectangular specimens of fever and tibia, calculating elastic and shear moduli of compact bone tissues
Thermoluminescent dosimeter for skin basal layer dose measurement in mixed beta and gamma radiation

BIBLIOGRAPHIES

Forearm vascular responses to brachial artery infusions of tyramine and norepinephrine after two weeks bed rest
Total body exercise effect on metabolic, hematologic, and cardiovascular consequences of prolonged bed rest
Long term bed rest effects on mineral balance and bone density in normal individuals
Effects of prolonged bed rest on bone and calcium metabolism and mineral content loss of on calcite
Relationship between diurnal and meal driven excretory patterns in human kidney during bed rest
Carbohydrate intolerance in human body during two weeks of bed rest
Bed rest effects on glucose regulation in human beings
Bed cell mass loss in human beings as result of bed rest
Diurnal variation in endocrine and adrenocortical systems during prolonged bed rest

BEETLES

Circadian rhythm in dermestid beetles Trogoderma glabrum Herbst as response to compulsory constant light and temperature conditions

BEHAVIOR

MT HUMAN BEHAVIOR

Sound duration effect on brain activity of cats, studying EEG and behavioral responses
Pargyline behavioral effects in primates, concerning therapeutic use for decaborane intoxication
Behavioral arousal and EEG thresholds changes during sleep due to electrical and audio stimulation
Squirrel monkey physiological and behavioral thermoregulatory elements interrelationships, considering mean skin and medullary preoptic hypothalamic temperatures
Observing behavior in squirrel monkeys under multiple schedule of reinforcement availability
Low-level, low-frequency electric field effects on monkey behavior and brain activity based on electroencephalography

BELLS

Development of bellows-type tanks for long term storage of potable water for space shuttle
Bending and torsional oscillations in rectangular specimens of fever and tibia, calculating elastic and shear moduli of compact bone tissues
Thermoluminescent dosimeter for skin basal layer dose measurement in mixed beta and gamma radiation

BIBLIOGRAPHIES

Forearm vascular responses to brachial artery infusions of tyramine and norepinephrine after two weeks bed rest
Total body exercise effect on metabolic, hematologic, and cardiovascular consequences of prolonged bed rest
Long term bed rest effects on mineral balance and bone density in normal individuals
Effects of prolonged bed rest on bone and calcium metabolism and mineral content loss of on calcite
Relationship between diurnal and meal driven excretory patterns in human kidney during bed rest
Carbohydrate intolerance in human body during two weeks of bed rest
Bed rest effects on glucose regulation in human beings
Bed cell mass loss in human beings as result of bed rest
Diurnal variation in endocrine and adrenocortical systems during prolonged bed rest

BEETLES

Circadian rhythm in dermestid beetles Trogoderma glabrum Herbst as response to compulsory constant light and temperature conditions

BEHAVIOR

MT HUMAN BEHAVIOR

Sound duration effect on brain activity of cats, studying EEG and behavioral responses
Pargyline behavioral effects in primates, concerning therapeutic use for decaborane intoxication
Behavioral arousal and EEG thresholds changes during sleep due to electrical and audio stimulation
Squirrel monkey physiological and behavioral thermoregulatory elements interrelationships, considering mean skin and medullary preoptic hypothalamic temperatures
Observing behavior in squirrel monkeys under multiple schedule of reinforcement availability
Low-level, low-frequency electric field effects on monkey behavior and brain activity based on electroencephalography

BELLS

Development of bellows-type tanks for long term storage of potable water for space shuttle
Bending and torsional oscillations in rectangular specimens of fever and tibia, calculating elastic and shear moduli of compact bone tissues
Thermoluminescent dosimeter for skin basal layer dose measurement in mixed beta and gamma radiation

BIBLIOGRAPHIES
bioelectrical effects, with bibliography

[p0463] 171-35577

Microwave radiation biological effects review and bibliography covering protein activity, genetic, central nervous system and cardiovascular effects

p0070 171-35956

Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace Medicine and Biology - Sept. 1970

[171-7011/80/] p0039 171-10125

Aviation medicine studies - bibliography

[171-70-1] p0041 171-10298

Annotated bibliography of reports related to aerospace medicine including radiobiology and stress physiology

[AD-710764] p0044 171-10594

Annotated bibliography of regulations, standards, and guides for microwaves, and ultraviolet, laser, and television receiver radiation

[PB-189360] p0086 171-11074

Bibliography of research projects in air pollution for year 1969

[PB-192220] p0089 171-11077

Selective bibliography of water and air pollution for business and industry

[PB-192318] p0049 171-10708

Review and annotated bibliography of selected human performance


Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace Medicine and Biology - Sept. 1970

[171-SP-7011/81/] p0109 171-12303

Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace Medicine and Biology - Nov. 1970

[171-SP-7011/82/] p0123 171-14471

Annotated bibliography of technical literature related to nitrogen oxides and air pollution control

[171-199429] p0123 171-14472

Annotated bibliography of information facilities and data resources available to Environmental Health Service on environment pollution

[171-199414] p0125 171-14840

Annotated bibliography of reports on parameters of human pattern perception for Sept. 1967 through Aug. 1970

[AD-710672] p0169 171-16251

Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace Medicine and Biology - Nov. 1970

[171-SP-7011/83/] p0222 171-17449

Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace Medicine and Biology - Dec. 1970

[171-SP-7011/84/] p0223 171-17450

Toxicology of human and animal waste products and by-products in controlled atmospheres of closed ecological systems - literature review


Biodynamics, aerospace medicine, acceleration stresses, human tolerances, centrifuges, test facilities, and annotated bibliography

[AGABIBOGRAPHY-150] p0034 171-23337

Annotated bibliography of worldwide biodynamics research findings

[171-T-4-17138] p0345 171-23334

Annotated bibliography indexes on Aerospace Medicine and Biology - Feb. 1971

[171-SP-7011/85/] p0350 171-24174

Annotated bibliography of translations of foreign language articles on aviation medicine, vestibular function, body temperature, and physiological effects

[171-AM-6-1-5] p0360 171-24745

Annotated bibliography on human acclimation and acclimatization to heat

[171-TM-1-62008] p0393 171-25393

Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace Medicine and Biology - March 1971

[171-SP-7011/87/] 171-25745

Corrosion prevention by fungus-proofing - bibliography

[AD-720202] p0402 171-26638

Selected and annotated bibliography of human performance prediction in manmachine systems - Vol. 3

[171-CR-273428] p0432 171-27251

Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace Medicine and Biology - Apr. 1971

[171-SP-7011/87/8/] p0502 171-30586

Cumulative index for abstracts of NASA documents on aerospace medicine and biology

[p0501] 171-31077

Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace medicine and biology - May 1971

[171-SP-7011/85/] p0500 171-31201

Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace Medicine and Biology - May 1971

[171-SP-7011/87/6/] p0504 171-31230

Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace Medicine and Biology - June 1971

[171-SP-7011/97/1] p0504 171-31231

Cross-referenced directory of reports of Human Engineering Laboratories 1953 to 1970

p0536 171-31617

Analog to digital converters for voice signal analysis

[SPBS-53606] p0537 171-32009

Problems of automatic auditory pattern recognition and solutions

p0538 171-3210

Analog to digital converters for description and recognition of voice signals

p0539 171-32101

Bibliography of scientific publications and presentations relating to planetary quarantine for year 1970 - Vol. 5


Injuries and sickness caused by radiation and radioactive decay - bibliographies

[AD-7202901] p0540 171-32239

Bibliography of literature on environmental pollution, noise pollution, and ear protection devices

[AD-724650] p0543 171-33088

Bibliography on effects of gamma rays, fission fragments, and neutrons on organisms, food, tissues, and nervous system

[AD-724600] p0548 171-33276

Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace Medicine and Biology - Aug. 1971

[171-SP-7011/92/] p0648 171-36490

Annotated bibliography and indexes on Aerospace Medicine and Biology - Sept. 1971

[171-SP-7011/93/] p0649 171-36491

BIBCARBONATES U CARBONATES

DIEPPELS Mechanical design of frictionless bimetal actuated loower system for spacecraft thermal control

[ASPE PAPER 71-AV-39] p0480 171-36406

EWEAIR DATA Ear inherent channel capacity estimation by applying Shannon equations for binary signal transmission

p0533 171-39769

Binary classification reaction time and human performance in data processing using decision making experiments

[AD-721199] p0429 171-26805

BINARY SYSTEMS (DIGITAL) U DIGITAL SYSTEMS

EARDSCHEN Audiocap hearing protectors evaluation for attenuation of narrow band noise on experienced subjects

p0378 171-30196

EYIOROCULAR VISION Visual slant averaging mechanism evidence from binocular disparate tests, considering gradient slant perception theory and neurophysiological averaging mechanisms

p0101 171-15170

Binocular synchronization data, suggesting visual coordination is dependent on continuous eye movement and retinal feedback timing

p0127 171-16218

Monocular and binocular vision comparison under moderate whole body oz sinusoidal vibration stress environments

p0143 171-17606

Ronius horopter theory and mathematical model, discussing binocular disparity and monocular visual direction criterion

p0250 171-23016

Visual latencies at photopic levels as function of binocular differences in retinal illumiance, using Luminet adaptation model and IIRG correspondence

p0416 171-32867

Light adaptation and visual latency, discussing temporal resolving properties of eye as function
BIOCHEMICAL FUEL CELLS

Polarization and energy conversion efficiency of yeast and Bacillus lactate fermentation for biochemical fuel cells

BIOCHEMISTRY

NY BACTERTIOLOGY
NY BIOCHEMISTRY
NY ENZYMOLGY
NY PHYSIOCHEMISTRY

Cardiovascular and biochemical effects of chronic intermittent neurogenic stimulation, noting alphastrehylline as antihypertension agent

Soviet book on chemistry, physics and mathematics of life covering evolution, metabolic processes, biochemical cycles and rhythms, molecular physiology, cybernetics, etc

Integration in life biology, discussing reductionism and organicism at biopolymer macromolecule construction and conformational levels

Biochemical mechanism of radioprotective action of aminothiol in mammals

Chemical release from traumatized tissue in dogs under cross circulation with lethal cardiac depression response

Existence of life under extreme environmental conditions, thermal temperature limits and adaptability to lack of water

Functional-biochemical shifts in rat's central nervous system during initial stage of increased oxygen pressure exposure

Oxygen exposure effect on food consumption/ utilization efficiency, growth and biochemical parameters

Intense muscular work adaptation in rats, reducing biochemical and adaptive changes and enhancing anaerobic processes

Adrenal medulla biochemistry and morphology, discussing epinephrine synthesis control by glucocorticoid hormones

Biological and biochemical cyclic phenomena, including circadian rhythms

Biochemical measurements of human urine and blood changes during simulated oxygen-isocapnic dives to 1500 feet

Soviet monograph on coacervates and protoplasm covering colloidal-chemical properties, enzyme catalysts and multiphase cell and organisms simulation

Nonaqueous biosystems unlikely from consideration of enzymatic activity possibility and liquid water unique ability for complex required by carbonaceous biosystems

Chlorella biomass chemical composition stability during prolonged cultivation with nitrates recycling medium

Analog modeling of enzyme and biochemical systems with fixed and variable functional properties, using operational amplifier integrator

Biochemical regulation of sleep-wake and temperature cycles in monkeys

Nutritional quality of Hydrogenomas etrumpa proteins

Biochemistry of growth, gaseogenesis, and fertilization in algae

Methods for studying biochemical properties of bacteria

Biochemistry model for endocrine system effects on mammalian neurophysiology and human behavior

SUBJECT INDEX

Purification and characterization of enzymes from B. salinarius, B. stearothermophilus, and V. marinus

Escherichia coli cell phospholipid composition changes during spherothek formation in presence of penicillin and sucrose

Cytocological detection of lactic dehydrogenase isoenzymes in live-frozen Proteus [NASA-TT-P-13624] 1371-13157

Separation methods such as centrifuging, ion exchanging, electrophoresis, and chromatography applied to biochemical materials /gels, proteins, amino acids/

Bioclimatology, molecular biology, radiochemistry, meteorology, soil science, and water pollution research and development and environmental engineering [AECL-3726]

Trends and possibilities in biochemistry and biotechnology in medical science - heart transplantation

Preparation of biochemical materials for electron microscopy

Histological program and biochemical data from Gemini and Apollo missions

Reproducibility of gas chromatographic biochemical data and value in toxicology

Human acclimatization to high altitudes, monsoons, and hot, dry weather

Seasonal variations in physiology of old-timers and newcomers in monsoon climate

Seasonal variations in thermoregulation of residents in hot, dry climates with respect to age and sex

Bioclimatology

Impulsive activity of neuron populations in cerebral sections controlling psychic and motor functions in man

Soviet papers on movement control covering rate regulation, human rhythms, finger coordination, etc

Human temporal performance of homogeneous discrete motor acts sequence, suggesting central nervous mechanism for movement rate generation

Human muscular control patterns during forearms precision cyclic bending on ergograph

Human discrete and continuous rhythmic movements rate control

External acoustic signals for human cyclic movements temporal structure control

Biological movement control systems from structural linguistics viewpoint

Data processing analog for human vertical position regulation via afferent nervous system control of skeletal muscles


Muscle activity control mechanism in animals locked into external feedback loop, relating exciting stimulus to muscles stressed state

Human equilibrium maintenance system analogy to multiinput/multiooutput controller, considering motion of projection of center of gravity onto horizontal plane

Biocybnetic model of vestibular control system for spatial orientation, considering semicircular canals fluid motion angular velocity sensors and linear displacement perception
Mathematical model for eye crystalline lens accommodation control interaction with pupil, deriving dynamic equations from human/cat experiments with/without neurological control

Pupil neurological control system for reaction to light and accommodation process by statistical eye noise analysis and microelectrode recordings of brain stem neurons

Adaptation mechanism of human movement control as motor neuron reaction to external stimuli, considering peripheral arch, cerebellar and brainstem feedback

Movement coordination in animals during walking and running, revealing neurophysiological mechanisms of locomotion control

Human motor reactions sequential systems control characteristics, considering effects of external stimulus and repetition time interval

Complex biomechanical system control, analyzing adjustments to perturbation from movement performance

Biocontrol devices for artificial respiration and blood circulation, using information from organism closed systems construction for continuous modeling habit development as automatic control system

Biocontrol systems contd...

Respiratory system self regulation and coordinated activity interference by biocontrolled stimulator incorporation into natural nerve links

Resistance and mathematical modeling of human body control concerning brain, cardiovascular, artiolar muscle contraction and protein metabolism systems

Predictive stochastic optimal control model for saccadic eye movements in visual target tracking based on target motion estimate

Body fluid osmolality control of food intake initiation in rebated rats injected with hypertonic sodium chloride solution

Instantaneous postural reaction of cattle to brain concussion indicating mechanoreceptor RP discharge impulse pathophysiological mechanisms

Normal myocardium structure and function, discussing cardiac performance and output control

Coronary blood flow regulation, discussing local and remote control mechanisms and disturbance effects due to obstructive arteriosclerosis

Myocardial cells contractile activity control with frequency dependent self regulatory mechanisms

Blood liquid state control in sanguiferous canal as function of humoral feedback in coagulation, fibrinolytic and anticoagulation systems

Food choice, consumption control and metabolism, discussing homeostatic alimentary theories, nerve signals and appetite regulation

Whole body blood flow autoregulation relationship to hypertension inaresiler dogs

Biosynthesis control of melatonin and other methoxyindoles in mammalian pineal organ

Human blood pH and gas composition regulation mechanism under response to carbon dioxide partial pressure changes in inhaled air

Regulation patterns of external respiration rate in man during physical exertion, showing load dependent pulmonary ventilation in accord with alamin content expenditure principle

Central nervous system self regulating properties analysis by automatic control theory, using parametric functional model of brain electrical activity

Hypothermia effects on cat and dog vascular tissues vasomotor reflex regulation, suggesting role of inhibition due to changed afterexcitation from cooled tissues

Human motor control behavior sampling hypothesis of open loop system at voluntary effort initiation, discussing validity based on ankle rotation physiological test

Methodological features of programmed control of human upper extremity movements, using multichannel bioelectric system

Brachial locking activity structural organization, discussing cerebral processes and control contact mechanisms activating conditioned reflexes

Statin control during conditional discriminant development at various training stages, using two key situations and two visual dimensions

Monograph on peripheral chemoceptors and central chemosensitive area control of ventilation during chronic blood acid base changes and hypoxia in mammals

Afferent nerve impulse traffic from atrial A-type receptor fibers in cats in relation to heart rate control
Biodynamics, aerospace medicine, acceleration stresses, human tolerances, centrifuge, test facilities, and annotated bibliography

Annotated bibliography of worldwide biodynamics research findings

Four-degree-of-freedom lumped parameter model for vertical accelerations of seated human body as might be imposed by aircraft ejection systems

Bioelectric potential for evaluating effects of environment on biological systems, including metabolic effects of diluent gases and oxygen toxicity

Bioelectric potential

Muscular fibers analysis for motorneuron split potentials, using needle electrode

Thermal and nonthermal effects of microwave and RF radiation in biological systems, discussing dielectric constant and conductivity for high water content tissues

Extraocular/briefly latent/post-synaptic negative component of evoked visual potential in cortex of nembutal anesthetized rabbits, using Alvar biophase oscillator

Visual cortex neurons impulse activity and postsynaptic potential changes due to light stimulus from quasi-intracellular recordings

Evoked brain potentials averaging in real time with computer linked by long distance communication lines

Repetitive stimulation effects on auditory evoked potentials in cochlear nucleus, inferior colliculus and medical geniculate body of unanesthetized cats

Electroencephalographic and evoked cortical potential correlates of reaction time and visual discrimination in humans

Fly Lucilia sericata olfactory receptor and unit action potentials response to odor stimulation by homologous compounds

Readiness potential, vertex positive wave and contingent negative variation recorded for evaluation of neural events associated with visually stimulated perception

Spectral sensitivities of discrete slow potentials and threshold level nerve spikes in Limulus ommatidium as function of hyperpolarizing current

Human auditory signal detection related to averaged evoked potential in scalp by electrophysiological measurements

Human visual evoked cortical potential spectral sensitivity measurement, comparing results with psychophysical data

Visual and auditory evoked potentials enhancement in cats using cryogenic blockage of nonspecific thalamo-cortical system in inferior thalamic peduncle region

Visual evoked potentials and cortical recovery cycle data for normal and psychiatric subjects of various ages

Visual evoked potentials and cortical recovery cycle in normal and psychiatric subjects of various ages

Visual evoked brain potential amplitude and detection efficiency relationship, discriminating between arousal and attention effects

Deep cerebral structures and cortex electrical activity in apes, noting biopotentials during orientation/defense reactions and light signals responses

Physiological mechanism of human auditory attention, measuring changes in cerebral cortex averaged evoked potential and cochlear nerve response

Myotone control assuming existence of functional relationship between potential level and motic activity, using classical membrane potential theory

Monophasic action potential recording of intact human heart, using bipolar electrode catheter for explanation of ECG abnormalities

Sagittal path of moving electrical center of human heart from measurements of surface ECG potentials

Human visual cerebral cortex potentials evoked by sinusoidally modulated field under stabilized and
BIOELECTRICITY

unstabilized conditions

Visual evoked potential relationship to apparent size reduction of invariant retinal image

Primary biological receptor element analogues for electronic model for potential and afferent pulse train responses to stimuli

Intracochlear electric potential of anesthetized cats recorded with potassium filled glass microelectrodes, determining magnitude and phase of responses

Corneal-retinal potential as generator of occipital alpha rhythm in human electroencephalographs modulated at 1/2 Hz by trebor in extracranial muscles

Heart excitation and membrane permeability effects on two component action potentials in human atrial muscle strips, using microelectrodes

Human cerebral EEG phenomena and evoked potential relationships to eye and retinal image movements

Emotional stress of pilots in difficult flight conditions, noting pulse rate increase and biopotentials amplitude changes

Muscular bioelectric potential input processing into digital computer, describing amplitude, frequency and time domain analysis of electrocoagulation signals

Averaged evoked potentials of human cortex in response to visual stimuli

Postsynaptic de- and hyperpolarization potential development mechanisms in wakeful cats cortical neurons during IPthalamic structure stimulation

Simultaneous recordings of EEG and visually evoked cortical potential to stimuli of differing lissencephalies and patterns, comparing spatial frequency characteristics

Averaged potentials in vertex and occipital region of human cranium evoked by emotional visual stimuli

Postsynaptic potentials in adjacent synaptic regions of tonic fiber of rabbit external eye muscle

Changes in bioelectric potentials in brams of rabbits subjected to X ray irradiation and acceleration on centrifuge

Telemetry equipment for pulse code modulation and processing of biomedical data

Determination of the effect of weightlessness on muscle tone by measurement of firmness and bioelectric activity of muscles

Radial acceleration effects on spinal cornd induced potentials of intact and labyrinthectomized rats

BIOELECTRICITY

Midbrain reticular neurons discharges in response to electrical stimulation of posterior ventral nucleus of thalans

Percutaneous vitreous carbon electrodes long term effects, considering mechanical stability, bioelectric signal receptivity, low interface impedance and surrounding epidermis growth

Neural pairs discharge sequence temporal correlation in cats association cortex during natural sleep and wakefulness

Cardiac cells electrical interaction mathematical simulation, calculating gap region resistance and current


Neuromuscular spindles sensory information processing, determining fibers selective data transmission functions by frequency meter and model for electrical and mechanical properties

Heat rotation induced eye movements in cats by neuron level determination, considering vestibular apparatus of signal transmission loop for mathematical model

Ascending neuron ventral-ocular reflex arc, emphasizing medial longitudinal fasciculus

Intestinal muscle electrical behavior as series of loosely coupled oscillators, demonstrating slow wave frequency gradient and propagation velocity by computerized simulation

Hippocampal, neocortical and somatic effects of BP electrical stimulation of mesencephalic reticular formation during different stages of sleep in cats

Retinal neurons receptive field center, examining excitation and direct inhibition interaction

Human brain electric activity during kinesthetic analysis of excitations by radiocarpal joint movements, considering cortical regulation

Hypokinesia and acceleration effects on plasma proteins displacement and bioelectric activity of striated muscles of rats

Nervous and muscular tissues excitability during subthreshold rhythmic stimulation, discussing mathematical model for compounding polarization induced electrotactic fluctuations

Biological memory and perception processes electronic simulation by keyboard structure reenacting word reception, storage and delivery

Neuroelectric signal analysis using real time nerve spike recognition and separation based on nuclear instrumentation techniques

Rhodopsin dissociation and retina photochemical and bioelectrical processes after light flashes of various intensity

Rind limb antagonistic muscles bioelectric activity dependence on animal rotation direction and head fixation

Electroencephalogram analysis, using digital computers for biopotentia data reduction

Hypertension effects on conduction velocity in muscle fibers and peripheral motor neuron-muscular activity in man

Chemical thermoregulation muscle electricity activity during shivering and thermoregulation tonus change after cold adaptation, discussing oxygen consumption rise

Neural transmission to vestibular nuclei of semicircular canal response to rotational stimulation, discussing test methods and results with decerebrated or anesthetized cats

Cortico- and subcorticograms rhythm dynamics in sleeping and awake cats by spectral analysis and EEG integration

Human brain subcortical formations slow electrical processes during memory tests

Natural sleep and wakefulness stages neurophysiology based on bioelectric activity spectral and correlation analyses

Cat single optic nerve fibers receptive field, observing functional organization and conduction velocity

Cat type I and II optic nerve fibers response to flicker stimulation, noting receptive field organization, conduction velocity and temporal and

SUBJECT INDEX

Neuromuscular spindles sensory information processing, determining fibers selective data transmission functions by frequency meter and model for electrical and mechanical properties

Heat rotation induced eye movements in cats by neuron level determination, considering vestibular apparatus of signal transmission loop for mathematical model

Ascending neuron ventral-ocular reflex arc, emphasizing medial longitudinal fasciculus

Intestinal muscle electrical behavior as series of loosely coupled oscillators, demonstrating slow wave frequency gradient and propagation velocity by computerized simulation

Hippocampal, neocortical and somatic effects of BP electrical stimulation of mesencephalic reticular formation during different stages of sleep in cats

Retinal neurons receptive field center, examining excitation and direct inhibition interaction

Human brain electric activity during kinesthetic analysis of excitations by radiocarpal joint movements, considering cortical regulation

Hypokinesia and acceleration effects on plasma proteins displacement and bioelectric activity of striated muscles of rats

Nervous and muscular tissues excitability during subthreshold rhythmic stimulation, discussing mathematical model for compounding polarization induced electrotactic fluctuations

Biological memory and perception processes electronic simulation by keyboard structure reenacting word reception, storage and delivery

Neuroelectric signal analysis using real time nerve spike recognition and separation based on nuclear instrumentation techniques

Rhodopsin dissociation and retina photochemical and bioelectrical processes after light flashes of various intensity

Rind limb antagonistic muscles bioelectric activity dependence on animal rotation direction and head fixation

Electroencephalogram analysis, using digital computers for biopotentia data reduction

Hypertension effects on conduction velocity in muscle fibers and peripheral motor neuron-muscular activity in man

Chemical thermoregulation muscle electricity activity during shivering and thermoregulation tonus change after cold adaptation, discussing oxygen consumption rise

Neural transmission to vestibular nuclei of semicircular canal response to rotational stimulation, discussing test methods and results with decerebrated or anesthetized cats

Cortico- and subcorticograms rhythm dynamics in sleeping and awake cats by spectral analysis and EEG integration

Human brain subcortical formations slow electrical processes during memory tests

Natural sleep and wakefulness stages neurophysiology based on bioelectric activity spectral and correlation analyses

Cat single optic nerve fibers receptive field, observing functional organization and conduction velocity

Cat type I and II optic nerve fibers response to flicker stimulation, noting receptive field organization, conduction velocity and temporal and
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BIOTELEMETRY

Review on biosics and interdiscipilinary bioengineering areas in aerospace research

Investigation of application of NASA developed technology to cardiovascular and pulmonary patient monitoring to improve availability of data for medical diagnosis [NASA-CR-118030] p0349 W71-23054

Program plans and cost estimates of project for application of biotechnology to patient monitoring system [NASA-CR-118035] p0349 W71-23049

Standard transducers applied to bioengineering research problems p0080 W71-26366

Development of sealed Pa-238 sources for implantable cardiac pacemakers [SP-18563] p0433 W71-27732

Biomedical problems of man machine systems required for long duration space flights [ASA-SP-205] p0444 W71-28526

Bioengineering tradeoff study for cabin atmosphere selection in manned space flight p0444 W71-28531

Technology utilization in biomedical areas, particularly for infants and handicapped persons [ASA-CR-121627] p0610 W71-34070

Development and characteristics of biomedical system for obtaining electroencephalogram and neurophysiologic data during space missions [NASA-CR-115123] p0616 W71-35263

Enzyme reaction model of flow dilution effect on blood coagulation in vivo [NASA-CR-122929] p0645 W71-36470

Determination of electrical charge and field strength at cell membrane of human erythrocytes [NASA-TT-P-14007] p0651 W71-37636

BIOTELEMETRY

U BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION

BIOMEDICINE

Systemic approach to ecology, trophodynamics, biocenosis, and biogeocenosis [JEPES-53776] p0499 W71-30391

X BIOTELEMETRY

Biological instrumentation and soil sampler aboard Viking lander for 1975 mission to Mars method, examining structural and functional organization of generalized biological analyzer peripheral section [SESA PAPER 1623A] p0421 W71-33248

Biological instrumentation and soil sampler aboard Viking lander for 1975 mission to Mars method, examining structural and functional organization of generalized biological analyzer peripheral section [SESA PAPER 1623A] p0421 W71-33248


BIOMETRICAL

Manganese dioxide depolarizer for biomedical electrodes, discussing electrochemical and toxicological characteristics p0003 W71-10239

Intracranial pressure measurement by miniature transducer with modifications for baseline reading and calibration checking throughout implantation period, giving circuit diagram p0004 W71-10241

Linear heat by heat cardiotachoseter, describing amplifier design and operation p0004 W71-10242

Catheter inserted wire basket device for creation of reversible aortic insufficiency in animal p0004 W71-10248

Metabolic rate and ergometric data recording by analog and digital systems p0018 W71-11609

Electro-optic monitoring method for single isolated heart cell activity p0026 W71-11672

Real time cartoanrogram for monitoring ECG waveform data, describing cardiac measurement and data display p0031 W71-12384

Human respiratory parameters telemetry, discussing transducer development for ventilatory volume measurement p0079 W71-13068

Microcircatheter measurement of oxygen tension on arterioles external surface in hamster cheek pouch and hamster/rat cremaster muscle for blood flow regulation mechanism p0087 W71-13687

Pluronic oscillators as sensors for carbon dioxide concentration detection in expired breathing gases, noting frequency dependence on gas properties [AIAAN PAPER 70-WA/PLCS-10] p0089 W71-14086

Catheter-flush system for continuous monitoring of central arterial pulse waveform and pressure p0101 W71-15165

Strain gage for in vivo recording of single and tetanic responses of skeletal muscles in mice p0115 W71-35910

Thermodiagnosis method instrument using cold indicator depot with heat exchanger for standardization of heart-rate-volume measurements p0140 W71-36692

Phonocardiograph design and calibration for accurate measuring and recording of cardiac vibration displacements, velocities and accelerations p0171 W71-37231

Frequency phonocardiography technique for heart sounds and murmurs registration, producing analog voltage proportional to frequency by zero crossing detector p0171 W71-37234

Continuous recording of human rectal temperature under extreme environmental conditions using battery powered thermographs with thermistor probes p0527 W71-39041

Lung scanning, describing moving detectors, electronic apparatus adjustment and choice of radiouclide and labelled compound p0527 W71-39072

SUBJECT INDEX

During work in isometric regime p0151 W71-18378

Strain gage attachment to rat heart ventricle in situ with fine stainless steel pins p0154 W71-18391

Tissue typing instrumentation with flowchromographic cytototoxicity assay for quantitative data analysis, eliminating visual counting p0193 W71-20050

Automatic system for indirect blood pressure measurement in carotid compression test, discussing applications p0208 W71-20827

Neuroelectric signal analysis using real time nerve spike recognition and separation based on nuclear instrumentation techniques p0211 W71-21839

Soyuz 9 component psychobiological monitoring instrumentation and procedures, describing bioinstrumentation harness for data telemetry p0240 W71-22198

Electroencephalograph for stereophonic display of four channel EEG physiological signals from skull quadrants p0262 W71-22252

Low cost directly coupled differential amplifier with thermodynamic drift stabilization for biomedical studies p0267 W71-24444

Space research utilization in medicine, discussing remote blood pressure measurement, bioinstrumentation and procedures and equipment for physically handicapped p0271 W71-24754

Percutaneous access to implanted electrodes, discussing metal plaque-needle system and connection to instruments p0308 W71-25436

Waist seal design providing discrete anatomical placement, subject comfort, ingress/egress ease and size accommodation for lower body negative pressure devices p0313 W71-26130

Arterial or venous blood oxygen tension continuous measurement, describing electrode cuvette design with response time of less than 3 sec p0421 W71-33248

Biological instrumentation and soil sampler aboard Viking lander for 1975 mission to Mars method, examining structural and functional organization of generalized biological analyzer peripheral section p0425 W71-33808

Metalloprotein turnover method, determining true normal turnover rates for sensitivity testing p0452 W71-34539

Medical screening techniques, discussing sensitive, specific, reliable, fail-safe and self calibrating instrumentation systems p0453 W71-34609

Redundancy in receptive neuronal nets, examining structural and functional organization of generalized biological analyzer peripheral section p0457 W71-34956

Monophasic action potential recording of intact human heart, using bipolar electrode catheter for explanation of ECG abnormalities p0469 W71-35910

Thermodiagnosis method instrument using cold indicator depot with heat exchanger for standardization of heart-rate-volume measurements p0155 W71-21839

Phonocardiograph design and calibration for accurate measuring and recording of cardiac vibration displacements, velocities and accelerations p0171 W71-37231

Frequency phonocardiography technique for heart sounds and murmurs registration, producing analog voltage proportional to frequency by zero crossing detector p0171 W71-37234

Continuous recording of human rectal temperature under extreme environmental conditions using battery powered thermographs with thermistor probes p0527 W71-39041

Lung scanning, describing moving detectors, electronic apparatus adjustment and choice of radiouclide and labelled compound p0527 W71-39072

A-54
Miniature biopotential transmitter suitable for telemetry, giving EEG and circuit and performance characteristics... 

BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY
BIOLOGICAL CLOCKS

BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY
BIOLOGICAL CLOCKS

Miniature battery operated electromagnetic blood flowmeter for data acquisition from un restrained animals... 

Electrode attached to helmets for detecting low level signals from skin of living creatures... 

Characteristics of pressed disc electrode for biological measurements... 

Monitoring cardiovascular function in primates under decompression in 520-foot saturation dive... 

Biomedical technology applications and operational description of Application Team Program... 

Psychological stress and bioinstrumentation... 

Operational description of Summer Institute for Biomedical Research in Technology Utilization... 

Psychobiological effects of prolonged bed rest in young healthy volunteers from EEG recordings, psychological testing and psychomotor performance... 

High mountain altitudes inhibition of inflammation and wound healing in rabbits... 

Biological effects of inert gases in elevated pressure respiratory mixtures on human central nervous system... 

Muscle contraction model under biological factors action, considering circular cylindrical vessel... 

Lower fasting blood glucose levels in high altitude acclimatization... 

Unsymetrical dimethylurea /UDM/ effect on canine blood coagulation, blood-aqueous barrier... 

Soya 9 prolonged space flight biomedical effects on human organs, emphasizing weightlessness... 

Magnetic field effects on biological systems, discussing ergometer measurements of human subjects muscular contractions... 

UV light starvation prevention, describing biological effects and illumination equipment for working areas... 

Spacecraft cabin rare gas-oxygen atmospheric decompression effects on animal metabolic rates... 

Apollo 11 lunar samples effect on terrestrial microorganisms, noting pigment production effects of Fe leaching from bulk fines and core samples... 

Thermal and nonthermal effects of microwave and RF radiation in biological systems, discussing dielectric constant and conductivity for high water content tissues... 

Low power density modulated RF energy illumination effects on mammalian biological functions, noting possible hazards to personnel... 

Microwave radiation nonthermal and cumulative biological effects, discussing dose/irradiation safety standards... 

Negative heart rate response during low level microwave irradiation of dorsal head in rabbits... 

Microwave radiation nonthermal biological dosage, describing beetle pupae irradiation and radiant heating experiments... 

Microwave biological exposure system implementation in limited space, describing focused prolate spheroid, absorber-lined horn and compact range illumination system... 

Space flight biological effects on lysogenic bacteria and human cells in culture... 

Book on electromagnetic fields and life environment covering biological effects of radio waves, protection, radiation sources, permissible intensities, working conditions... 

Biological tests of laser protective filters for eye protection, radiation sources, permissible intensities, working conditions... 

Syring 9 prolonged space flight biomedical effects on human organisms, emphasizing weightlessness... 

Magnetic field effects on biological systems, discussing ergometer measurements of human subjects muscular contractions... 

UV light starvation prevention, describing biological effects and illumination equipment for working areas... 

Spacecraft cabin rare gas-oxygen atmospheric decompression effects on animal metabolic rates... 

Apollo 11 lunar samples effect on terrestrial microorganisms, noting pigment production effects of Fe leaching from bulk fines and core samples... 

Thermal and nonthermal effects of microwave and RF radiation in biological systems, discussing dielectric constant and conductivity for high water content tissues... 

Low power density modulated RF energy illumination effects on mammalian biological functions, noting possible hazards to personnel... 

Microwave radiation nonthermal and cumulative biological effects, discussing dose/irradiation safety standards... 

Negative heart rate response during low level microwave irradiation of dorsal head in rabbits... 

Microwave radiation nonthermal biological dosage, describing beetle pupae irradiation and radiant heating experiments... 

Microwave biological exposure system implementation in limited space, describing focused prolate spheroid, absorber-lined horn and compact range illumination system... 

Space flight biological effects on lysogenic bacteria and human cells in culture... 

Book on electromagnetic fields and life environment covering biological effects of radio waves, protection, radiation sources, permissible intensities, working conditions... 

Biological tests of laser protective filters for eye protection, radiation sources, permissible intensities, working conditions... 

Syring 9 prolonged space flight biomedical effects on human organisms, emphasizing weightlessness... 

Magnetic field effects on biological systems, discussing ergometer measurements of human subjects muscular contractions... 

UV light starvation prevention, describing biological effects and illumination equipment for working areas... 

Spacecraft cabin rare gas-oxygen atmospheric decompression effects on animal metabolic rates... 

Apollo 11 lunar samples effect on terrestrial microorganisms, noting pigment production effects of Fe leaching from bulk fines and core samples... 

Thermal and nonthermal effects of microwave and RF radiation in biological systems, discussing dielectric constant and conductivity for high water content tissues... 

Low power density modulated RF energy illumination effects on mammalian biological functions, noting possible hazards to personnel... 

Microwave radiation nonthermal and cumulative biological effects, discussing dose/irradiation safety standards... 

Negative heart rate response during low level microwave irradiation of dorsal head in rabbits... 

Microwave radiation nonthermal biological dosage, describing beetle pupae irradiation and radiant heating experiments... 

Microwave biological exposure system implementation in limited space, describing focused prolate spheroid, absorber-lined horn and compact range illumination system... 

Space flight biological effects on lysogenic bacteria and human cells in culture...
Biological effects on organisms

- Microwave radiation biological effects review and bibliography covering protein activity, genetic, central nervous system and cardiovascular effects
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0466 A71-35616
- Book on biological effects of radiation covering ionizing radiation properties and effects at molecular, cellular and tissue levels
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0047 A71-35956
- Signals convergence of various sensory modalities as function of impulse reactions of individual brain neurons in mammals
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0051 A71-38048
- Double standard for national levels of exposure and biological hazards of microwave radiation, comparing Soviet work to U.S.
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0051 A71-38197
- Biological experiments on plants, animals and bacteria aboard Soyuz 5, 6 and 7 space probes
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0052 A71-39134
- Tinsular and cellular biological resistance as indices for organism resistance to adverse effects, noting increase due to muscular training and cold adaptation
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0052 A71-39219
- Medical, zoological and biological effects of ELF signals in atmosphere, comparing with EEG alpha and gamma rhythms
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0052 A71-39478
- Geolectric effects on plants geotropic reaction chain, discussing hormone auxin asymmetric distribution due to gravity
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0059 A71-39984
- Integrative action of central nervous system in converting gravity sensation into crustacean equilibrium reactions
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0056 A71-40007
- Medical preparations use and avoidance by spacecraft and aircraft crew members, discussing aftereffects, allergies and health requirements
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0059 A71-42705
- Lateral accelerations effect on mice tolerance to toxic doses of anithiob- and indolylalkylamine-series radiation protection drugs
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0056 A71-42706
- Antiradiation drugs effects on healthy and irradiated rats gastrointestinal tract evacuatory motor function
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0056 A71-42707
- Hyperoxia pathological effects on albino rats - subcutaneous connective tissue, noting oxidizing enzyme activity depression and cellular metabolism suppression
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0061 A71-42802
- Toxic biological effects of life functions gaseous products in albino rats
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0062 A71-42811
- Simulation chamber for experimental investigation of organisms reactions to Mars environment
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0064 A71-42827
- Erythropoietic activity dosage in polycythemic mice after intermittent hypobaric hypoxia
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0062 A71-43216
- Erythropoietic activity mechanism in polycythemic mice after hypobaric hypoxia
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0062 A71-43217
- Extrarenal production of erythropoietin in micehypoxecised rats after hypobaric hypoxia
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0063 A71-43218
- Serotonin metabolism of helicopter pilots, showing effects of emotional factors due to flight inexperience
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0062 A71-43220
- Cosmic ray biological effects and advisable dose level normalization in space flight from prolonged tests on dogs
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0060 A71-44890
- Biological effects of ionizing radiation and nonradiative factors on radiation damage from satellite space flight tests on dogs and plants
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0060 A71-44891
- Solar activity effects on biosphere, examining solar-geomagnetic and medico-biological indexes relationships and clinico-statistical evidence of human organism effects
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0062 A71-45197
- Annotated bibliography and index on aerospace medicine and biology - Sept. 1970
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0039 A71-10125
- Biological effects of radiation and mechanism of protein and nucleic acid synthesis
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0049 A71-10613
- Measuring decrease in concentration of adenosine triphosphate in brain of rats before onset of convulsions induced by hypoxia
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0055 A71-11122
- Biosatellite flight data of weightlessness effects on biological systems
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0064 A71-11711
- Investigating experimental and theoretical approaches to microdosiometry, radiobiology, and single-scan television systems
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0018 A71-12295
- Model case studies of effects of DDT on human environment
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0012 A71-14479
- Biological effects of microwaves in occupational hygiene
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0016 A71-14632
- Toxicity and safety hazards research
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0016 A71-15942
- Influence of electromagnetic force fields on biological systems studied on dunalieilla and ciliates
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0017 A71-16350
- Weightlessness effects on man during space flight
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0017 A71-16521
- Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace medicine and biology - Nov. 1970
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0022 A71-17499
- Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace medicine and biology - Dec. 1970
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0023 A71-17490
- Investigating effects of thermal environments and acidity on growth of bacteria and blue green algae
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0025 A71-17588
- Biological effects of thermal environments on dispersal of blue green algae and microorganisms in Iceland and Surtsey
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0025 A71-17989
- Investigating biological effects of acid thermal waters on growth of organisms in Iceland
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0025 A71-17990
- Investigating proliferation of insect life in harsh environments of Iceland and Surtsey
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0026 A71-17991
- Investigating inhibitory activity of lichens on growth of seed plants and ferns
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0026 A71-17996
- Literature review on biological effects of microwaves
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0028 A71-18495
- Investigating physiological and biological effects of prolonged space flight on Soyuz 9 crew members
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0028 A71-18894
- Determining hemopoietic, cytological, and immunological parameters of simulated long term exposure to space radiation
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0020 A71-18896
- Investigating long term effects of proton irradiation on renal pathologic anatomy of dogs
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0020 A71-18897
- Determining functional changes in physiological responses of Soyuz 9 crew members after prolonged flight
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0021 A71-18903
- Ionizing radiation effect on biological properties of food products
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0025 A71-19063
- Effect of low power density modulated radio frequency energy on biological functions
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0028 A71-19567
- Biological systems analysis and biodynamic modelling of physiological and biological interrelationships in human body and mammals
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0020 A71-19876
- Hierarchical regulation model for human biological systems
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0020 A71-19879
- Biological and optical contamination effects in space simulating vacuum chamber
  - [NASA-SI-701/60] p0024 A71-20204
BIOLGICAL EVOLUTION

DELETERIOUS MUTATIONS AND NEUTRAL SUBSTITUTIONS, discussing molecular evolution model for DNA and proteins

GRAVITY RECEPTOR EVOLUTION IN INVERTEBRATES, considering cilia role in reception and transduction into responses

INVESTIGATING MECHANISMS by which inorganic and mineral phosphate groups become part of cellular structure

INVESTIGATING EFFECTS of larva metamorphosis in primary colonization by organisms

INVESTIGATING ALLERGIC PLAINS OF ICULANDIC GLACIER for terrestrial and aquatic plant succession

CONSIDERING LACK OF DEVELOPMENT of endemic species in Iceland

SEARCHING FOR PRECAMBRIAN RECLII MICROORGANISMS in Iceland

MATHEMATICAL MODELS of microbial evolution processes

DEVELOPMENT OF SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES of protecting and transforming structure and optimal use of natural conditions

ANALYSIS AND DEFINITION OF TASKS in field of biogeocenosis

MULTIPLE CODING MECHANISMS for evolution of genetic code

EFFECTS OF UV SELECTION PRESSURE on evolutionary development patterns of early organisms

FUNCTION OF UV LIGHT in evolution of contemporary ribosomes

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY AND INDEXES ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - MARCH 1971

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY AND INDEXES ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - MAY 1971

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY AND INDEXES ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - JULY 1971

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY AND INDEXES ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - AUG. 1971

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY AND INDEXES ON AEROSPACE MEDICINE AND BIOLOGY - SEPT. 1971

BIOSCIENCE RESEARCH AND APPLICATIONS TO BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL PROBLEMS

BIOMEDICAL DATA

JPRS-53634

NASA-CR-1223164

ROSMATIC

ROETHANICS

BIOMEDICAL DATA

PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA TELEMETRY LINK using time division multiplex method

MEDICAL DATA ACQUISITION conference, Nancy, France, June 1989

COMPUTERIZATION OF MEDICAL RECORDS OF OPHTHALMOLOGY CLINIC

MEDICAL DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUES in electrocardiography and effort vectorcardiography facilitating clinical observations

REAL TIME CONTOURGRAPHS FOR MONITORING EEG WAVEFORMS, describing cardiac measurement and data display

LONG TERM HUMAN BIOCHEMICAL AND BEHAVIORAL CHARACTERISTICS RESEARCH, EXAMINING ENHANCED PHYSIOLOGICAL FITNESS IN SPACE
Multifactor correlation analysis of systemic circulation effects on brain blood filling level, using linear regression equations

Human temperature control computer simulation, considering sudomotor, vasomotor and metabolic as error signals from hypothalamic and cutaneous thermoreceptors

Vision mathematical model based on homogeneous medium thermal conductivity equation

Electronic model of color recognition by human eye using spectral filter-photosensor system

Model experiment for purposeful motor behavior in cells or elements median, assuming cell to cell system movement, adjacent cell visibility and different reaction to nearby cells

Biophysical model of life origin on earth using primordial gas-small organic molecule-nanomolecule-protocol transformation

Principles and practice of bionics - NATO/AGARD Conference, Free University of Brussels, Belgium, September 1968

Aerospace research bionics and bioengineering, considering adaptation of man to environment and matching of man and machine

Nervous system modeling, considering algorithm brain functions, neurobiological programming and modes of distributed information processing pertinent to neuropsychological experiments

Mathematical neuronal model for functional learning system networks, representing brain pattern recognition, learning and size invariance mechanisms

Biological oscillating propulsion systems, investigating plate propeller, boundary layer control, low drag fuselage shapes and VTOL engine installations

Heart electric generator system simulation by dipolar or multidipolar generators

Absolute and relative visual movement perception quantitative models relevant to length perception theory

Resistance and mathematical modeling of human body control concerning brain, cardiovascular, arteriolar muscle contraction and protein metabolism systems

Human visual system response to moving spatially periodic stimuli, developing mathematical model for action perception

Flight helmets speech intelligibility evaluation using in-flight manikin recording

Microwave energy dissipation as heat in eye, using agar for eye model construction

Discrete control input system oscillations, resembling eye pupil diameter changes, hand tremors and aiming fluctuations during rifle sighting experiments

Model of retinal information in cats from physiological and anatomical evidence, considering
processing of contrast and eye movement information
Nonlinear axisymmetric solution for cardiovascular system pulse flow, using long rigid tube and velocity profile representation
Large amplitude wave propagation in arteries, deriving order mathematical model consistent with heart pressure and flow pulses and waveform velocity
Multicomponent exponential curves analysis by Post-Widder equation, providing continuous distribution function of time constants in inhomogeneous systems
Small signal characteristics mathematical models of carotic sinus baroreceptors of rabbits
Human body thermal behavior modeling, obtaining steady state analytical solution for various boundary conditions and parameters
Human inner organic system simulation by digital computer, using overall quantitative heuristic model
Grating pattern vision models, examining single neural network and multiple channel stimulus information processing
Superposition model of spontaneous activity of cerebellar Purkinje cells for spike triggering
Mathematical and mechanical models of human thermal system thermodynamic/transport processes and external regulation devices for single elements and entire body
Human body attitude control in space, using ten body complex geometry system, noting astronaut training jig
Electromagnetic field action on living organism simulated with infinite homogeneous cylinder in infinite cylindrical medium
Energy output of left ventricle and congestive heart failure mechanism, approximating blood velocity in aortic system by mathematical model
Inertial properties of segmented cadaver trunk for mathematical model of spinal response to impact in seat ejection acceleration injuries in high speed aircraft
Central nervous system self regulating properties analysis by automatic control theory, using parent-daughter functional model of brain electrical activity
Nonlinear analysis of arterial flow pulses and shock waves, simulating aortic insufficiency under pathological conditions by mathematical model
Mathematical fatigue models based on 'fatigue' variations in synaptic membranes and feedback regulation due to working organ metabolic changes
German monograph on extrapolation procedure based on Taylor series expansion and on algorithms for identification and prediction of eye pursuit movements
Neurobiotics, considering data processing in brain and central nervous system
Methodological features of programmed control of human upper extremities movements, using six-channel bioelectric system
Mathematical model of human visual system light adaptive signal transformation
Conjugate eye movement stimulator and monitor for human experimentation in closed loop, open loop and variable feedback nodes of operation
Muscle contraction model under biological factors action, considering circular cylindrical vessel equilibrium under internal and external pressures
Human visual system biological model for pattern recognition based on spatial filtering covering Fourier transform modification, for application to discrete case
Modeling human disorientation and motion sickness in rotating spacecraft, stressing sensors dynamic response
Mathematical model for human thermal system, checking accuracy
Human operator models parameter estimation by stochastic approximation, considering continuous and sampled data models
Cardiovascular system mathematical model for evaluating system parameters effects on circulatory indices including minute volume and arterial tension
Thermal behavior simulation of cooling biological system, describing heat generation and transfer at normothermic to hibernating body temperatures with mathematical model
Signal propagation in model neuron network in terms of differential equations system, representing retinal major cell types in planar model
Primary biological receptor element analogous electronic model for potential and afferent pulse trains responses to stimuli
Small pressure wave transmission in abdominal venous cave of dogs in mathematical model, developing for viscoelastic behavior of large veins
Spacecraft manual control investigation, using human operator models described by linear transfer function with variable coefficients
Pulmonary nitrogen washout and carbon monoxide uptake, developing dynamic mathematical models for volume and diastension distributions in airways and alveoli
Cortical responses of awake cat to narrow-band FM noise stimuli, proposing neuronal model
Soviet monograph on coacervates and protoplasm covering colloidal-chemical properties, enzyme catalysts and multiphase cell and organism simulation
Human perceptual motor skill development in tracking performance, using feedback control system gain and effective time delay as measures
Mechanical properties of muscular organs, presenting mathematical model for biological fluid flow analysis
Electrical heart activity and RCG mathematical model with nonlinear oscillator system construction for normal and abnormal rhythms
Computerized electrostatic field model of biological cell membrane
Saccadic eye movement control system behavior simulation model evaluation, considering oculomotor pathways
Versional eye movement control system models, considering dual mode control, intermittency, plant dynamics and pattern recognition
Oculomotor neural organization models, considering vestibular oculomotor reflex, saccadic eye movements and smooth pursuit systems
Evoked and background activities interaction in computerized self zeroing neuron model
BIOSATELLITE 3 monkey sleep and wake states based on visual and acoustic analysis of telemetered EEG data from earth orbital flight.

Macaca nemestrina monkey bone density change during Biosatellite postflight experiment evaluating biological effects of radiation and mechanism of biological and cellular research. Analyzing potential in gap between abutting biological and medical disciplines.

Testing for trace contaminants in Biosatellite 3 spacecraft atmosphere and their effects on occupants. (NASA-TR-I-62004)

Biosynthesis of melatonin and other biological rhythms in man controlled by cooperative brainstem biosynthesis, using 18 thermometry recording of thermal stimulus and its role in triglycerides and fatty acid participation.

Stimulatory effects of hypobaric hyperoxia on lipid synthesis in rat liver and adipose tissues under free feeding.

Biological effects of radiation and mechanism of protein and nucleic acid synthesis.

Problems of mathematical modeling in microbiological systems. Radioisotope theremoelectric generators in micro/milliwatt power range for biomedical applications.

Biosynthesis control of melatonin and other biological rhythms in man controlled by cooperative brainstem biosynthesis, using 18 thermometry recording of thermal stimulus and its role in triglycerides and fatty acid participation.
power and modulation methods  p0078  A71-13059
Biotelemetry data acquisition and electrode technology, discussing physiological measurements and pickup techniques for conversion into electrical signals  p0078  A71-13060
In-flight ECG telemetry for aircraft pilots diagnostics, discussing characteristic recordings and measuring probe development for simultaneous parameters transmission  p0078  A71-13062
Biotelemetry in aviation medicine, discussing telemetric methods and applications for continuous observation of physiological processes under environmental exercise and stress conditions  p0078  A71-13063
In-flight telemetric ECG recordings of aircraft pilots during normal, abnormal and abortive flight, analyzing heart rate variations as function of stresses  p0078  A71-13068
Telemetric ECG recordings of workers under high and strongly varying temperature conditions, discussing heart rate variations under heat stress  p0079  A71-13065
ECG telemetric data computerized processing, describing cardiac data acquisition, long distance telephone transmission, analog to digital converter, central processor and output devices  p0079  A71-13066
In-flight ECG recordings telemetry for aptitude testing, showing pilot error relationship to brain overstraining  p0079  A71-13067
Human respiratory parameters telemetry, discussing transducer development for ventilatory volume measurement  p0079  A71-13068
Semiconductor devices for continuous blood pressure telemetry  p0079  A71-13069
Direct continuous radiotelemetry of blood pressure measurements taken from aorta, pulmonary artery and inside heart during normal activity of test subjects  p0079  A71-13070
Simultaneous comparison and calibration of ultrasonic Doppler telemetry and electromagnetic flowmeters implanted on peripheral arteries of dogs  p0100  A71-13071
Electrically rotating chair transmitter, medico-biological information of functional state of vestibular analyzer and statokinetic stability  p0138  A71-13072
Multichannel ECG radio telemetry for remote recording of biological activity from subjects in motion and within human body  p0139  A71-13073
Light and drugs effect on diurnal body temperature from radiotelemetry of adult male rats  p0139  A71-13074
Telemetric techniques for pharmacological effects of body temperature, motor activity and food and fluid intake on rat brain, describing recording and monitoring equipment  p0139  A71-13075
Bioelectric activity of cerebral cortex in man under neurotemporal stress, using multicausal radioelectroencephalography  p0185  A71-13076
Optimal contactless kinecardiography recording EP patient chest vibrations, comparing short wave method  p0185  A71-13077
Multiple sensor heart rate telemetry using automatic data acquisition and management in squirrel ecology  p0185  A71-13078
Biotelemetric contactless recording of animal movements using cantilever band standing waves  p0242  A71-22216
Jet pilots flight stresses assessment via biotelemetric transmission of pulse rate, respiratory rate, electrocardiographic data, flight altitude and velocity  p0257  A71-23880
Astronaut electrode-amplifier helmet harness for cable and radiotelemetry acquisition of EEG, EOG, ECG and blood pressure data on noninterference basis  p0268  A71-23881
ECG miniaturized single channel biotelemetry transmitter, discussing lightweight design and power supply  p0268  A71-23884
Compact head mounted six channel IC telemetry for artifact free ECG recording during laughter  p0367  A71-23889
Cardiovascular telemetry total implant, describing measurement problems, equipment design, low current operation, size and thermal and temporal stability  p0417  A71-33071
Telemetric accelerograph for assessing mental performance under industrial working conditions for work characterized by periodically repeated stereotyped movements  p0451  A71-34363
Radiotelemetrical equipment for continuous subcutaneous measurements of circadian body temperature rhythms in rats  p0572  A71-40634
Miniaturized multichannel PAR/AN biological telemetry system for simultaneous transmission of EEGs, EOGs, EKGs and ECGs  p0582  A71-41574
Pulmonary circulation pressure and flow telemetry of free ranging intact animals, describing instrumentation and technique for transduction and transmission  p0630  A71-40243
Biotelemetry apparatus with dual voltage generators for implanting in animals [NASA-CASB-RAC-05706]  p0115  A71-12342
Telemetric equipment for pulse code modulation and processing of biomedical data [21-PRL-619]  p0290  A71-20683
Radiation hardened transmitter surgical implantation in animals for electrocardiogram biotelemetry in radiation environments [AD-719315]  p0347  A71-23478
Biomedical telemetric systems for monitoring physiological parameters of animals [NASA-SP-5094]  p0436  A71-27963
Prototype device for monitoring sleep during manned space flight including performance tests [NASA-CR-115071]  p0497  A71-30126
Radiolocation equipment used in Intergovernmental Recording Location System, and results in remote ground, aircraft, and satellite tracking of oil and black bear [NASA-CR-121893]  p0615  A71-35260
Development of NMSFL telemetry system to low-duty cycle tone burst system [NASA-CR-121893]  p0618  A71-35277
Biotin Cystaine hydrochloride or vitamin B complex with vitamin C for radiation sickness prevention and therapy  p0598  A71-42723
Birds
MT CHICKENS
MT PIGEONS
Sensory stimuli and discrimination in bird navigation  p0342  A71-23076
Intraspecific relationships between lean weight and wing length for migratory birds [NLL-BTS-61971]  p0400  A71-23076
Bivariate Analyses
Anthropometric survey of aviation personnel with bivariate tables noting relationships between selected variables [SI-PUBL-619]  p0537  A71-31942
Blackout (Physiologist)
Jet fighter pilot blackout episode report, correlating laboratory data with flight profile and events sequence  p0537  A71-31942
Bladder
Sodium counterflow from mucosal to mucosal surface of short-circuited acid-killed turtle bladder  p0537  A71-27634
Animal urinary bladder mechanical properties from controlled stretch tests, identifying
cardiac impulse conduction measurements noting delay, block and one way block in excised canine Purkinje fibers with depressed responsiveness.  

Blood lactate levels in human males after bicycle exercise. noting relationship to oxygen consumption.  

monograph on peripheral chemoreceptors and central chemosensitive area control of ventilation during chronic blood acid base changes and hypoxia in man.  

Alkalosis effect on human maximal performance and lactic acid formation in blood under supranormal exercise conditions.  

Biochemical measurements of human urine and blood changes during simulated oxygen-helium dives to 1500 feet.  

Dogs peripheral blood reaction to complex action of transverse accelerations and gamma irradiation.  

Vibration influence on peripheral blood reaction to gamma radiation in dogs, using clinico-hematological indices.  

Radiation effects on rats peripheral blood state in low pressure environment with sea level value oxygen tension.  

Water-salt metabolism in human blood under high temperature conditions after residence in different climatic zone.  

Serotonin 5-hydroxytryptamine/ extraction from rat whole blood in series analysis, using acidic butanol instead of ordinary butanol.  

Storage stability of human blood cholinesterases.  

Influence of pericapillary plasmas on chemical exchange from blood to tissue.  

Effects of positive GY acceleration on blood oxygen saturation and pleural pressure relations in dogs breathing air and liquid fluorocarbons in whole body water immersion respirator.  

Human physiochemistry, thermoregulation, and barometric oscillation of blood glucose levels.  

Effects of gamma radiation on lifetime of red blood cells and bone marrow production in dogs exposed to cobalt 60 irradiation for two and one half years.  

Effects of chronic and repeated gamma radiation on morphological structure of peripheral blood and bone marrow in dogs following exposure for one year.  

Effects of changes in partial pressure of carbon dioxide on acid-alkali equilibrium in human blood.  

Prolonged bed rest effects on human chromosomes during space flight simulation and actual space flight.  

Hemoglobin compound identification, oxygen involvement, and major breakdown products of monomethylhydrazine effect on blood, in vitro.  

Blood circulation.  

Brain circulation.  

Carbon monoxide hemoglobin.  

Coronary circulation.
Subject Index

Blood Coagulation

Cardiovascular system mathematical model for evaluating system parameters effects on circulatory indices including minute volume and arterial tension

Heart maximal aerobic and anaerobic power and stroke volume, discussing cardiac output and blood oxygen capacity measurements in subpulmonary population subjects

Human retinal blood circulation changes and vision disturbance under transversely directed acceleration, using dark chamber teleophthalmoscopy

Vasoconstrictor effects of vagus nerve on canine lung blood content in response to electrical stimulation of vagosympathetics

Minute blood and stroke volumes dynamics during prolonged hypokinesia by acetylene method

External respiration, gas exchange and blood circulation during passive orthostatic tests

Local and central body temperature effects on human cutaneous vasoconstrictor reflexes, monitoring venous wall tension by measuring hand dorsal veins pressure during temporary arrest of hand circulation

Circulatory impairment during exposure to ambient pressures of 4 kg and 55 kg

Fluid dynamics of blood circulation and respiratory flow

Clinical evaluation of rheographic measurements on subjects during underwater activity

Investigating biothermal model of living tissue for application to thermal control of protective clothing

Correlations between diurnal indices of cerebral and systemic circulation

Blood circulation and state of physical training in athletes

Application of cineholomicrography to study of microcirculation hemodynamics and related physiological studies of man and animals

Clinical and experiential investigations of effect of motor activity restriction on cardiac function in human and animal subjects

Analysis of the effects of regional blood circulation on intensity of muscular response to stimulus

Effects of posture on body fluid circulation and long term immersion effects on physiological mechanisms

Hypokinesia effects on nasal blood circulation of man

Hypokinesia affecting circulatory responses in dogs, such as cardiac output, left ventricular dp/dt, and stroke volume

Water-salt metabolism during space flight and microanalysis of actively circulating blood volume

Blood Coagulation

Asymmetrical dimethylhydrazine /UDME/ effect on canine blood coagulation, blood-aqueous barrier and cornea

High altitude blood coagulation, determining hypercoagulability relationship to altered pulmonary hemodynamics

Coagulation and fibrinolysis changes after physical exercise in males with atherosclerosis contrasting fibrinolytic response differences with age

A-65
Nonbleeding blood flow measurement by magnetocremography, using electromagnetic flowmeter principle 

p0320 A71-27137

Coronary blood flow regulation, discussing local and remote control mechanisms and disturbance effects due to obstructive arteriosclerosis 

p0352 A71-27960

Pulmonary circulation regulating factors, examining heart disease effects on lung capillary blood flow 

p0352 A71-27861

Vessels mechanical behavior and blood flow dynamics in aorta bifurcation zone, using Havlic-Stokes and continuity equations 

p0362 A71-28567

Whole body blood flow autoregulation relationship to hypertension in arterios dogs 

p0368 A71-28593

Carbon dioxide reduction and hemoglobin saturation rates of blood flow in curved channel membrane exchanger 

p0368 A71-29004

Coronary blood flow response to acute and chronic hypoxia, observing vascular smooth muscle relaxation relation to released adenosine 

p0380 A71-30281

Coronary vasculature development under hypoxia and pulmonary hypertension as possible cause of right ventricle phasic flow contour changes 

p0380 A71-30282

High altitude acclimatized humans, noting decreased coronary blood flow and increased oxygen extraction 

p0390 A71-30283

Short term high altitude exposure, determining coronary blood flow reduction relationship to cardiac output and stroke volume 

p0380 A71-30284

Energy output of left ventricle and congestive heart failure mechanisms, approximating blood velocity in aortic system by mathematical model 

p0406 A71-31443

Human muscle blood flow measurement by Xe 133 clearance method during rhythmic exercise, noting work load effects 

p0407 A71-31455

Cardiac output and regional blood flow in hypoxic wooducks, noting no change in heart rate, diaphragm, kidney, liver, stomach and intestines 

p0419 A71-31369

Physiologic and pathologic cardiodynamics, noting myocardial blood flow oxygen uptake and lengthening and widening of coronary vessels 

p0422 A71-33923

My-energized and adrenergic subcortical structures blockade effects on blood flow rate in dog pulmonary circulation system 

p0427 A71-34113

Nonlinear analysis of arterial flow pulses and shock waves, simulating aortic insufficiency under pathological conditions by mathematical model 

p0427 A71-34145

Nitrogen and oxygen exit rate from subcutaneous gas pockets in rats during tissue blood flow elevation due to cobalt chloride injection 

p0489 A71-34174

Statistical evaluation of Doppler ultrasonic blood flowmeter, determining correlation between Doppler signal zero crossing density and fluid flow velocity 

p0452 A71-34948

Left ventricular aneurysm electrocardiographic features and postresection changes based on ECG statistical analysis 

p0474 A71-36138

Regional cerebral blood flow, tissue oxygen, ECG activity and behavioral reaction at high pressure 

p0521 A71-36557

Automatic regulation of volumetric blood flow rate during artificial blood circulation, using electrocardiostimulat system for controlling arterial pump of cardiopulmonary machine 

p0522 A71-38661

Cell volume analyzer for sensing individual blood cells and plotting number as function of size 

p0523 A71-38824

Monograph on blood flow rates instantaneous measurement from ultrasound signals of Doppler flowmeter, discussing steady laminar flow test results 

p0531 A71-39262

Potassium concentrations and osmolality levels changes effects on vascular resistance in subcutaneous adipose tissue blood flow 

p0531 A71-39379

Cutaneous and intestinal blood flow differentiation during hypoxicemic heating and cooling in anesthetized dogs 

p0572 A71-40632

Coronary blood flow at increased arterial carbonic acid partial pressure, noting induced hypercapnia 

p0572 A71-40633

Jet and turbulence mechanism of vascular structures associated with atenolol for minimum flow Reynolds numbers, using aorta orifice plates in dogs 

p0574 A71-40864

Atrial shortening during volage loading by infusion in animal, using Frank-Staring approach 

p0583 A71-41718

Frequency analysis of blood circulation rhythms and oxygen tension fluctuations in cerebra of rabbits, cats, monkeys and men 

p0594 A71-42580

Pulmonary circulation pressure and flow telemetry of free ranging intact animals, describing instrumentation and technique for transduction and transmission 

p0630 A71-44243

Dimensionless parameters effect on divided blood flow characteristics in large arterial bifurcation 

p0638 A71-44622

Pulmonary blood flow and carbon monoxide diffusion capacity uneven distribution measurements, determining body position effects 

p0639 A71-44782

Miniature battery operated electromagnetic blood flowmeter for data acquisition from unrestrained animals 

p0639 A71-44783

Pressure sensors, blood flow transducers, pH electrodes, and photographic recording of biological data for use in aerospace medicine [NASA-CR-1190241] 

p0440 A71-28284

Transverse acceleration effects on blood flow in human retina 

p0551 A71-33463

Enzyme reaction model of flow dilution effect on blood coagulation in vivo [NASA-CR-122929] 

p0645 A71-36470

BLOOD PLASMA

Low fasting blood glucose levels in high altitude acclimatization 

p0025 A71-11664

Blood plasma nonesterified fatty acids mobilization in relation to work load severity during and after prolonged exercise in men 

p0099 A71-15154

Blood plasma volume reduction by voluntary hyperventilation, associating with hypovolemia of status anasthetica 

p0099 A71-15155

Hypokinesis and acceleration effects on plasma proteins displacement and bioelectric activity of striated muscles of rats 

p0146 A71-17960

X ray influence on protein and mineral content of blood serum in dogs 

p0158 A71-18728

Cellular damage to rat striothalamus and endoplasmic reticulum by injection of radioprotectors, discussing intracellular enzymes passage into plasma 

p0184 A71-18981

Carbon dioxide absorption of dog blood and plasma under anoxia at simulated high altitudes, deriving equations for protein concentration rated buffer values 

p0196 A71-20327

Barometric pressure and exercise effects on plasma erythropoietin titer in normal and hypoxic rat plasma, noting lactic acid concentration and acid base changes 

p0200 A71-20676
Blood pressure

Bone tissue optical density and blood serum and urine calcium content of soyuz 9 crew members during and after flight

Blood serum protein displacement in force direction in albumin injected rats under centrifuging acceleration

Blood plasma hyperosmolality and pulmonary vascular resistance in cats, infusing hyperosmolar solutions of sodium chloride, mannitol, urea, glucose, thioare and ethylene glycol

Fluorometric microvolumic test for unconjugated 11-hydroxycorticosteroids in plasma, noting concentrations in capillary and venous blood

Blood plasma volume decrease, red cell mass and survival measurements in aquanauts of tektite I at prolonged habitation

Isocarbic metabolic acidosis effects on blood plasma, electrochemical potential differences and cerebrospinal fluid pH

Age effects on whole blood viscosity with wellbrookfield microviscometer, investigating role of hematocrit and plasma protein

Partial oxygen tension in blood and biological fluids measurement with enclosed electrode polarographic sensor

Proton release association with whole blood oxygenation at constant plasma pH and carbon dioxide partial pressure, using alkaline titration

Physiological and biochemical characterization of atrialnuretic hormone in human urine and blood plasma

Bivalent metal salts effect on blood serum albumin crystallization by isolating pure protein

Dehydration effects on blood parameters in Somali donkeys and zebu steers, observing increases in plasma osmolality, sodium chloride, hemoglobina, packed cell volume, etc

Osmalin insensitive effects of metabolism on ion and water content of red blood cells

Physical training effects on human plasma gluatamic-oxalacetic transaminase, creatine phosphokinase and lactic dehydrogenase enzyme levels

Afferent mechanisms of orthostasis in space flight, discussing plasma fluid volume reduction and cardiovascular adjustments on passive tilting (AIAA paper 71-0833)

Renin, plasma norepinephrine and epinephrine responses to work loads of various intensities, evaluating sympathetic nervous system as stimulus for secretion

Physiological responses of burro Equus asinus to oxygen lack in mountain altitudes, studying red blood cell and plasma volumes

Plasma renin activity in hyper tonic and normotonic percos exposed to exogenous stress, comparing with measurements at rest and in orthostasis

Amino acid levels in fasted and fed rats plasma, liver, muscle and kidney during and after exercise, noting glutamine decrease in liver tissue

Comparative abdomen and head shield effect during gamma irradiation of dogs on protein fractions in blood serum, noting increased globulins and glutamate aspartate transferases

Human vascular and extravascular fluid shifts during six days bedrest based on fluid volume and ideal body weight from individual heights

Subject index

Water immersion effect on plasma renin activity, urinary aldosterone excretion and renal sodium and potassium handling in normal man

Rat plasma creatine phosphokinase activity, hypothermia and stress, considering cold restraint

Glutamicoxalic and glutamicoalumin aminotransferases activity in blood serum of dogs under gamma irradiation with shielded abdomen or head, observing hyperperfusion

Solute diffusion coefficients dependence on proteins concentration in human plasma from experiment, presenting equation for prediction

Age effects on plasma aldosterone levels, red cell, plasma and total blood volume at sea level and high altitude

Influence of pericapillary plasma on chemical exchange from blood to tissue

Radiobiological plasma and blood volume measurements on humans and swine

[CEA-71-0301] Saline and sodium of experimental and normotonic humans

Red cell mass and plasma volume changes noted in hypodynamic states of bed rest and water immersion compared to changes observed during earth orbital missions

Development and characteristics of automated fluorometric procedure for analyzing norepinephrine and epinephrine content of blood plasma and urine

Red cell mass and plasma volume changes observed in astronauts on Gemini and Apollo missions

BLOOD PRESSURE

MT HYPERTENSION

MT SLOWSTIC PRESSURE

Arterial blood pressure changes due to bilateral carotid occlusion or electrical heart pacing, considering effects on kidney blood flow and circumference in dogs

Artery wall elasticity relation to koeotkoff sound wave frequency by upper arm blood pressure model, using cylindrical rubber tubes and canine specimens

Orientation reflex in healthy and nervous human subjects from peripheral vessels blood pressure fluctuations in response to acoustic signals

Blood pressure changes in heart cavities and large vessels of dogs exposed to accelerations

Blood pressure and velocity waveform recording for patients during cardiac catheterization, interpreting relationships to vascular impedance

Adrenal gland blood flow and arterial pressure determination under stochastic pulse excitation of anesthetised dogs centripetal and centrifugal nerves, using analog correlator

Semiconductor devices for continuous blood pressure telemetry

Direct continuous radiotelemetry of blood pressure measurements taken from aorta, pulmonary artery and inside heart during normal activity of test subjects

Coronary perfusion pressure, heart performance and hemodynamic autoregulation in intact dogs

Catheter-flush system for continuous monitoring of central arterial pulse waveform and pressure

Four-electrode impedance plethysmograph system for evaluating conduction variations of upper and lower body segments relative to blood volume displacement
Arterial blood pressure spontaneous fluctuations due to cutaneous circulation adjustments by thermoregulatory system p0623 A71-43142
Posture and lower body negative pressure effects on human heart rate and blood pressure p0630 A71-44241
Pulmonary circulation pressure and flow telemetry of free ranging intact animals, describing instrumentation and technique for transduction and transmission p0630 A71-44293
Respiratory carbon dioxide and oxygen partial pressure effects on intracranial and blood pressure in rabbits under Somnifen narcosis p0632 A71-44368
High blood pressure and age effect on human baroreflex arc controlling pulse interval sensitivity, showing systolic pressure response to phenylephrine intravenous injection p0633 A71-44436
Blood pressure changes in heart cavities and large vessels in dogs during acceleration in various directions p0661 N71-11477
Alveolar gas exchange and cardiovascular functions during respiratory inhibition [SP-194823] p0220 N71-17097
Arterial pressure characteristics of athletes p0277 N71-19591
Mathematical functional model for carotid blood pressure control system [FA-747967] p0330 N71-22161
Electrocardiographic and blood pressure standards of physical fitness for aging pilots p0335 N71-22314
Blood pressure measuring system for separately recording dc and ac pressure signals of Korotkoff sounds [NASA-CASE-MS-06061] p0344 N71-23317

BLOOD VESSELS

Arteries, arteriovenous anastomoses and efferent veins functional behavior in anesthetized white mice ears p0001 A71-10035
Arterial branches pulsating flow and wave propagation in large blood vessels: considering flow measurements from simulated model experiments p0002 N71-10111
Newly forced blood vessels ultrastructure in newborn pups and adult rabbits p0011 N71-11081
Cytomorphometric study of DNA content in fibroblasts from human blood vessels, discussing cell proliferation and ploidy p0246 N71-22609
Extrinsic factors in pathogenesis of congenital heart diseases, considering morphogenetic processes in heart and great vessels development p0351 A71-27811
Vessels mechanical behavior and blood flow dynamics in aorta bifurcation zone, using Navier- Stokes and continuity equations p0362 A71-28657
Left ventricular aneurysms electrocardiographic features and postresection changes based on ECG statistical analysis p0471 A71-36138
Morphological changes in dogs brain vessels under transverse accelerations p0637 A71-44546
Investigating high frequency wave propagation in blood vessels as function of dynamic instability of brachial artery during systolic phase of auscultatory measurement p0224 N71-17704

BLUE GREEN ALGAE

Blue green algae activity in Kutz-Myers medium, noting C 14 uptake changes for monocultures and mixed cultures of Anacystis nidulans and

Subject Index

Synecocystis aquatilis p0140 A71-17392
Heterotrophic growth in dim light of blue green algae p0255 A71-23472
Agmenellum quadruplicatum and Lyngbya lagerheimi with glucose as carbon source p0256 A71-23475
Cell free extracts with high nitrogenase activity from blue green alga Anabaena cylindrica by sonic cell free extracts with high nitrogenase activity from blue green alga Anabaena cylindrica by sonic oscillation and French press treatment p0256 A71-23475
Blue-green algae Microcystic aeruginosa central zone cellular structure electron microscopic investigation, noting absence of distinct boundary between central and peripheral regions p0628 A71-44054
Biological effects of thermal environments on dispersal of blue green algae and microorganisms in Iceland and Sursay p0225 N71-17998

BODIES OF REPRODUCTION

MT CYLINDRICAL BODIES

BLOOD COMPOSITION (BIOLOGY)

Amino acid content alteration in internal organs in rabbits under RF electromagnetic and ultrasound oscillations p0103 A71-15573
Walking effects on body composition and cardiovascular function of middle aged men p0153 A71-18388
Hematocrit ketone bodies concentration during activity, deep hibernation and early arousal, discussing increased oxidative metabolism effects p0246 N71-22161
Calcium, potassium and iron loss by astronauts during Apollo space missions, using instrumental neutron activation analysis p0471 A71-23311
Human power output during short duration exercise, relating to body size and composition p0465 A71-35434
Hamster body fat, water and density measurements by dilution method and air displacement technique, comparing to determination by direct chemical analysis upon sacrificing p0153 A71-29065
Physiological relationship of young to old men, considering body composition, aerobic capacity and capillary-muscle fiber ratio p0246 N71-17177
Total body adipose tissue mass and composition variations, examining hyperglycemic, obese, exercised and centrifuged animals p0311 A71-84299
Diet and altitude effects on body composition of growing rats [AD-712239] p0062 N71-11098
Body structure effects on fish hydrodynamic characteristics [JFES-52299] p0228 N71-18492
Gas bubble growth and compression in body physical systems and tissues p0236 N71-19070
Biomedical body fluid and composition data from spacecrew during long term space station simulation p0298 N71-20995


BODY FLUIDS

NT BLOOD

NT CEREBROSPINAL FLUID

NT ENDOLYMPH

NT LYMPH

NT LYMPHOCYTES

NT RETICULOCYTES

NT SALIVA

NT SWEAT

NT URINE

NT VENOUS FLUIDS

Internal osmotic balance and stress induced body fluid osmolarity changes due to food or water deprivation, reporting on experimental results with rats p0210 A71-21750

A-70
Human thermoregulator set point under physical exercise, using behavioral indicators

Young guinea pigs thermal adaptation tests at different temperatures and environmental conditions, observing threshold temperature shifting for shivering and heat polypnea

Human thermoregulation, discussing experimental determination of equation for mean body temperature calculation in neutral and warm environments

Brain temperature change effects on cardiovascular responses, examining heart rate and systemic arterial blood pressure

Physiological strains due to industrial heat stress, investigating heart rate and body temperature

Exercise temperature plateau shift and sweat rate during moderate CO poisoning associated with resetting of thermoregulating centers by low oxygen tensions

Human operative temperature as index for biophysical thermoregulation and thermal comfort sensation prediction

Temperature effects on spinal excitation and inhibition in cats, investigating spinal motoneurons discharge frequency

Thermoregulation under stringent low temperature conditions, considering internal body temperature maintenance by homeothermic organisms

Convective and conductive heat loss analysis of underwater swimmers and divers exercising in cold water

Skeletal muscles shivering thermogenesis during cold adaptation, investigating thermoregulation effects on organ and system heat production

Mathematical model for human thermal system, checking accuracy

Guinea pig thermoregulation of shivering and nonshivering thermogenesis, showing intrahypothalamic noradrenaline injection effects on threshold temperature elevation

Thermal behavior simulation of cooling biological system, describing heat generation and transfer at normothermic to hibernating body temperatures with mathematical model

Postexercise elevated tissue temperatures and contributions to oxygen consumption in rats, suggesting hypothalamic adjustment

Continuous recording of human rectal temperature under extreme environmental conditions, using battery powered thermogrs with thermistor probes

Heat removal from space suit, discussing anatomic and physiological features suitable for cooling

Radiotelemetrical equipment for continuous subcutaneous measurements of circadian body temperature rhythm in rats

Mean body temperature computation in neutral and hot environments from rectal and skin temperatures

Dynamic sampling calorimeter for continuous measurement of human radiative, convective and evaporative heat loss, enabling closed loop control system analysis

Ambient temperature effects on spontaneous rewarming of ground squirrels during awakening after hibernation

Sparrows pinealectomy effect on circadian rhythms of body temperature in light and darkness from radio telemetric monitoring
Hypoxia effects on thermoregulation and neurochemical functions, showing temperature increases in cerebrum and decreases in cortical and subcortical formations p0625 A71-43547

Local and central body temperature effects on human cutaneous venoconstrictor reflexes, monitoring venous wall tension by measuring hand dorsal veins pressure during temporary arrest of hand circulation p0625 A71-43582

Moderate heat exposure effects on human circadian variations in body temperature, heart and metabolic rates and water losses p0639 A71-44777

Local and central body temperature effects on human cutaneous venoconstrictor reflexes, monitoring venous wall tension by measuring hand dorsal veins pressure during temporary arrest of hand circulation p0625 A71-44777

Effects of weightlessness on body temperature and heart rate determined by 56 day bed rest study [NASA-CR-1144781] p0118 A71-13436

Wound tunnel tests with human subjects to determine effects of whole body and bare hand cooling at high wind speeds as might be encountered in air-to-air rescue operations [AD-715976] p0279 A71-19813

Colonic temperature response of rats to oxygen at high pressure [AD-716965] p0291 A71-20778

Microthermistor measurements of temperature distribution on body surface of dolphins p0332 A71-22216

Daily oral temperature measurements for circadian rhythm analysis on human body [NASA-TP-F-13530] p0349 A71-28019

Thermoregulation with cooling flow pipe network for humans [NASA-CASE-XS-10269] p0349 A71-29147

Study state and dynamic experiments to determine thermoregulatory heat production in human subjects [NASA-TT-F-720831] p0399 A71-25766

Metabolic effects of long duration exercise at moderate work loads including tables of heart rate, rectal temperature, minute volume, water balance, and respiratory quotient [NASA-CR-1150331] p0434 A71-27784


Effects of exercise on elevation of body temperature in human subjects and response of subject to temperature variations [NASA-TP-F-13972] p0468 A71-36486

BODY TEMPERATURE (BIO-BIOLOGICAL) U TEMPERATURE

BODY TEMPERATURE REGULATION U THERMOREGULATION

BODY VOLUME (BIOLOGY) Variable tidal volume effects on lung test gas washout parameters p0522 A71-38556

BODY WEIGHT Sex differences in rat body weight regulation due to lateral hypothalamic lesions p0311 A71-25074

Postflight metabolism and renal function of Sorous 6, 7 and 8 crewmembers, associating weight loss during flight with water and salt discharges p0358 A71-28409

Hemodynamic changes in healthy pilots with excess weight investigated by sphygmocardiograph, showing decreased cardiac output, left ventricle strength and volume rate p0506 A71-31319

Human body weight and skin sweat gland water loss rates effects on thermoregulation p0685 A71-36864

Human vascular and extravascular fluid changes during six days bedrest based on fluid volume and ideal body weight from individual heights p0567 A71-40354

Diurnal water and food intake and body weight changes pattern in rats with hypothalamic lesions p0587 A71-41936

Death rates, median life span and weight in mice exposed to gamma radiation after intra-abdominal injection of cysteine p0596 A71-42712

Hypokinesia effects on gas exchange and oxygen consumption in rats, noting weight losses p0635 A71-44526

Relationships between cardiac volume, body weight, physical work capacity, and blood volume in healthy men and women with varying range of performance [NASA-TT-F-13439] p0229 A71-18573

Intraspecific relationships between lean weight and wing length for migratory birds [NASL-RS-61957] p0440 A71-28352

Water-salt metabolism during space flight and microanalysis of actively circulating blood volume [NASA-TT-F-14028] p0651 A71-37638

BOEING AIRCRAFT

MT BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT

BOEING MILITARY AIRCRAFT

U MILITARY AIRCRAFT

BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT

Airline pilot training specific behavioral objective concept, noting introduction with Boeing 747 [SAE PAPER 710479] p0355 A71-28384

BOILING

WT FILA BOILING

BOMBER AIRCRAFT

MT F-100 AIRCRAFT

BOMBS (PRESSURE GAGES)

U PRESSURE GAGES

BOMBS (SAMPLES)

U SAMPLES

BONDING

MT ADHESIVE BONDING

BONE MARROW

Bone marrow physiological regeneration after chronic gamma irradiation, noting effect on fission processes and chromosome apparatus of cells p0014 A71-11146

Bone marrow chromosomes radiation protection, using 5-hydroxytryptamine p0183 A71-18973

Anino-ethyl-S-2-isothiuronium radio protective dose effects on enzyme activity, cardiovascular changes, blood transaminases concentration, bone marrow and peripheral circulation p0185 A71-18986

Microwave irradiation effects on peripheral blood and bone marrow in dogs and rabbits p0200 A71-20539

Rapid erythroblast multiplication in vitro by incubation of rabbit blood buffy coat and marrow cells, giving autoradiographic results p0273 A71-25014

Erythrocytes life span and bone marrow production in dogs subjected to gamma irradiation in doses simulating prolonged space flight conditions p0404 A71-31307

Peripheral blood and bone marrow morphological composition in dogs subjected to chronic and repeated gamma irradiation p0404 A71-31308

Acute shielding effects on chromosome aberrations in bone marrow cells of guinea pigs and rats under gamma irradiation p0597 A71-42719

Effects of gamma radiation on cell division processes and chromosomes in bone marrow of dogs exposed to cobalt 60 irradiation for two and one half years p0441 A71-26460

Effects of chronic and repeated gamma irradiation on morphological structure of peripheral blood and bone marrow in dogs following exposure for one year p0442 A71-26481

Survey of radiological science research and development in Japan in 1969, with program emphasis on internal plutonium exposure and clinical aspects of bone marrow transplantation [MINS-9] p0503 A71-31053

BONES

MT CCRYPTUM

MT CHARIUM

MT PERNUM

MT INTRABRANCHIAL CAVITY

MT RASTOIDS

MT PELVIS
Behavioral Efficacy of Bone as a Two Phase Composite Material, Using Ultrasonically Measured Hydroxyapatite Moduli

Metabolic Processes in Bone Tissues as a Basis for Fighting Bone Disease, Emphasizing Enzyme Role

Structural Development in Rat Bone Under Earth Gravity, Hypergravity and Simulated Weightlessness, Discussing Physical Dimensions, Density, Rigidity, Microhardness and Ash Content

Evaluating Bone Tissue Optical Density and Calcium Content in Blood Serum and Urine Calcium Content of Soyuz 9 Crew Members During and After Flight

Age and Exercise Factors Influencing Osteoporosis, Bone Strength, and Acceleration Tolerance Investigated Using Rhesus Monkeys

Measuring Instruments for in Vivo Bone Mineral Content and Body Composition Measurement

Conference on Aerospace Environments, Manned Space Flight, Weightlessness Simulation, Musculoskeletal and Cardiovascular Systems, Bone Loss, Mineral Metabolism, and Hematology

Measurement of Bone Density Loss During Manned Space Flight

Measurement of Bone Mass Loss as a Result of Immobilization

Effects of Inactivity or Immobilization on Bone Loss

Nondestructive Measurement of Density, Breaking Strength, and Modulus of Elasticity of Bones

Long Term Bed Rest Effects on Mineral Balance and Bone Density in Normal Individuals

Effects of Prolonged Bed Rest on Bone and Calcium Metabolism and Mineral Content Loss of on Calcium

Research and Development, Weightlessness Simulation, Calcium Metabolism, Manned Space Flight, Pressure Suits, Immobilization, and Aerospace Medicine

Neutron Dose Distributions at Bone Tissue Interfaces in Human Body

Analyses of Hormonal Control of Calcium and Bone Metabolism

Effects of Space Flight on Bone Metabolism Investigated by Analyzing Peptide Hormones in Urethane Anesthesia and Acute Hypoxia

Structural Development of Bone in Rats Under Earth Gravity, Simulated Weightlessness, Hypergravity, and Mechanical Vibration

Permanent Magnets for Footwear Restraint and Mobility in Zero Gravity Spacecraft, Testing Neuronal Buoyancy and Six Degrees of Freedom Simulation Effects

Decaborane Effects on Amino Acid Metabolic Patterns of Various Rat Tissues, Considering Holodine
Gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) effects on brain serotonin following transaminase inhibitor administration p0085 A71-13239

Bioenergetics of brain in vertebrates, concerning oxidative metabolism in neurons, glia and mitochondria structure p0086 A71-13240

Brain electrodes rapid implantation method using preassembled, stereotaxically loaded, preconnected and pretested electrode and pedestal assemblies p0097 A71-15059

Respiratory and circulatory responses in anesthetized cats to medullary ventral surface perfusion with mock cerebrospinal fluid of varying K concentration or 2 percent procaine solutions p0104 A71-15577

Acoustic intensity and exposure time duration for threshold lesion in cat brain p0128 A71-16283

EEG wave phase durations over human brain surface, examining asymmetry distribution level p0138 A71-16801

Human brain electric activity during kineticest analysis of excitations by radiocarpal joint movements, considering cortical regulation p0138 A71-16803

Telemetric techniques for pharmacological effects of body temperature, motor activity and food and fluid intake on rat brain, describing recording and monitoring equipment p0139 A71-17112

Electrophysiological audiometry noting average brain response in man p0140 A71-17295

Electroencephalographic and motor effects of electrically stimulated reinforcing and negative subcortical structures in sleeping cats p0145 A71-17669

High sensitivity portable two channel apparatus for brain temperature measurements using small glass insulated thermostats p0155 A71-18469

Bromouridine as radiosensitizing agent improving effectiveness of radiation therapy of malignant brain tumor cells p0166 A71-18990

Oxidative and hydrolytic enzymes localization in rheus monkey brain, investigating glutaraldehyde fixation effect with histochemistry p0192 A71-20017

Central regulation mechanisms of acidic-alkaline equilibria in ontogenesis, discussing midbrain intraterine and respiratory postnatal development p0212 A71-21937

Mathematical model for brain arteries hemodynamic resistance, using blood pressure data p0243 A71-22261

Brain norepinephrine synthesis pharmacological inhibition, discussing effects of ovariectomy to decrease sensitivity p0244 A71-22472

Cerebrospinal knee and flexor reflex suppression observations in rabbits and cats during blood circulation disorders p0244 A71-22480

Photoperiodic effects on insect brain circadian clock control, investigating eclosion cycle initiation, stimulant hormone release and termination as functions of dark phase p0247 A71-22648

L-dopa multijunction timed effects on rat brain norepinephrine metabolites concentrations, observing zero time control rated modifications p0247 A71-22649

Nervous system modeling, considering cytokiner brain functions, neuroheuristic programming and mode of distributed information processing pertinent to neuropsychological experiments p0263 A71-24222

Information processing in biological and artificial brains, analyzing visual perceptual system p0264 A71-24224

Mathematical neural model for functional learning system networks, representing brain pattern recognition, learning and size invariance mechanisms p0265 A71-24233

Human brain subcortical formations slow electrical processes during memory tests p0355 A71-28377

Brain subcortical structure neuronal assemblies impulse activity during sleeping and dreaming in patients treated with implanted electrodes p0356 A71-28378

Evoked brain potentials averaging in real time with computer linked by long distance communication lines p0357 A71-28385

Localized focused ultrasonic beam action on brain portions without skull trepanation in animals and man, visualizing sonic field by Tepler effect p0360 A71-31291

Cellular respiration and high altitude adaptation effect on cytochrome content and on oxidation and oxidative phosphorylation parameters of brain homogenates in rats p0365 A71-31310

Human operator work quality evaluation with EEG data based on brain electrical activity as function of central nervous system p0412 A71-32530

Visual evoked brain potential amplitude and detection efficiency relationship, discriminating between arousal and attention effects p0450 A71-35114

Neurobiology, considering data processing in brain and central nervous system p0459 A71-35165

Adaptive mathematical model of human operator during pursuit tracking, synthesizing brain in accordance with arbitrary reasonability criterion p0460 A71-35169

Rat brain acetylcholine levels circadian rhythm correlated to spontaneous motor activity and sleep-awake cycle p0463 A71-35326

Brain locking activity structural organization, in discussing cerebral processes and control contact mechanisms activating conditioned reflexes p0463 A71-35358

Bulbar and baroreceptor inhibition of spinal and supraspinal sympathetic reflex discharges recorded in cats from renal nerve p0468 A71-36689

Squirrel monkeys midbrain reticular formation direct thermal stimulation effects on physiological or behavioral thermoregulatory responses p0485 A71-36860

Circadian rhythm maturation of brain norepinephrine and serotonin in rat, relating spontaneous motor activity and sleep-wakefulness mechanism p0515 A71-38071

Signals convergence of various sensory modalities as function of impulse reactions of individual brain neurons in mammals p0515 A71-38197

Electroencephalographic evaluation of brain functions disturbances in response to stress in flying personnel, relating fatigue and rest periods allocation p0515 A71-38223

Protein content in cytoplasm of neurons and glial satellite cells in suprachiasmatic and red nuclei of white rat brains during natural and paradoxical phase deprived sleep p0519 A71-38545

Brain polysomes disaggregation and tryptophan elevation in immature rats and adult animals after L-dopa administration p0525 A71-38979

Anamine and chloral hydrate effects on metabolism intensity of rats brain gangliosides components including N-acetylasparicine acid and N-acetylgalactosamine p0575 A71-41055

Glycodies metabolism in rats brain under normal conditions and during hypoxia, showing diglycerides role in triglycerides and phospholipides biosynthesis p0575 A71-41056

Gangliosides and cerebrides content in rat brain under normal conditions, during hypoxia and under small X ray doses action p0575 A71-41057

Rat brain carbohydrates biosynthesis from organic acid products under normal conditions and during...
BRAIN CIRCULATION
Central nervous system disturbances, investigating butyric acid participation p0575 A71-41058
Thyroxine effects on brain glutaminase isoenzymes in situ and interaction and deactivation in mitochondrial fractions, comparing with sodium phosphate, bicarbonate and aspartate p0577 A71-41069
Serotonin and gamma-aminobutyric acid loss and interaction in rat midbrain slices incubated in media containing Na, K and Ca ions p0577 A71-41073
Differential lipid and phospholipid composition of white matter in brain, cervical, thoracic and lumbar spinal sections of spinal cord and sciatic nerve in dogs p0577 A71-41074
Gangliosides inhibitory effects on active Ca ion transport in rat brain alchohodina, using succinate as respiratory substrate p0577 A71-41075
Brain monoamines localization and metabolism and endocrine function, discussing pituitary secretion and neurotransmitter input p0631 A71-48274
Morphological changes in dogs brain vessels under transverse acceleration p0637 A71-48546
Describing and comparing resolution characteristics of rectilinear brain scanner [AHR-1000-190] p0659 N71-11979
Changes in bioelectric potentials in brains of rabbits subjected to X ray irradiation and acceleration on centrefuge [JPRS-52888] p0237 N71-19094
Low-level, low-frequency electric field effects on monkey behavior and brain activity based on electromyography [AD-717100] p0299 N71-21222
Bionic models for pattern recognition in human and artificial brains p0340 N71-23057
Bionic neural model integration into functional learning networks of brain p0341 N71-23060
Quantitative analysis of gamma aminobutyric acid in brain after locust brain alchohodina and pure oxygen breathing [DLR-PF-71-03] p0380 N71-24856
Component connection schemes of brain for trainable feedback control system p0393 N71-25326
Monooxide oxidase inhibitors and norcopeliphene decrease by reserpine affecting brain amines in altitude exposed rats [AD-720808] p0397 N71-25957
Induced fields and static heating patterns within multilayer spherical model of primate cranial structure [AD-720589] p0399 N71-26168
Measurement of brain and heart accumulation of bromotrifluoroacetone for evaluation as potential fire extinguisher chemical [AD-721211] p0432 N71-27299
Synaptic junction model for memory in brain [NASA-TP-D-6456] p0540 N71-32470
Single cell responses within cat medulla during constant angular accelerations [AD-724628] p0610 N71-34069

BRAIN CIRCULATION
Hydrogen exchange between pial arteries for measuring local cerebral blood flow quantitatively in anesthetized cats p0002 A71-10075
Human blood gases continuous measurement in vivo by mass spectrography, considering arterial nitrogen washout and cerebral blood flow determination p0003 A71-10237
Hypoxia effects on cerebral vascular autoregulation to arterial perfusion pressure in dogs p0015 A71-11185
Gamma-aminobutyric acid /GABA/ penetration through blood-brain barrier for administration in dogs and rats p0015 A71-11185
Phospholipid dynamics of blood entering and leaving brain during unilateral desymphytectomy in dogs p0005 A71-13236

SUBJECT INDEX
Acute suppression of consciousness due to cerebral blood supply failure, considering cardiac arrhythmias, disturbances, blood flow obstructions and heart disease p0005 A71-13238
Middle cerebral artery occlusion effect on cortical blood flow, tissue oxygen pressure and acid-base equilibria in animals under extended ligations p0105 A71-15915
Multifactor correlation analysis of systemic circulation effects on brain blood filling level, using linear regression equations p0151 A71-18373
Blood circulation in auditory analyzer cortical section relationship to biophysical activity, using various frequencies pure tones as stimuli p0142 A71-32531
Tympanic-cavity nerve plexus electric stimulation effects on cerebral blood circulation and overall arterial pressure in dogs and cats p026 A71-34108
Regional cerebral blood flow, tissue oxygen, EEG activity and behavioral reaction at high pressure p0521 A71-38557
Age dependent changes in free amino acid content and composition of cerebral and carotid arteries in man and dog p0577 A71-41070
Hypothalamic effect on brain nutritive processes and regulatory activity, considering changes in brain blood supply, respiration and carbohydrate metabolism p0579 A71-41964
Frequency analysis of blood circulation rhythms and oxygen tension fluctuations in cerebra of rabbits, cats, monkeys and man p0594 A71-42560

BRAIN DAMAGE
Chronic posttraumatic changes in central nervous system in guinean from brain damage due to head injuries p0005 A71-10393
C 14 incorporation from labeled glucose into cerebral glycogen of normal and X ray irradiated rats p0008 A71-10850
Impact induced closed brain injuries pathomorphology, considering dura mater, cortical contusions, neuron and glial damage, brain stem lesions and hemorrhages p0095 A71-14787
Globus pallidus damage in cats, investigating effects on conditioned motor reflexes, learning and memory p0267 A71-24866
Instantaneous postural reaction of cattle to brain concussion indicating mechaosensor receptor HP discharge impulse pathophysiological mechanism p0312 A71-26122
Tolerance tests including EEG, glucose test, thermal stresses and S stresses for aircraft fitness assessment after cranio-cerebral incidents p0323 A71-27633
Brain stem mechanisms underlying visual discrimination in rhesus monkeys subjected to bilateral lesions of the inferotemporal cortex, posterior thalamus or midbrain p0366 A71-28807
Toxic effects of endrin on brain functions of aerial applicator personnel p0108 N71-12293
Effects of carbon monoxide on brain cellular metabolism in monkeys p0159 N71-14575
Tolerances of human brain to impact shock and concussions p0495 A71-29636

BRAIN STEM
Papil neurological control system for reaction to light and accommodation process by statistical eye noise analysis and microelectrode recordings of brain stem neurons p0073 A71-12905
Brain stem mechanisms underlying visual discrimination in rhesus monkeys subjected to bilateral lesions of the inferotemporal cortex, posterior thalamus or midbrain p0366 A71-28807
BRIGHTNESS
Successively presented flashing lights detection, discrimination and brightness measurements with four channel binocular Maxwellian viewing system
p0580 A71-11888

BRAYTON CYCLE
Steady state and transient interactions due to thermal integration of isotope Brayton space power and life support systems
p0410 A71-32220

BREADBOARD MODELS
Phonocardiographic preprocessor using breadboard circuit consisting of full wave rectifier with simple resistance capacity filtering
p0165 A71-15048

BREAKING
Nondestructive measurement of density, breaking strength, and modulus of elasticity of bones
p0546 A71-33261

BREATHE BREATHE BREATHE
HIGH ALTITUDE BREATHING
MT OXYGEN BREATHING
Decompression urticaria response in subjects after inert gas breathing at constant ambient pressure, noting osmosis mechanism
p0206 A71-20813

Ventilation and heart rate responses to muscular exercise by work load ramp function changes studies
p0315 A71-26359

High oxygen tension during severe exercise, studying effects on humoral and nervous ventilation changes
p0315 A71-26363

Reflex increase in ventilation induced by vibrations applied to cat triceps surae muscles, noting muscular and articular receptors role
p0049 A71-34175

Breathing capacity increase without rise in oxygen consumption due to active and passive muscular work and heavy energy expenditure
p0456 A71-34821

Human respiratory muscles electrical activity, discussing correlation analysis of interferential electromyograms from external intercostal muscles during breathing exercises
p0515 A71-38198

Respiratory reflex mechanism of deep breath occurrence after period of airway occlusion in rabbits related to stimulation of vagal receptors
p0527 A71-39040

Hyperbaric normoxic breathing biaxin, nitrogen and neon gas mixture effects on EEG and reaction time in man
p0566 A71-40347

Altitude and cold acclimatization effects on human basal heart rate, blood pressure, respiration and breath-holding
p0566 A71-40349

BREATHER APPLIQU"NTS
MT GITTER RACKS
MT UNDERWATER BREATHER APPARATUS
Respiratory gas reaction mechanism on potassium superoxide in closed circuit breathing apparatus
p0369 A71-29113

Fatigue measurements in hot working conditions on subjects wearing self contained breathing apparatus in heat chamber
p0451 A71-34361

Advantages and drawbacks of pure oxygen and oxygen-nitrogen space breathing, considering decompression sickness in Apollo missions
p0469 A71-35907

Physiological consideration in preventing instability in oxygen breathing systems
p0067 A71-11822

Extrapolation of animal tolerances of air contaminants to human tolerances for divers breathing under hyperbaric conditions
J507-21681
p0494 A71-29359

BREASTFEEDING
U BREATHING VIBRATION
BRATENING VIBRATION
Optimal respiration mode based on controlled artificial feedback characteristics, making resistance to inhalation dependent on duration
p0453 A71-34644

BUBBLES
Gas bubble statics in physical systems and organisms
BUFFERS (CHEMISTRY)

- Tissues during decompression
- Closed steady streamline creeping flow in cylindrical cavity applied to bubble or plug train in pulmonary and peripheral capillaries
- Scanning ultrasonic imaging technique for in vivo monitoring of microscopic bubble formation in decompression sickness, presenting image displays
- Gas bubble growth and compression in body physical systems and tissues

BUFFERS (CHEMISTRY)

- Carbon dioxide absorption of dog blood and plasma under anoxia at simulated high altitudes, deriving equations for protein concentration rated buffer values
- Mean whole body intracellular pH and buffer capacity for arterial carbon dioxide tension in ventilated dogs
- Body temperature effects on intracellular carbon dioxide dissociation, pH and buffer capacity in hypothermic and hyperthermic dogs
- Equilibration rate of unscathed carbon dioxide hydration reaction in open system at constant carbon dioxide partial pressure, examining buffering capacity effect
- Respiratory acid-base disturbances, studying deviations of bicarbonate ion vs pH pathway followed by buffered solution on carbon dioxide titration

BUFFETING

- Vibration and buffeting effects on man, discussing aerospace environments, biomechanics, human tolerances and performance, etc

BUNDLES

- Brachial plexus bundle structural and histological characteristics in man and monkey, noting lack of intraneural network in monkey

BURNING RATE

- Gas composition, electrical ignition hazards, and combustion products from fire resistant material in diving environments

BUFFERS (FARMS)

- Hepatitis efficacy in burns, considering healing time, pain relief, etc

BUFFETING

- Book on eye injuries covering mechanical traumas, neuro-ophtalmology, chemical, thermal, radiation, electrical and sonic injuries, etc

Laser thermal/photochemical burns and electrical shock prevention by preemployment/regular physical examinations and safety requirement education

Skin surface burns effect on neurosecretory processes in hypothalamus supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei and neurosecretions admission into hypothalamus

Evaluation of eye hazards from nuclear detonations

Combined effects of optical absorption and thermal conduction in retinal tissue calculated for establishing thresholds for eyeharm in aging intense light sources as lasers and nuclear explosions

BUFFETTEC ACID

- Neurochemical factors in auditory stimulation and susceptibility to audiogenic seizures, noting gases-aminoacyclic acid /GABA/ inhibitor
- Gamma-aminobutyric acid /GABA/ penetration through blood-brain barrier for administration in dogs and rats
- Gamma-aminobutyric acid /GABA/ effects on brain serotonin following transaminase inhibitor aminoxacyclic acid administration

BUFFETERS (CHEMISTRY)

- Carbon dioxide absorption of dog blood and plasma under anoxia at simulated high altitudes, deriving equations for protein concentration rated buffer values

BUFFETTING

- Vibration and buffeting effects on man, discussing aerospace environments, biomechanics, human tolerances and performance, etc

BUFFETERS (FARMS)

- Hepatitis efficacy in burns, considering healing time, pain relief, etc

BUFFETING

- Book on eye injuries covering mechanical traumas, neuro-ophtalmology, chemical, thermal, radiation, electrical and sonic injuries, etc

Laser thermal/photochemical burns and electrical shock prevention by preemployment/regular physical examinations and safety requirement education

Skin surface burns effect on neurosecretory processes in hypothalamus supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei and neurosecretions admission into hypothalamus

Evaluation of eye hazards from nuclear detonations

Combined effects of optical absorption and thermal conduction in retinal tissue calculated for establishing thresholds for eyeharm in aging intense light sources as lasers and nuclear explosions

BUFFETTEC ACID

- Neurochemical factors in auditory stimulation and susceptibility to audiogenic seizures, noting gases-aminoacyclic acid /GABA/ inhibitor
- Gamma-aminobutyric acid /GABA/ penetration through blood-brain barrier for administration in dogs and rats
- Gamma-aminobutyric acid /GABA/ effects on brain serotonin following transaminase inhibitor aminoxacyclic acid administration

BUFFETERS (CHEMISTRY)

- Carbon dioxide absorption of dog blood and plasma under anoxia at simulated high altitudes, deriving equations for protein concentration rated buffer values

BUFFETTING

- Vibration and buffeting effects on man, discussing aerospace environments, biomechanics, human tolerances and performance, etc

BUFFETERS (FARMS)

- Hepatitis efficacy in burns, considering healing time, pain relief, etc

BUFFETING

- Book on eye injuries covering mechanical traumas, neuro-ophtalmology, chemical, thermal, radiation, electrical and sonic injuries, etc

Laser thermal/photochemical burns and electrical shock prevention by preemployment/regular physical examinations and safety requirement education

Skin surface burns effect on neurosecretory processes in hypothalamus supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei and neurosecretions admission into hypothalamus

Evaluation of eye hazards from nuclear detonations

Combined effects of optical absorption and thermal conduction in retinal tissue calculated for establishing thresholds for eyeharm in aging intense light sources as lasers and nuclear explosions

BUFFETTEC ACID

- Neurochemical factors in auditory stimulation and susceptibility to audiogenic seizures, noting gases-aminoacyclic acid /GABA/ inhibitor
- Gamma-aminobutyric acid /GABA/ penetration through blood-brain barrier for administration in dogs and rats
- Gamma-aminobutyric acid /GABA/ effects on brain serotonin following transaminase inhibitor aminoxacyclic acid administration

BUFFETERS (CHEMISTRY)

- Carbon dioxide absorption of dog blood and plasma under anoxia at simulated high altitudes, deriving equations for protein concentration rated buffer values

BUFFETTING

- Vibration and buffeting effects on man, discussing aerospace environments, biomechanics, human tolerances and performance, etc

BUFFETERS (FARMS)

- Hepatitis efficacy in burns, considering healing time, pain relief, etc

BUFFETING

- Book on eye injuries covering mechanical traumas, neuro-ophtalmology, chemical, thermal, radiation, electrical and sonic injuries, etc

Laser thermal/photochemical burns and electrical shock prevention by preemployment/regular physical examinations and safety requirement education

Skin surface burns effect on neurosecretory processes in hypothalamus supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei and neurosecretions admission into hypothalamus

Evaluation of eye hazards from nuclear detonations

Combined effects of optical absorption and thermal conduction in retinal tissue calculated for establishing thresholds for eyeharm in aging intense light sources as lasers and nuclear explosions

BUFFETTEC ACID

- Neurochemical factors in auditory stimulation and susceptibility to audiogenic seizures, noting gases-aminoacyclic acid /GABA/ inhibitor
- Gamma-aminobutyric acid /GABA/ penetration through blood-brain barrier for administration in dogs and rats
- Gamma-aminobutyric acid /GABA/ effects on brain serotonin following transaminase inhibitor aminoxacyclic acid administration

BUFFETERS (CHEMISTRY)

- Carbon dioxide absorption of dog blood and plasma under anoxia at simulated high altitudes, deriving equations for protein concentration rated buffer values

BUFFETTING

- Vibration and buffeting effects on man, discussing aerospace environments, biomechanics, human tolerances and performance, etc

BUFFETERS (FARMS)

- Hepatitis efficacy in burns, considering healing time, pain relief, etc

BUFFETING
Assays of hormonal control of calcium and bone metabolism

CALCULUS
NT VECTOR ANALYSIS
CALIBRATING
Simultaneous comparison and calibration of ultrasonic Doppler telemetry and electromagnetic flowmeters implanted on peripheral arteries of dogs

Unified approach to dosimetry in radiological protection, discussing practical application and instrument calibration to existing standards

Simultaneous calibration of gas analyzers and meters for continuous process gas stream composition monitoring

Feasibility of onsite audiometer calibration check (AD-194128)

PHOTOCARDIOGRAMS
Phonocardiograms simulator producing electrical voltage waves to control amplitude and duration between simulated sounds [NASA-CASE-2ES-18084]

CALIFORNIA
Air pollution problems in California and methods for air quality forecasting [PB-941948]

CALORIC REQUIREMENTS
Exercise-induced human protein catabolism not due to caloric deficit

Human caloric requirements when working in extreme climatic environments

CALORIC STIMULI
Gravity effects on human caloric and rabbits rotational nystagmus, noting semicircular canals role

Ventilatory habituation retention, showing nystagmic response reduction to repetitive rotatory and caloric tests

Lateral and anterior semicircular canal neural reactions to caloric stimulation in frogs, indicating hydrodynamic interactions

Controlled caloric stimulation of labyrinth in man by water at various temperatures

High fat diet effects on caloric intake, body weight, and heat escape responses in normal and hyperphagic rats

CALORIEBURNS
Dynamic sampling calorimeter for continuous measurement of human radiative, convective and evaporative heat loss, enabling closed loop control system analysis

CALORIESTMY
U HEAT MEASUREMENT
CABAREAS
NT TELEVISION CAMERAS
CAREERFLAGE
Visual detection and identification tests of geometric shapes with olive green and noncuring silicone-based adhesive camouflage paints [AD-177004]
Effects of d-amphetamine on carbohydrate metabolism and its possible effects on glucose metabolism.

Carbon dioxide tolerance after hypercarbia in dogs.

Observations of carbon dioxide and plant growth in closed systems.

Carbon dioxide concentration control in sealed chambers.

Physiological responses to interacting stresses of hypoxia and hypercapnia.

Effect of intermittent hypercapnia on arterial blood gases.

Carbon dioxide absorption of dog blood and plasma.

Evidence for the existence of carbon dioxide as an acid-base buffer.

Stimulating effect of carbon dioxide on arterial blood flow.

Studies on carbon dioxide production in exercise.

Acid-base balance and electrolyte changes in exercise-induced lactic acidosis.

Diurnal variations of biochemical parameters in the rat brain.


Space diets for maximum energy.

Biological radioprotectants in space flights.

Vasoconstriction and arteriolar resistance changes in exercise-induced lactic acidosis.

Cardiac output responses to carbon dioxide and oxygen.

Effects of carbon dioxide on plasma pH and bicarbonate.

Carbon dioxide effects on oxygen consumption in humans.
Helium for nitrogen substitution effects on body temperature of rats exposed to high carbon dioxide concentrations at different ambient temperatures p0357 A71-28402

Hypercapnia in rat measuring carbon dioxide concentration effect on tidal and minute volumes, respiratory rate, pH depression, blood gases, hematocrit and percent oxyhemoglobin saturation p0373 A71-29364

Ion exchange resin carbon dioxide removal and concentration system for space cabin environments, describing monitoring and control instrumentation p0381 A71-30313

Hydrogen depolarized fuel cell for space station physiological effects on intracellular carbon dioxide dissociation, pH and buffer capacity in hypothermic and hyperthermic dogs p0359 A71-28433

Alveolar and arterial carbon dioxide partial pressure during rebreathing experiment at rest p0359 A71-28435

Chronic hypoxia effects on blood oxygen and carbon dioxide tensions and pH changes in anesthetized chickens at high altitude compared to sea level control p0383 A71-30565

Human blood pH and gas composition regulation mechanism under response to carbon dioxide partial pressure changes in inhaled air p0384 A71-31316

Venous and arterial blood gases in hibernating and normothermic ground squirrels, showing venous oxygen and carbon dioxide partial pressure reduction in hibernation p0564 A71-38091

Bed rest effects on human hemodynamic and gaseous metabolism, observing increased cardiac output and decreased oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production p0530 A71-39231

Human inspiratory oxygen and carbon dioxide partial pressure and dissociation curves for intrapulmonary gas mixing, using mass spectrometry p0562 A71-40098

Intracellular pH and carbon dioxide concentration curve of muscle tissue in dogs, using DMO method p0572 A71-40631

Ventilatory response to progressively increasing inspired carbon dioxide tensions at ground level and acetazolamide pretreatment before high altitude exposure p0630 A71-44242

Respiratory carbon dioxide and oxygen partial pressure effects on intracellular blood pressure in rabbits under Somnifen narcosis p0632 A71-44368

Carbon dioxide tension in pulmonary arterial blood before/during prolonged rebreathing in oxygen mixtures at rest and exercise p0257 A71-23895

Mean whole body intracellular pH and buffer capacity for arterial carbon dioxide tension in ventilated dogs p0258 A71-23896

Body temperature effects on intracellular carbon dioxide dissociation, pH and buffer capacity in hypothermic and hyperthermic dogs p0258 A71-23897

Proton release association with whole blood oxygenation at constant plasma pH and carbon dioxide partial pressure, using alkaline titration p0359 A71-28433

Alveolar and arterial carbon dioxide partial pressure during rebreathing experiments at rest p0359 A71-28435

Carbon dioxide tensions in pulmonary arterial blood before/during prolonged rebreathing in oxygen mixtures at rest and exercise p0257 A71-23895

Carbon dioxide tensions in pulmonary arterial blood before/during prolonged rebreathing in oxygen mixtures at rest and exercise p0257 A71-23895
CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING

determining body position effects p0639 A71-04782
Effect of carbon monoxide on human performance including heart rate and galvanic skin response [AD-717716] p0331 A71-22299
Carbon monoxide purity standards for gas breathing apparatus of divers and toxic hazards under controlled hyperbaric atmospheres [AD-721680] p0494 A71-29358
Toxicological evaluation of carbon dioxide, atmospheric contaminants, and propellants in environmental pollution [AD-727022] p0615 A71-35258

CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING
CO pulmonary diffusing capacity rebreathing measurements at rest and while exercising, noting relationship to oxygen consumption p0100 A71-15162
Jet aircraft flight decks pressurization, tobacco smoking and carbon monoxide levels, discussing potential dangers p0252 A71-23247
Toxicological evaluation of CO in humans and other mammals, considering pilot performance prediction for aircraft environment p0367 A71-28902
Exercise temperature plates, shift and sweat rate during moderate CO poisoning associated with resetting of thermoregulating centers by low oxygen tensions p0488 A71-36886
Effects of carbon monoxide containing cable atmospheres on performances of humans and primates [AMRL-TR-69-19] p0065 A71-11804
Effects of carbon monoxide on brain cellular metabolism in monkeys [AD-713609] p0159 A71-14575
Circulating blood volume changes after lower body negative pressure exposure p0235 A71-19059

CARBON TETRACHLORIDE POISONING
Continuous and intermittent effect of carbon tetrachloride breathing on pathomorphological and histochemical structure of liver in test animals p0012 A71-11129
Cysteine prevention of fatty liver induced by carbon tetrachloride and ethionine p0185 A71-18987
Effects of carbon tetrachloride on microstructure of animal organs p0061 A71-11480

CARBON 13
Production of algae containing 93 percent C-13 p0166 A71-15913

CARBON 14
C 14 incorporation from labeled glucose into cerebral glycogen of normal and X ray irradiated rats p0008 A71-10850
Hypoxemia effect on lipid synthesis of hamster tissue following intravenous injection of acetate-C 14 p0377 A71-29582

CARBOXYCLIC ACIDS
Type III carbonaceous chondrite Murchison meteorite, obtaining amino acids, aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons from specimen p0299 A71-22983
Carbonaceous chondrite and Precambrian chert amino acids detection, using simultaneous optical configuration determination and gas chromatography p0299 A71-22984

CARBONATES
Respiratory acid-base disturbances, studying deviations of bicarbonate ion vs pH pathway followed by buffered solution on carbon dioxide titration p0359 A71-28434
Bicarbonate requirement for elimination of lag period of chronoautraphically grown Hydrogenomonas eutropha p0568 A71-40213
Membrane of aqueous carbonate solution with catalyst for hydrolysis of CO2 for removal of CO2 in life support systems [AD-715978] p0278 A71-19772

CARBONIC ACID
Carbonic acid effect on isolated skeletal muscle, discussing membrane potential and ion content measurements p0137 A71-16941
Oxygen consumption and carbonic acid output in hypothermal rats cooled under diethyl ether anesthesia, investigating physiological indices during hypothermia p0148 A71-17667
Coronary blood flow at increased arterial carbonic acid partial pressure, noting induced hypercapnia p0572 A71-06033

CARBON Compounds
Bacteria and mamalian cells radiosensitization, using phenylglyoxal and various carbonyl compounds p0178 A71-18944

CARBON TETRACHLORIDE POISONING
Carbonaceous chondrite effect on lipid synthesis of hamster p0008 A71-11129
Cysteine prevention of fatty liver induced by carbon tetrachloride and ethionine p0185 A71-18987
Effects of carbon tetrachloride on microstructure of animal organs p0061 A71-11480

CARBONIC ACID
Carbonic acid effect on isolated skeletal muscle, discussing membrane potential and ion content measurements p0137 A71-16941
Oxygen consumption and carbonic acid output in hypothermal rats cooled under diethyl ether anesthesia, investigating physiological indices during hypothermia p0148 A71-17667
Coronary blood flow at increased arterial carbonic acid partial pressure, noting induced hypercapnia p0572 A71-06033

CARBON Compounds
Bacteria and mamalian cells radiosensitization, using phenylglyoxal and various carbonyl compounds p0178 A71-18944

CARBON TETRACHLORIDE POISONING
Carbonaceous chondrite effect on lipid synthesis of hamster p0008 A71-11129
Cysteine prevention of fatty liver induced by carbon tetrachloride and ethionine p0185 A71-18987
Effects of carbon tetrachloride on microstructure of animal organs p0061 A71-11480

CARBONIC ACID
Carbonic acid effect on isolated skeletal muscle, discussing membrane potential and ion content measurements p0137 A71-16941
Oxygen consumption and carbonic acid output in hypothermal rats cooled under diethyl ether anesthesia, investigating physiological indices during hypothermia p0148 A71-17667
Coronary blood flow at increased arterial carbonic acid partial pressure, noting induced hypercapnia p0572 A71-06033

CARBON Compounds
Bacteria and mamalian cells radiosensitization, using phenylglyoxal and various carbonyl compounds p0178 A71-18944

CARBON TETRACHLORIDE POISONING
Carbonaceous chondrite effect on lipid synthesis of hamster p0008 A71-11129
Cysteine prevention of fatty liver induced by carbon tetrachloride and ethionine p0185 A71-18987
Effects of carbon tetrachloride on microstructure of animal organs p0061 A71-11480

CARBONIC ACID
Carbonic acid effect on isolated skeletal muscle, discussing membrane potential and ion content measurements p0137 A71-16941
Oxygen consumption and carbonic acid output in hypothermal rats cooled under diethyl ether anesthesia, investigating physiological indices during hypothermia p0148 A71-17667
Coronary blood flow at increased arterial carbonic acid partial pressure, noting induced hypercapnia p0572 A71-06033

CARBON Compounds
Bacteria and mamalian cells radiosensitization, using phenylglyoxal and various carbonyl compounds p0178 A71-18944
Acetylcholine endogenic formation in rabbit myocardium, effect on ventricle rhythms, and automatic activity suppression by RF excitations

Left ventricular performance Fourier analysis, obtaining ventricular and ascending aortic pressure and flow from closed and open chest dog measurements

Primary T wave derived from ECG waveform dependent intrinsic ventricular recovery properties

Human cardiac intraventricular conduction measurements, using right and left bundle branch potentials during catheterization

Left ventricular function analysis by atrial pacing in subjects with normal and elevated left ventricular filling pressure, relating stroke volume to end diastolic pressure

Frog ventricles myocardial fibers spontaneous activity in Ringer solution due to ion conductivity variations

Ventricular controllers automatic suppression by RF electric stimulation, examining energy metabolism inhibitors effects

Premature pulmonary valve closure due to severe mitral insufficiency by left atrial V wave retrograde transmission

Left ventricular isolated papillary muscles contractile force in pressure chamber under high altitude adaptation

Excitation-contraction coupling of papillary muscles from hypertrophied right ventricles of cats with pulmonary artery artificial stenosis

Rats under various exercise programs, determining cardiac ventricle and gastrocnemius muscles calcium activated adenosine triphosphatase activities

Transathoracic measurements of left and right ventricular systolic pressures in anesthetized mice, using fiber optics and strain gage manometer techniques

Aging effects on blood pressure-flow relations and cardiac output/ventricular end diastolic pressure, discussing pulmonary vascular bed capacity dependence on increasing flow during supine exercise

Canine heart rate Frank-Starling mechanism effects on ventricular volumes during natural and artificial cardiac pacing

Left ventricular enlargements, comparing vectorcardiographic spatial magnitude and electrocardiographic precordial QRS voltage measurements

Cardiovascular system response to swimming exercise by dogs, measuring left ventricular internal diameter and pressure, cardiac output and heart rate

Ventricular septal defect, discussing incidence, human physiological responses, morbidity and mortality in various age groups

Ventricular mass estimation using electrocardiographic parameters

Coronary vasculature development under hypoxia and pulmonary hypertension as possible cause of right ventricle plasic flow contour changes

High altitude residents cardiovascular evaluations, showing right ventricular enlargement and reactive pulmonary hypertension

Myocardial ischemia observations, utilizing morphologic and pathophysiologic correlations with cinecortmonary arteriography, left ventriculography and hemodynamic examination

Left ventricular power as product of pressure and volume change rate, relating peak values to end diastolic mass

Energy output of left ventricle and congestive heart failure mechanism, approximating blood velocity in aortic system by mathematical model

Left ventricular posterior wall motion measurements in myocardial infarction, using ultrasonic echogram time-motion data

Concealed and supernormal atrioventricular conduction data, using His bundle electrogram recordings

Atrioventricular and intraventricular conduction disturbances in acute myocardial infarction, discussing heart block

Right ventricular end-diastolic volume an index of myocardial fiber length and correlation with ventricular work at rest and exercise with and without right ventricular failure

LVET/EICT ratio usefulness compared to EICT for left ventricular contractility in patients with mitral valve disease

Spatial ECG ventricular gradient ECG morphology, noting use in stimulus intraventricular conduction disturbances recording

Human ventricular activation correlation with canine model in chronic myocardial infarction

Myocardial ischemia index, using left ventricle time varying pressure/volume ratio in systole

Electrocardiographic evidence of false complete bilateral bundle branch block with impaired atrioventricular conduction in patient with hypertensive heart disease

Correlative ECG survey of surgically proven constrictive pericarditis involving left ventricle with T wave inversion

Left ventricular aneurysm electrocardiographic features and postresection changes based on ECG statistical analysis

Canine ventricular myocardium as cardiac beta-adrenergic receptor, describing binding of norepinephrine to microsomal particles

Pulmonary diastolic pressure relation to left ventricle and atrium of patient with diagnostic heart catheterization at rest

Cardiac sympathetic nervous control of right ventricular pressure-flow dynamics in outflow tract in anesthetized dogs

Ejection fraction relation to left ventricular dimensional changes in patients with heart disease, using angiocardograms

Diagnostic import of QRS notching in RF ECG of living subjects with heart disease, noting notch count correlation with ventricular enlargement

Procedures for determining functional state of human heart right side

Cardiac sympathetic nervous control of right ventricular pressure-flow dynamics in outflow tract in anesthetized dogs

Ejection fraction relation to left ventricular dimensional changes in patients with heart disease, using angiocardograms

Diagnostic import of QRS notching in RF ECG of living subjects with heart disease, noting notch count correlation with ventricular enlargement

Procedures for determining functional state of human heart right side

Optimal contactless kinetocardiography recording LP patient chest vibrations, comparing short wave method

Hemodynamic correlation of Austin Flint murmur and a-wave of apexcardiograms in aortic regurgitation

Ultrasound echocardiograms of anterior cusp of mitral valve in aortic valve disease

A-83
Right and left heart and pulmonary blood volume determination, using radiocardiograms and analog computer analysis

Analog computer analysis of radiocardiograms, determining cardiac function and pulmonary blood volume

Cardiography
NT ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY
NT MAGNETOCARDIOGRAPHY
NT PHONOCARDIOGRAPHY
NT THROMBOMORPHOMETRY
Left ventricular volume determination by high speed cineangiography, using optical scanning and automatic data processing

Gravitational acceleration effects on hemodynamics, describing mechanocardiographic equipment

Atrial and ventricular dimensional analysis in animals and man, discussing angiocardiology, biplane, X ray, indicator dilution, radioisotopic and noninvasive methods

Dog cardiac output measurement by using ethyl ether dissolved in saline solution as an indicator, comparing to Piek method results

Chest and cardiovascular system optimal radiologic facilities, discussing X ray examination, catheterization-angiocardio-angionic and nuclear radiology laboratories

Informative precordial palpation taken into account location, timing, duration and amplitude

Heart rate variability in healthy pilots with exercise, weight investigated by mechanocardiograph, showing decreased cardiac output, left ventricle strength and volume rate

Human radioisotopic angiocardiology, emphasizing identification and physiological diagnosis of congenital and acquired cardiovascular defects

Resting and postexercise phonocardiogram correlation with x-ray treadmill stress test, noting mean a-wave ratio

Cardio-respiratory functional tests reliability in military pilot selection

Methods for measuring mechanical aspects of cardiac activity and vessel functional state

Digital cardiocounter incorporating circuit for measuring heartbeat rate of subject over predetermined portion of one minute also, converting rate to beats per minute

Cardiology
Adapted multichannel analyzer for cardiology visualizing vectorcardiographic loops

Analogue/hybrid programming of atenolol sequence for cardiac excitation study

Clinical and hemodynamic profile of cardiacogenic shock after acute myocardial infarction

Cardiac output during submaximal bicycle exercise in children and teen-agers, discussing oxygen transport function of blood

Cardiac impulse conduction measurements noting delay, block and one way block in excised canine Purkinje fibers with depressed responsiveness

Cardiac impulse conduction in depressed canine Purkinje fibers, discussing experimental results in connection with reentrant arrhythmias

Cardiac arrhythmias simulated by concealed bundle of His extrastimuli in open chest intact dog hearts

Thermocoupling and indocyanine green dye technique comparison for cardiac output measurement in man

Cardiology - Conference, London, September 1970

Automation in cardiology, discussing analog and digital computer techniques for one- or two-hour hemodynamic analysis and collection and manipulation of cardiovascular data

Automated data acquisition and analysis during cardiac catheterization, using photofylographic and analog magnetic tape recording system in conjunction with digital computer

Upright tilt stress tests on cardiac cycle phases in healthy subjects, using noninvasive techniques

Electrocardiographic technique for heart rate variability in healthy subjects, using noninvasive techniques

Anand, A.: The transport function of blood, describing mechanocardiographic equipment

Frequency phonocardiography technique for heart rate variability in healthy subjects, using noninvasive techniques

Studies on cardiac output measurement by using ethyl ether dissolved in saline solution as an indicator, comparing to Piek method results

Efferent vagal activity increase prior to intermittent cardiac block due to isoproterenol

Spatial ECG ventricular gradient ECG morpholopy, noting use in stimulus intraventricular conduction disturbances recording

Papers on exercise and cardiac death covering coronary atherosclerosis, congenital anomalies, myocarditis, tumors and physical exertion

Acute fatal nontraumatic collapse during physical exercise due to circulatory diseases

Frequency phonocardiography techniques for cardiac sounds and murmurs registration, producing analog voltage proportional to frequency by zero crossing detector

Cardiac automatic rhythms, discussing Purkinje fibers and factor controlling automaticity

Essays on cardiology in sports

Cardiac activity of athletes in quiet state

Cardiac activity under stress of physical work

Technology review on cardio and hemodynamics

X ray methods for quantitative analysis of cardiac activity in athletes

Functional tests of cardiovascular system in athletes

Transmission and analysis of cardiological data on athletes

Clinical problems of cardiology of athletes

Cardiovascular defects in athletes

Physical overstress effect on cardiac muscle in athletes

Cardiological medical services for Soviet athletes

Development of system for identifying dynamic heart rate response to respiration

Hardware and techniques for studying human circulatory performance in space environment

Linear beat by beat cardiotachometer, describing amplifier design and operation

Cardiovascular System
NT AORTA
NT ARTERIES
NT BLOOD VESSELS
NT CAPILLARIES (ANATOMY)
NT CARDIAC VENTRICLES
NT DIASTOLE
NT ERYTHROCYTES
NT GLIOMA
NT HEART
NT HEMATOPOIESIS
NT HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEM
NT LEUKOCYTES
Cardiovascular and ventilatory responses to room air and pure oxygen breathing under various exercise work load conditions
Cardiovascular system blood flow mathematical model: parameter optimization by simulation on hybrid computer, using OPTRAM program
Human cardiovascular control system model by analog computer program for various work loads up to submaximal, estimating corresponding real life
Cardiovascular and biochemical effects of chronic intermittent neurogenic stimulation, noting alphamethyltyrosine antihypertension agent
Anatomy and function of normal pericardium including removal effect in mammals, fish and amphibians
Pulsus alternans study by noninvasive techniques for assessing cardiovascular function in hemodynamics and muscular physiology
Cardiovascular and respiratory systems afferent innervation in cats investigating pericardial, respiratory and pseudo-vascular mechanoreceptors
Human physical exercise with stepwise increasing load noting working capacity, cardiovascular and respiratory system performance and blood composition interrelations
Epinephrine infusion in man, examining systolic time intervals and sympathetic stimulation in cardiovascular dynamics
Walking effects on body composition and cardiovascular function of middle aged men
Cardiovascular responses of hypoxic hypoxia in mongrels with catecholamine induced coronary dilation
Amino-ethyl-S-2-isothiuronium radio protective dose effects on enzyme activity, cardiovascular changes, blood transaminases concentration, bone marrow and peripheral circulation
Hybrid computer simulation for cardio-circulatory assist device, discussing atrium to aorta and dilation
Chest and cardiovascular system optimal radiologic facilities, discussing X ray examination, catheterization-angiographic and nuclear radiology laboratories
Cardiopulmonary and circulatory mechanisms, adaptation limits and response to aerospace flight stress
Tarahumara Indian runners cardiovascular system physical conditioning for endurance extremes
Soyuz 9 astronaut vertical posture control after 16 day orbital flight, considering cardiovascular disturbances caused by reduced muscle tone and changed interaction between analyzers
Soyuz 9 spacecraft astronauts cardiovascular and respiratory systems responses to orthostatic effect after 10-day orbital flight from ZAG measurements and sphygmoscopy
Soyuz 9 spacecraft simulator prolonged confinement effect on human cardiovascular system functional state
Weightlessness, high acceleration and aerospace vehicle maneuvering effects on cardiovascular and ventilatory systems, discussing disorientation, space sicknesses and blood circulation
Adrenergic neurons in intraventricular cardiac ganglia in rabbits, using histochemical luminescent microscopy
In-flight monkey cardiovascular observations, discussing central venous pressure, urine volume, electrolyte imbalances and heart rate
Central nervous system role in body metabolisms effects on cardiac output, measuring 2,4-dinitrophenol /DHF/ dosage effect on arterial pressure and oxygen consumption in dogs
Cardiovascular functional reactions in pilot trainees during training flights, presenting case histories
Chemical release from traumatized tissue in dogs under cross circulation with lethal cardiac depression response
Nonlinear axisymmetric solution for cardiovascular system pulsatile flow, using long rigid tube and velocity profile representation
Cardiovascular responses to submaximun and maximum effort cycling and running on bicycle ergometer and motor driven treadmill, using carbon dioxide rebreathing method
Cardiovascular system response to swimming exercise by dogs, measuring left ventricular internal diameter and pressure, cardiac output and heart rate
Alveolar gas exchanges and cardiovascular functions during breath holding with air, determining retent oxygen consumption
Nervous/cardiovascular systems and blood composition changes in moderate duration military transport flights
Mild hypertension risks, presenting results of case studies over ten year period of mortality rate associated with cardiovascular diseases
Automation in cardiology, discussing analog and digital computer techniques for on-line hemodynamic analysis and collection and manipulation of cardiovascular data
Set and uncertainty as factors influencing anticipatory cardiovascular response in humans, monitoring heart rate and vasomotor activity
Metabolic, ventilator and cardiovascular response during free swimming and treadmill walking, relating oxygen consumption to work intensity
Hypoxia, high altitude and heart - Conference, Aspen, Colorado, January 1970
Cardiac activity changes during prolonged hypoxemia, discussing clinical and experimental investigations results with humans and animals
Lowered cardiac output and arterial pressure response to exercise after autonomic heart blockade in man, noting retained work capability
Human radioisotopic angiography, describing identification and physiological diagnosis of congenital and acquired cardiovascular defects
Cortical neurodynamics during vestibular afferent activity and associated cardiovascular and respiratory reactions, noting EEG correlation to hemodynamics
Cardiovascular telemetry total implants, describing measurement problems, equipment design, low current operation, size and thermal and temporal stability
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Index</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conditioning unit</td>
<td>for normal function of astronaut cardiovascular system in gravity environment (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac and neural effects</td>
<td>of UHF radar energy on frogs (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiological effects of gravitational overloads</td>
<td>on cardiovascular and respiratory systems, motor and muscular activity, metabolism and body energetics functional changes due to prolonged weightlessness (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison of cardiovascular responses to</td>
<td>hypothalamic, spinal, and neureal stimulation (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary blood volume changes in cat due to</td>
<td>cardiovascular and respiratory systems, motor and muscular activity, metabolism and body energetics functional changes due to prolonged weightlessness (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular and respiratory systems, motor</td>
<td>and muscular activity, metabolism and body energetics functional changes due to prolonged weightlessness (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular and visceral systems</td>
<td>cardiovascular system functional disorders (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiological and physiological effects of</td>
<td>gravitational overloads of intensity, pulse duration and frequency in cats (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extravascular dehydration effects in</td>
<td>production of urine (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examining effects of</td>
<td>sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system activity due to various cardiac cycle phases in frogs (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular and respiratory systems, motor</td>
<td>and muscular activity, metabolism and body energetics functional changes due to prolonged weightlessness (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular system mathematical model for</td>
<td>evaluating system parameters effects on circulatory indices including minute volume and arterial tension (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental learning of cardiovascular and</td>
<td>visceral responses and behavioral, physiological and biochemical consequences in relation to psychosomatic therapy (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jet and turbulence mechanisms of</td>
<td>vascular surges associated with ascension for minimum flow Roycolds numbers, using aorta orifice plates in dogs (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soviet book on animals morphophysiological changes</td>
<td>in cardiovascular and nervous systems and various internal organs under RF wave exposure (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibration induced paroxysmal and cardiovascular</td>
<td>hazards during patient transport to hospital by air or ambulance, discussing therapeutic and preventive treatments (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atrial shortening during volume loading by</td>
<td>infusion in animal, using Frank-Starrling approach (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular system functional disorders</td>
<td>relationship to nervous activity disturbances (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigating effects of</td>
<td>gravitational and inertial forces on cardiovascular and respiratory dynamics (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular reactions of flying personnel to</td>
<td>flight (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring cardiovascular function in</td>
<td>compromised under prolonged weightlessness (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extravascular dehydration effects in production of</td>
<td>cardiovascular deconditioning by bed rest simulating weightlessness (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships between cardiac volume, body</td>
<td>weight, physical work capacity, and blood volume in healthy men and women with varying range of performance (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studying cardiovascular effects of prolonged</td>
<td>confinement in Soyuz 9 simulator during normal and modified work and rest cycles (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essays on cardiology in sports</td>
<td>(NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional tests of cardiovascular system in</td>
<td>athletes (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological models for mammalian cardiovascular</td>
<td>systems (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carotid sinus reflex</td>
<td>Arterial blood pressure changes due to bilateral carotid occlusion or electrical heart pacing, considering effects on kidney blood flow and circufflence in dogs (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carotid sinus hypotension in dogs under fasting/digestion conditions, considering effect on splanchic circulation and vasomotoric response (NASA-CASE-XLA-02896)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hypoxemia reflex neurogenic vasoconstrictor factors competition with local vasodilator mechanisms in skeletal muscle
Carotid pulse wave slope variations in normal subjects, aortic valvular diseases and hypertrophic subaortic stenosis
Myocardial oxygen reduction by stimulating carotid sinus nerves and angiogenesis treatment application
Small signal characteristics mathematical models of carotid sinus baroreceptors of rabbits
Stagnant asphyxia in cat carotid body during abrupt blood pressure drop by simultaneous carotid artery clamping and tap opening
Oxygen tension distribution in cats glomus caroticus under influence of varying arterial oxygen partial pressure, using platinum microelectrodes
Mathematical functional model for carotid blood pressure control system

CARTELS
Catalectic carbon dioxide reduction cartridge for oxygen recovery in life support systems of long term manned space flights

CARES
Metabolic cost evaluation of self-locomotion in simulated lunar gravity using space suits and cats including weight load and surface effects

CASCADES (FLUID DYNAMICS)
U FLUID DYNAMICS

CASE HISTORIES
Aerial runaway clinical case covering unconsciousness, deafness, hypoxia, hypothermia, acidosis and other effects due to 9 hr flight in unpressurized landing gear cell
Case histories of pilot failure during training or operational flight due to cerebral cortical dysfunction
Potential epilepsy determination in flight personnel, suggesting systematic EEG with hyperventilation and photic stimulation tests and personal medical history data of head traumas and unconsciousness
USAF aero medical consultation service experience on vertigo cases covering symptoms and related diseases
Psychophysiological and conversion mechanisms an unconscious expression of student pilot motivation decrease for further flight training, presenting case histories
Model case studies of effects of DDT on human environment

Case history of Cheddiak-Higashi disease with simultaneous friedreich hereditary spinal ataxia and hemolytic, neurologic, and genetic characteristics

Computer technology for medical information systems, in patient care, and for diagnostic purpose

Catecholism
Monosodium L-hydroxyisopropylarabinoselenoate effects on glucose carbamoyl metabolism and effects of pure oxygen inhalation in rats

Catalase
Gaseous medium composition and multiple freezing temperature effects on catalase activity

Catalysis by AutoCatalysis
Catalytic activity
Catalytic effect of lanthanide hydroxides on formaldehyde conversion to poisons and bases at 110 C in life support systems

Catalytic Hydrolysis
Polyester formation by Escherichia coli ribosome catalyzed alpha-hydroxy acid incorporation into polymeric chain
Monosaccharides effect on catalytic synthesis of carbohydrates from formaldehyde
Effect of lithium and calcium ions on acetylcholinesterase activity of erythrocytes

Catastrophes
Mathematical analysis of eye transparency, discussing light scattering from normal corneal stroma, swollen opaque corneas and cataractous lens
Coagulative and delayed cumulative cataract formation by microwaves investigated by hypothermic technique
Cataract formation from microwave radiation exposure by lens nutrition alteration and surface shape changes

Ultrasonic softening of less refractive to facilitate aspiration, using in vivo rabbit lenses for cataract production

Catecholamines
Hypothalamic and adrenal glands catecholamines relationship for hypophysectomized rats
Cardiovascular responses of hypoxic hypoxia in mongrels with catecholamine induced coronary dilution
Control and prolonged exercised rats adrenal and plasma catecholamine, corticosterone and epinephrine level comparisons using fluorometric analysis
L-dopa multi-injection timed effects on rat brain norepinephrine metabolites concentrations, observing zero time control rated modifications
Diurnal rhythms of adrenaline secretion in subjects with different working habits, comparing catecholamine excretion under relaxation conditions
Diurnal variations in catecholamine excretion, alertness and performance of subjects with different working habits
Systolic and diastolic blood pressures and urinary catecholamines under stress in normotensive and hypertensive subjects
Psychophysiologohical reactions to understimulation and overstimulation, noting catecholamine output, heart rate and performance efficiency in humans
Adrenaline, noradrenaline and catecholamine excretion in railroad men during daytime and nighttime work

Catheterization
Catheter inserted wire basket device for creation of reversible aortic insufficiency in animal
Blood pressure and velocity waveform recording for patients during cardiac catheterization in vivo, interpreting relationships to vascular impedance
Left ventricular volume and cardiac work evaluation by thermocatheter technique, employing thermodilution technique for temperature measurement
Catheter-flush system for continuous monitoring of central arterial pulse waveform and pressure activity
Digitalis-induced bundle branch ventricular tachycardia from electrode catheter recordings of dogs specialized conducting tissues

Catheterization
Human cardiac intraventricular conduction measurements, using right and left bundle branch potentials during catheterization
Cats preoptic and skin temperature change effects on posterior hypothalamic neurons

Stagnant asphyxia in cat carotid body during abrupt blood pressure drop by simultaneous carotid artery clamping and tap opening

Feline retinal neurons, noting span and density of branching amacrines cell protrusion and ganglion cells diversity

Oxygen tension distribution in cats clomipramine under influence of varying arterial oxygen partial pressure, using platinum microelectrodes

Otolithic reactions in rabbits and cats after intravenous injection of sodium bicarbonate

Compensatory capabilities of vestibules, hypothalamus, and central nervous system toward gravitational effects on cats during orthostasis

CATTLE

Purine and pyrimidine derivatives of cattle hypothalamus determined by gel filtration and subsequent spectral analysis and chromatography

CAUSTICS

U ALKALIES

CELESTIAL BODIES

NT CARBONACEOUS METEORITES
NT CHROMITES
NT JUPITER (PLANET)
NT MARS (PLANET)
NT METEORITES
NT METEOROIDS
NT ORIOUEL METEORITE
NT SOLAR SYSTEM
NT STARS
NT VENUS (PLANET)

CEPHALIC NAVIGATION

Planetaria as celestial navigation instruction aids, discussing astronomical simulation capabilities, celestial coordinate systems, special effect projectors, etc

CELL DIVISION

Cytophotometric study of DNA content in fibroblasts from human blood vessel walls, discussing cell proliferation and ploidy

Division cycle of Myxococcus xanthus, considering kinetics of cell growth and protein synthesis

DNA synthesis rhythms in aorta endothelial cells nuclei during direct division, noting effects of asaust呓语 by autoradiography

Centrally parietal chromatophore in green coccal algae, noting individual cell division and total number increase throughout ontogeny

DNA replication in intercostal artery muscle cells during vascular wall physiological regeneration, noting cytochromatic study of polyplidization

Mammalian cells cultivation at suboptimal frequencies and accelerations

Mechanical vibrations effects on mouse embryos growth and development, investigating critical frequencies and accelerations

CELLS (BIOLOGY)

NT CARBON THROMBOCYTES
NT CHROMOSOMES
NT COLLAGEN
NT ERYTHROCYTES
NT FIBRINOLASES
NT KERATOPHYLOGISM
NT HEMOGLOBIN
NT LEUKOCYTES
NT LYMPHOCYTES
NT MACROPHAGES
NT MITOCHONDRIA
NT NEURONS

A-88
molecular, cellular and tissue levels.

Chlorella extracellular metabolites, identifying

Indole nature biologically active substances

Cell volume analyzer for sensing individual blood
cells and plotting number as function of size

Cell contacts in canine duodenal smooth muscle
layers, using perfusion with glutaraldehyde

Tissue and cellular biological resistance as
indices for organism resistance to adverse
effects, noting increase due to muscular training
and cold adaptation

Mammalian cells cultivation at suboptimal
temperatures, considering reproduction and
cytophysiological changes

Cryogenics applications to cryosurgery and long term
low temperature storage of living cells and
tissues

Gravity sensors and intracellular conduction
mechanisms in animals, noting contradictory
hypotheses on function of hair cell in labyrinth

Space conditions exposure of lysogenic strains of
Escherichia coli and monolayer cultures of human
cells aboard Zond 5 and 7 flights

Postflight histological analysis of turtles aboard
Zond 7, noting decrease in cell nuclei size due to
space flight conditions adaptation

Living organisms life-sustaining possibility under
simulated Martian temperature, humidity and
atmospheric composition conditions, emphasizing
unincellular organisms radiation resistance

Computerized electrostatic field model of biological
cell membrane

Hyperoxic medium effects on experimental axial
cells, tissues and organs morphology,
infrastructure and histochemistry

Unicellular organisms increased tolerance to UV
radiation, discussing cells repairing ability in
dark and pigments and protective compounds
screening role

Blue-green algae Microcystis aeruginosa central zone
structure electron microscopic investigation, noting absence of distinct boundary
between central and peripheral regions

Nonactoyosin component differentiation in potassium
chloride insoluble myofilaments in vertebrate
smooth muscle cells

Visual masking effects in cat striate cortex single
cell activity, using moving slit and diffuse
flashing light stimuli

Investigating mechanisms by which inorganic and
mineral phosphate groups become part of cellular
structure

Mechanisms by which oxygen produces toxic effects on
cellular metabolism

Functional synchronization of neurosecretory cells of
supra-optical nucleus of dehydrated and
rehydrated rat

Effects on ultraviolet radiation and X rays on
mammalian cells

Electro microscopic studies of nerve membrane
ultrastructure

High resolution electron microscopes for cell
membrane and multi-enzyme complex studies

Dynamic models for cell membrane functions in
molecular biology

Electron microscopic analysis of odor sensing cell
microstructure

Low temperature cytophysiological adaptation of
human and mammalian cells

Radiation effects on cytoplasmic structure and
differential activity of genes

Control of mitosis in biological cells through
inorganic ion hierarchy of cells involved

Single cell response within cat medulla during
constant angular accelerations

Proceedings of conference on interaction between
atmospheric environment and human system at cell
level

Control of aging processes in human body cells

Human equilibrium maintenance system analogy to
multinput/multoutput controller, considering
motion of projection of center of gravity onto
horizontal plane

Eye movement tendencies, investigating rectilinear,
horizontal or vertical and center of gravity
fixation effects on visual perception

Central Nervous System

NT BRAIN
NT BRAIN STEM
NT CEREBELLUM
NT CEREBRUM
NT HIPPOCAMPUS
NT SPINAL CORD
NT SPHONE
MT THALAMUS

Central posttraumatic changes in central nervous
system in pugilists from brain damage due to head
injuries

Human temporal performance of homogeneous discrete
motor acts sequence, suggesting central nervous
mechanism for movement rate generation

Anticonvulsant drugs for counteracting noise effects
on central nervous system, discussing audiogenic
seizure in mice

Central nervous system reactions to vasopressin and
oxytocin presence in cerebrospinal fluid and
blood, discussing respiratory frequency and
antidiuretic tests

Mean period spontaneous EEG as psychophysiological
characteristics of higher nervous activity in
human individuals

Central nervous system role in radioprotective
contribution of 5-hydroxytryptamine

Clinical aspects of aerospace neurology, considering
central nervous system diseases among flying
personnel

Central regulation mechanisms of acidic-alkaline
equilibrium in ontogenesis, discussing midbrain
injuries intraterine and respiratory postnatal development

Central nervous system functions under high oxygen
concentrations at normal and elevated pressures

Cerebrospinal knee and flexor reflex suppression
observations in rabbits and cats during blood
circulation disorders

Central nervous system role in body metabolism
effects on cardiac output, measuring
2,4-dinitrophenol /DNP/ dosage effect on arterial
pressure and oxygen consumption in dogs

Signal transformation laws of central nervous system
motor command patterns construction from sensory
impulse streams
CEREBRAL CORTEX

brain assuming Perceptron mechanism
Cerebellum efferent visceral field functional organization in cats
Superposition model of spontaneous activity of cerebellar Purkinje cells for spike triggering

CEREBRAL CORTEX
Hydrogen exchange between pial arteries for measuring local cerebral blood flow quantitatively in anesthetized cats
Dorsomedial nucleus electric impulse stimulation in anesthetized cats with oscillograms recorded response potentials of cortex preoral gyrus, indicating relay transmission function
Neuron pairs discharge sequence temporal correlation in cats association cortex during natural sleep and wakefulness

VESELRAL CORTEX
Correlation of neuron pairs discharge sequence temporal correlation in cats association cortex during natural sleep and wakefulness

Vestibular cortex responses in cats to conditioned optical stimuli during defensive reflex formation
Temporary connection of neurons in visual and associative cortical regions of hemispheres in cats

Cortical vestibular projection zones in formation of conditioned reflexes and spatial orientation of cats
Impulsive activity of neuron populations in cerebral sections controlling psychic and motor functions in man
Slow cortical potentials associated with human motor and mental acts differentiated via spatial distribution

Cortical vestibular projection zones in formation of conditioned reflexes and spatial orientation of cats

Vestibular nerve projection to association fields of cerebral cortex in Rhesus monkey under alpha chloretal and without anesthetic agent
Impact induced closed brain injuries pathomorphology, considering dura mater, cortical contusions, neuron and glial damage, brain stem lesions and hemorrhages

Cerebral oxygenation and metabolism during progressive hypothermia
Motor cortex sensory input in animals and man, using evoked responses recording

Bilateral and single median nerve electrical stimulation, observing evoked cortical responses from homologous scalp derivations

Vestibular apparatus cortical zone projections on striopallidal complex in cats
Cerebral cortex regulation of internal organ functions, examining neurohumoral channels, hormones and vascular changes

Visual cortex inhibitory neurons, examining pause discharges in rabbits during light stimulation

Somatosensory and viscerosensory stimulation effects on cortex neuron amygdala complex and convergent interrelations

Training effect on oxygen tension dynamics in rats brain cortex under progressive high altitude hypoxia conditions, noting adaptation influence on motor activity and survival rate

Bioelectric activity of cerebral cortex in man under nonemotional stress, using multielectrode radioelectroencephalography

Seasonal factors effect on white rat hypophysial-adrenal cortex system functioning by fluorometric determination of peripheral blood corticosterone content

Brain cortical-subcortical functions in psychic processes, indicating developments in psychotherapy

Vestibular stimulation effects on bioelectrical activity in retina, optic tract, geniculate, visual cortex and ectosylvian gyrus in anesthetized cats

Pyridine nucleotide concentration in cerebral hemispheres of rats under hypoxia

Contour density effects on evoked critical response, discussing improved photopic visibility, spatial summation area and retina interaction

Cortical potentials evoked by weak acoustic signals below hearing threshold in man

Spatial and temporal patterned light flashes effects on dark adapted subjects, discussing cortical response changes in contrast depth

Intraocular pressure self regulating neurons system components, discussing fluctuation sensors, cortical centers to eye impulse conveyors and glaucoma diagnostic applications

Cortico- and subcorticograms rhythm dynamics in sleeping and awake cats by spectral analysis and EEG integration

Unanesthetized rabbits visual cortex cells neuron activity during sound-rhythmic light flashes association

Anesthetized cats visual cortex responses to prolonged light stimuli, studying dependence on photopic retina cone and rod apparatus

Somatosensory cortical and cuneate evoked responses and EEG amplitude/frequency changes due to hypovolemic shock

Articulatory /briefly latest/ postsyncaptic negative component of evoked visual-potential in cortex of newborn anesthetized rabbits, using Alvar biophase oscillator

Visual cortex neurons impulse activity and postsyncaptic potential changes due to light stimuli from quasi-intracellular recordings

Visual discrimination learning by monkeys with interfetal cortex lesions, using positive reinforcers and electric shock punishments

Brain stem mechanism underlying visual discrimination in rhesus monkeys subjected to bilateral lesions of the interfetal cortex, posterior thalamus or midbrain

Evoked cortical responses to taste solutions of acid and salt applied to human tongue surface, using averaging technique

Visual evoked cortical response in man related to rate, spatial frequency and wavelength of alternating barred pattern with background illumination

Electroencephalographic and evoked cortical potential correlates of reaction time and visual discrimination in humans

Case histories of pilot failure during training or operational flight due to cerebral cortical dysfunction

Alpha rhythm activity, periodicity and mean frequency in cortex regions of healthy humans based on EEG frequency and correlation analyses

Subcortical-cortical EEG recording of unstrained chimpanzees sleep cycles, using computer analysis and biotelemetry techniques
Cerebrospinal fluid changes due to isocarbic metabolic acidosis effects on blood plasma, electrophysiological potential differences and cerebrospinal fluid pH.

Ventral spinocerebellar tract cellular level control transmission to motor neurons, considering monitoring of inhibitory interneurons output against excitatory input.

Ventilatory acclimatization to chronic hypoxia in high altitude natives by cerebrospinal fluid pH decrease.

The body temperature, blood flow, redox potential and temperature variations in cerebrum and muscle, gastrocnemius of rats during high mountain adaptation.

Rheoencephalography of cerebral hemodynamics during mental work, showing left hemisphere hyperemia.

Cerebral lipid fractions, examining relation between ventral spinocerebellar tract cellular level control and glycine conversion into serine, aspartate and glutamate in cerebrum under normal and hypoxia conditions.

Biological learning, considering EEG wave activity association with structural change underlying information storage in cerebral tissue.

Cerebral speech mechanisms division into cortical centers and basal ganglia centers.

Tolerance tests including EEG, glucose tests, thermal stress and G stress for aircrew fitness assessment after cranio-cerebral incidents.

Cerebrum temperature variations and tissue insulating and heat conducting properties in ether anaesthetized cats, monkeys and humans during high altitude flight, discussing human eye as Cerenkov radiation detector.

Cerebral speech mechanisms division into cortical centers and basal ganglia centers.

Cerebral speech mechanisms division into cortical centers and basal ganglia centers.

Tolerance tests including EEG, glucose tests, thermal stress and G stress for aircrew fitness assessment after cranio-cerebral incidents.

Cerebrum temperature variations and tissue insulating and heat conducting properties in ether anaesthetized cats, monkeys and humans during high altitude flight, discussing human eye as Cerenkov radiation detector.

Cerebral speech mechanisms division into cortical centers and basal ganglia centers.

Tolerance tests including EEG, glucose tests, thermal stress and G stress for aircrew fitness assessment after cranio-cerebral incidents.

Cerebrum temperature variations and tissue insulating and heat conducting properties in ether anaesthetized cats, monkeys and humans during high altitude flight, discussing human eye as Cerenkov radiation detector.
Group analysis of impurities in water regenerated from liquid human wastes

Feasibility and capability of electron microprobe analysis for measuring pollutant aerosol particles in atmosphere

Electron microprobe X-ray analysis of atmospheric aerosol particles

Chemical analysis of thiamine metabolism in man

Chemical composition changes of mitochondria during evolution, considering element, isotope and geochemically plausible conditions, considering processes of biogenic compounds and life.

Chemical bonds

Porphyins and amino acids chemical bonding under geochimically plausible conditions, considering diagnostic of biogenic compounds and life processes prebiotic chemical evolution

Chemical composition

Water intake effects on human thermal sweat rate and composition in environmental chamber at specific temperature and humidity.

Spaceborne optical sensors cleanliness requirements, considering particle size distribution, shape, population densities, chemical composition and origin

Composition and daily fluctuations of trace contaminants during 90-day space station simulator test

Mineral composition of nutrient medium, using steepest ascent method for mathematical planning of experiments

Chlorella biomass chemical composition stability during prolonged cultivation with nitrates recycling medium

Solar system organic compounds detection and evolution, considering element, isotope and pigment composition, optical activity and polymerization

Chemical composition changes of mitochondria during cardiac hypertrophy and hypoxia

Composition of trace contaminants in space station simulator atmosphere during long term operation

Escherichia coli cell phospholipid composition changes during spheroplast formation in presence of penicillin and sucrose

Chemical compounds

Radiation sickness prophylaxis chemical compounds, discussing protection mechanisms, radical inactivation and afflicted cell recovery

Chemical effects

0-benzylocacetic and methyl-o-benzenocarboxylic acids effects on mice radiosensitivity to fast neutrons and gamma rays

Chemical reactions

Chemosensitivity in normal, hypoxia and hypocaloric cases, using rebreathing techniques to construct isoxic carbon dioxide response curves and isocapnic oxygen response curves

Chemical elements

Vitamin K3 effect on red cell equilibria in red cell, discussing radiosensitizer mechanisms

Equilibration rate of uncatalyzed carbon dioxide hydration reaction in open system at constant carbon dioxide partial pressure, examining buffering capacity effect

Chemical fire extinguishers

Sanitary, chemical and toxic properties of polymeric materials in isolation chamber with contaminated outgassing atmosphere at moderate temperature

Effects of unusual environmental conditions on characteristics and stability of drugs

Composition, and chemical, physical, and concentrative properties of human urine

Chemical reagents

U reaction kinetics

Chemical properties

Acidity

Chemical reactions

Radioactivity in normal, hypoxia and hypocaloric cases, using rebreathing techniques to construct isoxic carbon dioxide response curves and isocapnic oxygen response curves

Chemical reagents
CHEMICAL REACTORS

WT PHOTOLYSIS
WT PHOTOSYNTHESIS
WT PYROLYSIS
WT REDUCTION (CHEMISTRY)
WT SATURATION REACTION
Exploded perceptual deprivation effects on behavioral, physiological and chemical reactions, discussing EEG mean frequency changes
p0308 A71-25362
Chemically activated electrodeshaved pads on spacecraft surface, allowing astronauts to maneuver or work in zero gravity environments [IAIA PAPER 71-853] p0483 A71-36645
Early solar system organic matter origin, discussing amino acid synthesis from CO2, H and ammonia reaction with H2, alumina or clay catalysts
p0624 A71-42344
Morphological and cytochemical changes in red and mixed skeletal muscles of animals exposed to hypokinesia
p0629 A71-42337
Kinetic model of enzyme monomolecular enzyme reactions with substrate and product inhibition and possibility of self oscillation [BLL-BTS-5991] p0300 N71-21401
CHEMICAL REACTORS
Weightlessness manufacturing of vaccines and fermenter design for orbital workshop p0064 N71-17113
CHEMICAL RELAXATION
U MOLECULAR RELAXATION
CHEMICAL SHIFT
U CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM
CHEMICAL THERMS
WT CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
WT GAS ANALYSIS
WT MICROWAVE ANALYSIS
WT NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS
WT NUCLEAR CHROMATOGRAPHY
WT QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
WT QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
WT URANALYSIS
WT VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS
CHEMILUMINESCENCE
Biological tissues ultraweak chemiluminescence, discussing nature, characteristics and measurement p0310 A71-25672
Space environment simulation for ultrahigh vacuum effects on crystalline enzymes activity, measuring by chemiluminescence techniques p0571 A71-60573
CHOREORECEPTORS
Hypoxia-hypercapnia interplay as respiratory choreoreceptors stimulants and depressants by investigating arterial oxygen and carbon dioxide tensions effects on phrenic nerve activity p0147 A71-18061
Respiratory responses and hyperventilation mechanisms during static muscular work in maximal voluntary contraction, noting choreoreceptor and alarm-defense reaction p0359 A71-28436
Ventilatory control in acute hypoxia, detailing polycythemia effects on respiratory choreoreceptor sensitivity p0381 A71-30289
Temperature, odor mixing and stimulation frequency effects on olfactory receptor potential of fly Lucilia sericata p0383 A71-30568
Fly Lucilia sericata olfactory receptor and unit action potentials respond to odor stimulation by homologous compounds p0384 A71-30569
Monograph on peripheral choreoreceptors and central chemosensitive area control of ventilation during chronic blood acid base changes and hypoxia in mammals p0468 A71-35689
Respiratory choreoreceptors and acid-base alterations effects on adrenocortical activation during hypoxia in dogs p0527 A71-39986
Chemical signal interpretation by olfactory information systems of living organisms p0341 N71-23070
CHEMOTHERAPY
Antiarhythmic drugs choice based on excitable tissues biophysics, considering contrast between cardiac muscle and nerve p0036 A71-12419
Cardiovascular and biochemical effects of chronic intermittent neurogenic stimulation, noting alphamineyltyrosine antihypertension agent p0062 A71-13157
Light and drugs effect on diurnal body temperature from radio telemetry of adult male rats p0139 A71-17111
Disorientation response of survived chicks hatched from eggs injected with radioprotector 2-beta-aminoethyldiethionium-Br-BrBr after incubation p0185 A71-18988
Parylene behavioral effects in primates, concerning therapeutic use for decaborane intoxication p0207 A71-20819
Drug effects on LF whole body vibration response of dogs administered with pheobeharbitol, phenoxybenzamine and morphone p0312 A71-26121
Humoral smooth muscle acting factor and pheynyl-piperazinylhexyl alcoholhexanone effects on decompression sickness production and prevention in thin mice p0566 A71-40352
Hemodynamic evaluation of heart rate augmentation produced by atrial pacing and inprotonil in early postoperative phase of cardiac valve surgery p0629 A71-44131
Physiological effects of phenformin hydrochloride on animals at simulated high altitudes [AD-711555] p0049 N71-11082
Aero-medical aspects of manned space flight [AIAA-591529] p0122 A71-16520
Onboard medication for space flight crew p0172 A71-16523
Effect of isoniazid therapy on pilot performance [AD-712624] p0440 A71-28289
CHEST
Chest and cardiovascular system optimal radiologic facilities, discussing X ray examination, catheterization-angiocardigraphic and nuclear radiology laboratories p0198 A71-20354
CHICKENS
Disorientation response of survived chicks hatched from eggs injected with radioprotector 2-beta-aminoethyldiethionium-Br-BrBr after incubation p0195 A71-18998
Low barometric pressure effects on human and chicken erythrocyte active sodium influx p0052 N71-11097
CHILDREN
Cardiac output during submaximal bicycle exercise in children and teen-agers, discussing oxygen transport function of blood p0157 A71-18722
Directional cognition in two-dimensional space of children from 3 to 8 years old [BLL-BTS-6354] p0348 A71-23774
Design, development, and evaluation of emergency life support systems to protect infants and small children during water survival situation [FAA-AM-71-37] p0612 A71-34083
CHILLING
U COOLING
CHIRPS
U AUDITORY SIGNALS
CHIMPANZES
WT HUMAN BEINGS
WT MONOKES
Subcortical-cortical EEG recording of unrestrained chimpanzees sleep cycles, using computer analysis and biotelemetry techniques p0408 A71-31951
First and last rapid eye movement /REM/ sleep differences in unrestrained chimpanzees p0468 A71-33591
CHELOD"R
Aminazine and chlora hexal effects on metabolism intensity of rats brain gangglolide components including N-acetylneuramine acid and N-acetylgalactosamine p0575 A71-41055
CHELATES
Chlorates use in breathable oxygen production for aircrews p0148 A71-18193

A-96
Chloroplasts
Isolated tobacco chloroplasts disintegration, measuring simultaneous particle size and photochemical reduction rate changes by electron microscopy
p0101 A71-15269

Bill reaction of disintegrating chloroplasts in vitro, investigating transient color sensitivity/red-blue effect/
p0102 A71-15270

Saturating flash delayed luminescence from chloroplasts, considering relationship to oxygen evolution
p0642 A71-85382

Chloropromazine and altitude effects on conditioned responses of rats to visual and auditory stimuli
[AD-712664] p0109 N71-12305

Cholesterol
Mortality of myocardial infarction patients on diet low in saturated fats and cholesterol
p0116 A71-11299

Blood cholesterol and protein fraction concentrations in pathogenesis of hypothalamic atherosclerosis patients
p036 A71-12531

Chlorophenylindolobutric acid action on human cholesterol metabolism, suggesting cholesterol synthesis inhibition
p0198 A71-20353

Human crystalline lens protein and lipid discussing cholesterol accumulation with age
p0244 A71-22423

Cholesterol and esterified cholesterol distribution in human skin from analysis on fat, epidermis, corium, subcutaneous tissue and serum by chromatographic/colorimetric methods
p0524 A71-38892

Electric field strength and helix pitch relationship in induced cholesteric-nematic phase transitions [A69-14564] p0111 N71-12316

Electric field effects on dielectric properties and molecular arrangements of cholesteric liquid crystals [A70-11252] p0111 N71-12317

Electric field effects on optical rotary power of compensated cholesteric liquid crystal [A70-14003] p0111 N71-12318

Alternating current field induced cholesteric-nematic liquid crystal phase transitions [A70-20053] p0112 N71-12319

Dipole relaxation and molecular arrangements in liquid crystals [A70-26859] p0112 N71-12320

Dielectric constants measurements and magnetic field effects on compensated cholesteric liquid crystals [A70-17326] p0112 N71-12321

Absence of helical inversion in single component cholesteric liquid crystals p0112 N71-12322

Helical twisting power of steroidal solutes in cholesteric liquid crystal mesophases [A70-21524] p0112 N71-12323

Infrared transmission measurement of pitch of cholesteric liquid crystal p0112 N71-12324

Cholinergic endogenous formation in rabbit myocardium effect on ventricular rhythm guided automatic activity suppression by BP excitations p0186 A71-19281

High motor stresses effects on muscle acetylcholine content, cholinesterase activity and localization, solitary contractions fusion and pessimal weakening p0383 A71-30553

Rat brain acetylcholine levels circadian rhythms correlated to spontaneous motor activity and sleep-wake cycle p0463 A71-35326

Gastrointestinal tract reactions to atropine sulfate, acetylcholine and carbamylcholine in rats after acceleration exposures, using roentgenograms p0601 A71-62796

Cholinesterase activity and acetycholine level dependence on adrenaline dose injected in heart during rats experimental myocardidystrophy p0635 A71-44500

Acetylcholine synthesis and metabolism in central nervous system, considering relationship to oxygen evolution
p036 A71-12531

Acetylcholine synthesis and metabolism in central nervous system, considering relationship to oxygen evolution
p036 A71-12531

Acetylcholine synthesis and metabolism in central nervous system, considering relationship to oxygen evolution
p036 A71-12531

Acetylcholine synthesis and metabolism in central nervous system, considering relationship to oxygen evolution
p036 A71-12531

Acetylcholine synthesis and metabolism in central nervous system, considering relationship to oxygen evolution
p036 A71-12531

Acetylcholine synthesis and metabolism in central nervous system, considering relationship to oxygen evolution
p036 A71-12531
Cholinergic activity and acetylcholine level during various physiological states, noting nonmediator action of acetylcholine

High motor stresses effects on muscle acetylcholine content, cholinesterase activity and localization, somatic contractions fusion and ponsal weakening

Cholinesterase activity and acetylcholine level dependence on adrenaline dose injected in heart during rats experimental myocardiodystrophy

Storage stability of human blood cholinesterases

Conversion of data from three serum cholinesterase assay methods

Effect of lithium and calcium ions on acetylcholinesterase activity of erythrocytes

Physiological effects of ionized air on mice

Chromosome mapping of Pasteurella pseudotuberculosis

Brain polyamines dissection and tryptophan elevation in immature rats and adult animals after L-dopa administration

Astronaut chromosome aberrations, presenting peripheral blood leukocytes cytogenetic tests for pre and post space flight

Specific banding patterns for identification and structural detection of human chromosomes, using differential staining method

Abdomen shielding effects on chromosome aberrations in bone marrow cells of guinea pigs and rats under gamma irradiation

Chromosomal aberrations in persons exposed to repeated occupational irradiation

Use of general purpose digital computers for analysis of biological structures and chromosomes

Chronic conditions

Chronic hypercapnia effects on oxygen affinity and p50 in bone marrow cells of guinea pigs and rats under gamma irradiation

Chronic acceleration effects on animals, considering growth rate, food intake, oxygen metabolism and life expectancy

Chromosome radiation injury preservation in generations of 1 ray irradiated cells of human diploid strains

Spaceflight effects on dry crepis capillaris seeds in five day orbit, showing chromosome rearrangements and increased mutagenic sensitivity

Chromosome mapping of Pasterella pseudotuberculosis by interrupted mating, indicating chromosome transfer in more than one linkage group

Anabana cylindrica alga chromosomes protein components, noting histone absence

Brain polymes dissection and tryptophan elevation in immature rats and adult animals after L-dopa administration

Astronaut chromosome aberrations, presenting peripheral blood leukocytes cytogenetic tests for pre and post space flight

Specific banding patterns for identification and structural detection of human chromosomes, using differential staining method

Abdomen shielding effects on chromosome aberrations in bone marrow cells of guinea pigs and rats under gamma irradiation

Chromosomal aberrations in persons exposed to repeated occupational irradiation

Use of general purpose digital computers for analysis of biological structures and chromosomes

Chronic conditions

Chronic hypercapnia effects on oxygen affinity and p50 in bone marrow cells of guinea pigs and rats under gamma irradiation

Chronic acceleration effects on animals, considering growth rate, food intake, oxygen metabolism and life expectancy

Chromosome radiation injury preservation in generations of 1 ray irradiated cells of human diploid strains

Spaceflight effects on dry crepis capillaris seeds in five day orbit, showing chromosome rearrangements and increased mutagenic sensitivity

Chromosome mapping of Pasterella pseudotuberculosis by interrupted mating, indicating chromosome transfer in more than one linkage group

Anabana cylindrica alga chromosomes protein components, noting histone absence

Brain polymes dissection and tryptophan elevation in immature rats and adult animals after L-dopa administration

Astronaut chromosome aberrations, presenting peripheral blood leukocytes cytogenetic tests for pre and post space flight

Specific banding patterns for identification and structural detection of human chromosomes, using differential staining method

Abdomen shielding effects on chromosome aberrations in bone marrow cells of guinea pigs and rats under gamma irradiation

Chromosomal aberrations in persons exposed to repeated occupational irradiation

Use of general purpose digital computers for analysis of biological structures and chromosomes

Chronic conditions

Chronic hypercapnia effects on oxygen affinity and p50 in bone marrow cells of guinea pigs and rats under gamma irradiation

Chronic acceleration effects on animals, considering growth rate, food intake, oxygen metabolism and life expectancy

Chromosome radiation injury preservation in generations of 1 ray irradiated cells of human diploid strains

Spaceflight effects on dry crepis capillaris seeds in five day orbit, showing chromosome rearrangements and increased mutagenic sensitivity

Chromosome mapping of Pasterella pseudotuberculosis by interrupted mating, indicating chromosome transfer in more than one linkage group

Anabana cylindrica alga chromosomes protein components, noting histone absence

Brain polymes dissection and tryptophan elevation in immature rats and adult animals after L-dopa administration

Astronaut chromosome aberrations, presenting peripheral blood leukocytes cytogenetic tests for pre and post space flight

Specific banding patterns for identification and structural detection of human chromosomes, using differential staining method

Abdomen shielding effects on chromosome aberrations in bone marrow cells of guinea pigs and rats under gamma irradiation

Chromosomal aberrations in persons exposed to repeated occupational irradiation

Use of general purpose digital computers for analysis of biological structures and chromosomes

Chronic conditions

Chronic hypercapnia effects on oxygen affinity and p50 in bone marrow cells of guinea pigs and rats under gamma irradiation

Chronic acceleration effects on animals, considering growth rate, food intake, oxygen metabolism and life expectancy

Chromosome radiation injury preservation in generations of 1 ray irradiated cells of human diploid strains

Spaceflight effects on dry crepis capillaris seeds in five day orbit, showing chromosome rearrangements and increased mutagenic sensitivity

Chromosome mapping of Pasterella pseudotuberculosis by interrupted mating, indicating chromosome transfer in more than one linkage group

Anabana cylindrica alga chromosomes protein components, noting histone absence

Brain polymes dissection and tryptophan elevation in immature rats and adult animals after L-dopa administration

Astronaut chromosome aberrations, presenting peripheral blood leukocytes cytogenetic tests for pre and post space flight

Specific banding patterns for identification and structural detection of human chromosomes, using differential staining method

Abdomen shielding effects on chromosome aberrations in bone marrow cells of guinea pigs and rats under gamma irradiation

Chromosomal aberrations in persons exposed to repeated occupational irradiation

Use of general purpose digital computers for analysis of biological structures and chromosomes

Chronic conditions

Chromosomal aberrations in persons exposed to repeated occupational irradiation

Use of general purpose digital computers for analysis of biological structures and chromosomes

Chronic conditions

Chromosomal aberrations in persons exposed to repeated occupational irradiation

Use of general purpose digital computers for analysis of biological structures and chromosomes

Chronic conditions

Chromosomal aberrations in persons exposed to repeated occupational irradiation

Use of general purpose digital computers for analysis of biological structures and chromosomes
CIRCUIT BOARDS

Circadian rhythm of light sensitivity in visual perception thresholds of men (AD-71806A) p0169 W71-16313
Circadian rhythms of psychological functions under different conditions p0217 W71-16906
Circadian rhythm of bodily functions and dependence of reaction time on duration of sleep p0217 W71-16907
Technical evaluation of circadian rhythm disturbances and flight crew performance p0219 W71-16916
Comparison of psychological and physiological aspects of circadian rhythm in male subjects (Kolo 717982) p0346 W71-23281
Daily optical temperature measurements for circadian rhythm analysis on human body (NASA-TT-P-13630) p0399 W71-24019
Relationship between diurnal and meal driven excretory patterns in human kidney during bed rest p0547 W71-33268
Diurnal variation in endocrine and adrenocortical systems during prolonged bed rest p0644 W71-36458

CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
Self instructing techniques for training in soldering printed circuit boards (AD-720308) p0436 W71-28186
Development of RFHEL telemetry system to low-duty cycle tone burst system (AD-726406) p0618 W71-35277

CIRCUITS
CT COUNTING CIRCUITS
CT DISCRIMINATORS
CT EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS
CT FEEDBACK CIRCUITS
CT INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
CT PRINTED CIRCUITS
CT RC CIRCUITS
CT TRANSITOR CIRCUITS

CIRCULAR CYLINDERS
Muscle contraction model under biological factors action, considering circular cylindrical vessel equilibrium under internal and external pressures p0466 W71-35616

CIRCULAR TUBES
Design and performance testing of arterial vick circular heat pipes for O&O-C spacecraft (AEME PAPER 71-49-26) p0478 W71-36393

CIRCULATION
CT ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION
CT BLOOD CIRCULATION
CT BRAIN CIRCULATION
CT CAROTID BLOODFLOW
CT CORONARY CIRCULATION
CT INTRAVASCULAR SYSTEM
CT ISCHEMIA
CT PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION
CT PULMONARY CIRCULATION

CIRCULATORY SYSTEM
CT ARTERIES
CT BLOOD VESSELS
CT CAPILLARIES (ANATOMY)
CT GLIOEYEBATS
CT VASCULAR SYSTEM
CT VEINS

Soviet book on blood hydrodynamics covering circulatory system structure, ideology and mathematical models, pulsating flows, concentration effects and mass transfer p0027 W71-11846
Respiratory and circulatory responses in anesthetized cats to medullary ventral surface perfusion with mock cerebrospinal fluid of varying K concentration or 2 percent procaine solution p0104 W71-15577
Cardiopulmonary and circulatory mechanisms, adaptation limits and response to aerospace flight stress p0204 W71-20720
Dynamic respiratory and circulatory responses to hypoxia in anesthetized dogs, recording oxygen partial pressures, heart rate, blood pressure, blood flows, respiratory rate, etc p0253 W71-23358

PULMONARY ARTERIAL SYSTEM IMPEDANCE AND TRANSMISSION PROPERTIES, NOTING HYPOXIA AND SEROTONIN INFUSION VASOCONSTRICTOR EFFECTS p0230 W71-25292
Cardiac output and arterial pressure control in presence or absence of functional nervous system, discussing dog experiments p0352 W71-27839
Circulatory fatigue during shift work, determining pulse rate/arterial intakc at two different loads on bicycle ergometer p0451 W71-34358
Noisy environment effects on circulatory, respiratory and metabolic parameters during physical exercise, measuring heart rate, systolic blood pressure, oxygen intake and respiratory quotient p0524 W71-38889
Dynamic characteristics of human respiratory and circulatory adaptation to muscular exercise, using systems analysis approach p0637 W71-43905
Circulating blood volume changes after lower body negative pressure exposure p0235 W71-19059
Medical examination of civil aviation flight personnel to determine predisposing factors for arteriosclerosis p0443 W71-28491

CIRCUMLUNAR TRAJECTORIES
Circumlunar space flight effects on spiderwort, dry seeds and onion bulbs germinating capacity, growth stimulation and chromosome rearrangements p0208 W71-21025
Circumlunar space flight effects on spiderwort, dry seeds and onion bulbs germinating capacity, growth stimulation and chromosome rearrangements p0533 W71-39605

CIVIL AVIATION
Civil aviation medicine practice, discussing airman certification for flight fitness, government regulations, accidents and carrier operations p0205 W71-20728
Psychoactive action caused by flying accident in group, discussing repercussions in civil and military aviation fields p0272 W71-24982
Boothenological analysis of paramenal misuses in civil aviators, studying facial cavities infection p0374 W71-29367
Psychosociological and medical evaluation of private pilots to promote flight safety p0374 W71-29367

Aircraft noise effect on hearing impairment of cockpit crews in civil aviation, using audiometric evaluation p0515 W71-38222
Flashning civil aviation lights history, progress and photometric characteristics, discussing navigation and landing aids p0580 W71-41489
Airlines procedures in conducting pilot training programs within ICAO recommendations and German regulations p0624 W71-43230
Evaluating current and future requirements and resources for pilots and mechanics in US civil aviation p0657 W71-37683

Civil aerospace medical activities in Germany p0588 W71-11187
Training of flight surgeons for civil aviation in Great Britain p0100 W71-13886
Senior aviation medical examiners conducting FAA first-class medical examinations (F-A-A-AR-71-38) p0657 W71-37683

CLASSIFICATIONS
CT HIERARCHIES
CT INDEXES (DOCUMENTATION)

Man machine systems classification, suggesting machine-only systems for decision making p0260 W71-23998
Binary classification reaction time and human performance in data processing using decision making experiments (AD-721199) p0429 W71-26885

CLAYS
Hydroponic plant cultivation with kermazit
CLOSED LOOP SYSTEMS


Microbiological ecology of manned space flights, exobiology, sterilization, and life support systems [JEPSS-53388] p0437 N71-28248

Cobalt 60 biological effects on human and animal resistance to infections, diseases and immunobiological reactivity p0437 N71-28249

Grain cereals as polyfunctional autotrophic components of closed ecological life support systems p0438 N71-28253

Evaporation and filtration systems for water management in manned space vehicles p0445 N71-28536


Electrical analogy model for ocean ecological system and measurement methods for phytoplankton production p0618 N71-35477

Design and components of closed-cycle life support system for extended manned space flights [J-727946] p0657 N71-37680

Water reclamation from human and other wastes for prolonged space flights p0658 N71-38645

CLOSED LOOP SYSTEMS OF FEEDBACK CONTROL

CLOTHS

U FABRICS

CLOTHING

NT BOOTS (FOOTWEAR) NT FLIGHT CLOTHING NT GEARMENTS NT GLOVES NT GOGGLES NT HELMETS NT PRESSURE SUITS NT PROTECTIVE CLOTHING NT SHOES NT SPACE SUITS NT SUITS

Digital simulation mathematical model describing simultaneous energy and mass transfer process in clothing-airspace-skin system p0027 A71-11606

Maximal sweat evaporative heat loss and permitted work load measurements as function of temperature and clothing insulation p0045 N71-36861

Zero gravity clothes washer utilizing principles of fluidics to provide washing action and reduction in number of components scale model [NASA-CR-116863] p0388 N71-24455

CLOUDS

NT CLOUDS (METEOROLOGY)

CLOUDS (METEOROLOGY) Optical effects observation by air traveler during takeoff, including haze or cloud droplet scattering, halos, shock wave shadows, shallow watercolors and twilight wedge p0372 A71-29350

COAGULATION

NT BLOOD COAGULATION

COASTAL ECOLOGY Evaluating scientific and engineering requirements for research related to coastal waste management [PB-195861] p0277 N71-19653

COATINGS

NT METAL COATINGS

NT PAINTS NT THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS Visual detection of stars in spacecraft environment, considering window cleanliness and antireflection coating effect on light scattering p0473 N71-36278

COBALT

NT COBALT 60

COBALT ISOTOPES NT COBALT 60

COBALT 60 Mouse Ehrlich ascites tumor cells, examining Co- 60 gamma ray influence in presence of radiosensitizing 5,8-dihydroxypyrrole p0180 A71-18953

Effects of gamma radiation on lifetime of red blood cells and bone marrow production in dogs exposed to cobalt 60 irradiation for two and one half years p0441 N71-28480

COCHLEA

Rodents bimodal cochlear microphonic response to high frequencies recorded from round window membrane p0016 A71-11346

Cochlear sensory epithelium and Corti organ degeneration after noise exposure in guinea pigs and cats, using scanning electron microscopy A71-1234 N71-12364

Inner ear basilar membrane motions estimation for lower hearing threshold, using nonlinear model p0036 A71-12476

Cochlear nerve fibers detect two tone inhibition as signal suppression inherent to bandwidth nonlinearities, using modified analog model and mathematical analysis p0120 A71-16280

Cochlear auditory patterns degrees of freedom along spatial axis, considering displacement of basilar membrane and mechanical coupling p0120 A71-16281

Cochlear/vestibular apparatus, ganglion cells, spiral roots and nerve trunk damage from ionizing radiation based on neural elements transirradiation in neoplasms p0273 A71-25039

Direct electrical stimulation of muscular tensor tympani on click elicited responses in cochlea and cochlear nucleus p0351 A71-27832

Repetitive stimulation effects on auditory evoked potentials in cochlear nucleus, inferior colliculus and medical geniculate body of unanesthetized cats p0367 A71-28892

Acoustic nerve, cochlear nucleus and superior olivary complex central projection, investigating ascending auditory system organization p0379 A71-30255

Cochlear nucleus and posterior clivus neurons impulse activity due to tonal signals in anesthetized cats auditory system p0425 A71-33899

Physiological mechanisms of human auditory attention, measuring changes in cerebral cortex averaged evoked potential and cochlear nerve response p0466 A71-35575

Intracochlear electric potential of anesthetized cats recorded with potassium filled glass micropipets, determining magnitude and phase of responses p0533 A71-39768

Neuronal responses of bat cochlear nuclei to ultrasonic stimuli [JPRS-54133] p0648 N71-36487

COCKPIT SIMULATORS

Flight crew training ground school programs, featuring automated instruction in cockpit classroom with audio visual machines [S9E PAPER 710478] p0355 A71-28343

Evaluation of transfer of training effectiveness for two cockpit simulators differing greatly in physical fidelity and cost [AD-71343] p0162 N71-14683

COCKPITS

Jet aircraft flight decks pressurization, tobacco smoking and carbon monoxide levels, discussing potential dangers p0252 A71-23247

Anthropometry for aircraft cockpit and pressure suit design compatible with mission requirements p0311 A71-26115

Aircraft pilot thermal environment, thermal comfort and cockpit air conditioning [ARC-CP-10949] p0220 N71-17096

Anthropomorphic data update for man-model used in cockpit geometry evaluation programs for evaluation of flight crew interaction and compatibility with crew stations [AD-7163] p0279 N71-19018

A-102
Cockpit geometry evaluation program for computer simulation of flight crew physical compatibility with crew stations based on anthropometric and environmental data for man-model movements [AD-716397] p0279 A71-19819

CODING

Three phase code transformation task reliability and correlation, representing general/factor analytic intellectual abilities and personality characteristics p0527 A71-39073

CODING

MT SIGNAL ENCODING

Visual search performance as function of color coding for information location tested on aeronautical charts p0055 A71-34703

Presentation modality as encoding variable in short term memory, obtaining mean recall score as function of trials p0622 A71-43113

Coding related to speed and accuracy of recall [AD-716430] p0166 A71-15929

Encoding function of neuropsychological syndromes [AD-720525] p0399 A71-26196

COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION

Horizontal static forces exerted by men standing in common working positions on various surfaces including coefficients of friction between different floor and shoe materials [AD-720525] p0399 A71-26196

COEFFICIENTS

ST COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION

ST CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

ST DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT

ST HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

COELEGIBS

Acetyl-coenzyme A synthetase in aerobic yeast cells localization in mitochondrial fraction by density gradients p0384 A71-31003

COGNITION

Redundancy information effect on human performance is forced pace cognitive tasks under overload stimulus presentation rates p0424 A71-33679

Human violent exercise burst effect on cognitive task, noting mild hypoxia irrelevance to skills decrements p0465 A71-35436

Human cognition, involving man machine interaction situations [AD-716459] p0277 A71-19605

Directional cognition in two-dimensional space of children from 3 to 8 years old [JLL-955-6354] p0348 A71-23774

COHERENCE COEFFICIENT

Multiple acoustic evoked responses coherence time course using mathematical correlation and Fourier transforms p0136 A71-16922

COHERENT ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION

ST COHERENT LIGHT

Light flux spatial coherence in visual reception, considering adventure spots perception as point light source p0576 A71-41065

COHERENT RADIATION

ST COHERENT LIGHT

COHERENT SOUND

U SOUND WAVES

COHERENT SOURCES

U RADIATION SOURCES

COHERENT AIRCRAFT

U AIR-24 AIRCRAFT

COLD ACCLIMATIZATION

Shivering and heat polypnea threshold temperature shift in guinea pig, considering thermal adaptation under cold environment exposure p0090 A71-18250

Muscular heat production effect on contraction during cold adaptation tests p0134 A71-16806

Chemical thermoregulation muscular electricity activity during shivering and thermoregulation tonus change after cold adaptation, discussing oxygen consumption rise p0134 A71-16806

COLD WEATHER

Tests

Sympathetic nervous system in short term adaptation to cold, observing oxygen consumption, urinary noradrenaline proportion and excretion p0268 A71-24486

Thyroideectomy and cold adaptation effects on hibernating hamsters thermoregulation and heat transfer coefficient p0454 A71-34698

Skeletal muscles shivering thermogenesis during cold adaptation, investigating thermoregulation effects on organ and system heat production p0489 A71-36695

Tissular and cellular biological resistance as indices for organism resistance to acute effects, noting increase due to muscular training and cold adaptation p0528 A71-19619

Altitude and cold acclimatization effects on human basal heart rate, blood pressure, respiration and breathing p0566 A71-40309

Cold pressor response tests under altitude acclimatization and simultaneous hypoxic acclimatization and cold in man p0586 A71-14131

Elevated basal metabolism in man under simultaneous altitude hypoxia and cold acclimatization p0629 A71-44239

Hygiene and clinical physiology of men living in Antarctica [JIPS-52579] p0327 A71-21088

Physical training, cold adaptation, and adaptogen pharmacetics for increased physiological stress resistance in rats p0550 A71-33454

COLD TOLERANCE

Skin temperature and metabolism changes magnitude, duration and variability in acclimatized male subjects during cold stress p0337 A71-12836

Hippalactic tolerance to low body temperatures, discussing limits to spontaneous unassisted recovery and recovery assisted with reanimation and resuscitation procedures p0188 A71-19523

Halophilic bacteria growth in freeze-thaw environment, investigating cooling and warming rates and solute concentrations p0239 A71-22131

Cold environment exposure effect on nose resistance to infection with Klebsiella pneumonise p0418 A71-33115

Human temperature tolerance during exposure to hot and cold environments, using skin temperature as indicator p0477 A71-36875

Convective and conductive heat loss analysis of underwater swimmers and divers exercising in cold water p0489 A71-36892

Wind tunnel tests with human subjects to determine effects of whole body and bare hand cooling at high wind speeds which might be encountered in air-to-air rescue operations [AD-715976] p0279 A71-19913

Establishment of relationship between skin temperature and ability to tolerate cold and hot environments for human subjects [PAH-AB-71-14] p0391 A71-24748

COLD WATER

Arterial blood and muscle lactates in cold water swimming rats indicating reduced circulation and respiration rates p0487 A71-36875

and resuscitation procedures discussing limits to spontaneous unassisted recovery and recovery assisted with reanimation and resuscitation procedures p0188 A71-19523

COLD WEATHER

Cold climate clothed human windchill tables, considering various heat transfer rates and skin temperature conditions p0253 A71-23360

COLD WEATHER TESTS

Thraumatic vasospastic disease in forest workers with Raynaud phenomena, considering cold vasodilation and occupational vibration vasocostriction by finger blood circulation tests p0132 A71-16616

Cold pressor response tests under altitude acclimatization and simultaneous hypoxic acclimatization and cold in man
COMPOSITE MATERIALS

Elastic behavior of bone as two phase composite material, using ultrasonically measured hydroxyapatite moduli
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/BHP-3] p0089 A71-14110

COMPOSITES

U COMPOSITE MATERIALS

COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)

NT ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
NT BODY COMPOSITION (BIOLOGIC)
NT CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION
NT CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
NT GAS COMPOSITION
NT METABOLIC COMPOSITION
NT MOISTURE CONTENT

COMPRESSION AIR

Alveolar nitrogen and carbon dioxide tensions changes during compressed air narcosis in constant oxygen partial pressure
p0206 A71-20818

COMPRESSION GAS

NT EYES PRESSURE OXYGEN

COMPRESSION LOADS

NT IMPACT LOADS

U COMPRESSION TESTS

COMPRESSION TESTS

Cancellous bones mechanical properties from compression testing of human femora, vertebrae and cranial bones
[ASIA PAPER 71-111] p0155 A71-18561

COMPUTER COMPONENTS

NT COMPUTER GRAPHICS

Computer operators activity analysis, suggesting computer center layout
p0104 A71-15847

COMPUTER DESIGN

Phonocardiographic preprocessor using breadboard circuit consisting of full wave rectifier with simple resistance capacity filtering

COMPUTER GRAPHICS

Computerized human body anatomical geometrical model with life size skeleton and organs scaling for radiation dosage analyses in space missions
p0102 A71-15282

Hemoscope for communications between operator and machine during biological image studies
p0156 A71-18696

Computer generated buffered displays for psychological experiments involving interception, tracking, steering, memory and calculation tasks
p0563 A71-40136

Use of computers for man machine modeling status and plans
[AD-711638] p0046 N71-10880

Computer synthesis for classifying natural shapes and patterns including leaves
[AD-713163] p0163 N71-14833

Phonocardiographic preprocessor using breadboard circuit consisting of full wave rectifier with simple resistance capacity filtering

COMPUTER METHODS

U COMPUTER PROGRAMS

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

NT ON-LINE PROGRAMMING

Analog/hybrid programming of stimulus sequence for cardiac excitation study
p0101 A71-15166

Machine learning of structural descriptions from examples
[AD-713988] p0169 N71-16285

Feasibility of computerized bacterial identification

Computerized positron scanning of short-lived radioisotopes for studies of pulmonary physiology and blood flow in other organs
[NTI-3937-2] p0289 N71-20615

COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Heart rhythm coordinate curves for continuous EKG analysis using digital computer
p0014 A71-11153

Computer differential analysis of cardiac rhythm irregularities involving comparison of EKG RR intervals
p0015 A71-11154

Manual tracking systems identification and real time display, developing software system

SUBJECT INDEX

Cardiovascular system blood flow mathematical model parameter optimization by simulation on hybrid computer, using OPTTRAN program
p0019 A71-11437

Computerization of medical records of ophthalmology clinic
p0027 A71-11007

Total impedance plethysmography boundary value problems, developing computer program based on Jacobi iterative method
p0075 A71-12993

p0155 A71-18690

Computer applications in analysis of biological structures, considering tissues, cells, chromosomes, proteins and lipids
p0156 A71-18691

Cytophotometric method using digital computer program and scanning microscope
p0156 A71-18694

Follow-up scanning system input of microobject data with mass computer analysis, noting karyotype or blood formula applications
p0156 A71-18698

Probable solar flare doses on interplanetary mission calculated by MCPARE computer program using Monte Carlo methods
p0427 A71-22009

Hybrid computer program for data reduction or on-line analysis of magnetograms during closed loop experiment involving visual and/or vestibular function
p0373 A71-29359

Computerized assistance in EEG analysis and interpretation, describing computer program for time and effort reduction in EEG reporting
p0411 A71-32409

Red blood cell image hologram reconstruction and superresolution based on coherent physical optics, using computer program
p0466 A71-35586

Computer program for pattern recognition of pronamic solids
[AD-712069] p0056 N71-11775

Component specifications and computer program for intermediate water recovery system on manned spacecraft
[NASA-CR-114961] p0337 N71-22514

Computer program for storage and processing of available data on spacecraft waste control and description of search and retrieval capabilities

Volume 3

Heuristic decision making programs for man machine systems
p0503 N71-30872

Analog computer program and display device for detecting arrhythmias signals during electrocardiography
[AD-711039] p0535 N71-31612

COMPUTER SIMULATION

U COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION

COMPUTER TECHNIQUES

Multiple sensor heart rate telemetry using automatic data acquisition and management in squirrel ecology
p0190 A71-19626

Correlation and spectrum analysis of simultaneous EEG data in mono and dizygotic twins using computer and FFT algorithms
p0205 A71-20746

EEG analyzer voltage peaks recording on computer, using digital readout for simultaneous initial and terminal stage markings
p0210 A71-21446

Computer aided statistical model of visual evoked potential in man as normality criterion for pathological indicator
p0220 A71-21446

Digital computer analysis of orthogonal ECG and VCG from patients with myocardial infarction
p0231 A71-32937

Computer analysis for normal ranges of orthogonal lead ECG parameters derived from modified axial lead systems
CONDITIONING (LEARNING)

CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION)

COMPUTERS

U CONDITIONING (LEARNING)

CONDITIONED RESPONSES

U CONDITIONING (LEARNING)

Conditioned reflexes in cats with mesencephalic reticular formation subject to food-signaling acoustic stimulation

Interhemispherical synthesis of conditioned reflex motor reactions at different running angles in mice

Temporary connection of neurons in visual and associative cortical regions of hemispheres in cats

Cortical vestibular projection zones in formation of conditioned reflexes and spatial orientation of cats

Behaviorally induced hypertension in squirrel monkey following conditioned key-pressing response schedules

Human behavior during machine control learning, modeling habit development as automatic control system

High intensity sonic boom effects on heart rate of dogs, noting conditioning benefit

Reward magnitude effects on runway performance of rats with intertrial feeding

Visual pattern perception learning, recognition upon subsequent encountering and unfavorable conditions

Relevant cue placement effects in concept identification tasks exploiting enforced verbal encoding

Human conditioned reflexes to time and EEG responses under acute hypoxia

Globus pallidus damage in cats, investigating effects on conditioned motor reflexes, learning and memory

Rhesus monkeys concurrent avoidance and appetitive behavior patterns with counter discontinuities in shock proximity indicator tests

Conditioned reflexes developed by prolonged training in two genetic strains of mice during adaptation to altitude hypoxia

Conditioned auditory reflex behavior in rats under influence of acceleration, noting ontogenetic effects

Sense organs conditioned reflex and physiology, investigating mechanisms and functional localization of discrimination function and differentiating inhibition

Radio telemetry stimulator for conditioning large animals by applying high voltage short duration.

SUBJECT INDEX

p0469 N71-30401
Computerized simulation of cerebral neuron pattern recognition model

p0501 N71-30811
Computerized simulation of man machine systems

p0655 N71-37664
Algorithmic simulation of ergatic systems for designing operator-control systems

p0655 N71-37666

p0412 171-32529
Radio telemetry stimulator for conditioning large animals by applying high voltage short duration.

p0446 A71-35354
Higher nervous activity physiology, discussing induction, protective and conditioned inhibition mechanisms in cerebrum and electrophysiological indices

p0643 A71-35359
Direct and reverse conditioned connections including defense reflexes, response to indifferent stimuli and electrophysiological manifestations

p0643 A71-35360
Bioelectrical aspects of conditioned reflex activity, discussing changes in cortex background, cortical and cerebral biopotentials and alpha-theta depression reactions

p0643 A71-35362
Physiochemical aspects of conditioned reflexes, including membrane mechanisms, effectiveness of synapses, mediation processes, ribonucleotides function and subcellular structures dynamics

p0644 A71-35364
Conditioned reflex activity, demonstrating development of individual signals system interrelation

p0644 A71-35365
Stimulus control during conditional discrimination development at various training stages, using two key situation and two visual dimensions

p0646 A71-35499
Conditioned motor reactions characterizing higher nervous activity, using logarithmic method

p0513 A71-37447
Instrumental-learning of cardiovascular and visceral responses and behavioral, physiological and biochemical consequences in relation to psychosomatic therapy

p0533 A71-39548
Incentive goal and extensive stimulation experience effects on proportion increase of hypothalamic electrode sites yielding elicited eating and drinking behavior

p0573 A71-60706
Auditory stimulus conditioning of human skin resistance responses on escape-avoidance schedule

p0605 A71-62862
Long term adaptation of pursuit rotor performance to impulsive acoustic stimulation

[AD-715289]
p0227 N71-18363

p0463 A71-35362
Physicochemical aspects of conditioned reflexes, including membrane mechanisms, effectiveness of synapses, mediation processes, ribonucleotides function and subcellular structures dynamics

p0464 A71-35364
Conditioned reflex activity, demonstrating development of individual signals system interrelation

p0464 A71-35365
Stimulus control during conditional discrimination development at various training stages, using two key situation and two visual dimensions

p0646 A71-35499
Conditioned motor reactions characterizing higher nervous activity, using logarithmic method

p0513 A71-37447
Instrumental-learning of cardiovascular and visceral responses and behavioral, physiological and biochemical consequences in relation to psychosomatic therapy

p0533 A71-39548
Incentive goal and extensive stimulation experience effects on proportion increase of hypothalamic electrode sites yielding elicited eating and drinking behavior

p0573 A71-60706
Auditory stimulus conditioning of human skin resistance responses on escape-avoidance schedule

p0605 A71-62862
Long term adaptation of pursuit rotor performance to impulsive acoustic stimulation

[AD-715289]
p0227 N71-18363

CONDUCTIVITY

Hysterometric curve analysis by conductometric granulometric method

p0156 A71-18692

CONDUCTORS

p0181 171-19514
Human conditioned reflexes to time and EEG responses under acute hypoxia

p0215 A71-21970
Globus pallidus damage in cats, investigating effects on conditioned motor reflexes, learning and memory

p0267 A71-24666
Rhesus monkeys concurrent avoidance and appetitive behavior patterns with counter discontinuities in shock proximity indicator tests

p0274 A71-25136
Conditioned reflexes developed by prolonged training in two genetic strains of mice during adaptation to altitude hypoxia

p0402 A71-31248
Conditioned auditory reflex behavior in rats under influence of acceleration, noting ontogenetic effects

p0403 A71-31249
Sense organs conditioned reflex and physiology, investigating mechanisms and functional localization of discrimination function and differentiating inhibition

p0412 A71-32529
Radio telemetry stimulator for conditioning large animals by applying high voltage short duration.

[NASA-CR-60169]
Computerized simulation of cerebral neuron pattern recognition model

[AD-722651]
Computerized simulation of man machine systems

[JPBS-54171]
Algorithmic simulation of ergatic systems for designing operator-control systems

[NASA-CASE-XMS-09571]

[171-11053]
CONDUCTORS

[171-11330]

[171-1309-3]
SUBJECT INDEX
HYPERCARDIAL blood flow and oxidative metabolism in cyanotic congenital heart disease patients, using lactate/pyruvate ratios and coronary sinus catheterization.

CONTINUOUS NOISE
Mann and recovery function for temporary threshold shifts produced by extended exposure to simulated armored vehicle. [AD-7177232] p0290 A71-21041

CONTINUOUS RADIATION
Q switched and continuous laser collimated radiation exposure limits for eye cornea and skin, discussing environmental contamination. [AD-255 A71-23-414] p0255 A71-23-414

EXPOSURE time and power effects of CW Ar laser damage to rabbit iris, comparing with pulsed ruby laser effects. p0273 A71-25076

CONTINUOUS WAVES
Q CONTINUOUS RADIATION

COUPLING Effects on brightness paradox, investigating contrast and perception of luminance gradients in space by constant sum estimation method p0091 A71-14377

CONTRACTION
Cardiac cells contractile activity control with frequency dependent self regulatory mechanism. p0356 A71-28383

CONTRAST
NT IMAGE CONTRAST
NT PHASE CONTRAST

Contrast effects in loudness judgments, using category scale and maximally extensive number response language. p0622 A71-43111

Television display and artificial background for showing effects of contrast and motion on target detection. [AD-722407] p0946 A71-29685

CONTROL BOARDS
Operator performance and control panel layout for discontinuous tasks based on sequence of use, functional grouping, and location by frequency and importance [AD-727791] p0656 A71-30756

CONTROL DEVICES
Q CONTROL EQUIPMENT

CONTROL EQUIPMENT

CONTROL EQUIPMENT

CONTROL PRESSURE REGULATORS

NT TELEOPERATORS
Optical simulation study to determine manual instrumentation for pilot control of lunar flying vehicle [NASA-TN-D-5983] p0114 A71-12334

Design and characteristics of artificial heart control system [NASA-TN-D-6171] p0223 A71-17593

Control analysis of regenerative spacecraft cabin atmosphere system for earth orbiting manned missions of up to 1 year duration [NASA-TN-D-6139] p0397 A71-26019

CONTROL PANELS

CONTROL ROOMS

CONTROL SIMULATION
Human temperature control computer simulation, considering sudomotor, vasomotor and metabolic as error signals from hypothalamic and cutaneous thermoreceptors. p0189 A71-19585

Optical simulation study to determine manual instrumentation for pilot control of lunar flying vehicle [NASA-TN-D-5983] p0114 A71-12334

Mathematical functional model for carotid blood pressure control system. [AD-717847] p0330 A71-22161

CONTROL STABILITY
Discrete control input system oscillations, resembling eye pupil diameter changes, hand tremors and aising fluctuations during rifle sighting experiments. p0305 A71-25166

CONTROL THEORY
Central nervous system self regulating properties.
analysis by automatic control theory, using
parasitic functional model of brain electrical
activity
Electronic circuitry for trainable systems with
application to control and recognition functions
[AD-721737] p0400 W1-28358
CONTROLLABILITY
Aircraft handling rating scales efficiency, noting
difficulty in understanding and interpreting pilot
opinion
 Maneuverability and controllability of dolphins
compared to performance characteristics of mammals
underwater vehicles p0331 W1-22209
CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERES
MT CABIN ATMOSPHERES
MT SPACECRAFT CABIN ATMOSPHERES
Carbon dioxide concentration control in sealed
chamber with animals during atmosphere
regeneration by Chlorella
Intensive Chlorella cultivation for controlling
toxic gaseous contaminants in atmosphere
Endogenous short period rhythms in rotational
movements of unfallot leaves of Phaseolus
angularis Night grown under controlled
environmental conditions
Blue-green algae survival or growth ability tests
under simulated Precambrian atmospheric conditions
p037a W1-22476
Circadian development of rectal and cutaneous
temperature in man while resting in controlled
environment
 [NASA-TF-P-13400] p038a W1-10495
Human sleep patterns during prolonged exposure to
hyperbaric nitrogen saturated atmosphere
[AD-71671] p008b W1-10723
Life support system for Sea-Bed Observation
Laboratory
[AD-71283] p0116 W1-12347
Automatic fire protection system for manned
hyperbaric chamber
[AD-71286] p0116 W1-12348
Toxicology of human and animal waste products and
by-products in controlled atmospheres of closed
ecological systems - literature review
[NASA-TF-P-634] p028b W1-20949
Stability of molecular sieve as regenerable carbon
dioxide and water absorber in closed controlled
atmospheres
[AD-71678] p029c W1-20629
Design and performance of mass spectrometer system
for atmosphere control in manned space station
simulator
p029a W1-20968
Aerosol behavior and filtration in high pressure
environments
[AD-71773] p0332 W1-22555
Human fluid balance in artificial environments, and
influence of ambient temperature, water vapor
pressure, total barometric pressure, wind velocity,
and atmospheric gas composition
[NASA-CR-11977] p039a W1-25000
Gas composition, electrical ignition hazards, and
combustion products from fire resistant material
in diving atmospheres
[AD-72035] p0396 W1-25925
Humidity control, carbon dioxide removal, and oxygen
regeneration in cabin atmosphere during prolonged
manned space flight
p044c W1-20532
Identification and control of contaminants in
spacecraft cabin atmospheres
[AD-72160] p048a W1-28534
Carbon monoxide purity standards for gas breathing
apparatus of divers and toxic hazards under
controlled hyperbaric atmospheres
[AD-72160] p048a W1-28534
Long term hyperoxygen exposure effects on human
respiratory physiology
[JPRS-53312] p048a W1-30150
Research methods for investigating infectious
disease in manned space flight without human
exposure

CONTROLERS
MT SENSORMECHANISMS
Effects of display gain and signal bandwidth on
visual sources of human controller remnant
[AD-72709] p0650 W1-36500
CONVAIR MILITARY AIRCRAFT
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT
CONVECTION
MT FREE CONVECTION
CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
Physiological effects of heat exchange between human
organisms and ambient medium by evaporation,
radiation, conduction and convection
Direct measurement of convective heat transfer
coefficient by realizing proportionality to
sublimation rate of naphthalene ball near body
surface
Thermal shock physiological effects, determining
skin-air convective heat exchange coefficient
Convective heat exchange coefficient determination
for human body immersed in turbulent water flow,
using fractional calorimetry
Respiratory aspects of hyperbaric thermal
environments, considering heat exchange by
convection
Convective and conductive heat loss analysis of
underwater swimmers and divers exercising in cold
water
CONVERSATION
Intelligence, speed, and conversational ability of
dolphins
CONVERSION TABLES
Conversion of data from three serum cholinesterase
assay methods
p0043 W1-10449
Human factors engineering manual including
mathematical formulas, nomographs, conversion
tables, units of measurement, and nomenclatures
p037g W1-25943
CONVEYORPLANEs
U V/STOL AIRCRAFT
CONVULSIONS
Protective brain function in epileptic convulsive
seizures during sonic stimulation in rats
Acoustic priming of audiogenic seizures in mice,
noting high susceptibility to convulsions under
intense sound
Audioconditioned convulsive response /ACCB/
characterization, investigating age, auditory
conditioning and environmental noise effects on
sound-induced seizures in mice
Cortical and subcortical electrical activity during
electrically and drug induced convulsive seizures
in cats, correlating with spinal monosynaptic
reflex variations
EEG study of hyperoxemic convulsions in Macacus
nemestrinus and Papio primates, considering
preventive effect of Diazepam and derivatives
Vibration induced paroxysmal and cardiovascular
hazards during patients transport to hospital by
air or ambulance, discussing therapeutic and
preventive treatments
COOLING
MT AIR COOLING
MT EVAPORATIVE COOLING
MT LIQUID COOLING
MT SWEAT COOLING
Body heat loss in water immersion, using heat
transfer model
Local cooling effects on responsiveness of muscular
and cutaneous arteries and veins in dogs, noting
blood flow redistribution
COOLING SYSTEMS

Human legs thermal response during cooling for refrigeration anaesthesia, deriving analytical model for temperature level prediction as function of time

Physiological effects of cooling measured by men wearing air and water cooling garment under external heat loads or large metabolic heat stress

Finger freezing time correlation with cooling rate, discussing effects of indeterminate skin supercooling

Heat removal from space suit, discussing anatomic and physiological features suitable for cooling

Physiological responses to head and neck vs trunk and leg cooling under hyperthermic stress

COOLING SYSTEMS

Specular reflecting passive radiators for synchronous satellite radiation detectors cooling

[ASME PAPER 71-AV-30] p0478 A71-36397

Cooling system and thermal balance data for long duration operation of space station simulator

Comparison of water, convective air, and reversed air flow cooled suits for body temperature thermoregulation in high temperature environments

[PPAC-1307] p0497 A71-30127

COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS

Mathematical model for perpendicular coordinate transformation from pattern to sensation in central visual field

COORDINATION

Human fingers coordination during teletype operation, examining temporal characteristics

Eye-head coordination in monkeys by recordings from neck and eye muscles, noting central neural command role

Coordination structure of human hand arbitrary movements during stimulation of horizontal semicircular canals in vestibular apparatus by negative angular acceleration

Coordination of human voluntary movements during space flights

[JPBS-51899] p0160 A71-14625

CORNEAL SISTElS

U AIRCRAFT PILOTS

COROILIS EFFECT

Coriolis vestibular reaction testing of pilot trainees, evaluating brief vestibular disorientation test validity and reliability at 10 and 15 rpm test conditions

Coriolis effects on endolymph shift direction in semicircular canals of man under rotation with head movements in sagittal plane, involving nystagmus and illusionary sensations

Phase lag in periodic Coriolis star nystagmus between Coriolis input and corresponding ocular component in cats

Soviet book on vestibular reactions covering functional relationship between stimulus parameters and labyrinth nonauditory part, adaptation to Coriolis forces and response to ionizing radiation

Gross locomotion and cargo handling in simulated artificial gravity environments, studying effects of Coriolis forces, angular accelerations, ocular-vestibular stimuli and traction variations

[AIABA PAPER 71-886] p0481 A71-36636

Coriolis forces influence on rotating spacecraft design, estimating relationships between coriolis force, artificial g, rotational radius and speed and velocity of motion

[AIABA PAPER 71-889] p0482 A71-36638

Habituation and suppression of vestibulo-ocular vertical angular responses to Coriolis stimulation in pentathlet athletes, comparing to pilots and airman trainees

p0585 A71-41826

SUBJECT INDEX

Correlation coefficients between sensitivity thresholds of cupula-endolymphatic system to angular and Coriolis accelerations with human resistance to motion sickness

Human adaptation to Coriolis and linear accelerations, investigating habituation effect

Coriolis acceleration effect on human organism from optic functions and retinal haemodynamics study

Examining dynamics of changes in suprachordolic nucus of hypothalamus in rats exposed to transverse accelerations

Evaluation of human vestibular tolerance by Coriolis acceleration test

Vector analysis for estimating acceleration forces affecting human receptors in semicircular canals during rotation

Studying oculogravic illusion and Coriolis effect as causes of disorientation in aerospace flight

Unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine /UDMH/ effect on canine blood coagulation, blood-aqueous barrier and cornea

Laser ocular effects, discussing corneal /retinal/ lens damage, thresholds and application to clinical opthalmological problems

TV monitoring and digital data recording of human corneal reflection during voluntary eye movements, considering visual perception studies application

Illumination level effect on corneal-retinal potential and electro-oculography /EOG/ recording

Mathematical analysis of eye transparency, discussing light scattering from normal corneal stroma, swollen opaque corneas and cataractous lens

Corneal transparency in metabolic activity absence, using acid mucopolysaccharide depletion and prolonged gamma irradiation

Q switched and continuous laser collimated radiation exposure limits for eye cornea and skin, discussing environmental contamination

Corneal-retinal potential as generator of cephalic alpha rhythm in human electroencephalogram modulated at 10 Hz by tremor in extraocular muscles

HP signals adaptation dependence from human cornea potential measurements by presenting narrow band chromatic stimuli to subjects under photopic, mesopic and scotopic adaptation conditions

Human eye theoretical model with aspherical cornea front and lens back surfaces, computing astigmatism, coma, meridional and sagittal focal lengths by ray tracing method

CORONARY CIRCULATION

Eating and digestion effects on conscious dog coronary and visceral vasoreactivity

Coronary artery heart disease detection in aircraft pilots to age 45 during physical examinations

Coronary sclerosis morphology, discussing myocardium microcirculation disturbances

Human coronary arteries fibronyltytic activity, considering histochemical and quantitative methods for arteriosclerosis and occlusion investigations

Coronary perfusion pressure, heart performance and homeometric autoregulation in intact dogs

ECG changes and coronary risk of acquired bundle branch block in healthy population
Cinearteriographically demonstrated coronary artery disease severity correlation with myocardial blood flow response to treadmill exercise or isoproterenol infusion

Acceleration effects on aortic, coronary and carotid flows in dogs

Cardiovascular responses of hypoxic hypoxia in mongrels with catecholamine-induced coronary dilation

Coronary blood flow measurements during strenuous upright exercise, using nitrous oxide method

Heart rate and diastolic inflow coronary resistance extravascular component, discussing heart artificial stimulation and pharmacological axial dilation effects

Coronary hemodynamic responses to postural changes in hemorrhaged dogs involving head-up and head-down tilts

Coronary blood flow regulation, discussing local and remote control mechanisms and disturbance effects due to obstructive arteriosclerosis

Sitting and supine position effect on exercise tolerance, heart rate, systolic pressure and respiration rate in male subjects with coronary insufficiency, noting onset of angina pectoris

Systemic arterial blood pressure response to chronic, high altitude and hypoxia effects

Coronary blood flow response to acute and chronic hypoxia, observing vascular smooth muscle relaxation relation to released adenosine

Coronary vasculature development under hypoxia and pulmonary hypertension as possible cause of right ventricle phasic flow contour changes

High altitude acclimatized humans, noting decreased coronary blood flow and increased oxygen extraction

Short term high altitude exposure, determining coronary blood flow reduction relationship to cardiac output and stroke volume

Myocardial ischemia and necrosis without major coronary arteries obstruction, investigating possible deranged hemoglobin-oxygen transport

Myocardial ischemia observations, utilizing morphologic and pathophysiological correlations with cinecoronary arteriography, left ventriculography and hemodynamic examination

Concealed and supernormal atrioventricular conduction data, using His bundle electrogram recordings

Atrialventricular and intraventricular conduction disturbances in acute myocardial infarction, discussing heart block

Coronary arteries congenital lesions, discussing major, minor and secondary anomalies relationship to cardiac malformations

Physiologic and pathologic cardiomegaly, noting myocardial blood flow oxygen uptake and lengthening and widening of coronary vessels

Patients with selective cine coronary arteriography, statistically correlating vectorcardiographic diagnoses of myocardial infaracts with changes in arteries

Acute fatal nontraumatic collapse during physical exertion due to circulatory diseases

Diastolic heart sounds and filling waves in coronary artery disease, relating graphic abnormalities and clinical, arteriographic and hemodynamic findings

Right and left heart and pulmonary blood volume determination, using radiocardiogram and analog computer analysis

Coronary blood flow at increased arterial carbonic acid partial pressure, noting induced hypercapnia

Coronary dilating substances of low molecular weight separated through dialysis from hypothalamic protein carriers

Myocardial blood flow and oxidative metabolism in cyanotic congenital heart disease patients, using lactate/pyruvate ratios and coronary sinus catheterization

Midystolic clicks and papillary muscle dysfunction evidence in arteriosclerotic heart disease from ECG, carotid pulse tracing and phonocardiography

Preclinical coronary heart disease detection by near maximal treadmill exercise ECG

Cardiac arrest or arrhythmia due to coronary arteriosclerosis in young aviator, examining causes, prevention and predictive measures

CORPOCULAR RADIATION

Corticon steroids

Diastolic heart sounds and filling waves in coronary artery disease, relating graphic abnormalities and clinical, arteriographic and hemodynamic findings

Right and left heart and pulmonary blood volume determination, using radiocardiogram and analog computer analysis

Coronary blood flow at increased arterial carbonic acid partial pressure, noting induced hypercapnia

Coronary dilating substances of low molecular weight separated through dialysis from hypothalamic protein carriers

Myocardial blood flow and oxidative metabolism in cyanotic congenital heart disease patients, using lactate/pyruvate ratios and coronary sinus catheterization

Midystolic clicks and papillary muscle dysfunction evidence in arteriosclerotic heart disease from ECG, carotid pulse tracing and phonocardiography

Preclinical coronary heart disease detection by near maximal treadmill exercise ECG

Cardiac arrest or arrhythmia due to coronary arteriosclerosis in young aviator, examining causes, prevention and predictive measures

CORPUSCULAR RADIATION

Corticon steroids

Diastolic heart sounds and filling waves in coronary artery disease, relating graphic abnormalities and clinical, arteriographic and hemodynamic findings

Right and left heart and pulmonary blood volume determination, using radiocardiogram and analog computer analysis

Coronary blood flow at increased arterial carbonic acid partial pressure, noting induced hypercapnia

Coronary dilating substances of low molecular weight separated through dialysis from hypothalamic protein carriers

Myocardial blood flow and oxidative metabolism in cyanotic congenital heart disease patients, using lactate/pyruvate ratios and coronary sinus catheterization

Midystolic clicks and papillary muscle dysfunction evidence in arteriosclerotic heart disease from ECG, carotid pulse tracing and phonocardiography

Preclinical coronary heart disease detection by near maximal treadmill exercise ECG

Cardiac arrest or arrhythmia due to coronary arteriosclerosis in young aviator, examining causes, prevention and predictive measures
Cosmic Radiation

Seasonal factors effect on white rat hypophysial-adrenal cortex system functioning by flurometric
determination of peripheral blood corticosterone
test
p0186 A71-19282

Control and prolonged exercised rats adrenal and
plasma catecholamines, corticosterone and
epinephrine level comparisons using flurometric
analysis
p0197 A71-20330

Cosmic Radiation
U COSMIC RAYS

Cosmic ray heavy ion component biological effect,
describing histological and radioautographic high
altitude balloons experiment with black mice and
rabbits
p0201 A71-11555

Heavy cosmic particle dosage measurement by chemical
etching of particle tracks on Apollo astronauts
plastic helmets
p0206 A71-14822

Cosmic radiation protection of spacecraft by drugs,
extrapolating animal data to humans
p0199 A71-18359

Cosmic rays visual perception by Apollo astronauts
during lunar flight, discussing human eye as
Cerenkov radiation detector
p0306 A71-25237

Astronaut protection from solar flare high energy
protons, discussing spacecraft, spacecraft
orientation and solid, electrostatic, magnetic and
plastic shielding
p0370 A71-29252

Chronic and acute gamma irradiation facilities used
in animal experiments simulating steady cosmic
radiation and powerful solar flare radiation
expected in prolonged space flight
p0405 A71-31313

Cosmic radiation doses measurement on Soyuz 3
spacecraft by nuclear emulsions, giving averaged
doses absorbed by various cosmonaut tissues
p0405 A71-31314

Cosmic and telluric radiation biological effects on
parасyes, discussing relationship between dosage
and growth rate
p0424 A71-33757

Apollo astronauts light flashes observation during
lunar flight, discussing interpretation as
scintillations in eye lens by multiply charged
cosmic rays focusing on retina
p0512 A71-37299

Visual sensations produced by cosmic ray muons
passing in different directions through human eyes
and head
p0523 A71-38677

Manned spacecraft radiation protection against
cosmic rays, considering proton attenuation in
shielding materials and dose formation in body
tissues
p0640 A71-44889

Cosmic ray biological effects and admissible dose
level normalization in space flight from prolonged
tests on dogs
p0640 A71-44890

Cosmic radiation dosage measurement of astronauts by
technical and radiochemical techniques
p0048 A71-11075

Procedure for measuring heavy cosmic ray particles
directed incident on spacecraft
p0160 A71-14602

Exposure of human subjects to fast neutron beam to
determine cause of light flashes observed by
astronauts on lunar missions
p0300 A71-21509

Measurement and effects of radiation doses from
celestial radiation at altitudes of supersonic
transport flights
p0506 A71-31500

Cosmonauts

Cosmonauts selection with regard to psychological
and physical fitness, discussing clinical
examination, hospital tests and training
p0239 A71-22192

Soyuz 9 spacecraft astronauts space flight effect on
digestive system enzyme secretion function based
on pre- and post-flight examinations
p0241 A71-22206

Soyuz 9 spacecraft astronauts otochial-laryngological
organ's response to 16-day orbital flight, observing
pathological changes from clinical post
flight examination
p0241 A71-22207

Cosmic radiation doses measurement on Soyuz 3
spacecraft by nuclear emulsions, giving averaged
doses absorbed by various cosmonaut tissues
p0405 A71-31314

Soviet book on space biology and medicine covering
cosmonaut selection and training, flight safety,
normal life support factors, interplanetary space
sojourns, etc
p0652 A71-38475

Vokhod 2 cosmonauts physiological data, presenting
heart beat, respiration rates, oculomotor activity
and blood composition
p0600 A71-42791

Neuroendocrine heart rate analysis techniques for
cosmonauts during space flight
p0171 A71-16409

Physiological responses of cosmonauts during
training for prolonged space flights
p0171 A71-16410

Postflight metabolic and renal functional shifts in
Soyuz spacecraft cosmonauts
p0438 A71-28257

Radiation hazards of space flights and biological
effects on cosmonauts
p0653 A71-37649

Cost Analysis

Incidence and costs of pilot disorientation Army
aircraft accidents during fiscal year 1967
p0045 A71-10695

Cost Estimates

Program plans and cost estimates of project for
application of bioscience technology to patient
monitoring system
p0349 A71-23849

Cost Incentives

Response strategies in two-choice reaction task with
continuous cost for time, confirming fast- guess
model prediction
p0318 A71-27008

Cost Reduction

Astronaut teleoperators use for space operations
cost reduction and future experiments productivity
increase
p0508 A71-42033

Costs

Profile construction, cost benefits, economics, and
user surveys in transfer of technology and
selective dissemination of information
p0347 A71-23506

Couches

Shock absorbing articulated multiple couch assembly
p0115 A71-12343

Counters

RT RADIATION COUNTERS
RT SCINTILLATION COUNTERS
RT SPACE CHAMBERS

Counting Circuits

Digital cardiokymograph incorporating circuit for
measuring heartbeat rate of subject over
predetermined portion of one minute also
converting rate to beats per minuta
p0338 A71-22896

Craniotomy

BT BIOMECHANICAL INJURY
Cranial bones mechanical properties from
compression testing of human femora, vertebrae and
cranial bones
p0155 A71-18561

Tolerance tests including ECG, glucose test, thermal
stresses and stress for aircrew fitness assessment
after cranio-cephalic incidents
p0323 A71-27633

Averaged potentials in vertex and occipital region
of human cranium evoked by emotional visual
stimuli
p0640 A71-45057

Induced fields and heating in cranial model
irradiated by electromagnetic plane wave
p0123 A71-118469

Crash Tragery

Aircrew radiological examination of spinal
anatomical state, emphasizing traumas due to
vibration, acceleration, ejection and crashes
p0137 A71-16936
CRASH LANDING
Crashworthy personnel restraint systems for general aviation including upper torso restraint
[SAE PAPER 710396] p026 A71-24260
Organophosphate pesticide poisoning implication in aircraft crash ofuster pilot from cholinesterase activity drop evidence
p0631 A71-46249
CRASHES
MT CRASH LANDING
CREATIVE
Fatigue factor of lactate, ATP and creatine phosphate/CP accumulation in working muscles during short exhaustive exercise in man
p0025 A71-11666
Anoxia induced ECG lesion current in conjunction with myocardial phosphorylcreatine collapse, discussing results with air and nitrogen ventilated guinea pigs
p0361 A71-28506
Muscle adenosine triphosphate, creatine phosphate, adenosine diphosphate, glycogen, and lactate concentrations during intermittent exercise
p0408 A71-31726
Lactic and succinic acids and creatine phosphates contents in rat hind leg muscles during swimming and at rest
p0425 A71-33897
Physical training effects on human plasma glutamic–oxalacetic transaminase, creatine phosphokinase and lactate dehydrogenase enzyme levels
p0459 A71-35183
Anoxia effect on laboratory animals cardiac action, discussing ECG injury current relation to myocardial phosphorylcreatine content
p0582 A71-45168
Rat plasma creatine phosphokinase activity, hypothermia and stress, considering cold restraint
p0587 A71-45938
CREATION
Urine protein excretion rates in high altitude inhabitants, showing polycythemia effect on creatinine clearances levels
p0521 A71-38561
CREATION U CREATIVITY
Excitability, reactivity, adequacy, creativity and guidance at molecular, cellular, systemic and psychic levels in human biophysical neurodynamics, plotting stimulus magnitude vs response duration
p0576 A71-41063
Psychotechnical analysis of creativeness in research personnel based on personal interviews for personnel management applications
p0654 A71-37656
CREWS
MT FLIGHT CREWS
MT SPACE CREWS
Stochastic model for computerized simulation of closed man machine system operated by crew
p0398 A71-26076
CRICKETS
MT BEETLES
CRITICAL FLICKER FUSION
Sensation coefficient determination inside and outside fovea by critical fusion frequency measurement, showing inverse relation to test surface size
p0005 A71-10275
Ambient temperature effects on flicker fusion threshold, using constant stimulus and forced choice methods for determination of test subjects sensory sensitivity to heat and cold exposure
p0262 A71-24184
Human visual mental imagery for oscillation rate estimation of subfusional light, using critical flicker frequency test
p0492 A71-37020
CRITICAL FREQUENCIES
Mechanical vibrations effects on mouse embryos growth and development, investigating critical frequencies and accelerations
p0630 A71-44246
CRITICAL TEMPERATURE
Tissue cooling with liquid nitrogen, determining film boiling transition temperature and heat transfer rates
p0089 A71-14096
CULTIVATION
[ASME PAPER 70-VA/HT-16] p0089 A71-14096
Crop growth optimization of time intervals of conveyor harvestings and harvested age of oxygen producing plants for life support system
p0357 A71-28406
Applications of radioisotopes in experimental biogeocenology to determine fertilizer turnover during growth of crops
p0554 A71-33506
CROSS CORRELATION
Lower extrenses interlink angles correlation and cross correlation functions during walking for locomotor functions analysis in man
p0356 A71-28382
Trace reflex formation in response to acoustic stimuli with verbal reinforcement, determining cross correlation connections between induced activity of auditory and motor areas
p0637 A71-44547
CROSSFLOW
Heat transfer coefficients calculation for human body in cold water from heat balance equations, comparing with free convection coefficients in cross-flowing water
p0490 A71-36900
CRYOGENIC EQUIPMENT
Thermal control using nitrogen, circuit board, switching, flexible, transformer and segmented evaporator heat pipes
[ASME PAPER 71-AV-29] p0478 A71-36396
CRYOGENIC FLUIDS
MT LIQUID NITROGEN
CRYOGENIC STORAGE
Cryogenics applications to cryosurgery and long term low temperature storage of living cells and tissues
p0531 A71-39252
CRYOGENICS
Cryogenics applications to cryosurgery and long term low temperature storage of living cells and tissues
p0531 A71-39252
CRYSTAL GROWTH
Electric field effect on crystal growth rate of molecular solids
[A69-10140] p0111 A71-12314
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
Electric and magnetic fields effect on liquid crystal structure
[EASA-18-131582] p0110 A71-12313
Significance of stereoisomerism in organic structures and relationship to determination of origin of earth life
[RASA-13-13677] p0447 A71-28970
CRYSTALS
MT CRYSTAL
MT LIQUID CRYSTALS
MT SINGLE CRYSTALS
CRYSTAL
Rotation direction perception by three cue system for polar projection of dotted line, considering differential retinal velocity relative to axis of rotation
p0131 A71-16550
Pilot physiological responses as indicators of pitch motion cues effect on flight simulator fidelity
p0188 A71-19465
Relevant cue placement effects in concept identification tasks employing enforced verbal encoding
p0188 A71-19514
Isolated lower case letters visual recognition, investigating perceptual similarities and common properties serving as cues
p0545 A71-34655
Peripheral visual field and perceptual factors effect on accommodation under conflicting cues, using laser scintillation measurement
p0578 A71-41198
Perceived distance effect on induced movement from stereoscopic cues
p0578 A71-41199
Relative size cue for facilitating stereoscopic depth perception in ambiguous disparity stereograms
p0622 A71-43110
CULTIVATION
Mammalian cells cultivation at suboptimal
CULTURE TECHNIQUES

- Temperature considerations, reproduction, and cytophysiological changes
- Hydroponic plant cultivation with barley substrate, investigating replacement time effect and regenerative power of nutrient solution
- Chlorella cultivation for purifying isolated environments of toxic gases and contaminants

CULTURE TECHNIQUES

- Soil microorganisms multiplication under simulated Martian conditions in lisanite and garden soil mixture
- Algae physiology, discussing culture techniques, pure species reproduction, past errors, and achievements
- Blue green algae activity in Kratz-Myers medium, noting C 14 uptake changes for monocultures and mixed cultures of Anacystis nidulans and Synechocystis aquatilis
- Thiol and disulfide compounds radiation protection capacity of yeast cells in tissue culture, using reproductive integrity as protection criteria
- Optimum mineral media for alga Chlorella and Scenedesmus cultivation in closed ecological system
- Chromosome mapping of Pasterella pseudotuberculosis by interrupted mating, indicating chromosome transfer in more than one linkage group
- Activated charcoal effects moss development alterations on artificial agar substrate
- Autotrophic cultivation of cereals with high photosynthetic activity under intensive illumination as biological components in life support systems
- Stearothermophilus spore germination stimulation, investigating effects of preheating and amino acid and carbohydrate concentration
- Mineral composition optimization of nutrient medium for Hydrogenomonas, using steepest ascent method for mathematical planning of experiments
- Bicarbonate requirement for elimination of lag period of chemotrophically grown Hydrogenomonas eutropha
- Space conditions exposure of lysogenic strains of Escherichia coli and monolayer cultures of human cells aboard 5 and 7 flights
- Extraterrestrial life detection methods, discussing bacterial cultures growth dynamics in nutrient media and iron porphyrins and ATP content increase
- Chlorella biomass chemical composition stability during prolonged cultivation with nitrates recycling media
- Biologically mineralized human waste products utilization in nutrient solutions for higher and lower autotrophs cultivation
- Microorganisms survival in simulated Martian environment noting culture cells concentration increase
- Selecting algae, seeds, and seedlings of higher plants and establishing tissue cultures for Lunar Receiving Laboratory (NASA-CR-108764)
- Production of algae containing 93 percent C-13
- Modification of Berman-Slykaskeys method for neutrophil digestive capability determination
- Temperature requirements for thermophilic bacteria growth in soil and by culture techniques

CURRENT DENSITY

- Static feed water electrolysis system of life support system, discussing current density, operating time and temperature effects on voltage for various electrochemical cell sizes

CUTTIER-WEIGHT MILITARY AIRCRAFT

- Playstation, discussing endolymph chemical composition, cupula structure and function and hair cell

CUTTIER SURFACES

- U CONTOURS
- U SHAPES

CURVES (GEOMETRY)

- Edges and curve detection in textured regions related to visual scene analysis

CUTTIER SURFACES

- U CONTOURS
- U SHAPES

CURVES

- Geometry

CYANIDES

- Physiological effects of cyanate ions in renal functions

CYANOBACTERIA

- FT IRON CYANIDES

CYANOPHYTA

- U BLUE GREEN ALGAE

CYANOSIS

- Myocardial blood flow and oxidative metabolism in cyanotic congenital heart disease patients, using lactate/pyruvate ratios and coronary sinus catheterization

CYBERNETICS

- Biocybernetic model of vestibular control system for spatial orientation, considering semicircular canals and angular velocity sensors and linear displacement perception
- Biological and medical cybernetics approach to closed systems construction for continuous automatic monitoring and control of human physiological processes under harsh conditions
- Complex human memory processes large scale simulation/mimetic modeling based on information handling probability and retrieval
- Human operator psychophysiological characteristics as cybernetic man machine system components, emphasizing human memory activity
- Nervous system modeling, considering cybernetic brain functions, neuroheuristic programming and modes of distributed information processing pertinent to neuropsychological experiments
- Discrete control input system oscillations, reenacting eye pupil diameter changes, hand tremors and aiming fluctuations during rifle sighting experiments
- Soviet papers on biological and medical cybernetics covering control principles in living organisms, heuristic programming, higher nervous activity models, learning problems, etc

Biological control systems analysis

- Relationship between cybernetic and psychological approaches to human thought
Investigating relationship of cybernetics and human management of large systems
(AD-715251)
Biological systems analysis and biodynamic modelling of physiological and biological interrelationships
in human body and mammals
NAS-CE-17272
Summary of design parameters for models of dynamic biological systems
(NASA CR-17201)
Cyliner circuit design and applications in biosciences, cybernetics, and electronic robots
(AD-716281)
Psychophysiological analysis of management, control type of work processes based on concepts of cybernetics
(JPSS-52752)
Bionics of living and life-like systems with application to man machine technology
(AAGD-CP-44)
Cybernetic modelling of neuropsychological information processes in human nervous system
(NASA CR-17201)
Component connection schemes of brain for trainable feedback flight control system
(p0391 N71-25326)
Algorithms of self organization, artificial intelligence, and tree search applied to various practical problems
(AD-719930)
Cybernetics research involving neuron network simulation and optimization of scanning systems
(JPSS-53531)
Cybernetics including models for statistical decision making, biomechanical systems, and complex stochastic systems
(NASA CR-17201)
Thinking, cybernetics, and information theory
(p0614 N71-35290)
Coordinated control mechanism in cybernetic group systems
(JPSS-54046)
Varying viewpoints on controversial and unsolved problems in cybernetics
(AD-726970)
Neuron modelling, electrophysiology, and biophysics involved in information processing along nervous system
(NASA CR-17201)
p0656 N71-37673
CYLINDERS
NT ACTIVITY CYCLES (BIOLOGY)
NT BRAYTOA CYCLE
NT SUNSPOT CYCLE
NT WORK-BEST CYCLE
CYLINDRICAL AFTERTODDIES
U CYLINDRICAL BODIES
CYLINDRICAL BODIES
Electromagnetic field action on living organism simulated with infinite homogeneous cylinder in infinite cylindrical solenoid EM media
(p0378 A71-30026)
CYLINDRICAL TANKS
Degradation effects of corrosion on scuba cylinders
(AD-712815)
p0118 N71-13438
CYLINDROIDS
U CYLINDRICAL BODIES
CYSTAMINE
Cyotoxins and penicillamine effects on copper ion charge transfer, using electron spin resonance and optical absorption measurements
(p0177 A71-18935)
Sulphydryl cystamine and disulfide cystamine effect on bacteriophage survival rate at high anaerobic doses
(p0177 A71-18938)
Cytoamine protection of hydroxyurea sensitized Chinese hamster lung cells during X ray exposure
(p0179 A71-18947)
Cytoamine E7, serotonin and serine antiirradiation drugs, investigating protective effect against fractionated lethal gamma irradiation
(p0182 A71-18969)
Rats and mice blood redox potentials injected with cytoamine, investigating increased radioprotection
(p0184 A71-18980)
Metabolic effects of sulphur containing cytoamine, cytoamine and cysteamide radioprotective drugs on oxygen uptake in rats
(p0184 A71-18992)
Cystamine effects on lymphocytes chromosomal aberrations in human peripheral blood during local fractionated gamma irradiation
(p0211 A71-21797)
Pathomorphological and histochemical changes in rat lungs, liver, heart, diaphragm and spleen from acceleration and cystamine caused tissue oxygen deficiency
(p0595 A71-62703)
Death rates, median life span and weight in mice exposed to gamma radiation after intra-abdominal injections of cysteamine
(p0596 A71-62712)
Cystamine elimination rates in rats, extending radioprotective action by reinjection of eliminated portions
(p0597 A71-62714)
Gama emission effect on cystamine toxicity elimination in rats organism
(p0597 A71-62715)
Cysteine hydrochloride or vitamin B complex with cysteine C for radiation sickness prevention and therapy
(p0598 A71-62726)
Chorionic acid, amino acids, cysteamine, and cysteine on irradiation, determining protective effect of cysteamine in adenine and amphetamine mixture
(p0599 A71-62730)
Cytochrome Radioprotective effectiveness of cystamine and S-beta-aminoethylisothiuronium in mice under combined gamma irradiation and transverse acceleration loads
(p0600 A71-62730)
CYSYHRENE
Balophilic bacteria electron transport chain, studying protein, phospholipids, flavoproteins and cytochrome oxidation properties by electron microscopy and light scattering techniques
(p0512 A71-60593)
CYTOGENESIS
Space flight effects on survival, mutation and cell development of Chlorella cells suspensions onboard S spacecraft
(p0021 A71-11554)
Astronaut chromosome aberrations, presenting peripheral blood leukocytes cytogenetic tests for pre and post space flight
(p0529 A71-13922)
International control for experimentation with human eggs
(p0391 N71-24763)
CYTOLIGHT
Ventilatory sensory epithelial cells for organization, discussing morphological polarization
(p0094 A71-14760)
Automatic cytophotometric techniques, including microphotometer, ultrasonic spectrograph, radiographic analyzer, microinterferometers, cytophotometer and differential fluorimeter
(p0156 A71-18693)
Cytophotometric method using digital computer program and scanning microscope
(p0156 A71-18694)
Cytotoxic and radiosensitizing effects of tyrosine and methionine on crypt cells of mice duodenum
(p0013 A71-18975)
Model experiment for purposeful motor behavior in cells or elements medium, assuming cell to cell system movement, adjacent cell visibility and different reaction to nearby cells
(p0184 A71-18992)
CTTOPLASM

Mammalian cells cultivation at suboptimal temperatures, considering reproduction and cytophysiological changes

Specific banding patterns for identification and structural detection of human chromosomes, using differential staining method

DNA synthesis in human arteries and endothelial reproduction, reporting intact nuclei and dyed cell membrane samples cytophotometric studies results

Morphological and cytochemical changes in red and white skeletal muscles of animals exposed to hypokinesia

Morphological and cytological aspects of hypokinesia in rat muscles

Electron microscopic analysis of odor sensing cell microstructure [NASA-FT-F-13376]

Low temperature cytophysiological adaptation of human and mammalian cells

CTTOPLASM

Cytophotometric study of DNA content in fibroblasts from human blood vessel walls, discussing cell proliferation and ploidy

Protein content in cytoplasm of neurons and glial satellite cells in supraoptical and red nuclei of white rat brains during natural and paradoxical phase deprived sleep

Radiation effects on cytoplasmic structure and differential activity of genes

DARK ADAPTATION

Background nonequivalence during long term photopic dark adaptation

Cats photopic and scotopic spectral sensitivity functions from dark adaptation curves, using behavioral tracking procedure

Eye movements in dark during attempt to maintain ocular position defined by prior viewing of fixation target

Optic analyzer dark adaptation dynamics during spatial body position changes, observing restoration speed dependence on physical training

Retinal threshold along horizontal meridian for dark and light adapted eyes for stray light from small foveally fixated high luminance target

Electroluminescent aircraft instrument lighting effects on pilots dark adaptation taking into account color, panel legibility, scotopic sensitivity and acuity

Dark adaptation in humans under Arctic conditions, noting role of physiological disorders

SUBJECT INDEX

Background nonequivalence during long term photopic dark adaptation

Darkness adapted human eye, investigating absolute light perception threshold dependence on light stimulus gradient

Electroretinogram b-wave slope reduction by cooling of dark adapted frogs during serial flash stimulation

Spatial and temporal patterned light flashes effects on dark adapted subjects, discussing cortical response changes in contrast depth

Human rod's dark adaptation, investigating rhodopsin revesnthesis and bright light flash effects

Night vision and dark adaptation of eye, noting sunlight effects on visual acuity

Dark adapted albino rats behavioral assessment, measuring absolute visual thresholds to white and colored light

Acuity-dark adaptation in strabismic amblyopia, investigating defects in cone or rod mechanisms of dark adaptation by using colored filters

Threshold electrical phosphene dependence on impulse duration and stimulation frequency in subjects adapted to darkness

Receptive fields of dark adapted cats striate cortex neurons as function of barbiturate anesthetic level

Quantitative variation in anesthetized cats striate cortex receptive fields as function of light and dark adaptation

Light brightness and duration effect on central vision response time during dark adaptation

DARKNESS

Background nonequivalence during long term photopic dark adaptation

DATA ACQUISITION

Medical data acquisition - Conference, Nancy, France, June, 1969

Biotellemetry data acquisition and electrode technology, discussing physiological measurements and pickup techniques for conversion into electrical signals

Multiple sensor heart rate telemetry using automatic data acquisition and management in squirrel ecology

Data collection of aviator knowledge, skill, and satisfaction in combat readiness training

Manual for human psychometric data acquisition and human reactions to psychological stress in Tekitek project

Reliability data acquisition on spacecraft life support systems during ground and orbital experiments

DATA ADAPTIVE EVALUATOR/MONITOR

U DATA PROCESSING
U DATA REDUCTION
U DATA TRANSMISSION
DATA ANALYSIS
U DATA PROCESSING
U DATA REDUCTION
U DATA COMPRESS MODE
U DATA TRANSMISSION
U DATA CONTROL SYSTEMS
U DATA SYSTEMS
DATA CONVERTERS
MT ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS
MT DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTERS
Eight channel physiological data scanning and timing control, sequential conversion, printing and punching p0036 A71-16923

DATA CORRELATION
MT SIGNAL ANALYSIS
Correlation and spectrum analysis of simultaneous EEG data in mono and dizygotic twins using computer and FFT algorithms p0205 A71-20746

Three phase code transformation tank reliability and correlation, representing general/factor analytic intellectual abilities and personality characteristics p0527 A71-39073

Psychological screening of pilot trainees, showing neurosis noncorrelation with learning ability to fly p0624 A71-43221

Psychological screening of pilot trainees, investigating Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory test data correlation with learning ability to fly p0624 A71-43222

Continued flight training correlation with general aviation aircraft accident rates reduction p0631 A71-44252

Trace reflex formation in response to acoustic stimulus with verbal reinforcement, determining cross correlation connections between induced activity of auditory and motor areas p0637 A71-44547

Correlations between diurnal indices of cerebral and systemic circulation p0236 A71-19069

Anthropometric size determination techniques and adult male and female data correlations from US, Australia, Europe, and Asia [AD-723629] p0305 A71-31481

Multiple correlation of university and flight training biographical information as management tool in personnel selection for pilot training [AD-7179541] p0536 A71-31620


DATA HANDLING SYSTEMS
U DATA SYSTEMS
DATA LINKS
Physiological data telemetry link using time division multiplex method p0009 A71-10981

DATA PROCESSING
MT DATA CORRELATION
MT DATA REDUCTION
MT OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING
MT SIGNAL ANALYSIS
MT SIGNAL PROCESSING
MT VOICE DATA PROCESSING
Left ventricular volume determination by high speed cineangiocardiography, using optical scanning and automatic data processing p0027 A71-11705

Medical data processing techniques in electrocardiography and effort vectorcardiography facilitating clinical observations p0032 A71-12110

Digital filtration and processing of electrocardiograms on computers using linear difference equations p0075 A71-12992

ECG telemetric data computerized processing, describing cardiac data acquisition, long distance telephone transmission, analog to digital converter, central processor and output devices p0079 A71-13066

Neural activities during simultaneous contrast and information processing in visual system p0090 A71-14188

Eight channel physiological data scanning and timing control, sequential conversion, printing and punching p0136 A71-16923

Space-time interactions and associated input-output mismatches from overprinting, sequential blanking and displacement visual perceptual information processing p0191 A71-19695

Complex human memory processes large scale simulation /cybernetic modeling/ based on information handling probability and retrieval p0193 A71-20105

Human eye information processing algorithm with mathematical model technological materialization p0194 A71-20119

Nervous system modeling, considering cybernetic brain functions, neuroheuristic programming and modes of distributed information processing pertinent to neuropsychological experiments p0263 A71-24222

Information processing by living systems, considering nervous system and brain operation with emphasis on neuron structure, message coding, programming and information storage p0263 A71-24223

Information processing in biological and artificial brains, analyzing visual perceptual system p0264 A71-24224

Neurophysiological auditory information processing, considering mechanical transformation of two dimensional presence-time signal and three dimensions for presentation to nervous system p0264 A71-24228

Model of retinal information in cats from physiological and anatomical evidence, considering processing of contrast and eye movement information p0306 A71-25254

Automated data acquisition and analysis during cardiac catheterization, using photographic and analog magnetic tape recording system in conjunction with digital computer p0368 A71-29003

Polygraphic sleep recordings automatic analysis, presenting numerical results for rapid and slow eye movements, muscle tone, heart and respiratory rates p0409 A71-31958

Small scale solid state digital computer for experimental medical data statistical processing p0412 A71-32534

ONR human engineering research program concerning information input, display and processing, concepts, decision making and motor output and control p0423 A71-33529

Redundancy information effect on human performance in forced pace cognitive tasks under overload stimulus presentation rates p0424 A71-33679

Neurobiotics, considering data processing in brain and central nervous system p0459 A71-35165

Variables affecting processing node serial or parallel/ of complex stimuli information p0462 A71-35255

Computerized bacterial identification system to process Apollo spacecraft sample laboratory test results in NASA Planetary Quarantine Lunar Information System p0590 A71-6233

Muscular bioelectric potential input processing into digital computer, describing amplitude, frequency and time domain analysis of electrocardiogram signals p0637 A71-40582

Use of computers for man machine modeling status and plans [AD-711638] p0096 A71-10880

Task analysis reduction technique for analyzing human performance and man machine interface [AD-711070] p0059 A71-11198

Transmission and analysis of cardiological data on athletes p0276 A71-19589
DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

Structures of biological information processing and pattern recognition in living systems p0340 N71-23056
Spatial processing characteristics in perception of brief visual arrays [AD-719797] p0339 N71-25623
Algorithms of self organisation, artificial intelligence, and tree search applied to various practical problems [AD-719530]
Model describing symmetrical information processing along visual pathways of brain [NASA-CR-111517]
Binary classification reaction time and human performance in data processing using decision making experiments [AD-721199]
Display system information content characteristics and relationships with operator performance and psychophysiological factors in data processing (JRES-53244) p0435 N71-28093
Neuron modeling, electrophysiology, and biophysics involved in information processing along nervous system [AD-727770]
Man machine techniques for processing data from sonar display systems [AD-727609]

DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
MT ANALOG COMPUTERS
MT DIGITAL COMPUTERS
MT HYBRID COMPUTERS
MT FDP 8 COMPUTERS
MT PRINTERS

Multi-class pattern recognition in unstructured situations using a set of discriminant functions which partition feature space into regions [AD-720012]
Summary and coordination of several digital computer algorithms for information compression, structure analysis, and decision making [AD-720811]
Development of man machine subsystem for military management information system and evaluation of display capability integrated into large scale computer [AD-722803]
Development and characteristics of man machine systems for detection, recognition, transmission, and perception of information - Vol. 3 p0567 N71-37679

DATA PROCESSORS

DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
DATA REPRODUCTION SYSTEMS
DATA SYSTEMS
DATA DISPLAY DEVICES
DATA RECORDERS

Metabolic rate and ergometric data recording by analog and digital systems p0018 N71-11409
Wired monitoring system for continuous interference-free twelve-lead ECG recording before, during and after exercise p0323 A71-27630

DATA RECORDING

Standardized EEG data recordings in Air Force neurological evaluations p0034 A71-12393
EEG topography continuous recording for signal analysis based on regression theory p0129 A71-16321
Polygraphic sleep recordings automatic analysis, presenting numerical results for rapid and slow eye movements, muscle tone, heart and respiratory rates p0409 A71-31958

DATA REDUCTION

Electroencephalogram analysis, using analog computers for biopotential data reduction p0245 A71-22489
Biosatellite 3 neurophysiological data analysis by digital computer presenting maps of normal cortical spectra, responsive states transient changes, circadian rhythms and EEG activity p0251 A71-23243
Speech processing and recognition, considering progressive data reduction by ear and physiological limitations imposed information rate time variation p0409 A71-31958
Sudden death of pilots in flight due to silent ischemic heart diseases

Aircraft recognition accuracy and decision speed comparing single observers and four-man crews [AD-714213]

Model for quantitatively examining performance of automatic machines with normal and disturbed functions in statistical decision making

Man machine systems for detection, recognition, transmission and perception of information on engineering problems [AD-727610]
Advantages and drawbacks of pure oxygen and oxygen-nitrogen space breathing, considering decompression sickness in Apollo missions

Decompression sickness, investigating surface excursion diving and selection of liebemds vs CNS symptoms by tests on goats

Humoral smooth muscle acting factor and phenyl-piperazines methyl cyclohexanone effects on decompression sickness production and prevention in thin rice

Scanning ultrasonic imaging technique for in vivo monitoring of microscopic bubble formation in decompression sickness, presenting images displays

Relative decompression risk studies of spacecraft cabin atmosphere using miniature pigs (NASA-CR-1694)

Determination of surface tension in biologic fluids for susceptibility to decompression sickness (NASA-CR-111362)

Theoretical models related to Bills alternative to naval decompression concepts (AD-711809)

Saturation excursion diving operations for testing extrapolated tables for repetitive no-decompression excursion from helium-oxygen atmospheres (AD-718090)

Initial evaluation of revised helium-oxygen decompression tables (AD-719388)

Using miniature pigs for analysis of altitude decompression sickness and relative decompression hazards of various cabin atmospheres of inert gases (NASA-CR-118355)

ReO2 saturation dives to verify no-decompression repetitive excursion format of Deep Submergence Systems project (AD-723176)

Repetitive excursion dives from saturated depths, using helium-oxygen mixtures to eliminate decompression sickness (AD-723173)

No-decompression repetitive excursion dive format. Testing at 150 and 200 ft using helium-oxygen mixtures (AD-723171)

DECONTAMINATION

Spacecraft STERILIZATION

Mathematical models for microorganism exponential die-off rate and variance estimation from decontamination data (NASA-CR-111386)

Computerized modeling of ultraviolet and thermal radiation inactivation of spores (NASA-CR-121768)

Analysis of storage stability of intermediate moisture foods for space flight feeding with tables of foods and types of manufacture (NASA-CR-115194)

DEFECTS

AUDITORY DEFECTS

DEHYDRATION

FEASIBLE DEHYDRATION FOODS

Feasibility of storing and dispensing dehydrable foods aboard space vehicle (AD-715036)

Human immunology on prolonged diet of dehydrated foods (AD-723172)

Fabrication and evaluation of dehydrated food bars produced by compression and molding processes (AD-717289)

Compressed, coated, freeze dried, nonsubstantive and salt flavored snack cubes for Apollo food systems project (NASA-CR-114996)

DEHYDRATION

Prolonged water deprivation effects on hypothalamic self-stimulation of rats with electrodes chronically implanted in posterior lateral hypothalami (NASA-CR-114808)

Insatnuology reactivity of human body during 120 day feeding on dehydrated diet (AD-718907)

Human body temperature regulation, investigating mild exercise dehydration effects (AD-712288)

Dehydration effects on blood parameters in Somali donkeys and zebra steers, observing increases in plasma osmolality, sodium chloride, hemoglobin, packed cell volume, etc (NASA-CR-114809)

Manned spacecraft life support system dehydrated food ration effects on human organism health, metabolism and insuromoreactivity during long space flight (AD-718908)

Functional synchronization of neurosecretory cells of super-pulmonary nucleus of dehydrated and rehydrated rats (NASA-TP-13449)

Extravascular dehydration effects in production of cardiovascular deconditioning by bed rest simulating weightlessness (NASA-CR-111008)

Extravascular dehydration produced by bed rest simulating weightlessness - data tables (NASA-CR-111009)

Metabolic imbalances and body hypohydration during food deprivation for 10 days (NASA-CR-111010)

DELIVERY

Aerial delivery system for dropping emergency pumping equipment to distressed boats - Phase 1 (AD-712288)

Aerial delivery system for dropping emergency pumping equipment to distressed boats - Phase 2 (AD-712289)

DEHYDRATION

Effects of prolonged bed rest on bone and calcium metabolism and mineral content loss of os calcis (AD-712290)

DEHYDROGENATION

Body fat influence with and without desitrogenation on decomposition sickness in men exercising after abrupt exposure to altitude (AD-712291)

DENITROGENATION

Acacia nemesistrix monkey bone density change during Biosatellite 3 mission
Measurement of bone density loss during manned space flight
Long term bed rest effects on mineral balance and bone density in normal individuals

Density (Number/Volume)

Density Measurement

Pigeon vestibular apparatus fluids and structures physical properties, detailing specific gravity and viscosity of endolymph, perilymph and cupula
Hamster body fat, water and density measurements by dilution method and air displacement technique, comparing to determination by direct chemical analysis upon sacrificing

Nondestructive measurement of density, breaking strength, and modulus of elasticity of bones

DOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID

Molecular preparation effect on DNA and RNA contents in homopoietic organs during acute radiation sickness due to low power radiation
In vitro lymphocyte antigen response measurements in cellular immunity evaluation under adverse logistical conditions, emphasizing RNA and DNA synthesis rates
Radiosensitizer and radioprotector action mode in altering x-ray effects on DNA in biological systems of different complexity
DNA modification in Escherichia coli exposed to x-rays and sensitized by triacetazolamine (N-oxyl and oxygen
Lethal radiation in Escherichia coli B/r, investigating post irradiation DNA breakdown inhibitions
Polyectomy effect on tumor cells, describing growth rate inhibitions, x-ray sensitivity and DNA interference
SH containing radioprotectors action on nucleic acid metabolism, discussing DNA synthesis inhibitory effects
Tumor DNA increase of halogenated pyrimidines incorporation compared to normal tissue DNA, discussing intracellular induction of radiosensitizing agents
Dinitrophenol inhibition of rejoining of x-ray induced DNA breaks by L cells
Cytophotometric study of DNA content in fibroblasts from human blood vessel walls, discussing cell proliferation and ploidy
Trinitrotoluidine effects on splenic lymphocytes regeneration, discussing DNA synthesis, cycle completion and resident populations
Acidic and alkaline deoxyribonucleases activity by spectrophotometer and horizontal viscometer in normal states in dogs
DNA synthesis rhythm in aorta endothelial cells nuclei during direct division, noting effects of anisotopy by autoradiography
Deleterious mutations and neutral substitutions, discussing molecular evolution model for DNA and proteins
Ultrasonic vibration effects on DNA and RNA content in skin and kidneys of albino rats

DNA replication in intercostal artery muscle cells during vascular wall physiological regeneration, noting cytophotometric study of polyploidization
DNA synthesis in human aorta endothelium reproduction, reporting intact nuclei and aged

Cell membrane samples cytophotometric studies results
Characteristics of X irradiated lambda phages
[NTI-3797-10]
Dependence

Spatial Dependences

Time Dependence

Depolarization

Stresses and adaptation problems associated with large scale, long range, rapid reaction time, aerial troop deployments

Depolarizers

Hydrogen depolarized fuel cell for space station prototype carbon dioxide concentrator, describing regular design and operation

Depressants

Cardiac impulse conduction measurements noting delay, block and one way block in excited canine Parkin's fibers with depressed responsiveness
Cardiac impulse conduction in depressed canine Parkin's fibers, discussing experimental results in connection with reentrant arrhythmias
Myocardial depressant factor purified preparation effect on isolated perfused cat heart, studying coronary vascular, dromotropic and inotropic actions

Depressurization

U Pressure Reduction

Deprivation

N Sensory Deprivation

N Sleep Deprivation

N Water Deprivation

Depth Perception

U Space Perception

Dermatitis

Histopathology and clinical study of chronic x ray dermatitis and cancer of fingers

Descent

U Parachute Descent

Deserts

Survival of Antartic desert soil bacteria exposed to various temperatures and to three years of continuous medium-high vacuum

Design of Experiments

U Experimental Design

Description

Sealed desorption technology for carbon dioxide control in manned spacecraft

Deuterated Hydrocarbons

U RAPID EYE MOVEMENT STATE

Detection

U Signal Detection

U Target Recognition

Detergents

Antiarrhythmic effects of detergents on digitalis induced arrhythmia in dogs

Deuterium

Deuterization in slow neutron radiography of biological media

Deuterium Compounds

U Heavy Water

Deutefication

U Heavy Water

Deuterated Systems

U CHEMICAL EQUIPMENT

Deuterium Oxides

U Heavy Water
DIABETIC PROCESSES

U HEAT TRANSFER

DIABETES MELLITUS

Photoplethysmographic analysis of pulse wave velocity in healthy subjects and in patients with hypertension, heart disease, diabetes and anemia

DIABETES MELLITUS

Ultrasound applications in surgery, therapy and diagnosis, discussing physical principles, piezoelectric transducers, tissue acoustic properties and measurement methods

DIABETIC PROCESSES

Autopsies compared to ECG for diagnosis accuracy for acute recurrent myocardial infarction and ECG after exercise. Aircrews coronary insufficiency diagnosis via electrocardiographic modifications after exertion, observing ischemia

Stochastic identification method for transforming ECG and VCG data to approximate diagnosis, using computerized dipole models

Polygraphic sleep recordings automatic analysis, presenting numerical results for rapid and slow eye movements, muscle tone, heart and respiratory rates

Medical screening techniques, discussing sensitive, specific, reliable, fail-safe and self-calibrating instrumentation systems

Radiation damage diagnosis in humans, investigating free amino acid excretion with urine by paper chromatography method

Anatomic examinations and diagnostic techniques in ophthalmologic aviation medicine, discussing electronic time interval and storage measurements, cortical response, etc

Electronic device for monitoring electrocardiogram and diagnosing high or low heart rate

Diagnostic and functional measurements of human physical fitness

Diagnostic chronological and physiological criteria in geriatrics

Computer animated display device for diagnosis of heart disease

Computer technology for medical information systems, in patient care, and for diagnostic purposes

DIABETES MELLITUS

Respiratory diaphragmatic center, investigating motor-neuron system integral activity by recording and analyzing phrenic-nerve signals in rabbits

Reduced diaphragmatic muscle tissue resistance in rats during prolonged hypokinesia, showing sorption of basic vital neutral-red stains

Diaphragm mechanics, discussing thoracic pressure-lung volume and air flow relationships of respiratory system during electrophysiological stimulation in men and cats

DIABETIC PROCESSES

Left ventricular function analysis by arterial pacing in subjects with normal and elevated left ventricular filling pressure, relating stroke volume to end diastolic pressure

Heart rate and diastolic inflow coronary resistance extracellular component, discussing heart artificial stimulation and pharmacological maximal dilation effects

Diastolic and mean blood pressure responses to exercise after beta-adrenergic blockade in normal and labile hypertensive subjects, using Transcor

Left ventricular power as product of pressure and volume change rate, relating peak values to end diastolic mass

Diabetic heart sounds and filling waves in coronary artery disease, relating graphic abnormalities and clinical, arteriographic and hemodynamic findings

Pulmonary diastolic pressure relation to left ventricle and atrium of patient with diabetic heart catheterization at rest

Cardiac automatic rhythms, discussing diastolic depolarization in Purkline fibers and factor controlling automaticity

DIABETIC MELLITUS

Model case studies of effects of DDT on human environment

Visual perceptual masking under binocular and dichoptic conditions separating peripheral and central interference effects

Color vision of dichromats in humans

Surface systems containing words and phrases which reflect concepts to be indexed in human factors engineering information retrieval system

Dielectric constant

Dielectric properties of electric field effects on dielectric properties and molecular arrangements of cholesteric liquid crystalline materials

Computer technology for medical information systems, in patient care, and for diagnostic purposes

Dipole relaxation and molecular arrangements in liquid crystals

Diatomic and ionic rearrangements of compensated cholesteric liquid crystals

Dioctyl ether

Dog cardiac output measurement by using ethyl ether dissolved in saline solution as indicator, comparing to Fick method results

Nanostructural apparatus determining solubility of inert gases in water, blood and other liquids, establishing partition coefficients of ethyl ether

Dietary effects on hepatic fatty acid synthesis in rats and mice, noting linoleate content role

Mortality of myocardial infarction patients on diet low in saturated fats and cholesterol

Immunological reactivity of human body during day feeding on dehydrated diet

Soyus 9 spacecraft crew food diet description including products and packaging

Solid and liquid diets during thiamine deficiency, noting hanger dependence on novelty

Soviet book on aviation medicine covering human anatomy and physiology, atmospheric physics, flight effects, respiratory systems, crew diets, etc

Mitotic response to various diets in normal and regenerating rat liver
Modification of Berkman-Slyvenskaya method for neutrophil digestive capability determination

DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
NT ESOPHAGUS
NT GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM
NT INTESTINES
NT MOUTH
NT PANCREAS
NT RECTUM
NT STOMACH
NT TONGUE

Soyuz 9 spacecraft astronauts space flight effect on digestive system enzyme secretion function based on pre- and post-flight examinations

DIGITAL COMPUTERS
NT DOD 8 COMPUTER
ECG beat-to-beat variation reduction using digital computer wave recognition

Bionostellite 3 neurophysiological data analysis by digital computer presenting maps of parietal cortex spectra, responsive states transient changes, circadian rhythm and EEG variability

EEG phase relations measurement technique, using small digital computer for frequency components separation and EEG activity phases comparison between electrodes

Small scale solid state digital computer for experimental medical data statistical processing

Muscular bioelectric potential input processing into digital computer, describing amplitude, frequency and time domain analysis of electromyographic signals

Digital logic design for spirometer

Research activities in recognition, computational principles, and artificial intelligence

Use of general purpose digital computer for analysis of biological structures and chromosomes

DIGITAL DATA
TV monitoring and digital data recording of human corneal reflection during voluntary eye movements, considering visual perception studies application

DIGITAL FILTERS
Digital delta filter for quantifying sleep EEG slow wave activity

Digital filtration and processing of electrocardiograms on computers using linear difference equations

Arterial circulatory system parameter identification from diastolic blood pressure curves by digital filter techniques

Respiratory sinus arrhythmia by spectral analysis and digital filtering, using linear model's approximate lung volume relationship to heart rate during normal breathing

DIGITAL SIMULATION
Human body temperature regulation feedback control system model by electric circuit analog, discussing digital simulation for static and dynamic responses

Digital simulation mathematical model describing simultaneous energy and mass transfer process in clothing-airspace-skin system
DIGITAL SYSTEMS

Prototype space station environmental thermal control and life support system digital simulation for transient design and performance prediction. (See paper: A71-11806)

DIGITAL SYSTEMS

Digital tachystoscope functions, operating principles and designs, discussing tests of visual perception related functions. (p0136 A71-16924)

Respiration parameters digital recording system, describing analog signal recording and processing, analog to digital conversion and digital readout equipment and techniques. (p0308 A71-25595)

DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

EEG analyzer voltage peaks recording on computer, using digital readout for simultaneous initial and terminal stage markings. (p0210 A71-21446)

Digital cardiograph incorporating circuit for measuring heartbeat rate of subject over predetermined portion of one minute also converting rate to beats per minute. (p0338 A71-22896)

DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTERS

Dyadic reconstruction errors in digital to analog systems with biomedical applications. (p0343 A71-23160)

DIGITALIS

Antiarrhythmic effects of digitalis on digitalis induced arrhythmia in dogs. (p0005 A71-10392)

Digitalis-induced bundle branch ventricular tachycardia from electrode catheter recordings of dogs specialized conducting tissues. (p0145 A71-17873)

DIGITIZERS

U ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS

DISPERAL EFFECT

U LATERAL STABILITY

DILGENTS

Biomechanical protocol for evaluating effects of environment on biological systems, including metabolic effects of diluent gases and oxygen toxicity. (p0436 A71-28183)

DIURETIC

Human renal diluting capacity, examining prolonged absolute bed rest effects. (p0254 A71-23365)

Thermodilution and indocyanine green dye technique comparison for cardiac output measurement in man. (p0308 A71-25435)

DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

Artificial and ventricular dimensional analysis in animals and man, discussing angiographic, biplane, X-ray, photometric dilution, radioisotopic and noninvasive methods. (p0136 A71-16925)

DIMENSIONLESS NUMBERS

Dimensionless parameters effect on divided blood flow characteristics in large arterial bifurcation. (p0638 A71-48622)

DIMENSIONS

U FILL THICKNESS

DIETHYLHYDRINAS

Usymmetrical dimethylhydrine /ODME/ effect on canine blood coagulation, blood-aqueous barrier, and conus. (p0033 A71-12383)

Vitamin B6 protection against asymmetrical dimethylhydrine poisoning, administering B6 alone and with cortical phospholipids in mice. (p0272 A71-24979)

DIODES

U AVALANCHE DIODES

U GERMANIUM DIODES

DOXIDES

U CARBON DIODES

U HYDROGEN PEROXIDE

U SILICON DIODES

DIPHYDRINAS

Oxygen dissociation curve shift, hemoglobin affinity and diphosphoglycerate concentration in blood of acidic and normal subjects at altitude. (p0375 A71-29949)

Erythrocytes diphosphoglycerate increase mechanisms during hypoxia and anemia, studying hemoglobin oxygenation state effects. (p0464 A71-35368)

DIPOLAR ROBOTS

Heart electric generator system simulation by dipolar or multidipolar generators. (p0266 A71-24238)

DIPOLAR

Dipole, quadrupole and octopole measurements in isolated beating hearts. (p0354 A71-28150)

DIRECT CURRENT

Blood pressure measuring system for separately recording dc and ac pressure signals of Korotkoff sounds. (NASA-CASE-TR-06081)

DIRECTIONAL BATTERIES

US BIOCHEMICAL FUEL CELLS

US FUEL CELLS

US RADIOISOTOPE BATTERIES

US THERMOELECTRIC GENERATORS

DIRECTION FINDERS (RADIO)

U SPACE DIRECTION FINDERS

DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS

U BORN ANTENNAS

DIRECTIVITY

U DIRECTIONALITY

DISCHARGE TUBES

U GAS DISCHARGE TUBES

DISCRIMINATION

U BRIGHTNESS DISCRIMINATION

U CHEMICAL DISCRIMINATION

U TACTILE DISCRIMINATION

U VISUAL DISCRIMINATION

Directional error performance with discrimination reaction timer, discussing commitment to wrong response, group observations and specific error repetition. (p0167 A71-19462)

DISCRIMINATORS

Space flight sleep pattern data with EEG, using three descriptors and regression and linear discriminant analysis. (p0417 A71-33108)

DISEASES

U ABDOMINAL INFECTION

U HADIAS

U ARTERIOSCLEROSIS

U ASPIRINA

U CANTER

U CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING

U CYANOSIS

U DEMENTIA

U DIABETES MELLITIS

U DENERA

U EPILEPSY

U HEART DISEASES

U IAPANCTION

U INFECTIOUS DISEASES

U INFLUENZA

U KERATITIS

U KIDNEY DISEASES

U LEBER

U LITHIASIS

U MANOLOGY

U NEPHRITIS

U PARALYSIS

U PARKINSON DISEASE

U PNEUMONIA

U PULMONARY LESIONS

U RADIATION SICKNESS

U RESPIRATORY DISEASES

U SCHIZOPHRENIA

U TACHTYCARDIA

U THROMBOSIS

U TOOTH DISEASES

U TOXIC DISEASES

U TUBERCLOSIS

U TUMORS
Developing spectral signature indicators of human diseases in large forest areas.

Aerial and ground surveillance of southern corn leaf blight in Corn Belt States during [NASA-NEWS-RELEASE-71-129]

DYSKES (SHAPES)

MT ROTATING DISKS

DISORDERS

Human ocular control system supranuclear disorders and signs in terms of physiological concepts.

Aspects of motion disorders in space: flight and space flight training.

DISORGANIZATION

Disorientation response of survived chicks hatched from eggs injected with radioprotective 2-beta-aminoethylisothiouronium-BBr after incubation.

Labyrinths and proprioceptors from aerospace medicine viewpoint, discussing motion sickness, spatial disorientation, manned space flight and rotation in space.

Modeling human disorientation and motion sickness in rotating spacecraft, stressing sensors dynamic response.

Epidemiology statistics of USAF spatial disorientation aircraft accidents, noting pilot training, flight environment and indoctrination remedy programs.

Incidence and costs of pilot disorientation Army aircraft accidents during fiscal year 1967.

Techniques for familiarizing flying personnel with disorientation effects.

Human performance under low frequency vibration and effects on whole body orientation.

Studying oculogravic illusion and Coriolis effect as causes of disorientation in aerospace flight.

Effect of alcohol and disorientation responses on nystagmus and vertigo during angular acceleration with and without visual fixation.

DISPERSING

Investigating water transport scheme for dispersal of thermophilic microorganisms to Surry from mainland areas.

DISPERSIONS

MT AEROSOLS

MT COLLOIDS

MT LIQUID-GAS MIXTURES

MT NUCLEAR EMULSIONS

MT SMOKE

DISPLACEMENT

Information capacity of discrete motor responses compared for different directions and amplitudes of motion.

Inner ear basilar membrane motions estimation for linear hearing threshold, using nonlinear model.

Autoequilibrium motion of luminous target, relating apparent visual movement to experienced displacement.

DISPLAY DEVICES

MT APPROACH INDICATORS

MT HEAD-UP DISPLAYS

MT HOT-FILM ANEMOMETERS

MT RADARSCOPES

MT RADIO Direction FINDERS

MT TACHOMETERS

Manual tracking systems identification and real time display, developing software system.

Real time contourgrams for monitoring ECG waveform data, describing cardiac measurement and data display.

Aircraft cockpit instrumentation display media research, discussing brightness and contrast ratio requirements for gray scale displays.

TV display eye movement monitor with automatic coordinate digital printout for permanent record.

Aircraft display designs, emphasizing man machine problems.

HMD human engineering research program concerning information input, display and processing concepts, decision making and motor output and control.

Aircraft instrumentation deficiencies from pilot viewpoint, proposing pilot designed display.

Cockpit display, discussing aircraft operators delay in some of head-up displays, area map navigation, CRT and electroluminescent readouts.

Eye-point-of-view system including eye and head movements devices and analog computer for pilot scanning and display research.

Human performance in optical high inertia tracking system interface, considering proprioceptive feedback, display magnification, control dynamics, view field and anticipatory processes effects.

Computer generated buffered displays for psychological experiments involving interception, tracking, steering, memory and calculation tasks.

Canadian Forces experiments on aircraft flashing lights covering warning signals, navigation and anti-collision displays and automatic phenomenon.

Strobe lighting for aircraft midair collision hazard reduction, comparing Collision Avoidance System and Pilot Warning Indicator effectiveness.

Operator performance improvement in monitoring automated processes by alternating displays, discussing simulated radar and somar CRT display laboratory tests.

Character size, case and symbol generation effects on CRT display search time.

Central panel luminance effect on peripheral visual detection time in search tasks.

Observer psychological response to air defense oriented visual information displays.

Human factors in use of terminal radar /analog/ display systems.

District of Columbia air quality display model for computing seasonal concentration estimates.

Display relationship problems applied to presentation of aircraft attitude and guidance information.

Reaction times of subjects in tests with display control configurations typical of those used in continuous tracking tasks.

Effect of cockpit lighting systems on multi-colored instrument displays.

Universal aircraft flight simulator/trainer system definition.

Effect of several variations of two types of TV display visual simulation systems on subjective pilot evaluations and objective measures of performance in landing approach.

Two and three dimensional simulated target detection and recognition by pilots and TV gamma and gray
scale transmission effects on target acquisition in flight simulators
[AD-718382] p0348 N71-23750
Computer animated display device for diagnosis of heart disease
[NASM-RM-CB-REL-71-58] p0348 N71-23751
Display system information content characteristics and relationships with operator performance and psychophysiological factors in data processing
[JPBS-53264] p0345 N71-20093
Television display and artificial background for showing effects of contrast and motion on target detection
[AD-722407] p0496 N71-29665
Design and evaluation of information display systems and development of operator work station displays
p0502 N71-30860
Analog computer program and display device for detecting arrhythmias signals during electrocardiography
[AD-713093] p0535 N71-31612
Mathematical model and information display system for flight control and monitoring aircraft and pilot performance
[AD-723058] p0541 N71-32566
Human factors engineering in optimizing visual perception of sonar and radar displays
[AD-723992] p0546 N71-33187
Application of linear gas discharge displays on control panels to data representation systems
p0655 N71-37670
Television display systems for slant range target detection and recognition
[AD-727772] p0656 N71-37676
Man machine techniques for processing data from sonar display systems
[AD-727409] p0656 N71-37677
Pilot transition from conventional visual cross pointer display to aerial glide slope cues
[FAA-AN-71-24] p0657 N71-37682

DISPLAY SYSTEMS
U DISPLAY DEVICES
DISPOSAL
VT waste disposal
DSDISTRATION
VT energy dissipation
DISASSOCIATION
VT gas dissociation
Chronic hypercapnia oxygen dissociation curves and red cell carbon exchange in rats, considering compensated/uncompensated phases of respiratory acidosis
p0883 N71-13181

DISTANCE PERCEPTION
U SPACE PERCEPTION
DISTILLATION
Radioisotope fueled distillation system for reclaiming potable water from urine on prolonged space flight
[AD-718965] p0387 N71-24412
DISTILLATION EQUIPMENT
Space station life support prototype vapor diffusion water reclamation system for pure and sterile water distillation from urine process stream
[ASTM PAPER 71-AP-31] p0874 A71-36398
Design of isotopic fueled distillation and filtering system for potable water recovery from human waste during space simulation tests
p0292 N71-20957

DISTORTION
BT SIGNAL DISTORTION
DISTRIBUTION (PROPERTY)
VT antenna radiation patterns
VT charge distribution
VT electron density profiles
VT flow distribution
VT frequency distribution
VT load distribution (forces)
VT pressure distribution
VT radiation distribution
VT spatial distribution
VT stress concentration
VT temperature distribution
VT velocity distribution
VT vertical distribution
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
Multicomponent exponential curves analysis by post-Volder equation, providing continuous distribution function of time constants in
inhomogeneous systems
p0319 N71-27129
Weibull distribution analysis of saccadic eye movements interval during visual task
p0452 N71-34666

DISTRIBUTION ROBOTS
NT variance (statistics)
DISTRIBUTION OF COLOMBIA
District of Columbia air quality display model for computing seasonal concentration estimates
[PB-189194] p0048 N71-11072
DISULFIDES
Chemical protection against ionizing radiation by thiolis and disulfides, discussing hydrogen transfer
p0176 A71-18930
Thiol and disulfide compounds radiation protection capacity at cellular level in tissue culture, using recomposing integrity an protection criteria
p0179 A71-18948

DIETIOLS
U THIOIS
DIARRHEA
Decreased diuresis in response to thiazide diuretic at simulated altitude
[AD-713069] p0162 N71-14702
Nonlinear relationships in lactic dehydrogenase and leucine aminopeptidase enzyme activities in urine related to increased and decreased diuresis
[NASA-NT-P-13557] p0346 N71-23388
DIURETICS
Decreased diuresis in response to thiazide diuretic at simulated altitude
[AD-713069] p0162 N71-14702

DIURNAL RHYTHMS
U CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS
DIURNAL VARIATIONS
Diurnal variations due to actual heat output, oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production in rats undergoing eating habitat changes
p0100 A71-15157
Light and drugs effect on diurnal body temperature from radio telemetry of adult male rats
p0139 A71-17111
Seasonal effect on daily periodicity of mice radiosensitivity related to changes in bright/dark daytime proportion and feeding
p0270 A71-24654
Diurnal variations in catecholamine excretion, alertness and performance of subjects with different working habits
p0314 A71-26356
Factor analysis of phase discrimination in mental fatigue during diurnal variation of cortical functions in railroad traffic control center operators
p0451 A71-34362
Composition and daily fluctuations of trace contaminants during 90-day space station simulator test
[ASTM PAPER 71-AP-17] p0476 A71-36384
Diurnal water and food intake and body weight changes pattern in rats with hypothalamic lesions
p0587 A71-41936
Human skin cold receptor diurnal activity rhythms
p0635 A71-44499
Correlations between diurnal indices of cerebral and systemic circulation
p0236 A71-19069

DIVING (UNDERWATER)
Cardiovascular, respiratory and thermoregulatory mechanisms in aquaculture diver drillers
p0157 A71-18721
Oxygen vs air in treatment of divers with decompression sickness
p0213 A71-21957
Blood plasma volume decrease, red cell mass and survival measurements in aquanauts of Tektite I at prolonged habitation
p0312 A71-26123
Pressure effects on human ventilation and gas exchange, determining stratified inhomogeneity during deep diving
p0318 A71-27126
Convective and conductive heat loss analysis of underwater swimmers and divers exercising in cold water
p0489 A71-36892
Decompression sickness, investigating surface excursion diving and selection of fish heads vs CMS symptoms by tests on goats p0565 A71-40344

Aquanauts tremor response measurement by muscle force transducer during compression and decompression in 520-foot saturation dive, noting differences among individuals p0566 A71-40350

Biochemical measurements of human urine and blood changes during simulated oxygen-helium dives to 1500 feet p0566 A71-40353

[AD-711842]

Theoretical models related to Hills alternative to naval decompression concepts p0051 N71-11093

Investigating causes of polycythemia and decrease in the Theoretical models related to Hills alternative to naval decompression concepts. p0051 N71-11095

Investigating causes of polycythemia and decrease in the Theoretical models related to Hills alternative to naval decompression concepts. p0051 N71-11095

Required ventilation rates determined for Mark 5 diving helmet as part of low pressure underwater breathing apparatus p0672 N71-14705

Physiological measurements on divers in underwater drilling facility to determine work-rest cycle characteristics (JPRS-52697) p0300 N71-21472

Hydrostatic factors affecting diving capabilities of dolphins p0331 N71-22210

Structure and innervation of Black Sea dolphin skin and protection provided internal organs and tissues during deep dives from high hydrostatic pressure p0331 N71-22213

Saturation excursion diving operations for testing extrapolated tables for repetitive decompression excursion from helium-oxygen atmospheres (JPRS-71907) p0345 N71-23352

Effect of immersion on exchange of oxygen in lung at simulated depth of 5 feet of sea water using hyperbaric chamber (JPRS-719389) p0389 N71-24682

Human reactions to psychological stresses of confined environments using Tekite project aquanauts (JPRS-721364) p0446 N71-28550

Carbon monoxide purity standards for gas breathing apparatus of divers and toxic hazards under controlled hyperbaric atmospheres p0494 N71-29358

Extrapolation of animal tolerances of air contaminants to human tolerances for diving breathing under hyperbaric conditions (JPRS-721681) p0494 N71-29359

Repetitive excursion dives from saturated depths using helium-oxygen mixtures to eliminate decompression sickness (JPRS-723373) p0542 N71-32632

Decompression repetitive excursion dive foramt testing at 150 and 200 ft using helium-oxygen mixtures (JPRS-723371) p0542 N71-32770

Revised tables for conversion of water depth and partial pressure combinations into appropriate oxygen percentages for diver decompression (JPRS-724288) p0543 N71-33125

DIA 8 DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID

DOGS

WT ABSTRACTS

WT BIBLIOGRAPHIES

MANUALS

Cross-referenced directory of reports of Human Engineering Laboratories 1953 to 1970 p0536 N71-31617

Dog blood leucocyte composition relation to alimentary satiation and adenocorticotropic and reticuloendothelial system, considering effect of ACTH and India ink injections p0002 A71-10092

Dog cardiac output measurement by using ethyl other dissolved in saline solution as indicator, comparing to Fick method results p0153 A71-18389

Carbon dioxide absorption of dog blood and plasma under anoxia at simulated high altitudes. deriving equations for protein concentration rated buffer values p0196 A71-20327

Dynamic respiratory and circulatory responses to hypoxia in anesthetized dogs, recording oxygen partial pressures, heart rate, blood pressure, blood flows, respiratory rate, etc p0253 A71-23358

Helium and nitrogen breathing effects from intraocular pressure during and after near vacuum exposure in anesthetized and unanesthetized dogs p0253 A71-23359

Canine heart rate Frank-Starling mechanism effects on ventricular volumes during natural and artificial cardiac pacing p0270 A71-24681

Respiratory heat exchange in tracks of dogs (JPRS-711844) p0061 N71-11086

Blood pressure changes in heart cavities and large vessels in dogs during acceleration in various directions p0061 N71-11097

Prolonged gamma irradiation of dogs (JPRS-714407) p0167 N71-16092

Investigating long term effects of proton irradiation on renal pathologic anatomy of dogs p0230 N71-18697

Proton irradiation of dogs to determine shielding body organs p0234 N71-19056

Effects of positive GY acceleration on blood oxygen saturation and pleural pressure relations in dogs breathing air and liquid fluorocarbons in whole body water immersion respirator (NASA-CR-117199) p0286 N71-20358

Radioketone absorption and radiotherapy of dogs (RCD-472-117) p0288 N71-20546

Hypoxia effects on erythrocyte system of splenectomized dogs p0349 N71-28266

Effects of chronic and repeated gamma radiation on morphological structure of peripheral blood and bone marrow in dogs following exposure for one year p0492 N71-28481

Effect of asparteic acid and adenosine triphosphate toward increasing natural body radioresistance and intensification of postradiation recovery in dogs p0492 N71-28485

Analysis of uropepsin excretion in dogs under influence of simulated flight stress conditions (JPRS-51614) p0493 N71-28495

Toxicology of dogs after inhaling plutonium-239 compounds (BMP-54-3469) p0494 N71-29417

Long-term biological and physiological effects of plutonium compounds inhalation in dogs and plutonium translocation in respiratory system p0496 N71-29668

Computerized simulation of long term physiological effects of plutonium oxide inhalation on respiratory system including tissue, blood, and excretion data p0497 N71-29669

Abdominal and head shielding effects on blood serum protein metabolism of gamma irradiated dogs p0550 N71-33457

Hypoxia affecting circulatory responses in dogs, such as cardiac output, left ventricular dp/dt, and stroke volume (NASA-CR-121665) p0607 N71-34051

DOLPHINS

Using underwater photography to demonstrate formation of mobile roughness in skin of humans and dolphins due to external hydrodynamic forces (JPRS-51614) p0047 N71-10952

Bioorientation capabilities of dolphins (JPRS-51511) p0110 N71-12309

Visual and acoustic discrimination of dolphin under conditions of good and poor visibility (JPRS-52444) p0233 N71-19023

Intelligence, speed, and conversational ability of dolphins (JPRS-52395) p0237 N71-19123

Hydrodynamics, marine biology, biocnia, dolphins, sharks, porpoises, traveling waves, fluid flow, viscous fluids, nervous system, skin structure,
NT ANTIRISTAMINICS
NT ANTIRADIATION DRUGS
NT ATROPINE
NT ANTIDOTES
NT EISTAMINES
NT DIGITALIS
NT MOTION SICKNESS DRUGS
NT PENICILLIN
NT TRANQUILIZERS
NT CEOLINENGICS

Temperature telemetry for pyrogenic drugs testing on dogs

Temperature telemetry for pyrogenic drugs testing on dogs

Temperature telemetry for pyrogenic drugs testing on dogs

Temperature telemetry for pyrogenic drugs testing on dogs

Temperature telemetry for pyrogenic drugs testing on dogs

Temperature telemetry for pyrogenic drugs testing on dogs

Temperature telemetry for pyrogenic drugs testing on dogs
DUNALIELLA

Influence of electromagnetic force fields on biological systems studied on Dunaliella and ciliates [AD-714071]

p0170 N71-16350

DUST

Comparative tests of finedust masks [LA-4459-TF]

p0166 N71-15985

DUST COLLECTORS

Volume, diaphragm elasticity and area, office area, and L/D ratio effects on pulsation damping efficiency for smoothing personal respirable dust sampler flows [BM-N-75-655]

p0616 N71-35276

DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY

NT CONTROL STABILITY

NT DYNAMIC STABILITY

NT FLOW CHARACTERISTICS

NT FLOW DIRECTION

NT FLOW VELOCITY

NT LATERAL STABILITY

NT LIFT

NT MOTION STABILITY

NT TRANSIENT RESPONSE

Body position effect on dynamic characteristics of human operator under random vibration, considering pelvis-head amplitude-frequency characteristics [NASA-CR-1691]

p0104 A71-15772

Semicircular canal ducts dynamic behavior, using mathematical model for wave transmission of elastic fluid-filled toroidal shell in rigid channel

p0872 A71-36239

Dynamic characteristics of arterial oxygen tension response to supine submaximal leg exercise in man from harmonic analysis

p0872 A71-36240

Dynamic characteristics of arterial blood pressure responses to sinusoidal work load in man from harmonic analysis

p0873 A71-36240

Dynamic characteristics of human respiratory and circulatory adaptation to muscular exercise, using systems analysis approach

p0627 A71-43905

Dynamic characteristics of human skeletal muscle modeled from surface stimulation [NASA-CR-1691]

p0237 N71-19135

Hydrodynamic and frequency response of semicircular canals compared in yaw, pitch, and roll [NASA-CR-1691]

p0506 N71-31527

DYNAMIC LOADS

NT IMPACT LOADS

DYNAMIC MODELS

Two dimensional adaptive pattern-recognizing model of human operator in visual-manual compensatory tracking task

p0199 A71-20406

Multilayered spherical model induced fields and static heating patterns, approximating prime cranial structure MB plane wave irradiation

p0307 A71-25287

Mathematical and mechanical models of human thermal system thermodynamic/transport processes and external regulation devices for single elements and entire body

p0376 A71-29400

Human body attitude control in space, using ten body complex geometry system, noting astronaut training jig

p0376 A71-29832

Man machine system dynamic properties and biomechanical model concepts, determining random vibration effects on sitting and working human body

p0414 A71-32728

Activation impulse blocking in nerve, using inhomogeneous Lillie electrochemical model

p0512 A71-37282

Pulmonary nitrogen washout and carbon monoxide uptake, developing dynamic mathematical models for volume and distensibility distributions in airways and alveoli

p0531 A71-39401

Man machine system dynamic properties and biomechanical model concepts, determining random vibration effects on sitting and working human body

p0624 A71-63299

Dynamic models for cell membrane functions in molecular biology

p0281 N71-19881

Dynamic model for microvascular system control of sanaal body kinematics

p0281 N71-19882

Biodynamic modelling of biosystems by physical and biological parameters

p0281 N71-19888

Distributed parameter mathematical model of human body in dynamic mechanical environments [AD-717764]

p0239 N71-22130

Dynamic model of semicircular canal affected by angular velocity

p0509 N71-31543

Computer learning algorithm to improve parameter search efficiency in system modeling with man-machine interaction

p0650 N71-36505

DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING

Application of dynamic programming and theory of control to biological phenomena including evolution of consciousness [TR-71-17]

p0396 N71-25937

DYNAMIC PROPERTIES

U DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

DYNAMIC RESPONSE

NT TRANSIENT RESPONSE

Human operator adaptive response characteristics to step changes in compensatory tracking system dynamics

p0132 A71-12139

Biomechanical systems dynamic response - ASME Conference, New York, November-December 1970

p0095 A71-14785

Semicircular canal ducts dynamic response characteristics, using suspended liquid filled inner tube for endolymph simulation

p0253 A71-23358

Dynamic response with feedback characterization of human musculoskeletal frameworks by linegraph-flow graph procedure

p0253 A71-16405

Human respiratory and circulatory responses to hypoxia in anesthetized dogs, recording oxygen partial pressures, heart rate, blood pressure, blood flows, respiratory rate, etc

p0253 A71-23358

Cat pupillary system static and dynamic response determination under light and electrical stimulation, using TV pupillometer and on-line computer

p057 N71-35044

Dynamic models of human body response to acceleration environments and determination of tolerance limits [NASA-TM-X-67038]

p0301 N71-21598

Human factors for defining transfer functions in pilot modelling

p0344 A71-23214

Dynamic psychological and ergonomic aspects of mental imagery [IEEE 1970-21]

p0503 N71-31040

Human dynamic response to impact acceleration minus C sub x - measurements on head and neck [AD-717130]

p0535 N71-31616

DYNAMIC STABILITY

NT AIRCRAFT STABILITY

NT CONTROL STABILITY

NT LATERAL STABILITY

NT MOTION STABILITY

Dynamic stability of legged locomotion systems [AD-714509]

1973 N71-16553

Stability, flow, and wave effects on hovercraft during power failure [AD-717676]

p0336 N71-22048

DYNAMIC SYSTEM STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Arterioles and corneo-scleral shell structural response under various loading conditions, using finite element method for mechanical and hydrostatic stress distribution

p0417 A71-33099

DYNAMIC TESTING

Hydraulic grip dynamometer for study of elevated gravitational effects on flight crews [AD-715911]

p0228 N71-18415
Arterioles, arteriovenous anastomoses and efferent veins functional behavior in anesthetized white mice ears

Auditory meatus sound pressure levels measurements in subjects with fabricated human eardrums with canal modifications, considering frequency responses and resonance

Endolymph and perilymph fluid systems pathophysiology from induced and spontaneous disorders changes observed in inner ear

Ear inherent channel capacity estimation by applying Shannon equations for binary signal transmission

Ear oximeter for monitoring blood oxygenation and pressure, pulse rate, and pressure pulse curve, using dc and ac amplifiers

Flight helmet sound attenuation test, using Manokin method

Jet fighter-bomber aircraft noise survey, discussing sound pressure levels and frequency analysis during ground running, speech interference levels and ear protectors requirements

Karaff hearing protectors evaluation for attenuation of narrow band noise on experienced subjects

Gundefender earplug evaluation tests, using temporary threshold shift reduction and modified rhyme techniques for speech intelligibility measurement in noise

Sound attenuation characteristics of military ear protective devices and helmets

Noise problems in air evacuation operations and effectiveness of ear protective devices

Real ear evaluation of earplugs using comparison of noise bands to pure tones

Gundefender earplug evaluation, emphasizing noise reduction and speech intelligibility

Direct person-to-person voice communication in rotary wing aircraft improved by use of earplugs

Optical filtering of flight helmets for noise reduction

Weighting method for aircraft auditory risk limits when wearing ear protectors

Determination of real ear attenuation for Con-Fit earplugs using human subjects

Bibliography of literature on environmental pollution, noise pollution, and ear protection devices

Restraint system for ergometer used under zero gravity conditions or earth atmosphere in unconventional positions

Vestibular function on earth and in space - Conference, Uppsala, May 1968

Earth environment from aviation viewpoint, discussing atmospheric physics and chemistry, flight physiology, radiation, etc

Extraterrestrial and earth life genesis, discussing carbon foundation, planetary conditions, water prerequisites and space exploration

Solar activity effects on biosphere, examining solar-geoelectrical and medico-biological indexes relationships and clinico-statistical evidence of human organ effects

Investigating relationship of man and biosphere with respect to food production and toxic chemical pollution

Discussing relationship between numerical growth and expanding industrial and technological power of man and biosphere

Approaches to biogeocenotic research based on internal dynamic organization and phenomena which ultimately determine the laws of life of the biosphere

Analysis of natural zones and space ecosystems noting relationships of living animals and biosphere

Earth resources

Earth satellites

Earth surface

Earth-Moon system

Measuring optimal preflight feeding for pilots, discussing protein content and vitamin enrichment

Rating and digestion effects on conscious dog coronary and visceral vasoreactivity

Diurnal variations due to actual heat output, oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production in rats undergoing eating habit changes

Incentive goal and extensive technological power of earth life genesis, discussing atmospheric physics and chemistry, flight physiology, radiation, etc

Radar echoes

Signal reflection
Arterioles, arteriovenous anastomoses and efferent veins functional behavior in anesthetized white mice
Circadian work-rest cycles in isolated humans
Muscle simulation by information theory for statistical analysis of behavior based on gas thermodynamics methods, showing stress relation to motor units excitation
Adaptation mechanisms of human movement control as motor neuron reaction to external stimuli, considering peripheral arch, cerebrospinal canal and feedback
Movement coordination in animals during walking and running, revealing neurophysiological mechanisms of locomotion control
Venomotor responses of forearm veins to local and remote thermal stimuli to skin in exercising man
Antagonistic descending characteristics of medial and lateral hypothalamic nuclei on excitation of spinal cord motoneurons
Cerebellum efferent visceral field functional organization in cats
Motor analyzer role in animal orientation to external conditions
Signal transformation laws of central nervous system motor command patterns construction from sensory impulse streams
Globus pallidus damage in cats, investigating effects on conditioned motor reflexes, learning and memory
Muscular fibers analysis for motor neuron split potentials, using needle electrode
High motor stresses effects on muscle acetylcholine content, cholinesterase activity and localization, solitary contractions fusion and presialial weakening
Pulse frequency behavior during acquisition of perceptual and motor skills with particular attention to rest periods
Human skeletal muscle reflex and motor reactions in response to tibial nerve stimulation
Effenter vagal activity increase prior to intermittent cardiac block due to rise in blood pressure
Human motor control behavior mapping hypothesis of open loop system at voluntary effort initiation, discussing validity based on ankle rotation physiological model
Rat brain acetylcholine levels circadian rhythm correlated to spontaneous motor activity and sleep-wake cycle
EJECTORS

Ejector for separating astronaut from ejection seat during prelaunch or initial launch phase of flight
[NASA-CR-8-4625] p0290 A71-20718

ELECTRIC CONNECTORS

EJECTORS SUBJECT INDEX

ELECTRIC CURRENT

EJECTORS

ELECTRIC CONSTANTS

ELECTRIC DEFORMATION

Inteural, pressure effect on stress concentration and deformation of arterial wall in relation to atherosclerosis, using finite element method
[AEMS PAPER 70-WA/BHF-15] p0090 A71-14113

ELECTRIC MODULUS

U MODULUS OF ELECTRICITY

ELECTRIC PROPERTIES

NT MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

NT THERMOELASTICITY

NT VISCOELASTICITY

Artfct wall elasticity relation to Korotoff sound wave frequency by upper arm blood pressure model, using cylindrical rubber tubes and canine specimens p0003 A71-10240

Elastic behavior of bone as two phase composite material, using ultrasonically measured hydroxyapatite moduli
[AEMS PAPER 70-WA/BHF-2] p0059 A71-14110

Bat heart auriculo-series elasticity compliance, showing hypoxia effects p0310 A71-25930

ELECTRIC WAVES

NT AIRCRAFT NOISE

NT ENGINE NOISE

NT JET AIRCRAFT NOISE

NT NOISE (SOUND)

NT SHOCK WAVES

NT SONIC BOOMS

NT SOUND WAVES

NT ULTRASONIC RADIATION

Small pressure wave transmission in abdominal venae caveae of dogs in mathematical model development for viscoelastic behavior of large veins p0527 A71-38987

ELECTRICITY

U ELECTRIC PROPERTIES

Elasticity

Collagen and elastin transmedial gradients in human aortas as function of age, discussing relationship to atherosclerosis p0484 A71-36751

Elastomes

NT VITAM

Elbow (Anato"

Stop test method to study acceleration in movement control processes in man, considering elbow joint movements in normal and pathologic tremors in Parkinson disease afflicted subjects p0514 A71-37569

ELECTRIC BATTERIES

NT SILVER ZINC BATTERIES

Service and shelf life tests of radiation survey meter and personal radiation dosemeter battery packs used on Apollo spacecraft [NASA-CR-1151891] p0649 A71-36493

ELECTRIC CHARGE

NT ELECTROSTATIC CHARGE

ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS

Device for conducting electrostatic charges from man
[BS-P-20436-(5826.47)] p0657 A71-37684

ELECTRIC CONNECTORS

Long term, percutaneous leads in artificial hearts
[PB-196985] p0302 A71-21641

ELECTRIC COCTRL

Optokinetic nystagmus device, combining TV set and bar generator with controllable frame desynchronization for moving image and electrical control of stimulus parameters p0249 A71-22973

ELECTRIC CURRENT

NT ALTERNATING CURRENT

NT DIRECT CURRENT

NT TELESTATIC CURRENTS

NT THRESHOLD CURRENTS

Electrical medical apparatus with electrodes and intracardiac catheters, considering electric current danger threshold, electrocution hazards and safety precautions p0466 A71-35486

ELECTRIC FIELDS

Experimental analysis of information content of aural electric field of human body, considering electrotonic and tribioelectric components p0576 A71-41066

Computerized electrostatic field model of biological cell membrane p0568 A71-42119

Electric and magnetic fields effect on liquid crystal structure
[NASA-CR-111582] p0110 A71-12131

Electric field effect on crystal growth rate of molecular solids
[A69-10140] p0111 A71-12134

Electric field strength and helix pitch relationship in induced cholesteric-nematic phase transitions
[A69-14964] p0111 A71-12136

Electric field effects on dielectric properties and molecular arrangements of cholesteric liquid crystals
[A70-11352] p0111 A71-12137

Electric field effects on optical rotary power of compensated cholesteric liquid crystal
[A70-10003] p0111 A71-12138

Alternating current field induced cholesteric and nematic phase transitions
[A70-20053] p0112 A71-12139

Low-level, low-frequency electric field effects on behavior and brain activity based on electroencephalography
[AD-7271100] p0299 A71-21222

Physiological effects and growth responses in plants influenced by electric fields and production of air ions and ozone by barley plants p0648 A71-36485

ELECTRIC FILTERS

NT DIGITAL FILTERS

NT OPTICAL FILTERS

German monograph on frequency filter behavior of human retina regarding electric pulses, using ganglion model p0091 A71-14372

ELECTRIC GENERATORS

NT BIOCHEMICAL FUEL CELLS

NT DIAPHRAGM FUEL CELLS

NT FUEL CELLS

NT RADIOISOTOPE BATTERIES

NT THERMOELECTRIC GENERATORS

NT THERMOCOGENERATORS

Heart electric generator system simulation by dipolar or multidipolar generators p0266 A71-24238

ELECTRIC IMPULSES

U ELECTRIC PULSES

ELECTRIC MOTORS

NT SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS

ELECTRIC NETWORKS

Electronic circuitry for trainable systems with application to control and recognition functions
[AD-7271737] p0440 A71-26358

ELECTRIC POTENTIAL

NT BIOELECTRIC POTENTIAL

NT SPIKE POTENTIALS

Somatic cell mitosis control by simulated changes in electrical transmembrane potential difference p0468 A71-35892

ELECTRIC POWER CONVERSION

U ELECTRIC GENERATORS

ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS

NT FUSION POWER PLANTS

ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION

Effects of worldwide power requirements on environment [CONF-701018-37] p0123 A71-14473

ELECTRIC PULSES

German monograph on frequency filter behavior of human retina regarding electric pulses, using ganglion model p0091 A71-14372

Radio telemetry stimulator for conditioning large animals by applying high voltage short duration pulses to skin surface p0416 A71-33050

Statistical characteristics of spontaneous electrical activity of nerve units that exhibit stochastic dead time following impulses

Computerized simulation of electrical generator system in human heart p0142 A71-23079

A-136

SUBJECT INDEX

aural electric field of human body, considering electrotonic and tribioelectric components p0576 A71-41066

Computerized electrostatic field model of biological cell membrane p0568 A71-42119

Electric and magnetic fields effect on liquid crystal structure [NASA-CR-111582] p0110 A71-12131

Electric field effect on crystal growth rate of molecular solids [A69-10140] p0111 A71-12134

Electric field strength and helix pitch relationship in induced cholesteric-nematic phase transitions [A69-14964] p0111 A71-12136

Electric field effects on dielectric properties and molecular arrangements of cholesteric liquid crystals [A70-11352] p0111 A71-12137

Electric field effects on optical rotary power of compensated cholesteric liquid crystal [A70-10003] p0111 A71-12138

Alternating current field induced cholesteric and nematic phase transitions [A70-20053] p0112 A71-12139

Low-level, low-frequency electric field effects on behavior and brain activity based on electroencephalography [AD-717100] p0299 A71-21222

Physiological effects and growth responses in plants influenced by electric fields and production of air ions and ozone by barley plants p0648 A71-36485

German monograph on frequency filter behavior of human retina regarding electric pulses, using ganglion model p0091 A71-14372

Electronic circuitry for trainable systems with application to control and recognition functions [AD-7271737] p0440 A71-26358

Somatic cell mitosis control by simulated changes in electrical transmembrane potential difference p0468 A71-35892

Radio telemetry stimulator for conditioning large animals by applying high voltage short duration pulses to skin surface p0416 A71-33050

Statistical characteristics of spontaneous electrical activity of nerve units that exhibit stochastic dead time following impulses [NASA-TM-X-620071] p0164 A71-14917

Computerized simulation of electrical generator system in human heart p0142 A71-23079
ELECTRIC STIMULI

Bidrarnal reticular neurons discharges in response to electrical stimulation of posterior ventral nucleus of thalamus

Dorsomedial nucleus electric impulse stimulation in anesthetized cats with oscillograms recorded response potentials of cortex preoral gyrus, indicating relay transmission function

Feedback circuit for constant current stimulation through intracranial microelectrode

Matrix switch amplitude analyser for EEG signals providing feedback stimuli to subject

Bilateral and single median nerve electrical stimulation, observing summatcd cortical responses from homologous scalp derivations

Hippocampal, neocortical and somatic effects of HF electrical stimulation of mesencephalic reticular formation during different stages of sleep in cats

Oxygen respiration effect on self stimulation and emotional reactions in rabbits during hypothalamic electrical stimulation

Left ventricular function analysis by atrial pacing in subjects with normal and elevated left ventricular filling pressure, relating stroke volume to end diastolic pressure

Ventricular controllers automatic suppression by HF electric stimulation, examining energy metabolism inhibitors effects

Monocular vision field structural color in violet and yellow region under increasing light frequency and periodic electric stimulation

Direct electrical stimulation of musculus tensor tympani on click elicited responses in cochlea and cochlear nucleus

Behavioral arousal and EEG threshold changes during sleep due to electrical and audio stimulation

Behavioral effects of electrically induced EEG abnormalities in infratemporal and occipital cortex in monkeys on visual pattern discrimination and successive spatial reversals

Respiratory wave basic pattern during cat diaphragm activation by electric rectangular stimulus to phrenic nerves

Cerebral ischemia effects on sensoriotor cortex function in cats, recording spontaneous EEG and pyramidal response to cortical electrical stimulation

Cardiovascular responses to hypothalamic, spinal cord and reticular ganglion stimulation as function of intensity, pulse duration and frequency in cats

Tympanic-cavity nerve pulses electric stimulation effects on cerebral blood circulation and overall arterial pressure in dogs and cats

Hypothalamus and cerebral cortex electric stimulation effects on temperature homeostasis under hyperoxia

Human visual perception response to brightness under sinusoidal current, suggesting interaction with retinal neural structures

Differentiation of hypothermalic drive and reward centers, applying electric stimulation via chronically implanted electrodes

Cat pupillary system static and dynamic response determination under light and electrical stimulation, using TV pupillometer and on-line computer

Long term exposure to electric shock and associated stimuli on squirrel monkeys, considering aggressive and manual responses

Incentive goal and extensive stimulation experience effects on proportion increase of hypothalamic electrode sites yielding elicited eating and drinking behavior

Heart excitation and membrane permeability effects on two component action potentials in human atrial muscle strips, using microelectrodes

Orthodromic and antidromic impulsion role in functional state changes of contralateral cerebrospinal center during mixed nerve prolonged stimulation by rectangular pulses

Excitability, reactivity, adequacy, creativity and guidance at molecular, cellular, systemic and psychic levels in human biophysical neurodynamics, plotting stimulus magnitude vs response duration

Stabilographic indices and excitability curves of vestibular response to galvanic currents, using van Egonp cupulometry method

Postsynaptic de- and hyperpolarization potential development mechanisms in wakeful cats cortical neurons during LW thalamic structure stimulation

Cutaneous perception test involving human ability to reproduce binary patterns formed by electrical stimulation of finger tips

Behavior of living pike fish under influence of electrical and mechanical stimulation of cupula of left horizontal ampulla and semicircular canal [NASA-TR-P-13665]
ELECTROACOUSTIC TRANSDUCERS

ELECTROACOUSTIC TRANSDUCERS

ELECTROACOUSTIC WAVES
Phonocardiogram simulator producing electrical voltage waves to control amplitude and duration between simulated sounds (NASA-CUSB-TC-10804) p0389 A71-24606

ELECTROCARDIOGRAMS

U ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY
Heart rhythm coordinate curves for continuous EKG analysis using digital computer p0014 A71-11153
Computer differential analysis of cardiac rhythm irregularities involving comparison of EKG RR intervals p0015 A71-11154
Electrocardiograph recording fidelity relative to specification recommendations p0016 A71-11298
Abnormal left ventricular contour with late systolic aeurism at apex preceded by click and with abnormal T waves in electrocardiograph p0026 A71-11694
Medical data processing techniques in electrocardiography and effect vectorcardiography facilitating clinical observations p0032 A71-12110
Real time contourogram for monitoring ECG waveform data, describing cardiac measurement and data display p0033 A71-12304
ECG signal analog to digital conversion at sampling rate and quantizing accuracy for minimal losses and/or distortion p0038 A71-12949
Digital filtration and processing of electrocardiograms on computers using linear difference equations p0075 A71-12992
Long term day and night ECG recordings of healthy human subjects, analyzing heart rate and amplitude variations during normal wakefulness and sleep periods p0078 A71-13061
In-flight ECG telemetry for aircraft pilot diagnostics, discussing characteristic recordings and meaning probes development for simultaneous parameters transmission p0078 A71-13062
In-flight telemetric ECG recordings of aircraft pilots during normal, abnormal and aerobatic flight, analyzing heart rate variations as function of stresses p0078 A71-13064
Telemetric ECG recordings of workers under high and strongly varying temperature conditions, discussing heart rate variations under heat stress p0079 A71-13065
ECG telemetric data computerized processing, describing cardiac data acquisition, long distance telephone transmission, analog to digital converter, central processor and output devices p0079 A71-13066
ECG changes and coronary risk of acquired bundle branch block in healthy population p0087 A71-13490
Submaximal exercise ECG test in screening high risk populations for occult ischemic heart disease p0087 A71-13491
Autopsies compared to ECG for diagnosis accuracy for acute recurrent myocardial infarction p0137 A71-16951
Aircrews coronary insufficiency diagnosis via electrocardiographic modifications after exertion, observing ischemia p0148 A71-18192
ECG heat-to-heat variation reduction using digital computer wave recognition p0192 A71-19839
Primary T wave derived from ECG waveform dependent on intrasystolic ventricular recovery properties p0192 A71-19840
ECG signals on-line and real time monitoring mathematical, statistical and bioengineering considerations p0230 A71-21330
Book on clinical physiology techniques and anesthesiology measurements covering electronics, ECG analysis, blood pressure measurement, cardiac function, respiratory mechanics, etc p0244 A71-22459
Jet pilots flight stresses assessment via biotelemetry transmission of pulse rate, respiratory rate, electrocardiographic data, flight altitude and velocity p0257 A71-23800
ECG miniaturized single channel biotelemetry transmitter, discussing lightweight design and power supply p0268 A71-24807
Left ventricular enlargements, comparing vectorcardiographic spatial magnitude and electrocardiographic precordial QRS voltage measurements p0315 A71-26428
Digital computer analysis of orthogonal ECG and VCG from patients with myocardial infarction p0321 A71-27288
Heart size estimated from chest X rays related to corrected orthogonal ECG findings in patients with congestive heart failure symptoms p0321 A71-27288
Ectopic right atrial rhythms in ECG vectorial analysis p0321 A71-27289
Wired monitoring system for continuous interference-free twelve-lead ECG recording before, during and after exercise p0323 A71-27630
Computer analysis for normal ranges of orthogonal lead ECG parameters derived from modified axial lead systems p0351 A71-27812
Three vs 12 lead electrocardiogram input for computer assisted interpretation p0351 A71-27813
ECG measuring locations number and positions for determination of time varying total body QRS surface potential distribution p0354 A71-28149
Redundant information reduction during electrocardiograms analysis by Legendre polynomials, considering equivalent model in dipole and quadrupole form p0355 A71-28376
Anemia induced ECG lesion current in conjunction with myocardial phosphorylcreatine collapse, discussing results with air and nitrogen ventilated guinea pigs p0361 A71-28506
Stochastic identification method for transforming ECG and VCG data to approximate diagnosis, using computerized dipole models p0368 A71-29002
Ventricular mass estimation using electrocardiographic parameters p0371 A71-29302
Electrocardiography from unprepared skin without paste, using integrated stainless steel electrode-buffer amplifiers p0374 A71-29399
T wave abnormalities in electrocardiograms of athletes without organic heart diseases p0384 A71-30708
Early diagnosis of atherosclerosis in civil aviation pilots by lipid metabolism and electrocardiographic examinations p0406 A71-31318
Computer quantitation of ST segment response to graded exercise in untrained and trained subjects, continuously recording amplitude of selected points on ECG waveform p0407 A71-31452
Human operator work quality evaluation with EGG data based on brain electrical activity as function of central nervous system p0412 A71-32530
Maximal treadmill stress test correlation with postexercise phonocardiogram, ECG and double and single test in normal subjects, discussing third and fourth heart sound incidence p0413 A71-32538
Computer analysis of ECG compared to cardiologist conclusions, noting discordance in rhythm analysis p0414 A71-32943
Spatial ECG ventricular gradient ECG morphology, noting use in stimulus intraventricular conduction
disturbances recording

Monophasic action potential recording of intact human heart, using bipolar electrode catheter for explanation of ECG abnormalities

Sagittal path of moving electrical center of human heart from measurements of surface ECG potentials

Electrocardiographic evidence of false complete bilateral bundle branch block with impaired atrioventricular conduction in patient with hypertensive heart disease

Correlative ECG survey of surgically proven constrictive pericarditis involving left ventricle with T wave inversion

Left ventricular aneurysm electrocardiographic features and postresection changes based on ECG statistical analysis

Human blood pressure in brachial artery during spontaneous night sleep, recording EEG, EKG and horizontal eye movements

Mathematical model of electrocardiographic QT-RR relationship, showing agreement with membrane theories

Electrical heart activity and ECG mathematical model with nonlinear oscillator system connection for normal and abnormal rhythms

Heart rate and systolic pressure variability control through visual feedback of physiological information, obtaining respiratory measurements and ECG

Anoxia effect on laboratory animals cardiac action, discussing ECG injury current relation to myocardial phospholipid content

Miniaturized multichannel FM/AM biological telemetry system for simultaneous transmission of EKgs, EKGs, EOGs and ECGs

ST segment elevation spectrum in ECG of healthy male

Vectorcardiographic analysis of patients with ECG diagnosed inferior atrial rhythm

Midystolic clicks and papillary muscle dysfunction evidence in arteriosclerotic heart disease from ECG, carotid pulse tracing and phonocardiography

Preclinical coronary heart disease detection by near axial treadmill exercise ECG

Transistorized AGC circuit for use with ultrasonic doppler-cardiogram recording system to retain signal characteristics under strong fluctuations

Electronic device for monitoring electrocardiogram and diagnosing high or low heart rate

Prototype capacitive electrode for electrocardiography

Electrocardiographic electrodes for rapid application

Electrocardiography and vector cardiography of athletes

Computerized simulation of electrical generator system in human heart

Dynamic reconstruction errors in digital to analog systems with biomedical applications

Radiation hardened transmitter surgical implantation in animals for electrocardiograms biotelemetry in radiation environments

Real time matched filter of QRS complex by replica correlation for electrocardiograms

---

Electrocardiograph electrodes with silicon-oxide half-capacitor

Phonocardiogram simulator producing electrical voltage waves to control amplitude and duration between simulated sounds

Electrocardiograph electrode placements for best E-wave amplitude correlation with respiratory volume

Electrocardiographic monitoring device with arrhythmia signal detector and steplike output of E-wave amplitudes

---

**SUBJECT INDEX**

**ELECTRODES**

- Electrocardiograph electrodes with silicon-oxide half-capacitor
  - [AD-710958]
- Phonocardiogram simulator producing electrical voltage waves to control amplitude and duration between simulated sounds
  - [NASA-CAB-TEX-10804]
- Electrocardiograph electrode placements for best E-wave amplitude correlation with respiratory volume
  - [AD-713633]
- Electrocardiographic monitoring device with arrhythmia signal detector and steplike output of E-wave amplitudes
  - [AD-712668]

**BIOCHEMICAL CELLS**

- BT BIOCHEMICAL FUEL CELLS
- BT ELECTRIC BATTERIES
- BT FUEL CELLS
- BT SILVER ZINC BATTERIES

**ELECTROCHEMISTRY**

- MT ELECTROLYSIS
  - Fick diffusion model for Hato-Blinks electrochemical determination of photosynthetic oxygen evolution
    - [NASA-TM-1-654381]
- Activation impulse blocking in nerve, using inhomogeneous Lillie electrochemical model
  - [NASA-TM-1-654381]

**ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY**

- Analog simulation of cardiac malfunctions associated with A-V conduction block and Wenckebach phenomenon, using P and R wave and interval function generators
  - [NASA-TM-1-654381]

**ELECTRODERMAL RESPONSE**

- U GALVANIC SKIN RESPONSE
  - Electrodes
  - MT GLASS ELECTRODES
    - Pt electrode oxygen diffusion and consumption system: comparison of amperometric oxygen evolution measurement in perfused tissues
      - [NASA-TM-1-654381]
    - Percutaneous vitreous carbon electrodes long term effects, considering mechanical stability, bioelectrical signal rectification, low interface impedance and surrounding epidermis growth
      - [NASA-TM-1-654381]
    - Manganese dioxide depolarizer for biomedical electrodes, discussing electrochemical and toxicological characteristics
      - [NASA-TM-1-654381]
    - Feedback circuit for constant current stimulation through intracellular microelectrode
      - [NASA-TM-1-654381]
    - Open and closed eyes electroretinograms, discussing lamellar electrode placed on lower eyelid
      - [NASA-TM-1-654381]
    - Biotelemetry data acquisition and electrode technology, discussing physiological measurements and pickup techniques for conversion into electrical signals
      - [NASA-TM-1-654381]
    - Vectorcardiograms comparison recorded with different electrode leads or amplification systems based on spatial points coordinates correlation coefficients
      - [NASA-TM-1-654381]
    - Small-tipped microelectrode minimizing capacitive artifacts during current passage through bath in membrane potential measurement
      - [NASA-TM-1-654381]
    - Brain electrodes rapid implantation method, using preassembled, stereotactically loaded, shunted and pretested electrode and pedestal assemblies
      - [NASA-TM-1-654381]
Pt electrode response time during anestady oxygen partial pressure measurement
Muscular fibers analysis for motorneuron split potentials, using needle electrode
Percutaneous access to implanted electrodes, discussing metal plaque-needle system and connection to instruments
Electrocardiography from unprepared skin without paste, using integrated stainless steel electrode-buffer amplifiers
Electrocardiography matrix, applying vectorcardiologic type electrodes to human torsos for data recording during physical activity
Electrode attached to helmets for detecting low level signals from skin of living creatures
Characteristics of pressed disc electrode for biological measurements
Prototype capacitive electrode for electrocardiography
Electrocardiographic electrodes for rapid application
Electrocardiograph electrodes with silicon-oxide half-capacitor
Adhesive spray for attaching biomedical skin electrodes
Electrocardiograph electrode placements for best B-wave amplitude correlation with respiratory volume
Automated self sterilizing breadboard unit for portable water reclamation from urine by electrolysis-electrolysis for long term space missions
Electroencephalographs
Electroencephalography
Matrix switch amplitude analyzer for EEG signals providing feedback stimulus to subject
Digital delta filter for quantifying sleep EEG slow wave activity
EEG dynamics and visual cortex neuron responses in cats to conditioned optical stimulus during defensive reflex formation
Standardized EEG data recordings in Air Force neurological evaluations
In-flight EEG recordings telemetry for pilot aptitude testing, showing pilot error relationship to brain overstimming
Sound duration effect on brain activity of cats, studying EEG and behavioral responses
EEG topography continuous recording for signal analysis based on regression theory
EEG wave phase durations over human brain surface, examining asymmetry distribution level
topography of acoustically evoked potentials triggered by alpha activity in man
Multichannel EEG radio telemetry for remote recording of biological activity from subjects in motion and within human body
Surface negative slow EEG potential CHV in human brain after total sleep loss
Mean period spontaneous EEG as psychophysiological characteristics of higher nervous activity in human individuals

Photic stimulation at South Pole by EEG, showing no brain stress, undue tension nor anxiety during hypobaric hypoxia acclimatization
Electroencephalographic and motor effects of electrically stimulated reinforcing and negative subcortical structures in sleeping cats
Bioelectric activity of cerebral cortex in man under neuroemotional stress, using multichannel radioelectroencephalography
Correlation and spectrum analysis of simultaneous BCG data in mono and dizygotic twins using computer and FFT algorithm
EEG analyzer voltage peaks recording using digital readout for simultaneous initial and terminal stage markers
Human conditioned reflexes to time and EEG responses under acute hypoxia
Humans and animals acute hypoxia effects on EEG pattern and behavioral reactions
Electroencephalophone for stereophonic display of four channel EEG physiological signals from skull quadrants
Computer aided statistical model of visual evoked potential in man as normality criterion for pathological indicator
Electroencephalograms alterations in dogs and monkeys during bromothiophoramide exposure, correlating brain wave patterns with CNS depression
Electroencephalogram analysis, using analog computers for biopotential data reduction
W-forced unscored evoked potential to light stimulus in healthy subjects significant to Wilcoxon test
Biosatellite 3 monkey sleep and wake EEG data based on visual and computer analysis of telemetered brain EEG data from earth orbital flight
Clinical value of electroencephalogram following sleep deprivation in detecting abnormalities in neurological patients
Biological learning, considering EEG wave activity association with structural change underlying information storage in cerebral tissue
Astroonaut electrode-amplifier helmet harness for cable and radiotelemetry acquisition of EEG, EMG, EEG and blood pressure data in noninterference basis
Prolonged perceptual deprivation effects on behavioral, physiological and chemical reactions, discussing EEG mean frequency changes
Central nervous system responsiveness changes after exhausting physical exercise, giving electroencephalograms and sensory reaction records
Waking and sleeping EEG signals bispectrum analysis, correlating component waves interactions with alpha activity, load placement and state of consciousness
CO exposure effects on human psychomotor performance for blood carboxyhemoglobin saturation levels, using sleep monitored EEG methods
Cortico- and subcortico and rhytide dynamics in waking and sleep cats by spectral analysis and EEG integration
Rabbits and human behavioral reactions and EEG changes relationship to hypoxia in pressure chamber
EGO examination of healthy aircrew for high performance aircraft flying fitness evaluation, stressing hyperventilation factor importance

Somatosensory cortical and cuneate evoked responses and EEG amplitude/frequency changes due to hypervolemic shock

Behavioral arousal and EEG thresholds changes during sleep due to electrical and audio stimulation

Behavioral effects of electrically induced EEG abnormalities in inferotemporal and occipital cortex in monkeys on visual pattern discrimination and successive spatial reversals

Isolation technique for recording low level ECG and deep body temperature signals in animals exposed to large amplitude RF fields

Evoked cortical responses to taste solutions of acid and salt applied to human tongue surface. Using averaging technique

Visual evoked cortical response in man related to rate, spatial frequency and wavelength of alternating barred pattern with background illumination

Compact head mounted six channel IC telemeter for EEG study of hyperoxemic convulsions in Uacacus nemestrinus and Papio primates, considering

Psychobiological effects of prolonged bed rest in young healthy volunteers from EEG recording, psychological testing and psychomotor performance

Alpha rhythm activity, periodicity and mean frequency in cortex regions of healthy humans based on EEG frequency and correlation analyses

EEG and derivative spectral characteristics evaluation in determining pilot mental activity during flight

Subcortical-cortical EEG recording of unrestrained chimpanzees sleep cycles, using computer analysis and biotelemetry techniques

Human subjects REM sleep characteristics under 5-hydroxytryptophan influence, analyzing continuous polygraphic recordings of parietal EEG, horizontal eye movement and submental electromyographic activity

Human vigilance performance and personality traits characterization by EEG alpha frequencies, correlating rest and task period recordings

Cerebral ischemia effects on sensorimotor cortex function in cats, recording spontaneous EEG and pyramidal response to cortex electrical stimulation

EEG phase relations measurement technique, using small digital computer for frequency components separation and EEG activity phases comparison between electrodes

Simplified EEG time domain procedure, using method of period analytic estimates of power spectrum moments

Computerized assistance in EEG analysis and interpretation. Describing computer program for time and effort reduction in EEG reporting

Cortical neurodynamics during vestibular afferent activity and associated cardiovascular and respiratory reactions, noting EEG correlation to hemodynamics

Space flight sleep pattern data with EEG, using three discriminant and regression and linear discriminant analysis

Adrenalectomy influence on electrical activity of cortex and subcortical areas in rats under hyperbaric oxygen, using implanted electrode electroencephalographic recordings

Objective monitoring of human operator, using statistical analysis of EEG based on numerical characteristics of energy spectrum

Rhinos monkeys electrocortical events recorded during foreperiod of reaction time tasks

Bispectral analysis of EEG frequency bands interrelations

Human EEG changes and motor analyzer activity during mental visualization of motions

Electroencephalographic evaluation of brain functions disturbances in response to stress in flying personnel, relating fatigue and rest periods allocation

Regional cerebral blood flow, tissue oxygen, EEG activity and behavioral reaction at high pressure rate, spatial frequency and wavelength of alternating barred pattern with background illumination

Corneal-retinal potential as generator of occipital alpha rhythms in human electroencephalogram modulated at 10 Hz by tremor in extraocular muscles

Miniature biopotential transmitter suitable for telemetry, giving EEG and circuit and performance characteristics

Human blood pressure in brachial artery during spontaneous night sleep, recording EEG, EOG and horizontal eye movements

Hyperbaric normoxic breathing helium, nitrogen and neon gas mixture effects on EEG and reaction time in man

Potential epilepsy determination in flight personnel, suggesting systematic EEG with hyperventilation and photic stimulation tests and personal history data of head trauma and unconsciousness

Analog statistical analyzer for measuring one dimensional EEG amplitude distribution functions, illustrating reaction response to threshold acoustic stimuli

Analog computer analysis of EEG and auditory stimuli, illustrating reaction response to threshold acoustic stimuli

EEG study of hyperoxic convulsions in Macacus nemestrinus and Papio primates, considering preventative effect of Diazepam and derivatives

Miniaturized multichannel fiber optic biological telemetry system for simultaneous transmission of EEGs, EOGs and EKGs

Pilot EEG, behavioral and subjective correlates of natural and drug induced sleep at atypical hours, using calculation and vigilance tests

EEG characteristics of cadets and flying personnel, noting spike wave paroxysmal screening and epilepsy detection

Human cerebral EEG phenomena and evoked potential relationships to eye and retinal image movements

Hypothalamus anterior and hippocampus limbic system and oxytocin effect in rabbits, using EEG analysis

Prolonged bed rest effects on EEG sleep patterns in young healthy subjects with and without exercise
ELECTROBIOLOGY

Closed cycle life support water electrolysis system using solid plastic sheet electrolyte/polyethersulfone exchange membrane of sulfonated perfluorocarbon polymer [ASME PAPER 71-AV-9]. p0475 71-36376

Automated self sterilizing breadboard unit for portable water reclamation from urine by electrolysis/electrolysis-dialysis for long term space missions [ASME PAPER 71-AV-11]. p0475 71-36378

Oxygen generation system for 90-day space station simulator, considering carbon dioxide removal and water electrolysis [ASME PAPER 71-AV-18]. p0476 71-36385

Zero-gravity circulating water electrolysis system prototype design for metabolic and leakage makeup oxygen supply in 12-man space station regenerative life support system [ASME PAPER 71-AV-20]. p0477 71-36387

Water vapor electrolysis for oxygen generation and humidity control in long term manned space flight [ASME PAPER 71-AV-24]. p0477 71-36391

Static feed water electrolysis system of life support systems, discussing current density, operating time and temperature effects on voltage for various electrochemical cell sizes [ASME PAPER 71-AV-25]. p0477 71-36392

Oxygen production efficiency of water electrolysis systems in long term regenerative life support system tests p0293 71-20965

Water electrolysis system for oxygen production during long term manned test of space station simulator p0294 71-20967

Design, fabrication, and testing of circulating electrolyte type water electrolysis system for automatic control of spacecraft total pressure and oxygen partial pressure [NASA-CH-119111]. p0949 71-29383

ELECTROLYTE METABOLISM

Low level, low frequency electric field effects on monkey behavior and brain activity based on electroencephalography [AD-71-71400]. p0299 71-21222

Computer modeling of hippocampus and studies involving pattern recognition and information compression [AD-72-20816]. p0396 71-25864

Use of electroencephalograms in evaluation of emotional state of aircraft pilot during flight [JPS-51-2169]. p0485 71-29419

Prototype device for monitoring sleep during manned space flight including performance tests [NASA-CS-115071]. p0497 71-30126

Dynamics of electroencephalograms during sleep in humans under normal and altered daily regimes of sleep and wakefulness [NASA-TP-13679]. p0498 71-30140

Sequential, distribution-free pattern classification procedures tested on Gaussian and ZSG patterns [NASA-CS-121750]. p0610 71-36074

Development and characteristics of biomedial system for obtaining electroencephalograms and neurophysiologic data during space missions [NASA-CS-115132]. p0616 71-35263

Applying principles of pattern recognition technology to analysis of EEG [AD-72-4673]. p0646 71-36476

ELECTROBIOLOGY

U ELECTRIC GENERATORS

ELECTROHYDRAULIC CONTROL

U ELECTRIC CONTROL

Electrokinetics Determination of electrical charge and field strength at cell membrane of human erythrocytes [NASA-TP-14007]. p0651 71-37636

Electroluminescence Electroluminescent aircraft instrument lighting effects on pilots dark adaptation taking into account color, panel legibility, scotopic sensitivity and acuity p0209 71-21229

Long distance brightness change in electroluminescent panel during monitoring task, discussing role of payoffs and signal ratios p0455 71-34705

Electrolytic Power Electrolyte exchange membrane electrolytes K, Na, Ca and electrolytes content in thyroid gland and blood during experimental hypothyrosis in rabbits p0144 71-17668

Solid electrolyte oxygen generator electrolysis test module with improved ceramic to ceramic and metal seals, electrode and grid design, discussing performance tests [ASME PAPER 71-AV-8]. p0675 71-36375

Closed-loop solid electrolyte oxygen regeneration life support system, discussing 180-day life test [ASME PAPER 71-AV-32]. p0679 71-36399

Stress effects of intermittent exposure to 3 percent CO2 on acid-base balance and electrolyte exchange in submarine personnel [AD-72-26462]. p0505 71-31238

Electrolytes K ion exchange membrane electrolytes K, Na, Ca and electrolytes content in thyroid gland and blood during experimental hypothyrosis in rabbits p0144 71-17668

Solid electrolyte oxygen generator electrolysis test module with improved ceramic to ceramic and metal seals, electrode and grid design, discussing performance tests [ASME PAPER 71-AV-8]. p0675 71-36375

Closed-loop solid electrolyte oxygen regeneration life support system, discussing 180-day life test [ASME PAPER 71-AV-32]. p0679 71-36399

Stress effects of intermittent exposure to 3 percent CO2 on acid-base balance and electrolyte exchange in submarine personnel [AD-72-26462]. p0505 71-31238

External field effects on electroencephalograms spontaneous and alpha frequency [NASA-CS-111385]. p0057 71-11185

Investigating electroencephalographic and behavioral changes in rabbits and humans exposed to acute hypoxia p0233 71-18913

Electroencephalographic sleep patterns of crew during long duration spacecraft cabin simulation p0297 71-20989

Low-level, low frequency electric field effects on monkey behavior and brain activity based on electroencephalography [AD-71-71400]. p0299 71-21222

Computer modeling of hippocampus and studies involving pattern recognition and information compression [AD-72-20816]. p0396 71-25864

Use of electroencephalograms in evaluation of emotional state of aircraft pilot during flight [JPS-51-2169]. p0485 71-29419

Prototype device for monitoring sleep during manned space flight including performance tests [NASA-CS-115071]. p0497 71-30126

Dynamics of electroencephalograms during sleep in humans under normal and altered daily regimes of sleep and wakefulness [NASA-TP-13679]. p0498 71-30140

Sequential, distribution-free pattern classification procedures tested on Gaussian and ZSG patterns [NASA-CS-121750]. p0610 71-36074

Development and characteristics of biomedial system for obtaining electroencephalograms and neurophysiologic data during space missions [NASA-CS-115132]. p0616 71-35263

Applying principles of pattern recognition technology to analysis of EEG [AD-72-4673]. p0646 71-36476

Random process model and feature reduction of spontaneous and alpha frequency electroencephalograms [NASA-CS-111385]. p0057 71-11185

Investigating electroencephalographic and behavioral changes in rabbits and humans exposed to acute hypoxia p0233 71-18913

Electroencephalographic sleep patterns of crew during long duration spacecraft cabin simulation p0297 71-20989

Low-level, low frequency electric field effects on monkey behavior and brain activity based on electroencephalography [AD-71-71400]. p0299 71-21222

Computer modeling of hippocampus and studies involving pattern recognition and information compression [AD-72-20816]. p0396 71-25864

Use of electroencephalograms in evaluation of emotional state of aircraft pilot during flight [JPS-51-2169]. p0485 71-29419

Prototype device for monitoring sleep during manned space flight including performance tests [NASA-CS-115071]. p0497 71-30126

Dynamics of electroencephalograms during sleep in humans under normal and altered daily regimes of sleep and wakefulness [NASA-TP-13679]. p0498 71-30140

Sequential, distribution-free pattern classification procedures tested on Gaussian and ZSG patterns [NASA-CS-121750]. p0610 71-36074

Development and characteristics of biomedial system for obtaining electroencephalograms and neurophysiologic data during space missions [NASA-CS-115132]. p0616 71-35263

Applying principles of pattern recognition technology to analysis of EEG [AD-72-4673]. p0646 71-36476

Electrolyte exchange membrane electrolytes K, Na, Ca and electrolytes content in thyroid gland and blood during experimental hypothyrosis in rabbits p0144 71-17668

Solid electrolyte oxygen generator electrolysis test module with improved ceramic to ceramic and metal seals, electrode and grid design, discussing performance tests [ASME PAPER 71-AV-8]. p0675 71-36375

Closed-loop solid electrolyte oxygen regeneration life support system, discussing 180-day life test [ASME PAPER 71-AV-32]. p0679 71-36399

Stress effects of intermittent exposure to 3 percent CO2 on acid-base balance and electrolyte exchange in submarine personnel [AD-72-26462]. p0505 71-31238
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>ELECTRON TRANSFER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Situation</em></td>
<td>Operator mental performance prediction from heart beat rate and electromyogram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Human respiratory muscles electrical activity, discussing correlation analysis of interferential</em></td>
<td>Human respiratory muscles electrical activity, discussing correlation analysis of interferential elecmyograms from external intercostal muscles during breathing exercises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Skin muscle electrical activity during standing</em></td>
<td>p0045 A71-32826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>After 120 day bed rest hypokinesia</em> from EMG measurement*</td>
<td>p0515 A71-38198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Minimized multichannel FM/AM biological telemetry system for simultaneous transmission of EMGs, EEGs, EOGs and EKGs</em></td>
<td>p0529 A71-39230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Prior muscle exertions effect on reaction time and duration of simple discrete movements, considering electromyogram frequency changes</em></td>
<td>p0562 A71-41574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Muscular work level shifts effectiveness during pedaling activity from oxygen requirement measurement, electromyograms and stress</em></td>
<td>p0589 A71-42194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Muscular bioelectric potential input processing into digital computer, describing amplitude, frequency and time domain analysis of electromyogram signals</em></td>
<td>p0637 A71-44542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron Density (Concentration)</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron Density Profiles</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron density maps of human deoxymyoglobin revealing C-terminal residues configurations of beta chain by three dimensional Fourier synthesis</em></td>
<td>p0016 A71-11343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron Distribution</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron Density Profiles</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron emission</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron Flux</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron Flux</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>U Electrons</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>U Flux (Rate)</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron Ionization</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron Ionization</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron Microscopes</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Isolated tobacco chloroplasts disintegration, measuring simultaneous particle size and photochemical reduction rate changes by electron microscopy</em></td>
<td>p0101 A71-15269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron microscopic studies of nerve membrane fine structure, discussing cell membrane multienzyme and macromolecular energy and information transduction, protein synthesis and nucleic acids intercalations</em></td>
<td>p0181 A71-17500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron microprobe X ray analysis of atmospheric aerosol particles</em></td>
<td>p0049 A71-11079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>High resolution scanning microscope for molecular biology</em></td>
<td>p0174 A71-16793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron microscopic studies of nerve membrane ultrastructure</em></td>
<td>p0238 A71-19322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>High resolution electron microscopes for cell membrane and multi-enzyme complex studies</em></td>
<td>p0358 A71-19314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Preparation of biochemical materials for electron microscopy</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron Microscopy</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron Microscopy</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron Microscopy</em></td>
<td>p0583 A71-32968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron Microscopy</em></td>
<td>p0593 A71-32968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron Microscopy</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electronographic resonant</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Measurement of photosynthetic electron transport in Porphyridium by NMR electron paramagnetic resonance</em></td>
<td>p0652 A71-37640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>NMR-Cr-123158</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron Microscopy</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Feasibility and capability of electron microprobe analysis for measuring pollutant aerosol particles in atmosphere</em></td>
<td>p0047 A71-11068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron Radianc</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron Radianc</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron Radianc</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron Transfer</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Electron transport chain of extremely halophilic bacteria, investigating cytochrome oxidase</em></td>
<td>p0376 A71-29499</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Delayed e-wave like electrical response to light and inhibition in developing frog retina

Vitamin A deficiency effect on rhodopsin loss
dependent on illumination level in rat eye using electroretinography

Electroretinogram b-wave slope reduction by cooling of dark adapted frogs during serial flash stimulation

Postexcitatoric inhibition of monochromatic flickering potentials on electroretinograms in an under intensive dazzling stimulus

Human electroretinographic dark adaptation recovery curves rod-cone break time dependence on bleach intensity

Visual latencies at photopic levels as function of binocular differences in retinal illumination, using liumasi adaptation model and EEG correspondence

Multiple positive off effects in human electroretinograms, recording rhythmic wavelets due to intense stimuli with averaging computer and short time constant amplifier

Positive and negative deflections in human electroretinogram off response to stimuli

Anatomic examinations and diagnostic techniques in pathologic vision laboratory, discussing electroretinograms and light stimulation, corneal response, etc

Simultaneous recordings of EEG and visually evoked cortical potentials to stimuli of differing luminance and pattern, comparing spatial frequency characteristics

Spectral sensitivity and dominance of color center cones in macaque monkeys based on flicker electroretinography

ELECTROSEISMIC EFFECT

U ELECTRIC CURRENT

ELECTROSTATIC CHARGE

Device for conducting electrostatic charges from man [ULL-R-20436-5828.4P]

ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS

U ELECTRIC FIELD

ELECTROSTATIC precipitators

Electrostatic precipitation of lithium ions for trace contaminant removal from spacecraft cabin atmospheres hindered by oxidation caused by thermionic emission [AD-716864]

ELECTROSTATIC SHIELDING

Astronaut protection from solar flare high energy protons, discussing spacecraft, spacecraft orientation and solid, electrostatic, magnetic and plasma shielding

ELEMENTARY PARTICLE INTERACTIONS

Characteristics of low-entropy system of superlight particles capable of producing some prelogical informational functions of brain and consciousness [JPS85–52722]

ELEMENTARY PARTICLES

NT ALPHA PARTICLES

NT BETA PARTICLES

NT ELECTRONS

NT PROTONS

NT THERMAL NEUTRONS

ELIMINATION

Relationship of cocaine-137 and iron-59 elimination rates to metabolic rates of small rodents [ORNL-6568]

EMBEDDING

Hydrodynamics of viscous internal flows with embedded particulate matter [AD-711816]

EMOBLIS

EMOBLIS

EMOBLIS

EMOBLIS

EMOBLIS

EMOBLIS

EMOBLIS

EMOBLIS

EMOBLIS

EMOBLIS

EMOBLIS

EMOBLIS

EMOBLIS
increase of rats during stress, noting eating behavior

Personal selection for emotionally and physically taxing situations by studying physiological responses to anticipated stressors and stress recovery

Oxygen respiration effect on self-stimulation and emotional reactions in rabbits during hypothalamus electrical stimulation

Young pilot performance in emergency situations including communication system failure and other equipment breakdowns, noting emotional reactions

Literature survey of nervous-emotional stress effects on pilot during flight, discussing premature fatigue, cardiovascular disorders, psychic disturbances and circadian rhythms

Psychophysiological and conversion mechanisms as unconscious expression of student pilot motivation decrease for further flight training, presenting case histories

Secrrotinin metabolism of helicopter pilots, showing effects of emotional factors due to flight inexperience

Hematological characteristics of emotional stressors during parachute jump, studying leucocyte, erythrocyte and eosinophil populations changes

Emotional stress of pilots in difficult flight conditions, noting pulse rate increase and biopotentials amplitude changes

Measurement of effects of stress on air traffic control personnel through use of mood adjective check lists

Emotions

Arousal and activation in nonspecific reticulo-thalamic-cortical systems due to underlying emotion expressed through cortical, visceral and somatosensory channels

Estimating human emotional states by changes in frequency characteristics of articulation

Ejaculation

Conference on application of science and technology to problems of pollution, transportation, and employment

Eruptions

Vestibular physiology, discussing endolymp chemical composition, cupula structure and function and hair cells

Semicircular canal ducts dynamic response characteristics, using suspended liquid filled inner tube for endolymp simulation

Coriolic effects on endolymp shift direction in semicircular canals of man under rotation with head movements in sagittal plane, involving nystagmus and illusory sensations

Endolymp and perilymph fluid systems pathophysiology from induced and spontaneous disorders changes observed in inner ear

Pigeon vestibular apparatus fluids and structures physical properties, detailing specific gravity and viscosity of endolymp, perilymph and cupula

Endothelium

DNA synthesis rhythm in aorta endothelial cells nuclei during direct division, noting effects of antistasis by autoradiography

DNA synthesis in human aorta endothelium reproduction, reporting intact nuclei and dyed cell smear samples cytophotoscopic studies results

Endotoxin

Irradiation protection in mice, dogs and sheep by bacterial endotoxin injection, discussing heatoprotic system stimulation and leucocyte counts

Endotoxin

Toxic effects of endotoxin on brain functions of aerial applicator personnel

Endurance

Capillarity density relationship to maximal oxygen uptake, indicating endurance training effects on
Simulated sonic booms effects on sleeping humans, considering intensity levels, age factors, sleep stage, adaptability and housing

- Terrestrial microorganisms adaptation to simulated ammonia-hydrogen Jupiter atmosphere

- Mars physical conditions compared to earth, simulating Martian conditions and low temperature and UV effects on proteins

- Mathematical model for underwater simulation of asteroid-meteoritic activities in weightless conditions, using computer program

- Biomechanical measurements of human urine and blood changes during simulated oxygen-debiles dives to 1500 feet

- Bacterial spores survival under simulated lunar surface conditions, comparing results with vegetable cells experiments

Simulated Martian environment effects on terrestrial microorganisms survival

- Blue-green algae survival or growth ability tests under simulated Precambrian atmospheric conditions

- Infusoria adaptation ability to extreme environmental conditions with emphasis on Mars surface

- Rat thyroid gland changes during acclimatization to simulated high altitude environments, observing high borzoe stimulation

- Investigating effects of liquid diets on subjects in space environment simulators

- Effect of simulated space cabin atmosphere of 100 percent oxygen at 5 psia on immunological response in mice

- Method and apparatus for applying compressional forces to skeletal structure of subject to simulate force during ambulatory conditions

- Gravity environment simulation by locomotion and restraint aid for studying manual operation performance of astronauts at zero gravity

ENVIRONMENTAL SIMULATORS

- MT LUNAR GRAVITY SIMULATOR
- MT SPACE SIMULATORS

- Simulation chamber for experimental investigation of organisms reactions to Mars environment

- Human factors engineering mock-up facility value as management tool

ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBERS & TEST CHAMBERS

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

- Spacecraft cabin atmospheres, discussing controlled atmosphere composition, barometric pressure, physiological effects, trace constituents, fire hazards, etc

- Circadian rhythm of leaves of Phaseolus angularis plants in controlled carbon dioxide and humidity environment

- Environmental thermal control/life support system for manned station, discussing maintenance, weight, power and volume

- Wide heat load range space radiator design for space mission environmental control/life support system, using stagnation control

- Solar-array space station environmental control and life support system design for 12-man 10-year mission capability with 180-day rotating station

- Environmental control and life support subsytem selection and definition for 12-man space station

Space Shuttle Orbiter Environmental Control and Life Support Systems, discussing maintenance

- Space shuttle environmental control and life support system design covering atmospheric pressure, composition, humidity, temperature, water and waste management

- Long mission duration manned spacecraft contaminant control system design, discussing catalytic, oxidation, chelomass and carbon dioxide absorption removal techniques and computerized performance prediction

- Space station prototype environmental thermal control and life support systems, considering maintainability, reliability, weight penalties and fault detection and isolation

- Water vapor electrolysis for oxygen generation and humidity control in long term manned space flight

- Three day mission biosatellite environmental thermal control system design and flight performance

- Prototype space station environmental thermal control and life support system digital simulation for transit design and performance prediction

- Space station thermal control system design, discussing pumped loop, air cooled semiactive and heat pipe systems

- Architectural and environmental design tools for space system habitability, discussing work and living areas, hygiene facilities, etc

- Earth-like ecology for habitation in space, considering hollow rotating space chamber for life cycles in controlled weather environment

- Aircraft pilots and astronauts relationships with space environment, considering weightlessness, emotional reactions, cabin pressure and temperature control and space survival and rescue

- Portable environmental control and life support system for astronauts in and out of space shuttle

- Annotated bibliography of technical literature covering thermal and humidity control, fault detection and isolation, maintainability, reliability, weight penalties and control system design and flight performance

- Development of environmental control and life support system for determining effects of relative humidity and dry heat on inactivation of microorganisms

- Zero-gravity absorption refrigeration system design and performance testing for space station environmental control application

- Bioengineering tradeoff study for cabin atmosphere selection in manned space flight

Microbiological life support requirements in long term manned space flights

- Systems integration for optimal regenerative environmental and life support processes in manned spacecraft

- Design, fabrication, and testing of circulating electrolysis type water electrolysis system for automatic control of spacecraft total pressure and oxygen partial pressure

- Modular space station study of environmental control and life support system for long term mission

- Conference on space shuttle environmental control and life support systems - Vol. 2

- Environmental control and life support system for space shuttle orbiter
Environmental control and life support subsystem for space shuttle orbiter

Status of LRC program on space shuttle environmental control and life support systems

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Environmental health science

Research planning in environmental health science

Proceedings from conference on role of national laboratories and universities in solving environmental problems

Development and implementation of R and D and program planning capability for Environmental Health Services

Investigating information resources available to Environmental Health Service for protecting man's environment

Mathematical model for environmental transport of lead from several sources and subsequent intake by man

Spacecraft water reclamation and closed self-contained biological cycled-closed ecological system techniques in USSR and US

Biochemistry, molecular biology, radiochemistry, meteorology, soil science, and water pollution research and development and environmental engineering

Development of scientific principles of protecting and transforming nature for improving environment and optimal use of natural conditions

ENVIROMENTAL INDEX

Humid operative temperature as index for biophysical thermotrophy and thermal comfort sensation prediction

Human factors engineering data for equipment design including anthropology, environmental conditions, and physiological and behavioral factors

Biosatellite 3 reduced gravity environmental laboratory with subhuman primate on 30 day mission, discussing ground base tests, simulated and actual flight

Proceedings from conference on role of national laboratories and universities in solving environmental problems

ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE

U AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS

COLD WEATHER TESTS

LOW TEMPERATURE TESTS

UNDERWATER TESTS

Algae survival and growth under adverse conditions, considering high and low temperatures, desiccation and halophilism

Medical flight information on astronauts response to space flight environment in confined and unconfined state and during intra- and extravehicular activities

Cold environment exposure effect on immune resistance to infection with Klebsiella pneumoniae

Life support systems test under weightlessness environment in Mike Tomshak sounding rockets launched from Wallops Island

Muscular fatigue of healthy Bengali males with increasing work loads under varying environmental conditions, considering ventilation, heart rate and oxygen consumption

Fatigue measurements in hot working conditions on subjects wearing self contained breathing apparatus in heat chamber

Telemetric accelerograph for assessing mental performance under industrial working conditions for work characterized by periodically repeated stereotyped movements

Ninety day manned test of regenerative life support system in space station simulator, presenting operational and maintenance data

Self contained one man module cell design and tests of electrochemical carbon dioxide concentrating system for space applications

Human performance in rotating environment, discussing Stroberg Battery, pursuit rotor, mental arithmetic, verbal learning and MAN Ataxia tests

Young guinea pigs thermal adaptation tests at different temperatures and environmental conditions, observing threshold temperature shifting for shivering and heat tolerance

Human thermoregulation, discussing experimental determination of equation for metabolic temperature calculation in neutral and warm environments

Human psychomotor performance measurements in rotating environments, using Langley complex coordinator and decision response time devices

Noisy environment effects on circulatory, respiratory and metabolic parameters during physical exercise, measuring heart rate, systolic blood pressure, oxygen intake and respiratory quotient

Time sense modifications among human groups isolated in underground environment and deprived of timekeeping means, evaluating average individual behavior

Manned 90 day test of closed chamber regenerative life support system simulator, describing subsystems, crew nutrition, hygiene, maintenance and leisure activities

Simulated martian environment effects on terrestrial microorganisms survival

Cold weather testing of equipment durability

Environmental tests of V/STOL vibration effects on human comfort

Design and tests of astronauts tool kit and tools for in-flight space maintenance

Heat tolerance of athletes during muscular exercise in various thermal environments

Fabrication and evaluation of dried food bars produced by compression and molding processes

Space suit using nonflexible material with low leakage and providing protection against thermal extremes, physical punctures, and radiation with high mobility articulation

Design and tests of astronauts tool kit and tools for in-flight space maintenance

Design verification test results for umbilical hoses and PSS water and oxygen hoses
XIVI BIIIIITS

RESUME

Aspartic work environment and task factor effects on long biological clocks self oscillating mechanism as enzyme activity reduction in thyroid gland tissue of self-sustaining coacervates photochemical formation, myocardial infarction, investigating decaborane effects on amino acid metabolic patterns myocardium enzyme activity after sympathetic cellular damage to rat mitochondria and endoplasmic radiosensitizing effect of iodine compounds in metabolic processes in bone tissues as basis for amino-ethyl-S-2-isothiurouium sodium fluoroacetate as radiation protective agent, discussing intracellular enzymes passage into dehydroxybutyric acid dehydrogenase enzymatic effects on enzyme activity, cardiovascular changes, blood transaminases concentration, hone fixation effect with histochemistry...
Soviet monograph on coacervates and protoplasm covering colloidal-chemical properties, enzyme catalysts and multiphase cell and organism simulation.

Aminazine and chloral hydrate effects on metabolism. Intensity of rat brain gangliosides components including acetylneuramine acid and N-acetylgalactosamine.

Thyroxine effects on brain glutaminase, enzymes interaction and dismutation in mitochondrial fractions, comparing with sodium phosphate, bicarbonate and aspartate.

Water immersion effect on plasma renin activity, urinary aldosterone excretion and renal sodium and potassium handling in normal man.

Urea hydrolysis reaction rates by urease at low pH.

Glutamicoaspartic and glutamicoalanine nonaqueous biosystems unlikelihood from combined and individual effects of gaseous medium composition and multiple freezing decelerations on mice physiology.

Eisperoxia pathological effects on albino rats dependence on adrenaline dose injected in heart during rats experimental myocardiodystrophy.

Electron transport chain of extremely halophilic organism.

Gaseous toxic substances from urine and feces, subcutaneous connective tissue, noting oxidizing enzymes activity depression and cellular metabolism suppression.

Hyperoxia pathological effects on albinos rat subcutaneous connective tissue, noting oxidizing enzymes activity depression and cellular metabolism suppression.

Physiological effects on mice of air pollution with gaseous toxic substances from urine and feces, noting increased respiration rate and choline esterase activity.

Combined and individual effects of UV light, X ray irradiation and freezing-thawing cycles on ribonucleases.

Gaseous medium composition and multiple freezing temperature effects on catalase activity.

Electron transport chain of extremely halophilic bacteria, investigating cytochrome biogenesis activity dependence on pH.

Organophosphate pesticide poisoning implication in aircraft crash of duster pilot from cholinesterase activity drop evidence. Cholinesterase activity and acetylcholine level dependence on adrenaline dose injected in heart during rats experimental myocardiodystrophy.

Transverse acceleration effect on aspartic aminotransferase activity in humans and rats.

Analog modeling of enzyme and biochemical systems with fixed and variable functional properties, using operational amplifier integrator.

Histopathological and biochemical effects of decelerations on mice physiology.

Investigating effects of weightlessness on enzyme secretion function of digestive system of Soyuz 9 crew members.

Kinetic model of enzyme monomolecular enzyme reactions with substrate and product inhibition and possibility of self oscillation.

Nonlinear relationships in lactic dehydrogenase and l-cine amino peptidase enzyme activities in urine related to increased and decreased diabetes.

Peroxidase and catalase activity and hyperoxia effects on mice organs, leucocytes, and erythrocytes in pure oxygen under pressure.

Physiological effects of ionized air on mice acetylcholine/cholinesterase system.

Abundance, persistence, and localization of enzyme activity in terrestrial soil and exploration of soils suitable for planetary life on Mars.

Enzyme reaction model of flow dilution effect on blood coagulation in vivo.

Electrophoretic and chromatographic analysis of lactate dehydrogenase isoenzyme activity in fetal, neonatal, and adult human thymus and spleen lymphocytes.

Physical determinants of gravity receptor mechanisms, discussing hydrostatic stress effects on membranes and gravity influence on enzymatic transport.

Considering lack of development of endemic species in Iceland.

High resolution electron microscopes for cell membrane and multi-enzyme complex studies.

Purification and characterization of enzymes from H. salinarum, B. stearothermophilus, and V. marinus.

Bionics modeling of enzyme analysis of toxic compounds and olfactory system simulation.

Cytochemical detection of lactate dehydrogenase isoenzymes in free-living Protozoa.

Biomimetic reaction of adenamine triphosphate with enzyme luciferase for quantitative analysis of bacteria in urine samples.

Chemistry and enzymology of photosynthesis, oxygen evolution, energy migration, and kinetics of reaction chain.

Tissueochemical investigation of dogfish peptidogen A, C and D, determining characteristics in terms of tissueo diffusion, immune-electrophoresis, complement fixation and enzymic activity inhibition.

Chemistry and enzymology of photosynthesis, oxygen evolution, energy migration, and kinetics of reaction chain.

Preventive medicine for air travelers in flight and at route stops, considering disease dissemination and control, international quarantinable diseases, sanitation, etc.

Epidemiological aspects of airport medicine in relation to global public health and international cooperation.

Epidemiological statistics for age specific incidence rate of serious in-flight pilot failure, considering fatal and nonfatal causes.

Periodicity of epidemics and sunspot cycle.

Computerized simulation of influenza epidemic from one city over vast territory.

Epilepsy: Protective brain function in epileptological convulsive.
seizures during sonic stimulation in rats
[ p0082 A71-13159 ]

Potential epilepsy determination in flight personnel, suggesting systematic EEG with hyperventilation and photic stimulation tests and personal history data of head trauma and unconsciousness
[ p0567 A71-80357 ]

EEG characteristics of cadets and flying personnel, noting spike wave paroxysmal screening and epilepsy detection
[ p0586 A71-41836 ]

Functional state of central nervous system during development of epilepsy and narcosis in man and animals subjected to increased pressures of oxygen and inert gases
[ p0055 A71-11116 ]

EPIBEBIBB

Aortic and sinus nerves affect electric impulsion under adrenaline and nicotine, considering age peculiarities
[ p0088 A71-13522 ]

Epinephrine infusion in man, examining systolic time intervals and sympathetic stimulation in cardiovascular dynamics
[ p0141 A71-17440 ]

Control and prolonged exercised rats adrenal and plasma catecholamine, corticosterone and epinephrine level comparisons using fluorometric analysis
[ p0197 A71-20330 ]

Adrenal medulla biochemistry and morphology, discussing epinephrine synthesis control by glucocorticoid hormones
[ p0364 A71-30809 ]

Resin, plasma soroepinephrine and epinephrine response to work loads of various intensities, evaluating sympathetic nervous system as stimulus for secretion
[ p0519 A71-38551 ]

Cholesterol activity and acetylcholine level dependence on adrenaline dose injected in heart during rats experimental myocardial dystrophy
[ p0635 A71-44500 ]

Adrenaline, noradrenaline and catecholamine excretion in railroad men during daytime and nighttime work
[ p0641 A71-45085 ]

EPENGINEERING

Cochlear sensory epithelium and Corti organ degeneration after noise exposure in guinea pigs and cats, using scanning electron microscopy
[ p0032 A71-12364 ]

Vestibular sensory epithelial cells form and organization, discussing morphological polarization
[ p0094 A71-14760 ]

EPOCCHS

TIME MEASUREMENT

EPOCCHS

SUBJECT INDEX

specification recommendations
[ p0016 A71-11298 ]

Continuous flow oxygen regulators construction, performance and testing SAE standard, covering automatic, adjustable and preset types
[ SAE-AS-1197 ]

[ p0190 A71-19648 ]

Waste management system functional model for aerospace vehicles
[ AD-710623 ]

Criteria for evaluation of spacecraft garment, parent support systems, and space vehicle accessory items
[ NASA-CR-114553 ]

Component specifications and computer program for intermediate water recovery system on manned spacecraft
[ p0328 W71-21926 ]

Stretcher with rigid head and neck support with capability of supporting immobilized person in vertical position for removal from vehicle hatch to exterior also useful as splint stretcher
[ NASA-CASE-XMP-06589 ]

Human factors engineering for man machine systems
[ p0343 W71-23159 ]

EQUIPMENT

Equivocal temperature suits utilizing mechanical aids to minimize astronaut energy at bending joints
[ NASA-CASE-LAB-10007-1 ]

EQUIVALENT CIRCUITS

Silicon radiation detector production engineering for biological and medical applications and explanation of continuous absorption spectra using RC delay line as equivalent circuit model
[ SHM-FNM-70-15 ]

[ p0430 W71-26914 ]

ERGOMETRY

Metabolic rate and ergometric data recording by analog and digital systems
[ p0018 A71-11409 ]

Electronic ergometer calibration equipment and errors at high work loads
[ p0255 A71-23373 ]

Restraint system for ergometer used under zero gravity conditions or earth atmosphere in unconventional positions
[ NASA-CASE-RPS-21046 ]

[ p0611 W71-34080 ]

ERGONOMICS

Human factors engineering for man machine systems
[ p0540 A71-32622 ]

EROSION

Spore release from solids interiors by aeolian erosion on planetary surface, noting application to microbes in planetary quarantine
[ p0424 A71-33796 ]

Spore release from solid materials by aeolian erosion on planetary surface
[ NASA-CR-121422 ]

[ p0589 W71-33380 ]

Effect of hard impact and aeolian erosion on release of microorganisms from geological formations
[ NASA-CR-121707 ]

[ p0607 W71-34056 ]

ERROR ANALYSIS

Pt. electrode oxygen diffusion and consumption systematic errors effect on oxygen partial pressure measurement in perfused tissues
[ p0001 A71-10073 ]

Spacecraft navigation, guidance and control for automatic rendezvous with orbiting target, examining error sources perturbing effects
[ p0006 A71-10513 ]

Motor learning error performance with discrimination reaction timer, discussing commitment to wrong response, group observations and specific error repetition
[ p0167 A71-19462 ]

Signal detection payoff in symmetrical auditory task, studying effect on rates and error analysis
[ p0199 A71-20384 ]

Blood pressure measurement by catheter gages, analyzing error due to wave reflection at catheter tip
[ p0248 A71-22972 ]

Flashing lights radiation characteristics with photometric measurement, discussing apparatus sensitivity and errors analysis
[ p0581 A71-41996 ]

Visual stimulus control removal and restoration in rhesus monkeys, analyzing test errors
[ p0605 A71-42860 ]

Human factors in use of terminal radar /analogs/ display systems
[ FAK-BA-70-55 ]

[ p0042 W71-10381 ]

A-152
Developing human error rate data bank for human reliability and engineering problems [SC-8-70-4266] p0170 N71-16386
Effects of input power spectra on human operator compensation tracking [AD-716130] p0173 N71-16629
Error analysis of counting accelerometer data from AD-717151 p0291 N71-20796
Dynamic reconstruction errors in digital to analog systems with biomedical applications [NASA-TF-D-6296] p0343 N71-23160
Erdo functions as function of inducing and test lines intersect angle and lines density, deriving error functions p0491 A71-37019

ERRORS
BT INCIDENT ERRORS
BT PILOT ERROR
BT POSITION ERRORS
BT VELOCITY ERRORS
ENERGY CAPSULES
BT RIC TICULOCYTES
Chronic hypercapnia oxygen dissociation curves and red cell cation exchange in rats, considering compensated/uncompensated phases of respiratory acidosis p0083 A71-13181
Human erythrocytes phosphate metabolism in hyperthermia p0137 A71-16948
Erythrocytometric curve analysis by conductometric granulometric method p0156 A71-16962
Vitamin E3 effect on redox equilibria in red cell, discussing radio sensitizing mechanism p0185 A71-18985
Hydrodynamic model of human red blood cell rotation in flow toward sizing orifice, predicting volume distribution p0198 A71-20446
Heart, lungs and erythropoiesis optimum functional parameters mathematical model based on oxygen transport minimum losses p0239 A71-22126
Altitude acclimatization of albino rats and guinea pigs, measuring chronic and acute hypoxia effect on oxygen affinity and red cell 2,3-diphosphoglycerate concentration p0257 A71-23949
Prolonged hypoxia, hypercapnia and combination effects on rats circulating red cell volume p0259 A71-23970
Rapid erythroblast multiplication in vitro by incubation of rabbit blood buffy coat and narrow cells, giving autoradiographic results p0273 A71-25014
Blood plasma volume decrease, red cell mass and survival measurements in aguans of Tektite I at prolonged habitation p0312 A71-26123
Acetylsalicylic and aspirin acids effects on mice susceptibility to oxygen toxicity, discussing in vitro sensitivity of red cells to hydrogen peroxide p0331 A71-26126
Spleen role as erythrocytic depot in reticulocytic reaction to acute hypoxia in splenectomized dogs inhaling air with reduced partial oxygen pressure p0359 A71-28418
Erythrocytes life span and bone marrow production in dogs subjected to gamma irradiation and gamma simulating prolonged space flight conditions p0404 A71-31070
Human erythrocyte 2, 3-diphosphoglycerate concentration elevation effects on glycolyric -metabolism and intracellular pH p0426 A71-34090
Erythrocyte disintegration products role in blood regeneration, showing erythropoiesis link to erythroderesis for different forms of hypoxia p0449 A71-34219
Ouabain insensitive effects of metabolism on ion and water content of red blood cells p0456 A71-34943
Erythrocytes diphosphoglycerate increase mechanisms during hypoxia and anemia, studying hemoglobin oxygenation state effects p0464 A71-35368
Red blood cell image hologram reconstruction and superresolution based on coherent physical optics, using computer program p0466 A71-35586
Organic phosphate compounds effects on oxygen affinity and intracellular pH of human erythrocytes p0484 A71-36991
Physiological responses of burro Erythrocytes to oxygen lack in mountain altitudes, studying red blood cell and plasma volumes p0521 A71-38560
Chronic hypercapnia effects on oxygen affinity and 2,3-diphosphoglycerate in red cell from tests on guinea pigs p0531 A71-39440
Erythropoietic activity dosage in polycythemic mice after intermittent hypobaric hypoxia p0623 A71-43216
Erythropoietic activity mechanism in polycythemic mice after hypobaric hypoxia p0623 A71-43217
Extrenal production of erythropoietin in bisphenacronized rats after hypobaric hypoxia p0623 A71-43218
Age effects on plasma aldosterone levels, red cell, plasma and total blood volume at sea level and high altitude p0639 A71-44781
Low barometric pressure effects on human and chicken erythrocyte active sodium efflux p0052 N71-11097
Peroxidase and catalase activity and hyperoxia effects on mice organs, leucocytes, and erythrocytes in pure oxygen under pressure [ARL-THABS-877] p0432 A71-27290
Hypoxia effects on erythrocytic system of spleenocitized dogs p0439 A71-28266
Red cell mass and plasma volume changes noted in hypodynamic states of bed rest and water rest compared to changes observed during earth orbital missions p0545 A71-33253
Red cell mass loss in human beings as result of bed rest p0548 A71-33271
Red cell mass and plasma volume changes observed in astronauts on Gemini and Apollo missions p0643 A71-36454
Determination of electrical charge and field strength at cell membrane of human erythrocytes [NASA-TF-P-14007] p0651 A71-37636
Gene frequencies of red cell acid phosphatase in random samples [NASA-TF-P-13989] p0651 A71-37637
ESCAPE (ABANDONMENT)
Safe escape from toxic combustion products environment, discussing time of environmental deterioration dependence on consolidated biokinetic forces p0097 A71-15055
ESCAPE CAPSULES
Emergency escape cabin system for launch towers [NASA-CASSE-XES-02342] p0059 N71-11199
ESCAPE ROCKETS
Design, fabrication, and tests of energy absorbing seat integrated with extraction tractor rocket for space shuttle p0617 N71-35268
ESCAPE SYSTEMS
BT LAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEMS
Banned aerospace vehicular escape systems, discussing human vertebral column structural limits under vertical gravity acceleration [AIAA PAPER 71-104] p0155 A71-10587
Aerospace emergency escape systems and procedures, discussing physical, biophysical and physiological aspects related to increased flight speeds and altitudes p0203 A71-20771
Design and specifications of emergency escape system for spacecraft structures [NASA-CASSE-MSC-12066-1] p0116 N71-12345
ESCHERICHIA
DNA modification in Escherichia coli exposed to x-rays and sensitized by triacetoneamine N-oxyl and
oxygen

Lethal radiation in Escherichia coli B.\textsuperscript{5}

Cytochrome incorporation in Escherichia coli B, noting X-ray sensitivity and radioprotection

Composition and colisogenic and hemolytic activities changes of Escherichia coli isolated from man during long term confinement

Space conditions exposure of lysogenic strains of Escherichia coli monolayer cultures of human cells aboard Zond 5 and 7 flights

Altitude induced changes in glucose metabolism of Escherichia coli

Effect of radiation sensitive mutations and radiation of recombinants in partially diploid derivatives of Escherichia coli

Accelerated growth of Escherichia coli in high pressure helium-oxygen atmospheres

Freezing and microwave effects on contaminated precooked frozen meal components

Metabolism of magnesium deficient Escherichia coli of penicillin and sucrose

Dogs intrapleural and intraesophageal pressures dependence on head positions

ESTERS

BIOSKELTONS

SUBJECT INDEX

EXPENDED AIR
Exposed air microorganisms: composition of humans exposed to stress effects including bed rest, starvation, hypophosphoric diet feeding, high temperature and humidity

Human respiratory oxygen and carbon dioxide partial pressure and dissociation curves for intrapulmonary gas mixing, using mass spectrometry

Human expired air toxicity effects on mice under normal and pathological states, cerebral cortex reactions in central nervous system

Utilization of potassium superoxide in regenerating expired gas

Gaseous impurities in air exhaled by humans under extremal stress factors

Gas chromatographic study of trace contaminants in man-expired air, and effects of physiological stresses of space flights

EXPLORATION

MT LUNAR EXPLORATION
MT SPACE EXPLORATION
MT ROCKET EXPLORERS
MT OUTER PLANETS EXPLORERS
MT AERIAL EXPLOSIONS
MT NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS

EXPLOSIVE DECOMPOSITION
Aeromedical requirements, control limitations and hazards of aircraft pressure cabins and rapid decompression

Arthropoda /Baphnia, crawfish, wood lice, cockroaches, flies and ants/ hypoxia survival time and resistance to explosive decompression

EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS
Rate constant for oxygen uptake exponential increase during low intensity exercise by algebraic solution

Mathematical models for microorganism exponential die-off rate and variance estimation from decontamination data

EXPOSURE
Effects of thermal stress, exposure time, and acclimatization on human performance

Human exposure to emergency exposure limit concentrations of somethylhydrazine to determine suitability for use

EXPRESSIONS (MATHEMATICS)
GU FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)

EXTENSIONS
MT PROLOGUON
MT EXTINGUISHERS
MT FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

EXTRACTION
Micromolecular extraction from mineralized biological samples in food rations and human excrections

Serotonin /5-oxytryptamine/ extraction from rat whole blood in series analysis, using acidic butanol instead of ordinary butanol

EXTARGALACTIC LIGHT
U LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)

EXTRAPOLATION
German monograph on extrapolation procedure based on Taylor series expansion and on algorithms for identification and prediction of eye pursuit movements

EXTRATERRESTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS
MT JUPITER ATMOSPHERE
MT LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
MT MARS ATMOSPHERE
MT EARTH ENVIRONMENT
MT PLANETARY ENVIRONMENTS
MT HYPERTERRESTRIAL LIFE

Extra-terrestrial civilizations, discussing probability theory and radio communication

Soviet book on space biology and medicine covering component selection and training, flight safety, normal life support factors, interplanetary space sojourn, etc

Biological investigations in space environments including circadian rhythms

Mathematical model for mass exchange in closed life support systems

Biological investigations in space environments including circadian rhythms

Soviet book on experimental research on human higher nervous activity from growth aspect covering normal and pathological states, cerebral cortex interaction with central nervous system

Electrode attached to helmets for detecting low level signals from skin of living creatures

Condensation unit for normal function of astronaut cardiovascular system in gravity environment

Space suit using nonflexible material with low leakage and providing protection against thermal extremes, physical punctures, and radiation with high mobility articulation

Airway smooth muscle relaxation mechanical consequences concerning lung volumes, airway conductance, ino-volume pressure flow, maximal expiratory flow volume and static lung recoil

Mathematical model for mass exchange in closed life support systems

Examination of data to space biology and medicine including selection and training of cosmonauts, flight safety, and health during long space flights

Examimation of data to be obtained by Mariner Mars 1971 infrared interferometer spectrometer for interference fringes on Mars surface biota

Autotrophic microbial metabolism life detection experiments for exobiological studies

Microbiological modeling of manned space flights, exobiology, sterilization, and life support systems

Abundance, persistence, and localization of enzyme in terrestrial soil and exploration of soils suitable for planetary life

Medical and biological problems of prolonged manned space flight

Observing growth rhythms in shells of fossil marine invertebrates and relationship to tidal cycles in earth-moon system

Thermal design of space experiment by analytical model for temperature regime acceptable to all experimental elements

Human olfactory analyzer, describing equipment for discrete delivery of successive stimuli

Mineral composition optimization of nutrient media for Hydrogenomonas, using steepest ascent method for mathematical planning of experiments

Soviet book on experimental research on human higher nervous activity from growth aspect covering normal and pathological states, cerebral cortex interaction with central nervous system

Electrode attached to helmets for detecting low level signals from skin of living creatures

Condensation unit for normal function of astronaut cardiovascular system in gravity environment

Space suit using nonflexible material with low leakage and providing protection against thermal extremes, physical punctures, and radiation with high mobility articulation

Airway smooth muscle relaxation mechanical consequences concerning lung volumes, airway conductance, ino-volume pressure flow, maximal expiratory flow volume and static lung recoil

Subject Index
Monochromatic light glare effect on human eye as a function of wavelength, using visual threshold variation as criterion

Eye wavelength /color/ discrimination ability measurements for linear dispersion spectrums

Mathematical model for eye crystalline lens accommodation control interaction with pupil, deriving dynamic equations from human/cat experiments with/without neurological control

Pupil neurological control system for reaction to light and accommodation process by statistical eye noise analysis and microelectrode recordings of brain stem neurons

Accommodation model concerning nervous control of ciliary muscle

Human eye optical performance, noting retina anatomy and physiology, visual acuity, resolving power and reflectometry

Book on eye injuries covering mechanical traumata, neuropsychological, chemical, thermal, radiation, electrical and sonic injuries, etc

Laser ocular effects, discussing corneal /retinal/ lens lesion production, damage thresholds and application to clinical ophthalmological problems

Human eye optimum information reception assessment by Weber-Fechner law, threshold amount constancy and minimum continuous signal energy

Human eye information processing algorithms

Mathematical model technological materialization

Electronic model of color recognition by human eye using spectral filter-photonsensor system

Mathematical model of visual information of edge contrast effects in human eye as functions of image brightness and viewing angle

Human crystalline lens protein and lipid discussing cholesterol accumulation with age

Biophysical nature of human memory, investigating electronusensitivity phase modulators and variations by suprasensitized light stimuli to eye and adjustment reflex

Darkness adapted human eye, investigating absolute light perception threshold dependence on light stimulus gradient

Visual accommodation mechanism, discussing microinterval nerve interaction role

Stabilized image movement control by mounting object in electric synchronous motor and rotating eccentrically

Vitamin A deficiency effect on rhodopsin loss dependent on illumination level in rat eye using electrotetrovision

Vitamins

Irreversible damage effects of visible light on retina in rats as function of irradiation, exposure time and vitamin A deficiency cell adaptation

Exposure time and power effects of CW Ar laser damage to rabbit iris, comparing with pulsed ruby laser effects

Microwave energy dissipation as heat in eye, using eye for eye model construction

Cataract production from microwave radiation exposure by lens nutrition alteration and surface shape changes

Human lens fluorescent pigment 0-beta-0-glucoside of L-3-hydroxykynurenine, discussing preparation, electrophoresis and paper chromatograms

Human rods dark adaptation, investigating rhodopsin reynthesis and bright light flash effects

Book on color and pattern vision physiology covering retinal induction, electrical excitation of eye, optical illusion, figural aftereffect, movement sensation, etc

Right vision and dark adaptation of eye, noting sunlight effects on visual acuity

Pupil size influence on surface area and radius of inner /pupillary/ and outer /ciliary/ iris ring

Acoustical wave generation measurement during iris and retina photocoagulation and ruby laser burns, noting intraocular pressure surge simultaneous with ocular tissue explosion

Histopathological and fluorescein angiographic studies of canine monkey choroidal lesions produced at threshold and suprathermal power levels of Ar laser

Ultrasonic softening of lens material to facilitate aspiration, using in vivo rabbit lenses for cataract production

Arterioles and corneal-scleral shell structural response under various loading conditions, using finite element method for mechanical and hydrostatic stress distribution

Optical organs and autonomic nervous system fatigue assessment by blink method associated with eyelids, oculomotor muscles, retina and cerebrum

Meniscus induced thinning of tear films due to fluid file fracture and straining

Subjects with strabismic ambylopia, investigating defects in cone or rod mechanisms of dark adaptation by using colored filters

Refraction and image forming qualities of frog eye using measurement of intensity profile /point spread functions/, confirming hyperopia

Visual sensations produced by cosmic ray wounding passing in different directions through human eyes and head

Neosynthesized alpha-glycerophosphate and 2,3-diphosphoglycerate role in human extracellular muscle metabolism

Muscular extraocular muscle fiber structural and functional properties, discussing histological arrangement, fiber type classification and motor nerve endings

Anatomic examinations and diagnostic techniques in ophthalmologic aviation medicine, discussing electronic time interval and storage measurements, cortical response, etc

Eye pupil response during short term memory task, noting postsignal cycle of dilation constriction

Human eye theoretical model with aspheric cornea front and lens back surfaces, comparing antignatism, coma, meridional and sagittal focal lengths by ray tracing method

Postsynaptic potentials in adjacent synaptic regions of tonic fiber of rabbit external eye muscle

Statistical analysis of importance of pupil in optics of visual system (AD-713427)

Augmentation of human eye focus control by varying index of refraction with nematic liquid crystals (NASA-CR-115864)
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Subject Index

Phenomenological theory for describing intracranial pressure regulation in normal eye and consequences of deterioration of pressure regulation in abnormal eye  
p0165 A71-15058

Examining dynamics of changes in supraoptic nucleus of hypothalamus in rats exposed to transverse accelerations  
p0230 A71-18898

Matching frequency of observer eye to frequency of visual pattern for optimum recognition  
[8M-498]  
p0300 A71-21485

Development of apparatus for studying stabilized image properties of human eye using photomultiplier tube and magnetic core array storage system  
[ASA-CR-114307]  
p0391 A71-24931

Eye diseases

nt astigmatism  
nt cataracts  
nt glaucoma  
nnt hyperopia

Unilateral oscillopsia with vertical retinal cysts and intercerebral ophtalmoplegia due to multiple sclerosis  
p0168 A71-17615

Aerospace ophthalmology, discussing flying personnel selection, eye anatomy, presbyopia, macular degeneration, cataracts, corneal dystrophy and glaucoma  
p0204 A71-20721

Acuity-adaptation in strabismic amblyopia, discussing mechanisms for defects  
p0366 A71-28033

Passive and active extraocular muscle forces in strabismus, giving horizontal binocular alignment during fixation or eye movement  
p0592 A71-42442

Crossed retinal pathways in Siamese cats due to neuroanatomical defect impairing binocular vision and stereoscopic depth perception  
p0625 A71-43546

Ultraviolet radiation effects on human and animal eye  
(p0046 A71-10753

Eye dominance

Inhibitory binocular receptive fields in dorsal nucleus of lateral geniculate body for dominant and nondominant eye in cats, using moving slit and flash spot stimulation  
p0573 A71-40669

Eye examinations

Open and closed eyes electroretinogram, discussing laserellar electrode placed on lower eyelid  
p0011 A71-11077

Q switched and continuous laser collimated radiation exposure limits for eye cornea and skin, discussing environmental contamination  
p0255 A71-23414

Ultrasonic/radiographic method for intraocular foreign body localization  
p0368 A71-29031

Eye and orbit A and B ultrasonography scanning technique, showing minimal echogram distortions in meridional arc scans  
p0632 A71-44367

Human eyes macular pigment optical density curves through spectral sensitivity measurements, noting differences due to race, environment, age, skin, eye and hair color  
p0634 A71-44467

BF signals adaptation dependence from human cornea potential measurements by presenting narrow band chromatic stimuli to subjects under photopic, mesopic and scotopic adaptation conditions  
p0634 A71-44467

Intraocular pressure distribution measurements on healthy subjects engaged in mental work  
p0552 A71-33469

Eye movements

nt nystagmus

Ocular pursuit movement evocation by visual and proprioceptive stimulation  
p0003 A71-10235

Stimulus transretinal velocity effects on human torsional eye movements  
p0003 A71-10236

Guinea pigs head and eye movements produced by vestibular apparatus stimulation via static pressure changes  
p0005 A71-10397

Eye movements in dark during attempt to maintain ocular position defined by prior viewing of fixation target  
p0017 A71-11388

Human eye cyclofusional movement response measurement in terms of disparity threshold for diplopia  
p0017 A71-11391

Eye movements frequency and slow phase displacement in response to optokinetic stimulation of parrots and cats  
p0033 A71-12385

Heat rotation induced eye movements in cats by neuron level determination, considering vestibular apparatus of signal transmission loop for mathematical model  
p0073 A71-12983

Ocular counter-rolling as otolithic organ function indicator  
p0094 A71-14761

Labyrinth destruction, Meniere disease, labyrinthectomy and vestibular neuritis effects on eyes counter-rolling, discussing otoloth organ damage determination  
p0094 A71-14762

Binocular synchronization data, suggesting visual coordination dependent on continuous eye movement and retinal feedback timing  
p0127 A71-16218

Saccadic eye movements scanpaths during perception under poor visibility  
p0146 A71-17962

TV monitoring and digital data recording of human cornea reflection during voluntary eye movements, considering visual perception studies application  
p0195 A71-20210

Eye motion phase and amplitude measurement concerning visual acuity during whole body vibration  
p0198 A71-20330

TV display eye movement monitor with automatic coordinate digital printout for permanent record  
p0199 A71-20402

Dynamic visual acuity-horizontal eye movements correlation in man and monkeys, discussing fovea, parasfovea and oculomotor control  
p0259 A71-23984

Saccadic and smooth pursuit eye movements, modification to visual targets instantaneous velocity changes at varying intervals  
p0259 A71-23988

Overtraining reversal effect on attention process, using choice response and eye fixations compared to criterion trained group  
p0262 A71-24204

Eye movement tendencies, investigating rectilinear, horizontal or vertical and center of gravity fixation effects on visual perception  
p0268 A71-24602

Predictive stochastic optimal control model for saccadic eye movements in visual target tracking based on target motion estimate  
p0305 A71-25142

Model of retinal information in cats from physiological and anatomical evidence, considering processing of contrast and eye movement information  
p0306 A71-25254

Visual suppression and intensity threshold changes during voluntary eye saccades with different luminance regions in visual field, discussing inhibition processes  
p0308 A71-25583

Spatio-temporal patterns in visual contrast sensitivity, noting exaggerated eye movements effects  
p0360 A71-28062

Pupil size effect on dynamics of pupillary movements, considering reactions to light and darkness  
p0360 A71-29032

Eye movements and visual perception, describing scan path for memory traces  
p0377 A71-29001

Weibull distribution analysis of saccadic eye movements interval during visual task  
p0452 A71-34366
BIB
Conjugate eye movement stimulator and monitor for
German monograph on extrapolation procedure based on
Taylor series expansion and on algorithms for
identification and prediction of eye pursuit
movements
p0455 A71-34790
Conjugate eye movement stimulator and monitor for
human experimentation in closed loop, open loop
and variable feedback modes of operation
p0464 A71-35392
Accommodometer for automatic measurement of eye
response to accommodation stimulus
p0468 A71-35099
Eye-point-of-regard system including eye and head
movements devices and analog computer for pilot
scanning and display research
p0471 A71-36091
Eye-head coordination in monkeys by recordings from
neck and eye muscles, noting central neural
command role
p0473 A71-36232
Firing frequency of single trochlear nerve fibers
during eye movements in alert monkey
p0513 A71-37413
Extraretinal correction and memory for target
position, suggesting corrective tendency of eye
movements in dark
p0519 A71-38286
Gravity receptors and locomotion orientation in
Crustaceas, discussing statocyst, stimulation,
input and compensatory eye movements with respect to
gravitational field
p0560 A71-39992
Prefrontal cortex lesions effect on trained
anticipatory visual target fixation in cats,
noting performance impairment in voluntary eye
movement control
p0562 A71-40174
Human blood pressure in brachial artery during
spontaneous night sleep, recording EOG, EKG and
horizontal eye movements
p0564 A71-40185
Eye movement control - Conference, University of the
Pacific, San Francisco, November 1969
p0591 A71-42432
Eye movement neurophysiology, discussing ocular
proprioception, oculorotatory muscle sensory
receptor role, extracellular muscle afferent and
efferent innervation and central nervous system
control effect
p0591 A71-42433
Central pathway connection between vestibular and
ocularmotor nuclei through pons responsible for
horizontal eye movements induced by visual and
vestibular stimuli
p0591 A71-42436
Human cerebral EEG phenomena and evoked potential
relationships to eye and retinal image movements
p0591 A71-42437
Human ocular control system supranuclear disorderly
syndromes and signs in terms of physiological
concepts
p0592 A71-42438
Extracellular muscle pharmacology, discussing eye
 twitch and tonic neuromuscular systems structure
and function in frogs
p0592 A71-42439
Eye movement effect on visual system input and
information use in perception
p0592 A71-42440
Cat and human eye movement control system
measurements, studying isolated ocularmotor
muscles and globe restraining tissues dynamics
p0592 A71-42441
Passive and active extracellular muscle forces in
strabismus, giving horizontal binocular alignment
during fixation or eye movement
p0592 A71-42442
Saccadic eye movement control system behavior
simulation model evaluation, considering
oculomotor pathways
p0592 A71-42443
Versional eye movement control system models,
considering dual mode control, interactivity,
plant dynamics and pattern recognition
p0592 A71-42444
Rapid saccadic and smooth pursuit tracking eye
movement systems characteristics
p0592 A71-42445

SUBJECT INDEX
Vergence eye movements control, discussing transient
and frequency responses
p0593 A71-42446
Eye vergence movement control, describing effective
target configurations and binocular units
receptive field disparities
p0593 A71-42447
Vestibular and proprioceptive stabilization of eye
movements
p0593 A71-42448
Human eye-tracking phase lags representation by time
delays depending on target motion class
p0593 A71-42451
Apparent movement due to closely spaced sequentially
flashed dots in human peripheral field of vision,
considering eye movement role
p0627 A71-43970
Circumspect eccentric afterimages effect on visual
oculomotor control system, examining central
transfer functions
p0627 A71-43971
Metric characteristics of horizontal saccadic eye
movements in normal humans from
electrooculographic recordings, discussing
dysconjugacies mechanisms
p0627 A71-43972
Scanpath in saccadic eye movements during pattern
vision and recognition
p0632 A71-43973
Afterimage induced smooth eye movements despite
absence of moving visual stimulus, suggesting
retinal image stabilization and saccadic behavior
inhibiting processes
p0634 A71-44649
Eye movements and visual images evoked by verbal
stimuli, considering hereditary factors
contribution to image formation
p0637 A71-44854
Characteristics of optokinetic eye-movement patterns
and syndromes in man and animals
[AM-70-10]
p0403 711-10425
Human torsional eye movements analysis
p0550 711-11084
Characteristics of voluntary saccadic eye movements
and importance for pilot performance
p0650 A71-11825
Development of apparatus for studying stabilized
image properties of human eye using
photomultiplier tube and magnetic core array
storage system
[NASA-CR-114307]
p0391 711-24931
Head and eye movements affected by angular velocity
and linear acceleration in aerospace environments
[DB-208-VOL-1]
p0506 711-31526
Anticompensatory oculomotor response during rapid
head rotation at high angular velocity
[ARHU-B-64-2]
p0567 711-31528
Eye lid movement effects on electrooculographic
recording of retinal saccadic eye movements
[ARHU-B-65-5]
p0567 711-31533
Clinical neurology and neurophysiology of
vestibulo-ocular reflexes
[ARHU-B-66-1]
p0588 711-31535
Stochastic model for observing motion of retinal
image of target during visual fixation
[NASA-CR-121640]
p0610 711-34071
Eye movement, mental performance, and problem
solving
p0614 711-35250

EYE PROTECTION
Control of biological laser radiation hazards
p0192 A71-19791
Flash blindness recovery with/without protection in
simulated flight conditions, using aircraft
instrument reading criteria
p0206 A71-20815
Biological tests of laser protective filters for eye
as function of optical density and wavelength by
sensitivity of in vivo ocular tissue response
p0209 A71-29035
Development and fabrication of polycarbonate
eyeshield for army flyers helmet
[AD-712131]
p0059 711-11200
Design and development of protective spectacle for
Apollo pressure suit
[NASA-CR-1150383]
p0433 711-27742
Operational test and evaluation of photochromic
goggles for eye protection during exposure to
nuclear explosion flash
p0592 A71-42445
F-4 AIRCRAFT
FABRICS
FADING
FABRI-PEROT
FAILURE
FAIL-SAFE
FACTORIES

F-4 AIRCRAFT
F-4E aircraft in-flight television recording system for Gunnery training [NASA-AD-720265] p0399 W71-26174

F-100 AIRCRAFT
F-100 pilots acute HF hearing loss due to noise ground environment and excessive in-flight noise exposure [NASA-AD-720271] p0252 A71-23249

F-104 AIRCRAFT
F-104 aircraft data on central fatigue as causal factor of In-flight study of mental reactive exertion increase phenomenon, fatigued perception and consequent error in complex man-machine systems on air traffic controllers, using critical fusion frequency, methods, tapping tests, self rating and urine catecholamines [NASA-CR-1150441] p0477 A71-35056

FABRICS
Development of space suits for long duration space missions to include wardrobe definition, fabric usage, laundry system concepts, wardrobe packaging, and crewman sizing [NASA-CS-195044] p0429 W71-26808

FABRIC-PEROT LASHES
U LASHES

FACE (ANATOMY)

MT NOSE (ANATOMY)

FACTOR ANALYSIS
Factor analysis in construction of human fatigue rating scale from individual appearance and comportment [NASA-AD-720265] p0252 A71-23249
Factor analysis of phase discrimination in mental fatigue during diurnal variation of cortical functions in railroad traffic control center operators [NASA-CR-1150441] p0477 A71-35056

FACTORIAL DESIGN
Space suit with pressure-volume compensator system [NASA-CS-59-20532] p0059 W71-11194
Equi potential space suits utilizing mechanical aids to minimize astronaut energy at bending joints [NASA-CASE-LAN-70007-1] p0059 W71-11195

FACTORIES
U INDUSTRIAL PLANTS

FADE
Retinal image stabilization variables, noting whole fade characteristics sensitivity to stimulus pattern variations [NASA-PAPER-71-AIR-23] p0477 A71-35056

FAILSAFE SYSTEMS
Thermal design, analysis, testing and flight performance of STS-1 spacecraft, noting fail-safe temperature regulation [NASA-PAPER-71-AIR-23] p0477 A71-35056

FAILURE

MT SYSTEM FAILURES

FAIRCCHILD MILITARY AIRCRAFT
F MILITARY AIRCRAFT

FALLOUT
Radioactive fallout program review [NASA-AD-720265] p0123 W71-14470
Air revitalization unit for sealed survival shelters without external power supply [NASA-AD-720265] p0167 W71-15994
Analysis of radioactive fallout and accumulation in various geographical areas [NASA-AD-720265] p0303 W71-21710

FARM CROPS
RT POTATOES
Cycocel induced changes in internal structure of cotton leaves to reflectance, transmittance, and absorbance of near infrared radiation [NASA-AIR-71-16151 p0168 W71-16151

FAST NEUTRONS
O-benzylactic and methyl-o-benzenecarboxylic acids effects on mice radiosensitivity to fast neutrons and gamma rays [NASA-CR-1150441] p0477 A71-35056
Relative biological effectiveness of fast neutrons, allowing for gamma component contribution [NASA-CR-1150441] p0477 A71-35056

FATIGUE (BIOLOGY)
MT AUDITORY FATIGUE
MT FLIGHT FATIGUE

MT MUSCULAR FATIGUE
Human operators performance under control problems program, determining training and fatigue effects [NASA-AD-720265] p0123 W71-14470
Human fatigue with emphasis on chronic conditions unresolved by rest or sleep, recommending elimination of conditions resulting in excessive stress, anxiety or boredom. [NASA-AD-720265] p0123 W71-14470
Mathematical fatigue models based on persuasibility variations in synaptic membranes and feedback regulation due to working organ metabolic changes. [NASA-AD-720265] p0123 W71-14470
Factor analysis in construction of human fatigue rating scale from individual appearance and comportment [NASA-CASE-XLA-05332] p0600 A71-47335
Optical organs and autonomic nervous system fatigue assessment by blink method associating eye movements, eyelids, ocular motor muscles, retinas and cerebrum. [NASA-CASE-XLA-05332] p0600 A71-47335
Urinary metabolites relationship to fatigue, considering excretion of proteins, electrolytes, simple organic compounds and hormones [NASA-CASE-XLA-05332] p0600 A71-47335
Circulatory fatigue during shift work, determining pulse rate/oxygen intake at two different loads on bicycle ergometer [NASA-CASE-XLA-05332] p0600 A71-47335
Fatigue measurements in hot working conditions on subjects wearing self contained breathing apparatus in heat chamber [NASA-CASE-XLA-05332] p0600 A71-47335
Factor analysis of phase discrimination in mental fatigue during diurnal variation of cortical functions in railroad traffic control center operators [NASA-CASE-XLA-05332] p0600 A71-47335
Fatigue and stress measurement on air traffic controllers, using critical fusion frequency, methods, tapping tests, self rating and urine catecholamines [NASA-CASE-XLA-05332] p0600 A71-47335
Subjective fatigue feeling correlation to symptoms based on bank clerks and broadcasting workers work load assessment ratings [NASA-CASE-XLA-05332] p0600 A71-47335
Mental reactive exertion increase phenomenon, investigating achievement under various degrees of carelessness and fatigue [NASA-CASE-XLA-05332] p0600 A71-47335
Fatigue effects on standing broad jump and other body movements patterns [NASA-CASE-XLA-05332] p0600 A71-47335
In-flight study of work/rest cycle effects on double crew performance and fatigue in flying transport missions [NASA-CASE-XLA-05332] p0600 A71-47335
Short term central fatigue as causal factor of in-flight study of mental reactive exertion increase phenomenon, fatigue and stress measurement on air traffic controllers, using critical fusion frequency, methods, tapping tests, self rating and urine catecholamines [NASA-CASE-XLA-05332] p0600 A71-47335
Effects of repeated maximal isometric exertions with various interstitial intervals on fatigue function and determining relationship between strength and relative decrement [NASA-CASE-XLA-05332] p0600 A71-47335

A-161
A-163
Visual flash duration discrimination and decision theory analysis of effects of temporal and brightness differences

Visual flash duration discrimination and analysis of temporal and energy cues models, and memory effects

Visual flash blindness recovery with/without protection in simulated flight conditions, using aircraft instrument reading criteria

Electroretinogram b-wave slope reduction by cooling of dark adapted frogs during serial flash stimulation

Postexcitatoric inhibition of monochromatic flickering potentials on electroretinogram in man under intensive dazzling stimuli

Flash field size effect on flash blindness of aircraft crews, measuring recovery time

Evaluation of eye hazards from nuclear detonations

Two flash threshold measurement of comparison stimulus duration of Bloch law for anticollision strobe lights

Flashing light stimuli application to clinical instrument design for detection and quantitative assessment of early pathological visual loss based on minimum discernable luminance difference

Apparent motion effects associated with stationary flashing lights configurations, noting frequency response characteristics analogous to real motion effects in human visual system model

Canadian Forces experiments on aircraft flashing lights covering warning signals, navigation and anticollision displays and autokinetic phenomenon

Effective flashes by scintillating Xe arc flash tube, considering perception by human eye

Visual masking effects in cat striate cortex single cell activity, using moving slit and diffuse flashing light stimuli
Recreational preferences among potential space crews from questionnaire analysis
Soyuz 9 spacecraft crew medical support and postflight examination, discussing earth environment readaptation
Auditory analyzer functional changes in flight crews as result of long flights and emotional stress, noting cumulative effects of various harmful factors
Aircraft crew without pressure suits, noting abrupt ambient pressure drop tolerance in trained and untrained subjects
Flight crew training, describing systematic tools, learning elements, managing systems and course organization
Personnel training in airline operations technology
Aircraft noise effect on hearing
Cumulative /chronic/ and acute skill iatigue and Transport
In-flight study of Canadian
Carbon dioxide concentrator subsystem for closed physiotherapy
Development and fabrication of polycarbonate
Effects of physiological training of military and civilian
Assessment of fatigue for flight crew members during long duration flights

Influence of duty hours on sleep patterns in flight crews during long duration flights
Differences between military and commercial flight crews work-rest cycles and physiological stresses
Technical evaluation of circadian rhythm disturbances and flight crew performance
Survey of helicopter flight crew morale
Hydraulic grip dynamometer for study of elevated gravitational effects on flight crews
Onboard oxygen generating system for tactical aircraft
Anthropomorphic data update for man-model used in cockpit geometry evaluation program for evaluation of flight crew interaction and compatibility with crew stations
Cockpit geometry evaluation program for computer simulation of flight crew physical compatibility with crew stations based on anthropometric and environmental data for man-model movements
New factors tests to determine effects of aircraft controls placement on lightly clothed or pressure suited flight crews
Vibration effects on performance of helicopter flight crews
Posture effects on flight crew tolerance to positive acceleration
Application of psychotherapy in aviation psychology for treatment of syndromes of reactive nature
Nanopharyngeal bacteria cultures of spacecrews during long duration space station simulation
Physical fitness of flying personnel and aging effects on flight crew performance
Coronary system diseases in aging flight crews and removal from flying status
Evaluation of protective clothing for flight crew members
Mathematical formulation of kinematic equations to describe motion of six degrees of freedom vibration table for use in research on human subjects
Measurements of aircrew total vibration exposure during low altitude, high speed flight in F-16 aircraft
Engine-airframe contribution to combat aircrew rescue simulation
Work environment and task factor effects on long term aircrew effectiveness
Aerospaces environments affecting flight crew fatigue
Aircraft recognition accuracy and decision speed comparing single observers and four-aircrew crews
Use of new philosophy of total learning process for improved crew member training
Crew performance measurement relationships for suited flight crews
Simulation of flight crew physical compatibility with crew stations based on anthropometric and environmental data for man-model movements
Effects of drugs on performance of flight personnel following unusual sleep patterns
Effect of work-rest cycles on performance of flight crews and supervisory personnel
Assessment of fatigue for flight crew members during long duration flights

FLIGHT FATIGUE

SUBJECT INDEX

Influence of duty hours on sleep patterns in flight crews during long duration flights
Differences between military and commercial flight crews work-rest cycles and physiological stresses
Technical evaluation of circadian rhythm disturbances and flight crew performance
Survey of helicopter flight crew morale
Hydraulic grip dynamometer for study of elevated gravitational effects on flight crews
Onboard oxygen generating system for tactical aircraft
Anthropomorphic data update for man-model used in cockpit geometry evaluation program for evaluation of flight crew interaction and compatibility with crew stations
Cockpit geometry evaluation program for computer simulation of flight crew physical compatibility with crew stations based on anthropometric and environmental data for man-model movements
New factors tests to determine effects of aircraft controls placement on lightly clothed or pressure suited flight crews
Vibration effects on performance of helicopter flight crews
Posture effects on flight crew tolerance to positive acceleration
Application of psychotherapy in aviation psychology for treatment of syndromes of reactive nature
Nanopharyngeal bacteria cultures of spacecrews during long duration space station simulation
Physical fitness of flying personnel and aging effects on flight crew performance
Coronary system diseases in aging flight crews and removal from flying status
Evaluation of protective clothing for flight crew members
Mathematical formulation of kinematic equations to describe motion of six degrees of freedom vibration table for use in research on human subjects
Measurements of aircrew total vibration exposure during low altitude, high speed flight in F-16 aircraft
Engine-airframe contribution to combat aircrew rescue simulation
Work environment and task factor effects on long term aircrew effectiveness
Aerospaces environments affecting flight crew fatigue
Aircraft recognition accuracy and decision speed comparing single observers and four-aircrew crews
Use of new philosophy of total learning process for improved crew member training
Crew performance measurement relationships for suited flight crews
Simulation of flight crew physical compatibility with crew stations based on anthropometric and environmental data for man-model movements
Effects of drugs on performance of flight personnel following unusual sleep patterns
Effect of work-rest cycles on performance of flight crews and supervisory personnel
Assessment of fatigue for flight crew members during long duration flights

FLIGHT FATIGUE

Electromyographic evaluation of brain functions disturbances in response to stress in flying personnel, relating fatigue and rest periods allocation
Transport aircrew sleep patterns effects on fatigue and sleep disturbances, discussing physiologic debt and stresses

FLIGHT FATIGUE

Electromyographic evaluation of brain functions disturbances in response to stress in flying personnel, relating fatigue and rest periods allocation
Transport aircrew sleep patterns effects on fatigue and sleep disturbances, discussing physiologic debt and stresses
Cumulative/chronic and acute stress fatigue and physical fitness in aircrew, considering relationship to pilot error accidents.

Assessment of fatigue for flight crew members during long duration flights.

Influence of duty hours on sleep patterns in flight crews during long duration flights.

FLIGHT FITNESS

Physical exercises to increase cosmonaut space environment tolerance, discussing effects of acceleration, altitude and hypoxia.

Statistical analysis of airline flight crew physical fitness.

Flight crews mediphysiological preparation for international glider competition.

Flight surgeons guidance criteria for flying personnel, detailing individual areas examination, documentation and clinical findings.

Preventive and clinical medicine effect on aircrew health maintenance.

Civil aviation medicine practice, discussing airman certification for flight fitness, government legislation, accidents and carrier operations.

Cosmonauts selection with regard to psychological and physical fitness, discussing clinical examination, hospital tests and training.

EEG examination of healthy aircrew for high performance aircraft flying fitness evaluation, stressing hyperventilation factor importance.

Aircrew static reach reduction caused by upper and lower limb orthopedic disabilities.

Tolerance tests including EGG, glucose test, thermal stress and G stress for aircrew fitness assessment after cranio-cerebral accidents.

Functions of medical services charged with ensuring flying personnel fitness, stressing aging process assessment.

Airline flight personnel fitness downgrading, presenting statistical breakdown by age and physiological or psychological causes.

Physical fitness relation to flight requirements, pilot performance and age, considering muscular strength, cardio-respiratory capacity, body weight and mental aspects.

Physical fitness of flying personnel and aging effects on flight crew performance.

Physical fitness assessment of older pilots in relation to flight requirements and physiological responses.

Standards, policies, procedure, and limitations of Federal Aviation Administration medical certification system.

FLIGHT HAZARDS

Aeromedical requirements, control limitations and hazards of aircraft pressure cabins and rapid decompression.

Aerial transportation of patients, potential hazards due to motion sickness, decreased atmospheric pressure and oxygen tension, fatigue, inactivity and dehydration.

Epidemiology statistics of USAF spatial disorientation aircraft accidents, noting pilot training, flight environment and indoctrination remedy programs.

FLIGHT SIMULATORS

Physiological factors in fatal aircraft accidents, discussing pilot incapacitation and transient functional disturbances.

Cervical vertebral distortion during acrobatic flight, discussing clinical and medico-legal aspects and preventive measures.

FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS

Pilot visual perception time of instrument readings after viewing external features and landmarks.

Flight helmets speech intelligibility evaluation using in-flight manikin recording.

Display relationship problems applied to presentation of aircraft attitude and guidance information.

Effect of cockpit lighting systems on multicolored instrument displays.

FLIGHT MECHANICS

Evaluating current and future requirements and resources for pilots and mechanics in US civil aviation.

Bionic oscillating propulsion system of fishes.

FLIGHT PATHS

Preventive and clinical medicine effect on aircrew health maintenance.

Soviet book on space biology and medicine covering cosmonaut selection and training, flight safety, normal life support factors, interplanetary space sojourner, etc.

Psychosociological and medical evaluation of private pilots to promote flight safety.

Sleep related fatigue in pilot performance and flight safety, considering sleep lack and disruption and irregular duty patterns.

Retinal image stabilization during flight.

Physiological effects of alcohol and cockpit illumination levels on pilot performance and flying safety.

FLIGHT SIMULATION

Human response to and perception of angular acceleration, discussing implications for motion capability in flight simulator.

Positive/latero-lateral accelerations and acute hypoxic hypoxia effects on central visual fields behavior in simulated flight.

Secondary visual tracking task utility in assessing lag effect in simulated combat aircraft dynamics.

Human factors in use of terminal radar/analogue display systems.

Vestibulometric chairs and stands for objective study and training uses of vestibular analyzer.

Manned simulation of crew performance for assessing space mission reliability.

Aircraft recognition accuracy and decision speed comparing single observers and four-man crews.

FLIGHT SIMULATORS

Aircraft navigator training, examining flight and ground crew balance from cost effectiveness standpoint.

Airborne trainer and ground simulator for undergraduate navigator training system.
FLIGHT STRESS

Shadow projector creating visual illusion of space surrounding flying aircraft for aviation training, relating perceived distortions to system parameters

Pilot physiological responses as indicators of pitch motion cues effect on flight simulator fidelity

Low altitude turbulence simulation in piloted flight simulators, discussing turbulence induced aircraft disturbances and effects on pilot

Adaptive technique feasibility for flight simulator training of pilots

Pilot performance and acceptance of aircraft rigid cockpit control systems during simulation

Research and development in training personnel with low altitude, and aviation training devices

Circadian rhythms of pilot performance in flight simulator and effects on time shift

Effects of motion cues and motion scaling on one and two axis compensatory control tasks with application to flight simulators

Behavior of fliers in emergency situations during flight

Functional requirements for ground-based trainers, helicopter response characteristics

Flight simulator tests of human behavior in roll tracking tasks in fighter and large aircraft with descriptive functional analysis

Universal aircraft flight simulator/trainer system definition

Physical analog model for human vestibular organ response in guidance and control systems

Two and three dimensional simulated target detection and recognition by pilots and TV gamma and gray scale transmission effects on target acquisition in flight simulators

Analysis of pilot training, career, education, and motivation related to role of research and flight simulators

Regenerative space station simulator and test procedures for 4 man, 90 day testing of life support systems

FLIGHT STRESS

Soviet book on aviation medicine covering human anatomy and physiology, atmospheric physics, flight effects, respiratory systems, crew diets, etc

Transport aircrew sleep patterns effects on fatigue and sleep disturbances, discussing physiologic debt and stresses

Cardiovascular reactions of flying personnel to flight

Analysis of uropepsin excretion in dogs under influence of simulated flight stress conditions

FLIGHT STRESS (BIOLOGY)

Mt SPACE FLIGHT STRESS

In-flight telemetric ECG recordings of aircraft pilots during normal, abnormal and aerobic flight, analyzing heart rate variations as function of stresses

Physiopathological and otolaryngological repercussions of supersonic flight on SST passengers

Jet pilots flight stress assessment via biotelemetric transmission of pulse rate, respiratory rate, electrocardiographic data, flight altitude and velocity

SUBJECT INDEX

Vestibular system functions physical analog model, predicting responses to motion inputs and possible problems for flight situations

Auditory analyzer functional changes in flight crews as result of long flights and emotional stress, noting cumulative effects of various harmful factors

Cardiovascular functional reactions in pilots during flight simulators, presenting case histories

Flight concomitant pathogenetic effects on urinary tract conditions, noting kidney descent, inflammatory episodes and calculus

Flight stress effects on blood pressure and eye accommodation from frequent takeoffs and landing of AN-24 aircraft

Nervous/cardiovascular systems and blood composition changes in moderate duration military transport flights

Functional diagnostics in aerospace medicine for evaluating pilot ability and flight stresses

EEG and derivative spectral characteristics evaluation in determining pilot mental activity during flight

Pilot psychic states in flight, including preliminary mobilization, drowsiness, stunning, euphoria and phobia

Literature survey of nervous-emotional stress effects on pilot during flight, discussing premature fatigue, cardiovascular disorders, psychic disturbances and circadian rhythm

Electroencephalographic evaluation of brain functions disturbances in response to stress in flying personnel, relating fatigue and rest periods allocation

Unfavorable high intensity noise effects on auditory and motor analyzers during space flight

Mental calculating ability, motor coordination, and auditory perceptual acuity of human subjects during long duration flight simulation

Differences between military and commercial flight crews work-rest cycles and physiological stresses

Psychological test of human reaction to simulated stress

FLIGHT SURGEONS

Flight surgeons guidance criteria for flying personnel, detailing individual areas examination, documentation and clinical findings

Physical and physiopathological effects of high altitude supersonic flight in TF-104G aircraft told by flight surgeon

Aeromedical training in Canadian facilities

Education and training of US Air Force flight surgeons

Aviation medicine training in US Army

Aviation medicine training in Royal Air Force

Functions of aeromedical training section of Royal Air Force

Aerospace medicine training in France

Norwegian Air Force aerospace medicine training programs

Training of flight surgeons for civil aviation in Great Britain
Aerospace medical training in Royal Netherlands Air Force  
Aerospace medical training and qualifications of medical personnel  
FLIGHT TESTS  
Hacaca nemestrina monkey bone density change during Biosatellite 3 mission  
Comparative analysis of data reflecting knowledge, skill, and satisfaction of aviators in combat readiness training flight status  
[AD-721568]  
Helicopter pilot visual acuity determined from flight tests  
[ISR-TR-44]  
FLIGHT TIME  
Circadian rhythms synchronization changes in human biological and physiological functions during transmeridian flights  
Developing realistic mission models for food system to sustain spacecrew for extended periods of time  
[NASA-CS-114886]  
FLIGHT TRAINING  
FT SPACE FLIGHT TRAINING  
Aircrew navigator training, examining flight and ground training balance from cost effectiveness standpoint  
[AD-7211568]  
Airborne trainer and ground simulator for undergraduate navigator training system  
[AD-7210521]  
Complex navigation systems training philosophy emphasizing functional approach to system and components  
[AD-7210522]  
Flight crew training process oriented systems approach through multimedia instruction  
[AD-7210523]  
Ground based flight equipment evaluation in routine primary pilot training  
[AD-7210524]  
Flight crew training, describing systematic tools, learning elements, managing systems and course organization  
[SARE PAPER 710474]  
Flight crew training ground school program, featuring automated instruction in cockpit classroom with audiovisual machines  
[SARE PAPER 710478]  
Airline pilot training specific behavioral objective concept, noting introduction with Boeing 747  
[SARE PAPER 710479]  
Flight training program for twin-engine transitions, using commercially available training devices  
[SARE PAPER 710480]  
Personal crew training in airline operations technology at Friederich List Transportation Institute for aircraft pilots, flight safety engineers and systems engineers  
[AD-72127269]  
Case histories of pilot failure during training or operational flight due to cerebral cortical dysfunction  
[AD-72127249]  
Serotonin metabolism of helicopter pilots, showing effect of emotional factors due to flight inexperience  
[AD-72127220]  
Psychological screening of pilot trainees, showing neorosis noncorrelation with learning ability to fly  
[AD-72127221]  
Psychological screening of pilot trainees, investigating Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory test data correlation with learning ability to fly  
[AD-72127222]  
Continued flight training correlation with general aviation aircraft accident rates reduction  
[AD-72124425]  
Airsickness during flying training  
[AD-72121823]  
News releases on cosmonauts from Soyuz 7 and 8 and flight training  
[AD-72174711]  
[AD-72116997]  
Comparative analysis of data reflecting knowledge, skill, and satisfaction of aviators in combat readiness training flight status  
[AD-721568]  
Use of new philosophy of total learning process for improved crew member training  
[AD-7233193]  
Development of multivariate system for evaluating potential effectiveness of military aviation personnel during training  
[AD-724696]  
Development of procedure for predicting success of personnel in military aviation training  
[AD-724695]  
NO~T~S  
Design, development, and evaluation of emergency life support system to protect infants and small children during water survival situation  
[FAA-AR-71-37]  
FLORAS  
Horizontal static forces exerted by men standing in common working positions on various surfaces including coefficients of friction between different floor and shoe materials  
[AD-720252]  
FLOW U PLANTS (BOTANY)  
FLOWATION  
Development and characteristics of rescue litter with inflatable flotation device for water rescue application  
[NASA-CAS-IXS-04170]  
FLOWATION SYSTEMS U FLOATS  
FLOW CHARACTERISTICS  
FLOW VELOCITY  
Vessels mechanical behavior and blood flow dynamics in aorta bifurcation zone, using Navier- Stokes and continuity equations  
[AD-72127248]  
Dimensionless parameters effect on divided blood flow characteristics in large arterial bifurcation  
[AD-72128467]  
FLOW DISTRIBUTION  
Asperglines I infusion effect on intracranial blood flow distribution, using krypton 85 method and autoradiography  
[AD-72128466]  
Human mitral valve fluid mechanics, confirming existence of vortex forms during diastasis by vitro flow patterns  
[IACCB PAPER 71-102]  
Catastoses and intestinal blood flow differentiation during hypothalamic heating and cooling in anesthetized dogs  
[AD-72128465]  
FLOW REGULATORS  
Dynamic response with feedback characterization of human musculoskeletal frameworks by linegraph-flow graph procedure  
[AD-72128464]  
FLOW MEASUREMENT  
Hydrogen exchange between pial arteries for measuring local cerebral blood flow quantitatively in anesthetized cats  
[AD-72128463]  
Arterial branches pulsating flow and wave propagation in large blood vessels, considering flow measurements from simulated model experiments  
[AD-72128462]  
Dog blood flow telemetric measurement with TV system using ultrasonic signals doppler effect  
[AD-72128461]  
Coronary blood flow measurements during strenuous upright exercise, using nitrous oxide method  
[AD-72128460]  
Magnetic blood flow measurement by magnetotriography, using electromagnetic flowmeter principle  
[AD-72128464]  
FLOW-PATTERNS U FLOW DISTRIBUTION FLOW-HAYTE U FLOW VELOCITY  
FLOW REGULATORS  
Continuous flow oxygen regulators construction,
FLOW RESISTANCE

Blood pressure and velocity waveform recording for patients during cardiac catheterization, interpreting relationships to vascular impedance. 
Volume, compliance and flow resistance of pulmonary vascular compartments of dogs.
Heart rate and diastolic inflow coronary resistance extravascular component, discussing heart artificial stimulation and pharmaceutical maximal dilation effects.
Potassium concentrations and osmolality levels changes effects on vascular resistance in subcutaneous adipose tissue blood flow.

FLOW SEPARATION

U SEPARATED FLOW

Blood pressure and velocity waveform recording for patients during cardiac catheterization, interpreting relationships to vascular impedance.
Statistical evaluation of Doppler ultrasonic blood flowmeter, determining correlation between Doppler signal zero crossing density and fluid flow velocity.
Automatic regulation of volumetric blood flow rate during artificial blood circulation, using electromechanical system for controlling arterial pump of cardiopulmonary machine.
Monograph on blood flow rates instantaneous measurement from ultrasonic signals of Doppler flowmeter, discussing steady laminar flow test results.

FLOW VISUALIZATION

Flow visualization and velocity measurements in repeatedly branching tube systems representative of human lung, quantitating viscous dissipation and pressure drop.

FLOWMETERS

WT GAS FLOWMETERS

Simultaneous comparison and calibration of ultrasonic Doppler telemetry and electromagnetic flowmeters implanted on peripheral arteries of dogs.
Nonbleeding blood flow measurement by magnetocardiography, using electromagnetic flowmeter principle.
Blood pressure measurement with Doppler ultrasonic flowmeter, providing sensitive and accurate noninvasive approach for continuous measurement of systemic arterial pressure.
Statistical evaluation of Doppler ultrasonic blood flowmeter, determining correlation between Doppler signal zero crossing density and fluid flow velocity.
Miniature battery operated electromagnetic blood flowmeter for data acquisition from unrestrained animals.

Bi directional respiratory flowmeters and electronic instrumentation technology for measurement and analysis of metabolic quantities.

FLUIDICS

Fluidic oscillators as sensors for carbon dioxide concentration detection in exhaled breathing gases, noting frequency dependence on gas properties.

FLUID DYNAMICS

BT AERODYNAMICS

BT HYDRODYNAMICS

Fluid dynamics of blood circulation and respiratory flow.

FRIEDRICH

Neuraxis induced thinning of tear films due to fluid film fracture and straining.

FLOOD FILTERS

Technique for sterile insertion of liquids into previously sterilized spacecraft.

FLOOD FLOW

WT AER FLOW

WT BLOOD FLOW

WT CAPILLARY FLOW

WT CHANNEL FLOW

WT CROSS FLOW

WT DUCTED FLOW

WT GAS FLOW

WT INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW

WT LAMINAR FLOW

WT LIQUID FLOW

WT ORIFICE FLOW

WT OSCILLATING FLOW

WT PIPE FLOW

WT RECIRCULATING FLUID FLOW

WT SEPARATED FLOW

WT STEADY FLOW

WT TURBULENT FLOW

WT TWO DIMENSIONAL FLOW

WT UNSTEADY FLOW

WT VISCOUS FLOW

WT WATER FLOW

Hydrodynamics, marine biology, biotics, dolphins, sharks, porpoises, traveling waves, fluid flow, viscous fluids, nervous system, skin structure, swelling.

FLOW MIXING

Zero gravity clothes washer utilizing principles of fluidics to provide washing action and reduction in number of components scale model.

FLOW SCIENCE

Tissue typing instrumentation with fluorochromatic cytotoxicity assay for quantitative data analysis, eliminating visual counting.

Human lens fluorescent pigment 0-beta-D-glucoside of 1-3-hydroxytryptamine, discussing preparation, electrophoresis and paperchromatograms.

Procedures and immunofluorescent techniques for screening Apollo aquatic test animals for bacterial pathogens after lunar sample exposure.

FLOW IMMERSION

U FLOW SCIENCE

FLOWMETERS

WT CHLOROFORM FLOWMETERS

WT LITHIUM FLOWMETERS

WT NITROGEN FLOWMETERS

FLOWMETERS

WT CHLORINE FLOWMETERS

WT FLUORINE FLOWMETERS

WT FLUIDOCARBONS

WT FLUORIDE COMPOUNDS

WT LITHIUM FLOWMETERS

WT NITROGEN FLOWMETERS

WT OXYGEN FLOWMETERS

FLOWMETERS

WT ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

WT FLUIDOCARBONS

FLOWMETERS

WT FLUIDOCARBONS

A-170
FLUX (BATE)

FLUX (BATE)

FLUX BATTERY

FLUX DISTRIBUTION

FLUX DENSITY

FLUX DENSITI
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FLYING SPOT SCANNERS

Processing of visual imagery by model derived for recognition of visual patterns (AD-717157)

PODS
Stability, foam flow, and wave effects on hovercraft during power failure (AD-717670)

POCUMS
Augmentation of human eye focus control by varying index of refraction with nematic liquid crystals (NASA-CS-R-11586)

POLIAG
Gravity effects on auxin transport, growth and foliage spread of green plants for efficient radiation capture, using horizontal clinostat experiments

POOD
Similarly, 9 spacecraft crew food diet description including products and packaging (AD-7172205)

Microwave extraction from mineralized biological samples in food rations and human excretions

Radioactive isotope survey in Tokohu district, food, and precipitation in Japan (NASA-R-15863)

SPOT
Human tolerance to hydrogenous meteors and Acrobacter aerogenes as food (NASA-R-11080)

Procedures for determining quantitative and qualitative adequacy of food rations

Ionizing radiation effect on biological properties of food products

Supplies food system for long duration manned space flight simulation

Radioactive isotope survey in Tokohu district, food, and precipitation in Japan

POOD
Combination glucose—sodium chloride solution consumption by rats during normal and food deprivation conditions

Telemetric techniques for pharmacological effects of body temperature, motor activity and food and fluid intake on rat brain, describing recording and monitoring equipment

Internal osmotic balance and stress induced body fluid osmolality changes due to food or water deprivation, reporting on experimental results with rats

Body fluid osmolality control of food intake initiation in rehydrated rats injected with hypertonic sodium chloride solution

Food choice, consumption control and metabolism, discussing homeostatic alimentary theories, nerve signals and appetite regulation

Food and water intake changes associated with interruption of hypothalamic anterior or posterior fiber connections

Solid and liquid diets during thiamine deficiency, noting hunger dependence on novelty

Oxygen exposure effect on food consumption utilization efficiency, growth and biochemical parameters

Polyosomal RNA disaggregation and attendant reduction in hepatic protein synthesis in rats as result of decreased feed ingestion during hypoxia

PROF
Human body-water metabolism during acute high altitude exposure with heavy physical activity and high food intakes

Human energy requirements in weightless environments, correlating metabolic data from Gemini and Apollo missions with food consumption and energy balance measurements

Skylab habitability considerations in Orbital Workshop design, discussing waste management, food management and sleeping compartments by AIAA, PAPER 71-782

Human adaptation to high altitude, considering effects of physical preconditioning, exercise, high carbohydrate diets and normal food intake maintenance

Food utility calculation for various forms and sugar treatments as valid qualitative measure of relative effects of dietary materials

Chronic centrifugation effects on water intake and urine output in mice, considering food intake and growth rate

Chronic acceleration effects on animals, considering growth rate, food intake, oxygen metabolism and life expectancy

Diurnal water and food intake and body weight changes pattern in rats with hypothalamic lesions

Metabolic imbalances and body hydration during food deprivation for 10 days

Tables on nutritional values of foods used in space flight feeding (AD-717851)

FOBRAH
Human muscular control patterns during forearm cyclic bending on ergograph

Foresight vascular responsiveness to brachial artery infusions of tyramine and norepinephrine after two weeks bed rest

FORECASTING

FORECASTING PERFORMANCE PREDICTION

FORECASTING PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

FOREIGN BODIES
Ultrasound/radiographic method for intracocular foreign body localization

FOREIGN POLICY

FOREIGN NATIONAL COOPERATION

FORESTHED
Developing signature indicators of root disease in large forest areas

Detection of forest insect infestation by remote sensing

Identification of western forest species by means of aerial remote sensing

FOREST PERCEPTION

UP SPACE PERCEPTION

FORNALDEHYD
Amino acids synthesis by formaldehyde- ammonia heating and hydrolysis, simulating reactants in weakly reducing atmosphere at volcanics temperatures

Catalytic effect of lanthanide hydroxides on formaldehyde conversion to pentoses and hexoses at 110 C in life support systems

Possible prebiotic synthesis of thymine by heating -ascil paraformaldehyde and hydrazine in ammoniacal solution for three days at 70 C

Nonsaccharides effect on catalytic synthesis of carbohydrates from formaldehyde

FRONT
Prisoner dilemma game matrix, noting response patterns to various formats
Frequency distribution of heart sounds in precordium, studying slope of attenuation and relative peaking

Existence of electric and magnetic field component associated with transmission of neuronal impulse studied in isolated sciatic nerves of frogs [NASA CR-118336] p0285 A71-20354

Frequency coefficient determination inside and outside fowes by critical fusion frequency measurements, showing inverse relation to test surface size p0059 A71-10275

Mechanical response of frog membrane to stimulating frequencies and electrophysiologically determined hearing areas [NASA CR-123162] p0651 A71-37630

Chemical analysis of heart sounds in precordium, studying slope of attenuation and relative peaking p0480 A71-36406

Musical effects on subjects with fabricated human ear prostheses p0100 A71-15163

Low power density modulated RF energy illumination effects on mammalian biological functions, noting possible hazards to personnel p0106 A71-25282

Cortical responses of awake cat to narrow-band RF noise stimuli, proposing neuronal model p0533 A71-39767

Electromyographic measurements p0127 A71-16279

Jet fighter-bomber aircraft noise survey, discussing sound pressure levels and frequency analysis during ground running, speech interference levels and ear protectors requirements p0332 A71-27629

Jet-irradiated spinal cord, detailing orthodromic ventral root and somatosynaptic reaction to rhythmic and increasing frequency stimulation p0415 A71-32735

Auditory effects on mannequin, noting frequency response characteristics analogous to real motion effects in human visual system model p0545 A71-34699

Frequency and level dependent discrepancy between free field and pressure thresholds at low frequencies due to physiological noise produced under earcup p0580 A71-91487

Depolarized fuel cell for space station prototype carbon dioxide concentrator, describing modular design concept and operation p0479 A71-36404

Cardiac and neural effects of UHF radars energy on frogs p0059 A71-20354

Flight simulator tests of human behavior in roll tracking tasks in fighter and large aircraft with descriptive functional analysis [SAI-TR-206] p0278 A71-19751

Volterra equation for describing tracer dynamics of mammalian circulation p0447 A71-28565

Electroencephalographic measurements on muscle reactions during physical work p0118 A71-13866

Corrosion prevention by fungus-proofing - bibliography [AD-72020] p0402 A71-26638

Coexistence effects of sound on senses, concerning visual functions, nystagmus, galvanic skin response and audiographic use p0082 A71-13158
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>GAMMA RAYS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orienting response and apparent motion toward and away from observer, using</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>galvanic skin response and finger pulse volume studies</td>
<td>p0183 A71-19515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human nervous system stimulus trace retention in various age groups, using</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skin galvanic reaction</td>
<td>p0210 A71-21788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear measurement and mastery, investigating relationship between experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and electrodermal arousal in responses to stimuli words of varying relevance</td>
<td>p0490 A71-36944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating use of adaptive techniques in control of tasks or stimuli</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AD-712124)</td>
<td>p0055 A71-11120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of carbon monoxide on human performance including heart rate and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>galvanic skin response</td>
<td>p0333 A71-22299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhesive spray process for attaching biomedical skin electrodes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NASA-CSS-EPN-07658-1)</td>
<td>p0400 A71-26293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAME THEORY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prisoner dilemma game matrix, noting response patterns to various formats</td>
<td>p0491 A71-37017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human thinking studies using problem solving in chess</td>
<td>p0614 A71-35251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAMMA GLOBULIN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human gamma globulin polymorphism, discussing characteristics, statistical</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distribution and potential utilization for gene frequency studies in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paternity serology</td>
<td>p0137 A71-16943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAMMA RADIATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 GAMMA RAYS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAMMA RAYS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone marrow physiological regeneration after chronic gamma irradiation,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noting effect on fission processes and chromosome apparatus of cells</td>
<td>p0014 A71-11146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary immune response chemical radioprotection in white mice during</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gamma irradiation, using serotonin as chemical protective and sheep red</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blood cells as immunizing agents</td>
<td>p0135 A71-16816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacecraft sterilization by microbial inactivation, comparing thermoradiation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and dry heat methods</td>
<td>p0146 A71-17959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma irradiation effects on physicochemical and organoleptic properties of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>food products</td>
<td>p0150 A71-18367</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiosensitive yeast strain Saccharomyces cerevisiae, discussing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cytoxid and gamma irradiation treatment influence in presence of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radiosensitizing 5,6-dihydroxypyrsocenale</td>
<td>p0178 A71-18943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House Earlich ascites tumor cells, examining Co-60 gamma rays</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>influence in presence of dose</td>
<td>p0180 A71-18953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cysteine AET, serotonin and meager antiradiation drugs, investigating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protective effect against fractionated lethal gamma irradiation</td>
<td>p0182 A71-18969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-barenylacetic and methyl-0-barencarboxylic acids effects on mice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radiosensitivity to fast neutrons and gamma rays</td>
<td>p0183 A71-18976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cysteine effects on lymphocytes chromosomal aberrations in human peripheral</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blood during local fractionated gamma irradiation</td>
<td>p0214 A71-21797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptable gamma radiation dosages for extended massed space flights based</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on prolonged irradiation of dogs</td>
<td>p0240 A71-22293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corneal transparency in metabolic activity absence, using acid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mucopolysaccharide depletion and prolonged gamma irradiation</td>
<td>p0249 A71-22985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry heat and 60 gamma radiation combined effects on</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spacecraft sterilization, discussing kinetic analysis of spore inactivation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(P0269 A71-242613)</td>
<td>p0269 A71-24613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erythrocytes life span and bone marrow production in dogs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subjected to gamma irradiation in doses simulating prolonged space flight</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conditions</td>
<td>p0044 A71-31307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral blood and bone marrow morphological composition in dogs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subjected to chronic and repeated gamma irradiation</td>
<td>p0039 A71-31308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspartate and ATP effect on heparopisis of dogs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subjected to chronic and repeated gamma irradiation</td>
<td>p0045 A71-31312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic and acute gamma irradiation facilities used in animal experiments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simulating space conditions of gamma irradiation and powerful solar flare</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radiation expected in prolonged space flight</td>
<td>p0045 A71-31313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theroluminescent dosimeter for skin basal layer dose measurement in mixed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beta and gamma radiation fields</td>
<td>p0465 A71-35450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative abdomen and head shield effect during</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gamma irradiation of dogs on protein fractions in blood serum, noting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>increased globulins and glutamate aspartate transferases</td>
<td>p0528 A71-39222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined action of vibration and gamma irradiation on sporulation dynamics,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>survival rate and mutability of chlorella</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biosatellite 2 onboard experiments studying weightlessness effects on</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biological processes and interaction with radiation from Sr 85 gamma ray</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source</td>
<td>p0530 A71-39237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death rates, median life span and weight in mice exposed to gamma irradiation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>after intra-abdominal injections of cysteamine</td>
<td>p0562 A71-40007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical agents protective properties on albino mice under gamma-neutron</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radiation, noting dose and composition effects</td>
<td>p0569 A71-42712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cysteine emission effect on cysteine toxicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elimination in rats organisms</td>
<td>p0571 A71-42713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial body shielding effects on rats radiation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sickness survival rates under gamma-neutro radiation, comparing head and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>belly shielding effectiveness at different intensities</td>
<td>p0576 A71-42716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactivity changes to pharmacological preparations under total proton and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gamma ray irradiation of abdomen and head shielded rats</td>
<td>p0597 A71-42717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head and abdomen shielding effects on radiation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sickness evolution in dogs under lethal gamma irradiation</td>
<td>p0597 A71-42718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal shielding effects on chromosome aberrations in bone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marrow cells of guinea pigs and rats under gamma irradiation</td>
<td>p0597 A71-42719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glutamicooaspartic and glutamicooalanine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aminotransferase activity in blood serum of dogs under gamma irradiation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with shielded abdomen or head, observing hyperfermentasia</td>
<td>p0597 A71-42720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat organ pathomorphological changes under gamma neutron irradiation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with head and abdomen shielding, noting intestines early damage</td>
<td>p0598 A71-42722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration tolerance of gamma irradiated mice with and without</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radioprotectors</td>
<td>p0598 A71-42724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mice under combined gamma radiation and vibration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and acceleration dynamic factors, studying radioprotectance recovery rate</td>
<td>p0598 A71-42725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mice acceleration before and after gamma irradiation, determining</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>protective effect of cysteamine in adrenaline and aspartame mixture</td>
<td>p0599 A71-42726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogs peripheral blood reaction to complex action of transverse accelerations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and gamma irradiation studied</td>
<td>p0599 A71-42727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vibration influence on peripheral blood reaction to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gamma irradiation in dogs, using clinico-hematological indices</td>
<td>p0599 A71-42728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aminothiol class radiation protector influence on tissue damage of white</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rats under single and two-fold gamma irradiation at various test conditions</td>
<td>p0599 A71-42728</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GABGLIA SUBJECT IEDRX

GABGLIA
GARIIBmPS
NT
NT

Radioprotective effectiveness of cystamine and S-
beta-epsilon-ethylisothiouronium in mice under
combined gamma irradiation and transverse
acceleration loads

[AD-71407]

Relative biological effectiveness of fast neutrons,
allowing for gamma component contribution
[AD-70093]

Effects of 15,000-rads pulsed gamma-neutron
radiation on behavioral performance of monkeys
[AD-712054]

Using solid state Ge/Li detector for measuring
amounts of radionuclides in individual organs
[BNWL-1176]

Effects of gamma radiation on cell division
processes and chromosomes in bone marrow of dogs
[AD-71407]

Prolonged gamma irradiation of dogs
[AD-71407]

Gamma radiosensitivity of female Swiss-Rap mice as
function of growth rate

[CS-47-2797]

Effects of gamma radiation on lifetime of red blood
cells and bone marrow production in dogs exposed
to cobalt 60 irradiation for two and one half
years

[BNWL-11781]

Effects of chronic and repeated gamma radiation on morphological structure of peripheral blood and
bone marrow in dogs following exposure for one
year

[BNWL-11781]

Abdominal and head shielding effects on blood serum
protein metabolism of gamma irradiated dogs

[BNWL-11781]

GANGLIA

NT NEURONS

Cat retia ganglion cell /CC/-1 threshold
intensity, obeying reversed Weber law

[AD-71407]

Transganglionic degeneration in vestibular nerve
resulting from transection of peripheral sensory
nerve branch of bipolar neurons

[AD-71407]

Sensitivity, size and receptive fields position in
cat retia ganglion cells

[AD-71407]

Vagal sensitive neurons unitary activity, applying
microelectrode technique to nodose ganglion vental
part

[AD-71407]

Autonomic neurons in intrasural cardiac ganglia in
rabbits, using histochemical luminescent
microscopy

[AD-71407]

Cerebral speech mechanisms division into cortical
centers and basal ganglia centers

[AD-71407]

Cochlear/vestibular apparatus, ganglion cells,
spinal roots and nerve trunk damage from ionizing
radiation based on neural elements

[AD-71407]

Cardiovascular responses to hypothalamic, spinal
cord and stellate ganglion stimulation as function of
intensity, pulse duration and frequency in cats

[AD-71407]

Gangliosides inhibitory effects on active Ca ion
transport in rat brain mitochondria, using
succinate as respiratory substrate

[AD-71407]

Mechanisms of inhibition and acceleration at synapse
in nervous system of heart ganglion of stomatopod
[AD-71971]

Physical controls of autonomic nervous system by
ganglia impulses

[AD-71407]

GAPS

Bioelectric potential in gap between abutting
cardiac muscle cells, using differential equation
for active to inactive cell transmission

[AD-71407]

GARMENTS

Electrocardiographic type electrodes to human thorax for data recording
during physical activity

[WASA-CASE-EXR-10856]

GAS ANALYSIS

Human blood gases continuous measurement in vivo by
mass spectrophotography, considering arterial nitrogen
washout and cerebral blood flow determination

[AD-71407]

Chronic hypoxia effects on blood oxygen and carbon
dioxide tensions and pH changes in anesthetized
chickens at high altitude compared to sea level
control

[AD-71407]

Simultaneous calibration of gas analyzers and meters
for continuous process gas stream composition
monitoring

[AD-71407]

GAS CHROMATOGRAPH

Human gas metabolism under rarefied atmosphere via
gas chromatography, discussing pulmonary
ventilation determination and exhaled samples
collection equipment

[AD-71407]

Carboneous chondrite and Precambrian chert amino
acids detection, using simultaneous optical
configuration determination and gas chromatography

[AD-71407]

Human metabolism in rarefied atmosphere by gas
chromatography

[AD-71407]

Quantitative analysis of lipid, protein, and
carbohydrate content in Chlorella cultivation by
pyrolysis and gas chromatography

[AD-71407]

Reproducibility of gas chromatographic biochemical
data and value in toxicology

[AD-71407]

Gas chromatographic study of trace contaminants in
non-expired air, and effects of physiological
stresses of space flights

[AD-71407]

GAS COMPOSITION

BT CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION

Pressure and gas composition effects on carbon
accretion-C in incorporation into liver lipids,
indicating metabolic relationships to
decompression sickness

[AD-71407]

Alveolar air samples of human subjects at various
altitudes, determining gas composition and partial
pressure

[AD-71407]

Exhaled air microflora composition of humans
exposed to stress effects including bed rest,
starvation, lyophilized diet feeding, high
temperature and humidity

[AD-71407]

Human blood pH and gas composition regulation
mechanism under response to carbon dioxide partial
pressure changes in inhaled air

[AD-71407]

Gaseous medium composition and multiple freezing
temperature effects on catalase activity

[AD-71407]

Hyperbaric fire safety research, including flame
spread rates in helium and nitrogen diving
atmospheres and minimum oxygen concentration for
combustion in hyperbaric environments

[AD-71407]

GAS DETECTORS

Pluear oscillators as sensors for carbon dioxide
partial pressure changes in inhaled breathing
gases, noting frequency dependence on gas
properties

[AD-71407]

Application of linear gas discharge displays on
control panels to data representation systems

[AD-71407]

GAS DISCHARGE COUNTERS

GAS DISCHARGE TUBES

GAS DISCHARGE TUBES

Application of linear gas discharge displays on
control panels to data representation systems

[AD-71407]

GAS DISOCIATION

Ozone atmospheric concentration, disociation in SST
air conditioning systems and biochemical poisoning

[AD-71407]

Body temperature effects on intracellar carbon
dioxide disociation, pH and buffer capacity in
hypothermic and hyperthermic dogs

[AD-71407]
GAS EVOLUTION
Nitrogen and oxygen exit rate from subcutaneous gas pockets in rats during tissue blood flow elevation due to cobalt chloride injection p0449 A71-36174
Preservative phenoel derivative effects on toxic gas evolution from stored urine in sealed vessels p0602 A71-42208
Gas emissions and contaminants produced by polymers used in spacecraft construction p0641 N71-11797
Chemistry and enzymology of photosynthesis, oxygen evolution, energy migration, and kinetics of reaction chain [JNAS-3706-15] p0164 N71-14666

GAS EXCHANGE
Hydrogen exchange between pial arteries for measuring local cerebral blood flow quantitatively in anesthetized cats p0002 A71-10075
External respiration, gas exchange and energy expenditures during orthostatic tests involving immersion experiment p0013 A71-11136
Pulmonary gas exchange relation to cyclical pattern of ventilatory flow, considering alveolar dead space and metabolic and respiratory rate effects p0220 A71-23069
Conditioned reflex gas exchange shifts in persons under repeated local thermal stimuli p0103 A71-15572
Air blast effects on pulmonary ventilation, gas exchange, venous-arterial shunt and blood gas parameters p0142 A71-17601
Gas exchange and muscular thermoregulation activity in rats under environmental oxygen deficiency p0219 A71-21963
German book on clinical pathophysiology of respiration covering respiratory physiology, pulmonary gas exchange, respiratory control, hypoxia, hyperoxia, pressure breathing, etc p0220 A71-23069
Book on gravity and acceleration effects on lungs covering breathing mechanics, ventilation distribution, blood flow, gas exchange, arterial oxygen saturation and pulmonary shunting [AGARDGRAPH-133] p0256 A71-23620
Pressure effects on human ventilation and gas exchange, determining stratified inhomogeneity during deep diving p0318 A71-27126
Pulmonary gas exchange studied in computer models with series inequality of ventilation p0319 A71-27131
Alveolar gas exchanges and cardiovascular functions during breath holding with air, determining resting oxygen consumption p0319 A71-27135
Pulmonary oxygen toxicity development rate and effects on lung volume and alveolar-arterial gas exchange during oxygen breathing p0376 A71-29501
Gas exchange, thermoregulatory muscle tone and electrical activity in rat muscles in hyperoxic atmosphere p0412 A71-32533
Gas exchange metabolic fluctuations of nitrogen fixation, hydrogen evolution and photooxidation in Rhodospirillum rubrum as function of culture conditions and age p0416 A71-33059
Hypokinesia effects on gas exchange and oxygen consumption in rats, noting weight losses p0635 A71-44526
External respiration, gas exchange and blood circulation during passive orthostatic tests p0636 A71-44537
Alveolar gas exchange and cardiovascular functions during respiratory inhibition [PB-199423] p0220 N71-17097

GAS FLOW
RT AIR FLOW
Automatic control of two-gas atmospheric supply system for long term test on space station simulator p0293 N71-20966

GAS INJECTION
Pulmonary dissipation of gas emboli produced by oxygen, nitrogen and carbon dioxide intravenous injection in anesthetized sheep with chronically implanted ultrasonic Doppler flow probes p0555 A71-40342

GAS IONIZATION
RT ATMOSPHERIC IONIZATION

GAS LASERS
Retinal damage thresholds of rhesus monkeys to cooler radiation from yellow line 568.2 nm emitted by krypton CW gas laser p0518 A71-38284

GAS METERS
Simultaneous calibration of gas analyzers and meters for continuous process gas stream composition monitoring p0522 A71-38566

GAS MIXTURES
RT AIR
Russian book on perception of respiratory medium and gas preference in man and animals covering hypoxic or hyperoxic media, inhalation times, gas mixtures, etc p0027 A71-11823
Human respiratory oxygen and carbon dioxide partial pressure and dissociation curves for intrapulmonary gas mixing, using mass spectrometry p0562 A71-40098
Hyperbaric narcosis breathing helium, nitrogen and neon gas mixture effects on EEG and reaction time in man p0566 A71-40347
Investigating effects of oxygen, nitrogen, and rare gas mixtures at increased pressures on narcosis tendencies of man [JFES-51714] p0054 N71-11110
External manifestations of neurophysiological effects and narcotics in subjects breathing helium-oxygen mixture at increased pressures p0054 N71-11113
Investigating dynamics of narcosis in man from breathing nitrogen and rare gas mixtures under constant pressures for one hour p0054 N71-11114
Complex effect of nitrogen, argon, and helium respiratory mixtures on humans at increased pressures p0054 N71-11115
Physiological effects of artificial spacecraft atmospheres consisting of pure oxygen or oxygen nitrogen mixtures [AD-712559] p0167 N71-12288
Cryogenic underwater life support system for supplying breathing gas to buoyancy test subjects in submerged vehicle [JNAS-CE-177143] p0254 N71-20239
Physiological effects of high carbon dioxide concentrations in helix/oxygen and argon/oxygen atmospheres on rats at ambient temperatures p0437 N71-28250
Carbon monoxide purity standards for gas breathing apparatus of divers and toxic hazards under controlled hyperbaric atmospheres [AD-721680] p0494 N71-29358
Extrapolation of animal tolerances of air contaminants to human tolerances for diver breathing under hyperbaric conditions [AD-721681] p0494 N71-29359
No-decompression repetitive excursion dive form testing at 150 and 200 ft using helium-oxygen mixtures [AD-723171] p0542 N71-12770

GAS POCKETS
Nitrogen and oxygen exit rate from subcutaneous gas pockets in rats during tissue blood flow elevation due to cobalt chloride injection p0449 A71-34174

GAS PRESSURE
Artificial respiration in elevated gas pressure chamber to revive organism after clinical death by rapid decompression p0324 A71-27745
Functional-biochemical shifts in rats central nervous system during initial stage of increased oxygen pressure exposure p0351 A71-27810
Ar, N and He partial pressure tolerance in dogs, plotting saturation curves p0354 A71-28038
GAS TRANSPORT

Gas bubble growth and compression in body physical systems and tissues p0236 N71-19070

GAS TRANSPORT

Oxygen transport and consumption, ventilation and cardiac index in natives and sojourners at high altitudes p0147 A71-18050

PH conditional ammonium assimilation deficient mutants isolation and growth properties, studying nitrogen transport in Hydrogenomonas eutropha p0155 A71-18672

Cardiac output variations in regulation of arterial oxygen transport during hypoxia p0212 A71-21939

Decompression sickness physical and physiological aspects, discussing gas transport quantization, inert gas elimination and metabolic gas exchange in recompression therapy, work performance, etc p0250 A71-23236

Myocardial ischemia and necrosis without major coronary arteries obstruction, investigating possible deranged hemoglobin-oxygen transport p0381 A71-30286

GAS-GAS INTERACTIONS

Oxygen-nitrogen synergetic interactions in rats in hyperbaric environment, determining lung damage by total water measurement p0097 A71-15054

GASEOUS CAVITATION

U GAS FLOW

GASEOUS DIFFUSION

Pt electrode oxygen diffusion and consumption systemic errors effect on oxygen partial pressure measurement in perfused tissues p0001 A71-10073

Oxygen uptake by hemoglobin solution, considering diffusion rate and chemical reaction by mathematical model numerical solution p0083 A71-13180

Lung diffusing capacity for oxygen during exercise and alveolar-hypoxia measured without blood samples by ear oximeter p0375 A71-29492

Position, exercise and lung volume effects on healthy males pulmonary diffusing capacity for CO at rest and during exercise p0375 A71-29493

Alveolar-arterial oxygen pressure gradient derivation as sum of shunt, ventilation/perfusion inequalities and membrane and airway diffusions p0407 A71-31444

Oxygen pulmonary diffusion capacity estimation by rebreathing procedure based on gas-blood partial-oxygen-pressure equilibration p0499 A71-36173

Space station life support prototype vapor diffusion water reclamation system for pure and sterile water distillation from urine process streams [NASA-PAPER 71-AP-31] p0476 A71-36398

Pulmonary carbon monoxide diffusing capacity of sea level and high altitude dwellers at various altitudes, noting early postnatal lung growth effects p0639 A71-44778

Pulmonary blood flow and carbon monoxide diffusing capacity venous distribution measurements, determining body position effects p0639 A71-44782

Gas purged dry box glove reducing perception of air or moisture into dry box or isolator by diffusion through glove [NASA-CR-125-XLE-02531] p0343 A71-23080

GASES

NG AIR

NG ARSENIC

NG CARBON DIOXIDE

NG CARBON MONOXIDE

NG DEUTERIUM

NG ETHANOL GASES

NG GAS MIXTURES

NG HELIUM

NG HYDROGEN

NG HYDROCARBON GASES

NG LIQUID NITROGEN

NG NITROGEN

NG OXYGEN

NG RARE GASES

NG RAREFIED GASES

SUBJECT INDEX

NG TRITIUM

NG XENON

NG IODINE 133

- Utilization of potassium superoxide in regenerating expired gas

Incipient fire and toxic gas caution and warning system for space shuttles p0069 N71-11830

GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM

NG INTESINES

NG RECTUM

NG STOMACH

Electronic instrumentation for monitoring intragastric pH, temperature, motility and electrical activity p0008 A71-10887

Human gastrointestinal tract functional disturbances after prolonged work in UHF field p0213 A71-21955

Antiradiation drugs effects on healthy and irradiated rats gastrointestial tract evacuatorry motor function p0596 A71-32707

Gastrointestinal tract reactions to atropine sulfate, acetylcholine and carbococholine in rats after acceleration exposures, using roentgenograms p0601 A71-42796

Use of nutritional markers for studies of food intake, passage, and absorption in gastrointestial tract of humans and animals p0611 N71-34076

GAUSSIAN NOISE

U RANDOM NOISE

GELS

Amino silica gels absorption properties with respect to carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide and water vapor, comparing affinity p0530 A71-39233

Amino silica gel absorbers for atmospheric purification systems of spacecraft cabins p0552 N71-33468

GENEFLIGHTS

Bioastronautical aspects of Gemini flight for future manned space flight technology p0444 N71-28527

Red cell mass and plasma volume changes observed in astronauts on Gemini and Apollo missions p0643 N71-36454

Hematological and biochemical data from Gemini and Apollo missions p0643 N71-36455

GENE PROJECT

Review of endocrine control of fluid and electrolyte balance during Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo missions p0643 N71-36456

GENEI 7 FLIGHT

Metabolic balance studies of two astronauts during 10 day preflight phase, Gemini 7 flight of 14 days, and 4 day postflight recovery phase p0545 N71-33255

Preflight and postflight analysis of effects of Gemini 7 mission on metabolic and endocrine systems p0643 N71-36457

GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT

Crashworthy personnel restraint systems for general aviation including upper torso restraint [SAE PAPER 701361] p0260 A71-24260

Continued flight training correlation with general aviation aircraft accident rates reduction p0631 A71-42525

GENERAL DYNAMICS MILITARY AIRCRAFT

U MILITARY AIRCRAFT

GENETIC CODE

Multiple coding mechanism for evolution of genetic code [NASA-CR-121906] p0612 N71-35237


GENETICS

NG GENETIC CODE

NG MUTATIONS

Genetics and temporal audiogenic seizures in mice, noting age and exposure effects on susceptibility p0082 A71-13161
**SUBJECT INDEX**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space travel genetic effects, discussing radiation, weightlessness, vibration and acceleration</th>
<th>p0250 A71-23149</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electrophoretic mobility of tear lysozyme in human subjects, noting applicability to genetics</td>
<td>p0369 A71-29033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection of antigens and genetic analysis with mouse-mouse hybrids</td>
<td>p0108 N71-12300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutros dosimetry, biophysics and biological effectiveness, genetic effects, repair and recovery, and modifying factors of neutrons in radiobiology</td>
<td>[CONF-69106]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case history of Chediak-Higashi disease with simultaneous Friedrich hereditary spinal ataxia and hematologic, neurologic, and genetic characteristics</td>
<td>p0282 N71-20010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation effects on cytoplasmic structure and differential activity of genes</td>
<td>p0555 N71-33934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene frequencies of red cell acid phosphatase in random samples</td>
<td>p0651 N71-37637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GEOGRAPHICAL SYSTEM</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GEOCHEMISTRY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E F BIOCHEMISTRY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porphyrins and amino acids chemical bonding under geochemically-plausible conditions, considering diagenesis of biogenic compounds and life processes prebiotic chemical evolution</td>
<td>p0028 A71-12047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GEOELECTRICITY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E T TELLURIC CURRENTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geoelectric effects on plants geotropic reaction chain, discussing hormone auxin asymmetric distribution due to gravity</td>
<td>p0561 A71-40000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External indole-3-acetic acid effect on elongation and geotropic bending of Avena coleoptiles related to auxin induced electrical responses</td>
<td>p0559 A71-39986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GEOLOGY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E T GEOMORPHOLOGY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GEOMAGNETIC EFFECTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GEOMAGNETIC FIELD</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GEOPHYSICS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar activity effects on biosphere, examining solar-geomagnetic and medico-biological indexes relationships and clinic-statistical evidence of human organism effects</td>
<td>p0642 A71-45197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GEOMETRICAL OPTICS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPTICS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GEOMETRY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E T CURVES (GEOMETRY)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E T LINES (GEOMETRY)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E T PROBLEMS (GEOMETRY)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E T VECTOR ANALYSIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory of form based on geometric probabilities, leading to two dimensional retinal type computer processed to exhibit elementary form perception aspects</td>
<td>p0260 A71-23997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolerance geometry in visual perception</td>
<td>[AD-710647]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GEORHHELOGY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological and geological aspects of soil science</td>
<td>p0811 N71-26456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GEOLOGY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geotropism Geotropic stimulants in plants, describing method to test correlations between microscopically visible cell particles and geotropic bending direction</td>
<td>p0557 A71-39974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity receptors in Phycomyces sporangiospores, considering transient and long term geotropic responses</td>
<td>p0558 A71-39976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity susception by higher plants, analyzing geotectonic data for georeception theories</td>
<td>p0558 A71-39978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxin transport and geotropic response of roots and shoots, discussing plant growth mechanisms under stimulation-inhibition conditions</td>
<td>p0558 A71-39980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geotropic mechanisms of lateral auxin movement and polar transport of growth substances /ethylene/ without differential cell enlargement</td>
<td>p0558 A71-39982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linkage mechanism between gravity perceptors and auxin redistribution causing differential growth and geotropic curvatures in plants</td>
<td>p0559 A71-39983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geoelectric effects on plants geotropic reaction chain, discussing hormone auxin asymmetric distribution due to gravity</td>
<td>p0559 A71-39984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External indole-3-acetic acid effect on elongation and geotropic bending of Avena coleoptiles related to auxin induced electrical responses</td>
<td>p0559 A71-39986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity influence on plant growth, lateral development, apical dominance, bud initiation, orientation and flower morphology</td>
<td>p0561 A71-39999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geoelectric effects on plants geotropic reaction chain, discussing hormone auxin asymmetric distribution due to gravity</td>
<td>p0562 A71-40004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geoelectric effects on auxin transport, growth and foliage spread of green plants for efficient radiation capture, using horizontal clinostat experiments</td>
<td>p0562 A71-40005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity responses and geotropic behavior at ontogenetic stages of higher green plants, noting tendril movement under mechanical stimulation</td>
<td>p0562 A71-40008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lettuce seedlings growth reduction and geotropic and phototropic behavior modification by 3-4prime chlorophyl 3-methoxy phthalide, noting gravity response elimination through action on statolith</td>
<td>p0623 A71-43163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GIDDEN ARC HEATERS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HEATING EQUIPMENT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GEOMETRICAL OPTICS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OPTICS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GEOMETRY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E T CURVES (GEOMETRY)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E T LINES (GEOMETRY)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E T PROBLEMS (GEOMETRY)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E T VECTOR ANALYSIS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory of form based on geometric probabilities, leading to two dimensional retinal type computer processed to exhibit elementary form perception aspects</td>
<td>p0260 A71-23997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tolerance geometry in visual perception</td>
<td>[AD-710647]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GEORHHELOGY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biological and geological aspects of soil science</td>
<td>p0811 N71-26456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GEOLOGY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geotropism Geotropic stimulants in plants, describing method to test correlations between microscopically visible cell particles and geotropic bending direction</td>
<td>p0557 A71-39974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity receptors in Phycomyces sporangiospores, considering transient and long term geotropic responses</td>
<td>p0558 A71-39976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity susception by higher plants, analyzing geotectonic data for georeception theories</td>
<td>p0558 A71-39978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxin transport and geotropic response of roots and shoots, discussing plant growth mechanisms under stimulation-inhibition conditions</td>
<td>p0558 A71-39980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geotropic mechanisms of lateral auxin movement and polar transport of growth substances /ethylene/ without differential cell enlargement</td>
<td>p0558 A71-39982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linkage mechanism between gravity perceptors and auxin redistribution causing differential growth and geotropic curvatures in plants</td>
<td>p0559 A71-39983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geoelectric effects on plants geotropic reaction chain, discussing hormone auxin asymmetric distribution due to gravity</td>
<td>p0559 A71-39984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External indole-3-acetic acid effect on elongation and geotropic bending of Avena coleoptiles related to auxin induced electrical responses</td>
<td>p0559 A71-39986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity influence on plant growth, lateral development, apical dominance, bud initiation, orientation and flower morphology</td>
<td>p0561 A71-39999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geoelectric effects on plants geotropic reaction chain, discussing hormone auxin asymmetric distribution due to gravity</td>
<td>p0562 A71-40004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geoelectric effects on auxin transport, growth and foliage spread of green plants for efficient radiation capture, using horizontal clinostat experiments</td>
<td>p0562 A71-40005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity responses and geotropic behavior at ontogenetic stages of higher green plants, noting tendril movement under mechanical stimulation</td>
<td>p0562 A71-40008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lettuce seedlings growth reduction and geotropic and phototropic behavior modification by 3-4prime chlorophyl 3-methoxy phthalide, noting gravity response elimination through action on statolith</td>
<td>p0623 A71-43163</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**GERMANY**

- **GEOGRAPHY**
  - German aero-medical training for medical and paramedical personnel
  - Civil aerospace medical activities in Germany
  - Physiological training of flying personnel in German Armed Forces
  - Radiation monitoring data for radioactive fallout in German Democratic Republic for 1969

- **GENEBICIDES**
  - **BACTERICIDES**
  - **SPORE KILLING**
  - **GERM**

- **GEOCHEMISTRY**
  - E T BIOCHEMISTRY
  - Porphyrrins and amino acids chemical bonding under geochemically-plausible conditions, considering diagenesis of biogenic compounds and life processes prebiotic chemical evolution

- **GEOLOGY**
  - E T GEOMORPHOLOGY
  - **GEOMAGNETIC EFFECTS**
  - **GEOMAGNETIC FIELD**
  - **GEOPHYSICS**

- **GEOMETRY**
  - E T CURVES (GEOMETRY)
  - E T LINES (GEOMETRY)
  - E T PROBLEMS (GEOMETRY)
  - E T VECTOR ANALYSIS

- **GEOMATIC OPTICS**
  - **OPTICS**

---

**UNIVERSAL INDEX**

- **GEOGRAPHICAL SYSTEM**

- **GEOCHEMISTRY**

- **GEOELECTRICITY**

- **GEOLOGY**

- **GEOMETRY**

- **GEOMATIC OPTICS**

---

---
GLUCOSIDES
Human lens fluorescent pigment O-β-D-glucoside of L-3-hydroxykynurenamine, discussing preparation, electrophoresis and paper chromatography
p0309 A71-25634
Ouabain insensitive effects of metabolites on ion and water content of red blood cells
p0456 A71-34943

GLUTATHIENS
Glutamine insensitive effect on intracellular glutamic acid and glutamate in cerebrum under normal and hypoxia conditions
p0244 A71-22502
Comparative abdomen and head shield effect during gamma irradiation of dogs on protein fractions in blood serum, noting increased globulins and glutamate aspartate transferases
p0528 A71-39222

GLUTAMATE ACID
Physical training effects on human plasma glutamic-oxaloacetic transaminase, creatine phosphokinase and lactate dehydrogenase enzyme levels
p0459 A71-35143

GLUTAMINE
Glutaminase isoenzyme activators in mitochondrial brain fractions of rabbits
p0085 A71-12335
Cytotoxic effect of L-glutaminase distribution in leukemic lymphocytes by slide chamber method
p0470 A71-35994
Amino acid levels in fasted and fed rats plasma, liver, muscle and kidney during and after exercise, noting glutamine decrease in liver tissue
p0526 A71-38982

GLYCERIDES
Glycerol food additive for spacecrew feeding
p0294 A71-20972

GLUCERINS
Glycerol food additive for spacecrew feeding
p0294 A71-22482

GLYCERIN
Glucose conversion into serine, aspartate and glutamate in cerebrum under normal and hypoxia conditions
p0244 A71-22502

GLYCERS
African lungfish retina electron microscopy for bandolt club location, mitochondria, glycogen and microtubule content, considering relation to receptors and possible functions
p0004 A71-10272
C 14 incorporation from labeled glucose into cerebral glycogen of normal and X ray irradiated rats
p0008 A71-10850
Glycogen reduction in human muscular wastus lateralis during bicycle exercise below pulse endurance limit, noting glucose infusion effect
p0017 A71-11400
Myocardial glycogen stores increase protective role in rat cardiac anoxia studied in isolated perfused heart
p0087 A71-13489
Glucocorticoid metabolite excretion with urine in healthy people as function of age and sex
p0158 A71-18727
Muscle adenosine triphosphate, creatine phosphate, adenosine diphosphate, glycogen, and lactate concentrations during intermittent exercise
p0408 A71-31726

GLUCOSIDBS
Normal muscle lactate concentration after prolonged exercise resulting in decrease in glycogen content
p0608 A71-31727
Prolonged strenuous physical exercise effect on triglycerides, phospholipids and glycogen concentration in human femoral muscle
p0473 A71-36238
High muscle glycogen content effect on human performance in prolonged heavy physical exercise
p0520 A71-38554

GLUCOSIDES
Para-aminopropiophenone and propylene glycol radiation protective effect on hematopoietic stem cells of mice
p0181 A71-18959
Apollo materials toxicity screening tests and effects of ethylene glycol, monomethylhydrazine, NF3, OP2, and ClF3
p0050 A71-11087

GLUCOSIDBS
Radioprotective drugs relationship to modification of glycyllys in Ehrlich ascites tumor cells
p0180 A71-18950
Rats hypoxia tolerance, noting smoke effects on survival, respiratory rate, body temperature and glycolytic parameters
p0253 A71-23364
Cerebrospinal fluid changes due to isomeric hydroxy, discussing electrochemical potential, lactate concentration and anaerobic glycolysis
p0315 A71-26360
Human erythrocyte 2, 3-diphosphoglycerate concentration elevation effects on glycolytic metabolism and intracellular pH
p0426 A71-34090

GLYCOSIDES
U GLYCOSIDES

GLUPTOBIOTICS
Nutritional evaluation of Apollo diets and gnotobiological study of mice having diets with limited microflora
p0005 A71-111514

GOGGLES
Operational test and evaluation of photochromic goggles for eye protection during exposure to nuclear explosion flash
p0618 A71-35278

GROSS (SUPPORT SYSTEM)
U GROUND OPERATIONAL SUPPORT SYSTEM

GRAINS (FOOD)
Autotrophic cultivation of cereals with high photosynthetic activity under intensive illumination as biological components in life support systems
p0357 A71-28405
Wheat feeding responses to chronic acceleration, considering total height, coleoptile diameter, root length, sensitivity to growth retardation and histological changes
p0561 A71-40001
Grain cereals as polyfunctional autotrophic components of closed ecological life support systems
p0438 A71-26253

GRAPHIC ARTS
Man-machine graphics, discussing research in mass data reduction, production scheduling, speech synthesis, etc
p0088 A71-13500

GRAPHS (CHARTS)
Multicomponent exponential curves analysis by Poit-Winder equation, providing continuous distribution function of time constants in inhomogeneous systems
p0319 A71-27129
Flight simulator tests of human behavior in roll tracking tasks in fighter and large aircraft with descriptive functional analysis
p0278 A71-19751
Tabular and graphical summary of human tolerances to prolonged acceleration stresses
p0345 A71-23341
Graphical predictions of human strengths for two handed 10/9 task including effects of differing gravities, populations, and space suit conditions
[WASHINGTON] p0401 771-26810
Tables and graphs of metabolic losses in whole body sweat determined by small skin area measurements
[WASHINGTON] p0433 771-27647
GBAVITATATIONAL EFFECTS
GRASSIS
Statistical analysis of ecological variables across grassy geological surface
[COO-1821-21] p0109 771-12304
GRATING (SPECTRA)
Stereoconic vision dependent on vertical grating of different spatial frequency of retinal images
[p0249 771-23013
GRAVITECURATORS
MT OTOLITS ORGANS
Plants and animals reactions to environment gravitational component, showing organisms perception of accelerating force
[p0557 771-39970
Gravitational and other forces involved in equilibria of growing plants, showing gravity sensing ability lower limit existence
[p0557 771-39971
Physical determinants of gravity receptor mechanisms, discussing hydrostatic stress effects on membranes and gravity influence on enzymatic transport
[p0557 771-39972
Geotropic stimulus in plants, describing method to test correlations between microscopically visible cell particles and geotropic bending direction
[p0557 771-39974
Gravity receptors in lower plants including Phycomyces sporangiophores and Chara rhizoids
[p0558 771-39975
Gravity receptors in Phycomyces sporangiophores, considering transient and long term geotropic responses
[p0558 771-39976
Gravity suspension by higher plants, proving starch statolith hypothesis
[p0558 771-39977
Gravity suspension by higher plants, analyzing geotonic data for georeception theories
[p0558 771-39978
Arguments against statolith theory of gravitational perception in plants
[p0558 771-39979
Linkage mechanism between gravity receptors and auxin redistribution causing differential growth and geotropic curvatures in plants
[p0559 771-39983
Reflex mechanisms and programmed command in insect flight stabilization, discussing gravity proprioceptors, wind sensing and optomotor control
[p0559 771-39987
Gravity effect and lift perception in flying insects and animals, discussing flapping flight and aerial locomotion in aerodynamic balance weightless state
[p0559 771-39988
Proprioceptive gravity perception in hymenoptera, noting joint located hair plates and constant angle space orientation in dark
[p0559 771-39989
Gravity orientation in insects, discussing different mechanoreceptors role
[p0560 771-39990
Gravity receptor evolution in invertebrates, considering cilia role in reception and transduction into responses
[p0560 771-39991
Gravity receptors and locomotion orientation in crustacea, discussing statocyst, stimulation, input and compensatory eye movements with respect to gravitational field
[p0560 771-39992
Integral action of central nervous system in converting gravity sensation into crustacean equilibrium reactions
[p0560 771-39993
Functional anatomy of vertebrate gravity receptor system in spatial orientation, discussing otolith organs, sensory cells and hair cell topography in elasmobranch labyrinth
[p0560 771-39994
Gravity sensing mechanism of inner ear, discussing statocentor existence in vestibule
[p0560 771-39995
Gravity sensors and intracellular conduction mechanisms in animals, noting contradictory hypotheses on function of hair cells in labyrinth
[p0562 771-40009
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
MT ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY
MT LUNAR GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
MT REDUCED GRAVITY
GRAVITATION THEORY
Extra-terrestrial vestibular research, discussing geocentric and heliocentric otolithic regulation and gravitation theory
[p0093 771-14759
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
MT LUNAR GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
Helicopter pilot and passengers emergency survival, considering gravitation force, human tolerances, design factors, etc
[p0017 771-11376
Gravitational acceleration effects on hemodynamics, describing mechanocardiographic equipment
[p0028 771-11900
Gravity effects on human caloric and rabbits rotational system, noting semicircular canal role
[p0093 771-14757
Gravity effects on experimental system in rabbits under electrical, rotatory and caloric vestibular stimulation, taking into account semicircular canals and otolith organs
[p0093 771-14758
Monocular and binocular vision comparison under moderate whole body gs sinusoidal vibration stress environments
[p0143 771-17606
Human biomechanical and vegetative reactions to hypothetic suggestion of gravitational effects
[p0215 771-21971
Mitral valve systolic prolapse aggravation due to G acceleration and aeromedical significance
[p0251 771-23246
Book on gravity and acceleration effects on lungs cardiovascular mechanics, ventilation distribution, blood flow, gas exchange, arterial oxygen saturation and pulmonary shunting
[p0256 771-23620
Abdominal pressure decrease resulting in transpulmonary pressure crano-caudal gradient increase under gravitational effect simulation
[p0360 771-28437
Cardiovascular and respiratory systems, motor and muscular activity, metabolism and body energetics functional changes due to prolonged weightlessness
[p0263 771-33676
Gravitational stimuli due to variations in angular velocity and radius, noting effects on behavioral control
[AIAA PAPER 71-884] p0481 771-36635
Structural development in rat bone under earth gravity, hypergravity and simulated weightlessness, discussing physical dimensions, density, rigidity, microhardness and ash content [AIAA PAPER 71-895] p0862 771-36640
Motor and vestibular analyzers and frontal hypothalamic role in gravitational load compensation during orthostasis, noting respiration, arterial pressure and brain bioelectric activity changes
[p0529 771-39223
Papers on gravitation effects on properties and behavior of living matter
[p0557 771-39969
Gravitational and other forces involved in equilibriums of growing plants, showing gravity sensing ability lower limit existence
[p0557 771-39971
Physical determinants of gravity receptor mechanisms, discussing hydrostatic stress effects on membranes and gravity influence on enzymatic transport
[p0557 771-39972
Circumnotations in plants under gravitation stimulation
[p0557 771-39973
Gravity receptors in lower plants including Phycomyces sporangiophores and Chara rhizoids
[p0557 771-39974

A-182
GROWTH

GROUP BEHAVIOR

GROUND WATER

SUBJECT INDEX

Hydrostatic pressure effects on photosynthesis, growth, and oxygen production of algal cultures [AD-720401]
Characteristics of thermophilic bacteria [p0596 W71-25367]

GROUND MILITARY AIRCRAFT

GUIDANCE (NOTION)

MT SPACECRAFT GUIDANCE

GUINEA PIGS

Hydrostatic pressure effects on photosynthesis, growth, and oxygen production of algal cultures [AD-720401]
Characteristics of thermophilic bacteria [p0596 W71-25367]

GROWTH

GROWTH

Sulfur-apatite formation and Chromatium wisellsi bacteria of hot mineral springs in Yumoto, Japan [NASA-TT-P-12738] [p0053 N71-11107]

GROUP DYNAMICS

Psychomotoric action caused by flying accident in group, discussing repercussions in civil and military aviation fields [p0207 A71-24992]

Fighting between male mice isolated at early age or reared in small groups, considering ontogenetic and experiential determinants [p0365 A71-28805]

Perspectives and perceptions of organization [AD-714507] [p0174 W71-16709] Bayesian model for group effects on individual decision making [p0396 W71-25871]

Space station and base design considerations for crew stability and habitability [NASA-CS-115179] [p0649 W71-36495]

GROWTH

GROWTH

Algae survival and growth under adverse conditions, considering high and low temperatures, desiccation and halophilic [p0108 A71-19522]

Nitric activity of kidney undergoing compensatory hypertrophy in high mountain nonadapted rats [p0141 A71-21965]

Chronic centrifugation effects on water intake and urine output in mice, considering food intake and growth rate [p0526 A71-38944]

Auxin transport and geotropic response of roots and shoots, discussing plant growth mechanisms under stimulation-inhibition conditions [p0558 A71-39980]

Geotropic mechanisms of lateral auxin movement and polar transport of growth substances/ethylene/without differential cell enlargement [p0558 A71-39982]

Linkage mechanism between gravity receptors and auxin redistribution causing differential growth and geotropic curvatures in plants [p0559 A71-39983]

External indole-3-acetic acid effect on elongation and geotropic bending of Avena coleoptiles related to auxin induced electrical responses [p0559 A71-39986]

Gravity influence on plant growth, lateral development, apical dominance, bud initiation, orientation and flower morphology [p0561 A71-39999]

Chronic acceleration effects on animals, considering growth rate, food intake, oxygen metabolism and life expectancy [p0561 A71-40003]

Gravity effects on auxin transport, growth and foliage spread of green plants for efficient radiation capture, using horizontal clinostat experiments [p0562 A71-40005]

Soviet book on experimental research on human higher nervous activity from growth aspect covering normal and pathological states, cerebral cortex interaction with central nervous system [p0578 A71-41374]

Lettuce seedlings growth reduction and geotropic and phototropic behavior modification by 3-quinine chlorophyl 3-athory phthalide, noting gravity response elimination through action on statolith [p0623 A71-43183]

Biochemistry of growth, gaestogenesis, and fertilization in algae [AD-70-3975-26] [p0163 A71-14722]

Accelerated growth of Escherichia coli in high pressure bellow-oxygen atmospheres [AD-71-714W] [p0329 A71-22115] Survey and critique of bacterial growth quantitative determination methods including Bacillus coli direct microscopic morphology and growth measurement [NASA-TT-P-13652] [p0388 W71-24584]
Earth-like ecology for habitation in space, considering hollow sunlit rotating space chamber for life cycles in controlled weather environment. (NASA-CR-111824) p0229 A71-18697

Crew reaction to environment habitability during long duration space station simulation test. p0295 A71-20982

Space station and base design considerations for crew stability and habitability. (NASA-CR-115179) p0649 A71-36495

HABITS

Human behavior during machine control learning, modeling habit development as automatic control system. p0076 A71-12997

Human operator psychophysiological analysis by memory-activity interdependence simulation, noting buffer memory, reflex system and habit acquisition. p0193 A71-20107

HABITUATION (LEARNING)

Vestibular habituation retention, showing systagmic response reduction to repetitive rotatory and caloric tests. p0094 A71-18768

Critical period and habituation in control precision performance response to startle due to pistol shots. p0305 A71-25181

Habituation and dishabituation of human vertex response, using auditory or somatosensory stimuli. p0367 A71-28990

Visual attention automatization due to repeated stimulus experience, noting fixation rate habituation concordance with firing rates spatial distribution uncertainty reduction. p0653 A71-39545

HAIR

Mammalian hair effectiveness as insulation, using biotelemetry for deep body temperature measurement. p0018 A71-10886

Vestibular physiology, discussing endolymph chemical composition, cupola structure and function and hair cells. p0092 A71-14752

HALIDES

MT ARMONIUM CHLORIDES
MT BROMIDES
MT CALCIUM CHLORIDES
MT CALCIUM FLUORIDES
MT LITHIUM CHLORIDES
MT LITHIUM FLUORIDES
MT NITROGEN FLUORIDES
MT OXYGEN FLUORIDES
MT SODIUM CHLORIDES
MT SODIUM FLUORIDES
U ELECTRIC CURRENT
HALO PARACHUTING
U PARACHUTE DESCENT
HALOGEN COMPOUNDS

MT ARMONIUM CHLORIDES
MT BROMIDES
MT CALCIUM CHLORIDES
MT CALCIUM FLUORIDES
MT CHLORATES
MT CHLORINE FLUORIDES
MT DICHLORODIFLUOROMETHANE
MT FLUORO COMPOUNDS
MT FLUOROCARBOHS
MT FLUOROHYDROCARBONS
MT IODINE COMPOUNDS
MT IODIC ACID
MT LITHIUM CHLORIDES
MT LITHIUM FLUORIDES
MT NITROGEN FLUORIDES
MT OXYGEN FLUORIDES
MT SODIUM CHLORIDES

HALOGENATION

MT CHLORINATION

Spontaneous cardiac arrhythmias induced by bromotrifluoromethane in monkeys. [AD-723645] p0537 A71-31733

HALOGENS

MT IODINE

HALOPHILES

Halophilic bacteria growth in freeze-thaw environment, investigating cooling and warming rates and solute concentrations. p0239 A71-22131

Halophilic bacteria electron transport chain, study lability, phospholipids, flavoproteins and cytochromes sedimentation properties by electron microscopy and light scattering technique. [NASA-CR-114093] p0572 A71-40593

Electron transport chain of extremely halophilic bacteria, investigating cytochrome oxidase activity dependence on pH. p0625 A71-43525

Purification and characterization of enzymes from H. salinarium, H. marismortui, H. halobacterium. [BIO-2227-7-5-5] p0301 A71-21527

HALOS

Optical effects observation by air traveler during takeoff, including haze or cloud droplet scattering, halos, shock wave shadows, shallow watercolors and twilight wedge. p0372 A71-29350

HANDBRACE

Microcathodes measurement of oxygen tension on arterioles external surface in hamster cheek pouch and hamster/rat cremaster muscle for blood flow regulation mechanism. p0087 A71-13487

HAND (ANATOMY)

Differential equations for control and adaptation of hand motion in cubital joint under weightlessness and accelerations. p0075 A71-12990

Human hand anthropometric and biomechanical characteristics, discussing data utilization for human factors engineering. p0321 A71-27250

Speed and accuracy relation of hand movement aimed at target, showing error as function of length of uncontrolled terminal phase. p0422 A71-33372

Coordination structure of human hand arbitrary movements during stimulation of horizontal semicircular canals in vestibular apparatus by negative angular acceleration. p0637 A71-04505

HANDLING

U BAY TRIALS HANDLING
HANDLING QUALITIES
U CONTROLLABILITY

HARMONIC OSCILLATION

Oscillatory characteristics of swimming and locomotion of aquatic animals. p0330 A71-22205

Human physiochemistry, thermoregulation, and harmonic oscillation of blood glucose levels. (NASA-CR-1806) p0437 A71-28206

HARMONICS

U HARMONIC OSCILLATION

HARNESSES

Primate restraint harness of nylon jacket and cotton cot on aluminum frame padded seat for bone resorption and calcium metabolism studies. p0248 A71-22476

Helmet and torso tie down mechanism for shortening pressure suits upon inflation. [NASA-CASE-INS-00704] p0118 A71-12335

Acceptance tests of various upper torso restraints by automobile users with application to general aviation aircraft. [FAA-68-71-12] p0435 A71-28006

HATCHES

Design and specifications of emergency escape system for spacecraft structures. (NASA-CASE-MSC-12086-1) p0116 A71-12395

HAZARDS

U AIRCRAFT HAZARDS
MT FLIGHT HAZARDS
MT OPERATIONAL HAZARDS
MT RADIATION HAZARDS
MT TOXIC HAZARDS

Technical and engineering investigation of transportation of hazardous materials. [AD-692102] p0040 A71-10286

Pure tone audiometry for monitoring hearing and determining physical profiles of persons routinely exposed to potentially hazardous noise. [AD-717806] p0330 A71-22151

Noise hazard guide including damage risk criteria for steady state and impulse or gunfire noise. p0393 A71-25559
Optical effects observation by air traveler during takeoff, including haze or cloud droplet scattering, halos, shock wave shadows, shallow watercolors and twilight wedge.

Head (Anatomy)
- VT Carotid
- VT Temporal Cavity
- VT Occipital Lobe
- VT Skull
- Moulting of Calpodes ethlius larvae head and thorax isolated with prothoracic glands dependent on melatonin hormone injection.
- Water cooled head cap for heat stress alleviation in subjects working in warm environments.
- Dogs intrapleural and intraoesophageal pressures dependence on head positions.
- Visual sensations produced by cosmic ray muons passing in different directions through human eyes and head.
- Physiological responses to head and neck vs trunk and leg cooling under hyperthermic stress.
- Affereent oculo-motor pathways to extraocular muscle nuclei, considering discrete unilateral lesions role in head posture disturbance production.
- Head and abdomen shielding effects on radiation sickness evolution in dogs under lethal gamma irradiation.
- Morphological investigation of neural structures of frontal cushion of dolphins.
- Mechanical responses of human head subjected to acceleration loads determined for use in construction of artificial head.

Head Motion
- Hind limb antagonistic muscles bioelectric activity dependence on animal rotation direction and head fixation.
- Guinea pigs head and eye movements produced by vestibular apparatus stimulation via static pressure changes.
- Head spatial position effects on vestibular compensation rates in rabbits.
- Heat rotation induced eye movements in cats by neuronal level determination, considering vestibular apparatus of signal transmission loop for mathematical model.
- Coriolis effects on endolymph shift direction in semicircular canals of man under rotation with head movements in sagittal plane, involving nystagmus and illusory sensations.
- Coronary hemodynamic responses to postural changes in hemorrhaged dogs involving head-up and head-down tilts.
- Instantaneous postural reaction of cattle to brain concussion indicating mechanoreceptor EP discharge impulse pathophysiological mechanism.
- Mathematical model for short term adaptation to vestibular stimuli, deriving transfer function relating angular velocities of nystagmus and head rotation.
- Rotational oculomotor nystagmus phases induced by head rotation, developing vestibulo-ocular system mathematical model.
- Eye-point-of-regard system including eye and head movements devices and analog computer for pilot scanning and display research.
- Eye-head coordination in monkeys by recordings from neck and eye muscles, noting central neural command role.

Vestibulo-collic reflex control of head movement in seated man under sinusoidal and stepwise rotational velocity stimulation, comparing with ocular stabilization.

Investigating dependence of bioelectric activity in tibial antagonistic muscles of animals on direction of rotation and head fixation.

Head and eye movements affected by angular velocity and linear acceleration in aerospace environments (DR-208-VOL).

Anticompensatory oculomotor response during rapid head rotation at high angular velocity.

Angular velocity transduction of semicircular canals of head.

Water cooled head cap for heat stress alleviation.

Visual sensations produced by cosmic ray muons passing in different directions through human eyes and head.

Physiological responses to head and neck vs trunk and leg cooling under hyperthermic stress.

Head motion.

Guinea pigs head and eye movements produced by vestibular apparatus stimulation via static pressure changes.

Head spatial position effects on vestibular compensation rates in rabbits.

Heat rotation induced eye movements in cats by neuronal level determination, considering vestibular apparatus of signal transmission loop for mathematical model.

Coriolis effects on endolymph shift direction in semicircular canals of man under rotation with head movements in sagittal plane, involving nystagmus and illusory sensations.

Coronal hemodynamic responses to postural changes in hemorrhaged dogs involving head-up and head-down tilts.

Instantaneous postural reaction of cattle to brain concussion indicating mechanoreceptor EP discharge impulse pathophysiological mechanism.

Mathematical model for short term adaptation to vestibular stimuli, deriving transfer function relating angular velocities of nystagmus and head rotation.

Rotational oculomotor nystagmus phases induced by head rotation, developing vestibulo-ocular system mathematical model.

Eye-point-of-regard system including eye and head movements devices and analog computer for pilot scanning and display research.

Eye-head coordination in monkeys by recordings from neck and eye muscles, noting central neural command role.

Vestibulo-collic reflex control of head movement in seated man under sinusoidal and stepwise rotational velocity stimulation, comparing with ocular stabilization.

Investigating dependence of bioelectric activity in tibial antagonistic muscles of animals on direction of rotation and head fixation.

Head and eye movements affected by angular velocity and linear acceleration in aerospace environments (DR-208-VOL).

Anticompensatory oculomotor response during rapid head rotation at high angular velocity.

Angular velocity transduction of semicircular canals of head.

Water cooled head cap for heat stress alleviation.

Visual sensations produced by cosmic ray muons passing in different directions through human eyes and head.

Physiological responses to head and neck vs trunk and leg cooling under hyperthermic stress.

Head motion.

Guinea pigs head and eye movements produced by vestibular apparatus stimulation via static pressure changes.

Head spatial position effects on vestibular compensation rates in rabbits.

Heat rotation induced eye movements in cats by neuronal level determination, considering vestibular apparatus of signal transmission loop for mathematical model.

Coriolis effects on endolymph shift direction in semicircular canals of man under rotation with head movements in sagittal plane, involving nystagmus and illusory sensations.

Coronal hemodynamic responses to postural changes in hemorrhaged dogs involving head-up and head-down tilts.

Instantaneous postural reaction of cattle to brain concussion indicating mechanoreceptor EP discharge impulse pathophysiological mechanism.

Mathematical model for short term adaptation to vestibular stimuli, deriving transfer function relating angular velocities of nystagmus and head rotation.

Rotational oculomotor nystagmus phases induced by head rotation, developing vestibulo-ocular system mathematical model.

Eye-point-of-regard system including eye and head movements devices and analog computer for pilot scanning and display research.

Eye-head coordination in monkeys by recordings from neck and eye muscles, noting central neural command role.

Vestibulo-collic reflex control of head movement in seated man under sinusoidal and stepwise rotational velocity stimulation, comparing with ocular stabilization.

Investigating dependence of bioelectric activity in tibial antagonistic muscles of animals on direction of rotation and head fixation.

Head and eye movements affected by angular velocity and linear acceleration in aerospace environments (DR-208-VOL).

Anticompensatory oculomotor response during rapid head rotation at high angular velocity.

Angular velocity transduction of semicircular canals of head.

Water cooled head cap for heat stress alleviation.

Visual sensations produced by cosmic ray muons passing in different directions through human eyes and head.

Physiological responses to head and neck vs trunk and leg cooling under hyperthermic stress.

Head motion.

Guinea pigs head and eye movements produced by vestibular apparatus stimulation via static pressure changes.

Head spatial position effects on vestibular compensation rates in rabbits.

Heat rotation induced eye movements in cats by neuronal level determination, considering vestibular apparatus of signal transmission loop for mathematical model.

Coriolis effects on endolymph shift direction in semicircular canals of man under rotation with head movements in sagittal plane, involving nystagmus and illusory sensations.

Coronal hemodynamic responses to postural changes in hemorrhaged dogs involving head-up and head-down tilts.

Instantaneous postural reaction of cattle to brain concussion indicating mechanoreceptor EP discharge impulse pathophysiological mechanism.

Mathematical model for short term adaptation to vestibular stimuli, deriving transfer function relating angular velocities of nystagmus and head rotation.

Rotational oculomotor nystagmus phases induced by head rotation, developing vestibulo-ocular system mathematical model.

Eye-point-of-regard system including eye and head movements devices and analog computer for pilot scanning and display research.

Eye-head coordination in monkeys by recordings from neck and eye muscles, noting central neural command role.

Vestibulo-collic reflex control of head movement in seated man under sinusoidal and stepwise rotational velocity stimulation, comparing with ocular stabilization.

Investigating dependence of bioelectric activity in tibial antagonistic muscles of animals on direction of rotation and head fixation.

Head and eye movements affected by angular velocity and linear acceleration in aerospace environments (DR-208-VOL).

Anticompensatory oculomotor response during rapid head rotation at high angular velocity.

Angular velocity transduction of semicircular canals of head.

Water cooled head cap for heat stress alleviation.

Visual sensations produced by cosmic ray muons passing in different directions through human eyes and head.

Physiological responses to head and neck vs trunk and leg cooling under hyperthermic stress.

Head motion.

Guinea pigs head and eye movements produced by vestibular apparatus stimulation via static pressure changes.

Head spatial position effects on vestibular compensation rates in rabbits.

Heat rotation induced eye movements in cats by neuronal level determination, considering vestibular apparatus of signal transmission loop for mathematical model.

Coriolis effects on endolymph shift direction in semicircular canals of man under rotation with head movements in sagittal plane, involving nystagmus and illusory sensations.

Coronal hemodynamic responses to postural changes in hemorrhaged dogs involving head-up and head-down tilts.

Instantaneous postural reaction of cattle to brain concussion indicating mechanoreceptor EP discharge impulse pathophysiological mechanism.

Mathematical model for short term adaptation to vestibular stimuli, deriving transfer function relating angular velocities of nystagmus and head rotation.

Rotational oculomotor nystagmus phases induced by head rotation, developing vestibulo-ocular system mathematical model.

Eye-point-of-regard system including eye and head movements devices and analog computer for pilot scanning and display research.

Eye-head coordination in monkeys by recordings from neck and eye muscles, noting central neural command role.

Vestibulo-collic reflex control of head movement in seated man under sinusoidal and stepwise rotational velocity stimulation, comparing with ocular stabilization.

Investigating dependence of bioelectric activity in tibial antagonistic muscles of animals on direction of rotation and head fixation.

Head and eye movements affected by angular velocity and linear acceleration in aerospace environments (DR-208-VOL).

Anticompensatory oculomotor response during rapid head rotation at high angular velocity.

Angular velocity transduction of semicircular canals of head.

Water cooled head cap for heat stress alleviation.

Visual sensations produced by cosmic ray muons passing in different directions through human eyes and head.

Physiological responses to head and neck vs trunk and leg cooling under hyperthermic stress.

Head motion.

Guinea pigs head and eye movements produced by vestibular apparatus stimulation via static pressure changes.

Head spatial position effects on vestibular compensation rates in rabbits.

Heat rotation induced eye movements in cats by neuronal level determination, considering vestibular apparatus of signal transmission loop for mathematical model.

Coriolis effects on endolymph shift direction in semicircular canals of man under rotation with head movements in sagittal plane, involving nystagmus and illusory sensations.

Coronal hemodynamic responses to postural changes in hemorrhaged dogs involving head-up and head-down tilts.

Instantaneous postural reaction of cattle to brain concussion indicating mechanoreceptor EP discharge impulse pathophysiological mechanism.

Mathematical model for short term adaptation to vestibular stimuli, deriving transfer function relating angular velocities of nystagmus and head rotation.

Rotational oculomotor nystagmus phases induced by head rotation, developing vestibulo-ocular system mathematical model.

Eye-point-of-regard system including eye and head movements devices and analog computer for pilot scanning and display research.

Eye-head coordination in monkeys by recordings from neck and eye muscles, noting central neural command role.
Plathysoegraphical study of noise effects on hearing and peripheral vasoconstriction in man and animals

Arachnophosphate formations in intracellular vascular channels of hearing organ

Cortical potentials evoked by weak acoustic signals below hearing threshold in man

Interaural phase angle control, using equal masker/signal narrow noise bands and phase shifting network between channels

Quick-check audiometry reliability for testing hearing ability according to fitness regulations, comparing to complete and tone speech audiometry

Spatial and temporal discrimination functions in vision, audition and touch, establishing and controlling stimuli by vibrators

Community aircraft noise intensity indexes from annoyance and physiological reaction standpoint, discussing sleep interruption, hearing loss, communication interference, etc

Book on noise effects on man covering audiometry, spatial and temporal discrimination functions in aircraft noise effects on hearing acuity and electro-optic monitoring method for single isolated computerized simulation of electrical generator

Cardiac cells electrical interaction mathematical simulation, calculating gap region resistance and current

Electro-optic monitoring method for single isolated heart cell activity

Heart electric generator system simulation by dipolar or multidipolar generators

Human heart, kidneys, liver and spleen tissues antigens composition analysis by isolation of pure antibodies

Dietary pyridoxal deficiency causing amino acid content reduction in liver, kidney, brain and heart tissues

Mechanism of inhibition and acceleration at synapse in nervous system of heart ganglion of stomatopod [AD-711971]

Computerized simulation of electrical generator system in human heart

Hydrodynamics of roller pumps and implication to bolusysis [AD-720320]

Measurement of brain and heart accumulation of bromothiophene for evaluation as potential fire extinguisher chemical [AD-721211]

Trends and possibilities in biochemistry and biotechnology in medical science - heart transplentation

Species comparison of cardiac hypertrophy in animals chronically exposed at sea level, 5,300, 11,140, and 14,110 feet [AD-720596]

Mortality of myocardial infarction patients on diet low in saturated fats and cholesterol

A-187
Myocardial oxygen reduction by stimulating carotid sinus nerves and angina pectoris treatment application

Hypertensive heart and pulmonary vascular disease, examining chronic alveolar hypoaxia effects

Heart size estimated from chest X rays related to corrected orthogonal ECG findings in patients with congestive heart failure symptoms

Extrinsic factors in pathogenesis of congenital heart diseases, considering morphoanomic processes in heart and great vessels development

Extracardiac factors in pathogenesis of congenital heart diseases, considering morphoanomic processes in heart and great vessels development

Ultrasonic echocardiograms of anterior cusp of mitral valve in aortic valve disease

Pulmonary circulation regulating factors, examining heart disease effects on lung capillary blood flow

Ventricular septal defect, discriminating incidence, human physiological responses, morbidity and mortality in various age groups

Myocardial hypertrophy, discussing various forms and mechanisms in myocardial fiber growth and eventual failure

Cardiac hyperfunction, hypertrophy and insufficiency, discussing physiological mechanism and cause and effect relationships

Wild hypertension risks, presenting results of case studies over ten year period of mortality rate associated with cardiovascular diseases

Hypertension and heart or arterial disease relationships, discussing cause and effect mechanisms in coronary diseases

Myocardial infarction and coronary heart disease, considering incidence, mortality and preventive measures

Anaesthetic simulation of cardiac malfunctions associated with A-V conduction block and Wenckebach phenomenon, using P and R wave and internal function generators

Sudden death and syncope mechanism in aortic valve disease, noting presence of baroceptors in left ventricular wall

Myocardial ischemia and necrosis without major coronary arteries obstruction, investigating possible deranged hemoglobin-oxygen transport

Myocardial ischemia observations, utilizing morphologic and pathophysiological correlations with cinecoronary arteriography, left ventriculography and hemodynamic examination

T wave abnormalities in electrocardiograms of athletes without organic heart diseases

Human radioisotopic angiocardiography, emphasizing identification and physiological diagnosis of congenital and acquired cardiovascular defects

Atrioventricular and intraventricular conduction disturbances in acute myocardial infarction, discussing heart block

Right ventricular end-diastolic volume as index of myocardial fiber length and correlation with ventricular work at rest and exercise with and without right ventricular failure

LVET/EET ratio usefulness compared to EET for left ventricular contractility in patients with mitral valve disease

Different vagal activity increase prior to intermittent cardiac block due to rise in blood pressure

Physiologic and pathologic cardionegacy, noting myocardial blood flow oxygen uptake and

lengthening and widening of coronary vessels

Nonlinear analysis of arterial flow pulses and shock waves, simulating aortic insufficiency under pathological conditions by mathematical model

Hemodynamic evaluation of glucose in symptomatic heart disease, comparing to isoproterenol

Human ventricular activation correlation with canine model in chronic myocardial infarction

Primary cardiomyopathy, discussing obstructive and nonobstructive cases, myocardial infarction, chronic alcoholism and age relationships

Myocardial isoptropin index, using left ventricle time varying pressure-volume ratio in cytole

Electrocardiographic evidence of false complete atrioventricular conduction in patient with hypertensive heart disease

Correlative ECG survey of surgically proven constrictive pericarditis involving left ventricle with T wave inversion

Papers on exercise and cardiac death covering coronary athero- and arteriosclerosis, congenital anomalies, myocardiitis, tumors and physical exertion

Acute fatal nontraumatic collapse during physical work and sports due to pathological processes

Acute fatal nontraumatic collapse during physical exertion due to circulatory diseases

Unconsciousness, confusion, amnesia, syncope and sudden death of pilots in flight due to silent ischemic heart diseases

Frequency phonocardiography technique for heart sounds and murmurs registration, producing analog voltage proportional to frequency by zero crossing detector

Diastolic heart sounds and filling waves in coronary artery disease, relating graphic abnormalities and clinical, angiographic and hemodynamic findings

Myocardial blood flow and oxidative metabolism in cyanotic congenital heart disease patients, using lactate/pyruvate ratios and coronary slans catheterization

Antecedent clinical statistics of myocardial infarction and sudden death in actively employed middle aged men, noting cardiac rate, rhythm and conduction abnormalities

Photoplethysmographic analysis of pulse wave velocity in healthy subjects and in patients with hypertension, heart disease, diabetes and anemia

Oclusalometric evaluation of heart anatomical abnormalities in congenital and acquired heart diseases including myocardium hypertrophy and tissue degeneration

Midsystolic clicks and papillary muscle dysfunction evidence in arteriosclerotic heart disease from ECG, carotid pulse tracing and phonocardiography

Ejection fraction relation to left ventricular dimensional changes in patients with heart disease, using angiograms

Preliminary coronary heart disease detection by near maxiral treadmill exercise ECG

Diagnostic import of QRS notchting in HF ECG of living objects with heart disease, noting notch count correlation with ventricular enlargement

Cardiac arrest or arrhythmia due to coronary arteriosclerosis in young aviator, examining causes, prevention and predictive measures
Cardiovascular system functional disorders and their relationship to nervous activity disturbances

Cardiac rhythm disruptions in athletes and their correlation with exercise performance

Physical fitness of flying personnel and aging effects on flight crew performance

Electrocardiographic and blood pressure standards of the cardiovascular system for aging pilots

Coronary system diseases in aging flight crews and cardiovascular effects of prolonged flight

Cardiovascular disease effects on aging flight personnel and physical exercise performance

Arteriosclerosis and electrocardiographic abnormalities in aging pilots of the US Air Force

Computer animated display device for diagnosis of heart disease

Applications of X-ray photography to diagnosis of cardiovascular and respiratory system diseases

Dystrophic myocardial damage in rat hearts caused by prolonged acceleration

Atrial and ventricular dimensional analysis

Concentric layer model for estimating energy output

Coronary perfusion pressure, heart performance and oxygen consumption at high altitudes

Right heart ventricle activity in patients with coronary artery disease

Human left ventricular volume and stroke volume

Physical exercise effect on myocardial energy production and oxygen transport in humans

Gap in atrioventricular conduction in humans by catheter technique for recording electrical activity of His bundle

Left ventricular volume and cardiac work evaluation by thermodilution technique, employing thermodilution catheter for temperature measurement

Human left ventricular mathematical model: determining physiological response oriented mechanical parameters with diagnostic significance

Concentric layer model for optimizing energy expenditure of left ventricle

Atrial and ventricular dimensional analysis in animals and man, discussing angiocardiographic, biplane, I-ray, indicator dilution, radioisotopic and noninvasive methods

Epinephrine infusion in man, examining systolic time intervals and systolic ventricular contractility in cardiovascular dynamics

High environmental carbon dioxide effects on cardiac depression and respiratory rate in sheep and swine

Oxygen transport and consumption, ventilation and cardiac index in natives and sojourners at high altitudes

Dog cardiac output measurement by using ethyl ether dissolved in saline solution as indicator, comparing to Fick method results

Myocardial ventricular contraction in high altitude hypoxia adaptation, using barochamber trained rats

Human mitral valve fluid mechanics, examining existence of vortex forms during diastasis by vitro flow patterns

Cardiac impulse conduction measurements noting delay, block and one way block in excised canine Purkinje fibers with depressed responsiveness

Left ventricular function analysis by atrial pacing in subjects with normal and elevated left ventricular filling pressure, relating stroke volume to end diastolic pressure

Cardiac output variations in regulation of arterial oxygen transport during hypoxia

Heart, lungs and erythropoiesis optimum functional parameters mathematical model based on oxygen transport minimum losses

Book on clinical physiology techniques and anesthesiology measurements covering electronics, ECG analysis, blood pressure measurement, cardiac function, respiratory mechanics, etc

Cardiac output in relation to peripheral resistance in borderline hypertension

Excitation-contraction coupling of papillary muscles from hypertrophied right ventricles of cats with pulmonary artery artificial stenosis

Human steady and unsteady state treadmill exercise, comparing cardiac output, heart rate and oxygen uptake interrelationships

Aging effects on blood pressure-flow relations and cardiac output/ventricular and diastolic pressure, discussing pulmonary vascular bed capacity dependence on increasing flow during supine exercise

Age effect on pulmonary circulation in normal subjects, measuring oxygen consumption, cardiac output and pulmonary arterial pressure by floated catheter technique

Cardiac hyper trophy in animals, discussing increased cardiac work load compensation and muscle cell alterations

Thermodilution and indocyanine green dye technique comparison for cardiac output measurement in man

Rat heart muscle series elasticity compliance, showing hypoxia effects

Chemical release from traumatized tissue in dogs during cross circulation with lethal cardiac depression response

Cardiovascular system response to swimming exercise by dogs, measuring left ventricular internal diameter and pressure, cardiac output and heart rate

Cardiac output and arterial pressure control in presence or absence of functional nervous system, discussing dog experiments

Normal myocardium structure and function, discussing cardiac performance and output control

Cardiac hyperfication, hypertrophy and insufficiency, discussing physiological mechanism and cause and effect relationships

Trained college and recreational swimmers cardiac output and maximum oxygen consumption during tethered swimming and treadmill running

Hypoxia, high altitude and heart - Conference, Aspen, Colorado, January 1970
Cardiac activity changes during prolonged hypodynamia, discussing clinical and experimental investigations results with human and animal models.

Energy output of left ventricle and congestive heart failure mechanisms, approximating blood velocity in aortic systole by mathematical models.

Upright tilt stress effects on cardiac cycle phases in healthy subjects, using noninvasive techniques.

Lowered cardiac output and arterial pressure response to exercise after autonomic heart blockade in man, noting retained work capability.

Vagus nerve effects on cardiac output adaptation to exercise in sympathectomized dogs.

Left ventricular posterior wall motion measurements in myocardial infarction, using ultrasonic echocardiogram time-motion data.

Maximal treadmill stress test correlation with postexercise phonocardiogram, ECG and double mariner test results, discussing third and fourth heart sound incidence.

Concealed and supernormal atrioventricular conduction data, using His bundle electrogram recordings.

Atrioventricular and intraventricular conduction disturbances in acute myocardial infarction, discussing heart block.

LVET/EICT ratio usefulness compared to EICT for left ventricular contractile measurements in patients with mitral valve disease.

Lower cardiac nerve unmyelinated afferent fibers detection and functional property characteristics.

Cardiac output and regional blood flow in hypoxic woodchucks, noting no change in heart rate, diaphragm, kidney, liver, stomach and intestines.

Myocardium ultrastructural and metabolic alterations in altitude acclimated rats, considering heart muscle mitochondria.

Validity and reproducibility of cardiac output determination by thermodilution, using dual thermodilutor catheter introduced in pulmonary artery.

Heart myocardium contractility assessment based on pressure rise rate relation to intraventricular pressure during isovolumic systole.

Functioning aortic valve orifice size relation to configuration and flow.

Electrical medical apparatus with electrodes and intracatheter catheters, considering electric current danger threshold, electrocution hazards and safety precautions.

Monophasic action potential recording of intact human heart, using bipolar electrode catheter for explanation of ECG abnormalities.

Sagittal path of moving electrical center of human heart from measurements of surface ECG potentials.

First heart sound changes, discussing sound vibration and transmission and cardiac function.

Second heart sound changes due to position and magnitude variations of aortic or pulmonary component.

Frequency phonocardiography technique for heart sounds and murmurs registration, producing analog voltage proportional to frequency by zero crossing detector.

Noradrenaline concentration in myocardium of rats subjected to high altitude hypoxia, considering heart regulation in presence of hyperfunction and hypotrophy.

Analog computer analysis of radionuclides, determining cardiac function and pulmonary blood volume.

Frequency distribution of heart sounds and murmurs, studying slope of attenuation and relative peaking.

Heart maximal aerobic and anaerobic power and stroke volume, discussing cardiac output and blood oxygen capacity measurements in subpulmonary population subjects.

Isoproterenol, atrial pacing, osinein and methylnitrazene effects on dogs during experimental cardiac tamponade, observing arterial pressure, cardiac output and heart rate changes.

Polycythemia and altitude hypoxia effects on rats heart and sea level exercise tolerance.

Bed rest effects on human hemodynamic and gaseous metabolism, observing increased cardiac output and decreased oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production.

Jet and turbulence mechanisms of vascular murmur associated with stenosis for minimum flow Reynolds numbers, using aorta orifice plates in dogs.

Heart excitation and membrane permeability effects on two component action potentials in human atrial muscle strips, using microelectrodes.

Anoxia effect on laboratory animal cardiac action, discussing ECG injury current relation to myocardium phosphocreatine content.

Magnetic recording of heart electrical activity by cryogenic magnetometer with two Josephson junction quantum interference detection device.

Vectorcardiographic analysis of patients with ECG diagnosed inferior atrial rhythm.

Aminothiol group radioprotective drugs effect on guinea pig cardiac function during lateral acceleration.

Long term effects of hypoxic stimulus suppression upon heart rate, cardiac output and pulmonary artery pressure of highlanders, observing bradycardia.

Ejection fraction relation to left ventricular dimensional changes in patients with heart disease, using angiocardiogram.

Cholinesterase activity and acetylcholine level dependence on adrenaline dose injected in heart during experimental myocardialystrophy.

Procedures for determining functional state of human heart right side.

Design and characteristics of artificial heart control system.

Methods for measuring mechanical aspects of cardiac activity and vessel functional state.

Functional tests of cardiovascular system in athletes.

Development of system for identifying dynamic heart rate response to respiration.

Spontaneous cardiac arrhythmia induced by bromoethylurethane in monkeys.

Application of reflected ultrasound to detection of post-operative rejection of heart transplant.
Oxygen partial pressure measurements in myocardium of beating heart by miniature glass needle and surface electrodes

Physical fitness in prolonged muscular work tolerance evaluation by oxygen consumption for 170 heat/min heart rate, considering age, sex and occupation

Oxygen intake, ventilation and heart rate during various intensity and duration tests

Arterial glucose and lactate levels and heart rate in human males during intermittent running, discussing anaerobic capacity and anoxicative glycolytic processes

Human work capacity in hot environment irrelevance to normal conditions, considering physiological reactions to exercise in heat by heart rate criterion

Right and left ventricular systolic time intervals from high fidelity pulmonary arterial pulse wave measurements

Cardiac output during submaximal bicycle exercise in children and young-ages, discussing oxygen transport function of blood

Human work capacity measurements by graded step test and bicycle ergometer, considering heart rate and oxygen uptake

Multiple sensor heart rate telemetry using automatic data acquisition and management in squirrel ecology

Respiratory rate and cardiac responses to exercise in man

Myocardial depressant factor purified preparation effect on isolated perfused cat heart, studying coronary vascular, dromotropic and inotropic actions

In-flight monkey cardiovascular observations, discussing central venous pressure, urine volume, electrolyte imbalances and heart rate

Human steady and unsteady state treadmill exercise, comparing cardiac output, heart rate and oxygen uptake interrelationships

High altitude submaximal and maximal work by humans, noting time required for steady state oxygen consumption, ventilation and heart rate

Stroke-pulmonary blood volume relation and vascular recruitment and distensibility in dogs, allowing independent control of flow, heart rate and left atrial pressure

Heart rate and diastolic inflow coronary resistance extravascular component, discussing heart rate by artificial stimulation and pharmacological maximal dilatation effects

Canine heart rate Frank-Starling mechanism effects on ventricular volumes during natural and artificial cardiac pacing

Negative heart rate response during low level microwave irradiation of dorsal head in rabbits

Human heart beat frequency changes after acoustic stimulation during natural sleep from EEG, EKG, EEG of muscular hypoxia and eye movements

Transient dynamics of ventilation and heart rate following positive and negative sustained step changes in work load initiated from different load levels

Ventilation and heart rate responses to muscular exercise by work load ramp function changes studies
Cardiovascular system response to swimming exercise by dogs, measuring left ventricular internal diameter and pressure, cardiac output and heart rate
Human heart rate, minute ventilation and oxygen uptake measurement during treadmill and track running at three speeds
Ectopic right atrial rhythms in ECG vectorial analysis
Dipole, quadrupole and octapole measurements in isolated beating hearts
Preavoidance blood pressure elevations accompanied by heart rate decreases in dogs
Set and uncertainty as factors influencing anticipatory cardiovascular response in humans, monitoring heart rate and vasomotor activity
Baroreflex regulation of pulse interval during bicycling exercise, using systolic pressure-pulse relation to express reflex sensitivity
Sitting and supine position effect on exercise, tolerance, heart rate, systolic pressure and respiration rate in male subjects with coronary insufficiency, noting onset of angina pectoris
Heart rate variability in REM sleep, stage 4 sleep and wakefulness and calculated from ECG of normal males, calculating coefficient of temporal variability for each state
Short term high altitude exposure, determining coronary blood flow reduction relationship to cardiac output and stroke volume
Computer analysis of ECG compared to cardiologist conclusions, noting discordance in rhythm analysis
Operator mental performance reliability prediction from heart rate beat and electrograms
Hypoxia effects on cardiovascular reflexes during hypoxia, measuring response of heart rate to lower body negative pressure
Muscular fatigue of healthy Bengali males with increasing work loads under varying environmental conditions, considering ventilation, heart rate and oxygen consumption
Physiological tests for psychic stress effects on aircraft pilot tracking performance, respiration and heart rate
Heart sounds duration, intervals and Q-T lengths, studying displacement, velocity, acceleration tracings and filtration
Human physiological responses to rotating environment, evaluating heart rates, blood pressure, pulmonary functions, visual observations and vital capacities
Lower limb vasodilatation and blood flow, studying exercise performance, evaluating heat loss, oxygen consumption and vital capacities
Effect of carbon monoxide on cardiorespiratory parameters in cockroaches
Effect of carbon monoxide on heart rate
Brain temperature change effects on cardiovascular responses, examining heart rate and systemic arterial blood pressure
Physiological strains due to industrial heat stress, investigating heart rate and body temperature
Maximum oxygen uptake measurement by two methods, calculating heart rate
World champion marathon runner metabolic responses during submaximal and maximal treadmill running, recording oxygen consumption, heart rate and lactic acid
Heart rate variation during and after muscular exercises, discussing correlated measurements of rectal and mean skin temperatures, blood lactate, pyruvate and glucose
Isoproterenol, atrial pacing, osmabulin and methoxamine effects on dogs during experimental cardiac tamponade, observing arterial pressure, cardiac output and heart rate changes
Psychophysiological reactions to overstimulation and understimulation, noting catecholamine output, heart rate and performance efficiency in humans
Cardiac automatic rhythms, discussing diastolic depolarization in Purkinje fibers and factor controlling automaticity
Altitude and cold acclimatization effects on human basal heart rate, blood pressure, respiration and breath-holding
Electrical heart activity and ECG mathematical model with nonlinear oscillator system construction for normal and abnormal rhythms
Heart rate and systolic pressure variability control through visual feedback of physiological information, obtaining respiratory measurements and ECG
Transient heart rate response to square wave breathing in man under zero G parabolic flight
Hemococcylycine group radiation protection preparations on resistance of rats and mice to lateral acceleration rate
Neurodynamic evaluation of heart rate augmentation produced by atrial pacing and isoproterenol in early postoperative phase of cardiac valve surgery
Posture and lower body negative pressure effects on human heart rate and blood pressure
Moderate heat exposure effects on human circadian variations in body temperature, heart and metabolic rates and water loss
Respiratory sinus arrhythmia by spectral analysis and digital filtering, using linear model to approximate lung volume relationship to heart rate during normal breathing
Electronic device for monitoring electrocardiograms and diagnosing high or low heart rate
Effects of weightlessness on body temperature and heart rate determined by 56 day bed rest study
Neuroendocrine heart rate analysis techniques for cosmonauts during space flight
Effect of carbon monoxide on human performance including heart rate and galvanic skin response
Oxygen consumption and heart rate measurements for estimating exercise tolerance of military personnel
Digital cardiotachometer incorporating circuit for measuring heartbeat rate of subject over predetermed portion of one minute also converting rate to beats per minute
Analysis of variance of heart rate measurements extracting sleep stage information and pattern recognition
Performance of impedance cardiograph for measuring heart rate and body fluids
Metabolic effects of long duration exercise at moderate work loads including tables of heart rate, rectal temperature, minute volume, water balance, and respiratory quotient
Hypokinesia effects on human heart rate and output volume after prolonged bed rest

HEART RATE COSTD

SUBJECT INDEX
HUMAN TOLERANCES TO THERMAL ENVIRONMENT EXTREME IN AEROSPACE ACTIVITIES

- Heat tolerance for resting subjects in event of air conditioning system failure in SST passenger cabin

- Positive effect of physical training on heat endurance of man

- Tolerance time for hot humid conditions, considering acclimatized and unacclimatized men at rest and at work with moderate rate of energy expenditure

- Voluntary body water and salt deficits decreasing human heat tolerance

- Human work capacity in hot environment irrelevant to normal cooling and disregarding physical reactions to exercise in heat by heart rate criterion

- Physiological effects of cooling measured by men wearing air and water cooling garments under external heat loads or large metabolic heat production

- Oxygen deficiency and body temperature effects on work capacity of human subjects in hot humid environment

- Astronaut selection and training, considering acceleration, hypoxia, weightlessness, and temperature variation tolerance

- Hawaiian silverwood seed germination and inhibition showing extraordinary heat sensitivity

- Acute renal failure due to heat stress and physical exercise, noting discrepancy between physiological alterations and histopathological abnormalities

- Sweat and time constant response of human thermostat to linear gradient heat load, using analog computer experiment

- Heat acclimatization by evaporative cooling prevention in space and in ground test facilities, considering body temperature and heart and sweat rates

- Training cycle in altitude chamber for human adaptation to hypoxia, high temperatures and transverse myogenic loads

- Moderate heat exposure effects on human circadian rhythms, body temperature, heart and metabolic rates and water loss

- Peculiarities of human heat exchange under reduced atmosphere pressure and sufficient oxygen supply

- Investigating state of brain and muscles during high altitude acclimation and effects of physical training on heat tolerance of man

- Studying effect of physical training on heat tolerance of human organism

- Heat tolerance of athletes during muscular exercise in various thermal environments

- Physiological tolerance to thermal threats of aeropace activity and problems associated with excessive heat

- Establishment of relationship between skin temperature and ability to tolerate cold and hot environments for human subjects

- Heat transfer

- NT CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER

- NT RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER

- Human heat exchange and body overheating mechanism at high ambient temperatures at sea level and lowered pressures

- Body heat loss in water immersion, using heat transfer model
Tissue cooling with liquid nitrogen, determining file boiling transition temperature and heat transfer rates

[ADHEP PAPER 70-64/AT-16] p0089 A71-14096

Living human tissue thermal behavior analytical modeling including internal heat generation and blood flow effects

p0103 A71-15460

Heat transfer through human peripheral tissue based on one dimensional steady state model combining effects of conduction, convection, vascular heat exchange and metabolism

p0376 A71-29592

Thermal behavior simulation of cooling biological system, describing heat generation and transfer at normothermic to hibernating body temperatures with mathematical model

p0515 A71-38199

Cold climate clothed human wind chill tables, considering various heat transfer modes and skin temperatures

p0528 A71-39205

Respiratory heat exchange in trachea of dogs

[AD-711894] p0050 A71-11086

Sweating cylinder for testing heat and water vapor transfer characteristics of protective clothing systems

[AD-712994] p0115 A71-12340

Investigating biothermal model of living tissue for application to thermal control of protective clothing

[NASA-CR-116873] p0233 A71-18926

Regional control of skin temperature and heat transfer measurements of various body sections

[AD-720830] p0485 A71-25953

Anatomical-physiological characteristics of heat transfer in human body for developing insulating suit

p0551 A71-33459

HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

Direct measurement of convective heat transfer coefficient by realizing proportionality to sublimation rate of naphthalene ball near body surface

p100 A71-15158

Thermal shock physiological effects, determining skin-air convective heat exchange coefficient

p0147 A71-18190

Convective heat exchange coefficient determination for human body immersed in turbulent water flow, using fractional calorimetry

p0485 A71-36852

Thyroidectomy and cold adaptation effects on hibernating hamsters thermoregulation and heat transfer coefficient

p0860 A71-36881

Heat transfer coefficients calculated for human body in cold water from heat balance equations, comparing with free convection coefficients in cross-flowing water

p0490 A71-36900

HEAT TRANSMISSION

WT CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER

WT CONVEKTIVE HEAT TRANSFER

WT HEAT TRANSFER

WT RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER

Microwave energy dissipation as heat in eye, using agar for eye model construction

p0273 A71-25078

Chill level index for skin temperature effects on rate of evaporative heat loss and thermal information to central controller during heavy work

p0487 A71-36876

HEATING

WT INDUCTION HEATING

WT RADIANT HEATING

HEATING EQUIPMENT

Feasibility of miniaturized heater for zinc oxide thin film oxygen partial pressure sensor

[NASA-TW-67-6434] p0222 A71-17400

HEAVY ELEMENTS

WT AMERICIUM 241

WT PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES

WT PLUTONIUM 238

WT PLUTONIUM 239

HEAVY IONS

Cosmic ray heavy ion component biological effect, describing histological and radiographic high altitude balloon experiment with black mice and rabbits

p0021 A71-11555

HEAVY WATER

Evaluation of potential hazards from tritium water in relation to nuclear power plants

[CONP-700810-6] p0162 A71-14684

Inhibitor effects of palladium, Na2O2 and D2O on substances existing in nature to determine performance of terrestrial organisms in extreme and unusual gases and liquid environments

[NASA-CR-118883] p0433 A71-27763

HELICOPTER ATTITUDE INDICATORS

HELI-COMPUTER DESIGN

Helicopter pilot and passengers emergency survival, considering gravitation force, human tolerances, design factors, etc

p0017 A71-11376

HELI-COMPUTERS

WT 5-1 HELICOPTER

Medical transportation by ambulance, helicopter and fixed wing aircraft, considering vibration damping and acceleration

p036 A71-16932

Aircraft accident rescue system with helicopters, discussing cooperation between helicopter service and ground personnel

p0365 A71-28721

Spine radiological examination for helicopter pilot fitness determination, discussing spinal weakness symptoms, special exercises, medical investigations and vibration reducing seat construction

p0563 A71-41578

Functional requirements for ground-based trainers, helicopter response characteristics

[AD-719954] A71-16018

Noise and vibration effects on commercial helicopter pilot safety, performance, and comfort


Vibration effects on performance of helicopter flight crews

p0265 A71-20355

HELIX

Helix and nitrogen breathing effects upon intracocular pressure during and after near vacuum exposure in anesthetized and unanesthetized dogs

p0334 A71-28038

Ar, N and Be partial pressure tolerance in dogs, plotting saturation curves

p035 A71-28038

Helix for nitrogen substantiation effects on body temperature of rats exposed to high carbon dioxide concentrations at different ambient temperatures

p0375 A71-28402

Gas metabolism and electrical activity of skeletal muscles of rats in He/O media at room temperature, noting rectal temperature drop

p0601 A7-42803

External manifestations of neurophysiologic effects and narcosis in subjects breathing helix-oxygen mixture at increased pressures

p054 A71-11113

Accelerated growth of Escherichia coli in high pressure helix-oxygen atmosphere

p0329 A71-22115

Saturation excursion diving operations for testing extrapolated tables for repetitive no-decompression excursion from helix-oxygen atmospheres

[AD-718907] p0345 A71-23352

Initial evaluation of revised helix-oxygen decompression tables

[AD-719308] p039 A71-24683

Measurement of oxygen effect and biological effectiveness of 910 MeV helix ion beams using cultured human kidney cells of interest in radiotherapeutic treatment of hypoxic tumors

[UCSRL-20190] p0393 A71-25241

Effects of helix oxygen breathing on hearing in Navy personnel

[AD-722658] p0504 A71-31237

HeO2 saturation dives to verify no-decompression repetitive excursion format of Deep Submergence Systems project

[AD-723172] p0541 A71-32602

Repetitive excursion dives from saturated depths using helix-oxygen mixtures to eliminate decompression sickness

p0541 A71-32602
HEMATOLOGY

Flight helmets speech intelligibility evaluation using manikin recording

Healthy cosin particle dosage measurement by chemical etching of particle tracks on Apollo astronauts plastic helmets

Properly fitting flight helmets for U.S. Army aviation personnel in Vietnam

Astronaut electrode-amplifier helmet harness for cable and radiotelemetry acquisition of EEG, EKG, EOG and blood pressure data on noninterference basis

Flight helmets speech intelligibility evaluation using in-flight manikin recording

Head- or helmet-mounted display/control system in V/STOL aircraft for pilot workload and training reduction

Investigating approaches and concepts for improving mobility of aerospace pressure suits

Transparent polycarbonate resin, shell helmet and latch design for high altitude and space flight

Electrode attached to helmets for detecting low level signals from skin of living creatures

Development and fabrication of polycarbonate eyeshield for army flyers helmet

Sound attenuation characteristics of military ear protective devices and helmets

Required ventilation rates determined for Mark 5 diving helmet as part of low pressure underwater breathing apparatus

Optimal fitting of flight helmets for noise reduction

Venting device for pressurized space suit helmet to eliminate vomit expelled by crewmen

Partial pressure helmet and pressure suit mobility joints for high altitude environment

Protective features and compatibility with airborne communication systems considered in study of aviation helmets

Glucose intestinal absorption, blood glucose and hematocrit in hamsters, relating physiologic modifications to pregnancy

Age effects on whole blood viscosity with Wells-Brookfield microviscometer, investigating role of hematocrit and plasma protein

Long term immersion effects on human water-salt metabolism, noting increased erythrocyte water contents and hematocrit index

Acute inhalation toxicity of mono methylhydrazine vapor on rats, mice, beagles, squirrels and rhesus monkeys, considering hematology and blood chemistry tests

Carbon dioxide absorption of dog blood and plasma under anoxia at simulated high altitudes, deriving equations for protein concentration rated buffer values

Dehydration effects on blood parameters in Somali donkeys and zebu steers, observing increases in plasma osmolality, sodium chloride, hemoglobin, packed cell volume, etc

HEMATOPOIESIS

Hematological characteristics of emotional stresses during parachute jump, studying leucocyte, erythrocyte and eosinophil population changes

Acceleration effect on hematopoietic barrier permeability in rabbits

Case history of Chediak-Higashi disease with simultaneous Friedreich hereditary spinal ataxia and hematologic, neurologic, and genetic characteristics

Total body exercise effect on metabolic, hematologic, and cardiovascular consequences of prolonged bed rest

Red cell mass loss in human beings as result of bed rest

Hematological program and biochemical data from Gemini and Apollo missions

HEMODYNAMIC RESPONSES

HEMATOCRIT

Glucose intestinal absorption, blood glucose and hematocrit in hamsters, relating physiologic modifications to pregnancy

Age effects on whole blood viscosity with Wells-Brookfield microviscometer, investigating role of hematocrit and plasma protein

Long term immersion effects on human water-salt metabolism, noting increased erythrocyte water contents and hematocrit index

Acute inhalation toxicity of mono methylhydrazine vapor on rats, mice, beagles, squirrels and rhesus monkeys, considering hematology and blood chemistry tests

Carbon dioxide absorption of dog blood and plasma under anoxia at simulated high altitudes, deriving equations for protein concentration rated buffer values

Dehydration effects on blood parameters in Somali donkeys and zebu steers, observing increases in plasma osmolality, sodium chloride, hemoglobin, packed cell volume, etc
Hemodynamics

Pancreas pathomorphology under acute hyperthermia in animals, showing hemodynamic changes of vessel dilatation and intracellular hemorrhagia. p0214 A71-21968

Mathematical model for brain arteries hemodynamic resistance, using blood pressure data. p0243 A71-22261

Hemodynamic correlation of Austin Flint murmur and a-wave of apexcardiogram in aortic regurgitation. p0246 A71-22589

Central nervous system role in body metabolism effects on cardiac output, measuring 2,4-dinitrophenol/DHF/dosage effect on arterial pressure and oxygen consumption in dogs. p0256 A71-23541

Hypodynamia effects on human hemodynamics under various microcircritical conditions, noting hormonal activity changes in sympathothelial system. p0267 A71-24339

Coronary hemodynamic responses to postural changes in hemorrhaged dogs involving head-up and head-down tilts. p0311 A71-26114

Diastolic and mean blood pressure responses to exercise after beta-adrenergic blockade in normal and labile hypertensive subjects, using Transcor. p0371 A71-29320

Myocardial ischemia observations, utilizing morphologic and pathophysiologic correlations with cinecoronarv arteriography, left ventriculography and hemodynamic examination. p0381 A71-30287

Hemodynamic changes in healthy pilots with exercise weight investigated by mechanoangiography, showing decreased cardiac output, left ventricular strength and volume rate. p0406 A71-31319

Systolic and diastolic blood pressures and urinary catecholamines under stress in normotensive and hypertensive subjects. p0407 A71-31451

Upright tilt stress effects on cardiac cycle phases in healthy subjects, using noninvasive techniques. p0407 A71-31453

Lowered cardiac output and arterial pressure response to exercise after automatic heart blockade in man, noting retained work capability. p0407 A71-31958

Renal hemodynamic factors in whole kidney glomerulotubular balance in anesthetized dogs by manipulating filtration rate through constriction of aorta, thoracic vena cava, etc. p0420 A71-33194

N-cholinergic and adrenergic subcortical-structures blockage effects on blood flow rate in dog pulmonary circulation system. p0527 A71-34113

Bed rest effects on human hemodynamic and gaseous metabolism, observing increased cardiac output and decreased oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production. p0530 A71-39231

Vasomotor effects of vagus nerve on canine lung blood content in response to electrical stimulation of vagosympathetics. p0594 A71-42581

Application of cinemol labels to study of microcirculation hemodynamics and related physiological studies of man and animals. p0619 A71-24688

Hemodynamic and body fluid alterations induced by varying periods of bed rest. p0546 A71-33263

Hemodynamics

Soviet book on blood hydropnodynamics covering circulatory system structure, rheology and mathematical models, pulsatating flows, concentration effects and mass transfer. p0027 A71-11046

Gravitational acceleration effects on hemodynamics, describing mechanocardiographic equipment. p0028 A71-11900

Pulsus alternans study by noninvasive techniques for assessing cardiovascular function in hemodynamics and muscular physiology. p0088 A71-13492

Coronary blood flow regulation, discussing local and remote control mechanisms and disturbance effects due to obstructive arteriosclerosis. p0352 A71-27860

Automation in cardiology, discussing analog and digital computer techniques for on-line hemodynamic analysis and collection and manipulation of cardiovascular data. p0353 A71-27868

High altitude blood coagulation, determining hypercoagulability relationship to altered pulmonary hemodynamics. p0379 A71-30278

Cortical neurodynamics during vestibular afferent activity and associated cardiovascular and respiratory reactions, noting EEG correlation to hemodynamics. p0415 A71-32828

Arterial or venous blood oxygen tension continuous measurement, describing electrode cuvette design with response time of less than 3 sec. p0421 A71-33248

Hemodynamic evaluation of glucagon in sympathetic heart disease, comparing to isoproterenol. p0457 A71-35040

Cardiac sympathetic nervous control of right ventricular pressure-flow dynamics in outflow tract in anesthetized dogs. p0581 A71-41522

Hemodynamic evaluation of heart rate augmentation produced by atrial pacing and isoproterenol in early postoperative phase of cardiac valve surgery. p0629 A71-44131

Coriolis acceleration effect on human organism from optic functions and retinal hemodynamics study. p0636 A71-48534

Technology review on cardio and hemodynamics. p0276 N71-19584

Physical examination and analysis of hemodynamic parameters of overweight flying personnel. p0443 N71-28492

Hemoglobin

WT CARBOXYHEMOGLOBIN

WT OXYHEMOGLOBIN

Electron density maps of human deoxyhemoglobin revealing C-terminal residues configurations of beta chain by three dimensional Fourier synthesis. p0016 A71-11343

Oxygen uptake by hemoglobin solution, considering diffusion rate and chemical reaction by mathematical model numerical solution. p0083 A71-13180

Hemoglobin-sodium nitrate reaction in absence of oxygen, discussing methemoglobin formation by autocaltasis. p0087 A71-13486

Carbon dioxide reduction and hemoglobin saturation rates of blood flow in curved channel membrane exchanger. p0368 A71-29004

Oxygen disassociation curve shift, hemoglobin affinity and diphosphoglycerate concentration in blood of acidic and normal subjects at altitude. p0375 A71-29498

Erythrocytes diphosphoglycerate increase mechanisms during hypoxia and anemia, studying hemoglobin oxygenation state effects. p0464 A71-35368

Oxygen uptake kinetics by hemoglobin layers, using Hill advancing front equation. p0522 A71-38567

Investigating causes of polycythemia and decrease in hemoglobin in underwater workers. p0119 N71-13868

Hemoglobin compound identification, oxygen involvement, and major breakdown products of monomethylhydrazine effect on blood, in vitro. [AD-727528] p0653 N71-37651

Hemolysis

Streptococcal flora in pharynx of men during prolonged enclosure noting coexistent hemolytic microbes. p0130 A71-18369

Composition and colicinogenic and hemolytic activities changes of Escherichia isolated from man during long term confinement. p0569 A71-40558

Hydromechanics of roller pumps and implication to hemolysis. [AD-720320] p0432 N71-27279

Hemorrhages

Hemorrhagic rectocolitis in flying personnel in
HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENTS

High altitude pulmonary edema in unacclimatized humans, discussing symptoms, etiology incidence and prevention

High altitude pulmonary edema syndrome, investigating increased alveolar-arterial oxygen gradients of humans during treadmill exercise

Systemic arterial blood pressure response to chronic high altitude and hypoxia effects

High altitude acclimatized humans, noting decreased coronary blood flow and increased oxygen extraction

Short term high altitude exposure, determining coronary blood flow reduction relationship to cardiac output and stroke volume

High altitude residents cardiovascular evaluations, showing right ventricular enlargement and reactive pulmonary hypertension

Human hypoxic ventilatory drive data for high altitude breathing, noting motivation reduction inversely related to time and altitude

Physical exercise oxygen uptake and debt in dogs at ground level and high altitude, investigating beta adrenergic blocking agent effects

Trained young runners maximum oxygen consumption at sea level and high altitude

Norepinephrine concentration in myocardium of rats subjected to high altitude hypoxia, considering heart regulation in presence of hyperfunction and hypertrophy

Ventilatory response to progressively increasing inspired carbon dioxide tensions at ground level and acetazolamide pretreatment before high altitude exposure

Pulmonary carbon monoxide diffusing capacity of sea level and high altitude dwellers at various altitudes, noting early postnatal lung growth effects

Hypoxic and high altitude blood coagulation, determining cardiac output and stroke volume

Physiological effects of high altitude environments on human performance of complex actions

High altitude environments

Aerial stowaway clinical case covering unconsciousness, deafness, hypoxia, hypothermia, acidosis and other effects due to 9 hr flight in unpressurized landing gear cell

Chronic hypoxia effects on capillary development during high altitude exposure in decompression chamber and maintenance at sea level

High-mountain altitudes inhibition of inflammation and wound healing in rabbits

Environmental radiation exposure in air travel, comparing integral radiation dosages for conventional jet transport aircraft and SST

Peruvian Quechua population growth physique, and pulmonary function at high altitude

Developing high altitude protection suit of partial pressure type

Investigating changes in brain cortex and gastrocnemius muscle functions during adaptation to high mountainous altitudes

High altitude acclimatization and physiological changes in humans

PARTIAL PRESSURE BALANCE AND PRESSURE SUIT MOBILITY JOINTS FOR HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENTS

MICROBIOLOGICAL ECOLOGY OF MANNE MANUFACTURED SPACEFLIGHTS, EXOBIOLOGY, STERILIZATION, AND LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Effect of high altitude adaptation on cellular respiration in rats

Measurement and effects of radiation doses from cosmic radiation at altitudes of supersonic transport flights

Physiological effects of high altitude and high temperature environments on human performance of complex actions

HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT

U HIGH ALTITUDE

HIGH ALTITUDE PRESSURE

Fat left ventricle isolated papillary muscles contractile force in pressure chamber under high altitude adaptation

Oxygen and high altitude pressure effects on rabbit testicular functions

HIGH ALTITUDE TESTS

Carbon dioxide absorption of dog blood and plasma under anoxia at simulated high altitudes, deriving equations for protein concentration rated factor values

High altitude submaximal and maximal work by humans, noting time required for steady state oxygen consumption, ventilation and heart rate

Hypoxia, high altitude and heart - Conference, Aspen, Colorado, January 1970

High altitude blood coagulation, determining hypercoagulability relationship to altered pulmonary hemodynamics

Chronic hypoxia effects on blood oxygen and carbon dioxide tensions and pH changes in anesthetized chickens at high altitude compared to sea level control

Cellular respiration and high altitude adaptation effect on cytochrome content and on oxidation and oxidative phosphorylation parameters of brain homogenates in rats

Human body water metabolism during acute high altitude exposure with heavy physical activity and high food intakes

Ventilatory response to progressively increasing inspired carbon dioxide tensions at ground level and acetazolamide pretreatment before high altitude exposure

Age effects on plasma aldosterone levels, red cell, plasma and total blood volume at sea level and high altitude

Physiological effects of phenformin hydrochloride on animals at simulated high altitudes

HIGH ENERGY TRANSMISSIONS

Application of image intensifiers developed in high energy physics to some problem in biology

Absorbed dose and dose equivalent from neutrons in cosmic radiation at altitudes of supersonic transport flights

High frequencies recorded from round window membrane

Microwave/high frequencies safe exposure limits, discussing radiating aerial near field, radio hazards and human body absorption
Diagnostic import of QRS notching in WP-ECG of living subjects with heart disease, noting notch count correlation with ventricular enlargement

p0629 A71-44130

HIGH GAIN

Harmful biological effects caused by exposure to microwave radiation including radio frequency power density in vicinity of space station antennas

p0493 A71-29325

HIGH LATITUDES

U POLAR REGIONS

U HIGH PRESSURE

Artificial respiration in elevated gas pressure chamber to revive organism after clinical death by rapid decompression

p0324 A71-27705

Aerosol behavior and filtration in high pressure environments

[AD-717733]
p0332 A71-22255

HIGH PRESSURE OXYGEN

German monograph on high pressure oxygen toxicity and hyperbaric treatment of gas gangrene

p0305 A71-25200

Adrenalectomy influence on electrical activity of cortex and subcortical areas in rats under hyperbaric exposure, using implanted electrode electromyographic recordings

p0418 A71-33318

Peculiarities of human heat exchange under reduced atmosphere pressure and sufficient oxygen supply [NASA-TP-I-13378]

p0061 A71-10367

Colonic temperature response of rats to oxygen at high pressure

[AD-716965]
p0291 A71-20778

Accelerated growth of Escherichia coli in high pressure helium-oxygen atmospheres

[AD-717404]
p0329 A71-22115

HIGH RESOLUTION

Red blood cell image hologram reconstruction and superresolution based on coherent physical optics, using computer program

p0466 A71-35586

High resolution scanning microscope for molecular biology

[COO-1721-21]
p0174 A71-16793

Utilizing atomic resolution capability of field ion microscope for viewing biomolecules

[WT0-3851-10]
p0644 A71-36475

HIGH SENSITIVITY

U SENSITIVITY

HIGH SPEED

Measurements of aircrew total vibration exposure during low altitude, high speed flight in F-16 aircraft

[AD-720271]
p0399 A71-26172

Pilot injuries on high speed low altitude flight noting acceleration due to gust effects

p0537 A71-31888

HIGH SPEED FLIGHT

U FLIGHT

U HIGH SPEED

HIGH TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENTS

Human heat exchange and body overheating mechanisms at high ambient temperatures at sea level and lowered pressures

p0013 A71-11134

Venous life forms, describing algae grow in pure carbon dioxide under pressure in acidic nutrient media at high temperatures

p0310 A71-25701

Fatigue measurements in hot working conditions on subjects wearing self contained breathing apparatus in heat chamber

p0551 A71-34361

Male and female physiological responses to heat stress, discussing sweating, skin and body temperature, heart rate and metabolism

p0686 A71-36871

Physiological strains due to industrial heat stress, investigating heart rate and body temperature

p0686 A71-36871

Mean body temperature computation in neutral and hot environments from rectal and skin temperatures

p0584 A71-41723

Water-salt metabolism in human blood and urine under high temperature conditions after residence in different climatic zone

p0633 A71-44414

Human caloric requirements when working in extreme climatic environments

p0287 A71-20367

Comparison of water, convective air, and reversed air flow cooled suits for body temperature thermoregulation in high temperature environments

[PPRC-1307]
p0127 A71-35127

Physiological effects of high altitude and high temperature environments on human performance of complex actions

[FAA-AM-71-17]
p0613 A71-35242

Advantages of various types of liquids taken by workers under high temperature working conditions (miners, fire fighters, steelworkers)

[NASA-TT-P-14002]
p0645 A71-36469

HIGH VACUUM

Bacteria and yeast strains, fungus specimens and seaweed species high vacuum resistance, noting microorganisms interplanetary transport in outer space

p0363 A71-28669

Ultrasound radiation and high vacuum space environment simulation for bioluminescent bacteria

[B6W-FP-W-70-46]p0165 A71-15724

EYEWITNESS MILITARY AIRCRAFT

U MILITARY AIRCRAFT

HISSALAYS

Protertiary invertebrate fossil remnants and microcoprolites found in Lower Himalayan Basin

p0314 A71-26318

HISTOLOGY

U CONSTRAINS

HIPOCAPNIA

Orientation reflexes neuronal activity due to various stimuli, noting hippocampus reaction to sound and light

p0663 A71-25361

Hypothalamus anterior and hippocampus limbic system relation and excitotoxin effect in rabbits, using EEG analysis

p0594 A71-42577

Development of theory of neurotrans nets containing recurrent inhibition and analysis of hippocampus model

[AD-720815]
p0395 A71-25840

Computer modeling of hippocampus and studies involving pattern recognition and information compression

[AD-720816]
p0396 A71-25864

HISTORIES

Histamine importance in nervous system activity, discussing synaptic mediation, reception processes and pharmacological action

p0317 A71-26652

HISTIZING

Chemoautotroph Thiohacillus neapolitanus growth inhibition by histidine, methionine, phenylalanine and threonine under imbalance conditions

p0095 A71-14776

Effect of radiation sensitive mutations and radiation of recombinant in partially diploid derivatives of Escherichia coli

[OH-8024-1]
p0290 A71-20728

HISTOGRAMS

Neuro response to stimuli compared with background activity on histograms

p0425 A71-33898

HISTOLOGY

Morphological and histological changes in liver and kidneys of rats exposed to long term hypothermia

p0012 A71-11131

Human coronary arteries fibrinolytic activity, considering histochemical and quantitative methods for arteriosclerosis and occlusion investigations

p0355 A71-12416

Oxidative and hydrolytic enzymes localization in rhesus monkey brain, investigating glutaraldehyde fixation effect with histochemistry

p0192 A71-20017

Myocardial ischemic lesions age, discussing validity of histopathological criteria and margin of error

p0413 A71-32582

Histological examination of enzymes activity during various cardiac cycle phases in frogs, noting effects of ion concentration

p0426 A71-33913

Acute renal failure due to heat stress and physical exercise, noting discrepancy between physiological alterations and histopathological abnormals

p0426 A71-33913
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
<th>HUMAN BEINGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOSPITALS</strong></td>
<td>Time sense modifications among human groups isolated in underground environment and deprived of timekeeping means, evaluating average individual behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensive care alarm indicator system with audible signal and worn by staff responsible for care</td>
<td><strong>HOSPITALS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[NASA-TB-F-65521]</td>
<td>p0165 W71-15832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOT JET EXHAUST</strong></td>
<td>Human adaptive behavior under psychological stress of astronauts tasks posture-motor characteristics, discussing stabilographic platform test results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOT WEATHER</strong></td>
<td>Investigating effects of oxygen, nitrogen, and rare gases mixtures at increased pressures on narcosis tendencies of man</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seasonal variations in thermoregulation of residents in hot, dry climates with respect to age and sex</td>
<td>[JPB5-S1714]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ASHE PAPER 70-VA/B3P-13]</td>
<td>p009Y W71-11110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOT-FLAP ANEMOMETERS</strong></td>
<td>Complex effect of nitrogen, argon, and helium respiratory mixtures on humans at increased pressures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ascending aorta blood flow sequential velocity measurement using conical hot-film probe with linearized constant temperature anemometer circuit</td>
<td>[NASA-TH-X-654211]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[IEEE PAPER 70-VA/B3P-13]</td>
<td>p009Y W71-11115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOT SPEED</strong></td>
<td>Perspectives and perceptions of organization behavior and design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>U GROUND EFFECT MACHINES</strong></td>
<td>[AD-716597]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HU-1 HELICOPTER</strong></td>
<td>p0174 W71-16709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>U OR-1 HELICOPTER</strong></td>
<td>Papers presented at International Symposium on Behavioral Thermoregulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HUGHES MILITARY AIRCRAFT</strong></td>
<td>[AD-715783]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>U MILITARY AIRCRAFT</strong></td>
<td>Investigating electroencephalographic and behavioral changes in rabbits and humans exposed to acute hypoxia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>U MILITARY AIRCRAFT</strong></td>
<td>Flight simulator tests of human behavior in roll tracking tasks in fighter and large aircraft with descriptive functional analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task difficulty involving simple and choice reaction time under stress of shock, threat of shock and noise</td>
<td>[WALT-TR-206]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator behavior in man/machine system, using multidimensional manual control system model with random sampling time and information theory method</td>
<td>p0230 W71-19751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human behavior during machine control learning, modeling habit development as automatic control system</td>
<td>Physiological and behavioral parameters in design of dynamic human biological system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human operator thinking and decision making model for man-machine interaction</td>
<td>p0280 W71-19878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long term human biomedical and behavioral characteristics research, examining enhanced physiological fitness in space</td>
<td>Neuropsychological model for interactions between nervous system, cellular mechanisms, and human behavior synthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three element model for choice behavior binary prediction consisting of logical, experiential and error components</td>
<td>p0281 W71-19886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychopathology identification by manifest phonotopic behavior, discussing syndrome identification, misperceptions and distorted impressions</td>
<td>Biochemistry model for endocrine system effects on mammalian neurophysiology and human behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human operator psychophysiological characteristics as cybernetic man machine system components, emphasizing human memory activity</td>
<td>p0282 W71-19887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress and behavior regulation, investigating pituitary-adrenal system operation</td>
<td>Biodynamic modeling of biosystems by physical and biological parameters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence sources affecting self organization of man machine systems, discussing human pilot model</td>
<td>Long duration confinement effects on crew behavior during manned space flight simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prolonged perceptual deprivation effects on behavioral, physiological and chemical reactions, discussing EEG mean frequency changes</td>
<td>p0295 W71-20980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbits and humans behavioral reactions and EEG changes relation to hypoxia in pressure chamber</td>
<td>Crew activity analysis for long duration space flight simulation test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicategory bibliographic classification of human behavior computer simulation models</td>
<td>p0295 W71-20981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor analysis in construction of human fatigue rating scale from individual appearance and comportment</td>
<td>Space station simulator background noise effects on crew behavior during long term confinement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human motor behavior sampling hypothesis of open loop system at voluntary effort initiation, discussing validity based on ankle rotation physiological test</td>
<td>Human factors engineering data for equipment design including anthropometry, environmental conditions, and physiological and behavioral factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human motor behavior sampling hypothesis of open loop system at voluntary effort initiation, discussing validity based on ankle rotation physiological test</td>
<td>[NASA-CR-115179)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human thermoregulator set point under physical exercise, using behavioral indicator</td>
<td>Social system model for spacecrew behavior during long duration space flight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravitational stimuli due to variations in angular velocity and radius, noting effects on behavioral control</td>
<td>p0377 W71-25994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral thermoregulation - Conference, Lyons, France, September 1970</td>
<td>p0485 W71-36859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HUMAN BEINGS</strong></td>
<td>[JPRS-53493]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human thinking activity applied to man machine systems</td>
<td>p0613 W71-35285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human behavior patterns</td>
<td>Factors creating objective complexity of human problem solving reduced to information processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space station and base design</td>
<td>[NASA-CR-1152179]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma and urinary uric acid production in men fed egg protein and yeast ribonucleic acid</td>
<td>p0614 W71-35246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimating human emotional states by changes in frequency characteristics of articulation</td>
<td>p0614 W71-35253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human thinking activity applied to man machine systems</td>
<td>Space station and base design considerations for crew stability and habitability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validity</td>
<td>[NASA-CR-1152179]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human behavior patterns</td>
<td>p0669 W71-36495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humans and animals acute hypoxia effects on EEG pattern and behavioral reactions</td>
<td>Human adaptive behavior under psychological stress of astronauts tasks posture-motor characteristics, discussing stabilographic platform test results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection of antigens and genetic analysis including anthropometry, environmental conditions, and physiological and behavioral factors</td>
<td>[NASA-CR-1152179]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma and urinary uric acid production in men fed egg protein and yeast ribonucleic acid</td>
<td>Human factors engineering data for equipment design including anthropometry, environmental conditions, and physical and behavioral factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uric acid levels in men fed algae and yeast as protein sources</td>
<td>p0492 W71-22210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary protein and-,yeast ribonucleic acid</td>
<td>[SU-326-P-26-Y2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma and urinary uric acid production in men fed egg protein and yeast ribonucleic acid</td>
<td>p0108 W71-12300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suppression by allopurinol of uric acid formation in men fed yeast BMA</td>
<td>[A69-15968]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p0054 W71-12329</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Activity of lactic dehydrogenase in urine of glomerulosclerosis and nephrotic syndrome patients [NASA-TT-P-135586]

Human caloric requirements when working in extreme climatic environments

Human exposure to emergency exposure limit concentrations of monomethylhydrazine to determine suitability for use

Human exposure to particulate radiation and energetic X rays [NASA-CR-123173]

Device for conducting electrostatic charges from man [NLL-M-20436-(5826-47)]

Human left ventricle mathematical models, determining physiological response oriented mechanical parameters with diagnostic significance [ASME PAPER 70-WA/7BF-16]

Computer simulation of human body kinematics under rapid decelerations

Human legs thermal response during cooling for refrigeration anesthestia, deriving analytical model for temperature level prediction as function of time

Computerized human body anatomical geometrical model with life size skeleton and organs scaling for radiation dosage analyses in space missions

Human alveolar-arterial oxygen pressure differences, investigating inert gas effects

Human gamma globulin polymorphism, discussing rapid decelerations

Human erythrocytes phosphate metabolism in hyperthermia

Human organ thermal properties prediction by measuring water content of equal fat/protein tissues

Human nitral valve fluid mechanics, confirming existence of vortex forms during diastasis by vitro flow patterns [AIAA PAPER 71-102]

Human temperature control computer simulation, considering adadotor, vasomotor and metabolic as error signals from hypothalamic and cutaneous thermoreceptors

Resistance and mathematical modeling of human body control concerning brain, cardiovascular, articular muscle contraction and protein metabolism systems

Human body thermal behavior modeling, obtaining steady state analytical solution for various boundary conditions and parameters

Human inner organ system simulation by digital computer, using overall quantitative heuristic model

Heat transfer through human peripheral tissue based on one dimensional steady state continua model combining effects of conduction, convection, vascular heat exchange and metabolism

Human body attitude control in space, using ten body complex geometry system, noting astronaut training jig

Soviet book on aviation medicine covering human anatomy and physiology, atmospheric physics, flight effects, respiratory systems, screw diets, etc

Convective heat exchange coefficient determination for human body immersed in turbulent water flow, using fractional caloriometry

Human thermoregulation, discussing experimental determination of equation for mean body temperature calculation in neutral and warm environments

Mathematical model for human thermal system, checking accuracy

Heat transfer coefficients calculations for body in cold water from heat balance equations, comparing with free convection coefficients in cross-flowing water

Experimental analysis of information content of nuclear electric field of human body, considering electrodonic and triboelectric components

Dynamic sampling caloriometer for continuous measurement of human radiant, convective and evaporative heat loss, enabling closed loop control system analysis

Using underwater photography to demonstrate formation of mobile roughness in skin of humans and dolphins due to external hydrodynamic forces

Kinetic analysis of inaccessible three-dimensional mechanisms for application to human skeletal kinesiology

Low barometric pressure effects on human and chicken erythrocyte active sodium efflux

Chemical analysis of thiamine metabolism in man [AD-712238]

Electromechanical garnet, applying vectorcardiographic type electrodes to human torsos for data recording during physical activity [NASA-CASE-XFR-10856]

Effects of air conditioning on human body

Biological effects of microwaves in occupational hygiene

Effects of atmospheric discharges of tritiated steam on human health [CEA-CONF-1560]

Comparison of methods to assess geometrical variations of counting-rate in whole-body monitors [SRHC-31-69]

Mathematical link-system model for computerized simulation of human movement in cockpit geometry evaluation program for flight crew physical compatibility with crew stations [AD-716398]

Validation criteria and performance evaluation of human movement computerized simulations used in cockpit geometry evaluation program for flight crew physical compatibility with crew stations [AD-716399]

Biological systems analysis and biodynamic modelling of physiological and biological interrelationships in human body and animals [NASA-CR-17260]

Physiological and behavioral parameters in design of dynamic human biological system

Hierarchical regulation model for human biological systems

Metabolic imbalances and body hypohydration during food deprivation for 10 days

Human body exposure rate from krypton 85 released in atmosphere by nuclear power production [BNWL-SA-2233]
Human acclimatization to high altitudes, monsoons, and hot, dry weather

[JPBS-525947]

Physiological adaptation to high altitudes in experienced and novice mountain climbers from northern and southern regions

p0328 N71-22001

Physiological responses to long term living at high altitudes

p0329 N71-22004

Physiological responses to long term living at medium elevations

p0329 N71-22005

Distributed parameter mathematical model of human body in dynamic mechanical environments

[AD-717761]

Physiological effects of cyanate ions in renal mesangial cells

p0337 N71-22557

Fundamental principles and physiological effects of acceleration on human body

p0345 N71-23339

Daily oral temperature measurements for circadian rhythm analysis on human body

[NASA-TP-13630]

Thermodilution with cooling flow pipe network for humans

[NASA-CSE-XS9-10269]

Radiobiological plasma and blood volume measurements on humans and swine

[CPA-R-0011]

Human fluid balance in artificial environments, and influence of ambient temperature, barometric pressure, total barometric pressure, wind velocity, and atmospheric gas composition

[NASA-CH-19977]

Human body weight, body fluid volume, and fluid volume measurements

[NASA-CH-1988]

Four-degree-of-freedom lumped parameter model for vertical accelerations of seated human body as might be imposed by aircraft ejection systems

[AD-712125]

Human cardiorespiratory, thermoregulation, and harmonization of blood glucose levels

[NASA-CH-18069]

Hypoxic hypoxia effects on human and animal resistance to infectious diseases and immunobiological reactivity

p0437 N71-28206

Prolonged immersion effects on human water/mineral metabolism

p0437 N71-28249

Carbonic acid excretion in air exhaled by humans under extreme stress factors

p0437 N71-28251

Animal experimentation for simulating long duration space flight hazards for human physiology

p0438 N71-28260

Load distribution on human hip joints during walking

[LAB-1002/71]

Anthropometric size determination techniques and adult male and female data correlations from US, Australia, Europe, and Asia

[AD-723629]

Radioactive dilution estimation of total skeletal mass in human body

p0505 N71-31481

Bed rest and immobilization effects on oxygen transport system of human body

p0546 N71-33259

Dynamic mathematical model of physiological regulation of body temperature in human beings

[NASA-CH-19553]

Anatomical-physiological characteristics of heat transfer in human body for developing insulating suit

p0549 N71-33401

Prolonged bed rest effects on human circulatory system during space flight simulation and actual space flight

p0551 N71-33459

Transverse acceleration effects on blood flow in human retina

p0551 N71-33662

Hypokinesia effects on nasal blood circulation of man

p0551 N71-33663

Hypokinesia effects on myoelectric potential of human leg muscle after prolonged bed rest

p0551 N71-33665

Hypokinesia effects on human heart rate and output volume after prolonged bed rest

p0552 N71-33466

Renal sodium and calcium excretion effects on human electrolytic water-mineral metabolism during space flight

p0552 N71-33467

Intraocular pressure distribution measurements on healthy subjects engaged in mental work

p0552 N71-33469

Use of nutritional markers for studies of food intake, passage, and absorption in gastrointestinal tract of humans and animals

[NASA-CH-115125]

Control of aging processes in human body cells

p0611 N71-34076

Combined effects of reduced nutrition, hypokinesia, and centrifugal acceleration on human body

p0648 N71-34688

HUMAN CENTRIFUGES

Rotation perception in dark and oculogravimy illusion, using power law to describe subjective vestibular sensation relation to angular acceleration stimulus pulses

p0322 A71-29327

Basic kinematics and dynamics of human centrifuges and other aerospace simulators including coronal and gyroscopic effects

[AD-711635]

Reliability of vestibular orientation test for motion sickness reaction produced by head movements in rotating chair

[7-196767]

Biodynamics, aerodynamics, space engineering, and human factors analysis

p0302 N71-21560

Biodynamics, aerospace medicine, acceleration g-stresses, human tolerances, centrifuges, test facilities, and annotated bibliography

[AGILENDB-150]

Physiological effects and acceleration tolerances after weightlessness based on space environment simulation with human centrifuges and bed rest

[NASA-CH-115068]

HUMAN ENGINEERING

HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING

Flight crew training process oriented systems approach through multimedia instruction

p0007 A71-10524

Psychophysiological, strict engineering, psychological, and systems engineering analyses, solving engineering-psychological problems in large control systems for human operators

p0077 A71-13001

Human factors engineering in man machine systems, evaluating biotechnology and aeronautical medicine relationship

p0137 A71-16935

General information system model, producing human performance simulator for various equipment, personnel and procedure mixes

p0186 A71-19456

Human skin vibratory sensitivity consideration as analyser receptor for stimuli conversion into nervous processes

p0194 A71-20116

Human eye information processing algorithms mathematical model technological materialization

p0194 A71-20119

Aerospace emergency escape systems and procedures, discussing physical, biophysical and physiological aspects related to increased flight speeds and altitudes

p0203 A71-20717

Book on human factors application in the operator design and operation covering aerospace environments, transportation, remote control, sensors and actuator subsystems

p0266 A71-22613

German book on space medicine covering stresses on human organs during ascent into space, weightlessness and radiation effects, spacecraft environment, nutritional problems, etc

p0257 A71-22753

Psychometric measurements approaches for pilot training questionnaires, considering personality traits standard model

p0258 A71-23929

Aerospace research bionics and bioengineering, considering adaptation of man to environment and matching of man and machine

p0258 A71-23929

A-203
Displaced and delayed retinal feedback adaptation theory for human factors problems in man machine systems  

Antropometry for aircraft cockpit and pressure suit design compatible with mission requirements  

Statistical survey of aeromedical and human aspects of airport and passenger facilities, accident treatment, design guide and requirements  

Waist seal design providing discrete anatomical placement, subject comfort, ingress/regress ease and size accommodation for lower body negative pressure devices  

Human hand anthropometric and biomechanical characteristics, discussing data utilization for human factors engineering  

Human nervous reactions to monochromatic red, yellow green and blue light for optimal color climate in spacecraft cabins  

Community aircraft noise intensity indexes from annoyance and physiological reaction standpoint, discussing sleep interruption, hearing loss, communication interference, etc.  

ON!  

Electronic equipment maintenance simplification by proceduralized troubleshooting method for malfunction isolation and tests and checks selection and sequencing, noting technician training cost reduction  

Visual search performance as function of color coding for information location tested on aeronautical charts  

Aircraft pilots anthropometric survey for human factors engineering, discussing measurement techniques and arrangements for training  

Velocity transposition theory based on velocity perception constancy effects, noting importance for human engineering guidance in sea, land, air and space traffic fields  

Human factors engineering, discussing industrial, engineering and experimental psychology, human relations, research on attention, perceptual motor skills and control systems laboratory  

Engineering aspects of zero gravity personal hygiene and waste management systems, noting controlled air flows, surface tension and artificial gravity use  

Ergonomic evaluation of flight crew working conditions from viewpoint of static and dynamic adaptation of aircraft system design to human psychophysical capabilities  

Physicotechnical and biomechanical aspects of human efficiency under weightlessness, discussing physical exercise role in adaptation  

Artificial ecological regenerative life support system design for space environments, discussing biotechnological properties  

Flashing lights vision threshold systematic variations, using quadrant adaptometer for continuous tracking of sensitivity fluctuations.  

Banned 90 day test of closed chamber regenerative life support systems simulator, describing subsystems, crew nutrition, hygiene, maintenance and leisure activities  

Human factors in use of terminal radar /analog/ display systems  

Human factors in use of terminal radar /analog/ display systems  

ON!
Investigating relationship of cybernetics and human management of large systems [AD-715251] p0224 M71-17699

Accidents of nuclear workers caused by human factors [CEM-CNP1-15151] p0227 M71-18288

Planar motion of human being subjected to action of body-fixed force [NASA-CR-116799] p0228 M71-18399

Human life maintenance during space flight [JPL-52510] p0237 M71-19110


Effect of cockpit lighting systems on multicolored instrument displays [AD-716610] p0278 M71-19710

Computerized techniques incorporating adaptive pilot training concepts and means of predicting student training success [AD-716471] p0279 M71-19798

Cockpit geometry evaluation program for computer simulation of flight crew physical compatibility with crew stations based on anthropometric and environmental data for man-model motions [AD-716397] p0279 M71-19819

Human factors tests to determine effects of aircraft controls placement on lightly clothed or pressure suited flight crews [AD-715975] p0282 M71-19911

Human factors engineering mock-up facility value as management tool [AD-717026] p0291 M71-20797

Matching frequency of observer eye to frequency of visual patterns for optimum recognition [BM-98] p0300 M71-21685

Exposure of human subjects to fast neutron beam to determine cause of light flashes observed by astronauts on lunar missions [NASA-CR-117992] p0300 M71-21509

Impact of artificial gravity simulations on spacecraft design configuration and crew operational procedures [NASA-CR-111866] p0301 M71-21558

Test and evaluation of lap belt protection and comparison with lap belt plus air cushion restraint on human and baboon subjects p0337 M71-22451


Human factors for defining transfer functions in pilot modeling p0340 M71-23210

Evaluation procedures for oxygen and protective aviation masks [AD-719105] p0347 M71-24311

Human factors considerations applicable to aviation armament and avionics [AD-719108] p0348 M71-24563

Evaluation of protective clothing for flight crew members [AD-719106] p0348 M71-24646

Investigation of visual perception ability during acceleration and deceleration and thresholds for perceived motion changes p0389 M71-24772

Design and development of flexible tunnel for use by spacecrews in performing extravehicular activities [NASA-CR-655-32241-1] p0390 M71-24792


Effect of weightlessness on cardiovascular and cerebral functions in human subjects [AD-719790] p0391 M71-24957

Steady state and dynamic experiments to determine thermoregulatory heat production in human subjects [AD-720831] p0394 M71-25796

Human factors engineering manual including mathematical formulas, nomographs, conversion tables, units of measurement, and nomenclature [NASA-CR-114272] p0397 M71-25943

Human factors engineering data for equipment design including anthropometry, environmental conditions, and physiological and behavioral factors [NASA-CR-116271] p0397 M71-25944

Determination of acceleration limits for passenger comfort in urban transportation systems p0398 M71-26118

Aircraft survival equipment testing including maintainability, systems compatibility, human factors engineering, and reliability of rations, protective clothing, float, and parachute [AD-720225] p0398 M71-26138

Graphical predictions of human strengths for two handed IVA/IVA tasks including effects of differing gravities, populations, and space suit conditions [NASA-CR-115014] p0401 M71-26410

Task cosmonaut analysis of training equipment and devices to maximize positive transfer of training [AD-709526] p0429 M71-26501


Acceptance tests of various upper torso restraints by automobile users with application to general aviation aircraft [FAA-M-71-12] p0435 M71-28006

Subject system thesaurus containing words and phrases which reflect concepts to be indexed in human factors engineering information retrieval system [AD-716515] p0440 M71-28339

Physiological effects of reduced gravity, restricted mobility, gamma irradiation, and magnetic fields on human and animal subjects [JPL-53468] p0441 M71-28476

Analysis of data on human ability to perform different locomotor acts under conditions of reduced gravity p0441 M71-28477

Formulation of work and rest schedules for optimum performance of spacecrews p0442 M71-28488

Determination of the effect of weightlessness on muscle tone by measurement of firmness and bioelectric activity of muscular p0442 M71-28490

Analysis of relationship between respiration rate and minute volume of respiration under variety of physical loads p0443 M71-28544

Biotechnological problems of man machine systems required for long duration space flights [NASA-SP-205] p0444 M71-28526

Biomechanical aspects of Gemini flight for future manned space flight technology p0444 M71-28527

Psychophysiological factors of manned space flight p0444 M71-28528

Manned space flight biotechnology for spacecraft design p0444 M71-28529

Human potential in space experimentation and operation of orbiting research laboratory p0444 M71-28530

Development of model for analysis of human subject to detect targets through visual recognition [AD-721196] p0447 M71-28733

Analysis of medical, psychological, and environmental aspects of mass air transportation [FAA-M-71-10] p0493 M71-29308

Human factors engineering issues and requirements for advanced supersonic transports, space shuttles, underwater vehicles, and underwater structures [AD-721713] p0495 M71-29479

Evaluation of effects of constraint redundancy shifts, length of rest interval, and duration of inter-task interval upon acquisition and transfer of schematic concepts [AD-701184] p0495 M71-29566

Determination force required for inserting printed circuit board into equipment by human performance tests [AD-723099] p0496 M71-29794

Judgement of effects of Doppler shifts on perceived noisiness of aircraft made by subjects in anechoic chamber
A-208

Human performance contd

Average minimum time for incorrect movement assessment, based on performer ability to process visual feedback
p0199 A71-20386

Target detection performance in simulated real time airborne reconnaissance mission, taking into account search time and image type, contrast and rate of motion
p0209 A71-21227

Human operators performance under control problem programs, determining training and fatigue effects
p0245 A71-22683

Crew performance as information input factor based on USAP two man space cabin research
p0251 A71-23245

Intermittent noise effects on performance of visual search tasks of varying complexity, measuring test subjects target detection time under various noise/time ratio conditions
p0263 A71-24206

Human time estimation tests, describing methods of reproduction, verbal estimation and production in randomized blocks of trials
p0263 A71-24207

Pretask instructions effect on vigilance task performance, measuring time related signal detection correct and incorrect response percentages
p0271 A71-24808

Critical period and habituation in control precision performance response to startle due to pistol shots
p0305 A71-25181

Biurial variations in catecholamine excretion, alertness and performance of subjects with different working habits
p0314 A71-26356

Biurial rhythms of human physiological functions and performance during frequently alternating sleep-work cycles
p0350 A71-26940

Human performance after awakening at different times of night, considering reaction time and muscular coordination
p0403 A71-31201

Human performance in various locomotive tasks under simulated lunar reduced gravity conditions, classifying test stands and equipment
p0404 A71-31304

Human vigilance performance and personality traits characterization by EEG alpha frequency, correlating rest and task period recordings
p0409 A71-31954

German monograph on human mental performance under simultaneous mental and above normal muscular stress involving signal response in double choice reaction problems
p0411 A71-32306

Man machine system dynamic properties and biomechanical model concepts, determining random vibration effects on sitting and working human body
p0416 A71-32728

Psychological tests for aerial photograph interpreter selection and performance prediction
p0416 A71-32929

Human auditory signal detection related to averaged evoked potential in scalp by electrophysiological measurements
p0416 A71-32951

Human inferences based on partially reliable reports, studying likelihood ratio estimates and probabilistic relations in nature
p0417 A71-33103

Optical tracking task performance andystasism during angular acceleration in yaw and pitch, comparing differences due to vertical and horizontal canal response
p0417 A71-33107

Maximal human anaerobic power, discussing unsplit phosphagen concentration in muscles during steady state exercise
p0421 A71-33247

Human performance reliability data system using taxonomic structure for classifying behavioral studies and predicting man-machine performance
p0421 A71-33316

Redundancy information effect on human performance in forced pace cognitive tasks under overload
p0421 A71-33316

Human performance in prolonged heavy physical exercise
p0520 A71-36554

Human performance in rotating environment, discussing StroEBerg Dexterity, pursuit rotor, mental arithmetic, verbal learning and NAV Ataxia tests
p0677 A71-35792

Psychological correlates of pattern identification tasks and invariance of pattern recognition under rotation, using fabricn model of human visual system
p0677 A71-36536

Human performance in rotating environment, discussing Stromberg Dexterity, pursuit rotor, mental arithmetic, verbal learning and NAV Ataxia tests
p0677 A71-36536
Developing human error rate data bank for human reliability and engineering problems [8719745]

Effects of input power spectra on human operator compensatory tracking [80-505]

Circadian rhythms of psychological functions under different conditions [8716628]

Circadian rhythm of bodily functions and dependence of reaction time on duration of sleep [8716906]

Effects of drugs on performance of flight personnel following unusual sleep patterns [8716908]

Effect of work-rest cycles on performance of flight crews and supervisory personnel [8716909]

Mental calculating ability, motor coordination, and auditory perceptual acuity of human subjects during long duration flight simulation [8716911]

Influence of duty hours on sleep patterns in flight crews during long duration flights [8716912]

Effect of immersion at different water temperatures on graded exercise performance in man [8717062]

Human performance under low frequency vibration and effects on whole body orientation [8717667]

Effect of physical and symbolic stressors on perceptual mechanisms [8719199]

Long term adaptation of pursuit rotor performance to impulsive acoustic stimulation [8719256]

Relationships between cardiac volume, body weight, physical work capacity, and blood volume in healthy men and women with varying range of performance [8719839]

Human performance in color naming and word reading with and without Stroop interference [8719579]

Human cognition, involving man machine interaction situations [8719605]

Vibration effects on performance of helicopter flight crews [8720355]

Combined environmental stress effects on human performance [8720362]

Stress effects of temperature and altitude on human performance [8720363]

Servocontrol infrared optometer applied to study of volitional control of human visual accommodation [8720395]

Health effects of sonic booms noting human reactions and performance, sleep deprivation and accident proneness [8720597]

Confined effects on human psychomotor performance during long duration space environment simulation test [8720699]

Long duration confinement effects in simulated space station on human performance during tracking task [8720983]

Non-interference crew performance analysis during long duration space station simulation test with visual and aural observations [8720984]

Long duration confinement effects in space craft cabin simulator on psychological test results for spacecrew [8720986]

Cutaneous perception test involving human ability to reproduce binary patterns formed by electrical stimulation of finger tips [8720987]

Effect of carbon monoxide on human performance including heart rate and galvanic skin response [8721699]

Aging effects on military flight crew body compositions and physical exercise performances [8722316]

Circadian rhythms of psychological functions under different conditions [87216628]

Vibration effects on visual discrimination and tracking abilities in humans [8724337]

Signal and stimulus rate effects on long term human response to light signal intensity differences [8724955]

Tracking error frequency response function and human psychomotor performance under aircraft vertical and lateral vibration conditions [8719756]

Stochastic model for computerized simulation of closed man machine system operated by crew [8720356]

Horizontal static forces exerted by men standing in common working positions on various surfaces including coefficients of friction between different floor and shoe materials [8720525]

Effects of atmospheric gas and moisture concentration, temperature, pressure, and wind velocity on human performance and skin water loss rate [87151029]

Performance and recovery characteristics of men when subjected to prolonged whole body vertical vibration [87152632]

Nutritional requirements of aquanauts under open underwater stations and weightlessness [87153361]

Binary classification reaction time and human performance in data processing using decision making experiments [87156885]

Taxonomy of human performance including mean values of performance measures and relevant factor loadings for variety of tasks [87162717]

Adaptation of human physiological functions and performances to variations in diurnal sleep and wakefulness cycles [87162777]

Psychophysiological simulation of humans, monkeys and rats by color schemes for spacecraft cabin interiors [87162759]

Environmental chambers for testing human work performance under thermal stress [87162956]

Analysis of data on human ability to perform different locomotor acts under conditions of reduced gravity [87162947]

Preliminary work and rest schedules for optimum performance of spacecraft [87162948]

Analysis of relationship between respiration rate and volume minute rate of respiration under variety of physical loads [87162949]

Human potential in space experimentations and operation of orbiting research laboratory [87162950]

Rate of acquisition of psychomotor skills by human operators in tracking tasks [87162951]

Auditory stimuli effects on human color-word distraction susceptibility test performance [87162957]

Apnea effect on human vigilance performance [87162963]

Psychological test of human reaction to simulated stress [87162969]

Work environment and task factor effects on long term psychomotor effectiveness [87162971]

Proceedings of conference on human reliability conducted by US Navy [87162989]

Dynamic psychological and ergonomic aspects of mental imagery [87163042]

Forty eight hour continuous work-sleep loss effects on human performance - Themis project [8722816]

Parameters of human pattern perception effect of statistical properties of pattern compositions on feature selection [87163126]
HUMAN REACTIONS CONTD

Human circadian rhythms in continuous darkness, noting social cues entrainment sufficiency

Mean period spontaneous EEG as psychophysiological characteristics of higher nervous activity in human individuals

Four-electrode impedance plethysmograph system for evaluating conduction variations of upper and lower body segments relative to blood volume displacement

LF vibration effects on human beings, discussing circulatory reactions

Immunological reactivity of human body during 120 day feeding on dehydrated diet

Clinical, physiological and metabolic changes in human body during 120 day bed rest

Time constant for collateral ventilation in human, examining long-term immersion effects on human water-salt metabolism, noting increased erythrocyte water and hematocrit index

Cardiovascular, respiratory and thermoregulatory mechanisms in aquatic diving drillers

Free and systematic horizontal visual search target detection times, testing human subjects with mixed stimulus schedules on high and low contrast targets

Tonic substances absorption, metabolism and excretion by man, discussing role of solubility, transfer through membrane tissue, liver and kidney as metabolizing and excreting organs

Respiratory rate and cardiac responses to exercise in man

Chemosensitivity in normal, hypoxia and hypocapnia cases, using rebreathing techniques to construct isocapnic and hypocapnic oxygen response curves

Chlorophenoxyisobutyric acid action on human cholesterol metabolism, suggesting cholesterol synthesis inhibition

Pyrexic skeletal muscle capillaries restricted diffusion, obtaining permeability data for chromium 51 labeled EDTA and inulin in exercising human forearm

Human biodynamics during deceleration, impact and blast, discussing body positions and protective restraints for crash safety, aircraft ejection, etc

Neuroendocrine and metabolic responses to rotating workshift schedules, using urinalysis to assess physiological disturbances and adaptive changes

Soyuz 9 flight named biomedical mission, evaluating 18 day exposure effect on human physiology and work capacity

Mechanical, physiological and psychological responses of man to sinusoidal whole body vibration

Physiological effects of cooling measured by men wearing air and water cooling garment under external heat loads or large metabolic heat processes

Human nervous system stimulus trace retention in various age groups, using skin galvanic reaction

Visceral system regulation processes investigation in human organism during manual labor and environmental adaptation, using multichannel biotelemetry and computer processing

Temperature analyzer function under ambient temperatures in children

Vascular effector structure in orientation reaction of peripheral vessels to sound, using plethysmograph and rhoeencephalogram indications

Human conditioned reflexes to time and EEG responses under acute hypoxia

Human bioclimatic and vegetative reactions to hypnotic suggestion of gravitational effects

Human spinal reflex effects during static work, suggesting cord segmental chiasmatic connections interaction with spinohilar-spinal tract

Human panel comparison of aircraft engine noise tape recordings with synthetic broadband noise approximating pure jet

Hypertension effects on conduction velocity of nerve fibers and peripheral motor neuron-muscular activity in man

Regional pulmonary vasomotor activity in sitting man, determining pulmonary flow distribution with Xe 133 technique

Ambient temperature effects on flicker fusion threshold, using constant stimuli and forced choice methods for determination of test subjects sensory sensitivity to heat and cold exposure

Hypodynamia effects on human homeodynamics under various microclimatic conditions, noting hormonal activity changes in sympathoadrenal system

Human response to and perception of angular acceleration, discussing implications for motion capability in flight simulator

Human heart beat phase frequency changes after acoustic stimulation during natural sleep from EEG, EKG, EMG of musculus hypoglossus and eye movements

Subsonic jet aircraft noise and simulated sonic booms awakening effects on human sleep

Carbon monoxide methods for studying diffusion capacity of human lungs

Astronaut selection and training, considering acceleration, hypoxia, weightlessness and temperature variation tolerance

Response strategies in two-choice reaction task with continuous cost for time, confirming fast- guess model prediction

Pressure effects on human ventilation and gas exchange, determining stratified laboanovgnesia during deep diving

Human heart rate, minute ventilation and oxygen uptake measurement during treadmill and track running at three speeds

Space flight factors effects on human physiology and psychology, discussing spacecraft gaseous medium control, food supply, closed ecological systems and weightlessness effects

Human brain subcortical formations slow electrical processes during memory tests

Long term immersion effects on human water-salt metabolism, noting increased erythrocyte water contents and hematocrit index

HUMAN CONDITIONED REFLEXES TO TIME AND EEG RESPONSES UNDER ACUTE HYPOXIA

HUMAN BIOCLIMATIC AND VEGETATIVE REACTIONS TO HYPNOTIC SUGGESTION OF GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS

HUMAN SPINAL REFLEX EFFECTS DURING STATIC WORK, SUGGESTING CORD SEGMENTAL CHIASMATIC CONNECTIONS INTERACTION WITH SPINOHILAR-SPINAL TRACT

HUMAN PANEL COMPARISON OF AIRCRAFT ENGINE NOISE TAPE RECORDINGS WITH SYNTHETIC BROADBAND NOISE APPROXIMATING PURE JET

HYPERTENSION EFFECTS ON CONDUCTION VELOCITY OF NERVE FIBERS AND PERIPHERAL MOTOR NEURON-MUSCULAR ACTIVITY IN MAN

REGIONAL PULMONARY VASOMOTOR ACTIVITY IN SITTING MAN, DETERMINING PULMONARY FLOW DISTRIBUTION WITH XE 133 TECHNIQUE

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON FLICKER FUSION THRESHOLD, USING CONSTANT Stimuli AND FORCED CHOICE METHODS FOR DETERMINATION OF TEST SUBJECTS SENSORY SENSITIVITY TO HEAT AND COLD EXPOSURE

HYPODYNAMIA EFFECTS ON HUMAN HOMEODYNAMICS UNDER VARIOUS MICROCLIMATIC CONDITIONS, NOTING HORMONAL ACTIVITY CHANGES IN SYMPATHOADRENAL SYSTEM

HUMAN RESPONSE TO AND PERCEPTION OF ANGULAR ACCELERATION, DISCUSSING IMPLICATIONS FOR MOTION CAPABILITY IN FLIGHT SIMULATOR

HUMAN HEART BEAT PHASE FREQUENCY CHANGES AFTER ACOUSTIC STIMULATION DURING NATURAL SLEEP FROM EEG, EKG, EMG OF MUSCULUS HYPOGLOSSUS AND EYE MOTIONS

SUBSONIC JET AIRCRAFT NOISE AND SIMULATED SONIC BOOMS AWAKENING EFFECTS ON HUMAN SLEEP

CARBON MONOXIDE METHODS FOR STUDYING DIFFUSION CAPACITY OF HUMAN LUNGS

Astronaut selection and training, considering acceleration, hypoxia, weightlessness and temperature variation tolerance

Response strategies in two-choice reaction task with continuous cost for time, confirming fast- guess model prediction

Pressure effects on human ventilation and gas exchange, determining stratified laboanovgnesia during deep diving

HUMAN HEART RATE, MINUTE VENTILATION AND OXYGEN UPTAKE MEASUREMENT DURING TREADMILL AND TRACK RUNNING AT THREE SPEEDS

SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS EFFECTS ON HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY, DISCUSSING SPACECRAFT GASEOUS MEDIUM CONTROL, FOOD SUPPLY, CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS AND WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS

HUMAN BRAIN SUBCORTICAL FORMATIONS SLOW ELECTRICAL PROCESSES DURING MEMORY TESTS

LONG TERM IMMERSION EFFECTS ON HUMAN WATER-SALT METABOLISM, NOTING INCREASED ERYTHROCYTE WATER CONTENTS AND HEMATOCRIT INDEX

SUBJECT INDEX

Hyperthermia effects on conduction velocity of nerve fibers and peripheral motor neuron-muscular activity in man

Regional pulmonary vasomotor activity in sitting man, determining pulmonary flow distribution with Xe 133 technique

Ambient temperature effects on flicker fusion threshold, using constant stimuli and forced choice methods for determination of test subjects sensory sensitivity to heat and cold exposure

Hypodynamia effects on human homeodynamics under various microclimatic conditions, noting hormonal activity changes in sympathoadrenal system

Hypertension effects on conduction velocity of nerve fibers and peripheral motor neuron-muscular activity in man

Isotonic training effects on circulation for limb vascular muscle strength characteristics, using peak blood flow and venous compliance measurements

Thermal environment effect on human skin temperature and final temperature and tolerance time prediction from early exposure

Human heart beat phase frequency changes after acoustic stimulation during natural sleep from EEG, EKG, EMG of musculus hypoglossus and eye movements

Subsonic jet aircraft noise and simulated sonic booms awakening effects on human sleep

Carbon monoxide methods for studying diffusion capacity of human lungs

Astronaut selection and training, considering acceleration, hypoxia, weightlessness and temperature variation tolerance

Response strategies in two-choice reaction task with continuous cost for time, confirming fast- guess model prediction

Pressure effects on human ventilation and gas exchange, determining stratified laboanovgnesia during deep diving

HUMAN HEART RATE, MINUTE VENTILATION AND OXYGEN UPTAKE MEASUREMENT DURING TREADMILL AND TRACK RUNNING AT THREE SPEEDS

SPACE FLIGHT FACTORS EFFECTS ON HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY, DISCUSSING SPACECRAFT GASEOUS MEDIUM CONTROL, FOOD SUPPLY, CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS AND WEIGHTLESSNESS EFFECTS

HUMAN BRAIN SUBCORTICAL FORMATIONS SLOW ELECTRICAL PROCESSES DURING MEMORY TESTS

LONG TERM IMMERSION EFFECTS ON HUMAN WATER-SALT METABOLISM, NOTING INCREASED ERYTHROCYTE WATER CONTENTS AND HEMATOCRIT INDEX

A-212
Human body immune status normalization in prolonged space flight, investigating ribonucleic acid stimulated antibody formation

Spacecraft cabin artificial atmospheric composition and variation effects on human immunocompetence, examining lymphoid cell immunity reactions after lymphocytes blast transformations

Human microflora variation in long term confinement, examining anaerobic and aerobic microorganisms responses

Excitability, reactivity, adequacy, creativity and guidance at molecular, cellular, systemic and psychic levels in human biophysical neurodynamics, plotting stimulus magnitude vs response duration

Transient heart rate response to square wave breathing in man under zero G parabolic flight

Human cerebral EHG phenomena and evoked potential relationships to eye and retinal image movements

Soviet papers on radiobiological aspects of reactivity of organisms in space flight covering radiation protection drugs, hypoxia, flight conditions, radiation pathology, etc

Radiation damage diagnosis in humans, investigating free amino acid excretion with urine by paper chromatography method

Healthy males immersion in water containing NaCl, determining modified gravitational field effect on motor functions

Unfavorable high intensity noise effects on auditory and motor analyzers during space flight

Water immersion or bed rest effects on basic metabolism and external respiration under simulated weightlessness

Humans under constant diet feeding in closed ecological system, demonstrating instability in elimination process of various elements

Biomass spacecraft life support system dehydrated food ration effects on human organisms health, metabolism and immunoreactivity during long space flight

Auditory stimulus conditioning of human skin resistance responses on escape-avoidance schedule

Human visual system color and edge-sensitive channels confirmation by psychological tests of tuning for orientation

Human reaction to externally induced body vibration, discussing vibration exposure limits

Metric characteristics of horizontal saccadic eye movements in normal humans from electrooculographic recordings, discussing dysconjugacies mechanisms

Ventilatory response to progressively increasing inspired carbon dioxide tensions at ground level and acetazolamide pretreatment before high altitude exposure

Human auditory adaptation to medium intensity noise complex action under relative isolation and hypoxia conditions from monaural hearing threshold measurement

High blood pressure and age effect on human baroreflex arc controlling baroreflex interval sensitivity, showing systolic pressure response to phenylephrine intravenous injection

Emotional stress of pilots in difficult flight conditions, noting pulse rate increase and biopotentials amplitude changes

Chronic hypoxia exposure effects on human ventilatory response to carbon dioxide and oxygen deficiency

Hypoxic respiratory reactions of highland natives and recently arrived residents to oxygen concentration change in inhaled mixtures

Public reactions to sonic booms (NASA-CP-1665)

Comparative effects of auditory and extra auditory acoustic stimulation on human equilibrium and motor performance

Physiology of respiration at high elevations using human subjects

Sensory perception of ultralow frequency miniosal proprioceptive stimuli

Peculiarities of human heat exchange under reduced atmosphere pressure and sufficient oxygen supply

Homeostasis during weightlessness

Characteristics of optokinetic eye-movement patterns and oscillations in man and animals

Information capacity of discrete motor responses compared for different directions and amplitudes of motion

Human sleep patterns during prolonged exposure to hyperbaric nitrogen saturated atmosphere

Review and annotated bibliography of selected research on human performance

Legal, preventive, and clinical aspects of aerospace medicine

Bioastronautics aspects of Apollo biomedical operations

Mental calculating ability, motor coordination, and auditory perceptual acuity of human subjects during long duration flight simulation

Human reactions to mechanical vibrations

Streptococcal flora of human oral cavity during prolonged confinement

Dynamic characteristics of human skeletal muscle modeled from surface stimulation

Physiological and psychological limits and ranges of human response to acoustic stimuli

Effects of long term exposure on auditory thresholds for discrete tona1 signals and recovery from temporary threshold shift

Stress and adaptation problems associated with large scale, long range, rapid reaction time, aerial troop deployments

Relationship of interaction of impulsiveness and anxiety to perceptual-motor performance in human beings

Effects of education and pharmacodynamics on adaptability of human beings to degraded sensory environments

Application of psychotherapy in aviation psychiatry for treatment of syndromes of reactive nature

Health effects of sonic booms noting human reactions and performance, sleep deprivation and accident
SUBJECT INDEX

PROGRESSIONS
[ISNR-TH-25] p0290 N71-20699
Auditory stimuli effects of pistol shots during learning process noting human reactions and performance
[ISPE-VE-26] p0291 N71-20799
Crew reaction to environment habitability during long duration space station simulation test
[AD-716967] p0295 N71-20982
Stress response prediction by correlation technique and control of stress perception by human nervous system
[AD-716967] p0299 N71-21150
Vector analysis for estimating acceleration forces affecting human receptors in semicircular canals during rotation
p0439 N71-20263
Physiophysics of human attention, and sensory and temporal discrimination
Manual for human psychometric data acquisition and human reactions to psychological stress in Tektite project
[AD-721367] p0446 N71-20549
Human reactions to psychological stresses of confined environments using Tektite project aquanauts
[AD-721364] p0446 N71-20550
Dynamics of electroencephalogram during sleep in humans under normal and altered daily regimes of sleep and wakefulness
[NASA-TT-F-13679] p0490 N71-30140
Comparison of human sleep disturbance in three age groups by subsonic jet aircraft noise and simulated sonic booms
[NASA-CS-17900] p0500 N71-30670
Effects of helium oxygen breathing on hearing in Navy personnel
[AD-722658] p0504 N71-31237
Stress effects of intermittent exposure to 3 percent CO2 on acid-base balance and electrolyte excretions in submarine personnel
[AD-722662] p0505 N71-31238
Physiological effects of two levels of alcohol on vertigo and nystagmus responses resulting from caloric irrigations with visual conditions and alertness of subjects controlled
[PFA-AM-71-6] p0539 N71-32079
Physiological responses of inexperienced private pilots to cross-country flying
[PFA-AM-71-23] p0539 N71-32082
Human reactions to sleep deprivation by simulated sonic booms
[ISNR-TH-41] p0542 N71-32865
Prediction of human reaction time to light flashes
[AD-724001] p0543 N71-33087
Color and music effects on humans during prolonged isolation in confined space
p0551 N71-33460
Measurement of effects of stress on air traffic control personnel through use of mood adjective check lists
[PFA-AM-71-21] p0609 N71-34067
Model of human operator reflecting known perceptual and response characteristics for automobile driving task
p0650 N71-36500
Psychotechnical analysis of creativeness in research personnel based on personal interviews for personnel management applications
[ILL-TRANS-746-801-(9022.401)] p0654 N71-37656
HUMAN TOLERANCES
Human survivability and work capacity in aerospace environments, discussing sudden unprotected exposure to vacuum
0006 N71-10512
Thermal state symptoms characterizing limit of human tolerance to heat loads at rest and during physical exercise
p0013 N71-11135
External respiration, gas exchange and energy expenditures during orthostatic tests involving immersion experiment
p0013 N71-11136
Aspartic aminotransferase activity relation to clinical and biochemical indices of human tolerance to impact accelerations
p0013 N71-11140
Helicopter pilot and passengers emergency survival, considering gravitation force, human tolerances, design factors, etc
p0017 N71-11376
Human tolerances to thermal environment extremes in aerospace activities
p0030 N71-12388
Heat tolerance for resting subjects in event of air conditioning system failure in SST passenger cabin
p0080 N71-13095
Simulated sonic booms effects on sleeping humans, considering intensity levels, age factors, sleep stage, adaptability and housing
p0083 N71-13165
Physiological and psychological human responses to sonic booms in France, UK and U.S. considered as acceptability criteria
p0083 N71-13167
Positive effect of physical training on heat endurance of man
p0086 N71-13193
Tolerance time for hot humid conditions, considering acclimatized and unacclimatized men at rest and at work with moderate rate of energy expenditure
p0127 N71-16153
Impulse-noise human ear damage-risk criterion correction factor for single impulse, studying temporary threshold shift
p0128 N71-16284
Voluntary body water and salt deficits decreasing human heat tolerance
p0132 N71-16597
Physical fitness in prolonged muscular work tolerance evaluation by oxygen consumption for 170 beat/min heart rate, considering age, sex and occupation
p0132 N71-16614
Vibration and buffetting effects on man, discussing aerospace environments, biomechanics, human tolerances and performance, etc
p0202 N71-20709
Cardiopulmonary and circulatory mechanisms, adaptation limits and response to aerospace flight stress
p0204 N71-20720
Human gastrointestinal tract functional disturbances after prolonged work in UHF field
p0213 N71-21955
Dark adaptation in humans under Arctic conditions, noting role of physiological disorders
p0213 N71-21958
Acceptable gamma radiation dosages for extended manned space flights based on prolonged irradiation of dogs
p0240 N71-22193
Acceleration tolerance improvement in human subjects by gymnastics, games, athletics and aviation pilot training
p0248 N71-22920
Oxygen deficiency and body temperature effects on work capacity of human subjects in hot humid environment
p0248 N71-22922
Thermal environment effect on human skin temperature and final temperature and tolerance time prediction from early exposure
p0311 N71-26117
CO exposure effects on human psychomotor performance for blood carboxyhemoglobin saturation levels, using sleep monitored EEG methods
p0316 N71-26509
Book on electromagnetic fields and life environment covering biological effects of radio waves, protection, radiation sources, permissible intensities, working conditions
p0318 N71-26868
Somatic and autonomic responses in vestibular tolerance of human subjects, using Coriolis acceleration test
p0350 N71-28414
High altitude pulmonary edema in unacclimatized humans, discussing symptoms, etiology incidence and prevention
p0379 N71-30277
Beta inflection in darkness adaptation curve, postulating stimulus thresholds in binocular examinations for perception time and sensitivity
p0415 N71-32866
A-215
Frequency tolerance of vibration stress effects on human performance, considering body resonance, visual acuity, manual tracking and neural capacities

Medical physiological requirements of angular velocity and g level for artificial gravity creation by rotating space vehicle, considering human tolerances and vehicle design

Human adaptation to high altitude, considering effects of physical preconditioning, exercise, high carbohydrate diets and normal food intake maintenance

Sweat and time constant response of human thermoregulatory function to linear gradient heat load, using analog computer experiment

Human temperature tolerance during exposure to hot and cold environments, using skin temperature as indicator

Heat acclimatization by evaporative cooling prevention in men wearing vapor barrier suits, considering body temperature and heat and sweat rates

Microbial contaminiation of human skin and upper respiratory tract during long term isolation in sealed environment

Human orthostatic and vestibular stability responses to weightlessness during extended space flights noting acceleration tolerance, physical efficiency, infection resistance and medication sensitivity

Training cycle in altitude chamber for human adaptation to hypoxia, high temperatures and transverse myogenic loads

Ultraviolet radiation effects on human and animal eye

Psychological tests for long and short sleepers

Determination of quantitative radiation response time data

Human heat stress tolerance indications

Determination of human tolerance to impact accelerations

Effects of carbon monoxide containing cabin atmosphere on performances of humans and priates

Human tolerance to Hydrogenomonas utrophoha and Aerobacter aerogenes as food

Chromosome aberrations in persons exposed to repeated occupational irradiation

Environmental tests of V/STOL vibration effects on human comfort

Posture effects on flight crew tolerance to positive acceleration

Effect of radiation sensitive mutations and radiation of recombination in partially diploid derivatives of Escherichia colii

Deuterium in slow neutron radiography of biological media

Dynamic models of human body response to acceleration environments and determination of tolerance limits

Reliability of vestibular orientation test for motion sickness reaction produced by human head movements in rotating chair

Physiological tolerance to thermal threats of aerospace activity and problems associated with excessive heat

Physical exercise effects on stress tolerances of trained and untrained subjects

Oxygen consumption and heart rate measurements for estimating exercise tolerance of military personnel

Biodynamics, aerospace medicine, acceleration stresses, human tolerances, centrifuges, test facilities, and annotated bibliography

Tabular and graphical summary of human tolerances to prolonged acceleration stresses

Establishment of relationship between skin temperature and ability to tolerate cold and hot environments for human subjects

Annotated bibliography on human acclimatization and acclimation to heat

Determination of acceleration limits for passenger comfort in urban transportation systems

Human tolerance to impact determined by free fall simulation tests with instrumented dummy

Microbiological ecology of manned space flights, exobiology, sterilization, and life support systems

Evaluation of human vestibular tolerance by Coriolis acceleration test

Thresholds limits of human tolerance to trace contaminant toxicity in spaceflight cabin atmospheres

Harmful biological effects caused by exposure to microwave radiation including radio frequency power density in vicinity of space station antennae

Extrapolation of animal tolerances of air contaminants to human tolerances for diver breathing under hyperbaric conditions

Tolerances of human brain to impact shock and concussions

Effect of changes in metabolism of pyridoxine and sensitivity to weightlessness during extended space flights

Thresholds limits of human tolerance to radiation of biological media

Establishing of relationship between skin temperature and ability to tolerate cold and hot environments for human subjects

Human waste product utilization possibility through mineralization by biological mineralization in polar, temperate and equatorial regions

Biologically mineralized human waste products in space flight

Technique for estimating maximum internal dose rate to man from continuous release of radionuclide to biosphere

HUMAN WASTES

Physical exercise effects on stress tolerances of trained and untrained subjects

Oxygen consumption and heart rate measurements for estimating exercise tolerance of military personnel

Biodynamics, aerospace medicine, acceleration stresses, human tolerances, centrifuges, test facilities, and annotated bibliography

Tabular and graphical summary of human tolerances to prolonged acceleration stresses

Establishment of relationship between skin temperature and ability to tolerate cold and hot environments for human subjects

Annotated bibliography on human acclimatization and acclimation to heat

Determination of acceleration limits for passenger comfort in urban transportation systems

Human tolerance to impact determined by free fall simulation tests with instrumented dummy

Microbiological ecology of manned space flights, exobiology, sterilization, and life support systems

Evaluation of human vestibular tolerance by Coriolis acceleration test

Thresholds limits of human tolerance to trace contaminant toxicity in spaceflight cabin atmospheres

Harmful biological effects caused by exposure to microwave radiation including radio frequency power density in vicinity of space station antennae

Extrapolation of animal tolerances of air contaminants to human tolerances for diver breathing under hyperbaric conditions

Tolerances of human brain to impact shock and concussions

Effect of changes in metabolism of pyridoxine and sensitivity to weightlessness during extended space flights

Thresholds limits of human tolerance to radiation of biological media

Establishing of relationship between skin temperature and ability to tolerate cold and hot environments for human subjects

Human waste product utilization possibility through mineralization by biological mineralization in polar, temperate and equatorial regions

Biologically mineralized human waste products in space flight

Technique for estimating maximum internal dose rate to man from continuous release of radionuclide to biosphere

HUMAN WASTES

MT ADIR

MT SWER

MT URINE

Carbon dioxide elimination across human skin, investigating perspiration effects

Artificial mineralization of water regenerated from human waste products in space flight

Circadian rhythms of human renal excretions in polar, temperate and equatorial regions

Biologically mineralized human waste products utilization in nutrient solutions for higher and lower autotrophs cultivation

Human waste product utilization possibility through mineralization by wet combustion method

Group analysis of impurities in water regenerated from liquid human wastes
Oxygen-nitrogen synergistic interactions in rats in hyperbaric environment, determining lung damage by total water measurement

German monograph on high pressure oxygen toxicity and hyperbaric treatment of gas gangrene

Chronic inability of succinate for protection against paralysis of rats exposed to hyperbaric oxygen toxicity, correlating thermocontrol response

Respiratory aspects of hyperbaric thermal environments, considering heat exchange by convection

Investigating effects of oxygen, nitrogen, and rare gas mixtures at increased pressures on narcosis tendencies of man

Complex effect of nitrogen, argon, and helium respiratory mixtures on humans at increased pressures

Functional state of central nervous system during development of epilepsy and narcosis in man and animals subjected to increased pressures of oxygen and inert gases

Effect of immersion on exchange of oxygen in lung at simulated depth of 5 feet of sea water using hyperbaric chamber

Hyperbaric fire safety research, including flame spread rates in helium and nitrogen diving atmospheres and minimum oxygen concentration for combustion in hyperbaric environments

Effects of hyperbaric environments on primate neuromuscular control

Functional technical and medical advantages and disadvantages of experimental, one-person, two-person, and multiple-person pressure chambers for hyperbaric oxygenation

Chronic hypercapnia effects on oxygen affinity and 2,3-diphosphoglycerate in red cell from tents on guinea pigs

Hypoxia and hypercapnia induced asphyxic differentiation of cutaneous and visceral sympathetic activity in anesthetized paralyzed rabbits

Coronary blood flow at increased arterial carbonic acid partial pressure, noting induced hypercapnia

Investigating gas preference reactions in man and animals to hypoxic, hyperoxic, or hypercapnic environments (JPRS-52332)

Physiological response to interacting stresses of exercise and hypercapnia under acute and chronic exposure to ambient P sub CO2 of 21 mm Hg

Hypoprotic

Total body adipose tissue mass and composition variations, examining hyperglycemic, obese, exercised and centrifuged animals

Hypoxia

Refraction and image forming qualities of frog eye using measurement of intensity profile /point spread function/, confirming hyperopia

Hypoxia

Short term pure oxygen exposure effects on rats proximal convoluted tubular cell structure

Hyperbaric and hypoxic or hyperoxic atmospheres effect on mice resistance to pneumococcal pneumonia

Metal ions effect on oxygen toxicity in rats, noting convulsions and lung edema alleviation through mixed Hg-Zn ion treatment

Lipid peroxidation in pulmonary hyperoxia, noting effects of hyperbaric oxygen, ascorbic acid and ferrous iron

Generalized hypoxia and local effects of oxygen on lungs in etiology of pulmonary damage due to oxygen, noting nitrogen and carbon monoxide effects

Central nervous system functions under high oxygen concentrations at normal and elevated pressures

Fyridine nucleotide concentration in cerebral hemispheres of rats under hypoxia

Pathological effects of pure oxygen on animal organism at atmospheric pressure, noting perivascular edema, diapedesis hemorrhages, respiratory and metabolic disorders

Oxygen tension effect on pulmonary diffusion capacity and postnatal lung growth in rats under hypoxic, normoxic and hyperoxic atmospheres

Prolonged hyperoxia effects on lipid synthesis in rat liver and adipose tissue slices

German monograph on high pressure oxygen toxicity and hyperbaric treatment of gas gangrene

Chronic inability of succinate for protection against paralysis of rats exposed to hyperbaric oxygen toxicity, correlating thermocontrol response

Acetylaminofluoride and ascorbic acids effects on mice susceptibility to oxygen toxicity, discussing in vitro sensitivity of red cells to hydrogen peroxide

Pulmonary oxygen toxicity development rate and effects on lung volume and alveolar-arterial gas exchange during oxygen breathing

Gas exchange, thermoregulatory muscle tone and electrical activity in rat muscles in hyperoxic atmosphere
Cardiac output in relation to peripheral resistance in borderline hypertension

Hypertensive effects and tissue metal levels due to Cd, Hg and Zn intraperitoneal injection in rats

Hypertensive heart and pulmonary vascular disease, examining chronic alveolar hypoxia effects

Mild hypertension risk: presenting results of case studies over ten year period of mortality rates associated with cardiovascular diseases

Hypertension and heart or arterial disease relationships, discussing cause and effect mechanisms in coronary diseases

Whole body blood flow autoregulation relationship to hypertension in areflexic dogs

Diastolic and mean blood pressure responses to exercise after beta-adrenergic blockade in normal and labile hypertensive subjects, using Transcor

Coronary vasculature development under hypoxia and pulmonary hypertension as possible cause of right ventricle phasic flow contour changes

High altitude residents cardiovascular adaptations, showing right ventricular enlargement and reactive pulmonary hypertension

Systolic and diastolic blood pressures and urinary catecholamines under stress in normotensive and hypertensive subjects

Electrocardiographic evidence of false complete atrioventricular conduction in patient with hypertensive heart disease

Plasma renin activity in hypertonic and normotonic persons exposed to exogenous stress, comparing with measurements at rest and in orthostasis

Parasympathetic inhibition effects on hyperkinetic circulation in normotensive persons and bilateral bundle branch block with impaired atrioventricular conduction in patient with hypertensive heart disease

Pancreas pathomorphology under acute hyperthermia in animals, showing hemodynamic changes of vessel dilation and intravascular leukocytosis

Hyperthermia effects on conduction velocity of nerve fibers and peripheral motor neuron-muscular activity in man

Hyperthermia, dietary, and desalivation effects on systolic and diastolic blood pressures and urinary catecholamines under stress in normotensive and hypertensive subjects

Alcohol and intraperitoneal injection in rats

Hypertension and heart or arterial disease relationships, examining chronic alveolar hypoxia effects

Microinjections of carbachol in anterior preoptic area, showing hemodynamic changes of vessel dilation and intravascular leukocytosis

Nussan erythrocytes, phosphate metabolism in hyperthermia

Pancreatic pathomorphology under acute hyperthermia in animals, showing hemodynamic changes of vessel dilation and intravascular leukocytosis

Hyperthermia, dietary, and desalivation effects on thermoregulation in rats

Hydrothermia, dietary, and desalivation effects on thermoregulation in rats

Blood plasma volume reduction by voluntary hyperventilation, associating with hypervolemia of
Hypotension

Bipotential effects on myoelectric potential of human leg muscle after prolonged bed rest

p0551 A71-33465

Hypotension effects on human heart rate and output volume after prolonged bed rest

p0552 A71-33466

Combined effects of reduced nutrition, hypokinesia, and centrifugal acceleration on human body

[JBRS-54104]
p0648 A71-36488

Hypertension

Carotid sinus hypotension in dogs under fasting/digestion conditions, considering effect on spinocerebellar circulation and vasoconstrictor response

p0098 A71-15090

Antihistamine treatment of hypotension and early transient ischemia in cats under supralethal mixed gamma-neutron radiation

p0311 A71-26118

Hypothalamus

Blood cholesterol and protein fraction concentrations in pathogenesis of hypothalamic atherosclerosis patients

p0036 A71-12531

Rabbit hypothalamic neuron stimulation by changes in ambient temperature

p0085 A71-13225

Phospholipid composition of lipid extracts of hypothalamic-neurohypophysial systems of cattle

p0085 A71-13227

Hypothalamus and adrenals glands catecholamines relationship for hypophysectomized rats

p0086 A71-13293

 Ascending pathways from spinal thermosensitive region to hypothalamic temperature control center, considering spinalthalamic tract impulse frequency response and bilateral BP coagulations

p0099 A71-15094

Retinohypothalamic projection in rats by light microscope observations in unilateral retinal destruction

p0130 A71-16344

Retinohypothalamic projection in rats by electron microscope observations of degenerating nerve fibers and boutons in arcuate nucleus after bilateral retinal destruction

p0130 A71-16345

Polyarboric nucleus lactocytes pyrogenic protein fraction effects on rabbits hypothalamic thermal control structures

p0130 A71-16386

Prolonged water deprivation effects on hypothalamic self stimulation of rats with electrodes chronically implanted in posterior lateral hypothalamus

p0138 A71-17087

Oxygen respiration effect on self stimulation and emotional reactions in rabbits during hypothalamus electrical stimulation

p0151 A71-18376

Antagonistic descending characteristics of medial and lateral hypothalamic nuclei on excitation of spinal cord motoneurons

p0154 A71-18465

Hypothalamus supraoptic nucleus morphological changes in rats under prolonged transverse acceleration

p0200 A71-22195

Physiological and biochemical changes arising in allergic reactions and hypothalamic neuroendocrine regulation disorders role, comparing with diencephalic syndromes

p0309 A71-25667

Sex differences in rat body weight regulation due to lateral hypothalamic lesions

p0311 A71-26074

Food and water intake changes associated with intersection of hypothalusa anterior or posterior fiber connections

p0365 A71-26082

Cardiovascular responses to hypothalacic, spinal cord and stellate ganglion stimulation as function of intensity, pulse duration and frequency in cats

p0422 A71-33367

Hypothalamus and cerebral cortex electric stimulation effects on temperature homeostasis under hyperoxia

p0453 A71-36645

Hypothalamic drive and reward centers, applying electric stimulation via chronically implanted electrodes

p0453 A71-36467

Differential hypothalamic temperature and reward centers, evaluating thermal input effects on thermoregulatory center and internal hypothalamus and skin temperatures

p0457 A71-34944

Hypothalamic unit activity relation to thermoregulation, investigating propr tea area response to local and peripheral temperature changes

p0486 A71-36669

Preoptic anterior hypothalamic area temperature sensitive neurons, showing integrative center for thermoregulation

p0486 A71-36870

Cats preoptic and skin temperature change effects on posterior hypothalamic neurons

p0489 A71-36888

Guinea pig thermoregulation of shivering and nonshivering thermogenesis, showing intrahypothalamic noradrenaline injection effects on threshold temperature elevation

p0560 A71-36901

Postexercise elevated tissue temperatures contributions to oxygen consumption in rats, suggesting hypothalamic adjustment

p0576 A71-38981

Motor and vestibular analyzers and frontal hypothalamic role in gravitational loads compensation during orothostasis, noting respiration, arterial pressure and brain bioelectric activity changes

p0592 A71-39223

Cats, intense antecranial blood flow differentiation during hypothalamic heating and cooling in anesthetized dogs

p0572 A71-40632

Incentive and extensive stimulation experience effects on proportion increase of hypothalamic electrode sites yielding elicited eating and drinking behavior

p0573 A71-40706

Purine and pyridazine derivatives of cattle hypotallus determined by gel filtration and subsequent spectral analysis and chromatography

p0577 A71-41071

Coronary dilating substances of low molecular weight separated through dialysis from hypothalamic protein carriers

p0587 A71-41936

Hypothalamic anterior and hippocampus limbic system relation and oxticin effect in rabbits, using EEG analysis

p0594 A71-42577

Examining dynamics of changes in supraoptic nucleus of hypothalusa in rats exposed to transverse accelerations

p0230 A71-18099

Microrespirometers to measure oxygen consumption of promoting potato plugs, and gravitational effects on hypothalamic-hypophysial system of fish

p0262 A71-20006

Microinjections of carbachol in anterior preoptic hypothalamic area of rats inducing hypothermia

p0339 A71-22977

Hypothermia

Enzyme activity reduction in thyroid gland tissue of albinor rats under deep hypothermia

p0100 A71-11057

Morphological and histological changes in liver and kidneys of rats exposed to long term hypothyreosis

p0111 A71-11131

Oxygen consumption and carbonic acid output in hypothalamic rats cooled under diethyl ether anesthesia, investigating physiological indices during hypothermia

p0145 A71-17667

Coagulative and delayed cumulative cataract production by microwaves investigated by
Hypoxia Cont'd

Rats hypoxia tolerance, noting smoke effects on survival, respiratory rate, body temperature and glycolytic parameters p0253 A71-23364

Arterial hypoxia effects on regional blood circulation in anesthetized dogs, measuring aortic blood flow under controlled artificial ventilation and after sinoaortic denervation p0256 A71-23542

Altitude acclimatization of albino rats and quinea pigs, measuring chronic and acute hypoxia effect on oxygen affinity and red cell 2,3 diprophosphoglycerate concentration p0257 A71-23994

Oxygen tension effect on pulmonary diffusion capacity and postnatal lung growth in rats under hypoxic, normoxic and hyperoxic atmospheres p0258 A71-23999

Prolonged hypoxia, hypercapnia and combination effects on rats circulating red cell volume p0259 A71-23970

Pulmonary vasodilator response to temperature dependent acute hypoxia, using isolated rat lungs with heparinized homologous blood under constant volume pulsatile inflow p0261 A71-24124

Gradual unilateral hypoxia effects on pulmonary blood flow partition, noting interaction with hypercapnia p0261 A71-24125

Positive/lateo-lateral accelerations and acute hypoxic hypoxia effects on central visual fields behavior in simulated flight p0272 A71-24978

Tissue respiration and hemopoiesis in heterothermic and homothermic rodents under hypoxia p0309 A71-25670

Pulmonary arterial system impedance and transmission properties, noting hypoxia and serotonin infusion vasodilator effects p0310 A71-25929

Rat heart muscle series elasticity compliance, showing hypoxia effects p0310 A71-25930

Hypertensive heart and pulmonary vascular disease, examining chronic alveolar hypoxia effects p0310 A71-25931

Cerebrospinal fluid changes due to ischemic hypoxia, discussing electrochemical potential, lactate concentration and anaerobic glycolysis p0315 A71-26360

Dynamics of increasing organism resistance to hypoxia, considering reactions occurring in various tissues during adaptation p0317 A71-26653

Rabbits and humans behavioral reactions and EEG changes relation to hypoxia in pressure chamber p0322 A71-27468

Benzodiazepine series tranquilizers effect on mice resistance to hypoxia and lifetimes, noting diazepam as most effective p0323 A71-27722

Hypoxia effects on organism resistance and immunobiological reactivity, noting bacterial and protozoa infections aggravation p0357 A71-28041

Spleen role as erythrocytic depot in reticuloctytic reaction to acute hypoxia in spleenectomized dogs inhaling air with reduced partial oxygen pressure p0359 A71-28418

Lung diffusion capacity for oxygen during exercise and alveolar hypoxia measured without blood samples by ear oximeter p0375 A71-29492

Hypoxia, high altitude and heart - Conference, Aspen, Colorado, January 1970 p0379 A71-30275

Systemic arterial blood pressure response to chronic high altitude and hypoxia effects p0380 A71-30280

Coronary blood flow response to acute and chronic hypoxia, observing vascular smooth muscle relaxation relation to released adenosine p0380 A71-30281

Coronary vasculature development under hypoxia and pulmonary hypertension as possible cause of right ventricle phasic flow contour changes p0380 A71-30282

Subject Index

Human hypoxic ventilatory drive data for high altitude breathing, noting motivation reduction inversely related to time and altitude p0381 A71-30286

Ventilatory control in acute hypoxia, detailing polyneurosis effects on respiratory chemoreceptor sensitivity p0381 A71-30289

Chronic hypoxia effects on blood oxygen and carbon dioxide tensions and PCO2 changes in anesthetized chicks at high altitude compared to sea level control p0381 A71-30565

Conditioned reflexes developed by prolonged training in two genetic strains of mice during adaptation to altitude hypoxia p0383 A71-31248

Immunobiological reactivity inhibition in mice under partial adaptation to high altitude hypoxia, observing decreased phagocytic activity, antibody production, hypoplasia and lymph cell number p0409 A71-31289

Hypoxic hypoxia and hypercapnia effect on calcium, inorganic phosphorus and total protein in rats blood during hypodynamic syndrome p0409 A71-31306

Cardiac output and regional blood flow in hypoxic woodchucks, noting no change in heart rate, diaphragm, kidney, liver, stomach and intestines p0419 A71-31380

Pituitary ENA disaggregation and attendant reduction in hepatic protein synthesis in rats as result of decreased feed ingestion during hypoxia p0419 A71-33190

Hypoxia effects on cardiovascular reflexes during hypoxia, measuring responses of heart rate to lower body negative pressure p0419 A71-33191

Hypoxia effects on myocardial potassium balance in dogs during cardioaccelerator nerve and atrial stimulation p0420 A71-33195

Physical exercise oxygen uptake and debt in dogs at ground level and high altitude, investigating beta adrenergic blocking agent effects p0420 A71-33242

Functional systems changes in intact and anesthetized rats during increasing hypoxia in decompression chamber p0425 A71-33911

Erythrocyte disintegration products role in blood regeneration, showing erythropoiesis link to erythroiderites for different forms of hypoxia p0429 A71-34219

Factors affecting tissue oxygen supply in old people, showing capillary circulation disturbance role in hypoxia development during aging p0449 A71-34220

Hemopoiesis and anaerobic processes comparative characteristics in brain and muscular tissues of heterothermal and homoiothermal rodents during prolonged hypoxia p0450 A71-34221

Ventilatory acclimatization to chronic hypoxia in high altitude natures by cerebrospinal fluid pH decrease p0459 A71-35144

Erythrocytes diphosphoglycerate increase mechanisms during hypoxia and anemia, studying hemoglobin oxygenation state effects p0464 A71-35368

Human violent exercise burst effect on cognitive task, noting mild hypoxia irrelevance to skills decrements p0465 A71-35836

Monograph on peripheral chemoreceptors and central chemosensitive area control of ventilation during chronic blood acid base changes and hypoxia in mammals p0468 A71-35869

Noradrenaline concentration in myocardium of rats subjected to high altitude hypoxia, considering heart rate regulation in presence of hyperfunction and hypertension p0513 A71-37393

Physiological responses of burro Equus asinus to oxygen lack at high altitudes, studying red blood cell and plasma volumes p0521 A71-38560
Polycythemia and altitude hypoxia effects on rats heart and sea level exercise tolerance
Respiratory chemoreceptors and acid-base alterations effects on adenosine receptor activation during hypoxia in dogs
Hypoxia and hypercapnia induced asphyctic differentiation of cutaneous and visceral sympathetic activity in anesthetized paralyzed rabbits
Glycerides metabolism in rats brain under normal conditions and during hypoxia, showing diglycerides role in triglycerides and phospholipids biosynthesis
Gangliosides and cerebrosides content in rat brain under normal conditions, during hypoxia and under small x ray doses action
Hypoxia effects on response time to peripheral visual signals, noting direct relation to exposure severity and duration
World championship gliding team medico-physiological problems during competition at Marfa, Texas, discussing clastic adaptations, nutrition, hypoxia and pilots general physical and psychoanor conditions
Visual performance and retinal vascular changes under hypobaric elevation and hypoxia, noting stereopsis, binocular depth perception, critical flicker fusion, dark adaptation, etc
Power derived from aerobic, lactacid and alactacid peritoneal macrophagocytic ingestive capacity
Toxic gaseous compounds effects on Euman Animal tolerance to carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide, differentiaion of cutaneous and visceral hypoxia in rabbits sympathetic activity in anesthetized paralyzed animals
Diglycerides under hypoxic and normal conditions, during hypoxia and under small x ray doses action
Cold pressor response tests under altitude acclimatization and simultaneous hypoxic acclimatization and cold in man
Peritoneal macrophagocytic ingestive capacity decrease in mice under hypobaric hypoxia, indicating infection susceptibility in altitude environments
Pathomorphological and histochemical changes in rat lungs, liver, heart, diaphragm and adrenal glands from acceleration and cysteaine caused tissue oxygen deficiency
Radiation protection drugs effects on albino rats hypoxia resistance, discussing hypoxic hypoxia response to intraperitoneal and perorally administered cysteaine and asinoethylisothiuronium
White rats resistance to acute anoxic, asemic and histotopic hypoxia during various phases of X radiation sickness, studying adrenal cortex histophysiological state
Human nitrogen and water-salt metabolisms and respiratory activity during prolonged confinement in small volume chamber with cyclic varying hypoxic air
Toxic gaseous compounds effects on long-term tolerance of rats under hypoxic hypoxia in atmosphere containing polymer decomposition products
Animal tolerance to carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide, triethylamine and freon-12 toxic effects after adaptation to hypoxia from tests on albino mice
Erythropoietic activity dosage in polycythemic mice after intermittent hypobaric hypoxia
Erythropoietic activity mechanism in polycythemic mice after hypobaric hypoxia
Erythropoietin production in polycythemic in bisphenotized rats after hypobaric hypoxia
Electron microscopic quantitative analysis of myocardium sections from sale dogs exposed to general hypoxia, considering mitochondrion sizes, numbers and areas
Low grade hypoxia effects on human physiological responses and performance in vigilance /display monitoring/ tasks
Elevated basal metabolism in man under simultaneous altitude hypoxia and cold acclimatization
Radiation protection effects of hypoxia and para-aminopropiophenone
Hypoxic respiratory reactions of highland natives and recently arrived residents to oxygen concentration change in inhaled mixtures
Peruvian quechua population growth physique, and pulmonary function at high altitude
Acute mountain sickness in man
Measuring decrease in concentration of adenosa triphosphate in brain of rats before onset of convulsions induced by hypoxia
Radiation protection effects of hypoxia and aramaicpripophenone
Influence of hypoxia on pulmonary microcirculation
Chemical composition changes of mitochondria during cardiac hypertrophy and hypoxia
Investigating electroencephalographic and behavioral changes in rabbits and humans exposed to acute hypoxia
Hypertrophy and hypoxia effects on turnover of myofibrillar proteins and mitochondrial components in hearts of normal rats
Microbiological ecology of manned space flights, exobiology, sterilization, and life support systems
Hypoxic hypoxia effects on human and animal resistance to infectious diseases and immunobiological reactivity
Hypoxia effects on erythrocytic system of splenectomized dogs
Hyypoxia effect on human vigilance performance
Hypoxia affecting circulatory responses in dogs, such as cardiac output, left ventricular dp/dt, and stroke volume
Simple sensitive multichannel servo system thersorobrater for volume changes corrections, noting adaptation to five channel closed circuit respiratory apparatus
Area analysis of pressure-volume hysteresis in mammalian lungs by slowly filling with air and saline
Investigating effects of thermal environments and acidity on growth of bacteria and blue green algae
ICELAND
SUBJEKT INDEX
Iceland
Comparative contrast and cues for illumination effects on perception of surface lightness, using target cast shadow experiments p0316 A71-26613

Depth perception variability under central and peripheral illumination conditions, using Duncan multiple range test for data analysis p0579 A71-41481

Physiological effects of alcohol and cockpit illumination levels on pilot performance and flying safety (F&A-AM-71-34) p0617 A71-35275

ILLUSIONS

NT OCULOCRATIC ILLUSIONS
Auditory illusions, investigating phonemic restorations, verbal transformations and perceptual organization p0195 A71-20212

Pilots illusory attitude perception causes, suggesting psychological and medical remedies p0415 A71-32830

Visual illusions in human perception of horizontal figures bordered by anchoring lines (AD-712981) p1017 A71-12287

Anchoring stimuli and Titchener illusions (AD-712982) p1017 A71-12289

IMAGE CONTRAST

Contour effects on brightness paradox, investigating contrast and perception of luminance gradients in space by constant sum estimation method p0991 A71-16377

Suprathreshold vision retinal image constant contrast measurement, suggesting role of balance between optical unsharpness and neural oversharpness p0105 A71-15833

Aircraft cockpit instrumentation display media research, discussing brightness and contrast ratio requirements for gray scale displays p0175 A71-18736

Linear mathematical model for human visual edge contrast by delineating and emphasizing image contours p0153 A71-20101

Mathematical model of visual information of edge contrast effects in human eye as functions of image brightness and viewing angle p0195 A71-20123

Spatial and temporal patterned light flashes effects on dark adapted subjects, discussing cortical response changes in contrast depth p0270 A71-24680

Model of retinal information in cats from physiological and anatomical evidence, considering processing of contrast and eye movement information p0306 A71-25254

Comparative contrast and cues for illumination effects on perception of surface lightness, using target cast shadow experiments p0316 A71-26613

Visual contrast sensitivity and fundus oculi pattern changes due to accelerations in pitch- head axis p0320 A71-27165

Spatio-temporal patterns in visual contrast sensitivity, noting exaggerated eye movements effects p0360 A71-28462

Visual perception theoretical models for liminal contrast prediction p0374 A71-29442

Light adaptation and visual latency, discussing temporal resolving properties of eye as function of binocular differences and target background contrast p0416 A71-32868

Foveal perceptive fields for human vision, using measurements of contrast illusions in grids and bars p0889 A71-36687

Visual system image blur and lateral inhibition effects on visual performance, convolving luminance profiles of targets with point spread functions p0515 A71-38059

IMAGE CONVERTERS

Synthesis of optimal search scanning systems using special filament optical image converters p0538 A71-32034
IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
Stabilized image movement control by mounting object in electric synchronous motor and rotating eccentrically p0259 A71-23989

IMAGE INTENSIFIERS
Application of image intensifiers developed in high energy physics to some problems in biology [PUBC-4159-1] p0165 A71-15888
Picture processing and image evaluation [FOA-2-C-2356-72] p0402 A71-26597

IMAGERY
BT AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
BT AUTORADIOGRAPHY
BT CHROMOPHOTOGRAPHY
BT CINERADIOGRAPHY
BT COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
BT HOLOGRAPHY
BT RADIOGRAPHY
BT SATELLITE-BORNE PHOTOGRAPHY
BT STEREOPHOTOGRAPHY
BT ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOGRAPHY

IMAGES
BT AFTERIMAGES
BT RETINAL IMAGES
Visual images induced in aircraft crew members, during pressure chamber experiments, discussing latent period and persistence of sequences p0028 A71-11899
Eye movements and visual images evoked by verbal stimuli, considering hereditary factors contribution to image formation
Perception and identification of images in different accelerative fields p0068 A71-11824

IMAGING TECHNIQUES
BT IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
Mesoscope for communications between operator and machine during biological image studies p0156 A71-18696
Astronomical telescopes image motion, distortion and scintillation, examining atmospheric refractive index and density/temperature variation effects p0522 A71-38571
Scanning ultrasonic imaging technique for in vivo monitoring of microscopic bubble formation in decompression sickness, presenting image displays p0590 A71-42250
Picture processing and image evaluation [FOA-2-C-2356-72] p0402 A71-26597
Holographic scanning for acoustic imaging in liquid medium [BWU-1558] p0553 A71-33086

INFECTIONS
Cytotoxic and radiosensitizing effect of thiol binding agents iodoacetamide /IAA/, N-ethylmaleimide /NEM/ and iodoacetic acid /IA/ on crypt cells of mice duodenum p0183 A71-18975

IMMUNIZATION
U SUBMERGING
U IMMISCIBILITY
U SOLUBILITY
U IMMUNITY

IMMUNIZATION
Stretcher with rigid head and neck support with capability of supporting immobilized person in vertical position for removal from vehicle hatch interior also useful as splint stretcher [NASA-CASE-XRP-06589] p0343 A71-23159
Measurement of bone mass loss as result of immobilization p0545 A71-33256
Effects of inactivity or immobilization on bone loss p0546 A71-33258
Atrophy in monkeys due to immobilization and implications for extended manned space flight p0546 A71-33260
Bed rest and immobilization effects on oxygen transport system of human body p0546 A71-33262
Research and development, weightlessness simulation, calcium metabolites, manned space flight, pressure suits, immobilization, and aerospace medicine

IMPACT ACCELERATION
p0548 A71-33275

IMMUNITY
Active biological immunity development in long term space flights, discussing natural and nonspecific resistance to viruses and recurrent infections p0568 A71-40552
Human body immunity status normalization in prolonged space flight, investigating ribonucleic acid stimulated antibody formation p0568 A71-40554
Hypoxic hypoxia effects on human and animal resistance to infections diseases and immunobiological reactivity p0437 A71-26299

IMMUNOLOGY
In vitro lymphocyte antigen response measurements in cellular immunity evaluation under adverse logistical conditions, emphasizing RNA and DNA synthesis rates p0034 A71-12390
Autoimmune stress effects on susceptibility to cyto-destructive and oncoptic virus infections and host defense mechanisms p0081 A71-13152
Antigenic properties of human vascular wall layers in atherosclerosis, using agar precipitation and immunoelectrophoretic measurements p0103 A71-15574
Immunological reactivity of human body during 12 day feeding on dehydrated diet p0150 A71-16360
Skin tissues aut.microflora composition and natural immunity indices changes after 18 day orbital flight from microbiological and immunological examinations p0291 A71-22204
Hypoxia effects on organism resistance and immunobiological reactivity, noting bacterial and protozoa infections aggravation p0357 A71-28401
Immunological investigation of dogfish papineosperm A, C and D, determining characteristics in terms of immunodiffusion, immuno-electrophoresis, complement fixation and enzymic activity inhibition p0374 A71-29480
Immunobiological activity in mice under partial adaptation to high altitude hypoxia, observing decreased phagocytic activity, antibody production, hypoplasia and lymph cell number p0404 A71-31289
Alpha adrenergic inhibition of immuno-reactive insulin release during deep hypothermia in puppies given glucose infusions p0456 A71-29492
Human microbial flora and immunologic response in long term space missions, describing environmental parameters and factors and work-rest schedules effects p0568 A71-40553
Microflora simplification effects on immunocompetent organism systems, observing shifts in guinea pigs lymphoid tissue with limited flora p0568 A71-40555
Spacecraft cabin artificial atmospheric composition and variation effects on human immunocompetence, examining lymphoid cell immunity reactions after lymphocytes blast transformations p0569 A71-40556
Investigating shifts in composition of automicroflora on skin and state of natural immunity of cosmonauts during prolonged flight aboard Soyuz 9 spacecraft p0232 A71-18907
Human immunity on prolonged diet of dehydrated foods p0235 A71-19064
Effect of simulated space cabin atmosphere of 100 percent oxygen at 5 psia on immunological response in mice p0299 A71-21333
Trends and possibilities in biochemical and biotechnology in medical science - heart transplantation p0501 A71-30640

IMPACT ACCELERATION
Aspartic aminotransferase activity relation to clinical and biochemical indices of human tolerance to impact accelerations
IMPACT DAMAGE

Determination of human tolerance to impact accelerations
p0013 A71-111440

Computerized and manned spacecraft and aircraft simulator impact testing of air cushion elastic restraint systems (NASA-CR-01469)
p0063 N71-11491

Human dynamic response to impact acceleration minus G subj x - measurements on head and neck
[AD-717710]
p0635 N71-31616

IMPACT DAMAGE
Impact induced closed brain injuries
Pathomorphology, considering dura mater, cortical contusions, neuron and glial damage, brain stem lesions and hemorrhages
p0905 A71-14787

Instantaneous postural reaction of cattle to brain concussion indicating mechanoreceptor HP discharge
Ipsilepathophysiological mechanisms
p0312 A71-26122

IMPACT DECELERATION
U DECELERATION

IMPACT LOADS
Mathematical model of spinal response to impact
p1077 N70-12205

Tolerances of human brain to impact shock and contusions
[FAA-AR-71-13]
p0945 N71-25636

Effect of hard impact and accelerations on release of microorganisms from geological formations
[FAA-CR-121707]
p0607 N71-34056

IMPACT PRESSURES
U IMPACT LOADS

IMPACT TESTS
Human tolerance to impact determined by free fall simulation tests with instrumented dummy
[AD-SR-353]
p0432 A71-27476

Computerized and manned spacecraft and aircraft simulator impact testing of air cushion elastic restraint systems (NASA-CR-00107)
p0499 N71-30041

IMPEDANCE

NT ACOUTIC IMPEDANCE

NT ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE

NT MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE

NT RESPIRATORY IMPEDANCE

NT SKIN RESISTANCE

Total impedance plethysmography boundary value problems, developing computer program based on Jacobi iterative method
p0705 A71-12993

IMPEDANCE MATCHING

Determining feasibility of using transformer and common base preamplifier impedance matching to detect very low level electrical signals from accelerometers
[AD-711659]
p0045 N71-10690

IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS

Pulmonary arterial system impedance and transmission properties, noting hypoxia and serotonin infusion vasoconstrictor effects
p0310 A71-25929

Mechanical impedance measurement of artificial and mammalian tissue for inhale vibratory calibration as function of frequency
p0313 A71-26189

PERMEABILITY

U PERMEABILITY

IMPLANTATION

Brain electrodes rapid implantation method, using preassembled, stereotaxically loaded, preconnected and protected electrode and pedestal assemblies
p0097 A71-15059

Percutaneous access to implanted electrodes, discussing metal plaque-needle system and connection to instruments
p0300 A71-25486

Cardiovascular telemetry total implants, describing measurement problems, equipment design, low current operation, size and thermal and temporal stability
p0187 A71-33071

Biotelemetry apparatus with dual voltage generators for implanting in animals (NASA-CASE-1AC-0097)
p0115 N71-12342

IMPROVED STEOS OPERATIONAL SATELLITES

NT IITOS 1

INDEXES (DOCUMENTATION)

Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace medicine and biology - Sept. 1970
[NASA-SP-7011l/80/]
p0399 N71-10145

Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace medicine and biology - Sept. 1970
[NASA-SP-7011/81/]
p0109 N71-12303

Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace medicine and biology - Nov. 1970
[NASA-SP-7011/82/]
p0123 N71-14761

Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace medicine and biology - Dec. 1970
[NASA-SP-7011/83/]
p0222 N71-17449

Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace medicine and biology - March 1971
[NASA-SP-701l/84/]
p0223 N71-17950

Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace medicine and biology - April 1971
[NASA-SP-7011/85/]
p0502 N71-30856

Correlative index for abstracts of NASA documents on aerospace medicine and biology
[NASA-SP-7011/86/]
p0503 N71-31077

Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace medicine and biology - May 1971
[NASA-SP-7011/87/]
p0504 N71-31201

Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace medicine and biology - May 1971
[NASA-SP-7011/80/]
p0504 N71-31230
Active biological immunity development in long term space flights, discussing natural and nonspecific resistance to viruses and recurrent infections

Prolonged massed space flight infectious disease hazards, discussing confinement, zero gravity, high oxygen content, personal hygiene, waste disposal and preflight immune status

Microorganisms under closed environmental ecological conditions with reference to astronauts infectious diseases, discussing bacteria growth in Biosatellite 2 and earth based closed chamber experiments

Peritoneal macrophagocytic digestive capacity decrease in mice under hypobaric hypoxia, indicating infection susceptibility in altitude environments

Atmospheric pressure and oxygen tension effects on mice infections

Laboratory-acquired infections, oncogenic viruses, allergy to animal dander and sera, and carcinogens (ONBL-TR-2854)

Periodicity of epidemics and smallpox cycle (JPHS-51788)

Hypoxic hypoxia effects on human and animal resistance to infectious diseases and immunobiological reactivity

Research methods for investigating infectious disease in manned space flight without human exposure

INFLATABLE SYSTEMS

Developing high altitude protection suit of partial pressure type

Design and development of pressurized suit with improved air retention and restraint coverall with passive respiration, maximum mobility, and long term pressurized comfort

Oxygen metabolic rate in isolated canine lungs at various static inflation levels and green ventilation, examining mechanical deforestation effects

INFLUENZA

Computerized simulation of influenza epidemic from one city over vast territory

INFORMATION

Irrelevant information with no activity purpose, discussing detrimental effect on human memory

INFORMATION DISSEMINATION

Selective dissemination of information

Information feedback distortion and counteracting effects on learning and performance in labor displacement-target test

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

Computer human memory processes large scale simulation/cybernetic modeling based on information handling probability and retrieval

Computerized registry of traumatic injuries with IBM 360/64 system for use in mortality, paired patient and accidental risk factor analyses

Coding related to speed and accuracy of recall

Man-machine interactive information system functions and effectiveness of free-form query with combinatorial search algorithm and various techniques for online browsing

Information system thesaurus containing words and phrases which reflect concepts to be indexed in human factors engineering information retrieval system

Man-computer interaction information system to simulate various problem solving environments and provide users on-line feedback of their relative effectiveness

Development of man machine subsystem for military management information system and evaluation of display capability integrated into large scale computer

INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Visual information industrial processing rates connection tables with digits, letters, Landoldt fringes and geometrical figures

General information system model, producing human performance simulator for various equipment, personnel and procedure mixes

Human eye optimum information reception assessment by Weber-Fechner law, threshold amount constancy and minimum continuous signal energy

Crew performance as information input factor based on USAF two man space cabin research

Computerized bacterial identification system to process Apollo spacecraft sample laboratory test results in NASA Planetary Quarantine Lunar Information System

Observer psychological response to air defense oriented visual information displays

Investigating information resources available to Environmental Health Service for protecting men's environment

Annotated bibliography of information facilities and data resources available to Environmental Health Service on environment pollution

Technology assessment of research in biological and medical engineering including problem areas

Structures of biological information processing and pattern recognition in living systems

Design and operation of computer man machine systems and heuristic solution to automatic control problems in production engineering and biomedical situations

Mathematical model and information display system for flight control and monitoring aircraft and pilot performance

INFORMATION THEORY

Muscle simulation by information theory for statistical analysis of behavior based on gas thermodynamics methods, showing stress relation to motor units excitation

Mathematical simulation of human recognition by black box approach as information conversion process

Fat inherent channel capacity estimation by applying Shannon equations for binary signal transmission

Experimental analysis of information content of aural electric field of human body, considering electrotonic and triboelectric components

Information capacity of discrete motor responses compared for different directions and amplitudes of motion
INFORMATION TRANSFER
U COMMUNICATING
U DATA TRANSMISSION
INFRARED DETECTORS
Snake IR receptor sense organs tested by IR stimulus from carbon dioxide laser, suggesting receptor operation on thermal principle

INFRARED INSTRUMENTS
AT INFRARED DETECTORS
Servocontrol infrared optometer applied to study of volitional control of human visual accommodation

INFRARED SPECTRUM
Infrared transmission measurement of pitch of cholesteryl liquid crystal

INGESTION (BIOLOGY)
AT DRINKING
AT RATING
Emotionally induced osmotic pressure and thirst increase of rats during stress, noting eating behavior

INGESTION (PHYSIOLOGY)
Computerized simulation of lateral inhibitory networks for figural aftereffects, discussing light and dark adaptation mechanisms

INHIBITION
Retinal neurons receptive field center, examining excitation and direct inhibition interaction

INHIBITION (PSYCHOLOGY)
Computerized simulation of lateral inhibitory networks for figural aftereffects, discussing light and dark adaptation mechanisms

INHALENTS
AT MOUNTAIN INHALENTS
Inhalation - G RESPIRATION
INHIBITION
Retinal neurons receptive field center, examining excitation and direct inhibition interaction

INHIBITION (PSYCHOLOGY)
Computerized simulation of lateral inhibitory networks for figural aftereffects, discussing light and dark adaptation mechanisms

INHIBITION
Visual suppression and intensity threshold changes during voluntary eye saccades with different luminance regions in visual field, discussing inhibition processes

INHIBITION
Sense organs conditioned reflex and physiology, investigating mechanisms and functional localization of discrimination function and differentiation inhibition

INHIBITION
Visual suppression and intensity threshold changes during voluntary eye saccades with different luminance regions in visual field, discussing inhibition processes

INHIBITION
Sense organs conditioned reflex and physiology, investigating mechanisms and functional localization of discrimination function and differentiation inhibition

INHIBITION
Neural network hypothesis for mechanism of backward masking and disinhibition in visual perception

INHIBITION
Soviet papers on higher nervous activity physiology, Part 1, Basic laws and mechanisms of conditioned reflex activity covering inhibition, and biocatalytic effects, with bibliography

INHIBITION
Higher nervous activity physiology, discussing induction, protective and conditioned inhibition mechanisms in cerebrum and electrophysiological indices

INHIBITION
Temperature effects on spinal excitation and inhibition in cats, investigating spinal motoneurons discharge frequency

INHIBITION
Parasympathetic inhibition effects on hyperkinetic borderline hypertension, measuring cardiac output, resting heart rate and intraarterial blood pressure

INHIBITION
Proactive reaction time inhibition as indicator of immediate memory retention intensity in subjects

INHIBITORS
Respiratory inhibitor KCN for killing increase from single radiation doses and reduction of dose fractionation sparing effect

INHIBITORS
Hawaiian silversword seed germination and inhibition showing extraordinary heat sensitivity

INHIBITORS
Phosphoenolpyruvate as enzyme inhibitor of phosphoribulokinase in Pseudomonas facilis with respect to ribulose-5-phosphate and ATP

INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS
U BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
INJECTION
AT GAS INJECTION
AT LIQUID INJECTION
Artificial changes in leukocyte count of rabbits

INJURIES
AT BITEINJURIES
AT BRAIN DAMAGE
AT BURNS (INJURIES)
AT CANCER INJURIES
AT EJECTION INJURIES
AT ELECTRODES
AT NOISE INJURIES
AT PARALYSIS
AT PULMONARY LESIONS
AT RADIATION INJURIES
Chemical radioprotective effectiveness modification by open skin wounds, discussing results with whole body X ray irradiated mice

INJURIES
Computerized registry of traumatic injuries with IBM 360/44 system for use in mortality, paired patient and accidental risk factor analyses

INJURIES
Lower extremity Army aviator amputee retention on flight status regarding service need, amputation and prosthetic fit, age, career, hours flown and time in military

INJURIES
Physiopathology and pathology of spinal affections in aerospace medicine

INJURIES
Statistical analysis on accidental injuries sustained by military airforce personnel

INJURIES
Pilot injuries on high speed low altitude flight noting acceleration due to gust effects

INOCULATION
Subinoculations of bacterial strains under constant, varying and pulsed magnetic fields, producing sensitivity increase or decrease to antibiotics

INORGANIC COMPOUNDS
AT AMMONIA
Control of mitosis in biological cells through inorganic ion hierarchy of cells involved

INORGANIC COMPOUNDS
AT HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
Respiratory gas reaction mechanism on potassium superoxide in closed circuit breathing apparatus

INORGANIC SULFIDES
AT HYDROGEN SULFIDE

INSECTICIDES
AT DICHLOROPHENYLTRICHLOROSTROBE

INSECTS
AT BEETLES
AT BROCHISPHA
AT BLYESE
Space flight biological effects on parasitic wasp Nasonichus, investigating genetic, statistical, biochemical, behavioral and physiological parameters

INSECTS
Photorperidic effects on insect brain circadian clock control, investigating eclosion cycle initiation, stimulant hormone release and termination as functions of dark phase

INSECTS
Receiving interpolated acoustic stimuli
Flight helmets speech intelligibility evaluation using in-flight manikin recording

Time varying aircraft noise effect on speech intelligibility, discussing test for relation to articulation index

INTENSIFICATION
U AMPLIFICATION
INTENSIFIER TUBES
U IMAGE INTENSIFIERS
INTENSIFIERS
U IMAGE INTENSIFIERS
INTERFACIAL TENSION
INTENSIFIERS
U INTERFACIAL TENSION
INTERFACIAL TENSION
Engineering aspects of zero gravity personal hygiene and waste management systems, noting controlled air flows, surface tension and artificial gravity use

[IAA PAPER 71-865] p0463 A71-36653
Determination of surface tension in biologic fluids for susceptibility to decompression sickness

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Epidemiological aspects of airport medicine in relation to global public health and international cooperation

p0313 A71-26129
International control for experimentation with human eggs

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
U INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
INTERPLANETARY FLIGHT
Probable solar flare doses on interplanetary mission calculated by MCPLANE computer program using Monte Carlo methods

p0247 A71-22809
INTERPLANETARY NAVIGATION
Planetary quarantine constraint effect on multiple outer planet missions, considering navigation error sources and midcourse maneuvers

[IAA PAPER 73-122] p0515 A71-37917
INTERPLANETARY PROPELION
U INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
INTERPLANETARY SPACECRAFT
WT MARiners SPACE PROBES
MT MARS PROBES
MT VIKING Lander SPACECRAFT
MT VIKING SPACE PROBES
MT GNd 5 SPACE PROBES
MT GNd 6 SPACE PROBES
MT GNd 7 SPACE PROBES
Evaluation equipment for terminal sterilization process on unmanned landers and determination of thermal inactivation curve of S. subtilis var. niger spores

[NASA-CR-121727] p0607 A71-34054
INTEGRATION
U NUCLEUS
Cellular mitosis role in daily mitotic activity in albino rats intestinal crypts and thyroid gland

p0010 A71-11058
Hemorrhagic rectocolitis in flying personnel in terms of etiologic factors and therapeutic implications

p0224 A71-11596
Glucose intestinal absorption, blood glucose and hematocrit in hamsters, relating physiologic modifications to pregnancy

p0336 A71-12608
Intestinal muscle electrical behavior as series of loosely coupled oscillators, demonstrating slow wave frequency gradient and propagation velocity by computerized simulation

p0098 A71-15089
Cytotoxic and radiosensitizing effect of thiol binding agents iodoacetamide /IAA/, N-ethylmaleimide /NEB/ and iodoacetic acid /IA/ on crypt cells of mice duodenum

p0103 A71-16975
External oblique inguinal hernia due to acrobatic flying centrifugal accelerations, considering anatomical, clinical, and medico-legal aspects

p0456 A71-34822
Cell contacts in canine duodenal smooth muscle layers, using perfusion with glutaraldehyde fixative

A-232
IONIZING RADIATION

IONIZING RADIATION
NT PHOTON IRRADIATION
Relative biological effectiveness of multicharged ions during single irradiation of Chlorella, noting dose dependent mutability
p0150 A71-18366
Relative biological effectiveness of multicharged ions during single irradiation of Chlorella
p0235 A71-19062

IONIZING MICROSCOPES
Utilizing atomic resolution capability of field ion microscope for viewing biomolecules
[NY-3851-10] p0646 A71-36475

IONIZATION
NT ATMOSPHERIC IONIZATION
Air ionization and effects of positive ions in air on man using Am-241 sources
[ORB-TB-2927] p0393 A71-25438
IONIZATION CHAMBERS
NT SPARK CHAMBERS
IONIZATION COUNTERS
U RADIATION COUNTERS
IONIZED GASES
NT CATIONS
Ti,ioned air exposure effects on acetylcholine content and cholinesterase activity in mice, noting cholinergic and serotonic interaction
p0357 A71-28404
IONIZING RADIATION
NT ALPHA PARTICLES
NT BETA PARTICLES
NT COSMIC RAYS
NT GAMMA RAYS
NT ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
NT X RAYS
Chemical protection against ionizing radiation by thiois and disulfides, discussing hydrogen transfer
p0176 A71-18930
Hypoxia protection against ionizing radiation by anaerobic glycolysis stimulation, lactic acid increase and blood glucose level elevation
p0192 A71-18966
Ionizing radiation inhibition of spinal cord neurons ribonucleic acid synthesis and enzyme activity in mice, using autoradiographic method
p0248 A71-22925
Cocklear/vestibular apparatus, ganglion cells, spinal roots and nerve trunk damage from ionizing radiation based on neural elements transirradiation in neoplasms
p0273 A71-25039
Antiblastic treatment of hypotension and early transient incapacitation in monkeys under supralethal mixed gamma-neutron radiation
p0311 A71-26118
Soviet book on ventricular reactions covering functional relationship between stimulus parameters and labyrinths nonsensory part, adaptation to Coriolis forces and response to ionizing radiation
p0362 A71-28672
Space objects sterilization techniques in Soviet Union and United States, covering hot air, ionizing radiation, UV light, ethylene oxide with or without Freon, etc
p0364 A71-28694
Combined dry heat and ionizing radiation for spacecraft sterilization process, detailing synergistic effect on microbes
p0429 A71-33770
Book on biological effects of radiation covering ionizing radiation properties and effects at molecular, cellular and tissue levels
p0515 A71-38048
Radioprotectors effect on mice against ionizing radiation and tolerance to back-to-front accelerations in space flight
p0565 A71-40385
Biological effects of ionizing radiation and nonradiative factors on radiation damage from satellite space flight tests on dogs and plants
p0640 A71-44891
Effects of ionizing radiation on chromosomes
[AT-AEC-12974] p0949 A71-11601
Theroradiation studies on microorganisms for spacecraft sterilization
[RASA-C-111309] p0167 A71-16022

IONIZING RADIATION
NT EFFECTS OF IRRADIATION
U COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
ION
NT IRON 59
IRON COMPOUNDS
NT IRON CARBIDES
IRON CARBIDES
Polarographic blood oxygen measurement by principle of oxygen liberation into physical solution by potassium ferricyanide
p0198 A71-20337
IRON ISOTOPIES
NT IRON 59
IRON 59
Relationship of cesium-137 and iron-59 elimination rates to metabolic rates of small rodents
[ORB-5658] p0110 A71-12311
IROQUOIS HELICOPTER
NT IR-1 HELICOPTER
IRRADIATION
NT ILLUMINANCE
IRRADIATION
NT IOON IRRADIATION
NT NEUTRON IRRADIATION
NT PROTON IRRADIATION
NT X RAY IRRADIATION
Primary immune response chemical radioprotection in white mice during gamma irradiation, using serotonin as chemical protective and sheep red blood cells as immunizing agents
p0135 A71-16681
Radioresistant yeast strain Saccharomyces cerevisiae, discussing cycloheximide and gamma irradiation treatment influence on growth
p0178 A71-18943
Mouse protection against irradiation damage by aroehromosome monoglychared monosulphonate
p0189 A71-18977
Corneal transparency in metabolic activity absence, using acid mucopolysaccharide depletion and prolonged gamma irradiation
p0249 A71-22985
Chemical and biological antiradiation drugs for space flight
p0234 A71-19058
IRRADIATION
NT TOXICITY AND SAFETY HAZARD
ISCHEMIA
Submaximal exercise ECG test in screening high risk populations for occult ischemic heart disease
p0057 A71-13491
Ischemia effects on impulse transmission to muscle fibers in man, using single fiber electromyography
p0129 A71-16320
Aircrews coronary insufficiency diagnosis via electrocardiographic modifications after exercise, observing ischemia
p0140 A71-18192
Ischemic deafferentation of transverse coronary arteries obstruction, investigating possible deranged hemoglobin-oxygen transport
p0381 A71-30286
Myocardial ischemia and necrosis without major coronary arteries obstruction, investigating morphologic and pathophysiologic correlations with cinecoronary arteriography, left ventriculography and hemodynamic examination
p0381 A71-30286
Cerebral ischemia effects on sensorimotor cortex function in cats, recording spontaneous EEG and pyramidal response to cortex electrical stimulation
p0429 A71-31956
Unconsciousness, confusion, amnesia, syncope and sudden death of pilots in flight due to silent ischemic heart diseases
p0472 A71-36216
Ischemic deafferentation of striated muscle tissue

**ISOTOPE LABELING**

- Pressure and gas composition effects on sodium acetate-C14 incorporation into liver lipids, indicating metabolic relationships to decompensation sickness

Absorption and incorporation rates of C14 glucose in rats under acute hypoxia

Regional pulmonary vasomotor activity in sitting man, determining pulmonary flow distribution with Xe 133 technique

Lang scanning, describing moving detectors, electronic apparatus adjustment and choice of radionuclide and labeled compound

Comparison of methods to assess geometrical variations of counting-rate in whole-body monitors

Applications of radioisotopes in experimental biogeochemistry to determine fertilizer turnover during growth of crops

Application of microbial cenoses to problems of soil fertility

**ITALY**

Italian aerospace medicine training for military and civilian personnel

**ITERATION**

**ITERATIVE SOLUTION**

Method for evaluating work capacity of astronaut in spaceflight control, based on probability iterative techniques and linear differential transforms

**ITOS 1**

Thermal design, analysis, testing and flight performance of ITOS-1 spacecraft, noting fail-safe temperature regulation

**JACKS (ELECTRICAL)**

- U ELECTRIC CONNECTORS

**JACOBI ITERATIVE METHOD**

Total impedance plethysmography boundary value problems, developing computer program based on Jacobi iterative method

**JAPAN**

- Sulfur-atom formation and Chronium weissii bacteria of hot mineral springs in Yumo, Japan

Radioactive isotope survey in Tohoku district, food, and precipitation in Japan

**JEPPS**

**JET AIRCRAFT**

- AN-24 AIRCRAFT

- BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT

- CONCORDE AIRCRAFT

- F-4 AIRCRAFT

- F-100 AIRCRAFT

- F-104 AIRCRAFT

Pilot vision during final approach and landing in turboshaft transport operations

Jet aircraft and hygiene, considering communicable diseases spread control measures and sanitation methods by airlines

Jet aircraft flight deck pressurization, tobacco smoking and carbon monoxide levels, discussing potential dangers

Air pollution study of jet aircraft emissions in airport vicinity, involving exhaust gas testing, ground operations and passenger cabin measurements

Jet pilots training technologies, discussing multimedia instruction, psychological stress reduction, self study, airborne video application and simulation

Large subsonic jet aircraft civil pilots performance under physiological and psychological stresses induced during severe atmospheric turbulence

**JET AIRCRAFT NOISE**

Subsonic jet aircraft noise and simulated sonic booms awakening effects on human sleep

Jet fighter-bomber aircraft noise survey, discussing sound pressure levels and frequency analysis during ground running, speech interference levels and ear protectors requirements

Community aircraft noise intensity index from annoyance and physiological reaction standpoint, discussing sleep interruption, hearing loss, communication interference, etc

Simulated sonic booms and subsonic jet aircraft noise effects on human subjects of various ages during different sleep stages

Comparison of human sleep disturbance in three age groups by subsonic jet aircraft noise and simulated sonic booms

**JET ENGINE FUELS**

Performance of protective clothing in large J44 fuel fires

**JET EXHAUST**

Air pollution study of jet aircraft emissions in airport vicinity, involving exhaust gas testing, ground operations and passenger cabin measurements

**JET FLIGHT**

**JET FUELS**

**JET ENGINE FUELS**

**JET NOISE**

**JET PILOTS**

**JET PILOTS**

**JITTER**

**VIBRATION**

**JOINTS (ANATOMY)**

- ELBOW (ANATOMY)

- KNEE (ANATOMY)

**JOINTS INDEX**

**SUBJECT INDEX**

Ischemic deafferentation of striated muscle tissue

**ISOTOPES**

- AMERICCN 241

- BORON ISOTOPES

- CARBON 13

- CARBON 14

- CESIUM 137

- CORAL 60

- DENDRITIUM

- EON 59

- KRYPTON ISOTOPES

- LITHIUM ISOTOPES

- PLUTONIUM ISOTOPES

- PLUTONIUM 238

- PLUTONIUM 239

- RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES

- TRITIUM

- ZIRCON 133

**ISOTONIC TRAINING EFFECTS ON CIRCULATION FOR LIMB MUSCULAR STRENGTH CHARACTERISTICS, USING PEAK BLOOD FLOW AND VENOUS COMPLIANCE MEASUREMENTS**

p0310 A71-26071

**ISOTOPIC LABELING**

**ISOTOPIC LABELING**

**ISOTONICITY**

Isotonic training effects on circulation for limb muscular strength characteristics, using peak blood flow and venous compliance measurements

p0310 A71-26071
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR CONTROL AND ADAPTATION OF HUMAN MOTION IN CUBITAL JOINT UNDER WEIGHTLESSNESS AND ACCELERATIONS p0075 A71-12990

JOINT ACTION OF VARIOUS AFFERENTS IN REGULATION OF HUMAN POSTURE, CONSIDERING APPROPRIATE DIFFERENTIAL REACTIONS p0352 A71-27833

JUPITER PLANET
INVESTIGATION OF SURVIVABILITY OF SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS DURING ENTRY OF JUPITER ATMOSPHERE TO DETERMINE PROBABILITY OF BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION [NASA-TDR-2276] p0348 A71-23824

JUPITER ATMOSPHERE
TERRESTRIAL MICROORGANISMS ADAPTATION TO SIMULATED METHANE-AMMONIA-HYDROGEN JUPITER ATMOSPHERE p0271 A71-24688

INVESTIGATION OF SURVIVABILITY OF SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS DURING ENTRY OF JUPITER ATMOSPHERE TO DETERMINE PROBABILITY OF BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION [NASA-TDR-2276] p0348 A71-23824

K ANIMALS

KANSAS PROBABLE RESPONSE OF KANSAS STREAMS TO VARIOUS PATTERNS OF RAINFALL AUGMENTATION [PD-196310] p0303 A71-21683

KETAMINES
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION EFFECTS ON HUMAN AND ANIMAL EYES [AD-711360] p0046 A71-10753

KETONES
ETHANOL METABOLISM (PHARMACOKINETICS)
Hepatic ketone body concentrations during activity, deep hibernation and early arousal, discussing increased oxidative metabolic effects p0369 A71-29125

HYPOXENESIS EFFECT ON FORMATION AND ELIMINATION OF KETONES, ALDEHYDES, CARBON MONOXIDE AND AMMONIA IN RATS p0040 A71-31305

KIDNEY DISEASES
PT NEPHRITIS
Renal anatomical pathology in dogs long after high energy proton irradiation, noting similarity to natural aging p0240 A71-2294

KIDNEYS
ARTERIAL BLOOD PRESSURE CHANGES DUE TO BILATERAL CAROTID OCCLUSION OR ELECTRICAL HEART PACING, CONSIDERING EFFECTS ON KIDNEY BLOOD FLOW AND CIRCULATION IN DOGS p0001 A71-10074

MORPHOLOGICAL AND HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES IN LIVER AND KIDNEYS OF RATS EXPOSED TO LONG TERM HYPOXIA p0012 A71-11131

ANGIOTENSIN I INFUSION EFFECT ON INTRARENAL BLOOD FLOW DISTRIBUTION, USING KRYPTON 85 METHOD AND AUTORADIOGRAPHY p0098 A71-15088

INTRARENAL VASCULAR PATTERN IN CARBON DIOXIDE DEATH OF RHEUMA MUSCLES, AND DOGS, OBSERVING NEPHRITIS AND VASCULAR STRUCTURES p0143 A71-17610

OXYGEN TENSION IN SKIN AND KIDNEYS USING CHRONOAMPEROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS p0157 A71-18724

HUMAN KIDNEY CELL GENERATION AND LIFE CYCLE PARAMETERS, CONSIDERING THYROID EFFECTS p0199 A71-19594

HISTOCIC ACTIVITY OF KIDNEY UNDERGONG COMPENSATORY HYPERTROPHY IN HIGH MOUNTAIN NONADAPTED RATS p0214 A71-21965

HUMAN KIDNEY, LIVER AND SPLEEN TISSUES ANTIGEN COMPOSITION ANALYSIS BY ISOLATION OF PURE ANTIBODIES p0324 A71-27723

DIETARY PYRIDOXAL DEFICIENCY CAUSING AMINO ACID CONTENT REDUCTION IN LIVER, KIDNEY, BRAIN AND HEART TISSUE p0352 A71-27637

ULTRASOUND VIBRATION EFFECTS ON DNA AND RNA CONTENT IN SKIN AND KIDNEYS OF ALIBINO RATS p0404 A71-31288

AMINO ACID LEVELS IN FASTED AND FED RATA PLASMA, LIVER, MUSCLE AND KIDNEY DURING AND AFTER EXERCISE, NOTING GLUTAMINE DECREASE IN LIVER TISSUE p0526 A71-38982

SODIUM AND CATIONS ELIMINATION BY KIDNEYS DURING WATER-SALT METABOLISM CHANGES DUE TO HIGH TEMPERATURE AND HYPOXIA p0530 A71-39232

ANTIDIURETIC ACTION OF CHLORPROPRAMIDE IN MAMMARY KIDNEY, CONSIDERING INTRARENAL INFUSIONS EFFECT ON URINARY CONCENTRATION, FREE WATER CLEARANCE, GLOMERULAR FILTRATION AND SODIUM EXCRETION p0587 A71-41939

INVESTIGATING LONG TERM EFFECTS OF PROTON IRRADIATION ON RENAL PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY OF DOGS p0721 A71-38897

MEASUREMENT OF OXYGEN EFFECT AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS OF 90 MEV HELIUM ION BEAM USING CULTURED HUMAN KIDNEY CELLS IN VITRO p0721 A71-38897

INVESTIGATING THE EFFECT OF HYPOXIC TUMORS [UCRL-20790] p0721 A71-25241

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DIURNAL AND MEAL DRIVEN EXCRETORY PATTERNS IN HUMAN KIDNEY DURING BED REST p0547 A71-33268

WATER-SALT METABOLISM UNDER SPACE FLIGHT CONDITIONS AND BODY WEIGHT LOSS [NASA-TT-P-14029] p0652 A71-37639

KINETIC EQUATIONS
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF KINETIC EQUATIONS TO DESCRIBE MOTION OF SIX DEGREES OF FREEDOM VIBRATION TABLE FOR USE IN RESEARCH ON HUMAN SUBJECTS [AD-720269] p0398 A71-26158

KINETICS
NEURAL ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION OF TRANSMISSION MODULATION OF SENSORY SIGNALS THROUGH THE MIDDLE EAR p0515 A71-38062

BASIC KINETICS AND DYNAMICS OF HUMAN CENTRIFUGES AND OTHER AEROSPACE SIMULATORS INCLUDING COROBLIS AND GYROSCOPIC EFFECTS [AD-711635] p0046 A71-10883
subject index

swimming speed and kinematics of black sea fish species

kinesitherapy

u proprioception

kinetic energy

amino acid synthesis in simulated primitive environments, discussing possible effects of meteoric kinetic energy and lightning-associated shock waves

german monograph on conversion of human muscular work into flywheel mechanical kinetic energy, covering testing and analysis of biomechanical relationships

kinetic equations

u kinetic equations

human cone visual pigment kinetic equation testing by comparing photolysis rate at equilibrium to regeneration rates

kinetics

nt electrokinetics

nt kinetic energy

nt reaction kinetics

kinetic equations

laboatory acquired infections, oncogenic viruses, sensory cells and hair cell topography in elasmobranch labyrinth

knee (anatomy)

cerebrospinal fluid changes due to isocarboxy acidemia in simulated primitive environments, discussing possible effects of meteoric kinetic energy and lightning-associated shock waves

tmesskemia

polymyocutaneous and reactive staphylococcus aureus and enhanced clearance of klebsiella pneumoniae

knee (anatomy)

cerebrospinal knee and flexor reflex suppression observations in rabbits and cats during blood circulation disorders

krypton

nt krypton isotopes

nt krypton 85

retinal damage thresholds of rhesus monkeys to ocular radiation from yellow line 568.2 nm emitted by krypton cw gas laser

krypton isotopes

nt krypton 85

body exposure rate calculated for dose from kr-85 released to earth atmosphere

krypton 85

mass body exposure rate from krypton 85 released in atmosphere by nuclear power production

k-factor band

u superhigh frequencies

l band

u ultrahigh frequencies

laboratories

nt environmental laboratories

nt lowar receiving laboratory

nt marked orbital laboratories

nt marked orbital research laboratories

laboratory-acquired infections, oncogenic viruses, allergy to animal dander and sera, and carcinogens

life support system for sea-bed observation laboratory

life support system for sea-bed observation laboratory

biophysical research at laboratory for agricultural remote sensing, purdue university

laboratory equipment

industrial safety laser laboratory operating environments with reflection free walls, restrictive adrettance and periodic personnel examinations

detection of several nonprotein amino acids in presence of protein amino acids

gas-purged dry box glove reducing permeation of air or moisture into dry box or isolator by diffusion

through glove

( NASA-cs-l-15b-02531)

development of nmpf telemetry system to low-duty cycle tone burst system

laboratory

nt cochlea

nt vestibules

elasmobranch fish labyrinth electrophysiology, analyzing semicircular canals linear acceleration response

labyrinth destruction, menier disease, labyrinthectomy and ventricular autonomic effects on eyes, counter-rolling, discussing otolith organ damage determination

labyrinths and proprioceptors from aerospace medicine viewpoint, discussing motion sickness, spatial disorientation, blanked space flight and rotation in space

functional anatomy of vertebrate gravity receptor system in spatial orientation, discussing otolith organs, sensory cells and hair cell topography in elasmobranch labyrinth

gravity sensors and intracellular conduction mechanisms in animals, noting contradictory hypotheses on function of hair cell in print in

flying personnel equilibrium tests with pendulum and aequorin, investigating labyrinth mechanisms in man

controlled caloric stimulation of labyrinths in man by water at various temperatures

date of vestibular compensatory process in unilaterally labyrinthectomized rabbit

labyrinthectomy

unilateral labyrinthectomy model for evaluating antimotion drug effects on vestibular function in guinea pigs

unilateral labyrinthectomy model for evaluating drug effects on vestibular function in guinea pigs

physiological adaptation to unilateral semicircular canal impairment compared to unilateral labyrinthectomy

rate of vestibular compensatory process in unilaterally labyrinthectomized rabbit

lactate

fatigue factor of lactate, atp and creatine phosphate /crp/ accumulation in working muscles during short exhaustive exercise in man

arterial glucose and lactate levels and heart rate in humans during intermittent running, discussing anaerobic capacity and anaerobic glycolytic processes

blood lactate levels in human males after bicycle riding, considering altitude effects on oxygen consumption and glycolytic and aerobic activity

arterial blood and muscle lactates in cold water swimming rats indicating reduced circulation endurance factors

cerebrospinal fluid changes due to isocarboxy acidemia, discussing electrochemical potential, lactate concentration and anaerobic glycolysis

pyruvate and lactate concentrations in muscle tissue and blood at rest and during exercise

muscle adenosine triphosphate, creatine phosphate, adenosine diphosphoglycerate, glycogen, and lactate concentrations during intermittent exercise

normal muscle lactate concentration after prolonged exercise resulting in decrease in glycolytic content

l-237
LACTIC ACID

Heart rate variation during and after muscular exercise, discussing correlated measurements of rectal and mean skin temperatures, blood lactate, pyruvate and glucose.

Post-mortem analysis on pilot tissues to determine presence of technical malfunction in aircraft accident.

LACTIC ACID

Arterial oxygen, carbon dioxide tension, pH and lactic acid changes during rapid descent from altitude to sea level in deep mine.

Baroregulatory and exercise effects on erythropoietin titers in normal and hypoxic rat plasma, noting lactic acid concentration and acid base balance changes.

Lactic and succinic acids and creatine phosphates content in rat hind leg muscles during swimming and at rest.

Lactic acid production rate in human blood during supramaximal exercise, noting relationship to oxygen consumption.

Alkaline effect on human maximal performance and lactic acid formation in blood under supramaximal exercise conditions.

World champion marathon runner metabolic responses during submaximal and maximal treadmill running, recording oxygen consumption, heart rate and lactic acid.

Power derived from aerobic, lactic acid and alactacid energy sources during human muscular work under normoxic and hypoxic conditions, noting oxygen consumption.

Cytochemical detection of lactic dehydrogenase isoenzymes in free-living Protostomia [NASA-TN-7-13624].

Nonlinear relationships in lactic dehydrogenase and leucine aminopeptidase enzyme activities in urine related to increased and decreased diuresis [NASA-TN-7-13557].

LAG (DELAY)

U TIME LAG

LAMINAR FLOW

LAMINAR FLOW MONITOR

LAMINAR FLOW MONITOR on blood flow rates instantaneous measurements from ultrasound signals of Doppler flowmeter, discussing steady laminar flow test results.

LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL

U BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL

LAMINAR JETS

U LAMINAR FLOW

LAND USE

Investigation of tundra biogeoceneses noting species saturation of surface layer and soil and eleven phases of turnover.

Application of biogeocenology principles to land reclamations activities.

LANDING

MT AIRCRAFT LANDING

MT BLIND LANDING

MT CASH LANDING

LANDING AIDS

MT APPROACH INDICATORS

MT RUNWAY LIGHTS

Flashing civil aviation lights history, progress and photometric characteristics, discussing navigation and landing aids.

LANDING INSTRUMENTS

MT APPROACH INDICATORS

LANDING SIMULATION

Effect of several variations of two types of TV display visual simulation systems on subjective pilot evaluations and objective measures of performance in landing approach [NASA-TN-6-2674].

SUBJECT INDEX

Student naval aviator anxiety in simulation of first aircraft carrier landing [AD-718326].

LANDING SYSTEMS

U LANDING AIDS

LANDMARKS

Mathematical simulation of visual distance perception capacity of man from ground reference landmarks observation during vertical flight.

LANGUAGES

MT WORDS (LANGUAGE)

LATEXUM COMPOUNDS

Catalytic effect of lanthanide hydroxides on formaldehyde conversion to pentoses and hexoses at 110 C in life support systems.

LARVAE

Rotting of Calpodes ethlius larvae head and thorax isolated with prothoracic glands dependent on molting hormone injection.

LASER OUTPUTS

Laser systems radiation hazards, considering operational requirements, personnel protective equipment, biological effects and exposure levels.

Laser ocular effects, discussing corneal /retinal/ lens lesion production, damage thresholds and application to clinical ophthalmological problems.

Laser thermal/photochemical burns and electric shock prevention by preemployment/regular physical examinations and safety requirements education.

Industry safe laser laboratory operating environments with reflection free walls, restrictive admittance and periodic personnel examinations.

Exposure time and power effects of CW ar laser damage to rabbit iris, comparing with pulsed ruby laser effects.

Biological tests of laser protective filters for eye as function of optical density and wavelength by sensitivity of in vivo ocular tissue response.

Acoustical wave generation measurement during iris and retina photocoagulation and ruby laser burns, noting intraocular pressure surge simultaneous with ocular tissue explosion.

Histopathological and fluorescence angiographic studies of canine monkey choriotinal lesions produced at threshold and suprathermal power levels of Ar laser.

Annotated bibliography of regulations, standards, and guides for microwaves, and ultraviolet, laser, and television receiver radiation.

Subthreshold laser radiation damage to monkey retina [AD-715210].

Electrical responses of visual system in rabbits following irradiation of retina with high energy ruby laser [AD-717166].

LASERS

MT ARGON LASERS

MT GAS LASERS

MT Q SWITCHED LASERS

MT RUBY LASERS

Laser applications in biology and medicine covering surgery, ophthalmology, microorganisms, viruses, tissue culture, tumor eradication, radiation hazards, etc.

Laser systems for biomedical applications, considering ophthalmology, dermatology, surgery, biological and cellular research, analytical and diagnostic medicine.

Control of biological laser radiation hazards.

Laser-induced retinal damage model based on energy interaction modes, including thermal and acoustic transients, vaporization and dielectric breakdown.
Peripheral visual field and perceptual factors
effect on accommodation under conflicting cues,
using laser scintillation measurement
p0578 A71-41198

Measurement of retinal image in rhesus monkeys to
determine laser radiation hazards
[AD-702656] p0124 A71-14474

Combined effects of optical absorption and thermal
conduction in retinal tissue calculated for
establishing thresholds for eyebars in imaging
intense light sources as lasers and nuclear
explosions
[LA-6/51] p0652 A71-37865

LATCHES
Transparent polycarbonate resin, shell helmet and
latch design for high altitude and space flight
[NASA-CASE-IRS-04935] p0058 A71-11190

LAYOUT

U REACTION TIME

LATERAL STABILITY
Compuaterized simulation of lateral inhibitory
networks for figural aftereffects, discussing
light and dark adaptation mechanisms
p0265 A71-24232

LATERALITY

U LATERAL STABILITY

LAUNCH
Compact head mounted six channel IC telemeter for
artifact free EEG recording during laughter
p0367 A71-28889

LAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEMS
Emergency escape cabin system for launch towers
[NASA-CASE-IRS-02342] p0059 A71-11199
Ejector for separating astronaut from ejection seat
during prelaunch or initial launch phase of flight
[NASA-CASE-IRS-04625] p0290 A71-20718

LAUNCH TIME

U LAUNCH WINDOWS

LAUNCH WINDOWS
Extended launch windows for ground based rescue
missions, using bi-elliptic rendezvous technique
[AAS PAPER 71-304] p0621 A71-42980

LAUNCHING

RT SPACECRAFT LAUNCHING

LAUNCHING BASES

RT CAPE KENNEDY LAUNCH COMPLEX

LAVA
Investigating effects of lava outgassing on primary
colonization by organisms
p0226 A71-17993

LAW (CRIMINOLOGY)

RT LEGAL LIABILITY

LAW

RT WENDER-PFEILBERG LAW

LAYOUTS
Operator performance and control panel layout for
discontinuous tasks based on sequence of use,
functional grouping, and location by frequency and
importance
[AD-727791] p0656 A71-37676

LEAD COMPOUNDS

Mathematical model for environmental transport of
lead from several sources and subsequent intake by man
[PB-194412] p0124 A71-14478

LEAKAGE

Space suit using nonflexible material with low
leakage and providing protection against thermal
extremes, physical punctures, and radiation with
high mobility articulation
[NASA-CASE-IRS-07043] p0393 A71-23161

LEARNING

RT CONDITIONING (LEARNING)

RT ITERATIVE SOLUTION

RT PROBLEM SOLVING

RT TRANSFER OF TRAINING

Overtraining reversal effect on attention process,
using choice response and eye fixations compared to
criteria trained group
p0262 A71-24204

Biological learning, considering EEG wave activity
association with structural change underlying
information storage in cerebral tissus
p0264 A71-24226

Mathematical neuronal model for functional learning
system .networks, representing brain pattern
recognition, learning and size invariance
mechanisms
p0265 A71-24233

Learning sets development relation to transfer
suppression, discussing previously learned
discrimination retention
p0365 A71-28803

Visual discrimination learning by monkeys with
inferotemporal cortex lesions, using positive
reinforcors and electric shock punishments
p0365 A71-28804

Pulse frequency behavior during acquisition of
perceptual and motor skills with particular
attention to rest periods
p0603 A71-31195

Psychological screening of pilot trainees, showing
neurosis noncorrelation with learning ability to fly
p0624 A71-43221

Psychological screening of pilot trainees, investigating
Minnesota Multiphich Personality
Inventory test data correlation with learning
ability to fly
p0624 A71-43222

Learning, retention, and transfer studies of
military training problems
[AD-712096] p0657 A71-11184

Bionics of living and life-like systems with
application to man machine technology
[AGARD-CP-44] p0319 A71-23053

Adaptive patterns in central nervous tissue learning
process

Bionic neural model integration into functional
learning networks of brain
p0391 A71-23068

Neuropsychological mechanisms of learning and memory
as biological adaptation to environment
p0392 A71-23074

LEARNING MACHINES

Machine learning of structural descriptions from
test examples
[AD-713986] p0169 A71-16285

Research activities in recognition, computational
principles, and artificial intelligence
[AD-714606] p0172 A71-16477

Learning machines for statistical classifications of
spectral patterns and graphical target recognition
[AD-717219] p0302 A71-21669

Development, characteristics, and performance of
learning machines, artificial intelligence, and
pattern recognition techniques
[AD-710381] p0304 A71-23247

Evaluation of quality of signs used in construction of
pattens recognition algorithms
[AD-719687] p0304 A71-23296

Computer learning algorithms to improve parameter
search efficiency in system modeling with
man-machine interaction
p0650 A71-36505

LEARNING THEORY

Information feedback distortion and countertraining
effects on learning and performance in
placement-target test
p0518 A71-11415

Motor learning error performance with discrimination
reaction timer, discussing commitment to wrong
response, group observations and specific error
repetition
p0187 A71-19062

Perceived and responded to discriminative stimuli
identification in probability learning, using
parameter free model of event pattern association
strength
p0191 A71-19775

Evaluation of effects of constraint redundancy
shifts, length of rest interval, and duration of
inter-task interval upon acquisition and transfer
of schematic concepts
[AD-70181] p0495 A71-29560

Use of new philosophy of total learning process for
improved crew member training
[AD-723313] p0537 A71-31741

LEAVES

Circadian rhythms of leaves of Phascolus angularis
plants in controlled carbon dioxide and humidity
environment
p0376 A71-29475

Fluctuous circadian leaf movements in simulated
weightless environment, relating rotational
treatment time to rhythm phase
p0562 A71-40006
Taurine restorative effect in patients with marked leukopenia induced by radiotherapy p0186 A71-18991

Inhibitory activity of lichens on growth of seed plants and ferns p0226 A71-17996

Optimal mineral-organic nutrient medium and soil selection for microorganisms detection p0362 A71-28680

Visible and UV photometric recording of microorganisms reproduction in liquid media for application to Mars extraterrestrial life detection p0363 A71-28681

Luciferin fluorescent oxidation method for sesame trichophosphate determination in extraterrestrial life detection, using extract of firefly luminescent organs p0363 A71-28682

Bioluminescence reaction for ferroporphyrin proteins determination in extraterrestrial life detection p0363 A71-28684

Extraterrestrial life detection methods, discussing bacterial cultures growth dynamics in nutrient media and iron porphyrin proteins and ATP content increase p0571 A71-04570

Cheilinoliminescent bacterial sensor for water pollution detection during long term manned space mission simulation p0297 A71-20993

Automated microbial metabolism life detection experiments for exobiological studies [NASA-CR-118659] p0400 A71-26380

Arctic field tests of prototype life rafts capable of protecting astronauts from cold water exposure for 72 hours [NASA-CR-121449] p0554 A71-33718

Biological rhythms and space nutrition - COSPAR Conference, Prague, May 1969, Life sciences and space research p0019 A71-11551

Soviet book on chemistry, physics and mathematics of life covering evolution, metabolic processes, biological cycles and rhythms, molecular physiology, cybernetics, etc p0101 A71-15261

Bioelectrical signals in life biology, discussing reductionism and organism at biopolymers macromolecules construction and conformational levels p0165 A71-17683

Extraterrestrial civilizations, discussing probability theory and radio communication p0185 A71-17739

Biophysical models of life origin on earth using primordial gas-small organic molecule-macromolecule-protocol cell transformations p0195 A71-20125

Life prolongation during high intensity microwave exposures with ambient air temperature control for radiation bioeffects studies p0307 A71-25291

Existence of life under extreme environmental conditions, discussing biological temperature limits and adaptability to lack of water p0314 A71-26321

Earth-like ecology for habitation in space, considering hollow sunlit rotating space chamber for life cycles in controlled weather environment p0567 A71-00360

Life science and space research - Conference, Leningrad, May 1970 p0568 A71-00551

Living organisms life-sustaining possibility under simulated Martian temperature, humidity and atmospheric composition conditions, emphasizing unicellular organisms radiation resistance p0571 A71-00572

Toxic biological effects of life functions gaseous products in abiotic rate p0602 A71-02611

Research planning in environmental health sciences p0604 A71-10575

Summary of design parameters for models of dynamic biological systems p0280 A71-19880

Significance of stereoisomerism in organic structures and relationship to determination of origin of earthly life [NASA-TT-P-13677] p0407 A71-28970

Low and high linear energy transfer /LET/ cyclotron-accelerated alpha particles effects on Drosophila melanogaster longevity p0147 A71-18028

Human kidney cell generation and life cycle parameters, considering thyroxine effects p0189 A71-19594

Benzodiazepine series tranquillizers effect on mice resistance to hypoxia and lethality, noting diuresis as most effective p0323 A71-27722

Chronic acceleration effects on animals, considering growth rate, food intake, oxygen metabolism and life expectancy p0561 A71-40003

Death rates, median life span and weight in mice exposed to gamma radiation after intra-abdominal injections of cysteine p0596 A71-12712

Life support systems

MT BIPARMS

MT CLOSED ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

MT EMERGENCY LIFE SUSTAINING SYSTEMS

MT UNDERWATER BREATHING APPARATUS

Soya 4 and 5 self contained cosmonaut life support system for extravehicular activity, discussing principal components block diagram p0013 A71-11141

Soviet book on manned space flight covering spacecraft design, life support systems, mission characteristics, medical considerations, etc p0157 A71-10700

Space shuttle life support, protective and crew system interfaces, discussing food and waste management and accident procedures p0196 A71-20230

Autotrophic cultivation of cereals with high photosynthetic activity under intensive illumination as biological components in life support systems p0357 A71-28405

Optimization of time intervals of conveyor harvestings and harvested age of oxygen producing plants for life support system p0357 A71-28406

Catalytic effect of lanthanide hydroxides on formaldehyde conversion to pentoses and hexoses at 110 C in life support systems p0358 A71-28406

Man and equipment instrumentation in simulated space environment, considering training and interface of man and life support systems p0381 A71-30312
Data from 90-day manned test of regenerative life support system in space station simulator (NASA-SP-261)

Integrated life support systems for long duration manned flight simulations (p0291)

Management and results of long term manned test on regenerative life support system in space simulator (p0292)

Support systems for long term regenerative life support manned test facility (p0292)

Life support system for improved space station simulator (p0292)

Water management in long term manned space simulation life support test (p0292)

Asin absorbent for carbon dioxide concentrator in long term life support system (p0293)

Data from long duration manned test of regenerative life support system in space station simulator (p0298)

Measurement of breathing resistance during underwater activities using semi-enclosed underwater breathing apparatus (AD-717355)

Elimination of microbial and viral agents from spacecraft water systems by silver ions from electrolytic ion generator (p0387)

Design and development of flexible tunnel for use by space crew in performing extravehicular activities (NASA-CAS-114978)

Development of improved convolute section for pressurized suits to provide high degree of mobility in response to mission of applied torque (NASA-CAS-11478)

Design and development of pressurized suit with improved air retention and restraint coverall with passive ventilation, maximum mobility, and long term unpresurized comfort (p0396)

Application of chlorination process to water reclamation for advanced life support systems (NASA-CE-119885)

Regenerative portable life support systems concepts for VFA use in 1980 and technology assessment (NASA-CE-114520)

Aerospace medicine, life support system, and psychophysiological problems and environmental factors in space flight (NASA-CA-111805)

Microbiological ecology of manned space flights, exobiology, sterilization, and life support systems (NASA-CA-118185)

Oxygen productivity of conveyer plantings in bioregenerative life support system (p0437)

Regenerative space station simulator and test procedures for 4 man, 90 day testing of life support systems (p0438)

Biotechnological problems of man machine systems required for long duration space flights (NASA-SP-205)

Systems integration for optimal regenerative environmental and life support processes in manned spacecraft (p0445)

Extravehicular operational activities of humans during long duration space flight (NASA-CE-119882)

Manned 90-day performance test of regenerative life support system in space station simulator including crew biomedical tests (NASA-CA-111681)

Design, fabrication, and testing of circulating electrolyte type water electrolysis system for autotopic control of spacecraft total pressure and oxygen partial pressure (NASA-CA-119111)

Modular space station study of environmental control and life support systems for long term manned flight (NASA-TM-X-64603)

Medical and biological problems of prolonged manned space flight (JMEMS-538607)

Optimal mineral composition in nutrient for autotrophic Hydrogenomonas cultivation (p0552)

Combined vibration and gamma irradiation effects on Chlorella culture yield (p0552)

Conference on space shuttle environmental control and life support systems - Vol. 2 (NASA-TP-X-67265)

Environmental control and life support system for space shuttle orbiter (p0616)

Environmental control and life support subsystems for space shuttle orbiter (p0617)

Status of LBC program on space shuttle environmental control and life support systems (p0617)

Breathing metabolic simulator design for design and evaluation of breathing and life support equipment (NASA-CE-114320)

Damage control suit system to protect personnel in hazardous chemical, high temperature-humidity, and oxygen deficient environments (AD-726698)

Design and components of closed-cycle life support systems for extended manned space flights (AD-727944)

Reliability data acquisition on spacecraft life support systems during ground and orbital experiments (p0658)

LIFETINE (DURABILITY) U LIFE (DURABILITY) U LIFT

Gravity effect and lift perception in flying insects and animals, discussing flapping flight and aerial locomotion in aerodynamic balance weightless state (NASA-CR-111911)

LIFT COEFFICIENTS U LIFT

LIFT DISTRIBUTION U LIFT

LIGATURES

Brachial plexus bundle structural and histological characteristics in man and monkey, noting lack of intraneural network in monkey (p0627)

LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)

LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION) U LIFETINE (DURABILITY) U LIFT

Bioluminescent light glare effect on human eye as function of wavelength, using visual threshold variation as criterion (p0017)

Free radicals role in photodynamic inactivation of Rhodotorula glutinis subjected to high intensity light irradiation (p0022)

Mammal species body temperature during 24 hr periodic life cycle, using statistical data analysis (p0023)

Human rods dark adaptation, investigating rhodopsin resynthesis and bright light flash effects (p0309)

Anesthetized cats visual cortex responses to prolonged light stimulus, studying dependence on photopic retinas cone and rod apparatus (p0322)

Dark adapted albino rats behavioral assessment, assessing absolute visual thresholds to white and colored light (p0360)

Visually evoked cerebral cortex responses to on- and off-patterned light and contour density and sharpness in humans (p0518)

Retinal damage thresholds of rhesus monkeys to oscular radiation from yellow line 568.2 nm emitted by krypton TE gas laser (p0518)

Light flux spatial coherence in visual reception, considering wavefront spots perception as point light source (p0576)
LIGHT ADAPTATION

Redd vision mechanism, considering daylight effect on spectral sensitivity and visual pigment retinal extract proportions

Pupillary neurophysiological control system for reactions to light and accommodation process by statistical eye noise analysis and microelectrode recordings of brain stem neurons

Light-dark cycle strength as Zeitgeber for circadian rhythms in isolated man

Light and drug effect on diurnal body temperature

Temporal masking effects with perception of color

Parafoveal sensitivity disruption /flash blindness/ and light-dark cycle strength as Pupil neurological control system for reaction to Computerized simulation of lateral inhibitory Retinal threshold along horizontal meridian for dark

Temporal fluctuations of light intensity

Visual detection of stars in spacecraft environment, considering window cleanliness and antireflection coating effect on light scattering

Effect of cockpit lighting systems on multicolored instrument displays

Light transmission and visual latency. discussing vision mechanism, considering daylength effect on circadian rhythm model and ERG

Investigating relationship of lipin content to height in dwarf and regular-sized alpine plants of Iceland

Human skin blood flow and venous tone in middle finger and forearm during leg muscle exercise to exhaustion

Cutaneous blood flow in anesthetized pig forelimb modified by brain temperature changes

Mind limb antagonistic muscles bioelectric activity dependence on animal rotation direction and head fixation

Structural and functional analysis of human and equine muscular drive characteristics, using peak blood flow and venous compliance measurements

Decompression sickness, investigating surface excursion diving and selection of limb bends vs CRS symptoms by tests on goats

Stereophotogrammetric measurement of body and limb volume changes after prolonged space mission

Linear energy transfer (LET)

Low and high linear energy transfer /LET/ cyclotron-accelerated alpha particles effects on Drosophila melanogaster longevity

MT FLUORESCENCE
MT LUMINESCENCE
MT THERMOLUMINESCENCE

Mathematical models of color data coding and decoding, studying light emissions transformations in visual organs and engineering systems

LIGHT INTENSITY
U LUMINOUS INTENSITY
LIGHT PRESSURE
U ILLUMINANCE
LIGHT SCATTERING
MT HALOS

Mathematical analysis of eye transparency, discussing light scattering from normal corneal stroma, swollen opaque corneas and cataractous lens

Visual detection of stars in spacecraft environment, considering window cleanliness and antireflection coating effect on light scattered

MT SOURCES
Colored light sources luminosity determination by Helmholtz-Kohlrausch effect, discussing brilliant and fluorescent stimuli

Color perception with achromatic stimulation by changing intensity of stationary light source to produce flicker colors

Light flux spatial coherence in visual reception, considering aventurine spots perception as point light source

LIGHT TRANSMISSION
MT LIGHT SCATTERING
LIGHTING
U ILLUMINATING
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
MT ARC LAMPS
MT FLASHERS
MT RUNWAY LIGHTS

Effect of cockpit lighting systems on multicolored instrument displays

LIGHTS
Investigating relationship of lipin content to height in dwarf and regular-sized alpine plants of Iceland

LIMBS (ANATOMY)
MT ARM (ANATOMY)
MT ELBOW (ANATOMY)
MT FOREARM (ANATOMY)
MT HAND (ANATOMY)
MT KNEE (ANATOMY)
MT LEG (ANATOMY)

Human skin blood flow and venous tone in middle finger and forearm during leg muscle exercise to exhaustion

Cutaneous blood flow in anesthetized pig forelimb modified by brain temperature changes

Mind limb antagonistic muscles bioelectric activity dependence on animal rotation direction and head fixation

Structural and functional analysis of human and equine muscular drive characteristics, using peak blood flow and venous compliance measurements

Decompression sickness, investigating surface excursion diving and selection of limb bends vs CRS symptoms by tests on goats

Stereophotogrammetric measurement of body and limb volume changes after prolonged space mission

LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER (LET)

Low and high linear energy transfer /LET/ cyclotron-accelerated alpha particles effects on Drosophila melanogaster longevity
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LINEAR SYSTEMS

Linear transfer function for describing human response to aircraft control

LINES (GROOVE)

Line segment orientation visual perception relation to horizontal, vertical and oblique planes, considering induction effect susceptibility and visual illusions

LING-TERMO-VOGOT MILITARY AIRCRAFT

U MILITARY AIRCRAFT

LINGUISTICS

NT PHONETES

NT WORDS (LANGUAGE)

Isolated synthesized vowel fundamental tone duration, intensity and frequency imitation by human voice

Human voice imitation of toal signals pitch interval

Synthesized glottal consonant imitation by human voice, analyzing stimulus and response intensity levels relationship

Biological movement control systems from structural linguistics viewpoint

Feasibility and limitations of speaker adaptation in improving performance of fixed speaker independent automatic speech recognition systems

LIPOID METABOLISM

Phospholipid dynamics of blood entering and leaving brain during unialeral desynapticly in dogs

Lipid peroxidation in pulmonary hyperoxia, noting effects of hyperbaric oxygen, ascorbic acid and ferrous iron

Pressure and gas composition effects on sodium acetate-C incorporation into liver lipids, indicating metabolic relationships to decompression sickness

Prolonged hyperoxia effects on lipid synthesis in rat liver and adipose tissue slices

Hyperthermia effect on lipid synthesis of hamster tissue following intravenous injection of acetate-C

Early diagnosis of atherosclerosis in oivil aviation pilots by lipid metabolism and electrocardiographic examinations

Differential lipid and phospholipid composition of white matter in brain, cerebral, thoracic and lumbosacral sections of spinal cord and sciatic nerve in dogs

Stimulatory effects of hyperbaric hyperoxia on lipid synthesis in rat liver and adipose tissues under free feeding

LIPOIDS

NT IODACETIC ACID

Phospholipid composition of lipid extracts of hypothalamo-neurohypophysial sytem of cattle

Computer applications in analysis of biological structures, considering tissues, cells, chromosomes, proteins and lipids

Human crystalline lens protein and lipid discussing cholesterol accumulation with age

Cerebral lipid fractions, erasing relation between physiological functions and metabolism

Vitamin B6 protection against asynmetrical deminhydrase poisoning, administering B6 alone and with cortical phospholipids in mice

LIQUID CRYSTALS

Lipid, protein and carbohydrate concentrations in Chlorella biomass from pyrolysis and oleaginous column chromatography

Ethyl esters of long chain fatty acids as biological products from chromatographic and mass spectrometric analyses on lipid fractions

Body fat influence with and without denitrogenation on decompression sickness in men exercising after abrupt exposure to altitude

Prolonged stressful physical exercise effect on triglycerides, phospholipids and glycogen concentration in human femoral muscle

Design and performance of automatic sequential chromatographic apparatus for purification of lipid extracts

Nutritional value of Hydrogenomonas eutropha lipids in rats

Escherichia coli cell phospholipid composition changes during spheroplast formation in presence of penicillin and sucrose

High fat diet effects on caloric intake, body weight, and heat escape responses in normal and hyperphagic rats

Lipid uptake prediction by prosthetic heart valve poppets from solubility parameters derived from thermodynamic considerations

LIQUID NITROGEN

LIQUEFIED GASES

LIQUID BREATHING

Effects of positive Gy acceleration on blood oxygen saturation and pleural pressure relation in dogs breathing air and liquid fluorocarbons in whole body water immersion respirator

LIQUID COOLING

Tissue cooling with liquid nitrogen, determining film boiling transition temperature and heat transfer rates

Water cooled head cap for heat stress alleviation in subjects working in warm environments

Water cooled garments, discussing human thermoregulation, developments and current studies

Space suit body heat exchanger design composed of thermal conductance yarn and liquid coolant loops

Automatic temperature control for liquid cooling garses used during astronaut extravehicular activity with external auditory meatus, and skin temperature as input signals

LIQUID CRYSTALS

Electric and magnetic fields effect on liquid crystal structure

Electric field effects on dielectric properties and molecular arrangements of cholesteric lipid crystals

Electric field effects on optical rotary power of compensated cholesteric liquid crystal

Alternating current field induced cholesteric and nematonic liquid crystal phase transitions

Dipole relaxation and molecular arrangements in liquid crystals

Dielectric constants measurements and magnetic field effects on compensated cholesteric liquid crystals

Absence of helical inversion in single component cholesteric liquid crystals
LIQUID DYNAMICS

Helical twisting power of steroidal solutes in cholesteric liquid crystal mesophases
[A70-21524]

Infrared transmission measurement of pitch of cholesteric liquid crystal
p0112 A71-12323

Augmentation of human eye focus control by varying index of refraction with nematic liquid crystals
[NASA-CR-115856]
p0161 A71-14653

LIQUID DYNAMICS

U LIQUID FLOW

LIQUID FLOW

BT LIQUID FLOW

Quasi-stationary viscous incompressible liquid flow in porous tube with defacing wall
p0466 A71-35641

LIQUID INJECTION

Technique for sterile insertion of liquid into previously sterilized spacecraft
[NASA-CR-111095]
p0042 A71-10382

LIQUID MERCURY

U MERCURY (METAL)

LIQUID METALS

BT LIQUID SODIUM

BT MERCURY (METAL)

LIQUID NITROGEN

Tissue cooling with liquid nitrogen, determining film boiling transition temperature and heat transfer rates
[ARPB PAPER 70-W/HT-16]
p0089 A71-14096

NITROGEN

SODIUM

Holographic scanning for acoustic imaging in liquid sodium
[DDM-1558]
p0553 A71-33486

LIQUID SURFACES

BT RESINS

LIQUID-GAS MIXTURES

BT AEROSOLS

Mesoscopic apparatus determining solubility of inert gases in water, blood and other liquids, establishing partition coefficients of ethyl ether
p0153 A71-18390

LIQUIDS

U HYDRAULIC FLUIDS

U LIQUID NITROGEN

U LIQUID SODIUM

U MERCURY (METAL)

LITHIUM

FLYING personnel urinary lithiasis relationship with aeronautical activity, discussing etiopathological factors and augmented fluid intake
p0025 A71-11600

LITHIUM

U LITHIUM ISOTOPES

LITHIUM CHLORIDES

Effect of lithium and calcium ions on acetylcholinesterase activity of erythrocytes
[NASA-TP-13276]
p0283 A71-20179

LITHIUM COMPOUNDS

BT LITHIUM CHLORIDES

BT LITHIUM FLUORIDES

LITHIUM FLUORIDES

LIF-Teflon disks laminated between plastic layers of identification pass for personnel accident diestiners
p0165 A71-15749

LITHIUM ISOPORES

LIF-Teflon disks laminated between plastic layers of identification pass for personnel accident diestiners
p0165 A71-15749

LITHIUM 4

U LITHIUM ISOTOPES

LITHIUM 5

U LITHIUM ISOTOPES

LITOSPHERE

BT EARTH SURFACE

LIVER

Sockeye fishes from Great Britain and southers Germany, analyzing visual pigments and liver retinols

Continuous and intermittent effect of carbon tetrachloride breathing on pathomorphological and histochemical structure of liver in test animals
p0022 A71-10229

Morphological and histological changes in liver and kidneys of rats exposed to long term hypothyreosis
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SUBJECT INDEX

p0012 A71-11131
Physical exercise effect on mitochondrial energy production in heart muscle and liver in rats
p0019 A71-11542
Liver and skeletal musculature morphology during hypokinesia and protein deficiency in mice
p0751 A71-10377
Radioprotective mercaptoethylamine /MBE/ effect on aerobic resynthesis of ATP in thymus nuclei and oxidative phosphorylation in rat liver mitochondria
p0185 A71-18984
Cysteine prevention of fatty liver induced by carbon tetrachloride and ethionine
p0185 A71-18987
Prolonged hyperxia effects on lipid synthesis in rat liver and adipose tissue slices
p258 A71-23969
Human heart, kidneys, liver and spleen tissues antigen composition analysis by isolation of pure antibodies
p0324 A71-27723
Dietary pyridoxal deficiency causing amino acid content reduction in liver, kidney, brain and heart tissues

p0352 A71-27837
Rat liver and lung collagenase activity Circadian rhythms, noting maximum enzyme activity in early morning and minima during afternoon and early evening
p0365 A71-28788
Mitotic response to various diets in normal and regenerating rat liver
p078 A71-30069
Polyunsaturated RNA disaggregation and attendant reduction in hepatic protein synthesis in rats as result of decreased food ingestion during hypoxia
p0919 A71-33190
Amino acid levels in fasted and fed rats plasma, liver, muscle and kidney during and after exercise, noting glutamine decrease in liver tissue
p0562 A71-38982
Ultrasound absorption in liver tissue due to macromolecular relaxation processes
p0533 A71-39770
Stimulatory effects of hypobaric hyperxia on lipid synthesis in rat liver and adipose tissues under free feeding
p0565 A71-41825
Liver and skeletal muscle morphology in rats under hypokinesia and protein deficiency
p0236 A71-19073
LOAD DISTRIBUTION (FORCES)

Anatomical load meaning method, determining torso peak thresholds by sensitivity tests
[SEPA PAPER 10233]
p0542 A71-34539
Load distribution on human hip joints during walking
[LAB-1002/71]
p0493 A71-29327
LOAD FACTORS

U LOADS (FORCES)

LOADING FORCES

U LOADS (FORCES)

LOADING WAVES

U ELASTIC WAVES

U LOADS (FORCES)

LOADS (FORCES)

U IMPACT LOADS

Arterioles and corneo-scleral shell structural response under various loading conditions, using finite element method for mechanical and hydrostatic stress distribution
p0117 A71-13099
LOCALIZATION

U POSITION (LOCATION)

LOCATION

U POSITION (LOCATION)

LOCKED AIRCRAFT

BT F-104 AIRCRAFT

LOCKED MILITARY AIRCRAFT

U MILITARY AIRCRAFT

LOCOMOTION

U ASTRONAUT LOCOMOTION

WALKING

Movement coordination in animals during walking and running, revealing neurophysiological mechanisms of locomotion control
p007 A71-12987
LONGEVITY

Management and results of long term manned test on regenerative life support system in space simulator

Support systems for long term regenerative life support system design and performance of thermal air conditioning of long term manned space environment simulation

Trace contaminant measurements during long term manned space station atmosphere simulation

Aerosol analysis during long term simulation of regenerative life support system

Mass balance and crew input/output requirements during long duration space cabin simulation test

Crew selection procedures for long duration manned space station simulation test

Crew activity analysis for long duration flight simulation test

Crew reaction to environment habitability during long duration space station simulation test

Confinment effects on human psychomotor performance during long duration space environment simulation test

Long duration confinement effects on human performance during tracking task

Non-interference crew performance analysis during long duration space station simulation test with visual and aural observations

Long duration confinement effects in spacecraft cabin simulator on psychological test results for spacecrew

Space station simulator background noise effects on crew behavior during long term confinement

Medical observation of spacecrew during long duration space station simulation test

Dermal and environmental microbiological data from long duration manned space station simulation

Nasopharyngeal bacteria cultures of spacecrew during long duration space station simulation

Biomedical body fluid and composition data from spacecrew during long term space station simulation

Biomedical serum assays on crewmen during long duration space station simulation

Spirometer loop measurements of human pulmonary functions during long duration manned space environment simulation

Spacecrew blood carboxyhemoglobin saturation in long duration space station simulation

Data from long duration manned test of regenerative life support system in space station simulation

Signal and stimuli rate effects on long term human response to light signal intensity differences

Biotechnological problems of man machine systems required for long duration space flights

Humidity control, carbon dioxide removal, and oxygen regeneration in cabin atmosphere during prolonged manned space flight

Long term manned space flight nutrition and food requirements

Microbiological life support requirements in long term manned space flights

Animal experimentation for simulating long duration space flight hazards for human physiology

Biomedical test data for predicting weightlessness effects on man during long term space flights

Manned 90-day performance test of regenerative life support systems in space station simulator including crew biomedical tests

Long term effects on visual processes during submarine patrol

Long term biological and physiological effects of plutonium compound inhalation in dogs and plutonium translocation in respiratory system

Computerized simulation of long term physiological effects of plutonium oxide inhalation on dog respiratory system including tissue, blood, and excretion data

Long term hyperoxycynogen exposure effects on human respiratory physiology

Bias free loudness judgments by modification of vision studies method, considering physical correlate theory of stimulus intensity

Contrast effects in loudness judgments, using category scale and maximally extensive number response language

Psychophysiological loudness and annoyance indices application in sonic boom comfort level evaluation, pulsating noise estimation and sound insulation system effectiveness determination

AUDIOPHONY

ATS F and G thermal control, discussing heat pipe, looser and modal tests

Mechanical design of frictionless bimetal actuated looser system for spacecraft thermal control

LOW ALTITUDE

Measurements of aircrew total vibration exposure during low altitude, high speed flight in F-6C aircraft

Pilot injuries on high speed low altitude flight noting acceleration due to gust effects

LOW DENSITY GASES

LOW BARIETY GASES

LOW FREQUENCIES

Human performance under low frequency vibration and effects on whole body orientation

Low frequency vibration effects on visual acuity of pilot performing visual tasks

LOW GRAVITY

LOW GRAVITY MANUFACTURING

Weightlessness manufacturing of vaccines and freeze-dried formulation for orbital worksho

LOW ALTITUDES

TROPICAL REGIONS
Contour effects on brightness paradox, investigating contrast and perception of luminance gradients in space by constant sum estimation method...

Brief light flash duration discrimination, discussing luminance and time between flashes...

Luminance and luminous flux discrimination in light and dark reared rats after early visual deprivation...

Visual adaptation mathematical model, studying relation of brightness static transformation into luminance...

Human visual system differential luminance sensitivity tests using simultaneous stimuli in yea-no procedure...

Visual system image blur and lateral inhibition effects on visual performance, convolving luminance profiles of targets with point spread functions...

Surround luminance effect on relative perceptual latency of response, using test stimuli confined to rod-free area of fovea...

Flashing light stimuli application to clinical instrument design for detection and quantitative assessment of early pathological visual loss based on minimum discernible luminance difference...

Central panel luminance effect on peripheral visual detection time in search tasks...

Incremented threshold for monoptic and dichoptic vision, showing spatial and luminance effects...

Object recognition with aided and unaided night vision as function of luminance...

Brief light flash duration discrimination, discussing luminance and time between flashes...

Luminance and luminous flux discrimination in light and dark reared rats after early visual deprivation...

Luminance and luminous flux discrimination in light and dark reared rats after early visual deprivation...
Color perception with achromatic stimulation by changing intensity of stationary light source to produce flicker colors

Subjective brightness of flashing light stimulus within fovea as function of stimulus size, noting edge effects contribution at suprathreshold levels

Flash threshold perception in relation to flicker, showing flicker/flash sensitivity ratio constancy over large intensity level range

Flashing lights effective intensity at threshold and suprathreshold levels, discussing Broca-Salter effect observation conditions

Sparrows pinealectomy effect on circadian rhythms of body temperature in light and darkness from radio telemetric monitoring

Flicker adaptation effect on visual sensitivity to temporal fluctuations of light intensity

Flash bands appearance in red/green triangular wave intensity distributions generated on CRT, quantifying perceived brightness distribution by matching with variously positioned light slit

Light brightness and duration effect on central vision response time during dark adaptation

Lunar Effects

M.T. Lunar Gravitational Effects

Lunar Tides

Lunar Environment

Thermal environment loads in lunar habitation, discussing Apollo EVA suit system and internally produced heat

Long term lunar surface environment, discussing radiation, thermal and meteoroid protection, water budget, carbon dioxide removal and air lock design

Bacterial spores survival under simulated lunar surface conditions, comparing results with vegetable cell experiments

Streptococcus mitis bacteria in Apollo 12 lunar retrieved Surveyor 3 TV camera, discussing realaunch deposition and survival

Lunar Exploration

Long term lunar surface environment, discussing radiation, thermal and meteoroid protection, water budget, carbon dioxide removal and air lock design

Computerized bacterial identification system to process Apollo spacecraft sample laboratory test results in NASA Planetary Quarantine Lunar Information System

Backpack carrier with retractable legs suitable for lunar exploration and convertible to rescue vehicle

Lunar Flight

Turtles organs and tissues responses during Zond 5 and 7 lunar probes circumlunar flight

Lunar Flaying Vehicles

Optical simulation study to determine manual instrumentation for pilot control of lunar flying vehicle

Lunar Gravitational Effects

Human performance in various locomotive tasks under simulated lunar reduced gravity conditions, classifying test stands and equipment

Lunar Gravity Simulator

Metabolic cost evaluation of self-rotation in simulated lunar gravity using space suits and crafts including weight load and surface effects

Lunar Occultation

Lunar Probes

M.T. Surveyor 3 Lunar Probe

Subject Index

Lunar Programs

M.T. Apollo Project

Lunar Receiving Laboratory

High resolution phase contrast microscope adaptation for gas-tight glove box use with stage and focusing knobs in box for Apollo sample microbiological examination

Selecting algae, seeds, and seedlings of higher plants and establishing tissue cultures for Lunar Receiving Laboratory

Design and fabrication of viton gloves for use in sterile nitrogen atmospheric processing cabinet of Lunar Receiving Laboratory

Lunar Shelters

Evaluation of shelter for habitability estimation

Lunar Soil

Botanical quarantine studies on Apollo 11 and 12 lunar samples effects on terrestrial plants, indicating absence of disease generating agents

Apollo 11 lunar samples effect on terrestrial microorganisms, noting pigment production effects of Fe leaching from bulk fines and core samples

Compounds hydrolyzable to amino acids in aqueous extracts of Apollo 11 and 12 lunar fines, noting presence of glycine and alanine

Determining presence of porphyrim in Apollo 11 and 12 soil samples by fluorescence spectrometry and analytical decontamination

Procedures and immunofluorescent techniques for screening Apollo apatitic test animals for bacterial pathogens after lunar sample exposure

Lunar Spacecraft

M.T. Apollo Spacecraft

M.T. Surveyor 3 Lunar Probe

Lunar Tides

Observing growth rhythms in shells of fossil marine invertebrates and relationship to tidal cycles in earth-moon system

M.T. Lunar Trajectories

Lunar Mechanics

M.T. Circular Lunar Trajectories

Lung Morphology

Oxygens-nitrogen synergistic interactions in rats in hyperbaric environment, determining lung damage by total water measurement

Lung volume direction and change rate effects on pulmonary vascular conductance and arterial flow in isolated dog lung lobe

Time constant for collateral ventilation in human, dog and pig lungs under various physiological conditions

Mediastinum effect on human esophageal pressure and lung compliance measurements

Lung scanning, describing moving detectors, electronic apparatus adjustment and choice of radionuclide and labelled compound

Lungs

Lipid peroxidation in pulmonary hyperoxia, noting effects of hyperbaric oxygen, ascorbic acid and ferrous iron

Cysteamine protection of hydroxurea sensitized Chinese hamster lung cells during X ray exposure

Terminal bronchiule diameter changes with volume in isolated air filled lobes of cat lungs

Book on gravity and acceleration effects on lungs covering breathing mechanics, ventilation distribution, blood flow, gas exchange, arterial oxygen saturation and pulmonary shunting

Oxygen tension effect on pulmonary diffusion capacity and postnatal lung growth in rats under
MAGNETIC RECORDING

NT POLARIZATION CHARACTERISTICS

MAGNETIC RECORDING
Automated data acquisition and analysis during cardiac catheterization, using photokymographic and analog magnetic tape recording system in conjunction with digital computer
p0368 A71-29003

Magnetic recording of heart electrical activity by cryogenic magnetometer with two Josephson junction quantum interference reduction device
p0590 A71-42341

MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDERS
U MAGNETIC RECORDING
U TAPE RECORDERS
Automated data acquisition and analysis during cardiac catheterization, using photokymographic and analog magnetic tape recording system in conjunction with digital computer
p0368 A71-29003

MAGNETOCARDIOGRAPHY
Magnetic recording of heart electrical activity by cryogenic magnetometer with two Josephson junction quantum interference reduction device
p0590 A71-42341

MAGNETOGRAF
U RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
MAGNETOTHELIC PROFILING
U GEOMAGNETISM

MAGNETIZATION
Magnetization level for optimum performance at a microscope, minimizing time
p0455 A71-34704

MAGNIFYERS
U MAGNIFICATION
MAINTAINABILITY

NT AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
NT SPACE MAINTENANCE
Electronic equipment maintenance simplification by proceduralized troubleshooting method for malfunction isolation and tests and checks selection and sequencing, noting technician training conduction
p0454 A71-34702

Electric circuit component failure prediction and probability distribution in troubleshooting search
p0621 A71-42900

BALS
Sexual behavior of male cats after paraherophenylalanine injections, noting unchanged or diminished performance and serotonin lowering in brain
p0033 A71-12365

BAMHALLS
NT CATS
NT CATH LAB
NT CHIMPANZEE
NT DOGS
NT GOLDEN
NT GUILA PIGS
NT HAMSTERS
NT HUMAN BEINGS
NT RABBIT
NT TURTLES

BAMALIAN species body temperature during 24 hr periodic light cycle, using statistical data analysis
p0203 A71-11570

Bacteria and mammalian cells radiosensitization, using phenylglyoxal and various carbonyl compounds
p0178 A71-18944

Age dependent changes in mammalian cells radiosensitivity, emphasizing endogenous nonprotein sulphydryl effects
p0178 A71-18945

Mammalian tolerance to low body temperatures, discussing limits to spontaneous unassisted recovery and recovery assisted with respiration and resuscitation procedures
p0188 A71-19523

Hyperresponsiveness in hibernating mammals, discussing responsiveness lacunae with body temperature decrease as compensating mechanism for sensitivity loss
p0188 A71-19524

Physiological characteristics in llamas pulmonary circulation at sea level and changes after 5 and 10 weeks both 4000 above sea level, noting arterial hypertension
p0201 A71-20678

Area analysis of pressure-volume hysteresis in mamalian lungs by slowly filling with air and saline
p0319 A71-27132

Biosynthesis control of melanin and other metachromes in mammalian pineal organ
p0168 A71-29631

Papers on anatomy and mechanisms of mammalian sensory systems including vision, audition and touch
p0378 A71-30251

Mammalian cells cultivation at suboptimal temperatures, considering reproduction and cytophysiological changes
p0528 A71-39220

Mamal extracocular muscle fiber structural and functional properties, discussing histological arrangement, fiber type classification and motor nerve endings
p0591 A71-42434

Effects on ultraviolet radiation and x rays on mammalian cells
[CCCP-10-P-2114]
p0161 A71-14668

Biological systems analysis and biodynamic modelling of physiological and biological interrelationships in human body and mammals
[NASA-CR-1720]
p0206 A71-19876

Dynamic model for microvascular system control of mamalian body kinematics
p0281 A71-19882

Biological models for mammalian cardiovascular systems
p0281 A71-19884

Biomechanical molecular model for metabolic energy transition from mammalian organs to central nervous systems
p0281 A71-19885

Volterra equation for describing tracer dynamics of mammalian circulation
p0447 A71-28655

Low temperature cytophysiological adaptation of human and mammalian cells
p0550 A71-33455

MAN
U HUMAN BEINGS
MAN MACHINE SYSTEMS
Complex navigation systems training philosophy emphasizing functional approach to system and components
p0007 A71-10523

p0071 A71-12976

Operator behavior in man/machine system, using multidimensional manual control system model with random sampling time and information theory method
p0076 A71-12996

Human behavior during machine control learning, modeling habit development as automatic control system
p0076 A71-12997

Human operator thinking and decision making model for man-machine interaction
p0076 A71-12999

Man-machine graphics, discussing research in man data reduction, production scheduling, speech synthesis, etc
p0068 A71-13500

Computer operators activity analysis, suggesting computer center layout
p0104 A71-15847

A-252
Man and machine interaction research, discussing task performance, man machine interaction and work-rest cycles

Human factors engineering in man machine systems, evaluating biomechanics and aeronautical medicine relationship

Microscope for communications between operator and machine during biological image studies

Human role in manned observatory/laboratory spacecraft, taking into account sensor payload, onboard analysis equipment and astronaut training

National Airspace System air traffic control automation man machine considerations, noting controller productivity increase, input difficulties and symbology clutter

Aerospace research bionics and bioengineering, quantitative performance evaluation of man machine

Two dimensional adaptive model of human operator in visual-manual compensatory tracking task

Aircraft display designs, emphasizing man machine problems

Man machine systems classification, suggesting machine-only system for decision making

Aerospace research bionics and bioengineering, considering adaptation of man to environment and matching of man and machine

Influence sources affecting self organizing of man machine systems, discussing human pilot model

Displaced and delayed rotinal feedback adaptation theory for human factors problems in man machine systems

Quantitative performance evaluation of man machine systems in stochastic environments, deriving simulation algorithms

Man and equipment instrumentation in simulated space environment, considering training and interface of man and life support systems

Man machine system dynamic properties and biomechanical model concepts, determining random vibration effects on sitting and working human body

Human performance reliability data systems using taxonomic structure for classifying experimental studies and predicting man-machine performance

Two dimensional adaptive model of human operator control in visual-manual compensatory tracking task using pattern recognition

Information transfer in all-weather aircraft operation, discussing pilot role in overall reliability based on man machine system information process

Weightlessness simulation for orbital man machine experimentation, discussing tetherboard and cargo transfer examples

Human performance in optical high inertia tracking system interface, considering proprioceptive feedback, display magnification, control dynamics view field and anticipatory processes effects

Ergonomic evaluation of flight crew working conditions from viewpoint of static and dynamic adaptation of aircraft system design to human psychophysical capabilities

Man machine system dynamic properties and biomechanical model concepts, determining random vibration effects on sitting and working human body

Use of computers for man machine modeling status and plans

Task analysis reduction technique for analyzing human performance and man machine interaction

Adaptation techniques for human tasks and man machine systems

Discussing development of engineering psychology as independent science

Man performance, recovery, and man machine systems

Man-computer interaction and content programming for problems solving and management planning

Effects of input power spectra on human operator compensatory tracking

Functional requirements for ground-based trainers, helicopter response characteristics

Human cognition, involving man machine interaction situations

Man-machine interactive information system functions and effectiveness of free-form query with combinatorial search algorithms and various techniques for online browsing

Biomechanics of living and life-like system with application to man machine technology

Feasibility and limitations of speaker adaptation in improving performance of fixed speaker independent automatic speech recognition system

Stochastic model for computerized simulation of closed man machine system operated by crew

Task coarseness analysis of training equipment and devices to maximize positive transfer of training

Selected and annotated bibliography of human performance prediction in man machine systems - Vol. 3

Man-computer interaction information system to simulate various problem solving environments and provide users on-line feedback of their relative effectiveness

Trends and possibilities in biochemistry and biotechnology in medical science - heart transplantation

Design and operation of complex man machine systems and heuristic solution to automation problems in production engineering and biomedical situations

Design and evaluation of information display systems and development of operator work station stages

Automatic monitoring of human operator state in closed man machine systems with biomedical application

Human factors engineering in man machine system design

Heuristic problems in design and operation of large scale man machine systems

Heuristic decision making programs for man machine systems

Development of man machine subsystem for military management information systems and evaluation of display capability integrated into large scale computer

Theoretical pilot-aircraft interaction with pilot relying on gravity vector for orientation

Cybernetics including models for statistical decision making, biomechanical systems, and
Spacecraft manual control investigation, using human operator models described by linear transfer function with variable coefficients

Optical simulation study to determine manual instrumentation for pilot control of lunar flying vehicle

Two hybrid computer identification techniques for use in manual control research

Model for task interference with pilot performance in multivariable manual control systems

Mathematical models for control activity of human spaceship operator

Mathematical model representing human performance reliability for laboratory vigilance and manual control tasks

Evaluation procedures for oxygen and protective aviation masks

Manual for human psychometric data acquisition and human reactions to psychological stress in Tektite project

Fabrication and evaluation of dehydrated food bars produced by compression and molding processes

Analysis of storage stability of intermediate moisture foods for space flight feeding with tables of foods and types of manufacture

Two-dimensional adaptive pattern-recognizing model of human operator in visual-manual compensatory tracking system
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visible and UV photometric recording of microorganisms reproduction in liquid media for application to Mars extraterrestrial life detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growth of bacteria in soils from Antarctic dry valleys providing soil microbial ecology as Mars model [NASA-TM-1-66965]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examination of data to be obtained by Mariner Mars 1971 infrared interferometer spectrometer experiment for inferential information on Mars surface biota [NASA-CH-118629]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARS ATMOSPHERE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV effect on airborne bacteria survival in simulated Martian dust clouds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARS ENVIRONMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT MARS ATMOSPHERE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraterrestrial life hypotheses, citing astronomical considerations, inorganic chemical evolution and prosthetic synthesis with emphasis on Mars exploration for microorganisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple organisms resistance and adaptation to low pressure, anoxia, intense cooling, UV irradiation and Mars conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mars physical conditions compared to earth, simulating Martian conditions and low temperature and UV effects on proteins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xerophyte soil microorganisms reproductive stability in artificial Mars environment chamber at maximum hygroscopic moisture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living organisms life-sustaining possibility under simulated Martian temperature, humidity and atmospheric composition conditions, emphasizing unicellular organisms radiation resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated Martian environment effects on terrestrial microorganisms survival</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microorganisms survival in simulated Martian environment noting culture cells concentration increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mars probes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT VIKING LANDER SPACECRAFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT VIKING MARS PROGRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planetary quarantine analysis for unmissioned Mars orbiter, considering accidental spacecraft impact, loose particles and gases used for attitude control and pressurization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARS SURFACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimal mineral-organic nutrient media and soil selection for microorganisms detection on Mars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infusoria adaptation ability to extreme environmental conditions with emphasis on Mars surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARS 69 PROJECT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacterial spore distribution and dry heat resistance on Mariner-Mars 1969 spacecraft, using randomly selected aerobic mesophilic isolates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARS 71 PROJECT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examination of data to be obtained by Mariner Mars 1971 infrared interferometer spectrometer experiment for inferential information on Mars surface biota [NASA-CH-118629]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MATERIAL ABSORPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MASON MILITARY AIRCRAFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWIN MILITARY AIRCRAFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARYLAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air pollution report of federal facilities in metropolitan Baltimore intrastate air quality control regions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASKING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muscle reflex action role in contralateral remote masking at high auditory signal sound pressure levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaural phase angle control, using equal masker/signal narrow noise bands and phase shifting network between channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural network hypothesis for mechanism of backward masking and disinhibition in visual perception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual perceptual masking under binocular and dichoptic conditions separating peripheral and central interference effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative residual and reversed microinterval masking signals and human auditory perception capacity measurements using sound level estimates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual masking effects in cat striate cortex single cell activity, using moving slit and diffuse flashing light stimuli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT OXYGEN MASKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative tests of finedust masks [LA-4459-70]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sealing of respiratory protection masks [LA-70-70-17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASS BALANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass balance stability in closed life support systems, using mathematical model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass balance and crew input/output requirements during long duration space cabin simulation test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASS FILTERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT FLUID FILTERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASS SPECTROMETERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic compensation of water vapor effects in respiratory mass spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design and performance of mass spectrometer system for atmosphere control in manned space station simulator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASS SPECTROMETRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT MASS SPECTROSCOPY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass spectroscopy subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human blood gases continuous measurement in vivo by mass spectography, considering arterial nitrogen washout and cerebral blood flow determination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASS TRANSFER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital simulation mathematical model describing simultaneous energy and mass transfer process in clothing-airspace-skin system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results from theoretical and experimental studies of mass exchange in life support systems [NASA-TM-P-13171]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical model for mass exchange in closed life support systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass transfer model for external spacecraft contamination and preventive measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASTODON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical impedance measurement of artificial and human mastoids for bone vibrator calibration as function of frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATERIAL ABSORPTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amino silica gels absorption properties with respect to carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide and water vapor, comparing affinity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nervous and vascular tissues excitability during subthreshold parametric stimulation, discussing mathematical model for optimizing polarization induced electrotonic fluctuations

Human eye information processing algorithms

Mathematical model of retinomorphic attribution

Optical perception constancy of object size, developing mathematical models of accommodation, convergence and retinal image size

Mathematical simulation of visual distance perceptual capacity of man from ground reference landmarks observation during vertical flight

Mathematical model of visual information of edge contrast effects in human eye as functions of image brightness and viewing angle

Heart, lung and cardio-physiological optimum functional parameters mathematical model based on oxygen transport resistance losses

Mathematical model for brain arteries homodynamic parameters, establishing blood pressure data

Visual recognition process for simple achromatic image confined within simultaneously-perception viewing angles, deriving hypothetical model based on psychological factors

Excitable myocardium cell simplified model based on artificial membrane excitation phenomena, using hybrid computer complex analog section

Vestibular system functions physical analog model, predicting responses to motion inputs and possible problems for flight situations

Absolute and relative visual movement perception quantitative models relevant to lateral perception theories

Predictive stochastic optimal control model for sacculo-circular eye movements in visual target tracking based on target motion estimate

Response strategies in two-choice reaction task with continuous cost for time, confirming fast-guess model prediction

Small signal characteristics mathematical models of cardiac sinus baroreceptors of rabbit sinus

Human body thermal behavior modeling and system simulation for steady state analytical solution for various boundary conditions and parameters

Mathematical and mechanical models of human thermal system thermodynamic/transport processes and external regulation devices for single elements and entire body

Visual perception theoretical models for linimal contrast prediction

Respiratory air flow optimal regulation hypothesis, testing analytic prediction model results with experiment under stress and rest conditions

Mathematical model for short term adaptation to vestibular stimuli, deriving transfer function relating angular velocities of nystagmus and head rotation

Energy output of left ventricle and congestive heart failure mechanisms, approximating blood velocity in aortic system by mathematical model

Inertial properties of segmented cadaver trunk for mathematical model of spinal response to impact in ejection acceleration injuries in high speed aircraft

Mathematical fatigue models based on perceatability variations in synaptic membrane and feedback regulation due to working organ metabolic changes
Subject Index

Rhodopsin kinetics mathematical analysis by cyclic five-component model, applying to flash and extended photolysis in rat retina p0453 A71-34653

Rotational ocular systeumus phases induced by head rotation, developing vestibulo-ocular system mathematical model p0458 A71-25045

Mathematical models of distance perception under flight conditions according to visible brightness of luminous surface p0460 A71-35166

Robots structural description and computer modeling based on various algorithms p0460 A71-35167

Adaptive mathematical model of human operator during pursuit tracking, synthesizing brain in accordance with arbitrary responsibility criterion p0460 A71-35169

Mathematical models of color data coding and decoding, studying light emissions transformations in visual organs and engineering systems p0460 A71-35173

Visual adaptation mathematical model, studying relation of brightness static transformation into luminance p0460 A71-35174

Tasks with subject guiding vehicle at arbitrary speed along tolerance hard defined course, considering prediction model for velocity-bandwidth relationship p0465 A71-35437

Mathematical model for underwater simulation of astronaut extravehicular activities in weightless conditions, using computer program [AIAA PAPER 77-852] p0483 A71-36644

Mathematical model for human thermal system, checking accuracy p0490 A71-36999

Human operator models parameter estimation by stochastic approximation, considering continuous and sampled data models p0515 A71-37648

Cardiovascular system mathematical model for evaluating system parameters effects on circulatory indices including minute volume and arterial tension p0515 A71-37777

Signal propagation in model neuron network in terms of differential equations system, representing retina major cell types in planar model p0515 A71-38276

Mathematical model of electrophysiologic Q-T-R relationship, showing agreement with membrane theories p0571 A71-40586

Retinal directionnal effect measurements confirming mathematical model based on gaussian distribution of retinal cones orientation, explaining brightness stimuli effectiveness and hue shift p0573 A71-40670

Mechanical properties of muscular organs, presenting mathematical model for biological fluid flow analysis p0574 A71-40984

Electrical heart activity and ECG mathematical model with nonlinear oscillator system construction for normal and abnormal rhythms p0574 A71-40986

Apparent motion effects associated with stationory flashing lights configurations, noting frequency response characteristics analogous to real motion effects in human visual system model p0580 A71-41487

Computerized electrostatic field model of biological cell membrane p0588 A71-42191

Mathematical models for microorganism exponential die-off rate and variance estimation from decontamination data p0590 A71-42231

Respiratory sinus arrhythmia by spectral analysis and digital filtering, using linear model to approximate lung volume relationship to heart rate during normal breathing p0641 A71-45067

Analogue modeling of enzyme and biochemical systems with fixed and variable functional properties, using operational amplifier integrator p0644 A71-45109

Mathematical models contd

Steady-state nondivergent Gaussian computer model for simulating air quality in region of New York City [BS-392J] p0645 A71-10712

Use of computers for man machine modeling status and plans [AD-711638] p0686 A71-10880


District of Columbia air quality display model for computing seasonal concentration estimates [Ph-189194] p0408 A71-11072

Theoretical models related to Hills alternative to naval decompression concepts [AD-711809] p0511 A71-11095

Mathematical model of spinal response to impact p0107 A71-12285

Two-region, continuous search, and t-region discrete models for allowing available effort to search for objects at sea [AD-712836] p0115 A71-1239

Induced fields and heating in cranial model irradiated by electromagnetic plane wave [AD-712845] p0123 A71-14649

Body exposure rate calculated for dose from Kr-85 released to earth atmosphere [BNWL-9A-323-1] p0162 A71-15706

Computer synthesis for classifying natural shapes and patterns including leaving [AD-713162] p0163 A71-14833

Mathematical models on visual perception p0167 A71-15995

Bacterial thermoradiation sterilization models and computerized bioassay system for Apollo biological data [NASA-Cr-116420] p0227 A71-16056

Investigating biotermal model of living tissue for application to thermal control of protective clothing [NAV-Cr-11687] p0223 A71-18926

Anthropomorph data update for man-model used in cockpit geometry evaluation program for evaluation of flight crew interaction and compatibility with crew stations [AD-716396] p0279 A71-19818

Mathematical link-system model for computerized simulation of human movement in cockpit geometry evaluation program for flight crew physical compatibility with crew stations [AD-716398] p0280 A71-19820

Kinetic model of enzyme monomolecular enzyme reactions with substrate and product inhibition and possibility of self oscillation [BNWL-329-5991] p0300 A71-21401


Distributed parameter mathematical model of human body in dynamic mechanical environments [AD-717164] p0329 A71-22130

Mathematical functional model for carotid blood pressure control system [AD-717667] p0330 A71-22161

Experimental validation and analytical elaboration for models of pilot neuromuscular subsystem in tracking tasks [NASA-Cr-1757] p0338 A71-22664

Model for task interference with pilot performance in multivariable manual control systems [NASA-Cr-1746] p0398 A71-26160

Four-degree-of-freedom lumped parameter model for vertical acceleration of seated human body as might be imposed by aircraft ejection systems [AD-721225] p0430 A71-26994

Analysis of problems associated with effects of surfaces on blood clotting and on theory of blood clot regulation [AD-721207] p0432 A71-27475

Mathematical model and computerized simulation of crew related factors in space station p0445 A71-28559

Problem of mathematical modeling in microbiological process [JPRS-53852] p0493 A71-29257

Architectonic pattern recognition model for processing chromatic objects A-259
MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS
SUBJECT INDEX

[AD-722853] p0498 N71-30219
Mathematical models of microbiological production
processes
[JPRS-53634] p0505 N71-31271
Numerical analysis and mathematical models to
describe vision process
[AD-723051] p0538 N71-32013
Cybernetics including models for statistical
decision making, biomechanical systems, and
complex stochastic system
[JPRS-53531] p0539 N71-32088
Model for quantitatively examining performance of
automatic machines with normal and disturbed
functions in statistical decision making
[AD-727766] p0539 N71-32089
Dynamic reactions of operators with random
vibrational stimuli and biomechanical systems
[AD-727057] p0540 N71-32474
Mathematical model and information display system
for flight control and monitoring aircraft and
pilot performance
[Dynacal Mathematical model of physiological
regulation of body temperature in human beings
Mathematical models for control activity human
spaceship operator
Effects of display gain and signal bandwidth on
visual sources of human controller remnant
[AD-727266] p0560 N71-36500
Mathematical model representing human performance
reliability for laboratory vigilance and manual
control tasks
Model of human operator reflecting known perceptual
and response characteristics for automobile
driving task
[NASA-CR-123169] p0560 N71-36504
Mathematical models for explaining working of
physiological systems in plants
Mathematical models for estimating block up-and-down
design of sensory thresholds
[NASA-CR-115202] p0562 N71-37644
Physiochemical factors affecting activated charcoal
adsorption of contaminants using mathematical
models - tables
Man machine systems for detection, recognition,
transmission and perception of information on
engineering problems
[AD-727610] p0566 N71-37678
MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS
U STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
MATRICES
Prisoner dilemma game matrix, noting response
patterns to various formats
[OMEL-197-71-3] p0491 A71-37017
Ecological transfer matrices for various terrestrial
and aquatic systems
[OMEL-197-71-3] p0533 A71-37648
MATRICES (MATHEMATICS)
Realizable gait matrices for N-legged machines
[AD-721752] p0173 N71-16551
MATRICE ALGEBRA
U MATRICES (MATHEMATICS)
U MATRICE ANALYSIS
U MATRICES (MATHEMATICS)
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATES
Human inferences based on partially reliable
reports, studying likelihood ratio estimates and
probabilistic relations in nature
[AD-723029] p0141 A71-33103
MATTHOWELL AIRCRAFT
NT P-4 AIRCRAFT
NT RF-4 AIRCRAFT
MATTHOWELL MILITARY AIRCRAFT
U MILITARY AIRCRAFT
MEASURING APPARATUS
U MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
NT ACCELEROMETERS
NT ANALYZERS
NT APPROACH INDICATORS
NT BAROMETERS
NT CALORIMETERS
NT DOSIMETERS
NT DYNAMOMETERS
NT ELECTRON PROBES
NT ERODEMETERS
NT FLOWMETERS
NT GAS METERS
NT HOT-FILM ANEMOMETERS
NT HYGROMETERS
NT INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
NT INFRARED DETECTORS
NT INFRARED INSTRUMENTS
NT MANOMETERS
NT MASS SPECTROMETERS
NT OCULOMETERS
NT OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
NT OPTICAL SCANNERS
NT PHOTOTRANSISTORS
NT PRESSURE GAGES
NT RADIATION COUNTERS
NT RADIATION DETECTORS
NT RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
NT RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS
NT RADIOFREQUENCY DETECTORS
NT RESPIROMETERS
NT RHEOMETERS
NT SCINTILLATION COUNTERS
NT SIGNAL ANALYZERS
NT SILICON RADIATION DETECTORS
NT SPARK CHAMBERS
NT SPECTROMETERS
NT SPECTROPHOTOMETERS
NT STRAIN GAGES
NT TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
NT THERMOMETERS
NT THERMOMETERS
Source-subject coupling, reactive near field,
multipath components and arbitrary polarization in
hazardous EM fields quantification, discussing
measuring techniques and instruments
Arterial or venous blood oxygen tension continuous
measurement, describing electrode cuvette design
with response time of less than 3 sec
Accommodometer for automatic measurement of eye
response to accommodation stimulus
Autoclave chronic catheter system and restraining
box for blood sampling and pressure measurement
for hibernating hamsters
Radiotelemetrical equipment for continuous
subcutaneous measurements of circadian body
temperature rhythm in rats
Simplified slide rule for determination of downwind
safety limits for toxic vapors
for blood sampling and pressure measurement
in vivo bone mineral content and body composition measurement
MECHANICAL DEVICES
Hydrodynamics of roller pumps and implication to
hemolysis
[AD-723029] p0432 N71-27279
Development of test methods and techniques for
determining technical performance and safety
characteristics of aviation tools and accessories
[AD-723030] p0499 N71-30238
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Mechanical engineering research in aerospace
technology, machine design and industrial
processing, and weapons
[AD-723029] p0161 N71-14667
MECHANICAL IMPEDANCE
Mechanical impedance measurement of artificial and
human mastoids for bone vibrator calibration as
function of frequency
[AD-723029] p0313 N71-26189
MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT
NT DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENT
NT SPEED MEASUREMENT
NT PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
NT VELOCITY MEASUREMENT
NT VIBRATION MEASUREMENT
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
NT ELASTIC PROPERTIES
NT MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
NT SHEAR PROPERTIES
SUBJECT INDEX

BY THERMOELASTICITY
BY VISCOELASTICITY
Human skin biomechanical properties, observing extensibility, resiliency and elasticity... p0135 A71-16607
Cancelling bone mechanical properties from compression testing of human femoral, vertebral and cranial bones... [AIAA PAPER 71-111] p0155 A71-180561
Animal urinary bladder mechanical properties from controlled stretch tests, identifying viscoelastic, plasticelastic and creep elements... p0383 A71-30566
Human alveolar wall tissue length-tension characteristics, noting age, sex and respiratory flow relationships... p0421 A71-33246
Mechanical properties of muscular organs, presenting mathematical model for biological fluid flow analysis... p057N A71-40984
Mechanical responses of human head subjected to acceleration loads determined for use in construction of artificial head... p0591 N71-32547

MECHANORECEPTORS
Cardiovascular and respiratory system afferent innervation in cats investigating pericardial, respiratory and pulmonary mechanoreceptors... p0100 A71-16343
Gastric and rectal mechanoreceptor stimulation influences on vestibular rotation nystagmus in rabbits... p015a A71-18466
Instantaneous postural reaction of cattle to brain concussion indicating mechanoreceptor HF discharge follow pathophysiological mechanisms... p0312 A71-26122
Gravity orientation in insects, discussing different mechanoreceptors role... p0560 A71-39990

MEDIATION
Mediation effect on human esophageal pressure and lung compliance measurements... p0270 A71-24678

MEDITATION
Physicochemical aspects of conditioned reflexes, including as a mechanism, effectiveness of synapses, mediation processes, ribonucleotides function and subcellular structures dynamics... p0464 A71-35364

MEDICAL ELECTRONICS
Linear beat by beat cardiotachometer, describing amplifier design and operation... p0004 A71-10242
Adapted multichannel analyzer for cardiology visualizing vectorcardiographic loops... p0023 A71-19407
Ultrasonic Doppler techniques in medical diagnosis, measuring ultrasonic probes directivities by echo amplitudes from various target configurations... p0091 A71-14422
Polargraphic blood oxygen measurement by principle of oxygen liberation into physical solution by potassium ferricyanide... p0198 A71-20337
Astronaut electrode-ampibler helmet harness for cable and radiotelemetry acquisition of EEG, ECG and blood pressure data on noninterference basis... p0268 A71-24475
Percutaneous access to implanted electrodes, discussing metal plaque-needle system and connection to instruments... p0300 A71-25936
Wired monitoring system for continuous interference-free twelve-lead ECG recording before, during and after exercise... p0323 A71-27530
Small scale solid state digital computer for experimental medical data statistical processing... p0412 A71-32534
Medical screening techniques, discussing sensitive, specific, reliable, fail-safe and self-calibrating instrumentation systems... p0533 A71-34609
Pressure sensors, blood flow transducers, ph electrodes, and photographic recording of biological data for use in aerospace medicine... [NASA-CR-119024] p0440 N71-28284

ANALOG COMPUTER PROGRAM AND DISPLAY DEVICE FOR DETECTING ABNORMAL SYMPTOMS DURING ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY... [AD-711039] p0535 N71-31612

MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
BY ARTIFICIAL BLOOD
BY ARTIFICIAL HEART VALVES
BY CARDIOMETERS
BY PROSTHETIC DEVICES
BY RESPIRATORS
BY STRETCHERS
Ultrasonic applications in surgery, therapy and diagnosis, discussing physical principles, biomechanical transducers, tissue acoustic properties and measurement methods... p0006 A71-13351
Laser applications in biology and medicine covering surgery, ophtalmology, microorganisms, viscera, tissue culture, tumor eradication, radiation hazards, etc... p009 A71-14722
Electrically rotating chair transmitting gravty orientation in insects, discussing different mechanoreceptors role... p0312 A71-26122
Electrical apparatus with electrodes and intracardiac catheters, considering electric current danger threshold, electrocution hazards and safety precautions... p0466 A71-35364
Radioisotope thermoelectric generators in micro-watt power range for biomedical applications... p0525 A71-38912
Cryogenics applications to cryosurgery and long term low temperature storage of living cells and tissues... p0531 A71-39252
Electrocardiac generator, applying vectorcardiographic type electrodes to human torso for data recording during physical activity... [NASA-CASE-VPR-10856] p0058 N71-11189
Respiration analyzing method and apparatus for determining subjects oxygen consumption in aerospace environment... [NASA-CASE-VPR-08403] p0060 A71-11202
Closed-cycle respirator development program... [AD-712560] p0117 A71-13522
Intensive care alarm indicator system with audible signal and warn staff responsible for care... [NASA-TN-X-65421] p0165 N71-15832
NASA technology utilized in medical diagnostic monitoring instruments... [NASA-TN-X-65418] p0165 A71-15895
Digital logic design for spirometer... [NASA-TR-X-65417] p0166 A71-15895
Feasibility of on-site audiometer calibration check... [AD-71897] p0385 A71-23555
Computer animated display device for diagnosis of heart disease... [NASA-NEWS-RELEASE-71-58] p0346 A71-23751
Performance of impedance cardiograph for measuring heart rate and body fluids... [NASA-CS-14498] p0349 A71-24733
Patient monitoring system design and equipment specifications with physiological response display device and warning system... [NASA-CS-118663] p0356 A71-25992
Silicon radiation detector production engineering for biological and medical applications and explanation of continuous absorption spectra using RC delay line as equivalent circuit... [BMD-PB-70-15] p0430 A71-26914
Technology utilization in biomedical areas, particularly for infants and handicapped persons... p0510 A71-34070
Aerospace reliability techniques and their application to biomedical devices... [NASA-TN-X-67942] p0649 A71-36494
MEDICAL PERSONNEL

Subject Index

- Aeromedical training in Canadian facilities
- Aviation medicine training in US army
- Functions of aeromedical training section of Royal Air Force
- German aeromedical training for medical and paramedical personnel
- Norwegian Air Force aerospace medicine training programs
- Aerospace medical training in Royal Netherlands Air Force
- Utilization of electronic and computerized techniques for undergraduate medical education
- Medical support for extended manned space missions, considering functional disturbances, diseases, drug reactivity and timing of in-flight aid
- Ground based biomedical supervision of crew members during extended space missions, discussing data acquisition, transmission, astronaut medical competence, etc
- Space base biomedical center based on Integrated Medical and Behavioral Laboratory Measurement System/IMBLMS/concept
- Flight surgeons guidance criteria for flying personnel, detailing individual areas examination, documentation and clinical findings
- Statistical survey of aeromedical and human aspects of airports, discussing population, facilities, accident treatment, design guide and requirements
- Medical planning and first aid in disasters at airports
- Epidemiological aspects of airport medicine in relation to global public health and international cooperation
- Functions of medical services charged with ensuring flying personnel fitness, stressing aging process
- Sick and injured transportation aboard regular airliners, considering pathological and psychological contraindications
- Experimental ATS-1 satellite medical network for geographically and climatically isolated areas, noting impact on emergency treatment and anxiety level reduction
- Investigation of application of NASA developed technology to cardiovascular and pulmonary patient monitoring to improve availability of data for medical diagnosis
- Program plans and cost estimates of project for application of bioscience technology to patient monitoring system
- Standard, policies, procedure, and limitations of Federal Aviation Administration medical certification system
- Medications stability regarding high temperature, humidity, ambient gas composition, increased oxygen content, radiation, vacuum, vibrations and accelerations
- Effects of unusual environmental conditions on characteristics and stability of drugs
- Halophilic bacteria growth
- Effects of combined and individual influences of UV light, X ray irradiation and freezing-thawing cycles on ribonucleic acid
- Gaseous medium composition and multiple freezing

Medications stability regarding high temperature, humidity, ambient gas composition, increased oxygen content, radiation, vacuum, vibrations and accelerations
- Effects of unusual environmental conditions on characteristics and stability of drugs
- Halophilic bacteria growth
- Effects of combined and individual influences of UV light, X ray irradiation and freezing-thawing cycles on ribonucleic acid
- Gaseous medium composition and multiple freezing

A-262
MENTAL STRESS

Human brain subcortical formations slow electrical processes during memory tests
p0355 A71-28377
EEG and derivative spectral characteristics evaluation in determining pilot mental activity during flight
p0603 A71-31250
German monograph on human mental performance under simultaneous mental and above normal muscular stress involving signal response in double choice reaction problems
p0611 A71-32306
Operator mental performance reliability prediction from heart beat rate and electromyograms
p0415 A71-32826
Pilot psychic states in flight, including preliminary desensitization, drowsiness, stunning, euphoria and phobias
p0423 A71-33576
Factor analysis of phase discrimination in mental fatigue during diurnal variation of cortical functions in railroad traffic control center operators
p0651 A71-34362
Telemetric accelerograph for assessing mental performance under industrial working conditions for work characterized by periodically repeated stereotyped movements
p0651 A71-34363
Mental load physiological parameters determination by binary choice task, noting changes in heart and respiratory rates and systolic and diastolic pressure
p0652 A71-34364
Human violent exercise burst effect on cognitive task, noting mild hypoxia irrelevance to skills decrements
p0665 A71-35436
Target value and exposure duration effects on recall in visual search tasks, discussing results in relation to previously reported inconsistencies
p0671 A71-36103
Mental reactive exertion increase phenomenon, investigating achievement under various degrees of carefulness and fatigue
p0671 A71-36104
Visual signal detection from noise, investigating mental images effects in six sense modalities
p0671 A71-36945
Human visual mental imagery for oscillation rate estimation of subfluous light, using critical flicker frequency test
p0671 A71-37020
Human EEG changes and motor analyzer activity during mental visualization of motions
p0673 A71-37445
Mental work capacity investigation methodology, including Finkbeiner, Eekolv, Tischkenko, Pratusevich and Krassel tests
p0673 A71-37446
Test equipment for evaluating human higher nervous activity, noting use for radiotelegraphist selection
p0673 A71-37775
Intracerebral pressure distribution of healthy mental workers in 25-40 year age range, noting symmetry
p0673 A71-39234
Computer generated buffered displays for psychological experiments involving interception, tracking, steering, memory and calculation tasks
p0563 A71-40136
Aircraft noise effects on hearing acuity and perceptual and intellectual judgment tasks
p0566 A71-40351
Human response time for urgent signal after operational rest, noting effect of additional activation during waiting period
p0575 A71-41060
Pilot EEG, behavioral and subjective correlates of natural and drug induced sleep at atypical hours, using calculation and vigilance tests
p0586 A71-41835
Combined effects of noise and vibration on mental performance as function of time of day
p0673 A71-41835
Relationship between cybernetic and psychological approaches to human thought
p0173 A71-16541

AWARENESS OF THOUGHT PROCESSES IN RECREATING PAST EXPERIENCES
[JPRS-52397]
Awareness of thought processes in recreating past experiences
p0237 A71-19124
Human performance in color naming and word reading with and without Stroop interference
[AD-716351] p0275 A71-19579
Long duration confinement effects in simulated space station atmosphere on human short-term memory
p0296 A71-20985
Diagnostic chronological and physiological criteria in geriatrics
p034 A71-22312
Problem solving task for mental ability assessment in selection of aviation personnel
p056 A71-23434
Human thinking activity applied to man machine systems
[JPRS-53983] p0613 A71-35245
Thinking, cybernetics, and information theory
p0614 A71-35248
Eye movement, mental performance, and problem solving
p0614 A71-35250
Human thinking studies using problem solving in chess
p0614 A71-35251
Skin resistance during solution of mental problems
p0614 A71-35252

RATIONAL STRESS

U STRESS (PSYCHOLOGY)

ERG AND DERIVATIVE SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS

evaluation in determining pilot mental activity during flight

GERMAN MONOGRAPH ON HUMAN MENTAL PERFORMANCE UNDER SIMULTANEOUS MENTAL AND ABOVE NORMAL MUSCULAR STRESS INVOLVING SIGNAL RESPONSE IN DOUBLE CHOICE REACTION PROBLEMS

OPERATOR MENTAL PERFORMANCE RELIABILITY PREDICTION FROM HEART BEAT RATE AND ELECTROMYOGRAMS

PILOT PSYCHIC STATES IN FLIGHT, INCLUDING PRELIMINARY DESSENSITIZATION, DROWSINESS, STUNNING, EUPHORIA AND PHOBIAS

FACTOR ANALYSIS OF PHASE DISCRIMINATION IN MENTAL FATIGUE DURING DIURNAL VARIATION OF CORTICAL FUNCTIONS IN RAILROAD TRAFFIC CONTROL CENTER OPERATORS

TELEMETRIC ACCELEROGRAPH FOR ASSESSING MENTAL PERFORMANCE UNDER INDUSTRIAL WORKING CONDITIONS FOR WORK CHARACTERIZED BY PERIODICALLY REPEATED STEREOTYPED MOVEMENTS

MENTAL LOAD PHYSIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS DETERMINATION BY BINARY CHOICE TASK, NOTING CHANGES IN HEART AND RESPIRATORY RATES AND SYSTOLIC AND DIASTOLIC PRESSURE

HUMAN VIOLENT EXERCISE BURST EFFECT ON COGNITIVE TASK, NOTING MILD HYPOXIA IRRELEVANCE TO SKILLS DECREMENTS

TARGET VALUE AND EXPOSURE DURATION EFFECTS ON RECALL IN VISUAL SEARCH TASKS, DISCUSSING RESULTS IN RELATION TO PREVIOUSLY REPORTED INCONSISTENCIES

MENTAL REACTIVE EXERTION INCREASE PHENOMENON, INVESTIGATING ACHIEVEMENT UNDER VARIOUS DEGREES OF CAREFULNESS AND FATIGUE

VISUAL SIGNAL DETECTION FROM NOISE, INVESTIGATING MENTAL IMAGES EFFECTS IN SIX SENSE MODALITIES

HUMAN VISUAL MENTAL IMAGERY FOR OSCILLATION RATE ESTIMATION OF SUBFLOUS LIGHT, USING CRITICAL FLICKER FREQUENCY TEST

HUMAN EEG CHANGES AND MOTOR ANALYZER ACTIVITY DURING MENTAL VISUALIZATION OF MOTIONS

MENTAL WORK CAPACITY INVESTIGATION METHODOLOGY, INCLUDING FINKBEINER, EKOLLOV, TISCHKENKO, PRATUSEVICH AND KRASSEL TESTS

TEST EQUIPMENT FOR EVALUATING HUMAN HIGHER NERVOUS ACTIVITY, NOTING USE FOR RADIOTELEGRAPHIST SELECTION

INTRACEREBRAL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION OF HEALTHY MENTAL WORKERS IN 25-40 YEAR AGE RANGE, NOTING SYMMETRY

COMPUTER GENERATED BUFFERED DISPLAYS FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS INVOLVING INTERCEPTION, TRACKING, STEERING, MEMORY AND CALCULATION TASKS

AIRCRAFT NOISE EFFECTS ON HEARING ACUITY AND PERCEPTUAL AND INTELLECTUAL JUDGMENT TASKS

HUMAN RESPONSE TIME FOR URGENT SIGNAL AFTER OPERATIONAL REST, SHOWING EFFECT OF ADDITIONAL ACTIVATION DURING WAITING PERIOD

PILOT EEG, BEHAVIORAL AND SUBJECTIVE CORRELATES OF NATURAL AND DRUG INDUCED SLEEP AT ATYPICAL HOURS, USING CALCULATION AND VIGILANCE TESTS

COMBINED EFFECTS OF NOISE AND VIBRATION ON MENTAL PERFORMANCE AS FUNCTION OF TIME OF DAY

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CYBERNETIC AND PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO HUMAN THOUGHT
Euman pulmonary gas exchange relation to cyclical pattern
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Metal Ion Transfer in Plant Metabolism

- Relationship of cesium-137 and iron-59 elimination to metabolic rates of small rodents

- Effect of energy metabolism in higher plants

- Bidirectional respiratory flow meters and electronic instrumentation technology for measurement and analysis of metabolic quantities

- Control of Ca ions and Ca metabolism in roots of higher plants

- Metabolic imbalances and body hydration during food deprivation for 10 days

- Metabolic cost evaluation of self-locomotion in simulated lunar gravity using space suits and carts including weight load and surface effects

- Computer program for determining metabolism of radionuclides in animal tissue

- Automated microbial metabolism life detection experiments for exobiological studies

- Tables and graphs of metabolic losses in whole body sweat determined by small skin areas

- Metabolic effects of long duration exercise at moderate work loads including tables of heart rate, rectal temperature, urine volume, water balance, and respiratory quotient

- Postflight metabolic and renal functional shifts in Soyuz spacecraft cosmonauts

- Metabolic balance studies of two astronauts during 10 day preflight phase, Gemini 7 flight of 14 days, and 4 day postflight recovery phase

- Total body exercise effect on metabolic, hematologic, and cardiovascular consequences of prolonged bed rest

- Metabolism of magnesium deficient Escherichia coli cells under aerobic and anaerobic conditions

- Preflight and postflight analysis of effects of Gemini 7 missions on metabolic and endocrine systems

- Effects of space flight on bone metabolism investigated by analyzing peptide hormones in urine

- Breathing metabolic simulator design for test and evaluation of breathing and life support equipment

- Water-salt metabolism during space flight and microanalytical study of actively circulating blood volume

- Water-salt metabolism under space flight conditions and body weight loss

- Optical properties of metallized fluorinated ethylenes propylene Teflon films with various thicknesses, discussing suitability as spacecraft thermal control surfaces

- Metal ions effect on oxygen toxicity in rats, noting convulsions and lung edema alleviation through mixed Mg-Mn ion treatment

- Cysteamine and penicillamine effects on copper ion charge transfer, using electron spin resonance and optical absorption measurements

- Serotonin and gamma-aminobutyric acid loss and interaction in rat midbrain slices incubated in media containing Na, K and Ca ions
Description of spacecraft microbial contamination and techniques for reducing level of contamination

Microbial life support requirements in long term manned space flights

Problems of mathematical modeling in microbiological processes

Mathematical models of microbiological production processes

Application of environmental microbiology to spacecraft quarantine procedures

Bibliography of scientific publications and presentations relating to planetary quarantine for year 1970 - Vol. 5

Analysis of water pollution and application of biogeochemical techniques to eliminate effects of water pollution

Proceedings of conference on interaction between atmospheric environment and human system at cell level

Microbiological characterization of soil types

Microbiological contamination of Apollo spacecraft components

Germicidal ultraviolet effects on spores and development of biphase survival curve

Microcalorimeters

Microcircuits

Microelectronics

Feedback circuit for constant current stimulation through intracellular microelectrode

Small-tipped microelectrode minimizing capacitative artifacts during current passage through bead in membrane potential measurement

Vibrophonocardiograph comprising low weight and small volume piezoelectric microphone with amplifier having high input impedance for high sensitivity and low frequency response

Microorganisms

Magnification level for optimum performance at microbial life structure inspection with binocular microscope, minimizing time

Microorganisms

Free radicals role in photodynamic inactivation of photobioreactors in ultraviolet light irradiation

Dry heat destruction rates for microorganisms encapsulated in and on spacecraft hardware, concluding temperature and water conditions in spore as major factors

Spacecraft sterilization by microbial inactivation, comparing thermodynamic and dry heat methods

Probability theory for viable microorganisms exposure in a short contaminated solid, using quasial algorithm response model

Extraterrestrial life hypotheses, citing astronomical considerations, irongenic chemical evolution and prebiotic synthesis with emphasis on Mars exploration for microorganisms

Apollo 11 lunar samples effect on terrestrial microorganisms, noting pigment production effects of Fe leaching from bulk fines and core samples

Terrestrial microorganisms adaptation to simulated methane-ammonia-hydrogen Jupiter atmosphere

Optimal mineral-organic nutrient medium and soil selection for microorganisms detection on Mars

Visible and UV photometric recording of microorganisms reproduction in liquid medium for application to Mars extraterrestrial life detection

Simple organisms resistance and adaptation to low pressure, anxia, intense cooling, UV irradation and Mars conditions

Teraphyte soil microorganisms reproduction in artificial Mars environment chamber at maximum hygroscopic moisture

Extraterrestrial microorganisms penetration into rocks and meteorites under various climate conditions, noting effects of building dust

Spacecraft sterilization, discussing space environment effects on microorganisms, interplanetary unmanned lander sterilization, crew quarantine, etc

Combined dry heat and ionizing radiation for spacecraft sterilization process, detailing synergistic effect on microbes

Spores released from solids interiors by aeolian erosion on planetary surface, noting application to microbes in planetary quarantine

Microorganisms under closed environmental ecological conditions with reference to astronauts infections diseases, discussing bacteria growth in Biosatellite 2 and earth based closed chamber experiments

Simulated Martian environment effects on terrestrial microorganisms survival

Mathematical models for microorganisms exponential die-off rate and variance estimation from decontamination data
MICROBOTOIETERS
MICBOSCOPBS
MICROPBONBS
MICBOSCOP?
NT OPTICAL NICROSCOPES
NT ION

Unicellular Microorganisms survival in simulated Martian environment noting culture cells concentration increase

p0590 A71-42231

Unicellular organisms increased tolerance to UV radiation, discussing cells repairing ability in dark and pigments and protective compounds screening role

p0604 A71-42826

Microbiological analysis for surviving terrestrial microorganisms from Apollo 12 retrieved Surveyor 3 spacecraft electrical cabling

p0626 A71-43814

Microbial burden sterilization assembly procedure development, using rigorous monitoring program [NASA-CR-111093]

p0042 A71-10374

Characteristics of bacterial spore population from C. bonewelski soil

[p.166  A71-15940

Thermoradiation studies on microorganisms for microorganism sterilization [NASA-CR-111309]

p0167 A71-16022

Investigating biological effects of cold thermal waters on growth of organisms in Iceland

p0225 A71-17990

Searching for Precambrian relic microorganisms in Iceland

p0227 A71-17998

Investigating shifts in composition of autochthonous on skin and state of natural immunity of cosmonauts during prolonged flight aboard Soyuz 9 spacecraft

p0232 A71-18907

Resume of publications and recommendations from symposium on intestinal flora ecology in changing environments [NASA-CR-114869]

p0279 A71-19783

Modification of Baranak-Sivankata method for neutrophil digestive capability determination [NASA-TP-13553]

p0282 A71-20150

Investigation of movement of ciliary infusoria in hydraulic media [JIPSS-52581]

p0303 A71-21713

Development of environmental control systems for determining effects of relative humidity and dry heat on inactivation of microorganisms [NASA-CR-116026]

p0348 A71-23823

Description of spacecraft microbial contamination and techniques for reducing level of contamination [NASA-CR-118017]

p0348 A71-23825

Application of microbial censuses to problems of soil fertility

p0354 A71-33507

Effect of hard impact and aeolian erosion on release of microorganisms from geological formations [NASA-CR-121707]

p0607 A71-34056

Analysis of probable viable terrestrial microorganisms on Mars caused by Hariner Mars 1971 Project [NASA-CR-122645]

p0652 A71-37643

Analysis of pressure differentials required to prevent passage of airborne microorganisms through holes in membranes acting as barriers [NASA-CR-1910]

p0659 A71-37655

MICROPHONES

Vibrophonocardiograph comprising low weight and small volume piezoelectric microphone with amplifier having high input impedance for high sensitivity and low frequency response [NASA-CASE/YTH-07172]

p0431 A71-27234

MICROPHOTOGRAMETERS

U PHOTOMETERS

MICROSCOPES

WT ELECTRON MICROSCOPES

NT ION MICROSCOPES

NT OPTICAL MICROSCOPES

Cytophotometric method using digital computer program and scanning microscope

p0156 A71-18694

MICROSCOPY

Papers on optics, Volume 8, covering synthetic apertures, light beating spectroscopy, multilayer antireflection coatings, interference microscopy, photoelectron counting, human eye performance, laser light, etc

p0130 A71-16481

Magnification level for optimum performance at microlensite inspection with binocular microscope, minimizing time

p0455 A71-34700

Survey and critique of bacterial growth quantitative determination methods including Bacillus spore direct microscopic morphology and growth measurement [NASA-TP-13652]

p0388 A71-29584

MICROSCOPES

Computerized modeling of ultraviolet and thermal radiation inactivation of spores [NASA-CR-111386]

p0047 A71-11066

MICROSTRUCTURE

Ultrastructure changes of membrane and sarcoplasmic reticulum of myocardial cells in squirrels during hibernation

p0141 A71-17412

MICROWAVE ANTENNAS

NT HIGH ANTENNAS

MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT

NT CATODE RAY TUBES

NT GAS DISCHARGE TUBES

MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES

NT SUPERHIGG FREQUENCIES

Microwave irradiation effects on peripheral blood and bone marrow in dogs and rabbits

p0200 A71-20539

Microwave/high frequencies safe exposure limits, discussing radiating aerial near field, radio hazards and human body absorption

p0274 A71-25080

Thermal and nonthermal effects of microwave and RF radiation in biological systems, discussing dielectric constant and conductivity for high water content tissues

p0306 A71-25281

Literature review on biological effects of microwaves

p0228 A71-18995

MICROWAVE OSCILLATORS

NT GAS DISCHARGE TUBES

MICROWAVE RADIATION

U MICROWAVES

MICROWAVE TUBES

NT CATEGORY B TUBES

NT GAS DISCHARGE TUBES

MICROWAVES

Microwave effects on living creatures, considering thermal and nonthermal effects on individual body organs and systems, permanent changes and protective measures

p0037 A71-12845

Stiles-Crawford effect interpretation by geometrical optics interferences, microwaves and diffraction scalar theory, calculating retinal cones mean diameters

p0260 A71-23991

Causative and delayed cumulative cataract production by microwaves investigated by hypothetic technique

p0273 A71-25077

Microwave energy dissipation in heat in eye, using agar for eye model construction

p0273 A71-25078

Pathophysiological aspects of microwave irradiation, considering thermal response of human and animal organisms to electromagnetic radiation exposure

p0274 A71-25079

Microwave radiation nonthermal and cumulative biological effects, discussing dose/irradiation safety standards

p0306 A71-25283

Negative heart rate response during low level microwave irradiation of dorsal head in rabbits

p0306 A71-25284

Microwave radiation nonthermal biological damage, describing beetle papule irradiation and radiant heating experiments

p0306 A71-25285

Microwave biological exposure system implementation in limited space, describing focused prolate spheroid, absorber-lined horns and compact range illumination system

p0307 A71-25288

Radio frequency and microwave radiation hazards determination and elimination aboard naval ships

p0307 A71-25290

Life prolongation during high intensity microwave exposures with ambient air temperature control for
Cataract production from microwave radiation exposure by lens nutrition alteration and surface shape changes p0307 A71-25291

Microwave irradiation of animals, noting analeptic effect and increased alertness p0307 A71-25292

Microwave exposure effects on organisms and biological functions responses and thermal stresses as function of specific frequencies, power density and environmental temperature p0372 A71-29325

Soviet army medical appraisal of chronic microwave field induced affections, noting evaluation procedures inadequacy p0415 A71-32827

Microwave radiation biological effects review and bibliography covering protein activity, genetic, cardiovascular system and cardiovascular effects p0470 A71-35956

Double standard for national levels of exposure and biological hazards of microwave radiation, comparing Soviet work to U.S. p0515 A71-38842

Annotated bibliography of regulations, standards, and guides for microwaves, and ultraviolet, laser, and television receiver radiation (AD-199360) p0648 A71-11074

Low intensity microwave effects on central nervous system \( AD-712694 \) p0125 A71-14462

Biological effects of microwaves in occupational hygiene \( NASA-TM-1-633 \) p0160 A71-14632

Freezing and microwave effects on contaminated precooked frozen meat components \( AD-717853 \) p0332 A71-22253

Harmful biological effects caused by exposure to microwave radiation including radio frequency power density in vicinity of space station antennas p0493 A71-29325

MICROWEIGHING

U WEIGHT MEASUREMENT

RECTIFICATION

U URINATION

MIDCOURSE TRAJECTORIES

Planetary guarantee constraint effect on multiple outer planet missions, considering navigation error sources and midcourse maneuvers \( AAS \) p0515 A71-37917

MIDDLE EAR

Direct electrical stimulation of musculus tensor tympani on click elicited responses in cochlea and cochlear nucleus p0351 A71-27832

Tympanic-cavity nerve plexus electric stimulation effects on cerebral blood circulation and overall arterial pressure in dogs and cats p0426 A71-34108

Kinesthetic analysis and simulation of transmission nodes of sound energy through middle ear p0515 A71-38062

MIDDLE EAR PRESSURE

Vertigo due to increased middle ear pressure, discussing etiology from experience of aero-medical consultation service p0586 A71-61833

MIDLATITUDES

U TEMPERATE REGIONS

MIGRATION

Cirrational biological clock operation without environmental signals based on squirrel hibernation and bird migration studies p0266 A71-29298

Intraspecific relationships between lean weight and wing length for migratory birds \( WIL-856-91 \) p0440 A71-29352

AIRCRAFT

Nervous/cardiovascular systems and blood composition changes in moderate duration military transport flights p0320 A71-27163

Lower extremity avairy aviator sapatute retention on flight status regarding service need, amputation and prosthetic fit, age, career, hours flown and time in military p0320 A71-27163
IIBIATOBE
MISCIBILITY
MIBIMIZATIOB
MISSILE
MISSILE SIMULATIOB
MISSILE STABILIZATIOB
U
U
0
0
0
Oxygen partial pressure measurements in myocardium
ECG miniaturized single channel biotelemetry
Eight channel micropowered miniature biomedical
p0666 A71-24877
Eight channel micropowered miniature biomedical
transducer with modifications for baseline reading
and calibration checking throughout implantation
period, giving circuit diagram
p0000 A71-10241
Oxygen partial pressure measurements in myocardium
of beating heart by miniature glass needle and
surface electrodes
p0132 A71-16590
ECG miniaturized single channel biotelemetry
transmitter, discussing lightweight design and
power supply
p0268 A71-24847
Biomedical telemetric systems for
research subjects aboard orbiting space station
p0364 A71-30930
Battery operated electromagnetic blood
flowmeter for data acquisition from unrestrained
animals
p0639 A71-44783
Biomedical telemetric systems for monitoring
physiological parameters of animals
[NASA-SP-5094]
p0434 A71-27983
MINIATURIZATION
NT MICROINSTRUMENTATION
MINIMIZATION
N U OPTIMIZATION
MISSIBILITY
MISSILE SIMULATION (MATHEMATICAL MODELS)
MISSILE SIMULATORS (TRAINING)
MISSILE STABILIZATION
MISSILE TEST LABORATORIES
N LABORATORIES
MITOCHONDRIA
African lungfish retina electron microscopy for
Landolt clock location, mitochondria, glycogen and
microtubule content, considering relation to
receptors and possible functions
p0000 A71-10272
Physical exercise effect on mitochondrial energy
production in heart muscle and liver in rats
p0010 A71-11562
Glutamase isoenzyme activators in mitochondrial
brain fractions of rabbits
p068s A71-13235
Bioenergetics of brain in vertebrates, concerning
oxidative metabolism in neurons, glia and
mitochondria structure
p0866 A71-13240
Cellular damage to rat mitochondria and endoplasmic
reticulum by injection of radioprotectors,
discussing intracellular enzymes passage into
plasma
p168 A71-10901
Radioprotective sarcoproteinolysine /RSA/ effect on
aerobic resynthesis of ATP in thymus nuclei and
oxidative phosphorylation in rat liver
mitochondria
p165 A71-16986
Mitochondrial oxidation of substrates coupled with
phosphorylation studied using organelles isolated
from red and white skeletal muscles of rabbit,
showing enzyme activity of fatty acids
p201 A71-20606
Diurnal variations of mitotic activity in thyroid
epithelial cells of different follicle size
p0409 A71-31290
Hypothyroidism ultrastructural and metabolic alterations
in animals acclimated rats, considering heart
muscle mitochondria
p0420 A71-33193
Low temperature effects on succinate oxidase
activity of mitochondrial membranes in hibernating
squirrels
p573 A71-40854
Thyroid effects on brain glutamase isoenzymes
interaction and degradation in mitochondrial
fractions, comparing with sodium phosphate,
bicarbonate and aspartate
p577 A71-41069
Ganglionisides inhibitory effects on active Ca ion
transport in rat brain mitochondria, using
succinate as respiratory substrate
p0577 A71-41075
Electron microscopic quantitative analysis of
myocardium sections from male dogs exposed to
general hypoxia, considering mitochondria numbers,
areas and areas
p0627 A71-43912
Chemical composition changes of mitochondria during
cardiac hypertrophy and hypoxia
[ARCR-1000-199]
p0170 A71-16367
Hypertrophy and hypoxia effects on turnover of
myofibrillar proteins and mitochondrial components
in hearts of normal rats
[ARCR-1000-214]
p3001 A71-21526
MITOSES
Cellular mitosis role in daily mitotic activity in
albino rats intestinal crypts and thyroid gland
p010 A71-11098
Human kidney cell generation and life cycle
parameters, considering thyroxine effects
p0189 A71-19594
Mitotic activity of kidney undergoing compensatory
hypertrophy in high mountain nonadapted rats
p0214 A71-21965
Mitotic response to various diets in normal and
regenerating rat liver
p0378 A71-30069
Diurnal variations of mitotic activity in thyroid
epithelial cells of different follicle size
p0404 A71-31290
Somatic cell mitosis control by stimulated changes in
electrical transmembrane potential difference
p0468 A71-35892
Mitosis control assuming existence of functional
relationship between potential level and mitotic
activity, using classical membrane potential
theory
p0468 A71-35893
Control of mitosis in biological cells through
inorganic ion hierarchy of cells involved
[NASA-CASE-LAR-1077-1]
p0608 A71-34061
NITRATES
Nitral valve muscle fibers, investigating
pathological changes of myocardium of left heart
ventricle
p0026 A71-11695
NITROGENS
NT AEROSELS
NT AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS
NT COLOGIDS
NT GAS MIXTURES
NT LIQUID-GAS MIXTURES
NT NUCLEAR RELUSSIONS
NT SMOKE
MODAL RESPONSE
Rodents bimodal cochlear microphonic response to
high frequencies recorded from round window
membrane
p0016 A71-11386
Taste modalities identification by factor analysis
technique based on correlation matrix between
independent stimuli
p0562 A71-40073
MODE SHAPES
U MODAL RESPONSE
MODELS
NT ANALOG SIMULATION
NT BREADBOARD MODELS
NT DIGITAL SIMULATION
NT DYNAMIC MODELS
NT ENVIRONMENT MODELS
NT MATHEMATICAL MODELS
NT SCALE MODELS
NT MICRO-Shirt
Developing realistic mission models for food system
to sustain spacecrew for extended periods of time
[NASA-CASE-LAR-114066]
p0279 A71-19765
MODULATION
NT FREQUENCY MODULATION
NT PULSE AMPLITUDE MODULATION
NT PULSE CODE MODULATION
NT PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION TELEMETRY
MODULARITY OF ELASTICITY
Bending and torsional oscillations in rectangular
specimens of femur and tibia, calculating elastic
and shear moduli of compact bone tissues
p0362 A71-28658
Nondestructive measurement of density, breaking
strength, and moduli of elasticity of bones
p0546 A71-33261
MOISTURE

MOISTURE
Gas purged dry box glove reducing permeation of air or moisture into dry box or isolator by diffusion through glove
[NASA-CASE-XLE-02531] p0343 HT1-230800

MOISTURE CONTENT
Human organ thermal properties prediction by measuring water content of equal fat/protein tissues
[p0192 A71-17663]

MOISTURE effects on thermal laactivation of microbial spores for spacecraft sterilization
[NASA-CS-121920] p0612 HT1-352399

MOUL (ORBITAL LABORATORIES)

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Deleterious mutations and neutral substitutions, discussing molecular evolution model for DNA and proteins
[p0359 A71-29996]

High resolution scanning microscope for molecular biology
[CCO-1721-21] p0174 HT1-16493

Biochemistry, molecular biology, radiochemistry, meteorology, soil science, and water pollution research and development and environmental engineering
[AFCL-3728] p0391 HT1-208899

MOLECULAR BODIES

MOLECULAR CHAINS
Carbohydrate-peptide bond and residue chain structure of group blood substances, using alkali decomposition of monosaccharides
[p0011 A71-11091]

MOLECULAR DISSOCIATION

MOLECULAR INTERACTIONS
Molecular mechanisms of bacterial cell radioemission and protection, discussing radiation produced free radicals interactions
[p0175 A71-18932]

Electric field effect on crystal growth rate of molecular solids
[AG-10344] p0011 HT1-12314

Dynamic models for cell membrane functions in molecular biology
[p0281 A71-19661]

MOLECULAR IONS
Effect of lithium and calcium ions on acetylcholinesterase activity of erythrocytes
[NASA-TT-F-13476] p0283 HT1-20779

MOLECULAR RELAXATION
Ultrasound absorption in liver tissue due to macromolecular relaxation processes
[p0533 A71-39770]

Dipole relaxation and molecular arrangements in liquid crystals
[170-26959] p0112 HT1-12320

MOLECULAR ROTATION
Electric field effects on optical rotary power of compensated cholesteric liquid crystal
[170-14003] p0111 HT1-12318

MOLECULAR SINES

MOLECULAR STRUCTURE
Integration in life biology, discussing reductionism and organicists at biopolymer macromolecule construction and conformational levels
[p0145 A71-17683]

Electric field strength and helix pitch relationship in induced cholesteric-nematic phase transitions
[A69-18964] p0145 HT1-12310

Electric field effects on dielectric properties and molecular arrangements of cholesteric liquid crystals
[170-11352] p0111 HT1-12321

Dielectric constants measurements and magnetic field effects on compensated cholesteric liquid crystals
[170-17326] p0112 HT1-12321

Abundance of helical inversion in single component cholesteric liquid crystals
[p0112 A71-12322]

Helical twisting power of steroidal solutes in cholesteric liquid crystal mesophases
[170-21524] p0112 HT1-12321

Infrared transmission measurement of pitch of cholesteric liquid crystal
[p0112 A71-12324]

SUBJECT INDEX

MOLECULES
Utilizing atomic resolution capability of field ion microscope for viewing biosmolecules
[HYD-3851-10] p0646 HT1-36475

MOLLENS FORMULA

MOLING
Moluting of Calpodes ethlius larvae head and thorax inoculated with probiotic glands dependent on molting hormone injection
[p0017 A71-11347]

MOMENTS

MORPHOGENESIS

MORPHOMETRY

MONITOR

TV display eye movement monitor with automatic coordinate digital printout for permanent record
[p0199 A71-20492]

Conjugate eye movement stimulus and monitor for human experimentation in closed loop, open loop and variable feedback nodes of operation
[p0646 A71-35929]

Operator performance improvement in monitoring automated processes by alternating displays, discussing simulated radar and sonar CRT display laboratory tests
[p0583 A71-14636]

Electronic device for monitoring electrocardiogram and diagnosing high or low heart rate
[AD-710221] p0039 HT1-10006

Relations of psychological and physiological variables to human performance
[AD-711350] p0056 HT1-11178

Patient monitoring system design and equipment specifications with physiological response display device and warning system
[NASA-CS-116645] p0296 HT1-25942

Monitoring techniques for biological and chemical atmospheric contaminants in closed environment
[p0596 A71-29763]

Prototype device for monitoring sleep during manned space flight including performance tests
[p0997 A71-30126]

Automatic monitoring of human operator state in closed, man machine systems with biomedical application
[p0502 A71-30869]

Electrocardiographic monitoring device with arrhythmia signal detector and steplike output of R-wave amplitudes
[AD-712683] p0536 HT1-31622

Survey of personnel monitoring dosimeters for estimating external exposure doses
[JABU-MISO-4292] p0617 HT1-35274

MONKEYS

Ventibular nerve projection to association fields of cerebral cortex in rhesus monkey under alpha chloralose and without anesthetic agent
[p0265 A71-14765]

Biosatellite postflight experiment evaluating effects of forced electrolyte imbalance in Macaca nemestrina
[p0207 A71-20821]

Biosatellite 3 monkey sleep and wake states based on visual and computer analysis of telemetered EEG data from earth orbital flight
[p0251 A71-23242]

Carbon dioxide tolerance after hypercarbia adaptation of rhesus monkeys in upright position
[p0252 A71-23250]

Rhesus monkeys concurrent avoidance and appetitive behavior patterns with counter discontinuities in shock proximity indicator tests
[p0274 A71-25136]

Squirrel monkeys midbrain reticular formation direct thermal stimulation effects on physiological or behavioral thermostimulatory responses
[p0465 A71-36860]

Macaca nemestrina monkey bone density change during Biosatellite 3 mission
[p0565 A71-40333]

Physiological deterioration of monkey onboard Biosatellite 3 and unexpected demise, presenting collected data for response analysis
[p0570 A71-40564]

Observing behavior in squirrel monkeys under multiple schedule of reinforcement availability
A-272
MOTION AFTEREFFECTS

External acoustic signals for human cyclic movements temporal structure control
Biological movement control systems from structural linguistics viewpoint
Investigation of movement of ciliary infusoria in hydraulic medium
Visual detection probability for moving target against static target
Television display and artificial background for showing effects of contrast and motion on target detection
Reduction or disappearance of visual aftereffect of movement without surrounding principle of dots, concentric circles, grid pattern or vertical bars
External oblique saccular hair cells due to acrobatic flying centrifugal accelerations, considering anatomical, clinical and medical-legal aspects
Lateral accelerations effect on mice tolerance to space mission reflex vestibular disturbance and Labyrinths and proprioceptors from aerospace
Target aiming function /TAP/ susceptibility to toxic doses of aminothiol- and series radiation protection drugs

MOTION EQUATIONS

u equations of motion

MOTION PERCEPTION

u Space perception

MOTION PICTURES

Left ventricular volume determination by high speed cineangiocardiography, using optical scanning and automatic data processing
Computer animated display device for diagnosis of heart disease [NASA-NEWS-BRIEFS-71-58]
Application of cineholomicrography to study of microcirculation hemodynamics and related physiological studies of man and animal

MOTION SICKNESS

Space mission reflex vestibular disturbance and motion sickness prevention, examining artificial gravity and drugs
Space motion sickness causes and prevention, discussing syndromes, psychophysiological factors, vestibular mechanics and adaptation
Visual analyzer functional state during latest motion sickness on rocking devices simulating moving aircraft
Target aiming function /TAP/ susceptibility to vagotonic vegetative imbalance in male subjects after experimental kinetosis
Labyrinths and proprioceptors from aerospace medicine viewpoint, discussing motion sickness, spatial disorientation, manned space flight and rotation in space
Linear acceleration effects on human otolithic and vestibular apparatus, discussing vestibulovestibular motion sickness syndrome and nystagmus index activation
Modeling human disorientation and motion sickness in rotating spacecraft, stressing sensors dynamic response
Vibration effects on human body, discussing neurophysiological data, safe exposure limits, therapeutic applications, motion sickness, muscular responses and biomechanical effects
Correlation coefficients between sensitivity thresholds of capsaicin-endolymphatic system to angular and Coriolis accelerations with human resistance to motion sickness
Air sickness during flying training

MOTION STABILITY

At aircraft stability
At lateral stability
Stabilized image movement control by mounting object in electric synchronous motor and rotating eccentrically
Vestibular and proprioceptive stabilization of eye movements
Conditioned reflexes in cats with mesencephalic reticular formation subject to food-signaling acoustic stimulation
Falling movement loss, considering psychogenesis and physiological causes
Differentiation of hypothalamic drive and reward centers, applying electric stimulation via chronically implanted electrodes
Psychopathological causes for French Air Force flying personnel inaptitude, considering motivational problems and age factor

MOTION SYSTEMS (Biology)
At different nervous systems

MOTORS

At synchronous motors

MOUNTAIN INHABITANTS

Benzal oxygenation in male Peruvian natives living permanently at high altitudes, determining reduced tubular function cause
High altitude residents cardiovascular evaluations, showing right ventricular enlargement and reactive pulmonary hypertension
Ventilatory acclimatization to chronic hypoxia in high altitude natives by cerebrospinal fluid pH decrease
Urinary proteins excretion rates in high altitude inhabitants, showing polypythemia effect on creatinine clearances levels
Long term effects of hypoxic stimulus suppression upon heart rate, cardiac output and pulmonary artery pressure of highlanders, observing bradycardia
Hypoxic respiratory reactions of highland natives and recently arrived residents to oxygen concentration change in inhaled mixtures

MOUNTAINS

At Himalayas

MOUTH

Fenestral exposure to hypoxia, showing prolonged suppression of labeled amino acid incorporation into developing submandibular gland and pancreas in neonatal period
Oral hygiene requirements for extended manned spacecraft flights
Streptococcal flora of human oral cavity during flight training and recently arrived residents to oxygen and air travel

A-274
MUSCULAR FATIGUE

Continuous measurement of potassium and sodium level in interstitial fluid of muscles during physical exercise with ion specific microelectrodes

MUSCULAR FATIGUE

Fatigue factor of lactate, ATP and creatine phosphate /CP/ accumulation in working muscles during short exhaustive exercise in man

Subjective and electrophysiographic estimation of fatigue and muscle activity physiological levels, considering isometric muscle contraction task endurance

Arterial blood and muscle lactates in cold water swimmers indicating reduced circulation endurance factors

Thermoelastic heat release in muscular twitch final phase, discussing energy storage as function of active or passive muscular tension

Intense muscular work adaptations in rats, reducing biochemical and adaptive changes and enhancing anabolic processes

Normal muscle lactate concentration after prolonged exercise resulting in decrease in glycerol and oxygen consumption

Work load and maximum physical exercise duration relationship for forests reciprocating flexion and extension, cranking of both arms and bicycle pedalling

Muscular fatigue of healthy Bngali males with increasing work loads under varying environmental conditions, considering ventilation, heart rate and oxygen consumption

Muscular fatigue and nervous tension measurements for determining physical work fatigue

MUSCULAR FUNCTION

Vasomotor, oxygen, potassium and osmolality effects on exercise hyperemia in dog gracilis muscle

Human muscular control patterns during forearm precision cyclic bending on ergograph

Muscle simulation by information theory for statistical analysis of behavior based on gas thermodynamics methods, showing stress relation to motor units excitation

Muscle activity control mechanism in animals locked into external feedback loop, relating exciting stimuli to muscles stressed state

Oxygen tension, blood flow, redox potential and temperature variations in cerebrum and muscular gastrocnemius of rats during high mountain adaptation

Physical endurance and muscular activity of man in adaptation process depending on biochemical and functional changes

Microcathodes measurement of oxygen tension on arteriolas external surface in hamster cheek pouch and hamster/rost crenaster muscle for blood flow regulation mechanism

Pulmonary and pulmonary study by noninvasive techniques for assessing cardiovascular function in hemodynamics and muscular physiology

On-line parameter tracking algorithms, obtaining parameters in mathematical relation between full wave rectified ECG and human triceps muscle force during isometric task

Intestinal muscular electrical behavior and series of loosely coupled oscillators, demonstrating slow wave frequency gradient and propagation velocity by computerized simulation

SUBJECT INDEX

Hypokinesia effects on myoelectric potential of human leg muscle after prolonged bed rest

Continuous measurement of potassium and sodium level in interstitial fluid of muscles during physical exercise with ion specific microelectrodes

Hypokinesia effects on plasma proteins displacement and bioelectric activity of striated muscles of rats

Ischemic deafferentation of transversostratified muscle quadriceps femoris in cats contributing to hypokinesia and psychophysiological disturbances

Carbohydrate metabolism and electrolyte changes in human muscle tissue during heavy exercise

Subjective and electrophysiographic estimation of fatigue and muscle activity physiological levels, considering isometric muscle contraction task endurance

Muscular reflex action role in contralateral remote masking at high auditory signal sound pressure levels

Gas exchange and muscular thermoregulation activity in rats under environmental oxygen deficiency

Fat left ventricle isolated papillary muscle contractile force in pressure chamber under high altitude adaptation

Weightlessness effects on muscular reflexes, tonus and contractibility in Soyuz 9 astronauts

Human electroneurogram and isometric muscle tension dynamic relationship

Structural and functional analysis of human and equine muscular drive mechanism for extremities, deriving general rules for biomimicary systems

Thermoelastic heat release in muscular twitch final phase, discussing energy storage as function of active or passive muscular tension

Respiratory responses and hyperventilation mechanisms during static muscular work in maximal voluntary contraction, noting chemoceptor and alarm-defense reaction

Coronary blood flow response to acute and chronic hypoxia, observing vascular smooth muscle relaxation reaction to released adenosine

High motor strain effects on muscle acetylcholine content, cholinesterase activity and localization, solitary contractions fusion and pessimal weakening

Human performance after awakening at different times of night, considering reaction time and muscular coordination

German monograph on human mental performance under simultaneous mental and above normal muscular stress involving signal response in double choice reaction problems

German monograph on conversion of human muscular work into flywheel mechanical kinetic energy covering testing and analysis of biomechanical relationships

Instantaneous cardiac acceleration in man induced by voluntary muscle contraction

Cyclic muscular voluntary movements, noting spinal segmental apparatus function

Muscular heat production effect on contraction during cold adaptation tests

Magnetic field effects on biological systems, discussing ergometer measurements of human subjects muscular contractions

Carbonic acid effect on isolated skeletal muscle, discussing membrane potential and ion content measurements

Hypokinesia and acceleration effects on plasma proteins displacement and bioelectric activity of striated muscles of rats

Magnetic field effects on biological systems, discussing ergometer measurements of human subjects muscular contractions

German monograph on conversion of human muscular work into flywheel mechanical kinetic energy covering testing and analysis of biomechanical relationships
Electromyographic measurements on muscle reactions during physical work

Investigating state of brain and muscles during high altitude acclimation and effects of physical training on heat tolerance of man (JPPS-52200)

Investigating changes in brain cortex and gastrocnemius muscle functions during adaptation to high mountain altitudes

Investigating dependence of bioelectric activity in tibial antagonistic muscles of animals on direction of rotation and head fixation

Effect excitability of nervous and muscular systems in Soyuz 4 and 5 cosmonauts

Dynamic characteristics of human skeletal muscle modeled from surface stimulation

Cardiac activity under stress of physical work

Morphological examination of nervous system and muscular functions in dolphin tail during locomotion

Analysis of the effects of regional blood circulation on intensity of muscular response to stimuli

Muscular strength decrement and recovery for repetitive maximal muscular exertions with various intertrial intervals

Strain gauge for in vivo recording of single and tetanic responses of skeletal muscles in mice during work in isometric regime

Design, construction and performance of photoelectric isometric force transducer for muscle mechanics

Isotonic training effects on circulation for limb muscular strength characteristics, using peak blood flow and venous compliance measurements

Alternating acceleration and increased ambient temperatures effects on time interval perception and muscular effort estimation

Reduced diaphragmatic muscle tissue resistance in rats during prolonged hypokinesia, showing sorption of basic vital neutral red stain

Maximal human anaerobic power, discussing unsplit phosphagen concentration in muscles during steady state exercise

Human muscle power fluctuations under steady state physical activity, analyzing finger flexors strength

Training cycle in altitude chamber for human adaptation to hypoxia, high temperatures and transverse myogenic loads

Effects of repeated maximal isometric exertions with various intertrial intervals on fatigue function and determining relationship between strength and relative decrement

Hydraulic grip dynamometer for study of elevated gravitational effects on flight crews

Strain gauge sensing element for measuring skeletal muscle contraction

Horizontal static forces exerted by men standing in common working positions on various surfaces including coefficients of friction between different floor and shoe materials

Graphical predictions of human strength for two-handed IVA/EVA tasks including effects of differing gravities, populations, and space suit conditions

Human skeletal muscle reflex and motor reactions in response to tibial nerve stimulation

Peristaltic pumping mechanism as progressive wave train of transverse wall displacement in plane two dimensional channel

Breathing capacity increase without rise in oxygen consumption due to active and passive muscular work and heavy energy expenditure

Myocardial ischemia index, using left ventricular time varying pressure/volume ratio in systole

Muscle contraction model under biological factors action, considering circular cylindrical vessel equilibrium under internal and external pressures

Muscular structure and function, defining slow and fast motor systems based on slow and fast fibers

Eye-head coordination in monkeys by recordings from neck and eye muscles, noting central neural command role

Human respiratory muscles electrical activity, discussing correlation analysis of interelectrode electromyograms from external intercostal muscles during breathing exercises

Tissue and cellular biological resistance as indices for organism resistance to adverse effects, noting increase due to muscular training and cold adaptation

Neosynthesized alpha-glycerophosphate and 2,3-diphosphoglycerate role in human extracellular muscle metabolism

Vibration effects on human body, discussing neurophysiological data, safe exposure limits, therapeutic applications, motion sickness, muscular responses and biomechanical effects

Aquaints tremor response measurement by muscle force transducer during compression and decompression in 520-foot saturation dive, noting differences among individuals

Manual smooth muscle acting factor and phenylephrine methyl cyclohexanone effects on decompression sickness production and prevention in this mice

Mechanical properties of muscular organs, presenting mathematical model for biological fluid flow analysis

Motor stereotype formation with different muscular loads, noting muscle electrical activity and static tension changes

Norepinephrine induced stimulation of myocardial oxygen consumption of cat papillary muscles under afterloaded isotonic and isometric conditions

Prior muscle exertions effect on reaction time and duration of simple discrete movements, considering electromyogram frequency changes

Cat and human eye movement control system measurements, studying isolated oculorotatory muscles and globe restraining tissues dynamics

Muscular work level shifts effectiveness during pedaling activity from oxygen requirement measurement, electromyograms and stress dynamograms

Homeostasis during weightlessness [NASA-TM-F-13373]

Procaine effects on asphyxial rigidity of cat gastrocnemius–soleus active muscles and subsequent responses to shock

Effect of extended space flights under conditions of weightlessness on muscular working capacity

Effect of extended space flights under conditions of weightlessness on muscular working capacity

Electromyographic measurements on muscle reactions during physical work
Muscular Tonus

Muscle tonus dynamics statistical analysis, 

obtaining destructive astrotrpic influences, therapeutic effects and control mechanisms.

Weightlessness effects on muscular reflexes, tonus and contractibility in Soyuz 9 astronauts.

Chemical thermoregulation muscular electrical activity during shivering and thermoregulation tonus changes after cold adaptation, discussing oxygen consumption rise.

Space crew members muscle tone, determining weightlessness effect by rigidity and bioelectric activity.

Gas exchange, thermoregulatory muscular tone and electrical activity in rat muscles in hyperoxic atmosphere.

Hypothermic effects on dog and cat vascular tonus vasomotor reflex regulation, suggesting role of inhibition due to changed afference from cooled tissues.

Determination of the effect of weightlessness on muscular tone by measurement of firmness and bioelectric activity of muscles.

Musculoskeletal System

Muscle hardness as isometric stress force indicator.

Muscular relaxation for psychological preparation of man for space flights.

Liver and skeletal muscle morphology in rats under hypokinesia and protein deficiency.

Strain gage sensing element for measuring skeletal muscle contraction.

Technique for exercise to counteract effect of zero gravity on skeletal muscles of mice during extended orbital spaceflight.

Method and apparatus for applying compressional forces to skeletal structure of subject to simulate force during ambulatory conditions.

Conference on aerospace environments, manned space flight.

Radioactive dilution estimation of total skeletal muscle uptake.

Experient for observing human spatial activity under psychologically difficult conditions of modified postural-motor regime for astronaut selection.

Muscular relaxation for psychological preparation of man for space flights.

Liver and skeletal muscle morphology in rats under hypokinesia and protein deficiency.

Muscular relaxation for psychological preparation of man for space flights.

Methods for exercising to counteract effect of zero gravity on skeletal muscles of mice during extended orbital spaceflight.

Method and apparatus for applying compressional forces to skeletal structure of subject to simulate force during ambulatory conditions.

Conference on aerospace environments, manned space flight.

Nutritional dilution estimation of total skeletal muscle uptake.

Experiment for observing human spatial activity under psychologically difficult conditions of modified postural-motor regime for astronaut selection.

Muscular relaxation for psychological preparation of man for space flights.

Liver and skeletal muscle morphology in rats under hypokinesia and protein deficiency.

Muscular relaxation for psychological preparation of man for space flights.

Muscles of rats in hyperoxic atmosphere.

Muscle hardness as isometric stress force indicator.

Muscle relaxation for psychological preparation of man for space flights.

Liver and skeletal muscle morphology in rats under hypokinesia and protein deficiency.

Muscle relaxation for psychological preparation of man for space flights.

Liver and skeletal muscle morphology in rats under hypokinesia and protein deficiency.

Muscle relaxation for psychological preparation of man for space flights.

Liver and skeletal muscle morphology in rats under hypokinesia and protein deficiency.

Muscle relaxation for psychological preparation of man for space flights.

Liver and skeletal muscle morphology in rats under hypokinesia and protein deficiency.

Muscle relaxation for psychological preparation of man for space flights.

Liver and skeletal muscle morphology in rats under hypokinesia and protein deficiency.

Muscle relaxation for psychological preparation of man for space flights.

Liver and skeletal muscle morphology in rats under hypokinesia and protein deficiency.

Muscle relaxation for psychological preparation of man for space flights.

Liver and skeletal muscle morphology in rats under hypokinesia and protein deficiency.

Muscle relaxation for psychological preparation of man for space flights.
Hydrogenosomes of Euglena gracilis mutants deficient in asparagine glutamine metabolism. p0155 A71-18673

Spaceflight effects on dry crepis capillaris seeds in five day orbit. showing chromosome reorganizations and increased mutagenic sensitivity. p0246 A71-22563

Deleterious mutations and neutral substitutions, discussing molecular evolution models for DNA and proteins. p0369 A71-29096

Combined action of vibration and gamma irradiation on sporulation dynamics, survival rate and mutability of chlorellae. p0530 A71-39237

Chlorella viability and mutability aboard Soyuz and Zond spacecraft, noting trend toward growth of anomalies in autosporeulation. p0570 A71-40566

Lymphocyte chromosome aberrations by inhaled ozone in Chinese hamster, indicating oxygen damage. p0642 A71-45150

Chromosomal aberrations in persons exposed to repeated occupational irradiation. p0652 A71-14696

Effect of radiation sensitive mutations and radiation of recombination in partially diploid derivatives of Escherichia coli. p0290 A71-20720

SYL1IN Lower cardiac nerve unmyelinated afferent fibers detection and functional property characteristics. p0415 A71-32736

MYOCARDIUM Binucleate potential in gap between behatting cardiac muscle cells, using differential equation for active to inactive cell transmission. p0415 A71-11177

Mortality of 'myocardial infarction' patients on diet low in saturated fats and cholesterol. p0506 A71-11299

Nitral valve muscular fibers, investigating pathologic changes of myocardium of left heart ventricle. p0206 A71-11695

Complete heart block associated with acute myocardial infarction, discussing high mortality rate and transverse pacemaker applications. p0027 A71-11696

Coronary sclerosis morphology, discussing myocardium microcirculation disturbances. p0035 A71-12414

Oxygen inhalation effects on intramyocardial oxygen tension in anesthetized dogs, investigating acute myocardial infarction therapy effectiveness. p0038 A71-12917

Fibroptic indicator-dilution assessment of myocardial function. p0068 A71-13329

Myocardial glycogen stores increase protective role in rat cardiac anisomy studied in isolated perfused heart. p0087 A71-13489

Clinical and hemodynamic profile of cardiogenic shock after acute myocardial infarction. p0105 A71-15914

Oxygen partial pressure measurements in myocardium of beating heart by miniature glass needle and surface electrodes. p0132 A71-16598

Autopsies compared to ECG for diagnosis accuracy for acute recurrent myocardial infarction. p0137 A71-16951

Myocardial infarction acute stage, noting carbohydrate metabolism disturbances. p0139 A71-17291

Myocardial infarction, investigating alpha-dehydroxybutyric acid dehydrogenase enzymatic activity. p0139 A71-17292

Myocardial infarction noting serum prealbumins changes. p0139 A71-17293

Ultrasound changes of membrane and sarcoplasmic reticulum of myocardial cells in squirells during hibernation. p0141 A71-17412

Cinearteriographically demonstrated coronary artery disease severity correlation with myocardial blood flow response to treadmill exercise or isoproterenol infusion. p0165 A71-17874

Myocardial enzyme activity after sympathetic denervation of heart in cats and dogs. p0158 A71-18726

Acetylcholine endogenous formation in rabbit myocardial effects, ventricular rhythm disturbance and automatic activity suppression by HP excitations. p0106 A71-19281

Simulated high altitude chronic hypoxia and long term sideropenic anemia adapted animals, investigating acute anoxia tolerance of myocardium. p0197 A71-20391

Frog ventricles myocardial fibers spontaneous activity ininger solution due to low conductivity variations. p0208 A71-21057

Myocardial lymosynic enzymes activity in adaptation to high altitude hypoxia and during cardiac diseases, using albino rats. p0208 A71-21058

Myocardial depressant factor purified preparation effect on isolated perfused cat heart, studying coronary vascular, dromotropic and intropic actions. p0208 A71-21176

Myocardium ultrastructure and histochemistry in dogs under hypoxic hypoxia. p0243 A71-22262

Excitable myocardium cell simplified model based on artificial membrane excitation phenomena, using hybrid computer complex analog section. p0262 A71-24166

Myocardial oxygen reduction by stimulating carotid sinus nerves and angina pectoris treatment application. p0308 A71-25437

Fetal heart muscle series elasticity compliance, showing hypoxia effects p0310 A71-25930

Digital computer analysis of orthogonal ECG and VCG from patients with myocardial infarction. p0321 A71-27287

Normal myocardium structure and function, discussing cardiac performance and output control. p0352 A71-27859

Myocardial hypertrophy, discussing various forms and mechanisms in myocardial fiber growth and eventual failure. p0353 A71-27863

Myocardial infarction and coronary heart disease, considering incidence, mortality and preventive measures. p0353 A71-27867

Myocardium cells contractile activity control with frequency dependent self regulatory mechanisms. p0356 A71-28383

Anoxia induced ECG lesion current in conjunction with myocardial phosphorylcreatine collapse, discussing results with air and nitrogen ventilated guinea pigs. p0361 A71-28506

Myocardial ischemia and necrosis without major coronary arteries obstruction, investigating possible deranged hemoglobin-oxygen transport. p0381 A71-30286

Myocardial ischemia observations, utilizing morphologic and pathophysiologic correlations with cinecoronary arteriography, left ventriculography and hemodynamic examination. p0381 A71-30287

Left ventricular posterior wall motion measurements in myocardial infarction, using ultrasonic echocardiograms time-motion data. p0412 A71-32536

Atrioventricular and intraventricular conduction disturbances in acute myocardial infarction, discussing heart block. p0413 A71-32540

Eight ventricular end-diastolic volume as index of myocardial fiber length and correlation with ventricular work at rest and exercise with and without right ventricular failure. p0413 A71-32541

Myocardial ischemic lesions age, discussing validity of histopathological criteria and margin of error. p0413 A71-32542
Spatial T-area vectors dependence on RR distances for exact examination of healthy and sick heart muscles

Myocardial ultrastructural and metabolic alterations in altitude acclimated rats, considering heart muscle mitochondria

Hypoxia effects on myocardial potassium balance in dogs during cardiovascular nerve and atrial stimulation

Physiologic and pathologic cardiomegaly, noting myocardial blood flow oxygen uptake and lengthening and widening of coronary vessels

Heart mycardiis contractility assessment based on pressure time ratio to late intraventricular pressure during isovolumic systole

Human ventricular activation correlation with canine model in chronic myocardial infarction

Primary cardiomyopathy, discussing obstructive and nonobstructive cases, myocardial inflammation, chronic alcoholism and age relationships

Myocardial isomyosin index, using left ventricle time varying pressure/volume ratio in systole

Patients with selective cine coronary arteriography, statistically correlating vectorcardiographic diagnoses of myocardial infarcts with changes in arteries

Noradrenaline concentration in myocardium of rats subjected to high altitude hypoxia, considering heart regulation in presence of hyperfunction and hypotrophy

Canine ventricular myocardium with cardiac beta- adrenergic receptor, describing binding of noradrenaline to microsomal particles

Myocardium reactions under 2G acceleration from histological, histochemical and electron microscopic observations on rats, noting dystrophic damage level relationship to duration

Heart excitation and membrane permeability effects on two component action potentials in human atrial muscle strips, using microelectrodes

Myocardial blood flow and oxidative metabolism in cyanotic congenital heart disease patients, using lactate/pyruvate ratios and coronary sinus catheterization

Anoxia's effect on laboratory animals cardiac action, discussing ECG injury current relation to myocardium phosphorylcreatine content

Antecedent clinical statistics of myocardial infarction and sudden death in actively employed middle aged men, noting cardiac rate, rhythm and conduction abnormalities

Norepinephrine induced stimulation of myocardial oxygen consumption of cat papillary muscles under afterloaded isotonic and isometric conditions

Ultrastructural evaluation of heart anatomical abnormalities in congenital and acquired heart diseases including myocardium hypertrophy and tissue degeneration

Electron microscopic quantitative analysis of myocardium sections from male dogs exposed to general hypoxia, considering mitochondrial sizes, numbers and areas

Hypertrophy and hypoxia effects on turnover of myofibrillar proteins and mitochondrial components in hearts of normal rats

Dystrophic myocardial damage in rat hearts caused by prolonged acceleration

A-280
NAVIGATION
NAVIGATION AIDS
NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS
NAVIGATORS
NAVIGATORS AND FINDERS
NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
NERVOUS SYSTEM
NERVOUS SYSTEMS
Nerve mechanisms of vestibular reactions
Nervous mechanisms of humoral and nervous functions
Nervous system activity changes relation to physical exercise and exercise type and extent, measuring visual response time
Nervous system modeling, considering cybernetic activity interference by biocontrolled stimulator incorporation into natural nerve links
Nervous system modeling, considering cyberspace brain functions, neuroheuristic computing and modus of distributed information processing pertinent to neuropsychological-experiments
Nervous system receptors and transduction, determining spinal mediation by electronic analog model
Nervous system receptors and transduction, determining spinal mediation by electronic analog model
Nervous system receptors and transduction, determining spinal mediation by electronic analog model
Nervous system receptors and transduction, determining spinal mediation by electronic analog model
Nervous system receptors and transduction, determining spinal mediation by electronic analog model
Nervous/cardiovascular systems and blood composition changes in moderate duration military transport flights
Cardiac output and arterial pressure control in presence or absence of functional nervous system, discussing dog experiments
Human nervous reactions to monochromatic red, yellow green and blue light for optimal color climate in spacecraft cabins
Elevated atmospheric pressure effects on human psychophysiological qualities including attention, memory and time-estimating capabilities and nervous processes equilibrium
Lateral and anterior semicircular canal neural reactions to caloric stimulation in frogs, indicating hydrodynamic interactions
Tympasic-cavity nerve plexus electric stimulation effects on cerebral blood circulation and overall arterial pressure in dogs and cats
Soviet papers on higher nervous activity physiology, Part 1, basic laws and mechanisms of conditioned reflex activity covering inhibition, and bioelectrical effects, with bibliography
Reflexes dominant in organism throughout activity or presence or absence of functional nervous system, discussing dog experiments
Cardiac and neural effects of OBP radar energy on cardiovascular system functional disorders
Eye movement neurophysiology, discussing attention, canali neural mechanisms, oculomotor neural organization models, considering vestibular ocular reflex, saccadic eye movements and smooth pursuit systems
Biological fatigue and nervous tension measurements for determining physical work fatigue
Muscular fatigue and nervous tension measurements for determining physical work fatigue
Survival training in Royal Netherlands Air Force
Neural mechanisms of human cerebral cortex for speech functions
Neural mechanism of human cerebral cortex for speech functions
Neural network hypothesis for mechanism of backward masking and disinhibition in visual perception
Development of analog model of neocortex and simulation of spontaneous activity of neuron network
Computerized simulation of lateral inhibitory networks for figure aftereffects, discussing light and dark adaptation mechanisms
Brachial plexus bundle structural and histological characteristics in man and monkey, noting lack of intraneural network in monkey
Oculomotor neural organization models, considering vestibular ocular reflex, saccadic eye movements and smooth pursuit systems
Towards a conceptual model of the visual world: an interdisciplinary research program
Bionic neural model integration into functional networks of brain
Bionic neural model integration into functional networks of brain
Integrated modeling of the human cardiovascular and nervous systems and various control effects
Development of theory of neuromorphic circuits containing recurrent inhibition and analysis of hippocampal model
Soviet hook on animals morphophysiological changes and morphological investigation of neural structures of teleosts, sharks, porpoises, traveling waves, electrochemically active synapses, deriving complementary partial differential equations
Survival training in Royal Netherlands Air Force
Neural network hypothesis for mechanism of backward masking and disinhibition in visual perception
Survival training in Royal Netherlands Air Force
Neural network hypothesis for mechanism of backward masking and disinhibition in visual perception
Neural network hypothesis for mechanism of backward masking and disinhibition in visual perception
Neural network hypothesis for mechanism of backward masking and disinhibition in visual perception
Bionic neural model integration into functional networks of brain
Bionic neural model integration into functional networks of brain
Bionic neural model integration into functional networks of brain
Bionic neural model integration into functional networks of brain
Neurophysiology

- Syneuristor circuit design and applications in bioics, cybernetics, and electronic robots
- Cardiovascular and biochemical effects of chronic syneuristor
- Standardized EEG clinical aspects of aerospace neurology
- Consider neural pulmonary blood volume changes in cat due to neural mechanisms underlying visual perception
- Human neoromuscular activity description by model
- Reflex excitability of neuromuscular systems of Babbit hypothalamic neuron stimulation by changes in
- Babbit hypothalamic neuron stimulation by changes in
- Reflex excitability of neuromuscular systems of
- Neuromuscular system of Soyuz 9 crew members
- Experimental validation and analytical elaboration for models of pilot neuromuscular subsystem in
- Existence of electric and magnetic field component associated with transmission of neuronal impulse
- Studied in isolated sciatic nerves of frogs
- Associated with transmission of neuronal impulse
- Central nervous system diseases among flying personnel
- Reflex excitability of neuromuscular systems of
- Neuroreceptor circuit design and applications in
- Neuromuscular system integral activity by recording and analyzing phrenic-nerve signals in rabbits

Neurology

- Standardized EEG data recordings in Air Force neurological evaluations
- Cardiovascular and biochemical effects of chronic intermittent neuralistic neurogic stimulation, noting alphaethylycrosine antihypertension agent
- Neurological age depresion of niussness clinical manifestations, pathophysiology, treatment by compression therapy and subsequent grad ual seizures
- Neural stimuli contribution to increasing respiration and hyperpnea during exercise
- Clinical aspects of aerospace neurology, considering central nervous system diseases among flying personnel
- Clinical value of electroencephalogram following sleep deprivation in detecting abnormalities in neurological patients
- Neural spikes and LF components separation from background noise, describing feedback amplifiers circuit
- Pulmonary blood volume changes in cat due to neuropoetic, pharmacological and mechanical effects on cardiovascular system, noting pulmonary function role
- Clinical neurology and neurophysiology of vestibulo-ocular reflexes
- Neural mechanisms underlying visual perception, arousal, and attention processes in man, cat, and monkey
- Neuroromuscular activity description by model for muscle spindles functions, considering systems parameters oscillations relation to mean muscle fibers
- Adaptation mechanism of human movement control as motor neuron reaction to external stimuli, considering peripheral arch, cerebrospinal canal and feedback
- Ischemia effects on impulse transmision to muscle fibers in man, using single fiber electromyography
- Reflex excitable of neurovascular system of
- Lateity fluctuations and quanta1 transmitter release influence on end plate potential amplitude distribution, using frog muscle synaptic delays
- Snd limb antagonistc muscles bioelectric activity dependence on animal rotation direction and head fixation
- Hyperthermia effects on conduction velocity of nerve fibers and peripheral motor neuron-muscular activity in man
- Respiratory diaphragmatic center, investigating motor-neuron system integral activity by recording and analyzing phrenic-nerve signals in rabbits
Radiation induced visual phosphenes observed by dark-adapted human subjects in fast neutrons, I ray and positive pion beams at Berkeley comparative to primary cosmic ray effects.

Multiple starlike flashes and short streaks reported by subjects exposed to neutrons under 25 sec, discussing interaction with retinal rods by proton recoils.

Neutron radiography and dosimetry as clinical diagnostic tool, calculating resolution through tissues for simulated human arm.

Chemical agents protective properties on albino mice under gamma-neutron radiation, noting dose and composition effects.

Partial body shielding effects on rats radiation thickness survival rates under gamma-neutron radiation, comparing head and belly shielding, noting intestine early damage.

Effects of 15,000-rads pulsed gamma-neutron radiation on behavioral performance of monkeys exposed to neutron irradiation, comparing head and abdomen shielding, noting intestines early damage.

Sickness survival rates under gamma-neutron radiation on behavioral performance of monkeys exposed to neutron irradiation, noting visual information null in sunlight effects on visual acuity.

Human tissues neutron induced physical doses calculation

Neutron dosimetry, biophysics and biological effectiveness, genetic effects, repair and recovery, and modifying factors of neutrons in radiobiology.

Abandoned dose and dose equivalent from neutrons in energy range 60 to 3000 MeV and protons in energy range 400 to 3000 MeV.

Neutron dose distributions at bone tissue interfaces in human body.

Aortic and sinus nerves afferent electric impulsion under adrenalin and nicotine, considering age peculiarities.

Tests of color defective vision in predicting performance under day and night conditions.
Noise Injuries
Cochlear sensory epithelium and Corti organ degeneration after noise exposure in guinea pigs and cats, using scanning electron microscopy
p0050 A71-12364

Physiological study of noise effects on hearing and peripheral vasconstrictions in man and animals
p0051 A71-13155

Book on eye injuries covering mechanical traumatic, neuro-ophthalmology, chemical, thermal, radiation, electrical and sonic injuries, etc
p0138 A71-17010

Aircraft noise as public health problem, discussing effects on physical, mental and social well-being
p0211 A71-21816

Auditory and auditory physiological effects of noise, discussing hearing conservation, noise measurement and noise hazard
p0316 A71-26511

Aircraft noise effect on hearing impairment of cockpit crews in civil aviation, using audiometric evaluation
p0515 A71-29222

Effects of long term exposure on auditory thresholds for discrete tonal signals and recovery from temporary threshold shift
p0265 A71-20353

Pure tone audiometry for monitoring hearing and determining physical profiles of persons routinely exposed to potentially hazardous noise
p0330 A71-22151

Noise Intensity
Moderate acoustic stimuli effects, discussing subjective noise ratings relation with physiological and mental state changes
p0037 A71-12838

Aircraft sound measurement standards, evaluating airport noise control and permissible levels
p0090 A71-14208

F-100 pilots acute HF hearing loss due to noise ground environment and excessive in-flight noise exposure
p0252 A71-23289

Noise disturbance near large airports, considering aircraft noise, public annoyance and sociopsychological conditions
p0321 A71-27478

Community aircraft noise intensity indexes from annoyance and physiological reaction standpoint, discussing sleep interruption, hearing loss, communication interference, etc
p0410 A71-32242

Frequency and level dependent discrepancy between free field and pressure thresholds at low frequencies due to physiological noise produced under earcap
p0456 A71-36999

Unfavorable high intensity noise effects on auditory and motor analyzers during space flight
p0600 A71-42979

Combined heat, noise and vibration stress effects on human performance and physiological functions, including heart rate, body temperature and mental arithmetic
p0630 A71-44247

Loudness calculation by summation of weighted subband noise intensities and loudness judgement data comparisons
(NASA-TM-R-2300)
p0431 A71-26993

Noise Pollution
Noise exposure forecasts for cumulative aircraft noise production single number rating as community response indicator
p0211 A71-21817

Noise exposure index from mean sound intensity measurement, considering harmless effects on humans
p0370 A71-29284

Noise hazard guide including damage risk criteria for steady state and impulse or gunfire noise
p0393 A71-25559

Numerical analysis of loudness, loudness level, and sound-pressure level of pure tones of steady noise that does not exceed critical bandwidth
(NASA-TM-R-2298)
p0394 A71-25789

Bibliography of literature on environmental pollution, noise pollution, and ear protection devices

NOISE REDUCTION

Flight helmet sound attenuation test, using Hanakin method
Line fed microelectrode amplifier for electrophysiology, discussing noise reduction
Haralson hearing protectors evaluation for attenuation of narrow band noise on experienced subjects
Magnetic recording of heart electrical activity by cryogenic magnetometer with two Josephson junction quantum interference reduction device
Air operations safety and noise control research in aerospace medicine
Gunderman earplug evaluation, emphasizing noise reduction and speech intelligibility
Optimal fitting of flight helmets for noise reduction
Weighting method for aircraft auditory risk limits when wearing ear protectors

NOISE SPECTRUM
Sound panel comparison of aircraft engine noise tape recordings with synthetic broadband noise approximating pure jet

NOISE SUPPRESSORS
U NOISE REDUCTION
Noise threshold
Effects of long term exposure on auditory thresholds for discrete tonal signals and recovery from temporary threshold shift
Mann growth and recovery function for temporary threshold shifts produced by extended exposure to simulated aeromed vehicle

NOISE TOLERANCE
Figural noise and rotation effects on visual form perception, using random and redundancy figures in figure cancellation task
Anticonvulsant drugs for counteracting noise effects on central nervous system, discussing audiogenic seizure in mice
Simulated sonic booms effects on sleeping humans, considering intensity levels, age factors, sleep stage, adaptability and housing
Sound and sonic booms effects on farm animals physiology and behavior, considering milk production, reproduction, food intake and growth rate
Physiological and psychological human responses to sonic booms in France, UK and U.S. considered as acceptability criteria
Pulse-noise human ear damage-risk criterion correction factor for single impulse, studying temporary threshold shift
F-100 pilots acute HP hearing loss due to noise ground environment and excessive in-flight noise exposure
Simulated sonic booms and subsonic jet aircraft noise effects on human subjects of various ages during different sleep stages
Noise environment effects on circulatory, respiratory and metabolic parameters during physical exercise, measuring heart rate, systolic blood pressure, oxygen intake and respiratory quotient
Cortical responses of awake cat to narrow-band FM noise stimuli, proposing neuronal model
Unfavorable high intensity noise effects on auditory and motor analyzers during space flight

SUBJECT INDEX

Psychophysiological loudness and annoyance indices application in sonic boom comfort level evaluation, pulsating noise estimation and sound insulation system effectiveness determination
Human auditory adaptation to medium intensity noise complex action under relative isolation and hypokinetic conditions from somnial bearing threshold measurement
Effects of noise and vibration on psychomotor performance
Human panel comparison of aircraft engine noise tape
Weighting method for aircraft auditory risk limits
Aeromed hearing protection including damage risk criteria for steady state and impulse or gunfire noise

NONLINEARITIES
Human factors engineering manual including mathematical formulas, nomographs, conversion tables, units of measurement, and nomenclatures
Nondestructive tests
GeEMALE high flux reactor for nondestructive tests in biology
Measurement of changes in musculoskeletal system under hypodynamic and hypogravic conditions
Nondestructive measurement of density, breaking strength, and modulus of elasticity of bones

NOVEMBER 1986
Human auditory adaptation to medium intensity noise complex action under relative isolation and hypokinetic conditions from somnial bearing threshold measurement

PROCEDURE

Nonlinear feedback
Coordinated control mechanisms in cybernetic group systems
Nonlinear systems
Relative spectral sensitivity/amplitude frequency characteristics/applicability to describing nonlinear systems

PROJECTION

U ENERGY ABSORPTION

U TURBULENT FLOW

NOBODERNALEN
artificial baroreceptor reflex action in rabbits, noting central noradrenergic neuron participation
Guinea pig thermoregulation of shivering and nonshivering thermogenesis, showing intrahypothalamic noradrenaline injection effects on threshold temperature elevation
Noradrenaline concentration in myocardium of rats subjected to high altitude hypoxia, considering heart regulation in presence of hyperfunction and hypertrophy
Noradrenaline, noradrenaline and catecholamine excretion in railroad men during daytime and nighttime work

OBEREPHRINE
Brain norepinephrine synthesis pharmacological inhibition, discussing effects of ovariectomy to decrease sensitivity
L-dopa multination timed effects on rat brain norepinephrine metabolites concentrations, observing zero time control rated modifications
Circadian rhythm saturation of brain norepinephrine and serotonin in rat, relating spontaneous motor activity and sleep-wakefulness mechanisms
NULL REFERENCE GLIDE PATH

NT PLUTONIUM 238
NT PLUTONIUM 239
NT RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
NT TITAN
NT ZIRCON 123

NULL REFERENCE GLIDE PATH

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
NT ITERATIVE SOLUTION
NT ROUTE CARLO METHOD

Numerical analysis and mathematical models to
describe vision process
Analysis of registering structure as memory
model and role in perception processes

NUMERATION

Circumstautions in plants under gravitational
stimulation

NUMERATIONAL OSCILLATION

U NOTATION

Regenerated nutrients as foods for long duration
space missions, discussing physicochemical methods
for metabolic waste products conversion into safe
synthetic nutrient compounds
Optimal mineral-organic nutrient medium and soil
selection for microorganism detection on Mars
Mineral composition optimition of nutrient medium
for Hydrogonoasodas, using steepest ascet method
for mathematical planning of experiments
Hydroponic plant cultivation with keratin
substrate, investigating replacement time effect
and regenerative power of nutrient solutions
Biologically mineralized human waste products
utilization in nutrient solutions for higher
and lower autotrophs cultivation
Effects of gamma radiation on cell division
processes and chromosomes in bone marrow of dogs
Quantitative analysis of lipid, proteins, and
carbohydrate content in Chlorella cultivation by
pyrolysis and gas chromatography
Optimal mineral composition in nutrient for
autotrophic Hydrogonoasodas cultivation

NUTRITION

Regenerated nutrients as foods for long duration
space missions, discussing physicochemical methods
for metabolic waste products conversion into safe
synthetic nutrient compounds
Polysomal RNA disaggregation and attendant reduction
in hepatic protein synthesis in rats as result of
decreased food ingestion during hyperxia
World championship gliding team medicialophysiological
problems during competition at Marfa, Texas,
discussing climatic adaptation, nutrition, hyperxia
and pilots general physical and psychomotor
conditions
Hypothetica effect on brain nutritive processes and
regulator activity, considering changes in brain
blood supply, respiration and carbohydrate
metabolism

Nutritional quality of Hydrogonoasodas eutropha
proteins
Nutritional quality of Hydrogonoasodas eutropha
for animal food supplement
Nutritional value of Hydrogonoasodas eutropha lipids

Procedures for determining quantitative and
qualitative adequacy of food rations
Human immunology on prolonged diet of dehydrated
foods

SUBJECT INDEX

LONG TERM MANED SPACE FLIGHT NUTRITION AND FOOD
requirements

Systemic approach to ecology, trophodynamics,
bioecology, and biogeocenosis
Nutritional evaluation of Apollo diets and
ecological study of mice having diets with
limited microflora
Use of nutritional markers for studies of food
intake, passage, and absorption in
gastrointestinal tract of humans and animals
Combined effects of reduced nutrition, hypophagia,
and centrifugal acceleration on human body

NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

NT CATALOGIC REQUIREMENTS

Chlorella ration effect on internal organs of
protein-deficient mice compared with casein
and soybean rations
Astronaut space nutrition, discussing Apollo mission
short range nonregenerative mode, long range
closed loop regenerative cycles and waste
recycling
Nutrition and breeding behavior of pocket mouse for
space nutrition application
Nutrition for space flight requirements and food
selections
Investigating effects of liquid diets on subjects in
space environment simulators
Discussing relationship between numerical growth
and expanding industrial and technological power of
man and biosphere
Investigating diet and nutritional requirements of
Soyuz 9 crew members
Tables on nutritional value of foods used in space
flight feeding
Nutritional requirements of astronauts under open
underwater stations and weightlessness
Analysis of storage stability of intermediate
moisture foods for space flight feeding with
tables of foods and types of manufacture

HYSTANGUS

Source network modeling by stable rhythmic
impulsion system, considering vestibular
nystagmus
Nystagmus extinction during repeated exposures to
accelerations in labyrinthinically oriented guinea
pigs
Nystagmus display and influence on flight actions
on hand-eye coordination in compensatory tracking
of aircraft instrument
Extraauditory effects of sound on senses, concerning
visual functions, nystagmus, galvanic skin
response and audiogenic use
Astronaut visual acuity under angular acceleration,
considering vestibular stimulus direction and
nystagmus influence on visual acuity
Gravity effects on human caloric and animals
rotation and nystagmus, noting semicircular
canals role
Gravity effects on experimental nystagmus in rabbits
under electrical, rotatory and caloric vestibular
stimulation, taking into account semicircular
canals and otoloth organs
Uncoiled oscillosis with vertical rotation
nystagmus and intranuclear ophtalmoplegia due to
multiple sclerosis

A-290
CAT single optic nerve fibers receptive field, observing functional organization and conduction velocity p0360 A71-28450

Cat type I and II optic nerve fibers response to flicker stimulation, noting receptive field organization, conduction velocity and temporal and spatial information processing p0360 A71-28459

Grating pattern vision models, examining single neural network and multiple channel stimulus information processing p0360 A71-28461

Extraocular muscle structure and function, defining slow and fast motor system based on slow and fast fibers p0467 A71-35801

Firing frequency of single trochlear nerve fibers during eye movements in alert monkey p0513 A71-37413

Habituation and suppression of vestibular-ocular vertical nystagmic responses to Coriolis stimulation in pentathlon athletes, comparing to pilots and aircrew trainees p0585 A71-41826

Afferent oculomotor pathways to extraocular muscle nuclei, considering discrete unilateral lesion role in head posture disturbance production p0591 A71-42435

Central pathway connection between vestibular and oculomotor nuclei through pont nuclei responsible for horizontal eye movements induced by visual and vestibular stimuli p0591 A71-42436

Saccadic eye movement control system behavior simulation model evaluation, considering oculomotor pathways p0592 A71-42443

Neural control organization in vestibular-ocular reflex arc, considering afferent and oculomotor neural signals p0593 A71-42449

Oculomotor neural organization models, considering vestibular ocular reflex, saccadic eye movements and smooth pursuit systems p0593 A71-42450

Circumscript excentric afterimages effect on visual oculomotor control system, examining central transfer functions p0627 A71-43971

ODORS

Temperature, odor mixing and stimulation frequency effects on olfactory receptor potential of fly Lucilia sericata p0383 A71-30568

Polymer odor threshold determination for hygienic considerations in sealed/pressurized chamber construction, comparing static and dynamic methods p0636 A71-44539

olfactory perception

Olfactory tract terminal distribution in prepyriform cortex p0019 A71-11455

Electrophysiological studies of olfaction in vertebrates, describing role in orientation, sexual behavior and population control p0213 A71-21942

Human olfactory analyzer, describing equipment for discrete delivery of successive stimuli p0245 A71-22485

Organisms olfactory extraction and interpretation of low intensity chemical signals from air, outlining receptor mechanisms from air physicochemistry p0265 A71-24234

Human odorant evoked response, considering stimulation of olfactory receptors and trigeminal afferences in nose p0367 A71-28891

Temperature, odor mixing and stimulation frequency effects on olfactory receptor potential of fly Lucilia sericata p0381 A71-30568

Fly Lucilia sericata olfactory receptor and unit action potentials response to odor stimulation by homologous compounds p0384 A71-30569

Human olfactory perception of inspired air composition, noting sensory differentiation improvement with subsequent exposures in space p0408 A71-31948
Human operator work quality evaluation with EEG data based on brain electrical activity as function of central nervous system

Operator mental performance reliability prediction from heart rate and electromyogram

Factor analysis of phase discrimination in mental fatigue during variation of cortical functions in railroad traffic control center operators

Fatigue and stress measurement on air traffic controllers, using critical fusion frequency methods, tapping tests, self rating and urine catecholamine

Human operator models parameter estimation by stochastic approximation, considering continuous and sampled data models

Test equipment for evaluating human higher nervous activity, noting use for radiotelegraphist selection

Spacecraft manual control investigation, using human operator models described by linear transfer function with variable coefficients

Human response time for urgent signal after operational rest, showing effect of additional activation during waiting period

Operator performance improvement in monitoring automated processes by alternating displays, discussing simulated radar and sonar CRT display laboratory tests

Optimization of human performance with night vision devices and related sensors

Effects of motion cues and motion scaling on one and two axis compensatory control tasks with application to flight simulators

Rest and activity cycles for maintaining efficiency of military flight operations personnel

Workload and performance limiting factors of air traffic control radar operators

Work-rest cycles in air traffic control tasks

Technical evaluation of circadian rhythm disturbances and flight crew performance

Two hybrid computer identification techniques for use in manual control research

Development of pictorial training aid for indoctrination of radar operator personnel

Comparison of operator performance limits and nystagmus induced by angular accelerations about pitch and yaw axes

Experimental tests to measure short term sensory characteristics of visual and tactile perception related to teleoperator systems

Experimental determination of effects of terrain, target, and operator performance in conducting search and rescue missions from aircraft

Effects of work-rest cycle on operator performance of simple tracking task under normal and vibratory environments

Predictive and adaptive processes in control of Air Force systems

Display system information content characteristics and relationships with operator performance and psychophysiological factors in data processing

Physiological effects of high altitude and high temperature environments on human performance of complex actions

Analysis of ability of human subjects to visually identify targets at various distances of observation

Operator performance and control panel layout for discontinuous tasks based on sequence of use, functional grouping, and location by frequency and importance

Operators (Personnel) in AIRCRAFT PILOTS in PILOTS (PERSONNEL)

Psychophysiological, strict engineering-psychological and systems engineering analyses, solving engineering-psychological problems in large control systems for human operators

Body position effect on dynamic characteristics of human operator under random vibration, considering pelvis-head amplitude-frequency characteristics

Objective monitoring of human operator, using statistical analysis of EEG based on numerical characteristics of energy spectrum

Adaptive mathematical model of human operator during pursuit tracking, synthesizing brain in accordance with arbitrary responsibility criterion

Characteristics of acoustic damage found in technical military personnel

Physiological and biochemical measurements of air traffic controller personnel at O'Hare airport to determine effects of duties

Model of human operator reflecting known perceptual and response characteristics for automobile driving task

OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING

Fluorescence permeability of hemato-ophthalmic barrier of rabbits after acceleration exposure

Optometry

Optical eye examinations

Computerization of medical records of ophthalmology clinic

Unilocular oscilloscope with vertical retinal nystagmus and interocular ophthalmoplegia due to multiple sclerosis

Laser ocular effects, discussing corneal /retinal lens lesion production, damage thresholds and application to clinical ophthalmological problems

Aerospace ophthalmology, discussing flying personnel selection, eye anatomy, presbyopia, vascular degeneration, cataracts, corneal dystrophy and glaucosa

Stereophotogrammetric methods and instruments for studying eye anatomical-optical apparatus and pathological changes

Anatomic cataracts and diagnostic techniques in ophthalmologic aviation medicine, discussing electronic time interval and storage measurements, cortical response, etc.

Acceleration effect on hemato-ophthalmic barrier permeability in rabbits

Optical correction procedures

Eye accommodation range limiting for increased adjustment accuracy of optico-mechanical instruments, considering spectacle lens, telescope, magnifying glass and microscope

Optical data processing

Visual information industrial processing rates correction tables with digits, letters, Landolt fringes and geometrical figures

Neurophysiological aspects of human optical and acoustical perception, discussing pattern recognition and cognitive role in optical image evaluation
OPTIMAL CONTROL

Human performance in optical high inertia tracking system interface, considering proprrioceptive feedback, display magnification, control dynamics, view field and anticipatory process effects

Human eye-tracking phase lag representation by time delays depending on target motion class

Reaction times of subjects in tests with display control configurations typical of those used in continuous tracking tasks

OPTICS

Papers on optics, Volume 9, covering synthetic apertures, light beating spectroscopy, multilayer antireflection coatings, interference microscopy, photocell counting, human eye performance, laser light, etc

Book on visual perception covering physics of light, rods and cones, color vision, brightness psychophysics, stimulus generalization, etc

Optical effects observation by air traveler during takeoff, including haze or cloud droplet scattering, halos, shock wave shadows, shallow watercolors and twilight wedge

OPTIMAL CONTROL

Respiratory air flow optimal regulation hypothesis, testing analytic prediction model results with experiment under stress and rest conditions

OPTIMIZATION

NY OPTIMAL CONTROL

Cardiovascular system blood flow mathematical model parameter optimization by simulation on hybrid computer, using ORTRAN program

Optimization of time intervals of conveyor harvestings and harvested age of oxygen producing plants for life support system

Two-region, continuous search, and n-region discrete models for allocating available effort to search for objects at sea

Life support system for Sea-Bed Observation Laboratory

Matching frequency of observer eye to frequency of visual pattern for optimum recognition

Human factors engineering in optimizing visual perception of sonar and radar displays

OPTIMUM CONTROL

U OPTIMAL CONTROL

ORBITAL DEBRIS

Spacecraft navigation, guidance and control for annual rendezvous with orbiting target, examining error sources perturbing effects

ORBITAL SIMULATORS

U SPACE SIMULATORS

ORBITAL SPACE STATIONS

NY ORBITAL WORKSHOPS

Eight channel micropowered miniature biomedical

Environmental thermal control/life support system for manned space station, discussing maintenance, weight, power and volume

Weightlessness simulation for orbital rat machine experiment, discussing tetherboard and cargo transfer examples

Space station biological/medical laboratories, discussing physiology, pathology, histological, static and dynamic equilibrium, neurophysiologic, dietician, radiobiological, hygiene and prophylaxis departments

ORGANIC MATERIALS

Early solar system organic matter origins, discussing amino acid synthesis from CO2, H and ammonia reaction with H, aluminia or clay catalysts

Prebiotic organic matter in solar system, investigating contamination free amino acid catalytic synthesis from deuterated reactants

Automatic analysis system for separating and identifying amino acids to detect extraterrestrial

ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

NT ACETIC ACID

NT ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE (ATP)

NT ADENOSINES

NT ALUMINO ACIDS

NT ASPARTATES

NT ASPARTIC ACID

NT CHOLINE

NT CYSTEINE

NT FATS

NT FATTY ACIDS

NT FLUORESCARBONS

NT FLUOROBUTYRCARBONS

NT GLUTAMIC ACID

NT GLUTAMINE

NT GLYCINE

NT HISTIDINES

NT IODOCOIC ACID

NT LECITINE

NT MEGABASE

NT OXIDASE

NT PEPTIDES

NT PHENYLALANINE

NT PHENYLALANINE NUCLEOTIDES

NT SEROTONINE

NT THYROXINE

NY TRYPOTOPHAN

Stereoisomeric organic structures in animate nature and life origin on earth

Sulfur containing organic chelating compounds as radiation protective agents

Organic free radical radioprotective and radiosensitizing effect, reporting Chinese hamster cell line survival characteristics after treatment

Orgueil carbonaceous chondrite organic matter, detecting homologous compounds, optically active species, isotopes, bacteria and organized elements

Hydrocarbons, amino acids and large molecule organic compounds formation in chondrite meteorites by abiogenetic reactions

Urine preservatives for urine water recovery system, using ammonia and organic compound contents in condensate

Solar system organic compounds detection and evolution, considering element, isotope and pigment composition, optical activity and polymerization

Organic compounds, discussing photoenergetics of photosynthesis models, discussing photoenergetics of molecular systems

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

NY ADENOSINES

NY ADENOIC ACID

NY AMINO ACIDS

NY ASPARTATES

NY ASPARTIC ACID

NY CHOLINE

NY CYSTEINE

NY FATS

NY FATTY ACIDS

NY FLUORESCARBONS

NY FLUOROBUTYRCARBONS

NY GLUTAMIC ACID

NY GLUTAMINE

NY GLYCINE

NY HISTIDINES

NY IODOCOIC ACID

NY LECITINE

NY MEGABASE

NY OXIDASE

NY PEPTIDES

NY PHENYLALANINE

NY PHENYLALANINE NUCLEOTIDES

NY SEROTONINE

NY THYROXINE

NY TRYPOTOPHAN

Stereoisomeric organic structures in animate nature and life origin on earth

Sulfur containing organic chelating compounds as radiation protective agents

Organic free radical radioprotective and radiosensitizing effect, reporting Chinese hamster cell line survival characteristics after treatment

Orgueil carbonaceous chondrite organic matter, detecting homologous compounds, optically active species, isotopes, bacteria and organized elements

Hydrocarbons, amino acids and large molecule organic compounds formation in chondrite meteorites by abiogenetic reactions

Urine preservatives for urine water recovery system, using ammonia and organic compound contents in condensate

Solar system organic compounds detection and evolution, considering element, isotope and pigment composition, optical activity and polymerization

Chemical compounds, discussing photoenergetics of photosynthesis models, discussing photoenergetics of molecular systems

OPTICS

Papers on optics, Volume 9, covering synthetic apertures, light beating spectroscopy, multilayer antireflection coatings, interference microscopy, photocell counting, human eye performance, laser light, etc

Book on visual perception covering physics of light, rods and cones, color vision, brightness psychophysics, stimulus generalization, etc

Optical effects observation by air traveler during takeoff, including haze or cloud droplet scattering, halos, shock wave shadows, shallow watercolors and twilight wedge

OPTIMAL CONTROL

Respiratory air flow optimal regulation hypothesis, testing analytic prediction model results with experiment under stress and rest conditions

OPTIMIZATION

NY OPTIMAL CONTROL

Cardiovascular system blood flow mathematical model parameter optimization by simulation on hybrid computer, using ORTRAN program

Optimization of time intervals of conveyor harvestings and harvested age of oxygen producing plants for life support system

Two-region, continuous search, and n-region discrete models for allocating available effort to search for objects at sea

Life support system for Sea-Bed Observation Laboratory

Matching frequency of observer eye to frequency of visual pattern for optimum recognition

Human factors engineering in optimizing visual perception of sonar and radar displays

OPTIMUM CONTROL

U OPTIMAL CONTROL

ORBITAL DEBRIS

Spacecraft navigation, guidance and control for annual rendezvous with orbiting target, examining error sources perturbing effects

ORBITAL SIMULATORS

U SPACE SIMULATORS

ORBITAL SPACE STATIONS

NY ORBITAL WORKSHOPS

Eight channel micropowered miniature biomedical

Environmental thermal control/life support system for manned space station, discussing maintenance, weight, power and volume

Weightlessness simulation for orbital rat machine experiment, discussing tetherboard and cargo transfer examples

Space station biological/medical laboratories, discussing physiology, pathology, histological, static and dynamic equilibrium, neurophysiologic, dietician, radiobiological, hygiene and prophylaxis departments

ORGANIC MATERIALS

Early solar system organic matter origins, discussing amino acid synthesis from CO2, H and ammonia reaction with H, aluminia or clay catalysts

Prebiotic organic matter in solar system, investigating contamination free amino acid catalytic synthesis from deuterated reactants

Automatic analysis system for separating and identifying amino acids to detect extraterrestrial
Effect after 18-day orbital flight on EEG measures and sphygmography
P0242 A71-22208

Afferent mechanisms of orthostasis in space flight, discussing plasma fluid volume reduction and cardiovascular adjustments on passive tilting
[AlAA paper 71-883] P0841 A71-36634

Astronaut orthostatic tolerance loss due to weightlessness, describing compensation by periodic lower body negative pressure
[AlAA paper 71-859] P0483 A71-36648

Plasma renin activity in hypertonic and normotonic persons exposed to exogenous stress, comparing with measurements at rest and in orthostasis
P0524 A71-38993

Motor and vestibular analyzers and frontal hypothalamic role in gravitational loads compensation during orthostasis, noting respiration, arterial pressure and brain bioelectric activity changes
P0529 A71-39223

Human orthostatic and vestibular stability responses to weightlessness during extended space flights noting acceleration tolerance, physical efficiency, infection resistance and medication sensitivity
P0600 A71-82790

External respiration and energy expenditures during orthostatic tests of human subjects following protracted immersion in water
P0652 N71-11487

Examining dynamics of orthostatic stability of Soyuz 9 cosmonauts before and after flight using active and passive tests
P0232 N71-10811

Compensatory capabilities of vestibular, hypothalamic, and central nervous system toward gravitational effects on cats during orthostasis
P0550 N71-33458

Oscillating Flow
Bionic oscillating propulsion system of fishes
P0341 N71-23071

Oscillations
NT Harmonic Oscillation
NT Self Oscillation

Proximal changes and stimulus patterns associated with rotation direction evoking visually perceived oscillation
P0269 A71-24666

Approach indicator oscillation and illuminating effects on human performance of compensatory tracking tasks
[NASA CR-119640] P0536 N71-31618

Oscillators
Fluorescent oscillators as sensors for carbon dioxide concentration detection in exhaled breathing gases, noting frequency dependence on gas properties
[ASME paper 70-WA/PTC-20] P0069 A71-14036

Osmosis
Emotionally induced osmotic pressure and thirst increase of rats during stress, noting eating behavior
P0377 A71-12875

Renal function osmoregulation in Soyuz crew members
P0150 A71-18370

Decompression urticaria response in subjects after inert gas breathing at constant ambient pressure, noting osmosis mechanisms
P0206 A71-20813

Internal osmotic balance and stress induced body fluid osmolality changes due to food or water deprivation, reporting on experimental results with rats
P0216 A71-21759

Blood plasma hyperosmolality and pulmonary vascular resistance in cats, infusing hyperosmolar solutions of sodium chloride, mannitol, urea, glucose, thiourea and ethylene glycol
P0252 A71-22358

Body fluid osmolality control of food intake initiation in rehydrated rats injected with hypertonic sodium chloride solution
P0310 A71-26073

Severe osmosis application to wash water recovery in manned space mission life support systems, emphasizing membranes development
[ASME paper 71-SF-1] P0174 A71-36368

Potassium concentrations and osmolality levels changes effects on vascular resistance in subcutaneous adipose tissue blood flow
P0534 A71-39779

Renal osmoregulation function of Soyuz 4 and 5 crew members
P0235 N71-19066

Osmotic Pressure

OSMOSIS

Otolithology

Physiopathological and otologymorphological repercussions of supersonic flight on SST passengers
P0000 A71-13098

Soyuz 9 spacecraft astronauts otolithological and otopathological responses to 18-day orbital flight, observing pathological changes from clinical post flight examination
P0241 A71-22207

Investigating physiological reactions of auditory and vestibular analyzers in crew members of Soyuz 9 spacecraft
P0232 N71-18910

Otolith Organs
Extraterrestrial vestibular research, discussing geocentric and heliocentric otolithic regulation and gravitation theory
P0093 A71-14759

Ocular counter-rolling as otolith organ function indicator
P0094 A71-14761

Labyrinth destruction, Meniere disease, labyrinthectomy and vestibular neuritis effects on eye counter-rolling, discussing otolith organ damage determination
P0094 A71-14762

Sodium bicarbonate intravenous effects on cat and rabbit otolithic reactions to accelerations and motion
P0151 A71-18375

Linear acceleration effects on human otolithic and vestibular apparatus, discussing vestibulovegetative motion sickness syndrome and nystagmus index activation
P0223 A71-21956

Centrifugal force effect on pigeon head nystagmus, acting on semicircular canal via otolithe or cupula
P0239 A71-22123

Semicircular canal influence on otolith reactions in pigeons, noting caudal and rostral shifts evoking levator and depressor coccygei contractions during horizontal acceleration
P0242 A71-22214

Functional anatomy of vertebrate gravity receptor system in spatial orientation, discussing otolith organs, sensory cells and hair cell topography in elasmobranch labyrinth
P0560 A71-39994

Semicircular canal and otolithic organ function in free swimming fish angular orientation behavior
P0560 A71-39996

Orbiting frog otolith experiment
P0094 N71-11829

Otolithic reactions in rabbits and cats after intravenous injection of sodium bicarbonate
P0236 N71-19071

Evidence for test of dynamic otolith function considered in relation to responses from patient with idiopathic progressive vestibular degeneration
P0537 N71-31768

Outer Planet Spacecraft

U Outer Planets Explorers

Outra Plantes Explorers

Planetary quarantine constraint effect on multiple outer planet missions, considering navigation vector sources and midcourse maneuvers
[AlAA paper 71-1222] P0151 A71-37917

Outgassing
Investigating effects of law outgassing on primary colonization by organisms
P0226 N71-17993

Output

NT Laser Outputs

Overexposure

U Radiation Dosage

Oxidase

Low temperature effects on associate oxidase
Oxidation

Activity of mitochondrial membranes in hibernating squirrels p0573 A71-40854

Oxidation

Double beam monochromatic differential

cinespectrophotometer for recording oxidation/reduction reactions in intercellular pigments p0004 A71-10243

Rats and mice blood redox potentials injected with
cysteamine, investigating increased radioprotection p016 A71-18900

Vitamin K3 effect on redox equilibria in red cell,
discussing radiosensitizer mechanism p015 A71-18905

Oxidative and hydrolytic enzymes localization in
rhens monkey brain, investigating glutaraldehyde
d fixation effect with histochemistry p0192 A71-20017

Oxidation of water in regeneration under spacecraft
conditions, measuring organic impurities degree of
oxidation in inhabited cabin atmospheric vapor
condensates p0603 A71-42814

Oxides

N2 Carbon Dioxide

N2 Carbon Monoxide

N2 Heavy Water

N2 Hydrogen Peroxide

N2 Inorganic Peroxides

N2 Manganese Oxides

N2 Metal Oxides

N2 Nitrogen Oxides

N2 Nitrous Oxides

N2 Peroxides

N2 Potassium Oxides

N2 Silicate Oxides

N2 STEC Oxides

Oxygen

Ear oximeter for monitoring blood oxygenation and
effects of positive

Initial evaluation of revised helium-oxygen
systems, considering water electrolysis and oxygen
separation and concentration from air

Oxygen respiration effect on self stimulation and emotional reactions in rabbits during hypotension

electrical stimulation p0151 A71-18376

Oxygen vs air in treatment of divers with
decompression sickness p0203 A71-20714

Heart, lung and erythropoiesis optimal functional
parameters mathematical model based on oxygen
transport minus losses p0239 A71-22126

Pathological effects of pure oxygen on animal
organism at atmospheric pressure, noting perivascular edema, diapedesis hemorrhages, respiratory and metabolic disorders p0247 A71-22641

Succinic dehydrogenase activity inhibition and
pentobarbital sodium protection of lung tissue in
some breathing oxygen at atmospheric pressure p0312 A71-26125

Human heart rate, ankle ventilation and oxygen
uptake measurement during treadmill and track
running at three speeds p0319 A71-27134

Pulmonary oxygen toxicity, considering composition of endobronchial saline extracts of rats and edema
development p0373 A71-29362

Pulmonary oxygen toxicity development rate and
effects of lung volume and alveolar-arterial gas
exchange during oxygen breathing p0376 A71-29501

Alveolar-arterial oxygen pressure gradient
derivation as sum of shunt, ventilation/perfusion
inequalities and membrane and airway diffusions p0407 A71-31444

Oxygen pulmonary diffusion capacity estimation by
rebreathing procedure based on gas-blood partial-
pressure equilibrium p0409 A71-34173

Advantages and drawbacks of pure oxygen and oxygen-nitrogen space breathing, considering
decompression sickness in Apollo missions p0469 A71-35907

Pulmonary antibacterial defenses with pure oxygen
breathing mice, noting inhibition of early
inter pulmonary clearance of Staphylococcus aureus and enhanced clearance of Klebsiella pneumoniae p0590 A71-62241

Histological aspects and ultrastructure of intoxication in rats by pure oxygen at low
pressure p0568 A71-11826

Self stimulation and avoidance reactions in rabbits when breathing virtually pure oxygen p0586 A71-11826

Saturation excursion diving operations for testing extrapolated tables for repetitive no-
decompression excursion from helium-oxygen atmospheres [AD-718907] p0345 A71-23352

Quantitative analysis of gamma aminobutyric acid in
brain after locomotion and pure oxygen breathing [DLR-PB-71-03] p0380 A71-24045

Effect of immersion on exchange of oxygen in lung at
simulated depth of 5 feet of sea water using
hyperbaric chamber [AD-719389] p0389 A71-24662

Effects of helium-oxygen breathing on hearing in
Navy personnel [AD-722658] p0504 A71-31237

Oxygen Breathing

Cardiovascular and ventilatory responses to room air
and pure oxygen breathing under various exercise
work load conditions p0017 A71-11407

Oxygen inhalation effects on intramyocardial oxygen
tension in anesthetized dogs, investigating acute
myocardial infarction therapy effectiveness p0038 A71-12917

Electrochemical aircrew oxygen breathing systems,
considering water electrolysis and oxygen
separation and concentration from air p0037 A71-15056

Oxygen respiration effect on self stimulation and emotional reactions in rabbits during hypotension

electrical stimulation p0151 A71-18376

Atmosphere range for supplemental aircraft continuous
flow, diluter and pressure demand oxygen systems,
discussing regulations and pressure breathing p0203 A71-20714

Oxygen vs air in treatment of divers with
decompression sickness p0213 A71-21957

Heart, lung and erythropoiesis optimal functional
parameters mathematical model based on oxygen
transport minus losses p0239 A71-22126

Pathological effects of pure oxygen on animal
organism at atmospheric pressure, noting perivascular edema, diapedesis hemorrhages, respiratory and metabolic disorders p0247 A71-22641

Succinic dehydrogenase activity inhibition and
pentobarbital sodium protection of lung tissue in
some breathing oxygen at atmospheric pressure p0312 A71-26125

Human heart rate, ankle ventilation and oxygen
uptake measurement during treadmill and track
running at three speeds p0319 A71-27134

Pulmonary oxygen toxicity, considering composition of endobronchial saline extracts of rats and edema
development p0373 A71-29362

Pulmonary oxygen toxicity development rate and
effects of lung volume and alveolar-arterial gas
exchange during oxygen breathing p0376 A71-29501

Alveolar-arterial oxygen pressure gradient
derivation as sum of shunt, ventilation/perfusion
inequalities and membrane and airway diffusions p0407 A71-31444

Oxygen pulmonary diffusion capacity estimation by
rebreathing procedure based on gas-blood partial-
pressure equilibrium p0409 A71-34173

Advantages and drawbacks of pure oxygen and oxygen-nitrogen space breathing, considering
decompression sickness in Apollo missions p0469 A71-35907

Pulmonary antibacterial defenses with pure oxygen
breathing mice, noting inhibition of early
inter pulmonary clearance of Staphylococcus aureus and enhanced clearance of Klebsiella pneumoniae p0590 A71-62241

Histological aspects and ultrastructure of intoxication in rats by pure oxygen at low
pressure p0568 A71-11826

Self stimulation and avoidance reactions in rabbits when breathing virtually pure oxygen p0586 A71-11826

Saturation excursion diving operations for testing extrapolated tables for repetitive no-
decompression excursion from helium-oxygen atmospheres [AD-718907] p0345 A71-23352

Quantitative analysis of gamma aminobutyric acid in
brain after locomotion and pure oxygen breathing [DLR-PB-71-03] p0380 A71-24045

Effect of immersion on exchange of oxygen in lung at
simulated depth of 5 feet of sea water using
hyperbaric chamber [AD-719389] p0389 A71-24662

Effects of helium-oxygen breathing on hearing in
Navy personnel [AD-722658] p0504 A71-31237

A-298
Monomethylhydrazine effects on glucose carbon metabolism and effects of pure oxygen inhalation in rats

**OXYGEN CONSUMPTION**

p615 A71-35259

Pt electrode oxygen diffusion and consumption systematic errors effect on oxygen partial pressure measurement in perfused tissues

p601 A71-10073

Resting oxygen consumption in exercise-trained and nontrained normal, hypothyroidized and thyroidectomized rats

p518 A71-11468

Oxygen uptake kinetics in human submaximal exercise during work load transitions and work-rest cycle

p502 A71-11663

Oxygen debt after steady state exercise in submaximal physical exercise

p502 A71-11668

Alpha and beta receptor blocking drugs effects on oxygen consumption of methemoglobin-containing erythrocytes and hemolysates

p506 A71-13483

Diurnal variations due to actual heat output, oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production in rats undergoing eating habit changes

p500 A71-15157

CO pulmonary diffusing capacity rebreathing measurements at rest and while exercising, noting relationship to oxygen consumption

p500 A71-15162

Physical fitness in prolonged muscular work: tolerance evaluation by oxygen consumption for 170 beat/min heart rate, considering age, sex and occupation

p513 A71-16614

Oxygen intake, ventilation and heart rate during various intensity and duration tests

p512 A71-16615

Human valvular heart disease, examining work load effects on oxygen demand

p510 A71-17294

Oxygen consumption and carbonic acid output in hypothyroid rats cooled under diethyl ether anesthesia, investigating physiological indices during hypothyroidism

p514 A71-17667

Oxygen transport and consumption, ventilation and cardiac inder in natives and sojourners at high altitudes

p517 A71-18060

Circadian patterns of deer mice oxygen consumption in constant dark and thermally neutral zone

p515 A71-18381

Hypoxic and hypercapnic ventilatory control and oxygen uptake in athletes, noting exercise-endoceptor function

p515 A71-18384

Human work capacity measurements by graded step test and bicycle ergometer, considering heart rate and oxygen uptake

p517 A71-19457

Rate constant for oxygen uptake exponential increase during low intensity exercise by algebraic solution

p519 A71-20336

Fuorescence effect on physical work capacity, studying recovery pulse response, oxygen extraction during exercise and altitude acclimatized subjects oxygen uptake

p520 A71-23237

Human steady and unsteady state treadmill exercise, comparing cardiac output, heart rate and oxygen uptake interrelationships

p525 A71-23267

High altitude submaximal and maximal work by humans, noting time required for steady state oxygen consumption, ventilation and heart rate

p525 A71-23368

Age effect on pulmonary circulation in normal subjects, measuring oxygen consumption, cardiac output and pulmonary arterial pressure by floated catheter technique

p526 A71-24129

Chemical thermoregulation muscular electricity activity during shivering and thermoregulation tonus change after cold adaptation, discussing oxygen consumption rise

p526 A71-24986

Myocardial oxygen reduction by stimulating carotid sinus nerves and angina pectoris treatment application

p513 A71-25417

Temperature-respiration relations for isolated rat skeletal muscle mitochondria oxygen consumption measurements

p515 A71-26408

Alveolar gas exchanges and cardiovascular functions during breath holding with air, determining resting oxygen consumption

p519 A71-27135

Equipment for prolonged measurement of oxygen consumption, respiratory quotient and insensitive perspiration in man, noting cost reduction and operation simplification

p521 A71-29316

Oxygen dissociation curve shift, hemoglobin affinity and bicarbonate concentration in blood of acidicotic and normal subjects at altitude

p535 A71-29949

Human physiological responses comparison between work with concentric and eccentric muscle contractions, observing oxygen debt in short term exercise

p535 A71-29945

Trained college and recreational swimmers cardiac output and maximum oxygen consumption during tethered swimming and treadmill running

p517 A71-29946

Metabolic, ventilator and cardiovascular response during free swimming and treadmill walking, relating oxygen consumption to work intensity

p517 A71-29500

Maxim oxygen uptake prediction by stepwise regression technique from data collected during submaximal treadmill work

p520 A71-33241

Physical exercise oxygen uptake and debt in dogs at ground level and high altitude, investigating beta adrenergic blocking agent effects

p520 A71-33242

Trained young runners maximum oxygen consumption rate at sea level and high altitude

p521 A71-33244

Capillary density relationship to maximal oxygen uptake, indicating endurance training effects on human skeletal muscle

p521 A71-33245

Maximal human anaerobic power, discussing unsplit phosphagen concentration in muscles during steady state exercise

p521 A71-33247

Oxygen consumption by nitrogen starved nonsynchronous Chlorella culture during different assimilation of nitrogen salts in darkness and light

p522 A71-33461

Factors affecting tissue oxygen supply in old people, showing capillary circulation disturbance role in hypoxia development during aging

p549 A71-34220

Increased oxygen concentrations effect on rate of pulmonary tissues during prolonged exposure

p540 A71-34222

Circulatory fatigue during shift work, determining pulse rate/oxygen intake at two different loads on bicycle ergometer

p541 A71-34358

Muscular fatigue of healthy Bengali males with increasing work loads under varying environmental conditions, considering ventilation, heart rate and oxygen consumption

p541 A71-34360

Sympathetic nervous system in short term adaptation to cold, observing oxygen consumption, urinary noradrenaline secretion and excretion

p544 A71-34698

Breathing capacity increase without rise in oxygen consumption due to active and passive muscular work and heavy energy expenditure

p545 A71-34821

Lactic acid production rate in human blood during supramaximal exercise, noting relationship to oxygen consumption

p564 A71-35366

Oxygen intake relation to anaerobic component of work during submaximal exercise on bicycle ergometer by young and older men

p604 A71-35366
catheterization

Respiratory function and gas metabolism shift under high transverse accelerations in reclined centrifuged subjects

Gas metabolism and electrical activity of skeletal muscles of rats in Be/O medium at room temperature, noting rectal temperature drop

Effects of spacecraft environment on oxidative drug metabolism

Bioenergetics protocol for evaluating effects of environment on biological systems, including metabolic effects of diluent gases and oxygen toxicity

Bed rest and immobilization effects on oxygen transport system of human body

OXYGEN PRODUCTION

Electrochemical aircrew oxygen breathing systems, considering water electrolysis and oxygen separation and concentration from air

Pick diffusion model for Baro-Blisko electrolytical determination of photosynthetic oxygen evolution

Chlorates use in breathable oxygen production for aircrews

Optimization of time intervals of conveyor harvestings and harvested age of oxygen producing plants for life support system

Oxygen generation system for 90-day space station simulator, considering carbon dioxide removal and reduction and water electrolysis

Electrochemical aircrew oxygen breathing system

Optical absorption and emission of oxygen in the visible spectrum, investigating use of oxygen as light source

Oxygen productivity of conveyor plantings in bioregenerative life support system

OXYGEN REGULATORS

Continuous flow oxygen regulators construction, performance and testing SAE standard, covering automatic, adjustable and preset types

OXYGEN SPECTRA

Ion beam-foil produced oxygen spectra in wavelength range between 450 and 2200 Å, determining mean radiative lives of 0 I - 0 II excitation levels

OXYGEN SUPPLY EQUIPMENT

Electrochemical aircrew oxygen breathing systems, considering water electrolysis and oxygen separation and concentration from air

Solid electrolyte oxygen generator electrolysis test module with improved ceramic to ceramic and metal seals, electrode and grid design, discussing performance tests

Zero-gravity circulating water electrolysis system prototype design for metabolic and leakage makeup

Oxygen supply in 12-man space station regenerative life support system

Water vapor electrolysis for oxygen generation and humidity control in long term manned space flight

Closed-loop solid electrolyte oxygen regeneration life support system, discussing 180-day life test

Oxygen supply to air transported patients by chemical compounds, suggesting use of permanganates and chlorates

Spacecraft closed loop oxygen recovery system using electrochemical carbon dioxide concentrator, Sabatier reactor and water electrolysis subsystem

High altitude decompression disorders prevention in humans by increasing pressure level in oxygen equipment assembly

Carbon dioxide concentrator subsystem for closed loop aircrew oxygen system

Physiological consideration in preventing instability in oxygen breathing systems

Degradation effects of corrosion on scuba cylinders (AD-712015)

Air revitalization unit for sealed survival shelters without external power supply

Onboard aircrew oxygen generating system for tactical aircraft

Design, fabrication, and testing of circulating electrolyte type water electrolysis system for automatic control of spacecraft total pressure and oxygen partial pressure

OXYGEN SYSTEMS U OXYGEN SUPPLY EQUIPMENT OXYGEN TENSION

WT HYPOXIA

Pt electrode oxygen diffusion and consumption systematic errors effect on oxygen partial pressure measurement in perfused tissues

Oxygen inhalation effects on intramyocardial oxygen tension in anesthetized dogs, investigating acute myocardial infarction therapy effectiveness

Mixed venous oxygen tension oxide determination by nitrogen-carbon rebreathing method, considering pulmonary blood flow and oxygen carrying capacity

Oxygen tension, blood flow, redox potential and temperature variations in cerebrum and muscle tissue in rabbits during high altitude adaptation

Microelectrodes measurement of oxygen tension on arterioles external surface in hamster cheek pouch and hamster/rat cremaster muscle for blood flow regulation mechanism

Human alveolar-arterial oxygen pressure differences, investigating inert gas effects

Oxygen partial pressure measurements in myocardium of beating heart by miniature glass needle and surface electrodes

Middle cerebral artery occlusion effect on cortical blood flow, tissue oxygen pressure and acid base equilibrium in animals under extended ligations

Training effect on oxygen tension dynamics in rat brain cortex under progressive high altitude hypoxia conditions, noting adaptation influence on motor activity and survival rate

Pt electrode response time during unsteady oxygen partial pressure measurements

Oxygen tension in skin and kidneys using chromameterometric measurements

A-301
HYPEROXIA pathological effects on albino rats
subjected to connective tissue, noting oxidizing enzyme activity depression and cellular metabolism suppression

Types of biological indicators used in monitoring sterilization processes

Legal, preventive, and clinical aspects of aerospace medicine

Histopathological and biochemical effects of decelerations on mice physiology

Difficulties of circumscribing danger zones for other aerial radar personnel

Pathological findings in sinus X rays and nasal exsatives on humans after low pressure chamber exposures

Pathology of human pathology

German book on clinical pathophysiology of respiration covering respiratory physiology, pulmonary gas exchange, respiratory control, hypoxia, hyperoxia, pressure breathing, etc.

Primary cardiomyopathy, discussing obstructive and nonobstructive cases, myocardial inflammation, chronic alcoholism and age relationships

Soviet book on experimental research on health and pathological states, cerebral cortex interaction with central nervous system

Pathological evaluation of respiratory system in subjects using autorespirator during underwater activity

Development of clinical pathology procedures for detection of diseases in germfree mice and detection of titanium in lymphoid structures of hamsters, mice, and rats

Histopathology and clinical study of chronic X ray dermatitis and cancer of fingers

Aerial transportation of patients, potential hazards due to motion sickness, decreased atmospheric pressure and oxygen tensions, fatigue, inactivity and dehydration

Oxygen supply to air transported patients by chemical compounds, suggesting use of permaanages and chlorates

Sick and injured transportation aboard regular airliners, considering pathological and psychological contraindications

Intensive care alarm indicator system with audible signal and visual warning by staff responsible for care

Monitor with rigid head and neck support with capability of supporting immobilized person in vertical position for removal from vehicle hatch to exterior also useful as splint stretcher

Patient monitoring system design and equipment specifications with physiological response display device and warning system

Long term effects on visual processes during submarine patrol

PASS THE THERMAL FILTERS

PARTICULATE FILTERS

FLOOD FILTERS

PASSBANDS

WX AIRMIDIZATION

PASSenger Aircraft

737 BOEING 747 Aircraft

PATCHING

MAINTENANCE

PATHOGENESIS

Flight concomitant pathogentic effects on urinary tract conditions, noting kidney decemen, inflammatory episodes and calculi of

Extrinsic factors in pathogenesis of congenital heart diseases, considering morphogenetic processes in heart and great vessels development

PATHOLOGICAL EFFECTS

Note and memory serve conduct impairment in upper extremities in vibration disease

Continuous and intermittent effect of carbon tetrachloride breathing on pathomorphological and histochenical structure of liver in test animals

Statistical analysis of airline flight crew psychological unfitness

Physiopathological and otolaryngological repercussions of supersonic flight on air passengers

Pancreas pathoassociation under acute hyperthermia in animals, showing hemodynamic changes of vessels dilatation and intravascular leukocytes

Soyuz 9 spacecraft astronauts ototrichological effects of re-80 day orbital flight, observing pathohological changes from clinical post flight examination

Pathological effects of pure oxygen on animal organisms at atmospheric pressure, noting perivascular edema, diapedesis hemorrhages, respiratory and metabolic disorders

Acute hydrazine hydrate poisoning morphological effects on internal organs and blood in guinea pigs, noting pronounced changes in liver and kidneys

Physical and physiopathological effects of high altitude supersonic flight in T-104G aircraft told by flight surgeons

Pathophysiological aspects of microwave irradiation, considering thermal response of human and animal organisms to electromagnetic radiation exposure

Steroanatomographical method and instrument for studying eye anatomical-optical apparatus and pathological changes

Myocardial ischemic lesions age, discussing validity of histopathological criteria and margin of error

Acute fatal sonotraumatic collapse during physical work and sports due to pathological processes

Stop test method to study acceleration in movement control processes in man, considering elbow joint movements in normal and pathological cases in Parkinson disease afflicted subjects

Flashing light stimulus application to clinical instrument design for detection and quantitative assessment of early pathological visual loss based on minimum discernible luminance difference

Pathomorphological and histochemical changes in rat lungs, liver, heart, Alphasis and adrenal glands from acceleration and cysteamine caused tissue oxygen deficiency

High energy proton irradiation of rats with partial shielding of abdominal region, observing pathomorphological changes in myocardium, nervous system and radiosensitive organs

High energy proton irradiation of rats with partial shielding of abdominal region, observing pathomorphological changes in myocardium, nervous system and radiosensitive organs

SUBJECT INDEX

A-306
PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOR

Neurophysiological aspects of human optical and acoustical perception, discussing pattern recognition and cognizance role in optical image evaluation

Visual pattern perception, learning, recognition upon subsequent encountering and unfavorable conditions

Saccadic eye movements, saccadograms during pattern perception under poor visibility

ECG heat-to-beat variation reduction using digital computer wave recognition

Theory of form based on geometric probabilities, leading to two-dimensional retinal type computer programmed to exhibit elementary form perception aspects

Pattern recognition systems, considering receptor, preprocessing and decision making stages

Mathematical neuronal model for functional learning system networks, representing brain pattern recognition, learning and size invariance mechanisms

Proximal changes and stimulus patterns associated with rotation direction evoking visually perceived oscillation

Book on color and pattern vision physiology covering retinal induction, electrical excitation of eye, optical illusion, figural aftereffect, movement sensation, etc

Spatio-temporal patterns in visual contrast sensitivity, noting exaggerated eye movements effects

Behavioral effects of electrically induced EOG abnormalities in intertemporal and occipital cortex in monkeys on visual pattern discrimination and successive spatial reversals

Visual evoked cortical response in man related to rate, spatial frequency and wavelength of alternating barred pattern with background illumination

Intracranial and crossmodal sensory transfer of visual and auditory temporal patterns in normal young adults

Two dimensional adaptive model of human operator control in visual-manual compensatory tracking task using pattern recognition

Recognition response time experiments for word number effects in target set, discussing familiarity judgment and response decision

Stimulus familiarization effects on visual selection patterns during exposure to baseline and incongruent paired stimuli

Human visual depth impression by gradient patterns, discussing experimental verification for hypothesis concerning perceptual economy principle

Psychological correlates of pattern identification tasks and invariance of pattern recognition under rotation, using Fabrinsky model of human visual system

Human visual recognition based on spatial filtering covering Fourier transform modification for application to discrete case

Versional eye movement control system models, considering dual mode control, intermittency, plant dynamics and pattern recognition

PATTERNS OF BEHAVIOR

Scannath in saccadic eye movements during pattern vision and recognition

Computer program for pattern recognition of precast solids

Computerized simulation of human visual perception based on spatial filtering and allowing for scale changes in input stimuli

Parameters of human pattern perception

Edges and curve detection in textured regions related to visual scene analysis

Computer synthesis for classifying natural shapes and patterns including leaves

Annotated bibliography of reports on parameters of human pattern perception for Sept. 1967 through Aug. 1970

Machine learning of structural descriptions from examples

Processing of visual imagery by model derived for recognition of visual patterns

Saccadic eye movements, saccadograms during pattern perception under poor visibility

Pattern recognition systems, considering receptor, preprocessing and decision making stages

Mathematical neuronal model for functional learning system networks, representing brain pattern recognition, learning and size invariance mechanisms

Proximal changes and stimulus patterns associated with rotation direction evoking visually perceived oscillation

Book on color and pattern vision physiology covering retinal induction, electrical excitation of eye, optical illusion, figural aftereffect, movement sensation, etc

Spatio-temporal patterns in visual contrast sensitivity, noting exaggerated eye movements effects

Behavioral effects of electrically induced EOG abnormalities in intertemporal and occipital cortex in monkeys on visual pattern discrimination and successive spatial reversals

Visual evoked cortical response in man related to rate, spatial frequency and wavelength of alternating barred pattern with background illumination

Intracranial and crossmodal sensory transfer of visual and auditory temporal patterns in normal young adults

Two dimensional adaptive model of human operator control in visual-manual compensatory tracking task using pattern recognition

Recognition response time experiments for word number effects in target set, discussing familiarity judgment and response decision

Stimulus familiarization effects on visual selection patterns during exposure to baseline and incongruent paired stimuli

Human visual depth impression by gradient patterns, discussing experimental verification for hypothesis concerning perceptual economy principle

Psychological correlates of pattern identification tasks and invariance of pattern recognition under rotation, using Fabrinsky model of human visual system

Human visual recognition based on spatial filtering covering Fourier transform modification for application to discrete case

Versional eye movement control system models, considering dual mode control, intermittency, plant dynamics and pattern recognition

A-305
PATTERN REGISTRATION

Computer modeling of hippocampus and studies involving pattern recognition and information compression
[AD-720816]
Achromatic pattern recognition model for processing chromatic objects
[AD-722853]
Computerized simulation of cerebral neuron pattern recognition model
[AD-722651]
Dynamic psychological and ergonomic aspects of mental imagery
[ISI-1970-21]
Parameters of human pattern perception effect of statistical properties of pattern components on feature selection
[AD-722754]
Problems of automatic auditory pattern recognition and solutions

PATTERNS REGISTRATION
Spatial and temporal patterned light flashes effects on dark adapted subjects, discussing cortical response changes in contrast depth

PCH (MODULATION)
U PULSE CODE MODULATION
PDP COMPUTERS
MT PDP 8 COMPUTER
PDP & COMPUTER
Computerized simulation of character recognition layer nets using PDP 8 computer

PEAS
Foot operation of pedals, investigating speed and accuracy of lower leg motion in different directions

PEDELS

PEDIATICS

PELVIC
Visual contrast sensitivity and fundus ocular pattern changes due to accelerations in pelvis- head axis

PENTICILLIN
Cysteamine and penicillamine effects on copper ion charge transfer, using electron spin resonance and optical absorption measurements

PERIBARBITAL SODIUM
MT RESERIFER
Succinic dehydrogenase activity inhibition and pentobarbital sodium protection of long tissue in mouse breathing oxygen at atmospheric pressure

PEPSIN
Pilot nervous-emotional state during flight conditions determined from uropepsin excreted in urine

PEPTIDES
Carbohydrate-peptide bond and residue chain structure of group blood substances, using alkali decomposition of monosaccharides

Despite the provided content, it is challenging to generate a meaningful summary or extract meaningful information. The text appears to be a collection of fragmented data without a clear structure or context. It might be a result of page segmentation or scanning issues, making it difficult to analyze coherently.
Manned simulation of crew performance for assessing space mission reliability

Pilot training performance data correlation in performance and reliability estimation of training completion for advanced personnel selection

Prediction of human reaction time to light flashes

Mathematical model representing human performance reliability for laboratory vigilance and manual control tasks

Human time estimation tests, describing methods of reproduction, verbal estimation and production in randomized blocks of trials

Gundofender earplug evaluation tests, using temporary threshold shift reduction and modified rhyme techniques for speech intelligibility measurement in noise

Life support water management subsystem 4-man 90-day test in space station simulator with closed water and oxygen loops and no resupply

Solid electrolyte oxygen generator electrolyte test module with improved ceramic to ceramic and metal seals, electrode and grid design, discussing performance tests

Design and performance testing of arterial wick circular heat pipes for OAO-C spacecraft

Closed-loop solid electrolyte oxygen regeneration life support system, discussing 180-day life test

Space station regenerative life support system 90-day manned test in simulator, discussing objectives, facilities and procedures

Closed-cycle respirator development program

Effects of input power spectra on human operator compensatory tracking

Validation criteria and performance evaluation of human movement computerized simulations used in cockpit geometry optimization for flight crew physical compatibility with crew stations

General aircraft flight simulator/trainer system definition

Management and results of long term manned test on regenerative life support system in space simulator

Performance of carbon dioxide concentrator in long duration spaceflight cabin atmosphere simulation

Assessment of biodynamic aspects and protection provided by lap belts, lap belt plus air bag, and air bag only restraint systems using baboon subjects

Zero gravity clothes washer utilizing principles of fluidics to provide washing action and reduction in number of components scale model

Spatial processing characteristics in perception of brief visual arrays

Zero-gravity absorption refrigerator system design and performance testing for space station environmental control application

Manned 90-day performance test of regenerative life support systems in space station simulator including crew biomedical tests

Polyvinyl chloride membrane vapor diffusion urine water reclamation system design and performance tests for flight systems

PERFUSION

U DIFFUSION

PERIODIC OSCILLATIONS

PERIODIC VARIATIONS

PULMONARY CONSIDERATIONS

PERIODIC VARIATIONS

PERIODICITY (BIOLOGY)

PERIODICITY (BIOLG)

PERIPHERAL CIRCULATION

Cytosine effects on lymphocytes chromosomal aberrations in human peripheral blood during local fractionated gamma irradiation

Vascular effector structure in orientation reaction of peripheral vessels to sound, using plethysmogram and neuroencephalogram indications

Cardiac output in relation to peripheral resistance in borderline hypertension

Closed steady streamline creeping flow in cylindrical cavity applied to bubble or plug train in pulmow and peripheral capillaries

Age, obliterating arteriopathy and peripheral arterial sclerosis effects on rheographic wave propagation speed to lower limbs

Dogs peripheral blood reaction to complex action of transverse accelerations and gamma irradiation

Vibration influence on peripheral blood reaction to gamma radiation in dogs, using clinico-hematological indices

Radiation effects on rats peripheral blood state in low pressure environment with sea level value oxygen tension

Arterial blood pressure spontaneous fluctuations due to cutaneous circulation adjustments by thermoregulatory system
PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM

Adaptation mechanisms of human movement control as motor neuron reaction to external stimuli, considering peripheral arch, cerebrospinal canal, and feedback

Hypertension effects on conduction velocity of nerve fibers and peripheral motor neuron-muscular activity in man

Organic thermoregulator control signal generation as function of body peripheral to central temperature ratio, using skin temperature rise measurements

Cochlear/vestibular apparatus, ganglion cells, spinal roots and nerve trunk damage from ionizing radiation based on neural elements transirradiation in neoplasms

Peroxides

Hypertensive effects and tissue metal levels due to Cd, Mg and Zn intraperitoneal injection in rats

Peritoneal macrophagic immune capacity decrease in mice under hypobaric hypoxia, indicating infection susceptibility in altitude environments

PERMAHABIT

Oxygen supply to air transported patients by chemical compounds, suggesting use of permacabrates and chlorates

PERMABILITIES

Hypoxic skeletal muscle capillaries restricted diffusion, obtaining permeability data for chromosome 51 labeled DNA and RNA in exercising human forearms

Tissue resistance changes in immobilized rats

PERNOXIDES

NT HYDROGEN PEROXIDE

NT INORGANIC PEROXIDES

Peroxidase and catalase activity and hyperoxia changes in mice and erythrocytes in normoxic and hypoxic conditions

PERSONALITY

Soviet book on psychology and space covering astronauts experiences and emotions during training and flights, daily routine, equipment, food, habits and personal characteristics

PERSONALITY TESTS

Psychometric measurements approaches for pilot training questionnaires, considering personality traits standard model

Human vigilance performance and personality traits characterization by EEG alpha frequencies, correlating rest and task period recordings

Three phase code transformation task reliability and correlation, representing general/factor analytic intellectual abilities and personality characteristics

Performance ratings and personality test factors of air traffic controllers

PERSONNEL

NT AIRCRAFT PILOTS

NT ASTRONAUTS

NT COSMONAUTS

NT CREWS

NT FLIGHT CREWS

NT FLIGHT SURGEONS

NT FLIGHT PERSONNEL

NT GROUND CREWS

NT MEDICAL PERSONNEL

NT NAVIGATORS

NT OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)

NT ORBITAL WORKERS

NT PHYSICIANS

NT PILOTS (PERSONNEL)

NT SCIENTISTS

NT SPACECREWS

A-308

Statistical analysis on accidental injuries sustained by military airforce personnel

Difficulties of circumscribing danger zones for other aerial radar personnel

Accidents of nuclear workers caused by human factors

Survey of personnel monitoring dosimeters for estimating external exposure doses

PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT

Personal training in airline operations technology at Friedrich List Transportation Institute for aircraft pilots, flight safety engineers and systems engineers

Psychological training for personality development of aircraft stewards for conscious passenger relation establishment

Methods and techniques for training personnel for operation and test of aviation equipment, subsystems, and related accessories

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

Computerized techniques incorporating adaptive pilot training concepts and means of predicting student training success

Multiple correlation of university and flight training biographical information as management tool in personnel selection for pilot training

Psychotechnical analysis of creativeness in research personnel based on personal interviews for personnel management applications

PERSONNEL PROPULSION SYSTEMS

U.S. SEAFARING UNITS

SELF-HARDERING UNITS

PERSONNEL SELECTION

NT PILOT SELECTION

PERSONnel selection for emotionally and physically taking situations by studying physiological responses to anticipated stressors and stress recovery

Psychological aspects influencing aircrewman capacity to perform useful work, detailing selection, training, operational environment and global factors

Astronaut selection and training, considering acceleration, hypoxia, weightlessness and temperature variation tolerance

Psychological tests for aerial photograph interpreter selection and performance prediction

Soviet book on space biology and medicine covering cosmonaut selection and training, flight safety, medical life support factors, interplanetary space sojourns, etc

Tekitie II program of underwater research as future manned space flight operations model, discussing mission structure, crew selection and communications

Test equipment for evaluating human higher nervous activity, noting use for radiotelegraphist selection

Crew selection procedures for long duration manned space station simulation test

Psychological criteria in crew selection for long duration space station simulation test

Psychological test of human reaction to simulated stress

Multiple correlation of university and flight training biographical information as management tool in personnel selection for pilot training

Pilot training performance data correlation in performance and probability estimation of training completion for advanced trained personnel
Proton release association with whole blood oxygenation at constant plasma pH and carbon dioxide partial pressure, using alkaline titration

Respiratory acid-base disturbances, studying deviations of bicarbonate ion vs pH pathway followed by buffered solution on carbon dioxide titration

Oxygen dissociation curve shift, hemoglobin affinity and diphosphoglycerate concentration in blood of acidic and normal subjects at altitude

Human erythrocyte 2,3-diphosphoglycerate concentration elevation effects on glycolytic metabolism and intracellular pH

Ventilatory acclimatization to chronic hypoxia in high altitude natives by cerebrospinal fluid pH decrease

Organic phosphate compounds effects on oxygen affinity and intracellular pH of human erythrocytes

Inspired oxygen concentrations effects on arterial and mixed venous pH, carbon dioxide uptake and oxygen partial pressure in normal subjects

Intracellular pH and carbon dioxide combining curve of muscle tissue in dogs, using DMO method

Electron transport chain of extremely halophilic bacteria, investigating cytochrome oxidase activity dependence on pH

PH FACTOR

Chronic hypoxia effects on blood oxygen and carbon dioxide tensions and pH changes in unanaesthetized chickens at high altitude compared to sea level control

Human blood pH and gas composition regulation mechanism under response to carbon dioxide partial pressure changes in inhaled air

Investigating effects of thermal environments and acidity on growth of bacteria and blue green algae

Investigating biological effects of acid thermal waters on growth of organisms in Iceland

Pressure sensors, blood flow transducers, pH electrodes, and photographic recording of biological data for use in aerospace medicine

PHANTOM AIRCRAFT

WTH-4 AIRCRAFT

PHARMACOLOGY

Natural or endogenous fibrinolysis and its pharmacological enhancement as possible approach to prophylaxis of vascular occlusions

Telemetric techniques for pharmacological effects of body temperature, motor activity and food and fluid intake on rat brain, describing recording and monitoring equipment

Laboratory and clinical investigations of radioiodination of cells and viruses by halogenated pyrimidine analogs

Radioresistant effect of iodine compounds in dilute solution on Ehrlich ascites tumor cells and SH enzymes

Aminoethylisothiuronium and methoxy-tryptamine radiosensitizing effect of iodine compounds in Ehrlich ascites and spontaneous mammary carcinomas growth and transplantability

Chlorophenoxyisobutyric acid action on human cholesterol metabolism, suggesting cholesterol synthesis inhibition
Eistapine Purosemide effect on physical brain norepinephrine synthesis pharmacological Caffeine.

Extraocular muscle pharmacology, discussing eye isoproterenol, atrial pacing, ouabain and cardiovascular system, noting pulmonary function role

Isoproterenol, atrial pacing, ouabain and methoxamine effects on dogs during experimental cardiac tamponade, observing arterial pressure, cardiac output and heart rate changes

Extracellular muscle pharmacology, discussing eye twitch and tonic neurovascular systems structure and function in frogs

Medical preparations use and avoidance by spacecraft and aircraft crew members, discussing aftereffects, allergies and health requirements

Caffeine, euphyllin, cordaini, morphine, calcium chloride, adrenaline and norepinephrine effects on organism physiology during hyperthermia

Prophylactic medication for radiation damage treatment, covering toxicity, pharmacological properties, metabolism, dosage and physiological action

Reactivity changes to pharmacologically preparations under total proton and gamma ray irradiation of abdomen and head shielded rats

Effects of education and pharmacodynamics on adaptability of human beings to degraded sensorial environments

Streptococcal flora in pharynx of men during prolonged enclosure noting concomitant besulotic microbes

Pharyngeal streptococcal flora of men confined in sealed chamber, observing microbial transfer

High resolution phase contrast microscope adaptation for gastight glove box use with stage and focusing knobs in box for Apollo sample microbiological examination

Phase control interaural phase angle control, using equal masker/signal narrow noise bands and phase shifting network between channels

Phase fading

Phase shift Phase lag in periodic Coriolis star nystagmus between Coriolis input and corresponding ocular component in cats

EEG phase relations measurement technique, using small digital computer for frequency components separation and EEG activity phases comparison between electrodes

Human eye-tracking phase lags representation by time delays depending on target sotion class

Phase transformations

Fluid boiling

Subject index

Pharyngitis

Brain norepinephrine synthesis pharmacological inhibition, discussing effects of overactivity to decrease sensitivity

Utterance effects on physical work capacity, studying recovery pulse response, oxygen extraction during exercise and altitude acclimatized subjects oxygen uptake

Norepinephrine importance in nervous system activity, discussing synaptic mediation, reception processes and pharmacological action

Pulmonary blood volume changes in cat due to neurogenic, pharmacological and mechanical effects on cardiovascular system, noting pulmonary function role

Isoproterenol, atrial pacing, ouabain and methoxamine effects on dogs during experimental cardiac tamponade, observing arterial pressure, cardiac output and heart rate changes

Extracellular muscle pharmacology, discussing eye twitch and tonic neurovascular systems structure and function in frogs

Medical preparations use and avoidance by spacecraft and aircraft crew members, discussing aftereffects, allergies and health requirements

Caffeine, euphyllin, cordaini, morphine, calcium chloride, adrenaline and norepinephrine effects on organism physiology during hyperthermia

Prophylactic medication for radiation damage treatment, covering toxicity, pharmacological properties, metabolism, dosage and physiological action

Reactivity changes to pharmacologically preparations under total proton and gamma ray irradiation of abdomen and head shielded rats

Effects of education and pharmacodynamics on adaptability of human beings to degraded sensorial environments

Streptococcal flora in pharynx of men during prolonged enclosure noting concomitant besulotic microbes

Pharyngeal streptococcal flora of men confined in sealed chamber, observing microbial transfer

High resolution phase contrast microscope adaptation for gastight glove box use with stage and focusing knobs in box for Apollo sample microbiological examination

Phase control interaural phase angle control, using equal masker/signal narrow noise bands and phase shifting network between channels

Phase fading

Phase shift Phase lag in periodic Coriolis star nystagmus between Coriolis input and corresponding ocular component in cats

EEG phase relations measurement technique, using small digital computer for frequency components separation and EEG activity phases comparison between electrodes

Human eye-tracking phase lags representation by time delays depending on target sotion class

Phase transformations

Fluid boiling

Subject index

Heat freezing

Heat melting

Heat sublimation

Photosresponse of liquid crystals at room temperature and dark conductivity changes at phase transitions

Electric field strength and helix pitch relationship in induced cholesteric-nematic phase transitions [A69-1986A]

Alternating current field induced cholesteric and nematic liquid crystal phase transitions [A70-20053]

Pheomol

Diminophenol inhibition of rejoining of X ray induced DNA breaks by L cells

Preservative phenol derivative effects on toxic gas evolution from stored urine in sealed vessels

Phenylalanine

Sexual behavior of male cats after para-chlorophenylalanine injections, noting unchanged or diminished performance and serotonin lowering in brain

Chemoautotroph Thiobacillus neapolitanus growth inhibition by histidine, methionine, phenylalanine and threonine under imbalance conditions

Brain polysomes disaggregation and tryptophan elevation in immature rats and adult animals after L-dopa administration

Probus nuclear reactor radiological monitoring and environmental samling data for Phoebus 2a reactor tests [SWHEL-72-R]

Phonemes

Auditory illusions, investigating phonemic restorations, verbal transformations and perceptual organization

Phonetics

Healthy subject speech speed effect on phonation phase length, noting relation to normal articulator phase

Phonocardiograms

U phonocardiography

Phonocardiography

Maximal treadmill stress test correlation with postexercise phonocardiograms, RCG and double master test in normal subjects, discussing third and fourth heart sound incidence

Heart sounds duration, intervals and Q-T lengths, studying displacement, velocity, acceleration tracings and filtration

Phonocardiograph design and calibration for accurate measuring and recording of cardiac vibration displacements, velocities and accelerations

First heart sound changes, discussing sound vibration and transmission and cardiac function

Second heart sound changes due to position and magnitude variations of aortic or pulmonary component

Frequency phonocardiography technique for heart sounds and murmurs registration, producing analog voltage proportional to frequency by zero crossing detector

Diatolic heart sounds and filling waves in coronary artery disease, relating graphic absormalities and clinical, arteriographic and hemodynamic findings

Frequency distribution of heart sounds in precordium, studying slope of attenuation and relative peaking

Jet and turbulence mechanism of vascular murmur associated with stenosis for minius flow Reynolds numbers, using aorta orifice plates in dogs

Fetal systolic clicks and papillary muscle dysfunction evidence in arteriosclerotic heart disease from
pathological changes
Stereophotogrammetric measurement of body and limb
volume changes after prolonged space mission

PHOTOGRAPH INTERPRETATION
O PHOTOGRAPH INTERPRETATION
PHOTOGRAPHIC EMULSIONS
NT NUCLEAR EMBLUSTIONS
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT
NT TELEVISION CAMERAS
PHOTOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENT
NT PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING
Automated data acquisition and analysis during
cardiac catheterization, using photopyrographic
and analog magnetic tape recording system in
combination with digital computer
Pressure sensors, blood flow transducers, pH
elipsometer, and photographic recording of
biological data for use in aerospace medicine
[NASA-CR-119026]

PHOTOGRAPH RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
O OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
O PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING
O RECORDING INSTRUMENTS
PHOTOGRAPHS
NT MOTION PICTURES
PHOTOGRAPH
NT AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH
NT AUTORADIOGRAPHY
NT CHROMOPHOTOGRAPHY
NT CYTOMATROGRAPHY
NT COLOR PHOTOGRAPH
NT HOLOGRAMS
NT SATELLITE-BORNE PHOTOGRAPHY
NT STEREOGRAPHY
NT ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY
NT UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOINTERPRETATION
Psychological tests for aerial photograph
interpreter selection and performance prediction
[AD-7113159]
Edges and curve detection in textured regions
related to visual scene analysis
[AD-7113159]

PROPHYLAXIS
Rhodopsin kinetics mathematical analysis by cyclic
fire-component model, applying to flash and
extended photopsin in rat retina
Photolysis of metarhodopsin I, discussing rate and
extent of conversion to rhodopsin
Human cone visual pigments kinetic equation testing
by comparing photolysis rate at equilibrium to
regeneration rates

PHOTOMETERS
Photometric continuous recording of fibrinolysis and
fibrilolysis
[NASA-TT-P-13405]
Photometry
NT SPECTROPHOTOMETRY
NT ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOGRAPHY
NT VISUAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Automatic cytometric photographic technique including
microphotometer, ultramicrospectroscope,
radiographic analyser, microinterferometers,
cytometer, and differential microintermeter
Cytophotometric method using digital computer
program and scanning microscope
Flashing civil aviation lights history, progress and
photometric characteristics, discussing navigation
and landing aids
Flashing lights radiation characteristics
photometric measurement, discussing measuring
apparatus sensitivity and errors analysis
Photometric measurement of euglobulin lysis time by
direct printer
[NASA-TT-P-13899]
Photoproduction
Long wavelength UV photoproduction of amino acids on
primitive earth, using hydrogen sulfide as photon
acceptor

PHOTORECEPTORS
Vitamin A initial uptake site and intracellular
transport pathway in snails photoreceptors
Visual cells outer segments structure and retinal
photoreception characteristics, describing open
photoreceptor system
Furanic lungfish retina electron microscopy for
Landolt club location, microtubular content, and
microtubule containing, considering relation to
receptors and possible functions
Color matching discrepancies, considering rod blue
qualities under photopic conditions, luminance
level and trichromatic stimulus unsuitability for
large field additive colorimetry
Optic analyzer dark adaptation dynamics during
spatial body position changes, observing
restoration speed dependence on physical training
Sensitivity, size and receptive fields position in
cat retina ganglion cells
Retinal neurons receptive field center, examining
excitation and direct inhibition interaction
Retinal electronic model with about 700
photoreceptors and output cells and new
interconnections technique
Simple nerve system receptor field organization in
visual analyzer simulated by TV circuit with
scanning beam controlled focusing
Vertebrate retina receptive field structure,
suggesting interaction between receptor,
horizontal and bipolar cells
Human visual analyzer excitability shifts due to
short duration point light stimuli
Carotenoid depleted Drosophila circadian rhythm and
visual receptors photosensitivity, discussing
photopigment effects

PHOTOEDUCATION
O PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS
O REDUCTION (CHEMISTRY)
PHOTOSENSITIVITY
O PHOTOCOUCIDIVITY
PHOTOPRODUCTION
O LIGHT ADAPTATION
O PHOTOTROPHISM
Cats photopic and scotopic spectral sensitivity
functions from dark adaptation curves, using
behavioral tracking procedure
Budd vision mechanism, considering daylength effect
on spectral sensitivity and visual pigment retinal
extract proportions
Bill reaction of disintegrating chloroplasts in
vitro, investigating transient color sensitivity
/red-blue effect/
Photoperiodic effects on insect brain circadian
clock control, investigating eclosion cycle
initiation, stimulant hormone release and
termination as functions of dark phase
Carotenoid depleted Drosophila circadian rhythm and
visual receptors photosensitivity, discussing
photopigment effects
Thyroidectomized vitamin A deficient rats, noting
visual sensitivity loss not correlated to thyroid
functioning
Small spotted dogfish shark epiphysis cerebri,
determining light sensitivity and properties
Dark adapted albino rats behavioral assessment,
measuring absolute visual thresholds to white and
colored light

A-312
Lettuce seedlings growth reduction and geotropic and phototropic behavior modification by 3-ppxle chlorophenyl 3-anthoxy phthalide, noting gravity response elimination through action on statolith

PHYSALATES
Lettuce seedlings growth reduction and geotropic and phototropic behavior modification by 3-ppxle chlorophenyl 3-anthoxy phthalide, noting gravity response elimination through action on statolith

PHYSOID OSCILLATIONS
O OSCILLATIONS
O OSCILLATORS
O PITCH (INCLINATION)

PHYLLOPHORES
Vitamin E3 effect on redox equilibria in red cell, discussing radiosensitizer mechanisms

PHYSICAL EXERCISE
Coronary artery heart disease detection in aircraft pilots to age 65 during physical examinations, emphasizing retinal image transformation and threshold level nerve spikes in Limulus omatidium compared with films photosensitive chemicals, emphasizing retinal image transformation

PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS
Coronary artery heart disease detection in aircraft pilots to age 65 during physical examinations, emphasizing retinal image transformation and threshold level nerve spikes in Limulus omatidium compared with films photosensitive chemicals, emphasizing retinal image transformation

PHYSICAL EXERCISES
Muscle hardness as isometric stress force indicator

PHYSIOLOGY
Healthy subjects physical training effects on blood flow and enzyatic activity in skeletal muscle

PHYSIOLOGY
Positive effect of physical training on heat endurance of man

PHYSIOLOGY
Submaximal exercise ECG test in screening high risk populations for occult ischemic heart disease
Tidal volume and respiratory rate changes at start and end of exercise, considering ventilation control and neurogenic respiratory reflexes

P0087 A71-13491

Nervous system activity changes related to physical exercise type and extent, measuring visual response time

P0100 A71-15161

Human physical exercise with stepwise increasing load noting capacity, cardiovascular and respiratory system performance and blood composition interrelations

P0133 A71-16620

Cinearteriographically demonstrated coronary artery disease severity correlation with myocardial blood flow response to treadmill exercise or isoproterenol infusion

P0145 A71-17784

Human body thermography for studying changes due to exercise, anoxia or accelerations

P0147 A71-18189

Aircraft coronary insufficiency diagnosis via electrocardiographic modifications after exertion, observing ischemia

P0148 A71-18192

Venomotor responses of forearms and hand veins to rapid changes in skin temperature in exercising man

P0152 A71-18382

Venomotor responses of forearms veins to local and remote thermal stimuli to skin in exercising man

P0152 A71-18383

Hypoxic and hypercapnic ventilatory control and oxygen uptake in athletes, noting chemoreceptor function

P0152 A71-18384

Neural stimuli contribution to increasing respiration and hyperpnea during exercise

P0153 A71-18386

Cardiac output during submaximal bicycle exercise in children and teen-agers, discussing oxygen transport function of blood

P0157 A71-18722

Respiratory rate and cardiac responses to exercise in man

P0196 A71-20326

Control and prolonged exercised rats adrenal and plasma catecholamine, corticosterone and epinephrine level comparisons using fluorometric analysis

P0197 A71-20330

Rate constant for oxygen uptake exponential increase during low intensity exercise by algebraic solution

P0198 A71-20336

Barometric pressure and exercise effects on erythropoietin titer in normal and hypoxic rats plasma, noting lactic acid concentration and acid base balance changes

P0200 A71-20576

Acceleration tolerance improvement in human subjects by gymnastics, games, athletics and aviation pilot training

P0268 A71-22920

Central nervous system responsiveness changes after exhausting physical exercise, giving electromyocardiogram and somnogram reaction records

P0309 A71-25668

Leg position effect on human calf muscle blood flow during standardized heavy rhythmic exercise

P0314 A71-26358

Ventilation and heart rate responses to muscular exercise by work load ramp function changes studies

P0315 A71-26359

Cardiovascular system response to swimming exercise by dogs, measuring left ventricular internal diameter and pressure, cardiac output and heart rate

P0319 A71-27130

Human heart rate, minute ventilation and oxygen uptake measurement during treadmill and track running at three speeds

P0319 A71-27134

Sitting and supine position effect on exercise tolerance, heart rate, systolic pressure and respiration rate in male subjects with coronary insufficiency, noting onset of angina pectoris

P0371 A71-29303

Diastolic and mean blood pressure responses to exercise after beta-adrenergic blockade in normal and labile hypertensive subjects, using Trasicor

P0371 A71-29320

Position, exercise and lung volume effects on healthy males pulmonary diffusing capacity for CO at rest and during exercise

P0375 A71-29493

Human physiological responses comparison between work with concentric and eccentric muscle contractions, observing oxygen debt in short term exercise

P0375 A71-29905

Trained college and recreational swimmers cardiac output and maximum oxygen consumption during tethered swimming and treadmill running

P0375 A71-29906

Pyruvate and lactate concentrations in muscle tissue and blood at rest and during exercise

P0385 A71-31136

Regulation patterns of external respiration rate in man during physical exercise, showing load dependent pulmonary ventilation in accord with minimum energy expenditure principle

P0406 A71-31321

Computer quantitation of 57 segment response to graded exercise in untrained and trained subjects, continuously recording amplitude of selected points on ECG waveform

P0407 A71-31452

Lowered cardiac output and arterial pressure response to exercise after autonomic heart blockade in man, noting retained work capability

P0407 A71-31454

Human muscle blood flow measurement by fe 133 clearance method during rhythmic exercise, noting work load effects

P0407 A71-31455

Muscle adenosine triphosphate, creatine phosphate, adenosine diphosphate, glycogen, and lactate concentrations during intermittent exercise

P0408 A71-31726

Normal muscle lactate concentration after prolonged exercise resulting in decrease in glycogen content

P0408 A71-31727

Vagus nerve effects on cardiac output adaptation to exercise in sympathetically denervated dogs

P0410 A71-32001

Maximal treadmill stress test correlation with postexercise phonocardiogram, ECG and double master test in normal subjects, discussing third and fourth heart sound incidence

P0413 A71-32538

Eight ventricular end-diastolic volume as index of myocardial fiber length and correlation with ventricular work at rest and exercise with and without right ventricular failure

P0413 A71-32541

Human body water metabolism during acute high altitude exposure with heavy physical activity and high food intakes

P0420 A71-33240

Physical exercise oxygen uptake and debt in dogs at ground level and high altitude, investigating beta adrenergic blocking agent effects

P0420 A71-33342

Human body temperature regulation under various hydration regimes during exercise, noting changes related to sweating

P0421 A71-33343

Work load and maximum physical exercise duration relationship for forearms reciprocating flexion and extension, cranking of both arms and bicycle pedalling

P0451 A71-34359

Lactic acid production rate in human blood during supramaximal exercise, noting relationship to oxygen consumption

P0464 A71-35366

Human thermoregulator set point under physical exercise, using behavioral indicator

P0464 A71-35388

Human power output during short duration exercise, relating to body size and composition

P0465 A71-35383

Oxygen intake relation to anaerobic component of work during submaximal exercise on bicycle

A-314
human skeletal muscle
Physical training effects on human plasma glutamic-oxaloacetic transaminase, creatine phosphokinase and lactate dehydrogenase enzyme levels
Spine radiological examination for helicopter pilot fitness determination, discussing spinal weakness symptoms, special exercises, medical examinations and vibration reducing seat construction
Cumulative /chronic/ and acute skill fatigue and physical fitness in aircrews, considering relationship to pilot error accidents
Performance decrement as function of complete bed rest
[AD-710370]
Essays on cardiology in sports [NASA-TT-P-562]
Cardiac activity of athletes in quiet state
Blood circulation and state of physical training in athletes
Electrocardiography and vectorcardiography of athletes
Clinical problems of cardiology of athletes
Physical fitness of flying personnel and aging effects on flight crew performance [AGARD-CP-81-71]
Physiological test program to evaluate physical fitness of flying personnel
Diagnostic and functional measurements of human physical fitness
Physical fitness training schedules for Canadian Forces flying personnel
Physical exercise effects on stress tolerances of trained and untrained subjects
Physical exercise and fitness tests for German Air Force flying personnel
Physical exercise and environmental-emotional psychotherapeutic methods in aerospace medicine
Oxygen consumption and work capacity in fitness evaluations on Canadian Armed Forces personnel
Cardiovascular disease effects in aging flying personnel on physical exercise performance
Formula for predicting physical fitness of flying personnel in Belgian Air Force during aging process from spirometric measurements
Biodynamic evaluation of air traffic control students from 1960 to 1963
[p0435 A71-28005]
Biomedical evaluations of cardiovascular and overall physical fitness of air traffic control personnel [PFA-AM-71-19]
p0613 A71-35243

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Ultrasonics use in physiological and pathophysiological experiments on human organisms, considering ultrasonic vibration physical properties
p0587 A71-41941

PHYSICAL WORK
Human cardiovascular control system model by analog computer program for various work loads up to submaximal, estimating corresponding to real life
Sweating responses in men during intermittent hard treadmill work, considering regulation by skin/core temperatures, neuromuscular reflexes and veins/skin thermoreceptors
Blood plasma nonesterified fatty acids mobilization in relation to work load severity during and after prolonged exercise in men
p0099 A71-15151

Previous heavy work effect on central hemodynamics and autonomic nervous system, discussing ensuing heart rate changes
Respiratory features for conscious or unconscious warning of impending exhaustion, noting work load-performance decrement relation
Human strength decrement and recovery for repetitive maximal muscular exertions with various intervals
Circulatory response to beta adrenergic blockade during muscular work, causing reduction in cardiac frequency, exercise tolerance and oxygen consumption
Water cooled head cap for heat stress amelioration in subjects working in warm environments
Strain gage for in vivo recording of single and tonic responses of skeletal muscles in mice during work in isometric regime
Bicycle ergometer workload effects on serum proteins, noting intravascular redistribution, tissue damage and neocapillary permeability
Visceral system regulation processes investigation in human organism during manual labor and environmental adaptation, using multichannel biotelemetry and computer processing
Furosemide effect on physical work capacity, studying recovery pulse response, oxygen extraction during exercise and altitude acclimatized subjects oxygen uptake
High altitude submaximal and maximal work by humans, noting time required for steady state oxygen consumption, ventilation and heart rate
Electronic ergometer calibration equipment and errors at high work loads
Cardiac hypertrophy in animals, discussing increased cardiac work load compensation and muscle cell alterations
Transient dynamics of ventilation and heart rate following positive and negative sustained step changes in work load initiated from different load levels
Cardiovascular responses to submaximal and maximum effect cycling and running on bicycle ergometer and motor driven treadmill, using carbon dioxide rebreathing method
Respiratory responses and hyperventilation mechanism during static muscular work in maximal voluntary contraction, noting chemoreceptor and alara-defense reaction
Human physiological responses comparison between work with concentric and eccentric muscle contractions, observing oxygen debt in short term exercise
High altitude aerobic working capacity limitations, examining oxygen transport system and circulator factors
Intense muscular work adaptation in rats, reducing biochemical and adaptive changes and enhancing anaerobic processes
German monograph on conversion of human muscular work into flywheel mechanical kinetic energy covering testing and analysis of biomechanical relationships
Maximal oxygen uptake prediction by stepwise regression technique from data collected during submaximal treadmill work
p0420 A71-33241
Muscular fatigue of healthy Beagale males with increasing work loads under varying environmental conditions, considering ventilation, heart rate and oxygen consumption

Breathing capacity increase without rise in oxygen consumption due to active and passive exercise work and heavy energy expenditure

Human muscle power fluctuations under steady state physical activity, analyzing finger flexors strength

Acute fatal nontraumatic collapse during physical work and sports due to pathological processes

Acute fatal nontraumatic collapse during physical exertion due to circulatory diseases

Sudden death during physical exertion due to congenital anomalies of coronary arteries

Chill level index for skin temperature effects on rate of evaporative heat loss and thermal information to central controller during heavy work

Baseline, plasma norepinephrine and epinephrine responses to work loads of various intensities, evaluating sympathetic nervous system as stimulus for secretion

Power derived from aerobic, lactic acid and lactic acid energy sources during human muscular work under isometric and hypoxic conditions, noting oxygen consumption

Free fatty acids reduced availability effects on physical working capacity in normal man

Muscular work level shifts effectiveness during pedaling activity from oxygen requirement measurement, electroencephalograms and stress dynamograms

Review and annotated bibliography of selected research on human performance

Effect of extended space flights under conditions of weightlessness on muscular working capacity

Electrophysiological measurements on muscle reactions during physical work

Cardiac activity under stress of physical work

Work intensities with greatest endurance reduction due to inspiratory resistance and carbon dioxide inhalation

Human caloric requirements when working in extreme climatic environments

Annotated bibliography on human acclimation and acclimatization to heat

Muscular fatigue and nervous tension measurements for determining physical work fatigue

Physical training, cold adaptation, and adaptogen pharmacology for increased physiological stress resistance in rats

Thermal conditions under varying degrees of physical work inside pressure suits

Medical secrets and aptitude of flying

Results from theoretical and experimental studies of mass exchange in life support systems

Human physiochemistry, thermostability, and harmonic oscillation of blood glucose levels

Physiological factors affecting activated charcoal adsorption of contaminants using mathematical models - tables

SUBJECT INDEX

PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

[NASA-CB-115202] p065a 871-37657

PHYSIOGRAPHY

[NASA-CB-115202] p065a 871-37657

PHYSIOLOGICAL DEFENSES

Direct and reverse conditioned connections including defense reflexes, response to indifferent stimuli and electrophysiological manifestations

Muscular and cellular biological resistance as indices for organism resistance to adverse effects, noting increase due to muscular training and cold adaptation

PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS

[NT MEDICINE RESPONSES]

[NT PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES]

Behaviorally induced hypertension in squirrel monkey following conditioned key-pressing response schedules

Glycogen reduction in human muscle wasting lateralis during bicycle exercise below pulse endurance limit, noting glucose infusion effect

Physiological effects of heat exchange between human organism and ambient medium by evaporation, radiation, conduction and convection

Moderate acoustic stimuli effects, discussing subjective noise ratings relation with physiological and mental state changes

Microwave effects on living creatures, considering thermal and nonthermal effects on individual body organs and systems, permanent changes and protective measures

Medicophysiological problems in Concorde SST relative to altitude and speed, noting risks of cosmic radiation, ozone in atmosphere, decompression, wing loss and high temperatures

Physiological effects of noise - Conference, Boston, December 1969

Sound effects on endocrine function and electrolyte excretion in animals and man, considering adrenocortical, neurohypophysial and thyroid functions, diabetes and natriuresis

Endocrine and metabolic effects of noise in normal, hypertensive and psychotic subjects, considering increased corticocerebral and adrenergic activity

Quantitative relation between temporary threshold shift and peripheral circulatory effects of sound, using finger pulse amplitude strain gage

Sound and sonic booms effects on faro animals physiology and behavior, considering milk production, reproduction, food intake and growth rate

Sound and sonic booms effects on faro animals physiology and behavior, considering milk production, reproduction, food intake and growth rate

Pneumatic effects on dogs with and without UV preexposure, determining blood proteins and chemical composition, hemoglobin content and thermostability

Local cooling effects on responsiveness of muscular and cutaneous arteries and veins in dogs, noting blood flow redistribution

Blood plasma nonesterified fatty acids mobilization in relation to work load severity during and after prolonged exercise in men

Adverse physiological effects of downwind on man, considering tissue damage, hypothermia, dust and sound pressure effects

High environmental carbon dioxide effects on cardiac depression and respiratory rate in rhesus monkeys and chimpanzees

Spacecraft cabin rare gas-oxygen atmosphere decompression effects on animal metabolic rates

Human body thermography for studying physiological changes due to exercise, anoxia or accelerations
Thermal shock physiological effects, determining skin-air convective heat exchange coefficient

Clinical, physiological and metabolic changes in human body during 120 day bed rest

Laser ocular effects, discussing corneal /retinal/ lens lesion production, damage thresholds and application to clinical ophthalmological problems

Physiological characteristics in llamas pulmonary circulation at sea level and changes after 5 and 10 weeks at 3,420 m above sea level, noting arterial hypertension

Radial, angular and transverse accelerations physiological effects, discussing physiological acceleration systems, symptoms, human centrifuging, etc

Vibration and buffeting effects on man, discussing aerospace environments, biomechanics, human tolerances and performance, etc

Aerospace environments noise effects on human physiology and speech communication

Neuroendocrine and metabolic responses to rotating workshift schedules, using urinalysis to assess physiological disturbances and adaptive changes

Physiological effects of cooling measured by men wearing air and water cooling garments during external heat loads or large metabolic heat production

Human gastrointestinal tract functional disturbances after prolonged work in GNP field

Hypothalamus suprapoletus nucleus morphological changes in rats under prolonged transverse acceleration

Electroencephalogram alterations in dogs and monkeys during bromotrifluoromethane exposure, correlating brain wave patterns with CRS depression

Cardiovascular functional reactions in pilot trainees during training flights, presenting case histories

Flight concomitant pathogenetic effects on urinary tract conditions, noting kidney descent, inflammatory episodes and calculus formation

Physical and physiopathological effects of high altitude supersonic flight in TF-104G aircraft told by flight surgeons

Prolonged perceptual deprivation effects on human behavioral, physiological and chemical reactions, discussing EEG mean frequency changes

Physiological and biochemical changes arising in allergic reactions and hypothalamic neurohumoral regulation disorders role, comparing with diaphragmatic syndrome

Secretory function intensity of salivary glands, liver and stomach of animals and humans with different water-salt metabolism conditions

Neuroauditory and auditory physiological effects of noise, discussing hearing conservation, noise measurement and noise hazard

Serotonin role in central nervous system activity, stressing sleep/wakefulness cycle regulation

Human blood cholinergic complex during various physiological states, noting nonsedative action of acetylcholine

Ionized air exposure effects on acetylcholine content and cholinesterase activity in mice, noting cholinergic and serotonergic interaction

Large subsonic jet aircraft civil pilots performance under physiological and psychological stresses induced during severe atmospheric turbulence

Skin temperature sensitivity factors, discussing neural correlates of thermal sensation and skin receptors causing thermal stimulation sensitivity

Endolymphe and perilymph fluid systems pathophysiology from induced and spontaneous disorders changes observed in inner ear

Hyponxia effect on formation and elimination of ketones, aldehydes, carbon monoxide and ammonia in rats

Peripheral blood and bone marrow morphological / composition in dogs subjected to chronic and repeated gamma irradiation

Cellular respiration and high altitude adaptation effect on cytochrome content and on oxidation and oxidative phosphorylation parameters of brain homogenates in rats

DC magnetic field effect on organism sympathetic system, noting hyponxia reduction of noradrenal in hypothalamus and myocardium

Amyotrophy and AFP effect on hemopoiesis of dogs subjected to chronic and repeated gamma irradiation

Simulated sonic booms and subsonic jet aircraft noise effects on human subjects of various ages during different sleep stages

Dietary antioxidant vitamin level effects on fibrous structure of proximal convoluted tubules in rats, studying changes due to oxygen toxicity

Human fatigue with emphasis on chronic conditions unrelied by rest or sleep, recommending elimination of conditions resulting in excessive stress, anxiety or boredom

Mental load physiological parameters determination by binary choice task, noting changes in heart and respiratory rates and systolic and diastolic pressure

Frequency and level dependent discrepancy between free field and pressure thresholds at low frequencies due to physiological noise produced under earcops

Lactic acid production rate in human blood during supramaximal exercise, noting relationship to oxygen consumption

Multiple positive on effects in human electroencephalogram, recording rhythmic wavelets due to intense stimuli with averaging computer and short time constant amplifier

Laser-induced retinal damage model based on energy absorption of retina, vaporization and dielectric breakdown

Astronaut orthostatic tolerance loss due to weightlessness, describing compensation by periodic lower body negative pressure

Physiological strains due to industrial heat stress, investigating heart rate and body temperature

Physiological control of local sweating rate

Fatigue effects on standing broad jump and other body movements patterns

Literature survey of nervous-emotional stress effects on pilot during flight, diurnal heat stress, prenatal fatigue, cardiovascular disorders, psychical disturbances and circadian rhythms
Book on biological effects of radiation covering ionizing radiation properties and effects at molecular, cellular and tissue levels. 

Exercise-induced human protein catabolism not due to caloric deficit.

Low ozone dosage exposure effects on rabbit lung endogenous defense mechanisms.

Urinary protein excretion rates in high altitude inhabitants, showing polycystinemia effect on creatinine clearance levels.

High altitude exposure effects on concentration and total quantity of electrolytes in human serum and extracellular space.

Vestibular apparatus effects on brain stem somatic activity.

Transport aircrew sleep patterns effects on fatigue and sleep disturbances, discussing physiologic debt and stresses.

Aircraft noise effects on hearing acuity and perceptual and intellectual judgment tasks.

Gangliosides and cerebroside content in rat brain under normal conditions, during hypoxia and under small I X doses action.

World championship gliding team medicophysiological problems during competition at Barstow, Texas, discussing climatic adaptation, nutrition, hypoxia and pilots general physical and psychomotor conditions.

Water immersion effect on plasma renin activity.

Caffeine, ephedrill, cortislim, morfine, calcium chloride, adrenaline and serotonin effects on organism physiology during hypothermia.

Gastrointestinal tract reactions to atropine sulfate, acetycholine and carbemolino in rats after acceleration exposures, using roentgenograms.

Physiological effects on rats of argon substitution for nitrogen in hermetically sealed chambers under conditions of anoxia and high carbon dioxide concentration.

Physiological effects on mice of air pollution with gaseous toxic substances from urban sources, noting increased respiration rate and cholinergic enzyme activity.

Sparrow pinealalectomy effect on circadian rhythm of body temperature in light and darkness from radio telemetric monitoring.

Morphological and cytological changes in red and white blood cells of animals exposed to hypoxia.

Posture and lower body negative pressure effects on human heart rate and blood pressure.

Biohazards and related psychological and physiologic disturbances, stressing importance in aerospace medicine.

Combined heat, noise and vibration stress effects on human performance and physiological functions including heart rate, body temperature and mental arithmetic.

Bat thyroid gland changes during acclimatization to simulated high altitude environments, observing high hormone stimulation.

Neuropsychological characteristics of emotional stresses during parachute jumps, studying leucocyte, erythrocyte and eosinophil populations changes.

Hypokinesia effects on gas exchange and oxygen consumption in rats, noting weight losses.

Minute blood and stroke volumes dynamics during prolonged hypokinesia by acetylec method.

Physiological effects of phenobarbital hydrochloride on animals at simulated high altitudes.

Human factors engineering, life support systems, biotechnology, physiological effects, radiation effects, and medical science.

Blood pressure changes in heart cavities and large vessels in dogs during acceleration in various directions.

Effects of carbon tetrachloride on microstructure of animal organs.

Effect of hypokinesia on protein composition of skeletal muscles.

morphological and histochemical changes in rat brain and kidney of rats during prolonged hypothermia.

Evaluation of radiation damage for different dose depth distributions.

Human heat exchange structure and overheating reactions at high ambient temperatures.

Characteristics of adaptation processes in vestibular systems.

Post-mortem lactate analysis on pilot tissues to determine presence of technical malfunction in aircraft accident.

Glaucoma effects on visual performance of flying personnel.

Physiological effects of artificial spacecraft atmospheres consisting of pure oxygen or oxygen-nitrogen mixtures.

Psychological effects of 10-day space flight on crew of soyuz-9.

Oxygen and high altitude pressure effects on rabbit testicular functions.

Body structure effects on fish hydrodynamic characteristics.

Physical controls of autonomic nervous system by ganglia impulses.

Physiological and psychological limits and ranges of human response to acoustic stimuli.

Computer program for determining metabolism of radionuclides in animal tissue.

Physiological tolerance to thermal threats of aerospace activity and problems associated with excessive heat.

Fundamental principles and physiological effects of acceleration on human body.

Nonlinear relationships in lactic dehydrogenase and leucine amino peptidase enzyme activities in urine related to increased and decreased diabetes.

Physiological and biochemical measurements of air traffic controller personnel at 0'Hare airport to determine effects of duties.

Physiological effects of positive acceleration on cardiovascular system based on requirements for cardiovascular simulation.
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS

Relationship between air blast injury and impairment of pulmonary function in dogs and sheep [AD-709972] p0400 N71-26302
Physiological effects of high carbon dioxide concentrations in helium/oxygen and argon/oxygen atmospheres on rats at ambient temperatures [JPRS-71-28250]
Physiological effects of ionized air on mice
Adaptation of human physiological functions and performances to variations in diurnal sleep and wakefulness cycles [JPRS-53448] p0441 N71-28476
Effects of gamma radiation on lifetime of red blood cells and bone marrow production in dogs exposed to cobalt 60 irradiation for two and one half years [JPRS-71-28480]
Effects of chronic and repeated gamma radiation on morphological structure of peripheral blood and bone marrow in dogs following exposure for one year [JPRS-71-28481]
Effects of exposure in permanent magnetic fields on sympathoadrenal system of rabbits [JPRS-71-28484]
Effects of changes in partial pressure of carbon dioxide on acid-alkal balance in human blood [JPRS-71-28489]
Physiological effects and acceleration tolerances after weightlessness based on space environment simulation with human centrifuges and bed rest [NASA-CR-12106] p0483 N71-29216
Long term biological and physiological effects of plutonium compound inhalation in dogs and plutonium translocation in respiratory system [JPRS-71-29668]
Computerized simulation of long term physiological effects of plutonium oxide inhalation on dog respiratory system including tissue, blood, and excretion data [JPRS-53332] p0498 N71-30150
Long term hyperoxen exposure effects on human respiratory physiology [JPRS-53448] p0498 N71-30150
Physiological effects of fine and gross body movements upon visual adaptation under tilted environment conditions produced by optical prisms [JPRS-71-30186]
Physiological responses of inexperienced private pilots to cross-country flying [FAA-AM-71-23] p0539 N71-32062
Physiological effects of noise sensitivity [PQ-71-1-1] p0541 N71-32572
Physiological changes in cardiovascular and musculoskeletal systems during manned space flight [JPRS-71-33252]
Forearm vascular responses to brachial artery infusions of tyramine and noradrenaline after two weeks bed rest [JPRS-71-33264]
Physiological effects of water immersion and effectiveness of space flight deconditioning countermeasures [JPRS-71-33272]
Effects of posture on body fluid circulation and long term immersion effects on physiological mechanisms [JPRS-71-33273]
Physiological effects of sleep deprivation produced by simulated aircraft noise [FAA-80-70-16] p0609 N71-34064
Physiological and psychological reactions to sonic boom and effects on efficiency of air traffic control personnel [FAA-AM-71-29] p0609 N71-34068
Physiological effects of high altitude and high temperature environments on human performance of complex actions [FAA-AM-71-17] p0613 N71-35242

PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS

Analysis of aviation hazards produced by visual illusions during typical aftereffect parameters of perceived size and distance [FAA-AM-71-31] p0614 N71-35254
Proceedings of conference on interaction between atmospheric environment and human system at cell level [AD-720601] p0615 N71-35256
Prophylactic vitaminization with pyridoxine-containing compounds for preventing vestibular disturbances due to sea and air travel [JPRS-54048] p0647 N71-36480

PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS

Subject Index

A-320

PEYSIOLOGICAL TESTS

Physiological tests

PROPHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES

Physiological responses
Mechanical, physiological and psychological responses of man to sinusoidal whole body vibration

Central nervous system functions under high oxygen concentrations at normal and elevated pressures

Bone tissue optical density and blood serum and mechanical, physiological and psychological responses of Soyuz 9 crew members during and after flight

Soyuz 9 spacecraft astronauts space flight effect on digestive system enzyme secretion function based on pre- and post-flight examinations

Soyuz 9 spacecraft astronauts otorhinolaryngological organs response to 18-day orbital flight, observing pathological changes from clinical postflight examination

Soyuz 9 spacecraft astronauts cardiovascular and respiratory systems responses to orthostatic effect after 18-day orbital flight from EKG measurements and sphygmography

Soyuz 9 spacecraft simulator prolonged confinement effect on human cardiovascula: system functional state

Humans and animals acute hypoxia effects on EEG pattern and behavioral reactions

Cerebral lipid fractions, examining relation between physiological functions and metabolism

Decompression sickness physical and physiological aspects, discussing gas transport quantification, inert gas elimination and metabolic gas exchange in recompression therapy, work performance, etc

Furosemide effect on physical work capacity, studying recovery pulse response, oxygen extraction during exercise and altitude acclimatized subjects oxygen uptake

Monkey physiological responses from lift-off to orbital insertion, showing EEG and EKG arousal reactions, motion sickness development, cardiovascular and respiratory changes

Biosatellite 3 monkey sleep and wake states based on visual and computer analysis of telemetered EEG data from earth orbital flight

Biosatellite 3 neurophysiological data analysis by digital computer presenting maps of parietal cortex spectra, responsive states transient changes, circadian rhythms and EEG activity

Prolonged hypoxia effects on lipid synthesis in rat liver and adipose tissue slices

Prolonged hypoxia, hypercapnia and combination effects on rats circulating red cell volume

Contour density effects on evoked critical response, discussing improved photopic visibility, spatial summation area and retina interaction

Spectral sensitivity by stimulus control and presentation in barred pattern alternatives and photopic system monitoring by visual evoked responses

Pulmonary vasconstrictor response to temperature dependent acute hypoxia, using isolated rat lungs with heparinized homologous blood under constant volume pulsatile inflow

Vestibular system functions physical analog model, predicting responses to motion inputs and possible problems for flight situations

Circannual biological clock operation without environmental signals based on squirrel hibernation and bird migration studies

Nitrogen, helium, argon and neon containing atmospheres relation to altitude decompression of rats, noting interspecies comparison of metabolic effects

Long term zero gravity effects on man's physiological rhythms changes characteristics, studying rats in biosatellite orbits

Pathophysiological aspects of microwaves irradiation, considering thermal response of human and animal organisms to electromagnetic radiation exposure

Central nervous system responsiveness changes after exhausting physical exercise, giving electroencephalogram and somatosensory reaction records

Thermal environment effect on human skin temperature and final temperature and tolerance time prediction from early exposure

Human heart beat phase frequency changes after acoustic stimulation during natural sleep from EEG, EKG, EKG of muscle hypoxogenesis and eye movements

Body temperature regulation and heat dissipation responses during continuous and intermittent exercise in man

Transient dynamics of ventilation and heart rate following positive and negative sustained step changes in work load initiated from different load levels

Ventilation and heart rate responses to muscular exercise by work load ramp function changes studies

Subsonic jet aircraft noise and simulated sonic booms awakening effects on human sleep

Dynamics of increasing organism resistance to hypoxia, considering reactions occurring in various tissues during adaptation

Book on color and pattern vision physiology covering diurnal rhythms of human physiological functions and human physiological responses, morbidity and mortality in various age groups

Cardiovascular responses to submaximal and maximal effort cycling and running on bicycle ergometer and motor driven treadmill, using carbon dioxide rebreathing method

Human heart rate, minute ventilation and oxygen uptake measurement during treadmill and track running at three speeds

Anesthetized cats visual cortex responses to prolonged light stimuli, studying dependence on photopic retina cone and rod apparatus

EEG examination of healthy aircrew for high performance aircraft flying fitness evaluation, stressing hyperventilation factor importance

Benzodiazepine series tranquillizers effect on mice resistance to hypoxia and lifetime, noting diazepam as most effective

Direct electrical stimulation of musculus tensor tympani on click elicited responses in cochlea and cochlear nucleus

Somatosensory cortical and cuneate evoked responses and EEG amplitude/frequency changes due to hypovolemic shock

Ventricular septal defect, discussing incidence, human physiological responses, morbidity and mortality in various age groups

Diurnal rhythms of human physiological functions and performance during frequently alternating sleep-work cycles
Subject Index

Physiological Responses Contd

Exhaled air microimpurities composition of humans exposed to stress effects including bed rest, starvation, lymphohit diet feeding, high temperature and humidity

p0358 A71-28412

Somatic and autonomic responses in ventricular tolerance to and autonomic responses in subjects, using Coriolis acceleration test

p0358 A71-28414

Cat type I and II optic nerve fibers response to flicker stimulation, noting reticular field organization, conduction velocity and temporal and spatial information processing

p0360 A71-28459

Human visual system gate type lateral interaction to luminous intensity, noting visual field response to monocular viewing

p0360 A71-28460

Grating pattern vision models, examining single neural network and multiple channel stimulus information processing

p0360 A71-28461

Soviet book on vestibular reactions covering functional relationship between stimulus parameters and labyrinth nonsensory part, adaptation to Coriolis forces and response to ionizing radiation

p0362 A71-28672

Local cutaneous heat regulation in man, using thermoelectric analysis in response to constant temperature thermoregulation in small skin surface

p0371 A71-29310

Microwave exposure effects on organs and biological functions and thermal stresses as function of specific frequencies, power density and environmental temperature

p0372 A71-29325

Hypercapnia in rat, measuring carbon dioxide concentration effect on tidal and minute volumes, respiratory rate, pH depression, blood gases, hematocrit and percent oxyhemoglobin saturation

p0373 A71-29364

Position, exercise and lung volume effects on healthy males pulmonary diffusing capacity for CO at rest and during exercise

p0375 A71-29493

Human physiological responses comparison between work with concentric and eccentric muscle contractions, observing oxygen debt in short term exercise

p0375 A71-29495

Airway smooth muscle relaxation mechanical consequences concerning lung volumes and airway conductance, isovolume pressure flow, maximum expiratory flow volume and static lung recoil

p0376 A71-29497

Heat acclimatization effects on sweat Na concentration over wide sweat rates range, discussing possible mechanism

p0376 A71-29498

Surface electrophysiological recordings on biceps and peripheral muscles during sustained isometric contractions

p0376 A71-29499

Computer quantitation of ST segment response to graded exercise in untrained and trained subjects, continuously recording amplitude of selected points on ECG waveform

p0407 A71-31452

Cortical and subcortical electrical activity during electrically and drug induced convulsive seizures in cats, correlating with spinal monosynaptic reflex variations

p0409 A71-31957

Human skeletal muscle reflex and motor reactions in response to tibial nerve stimulation

p0412 A71-32532

Myogenic responses of airway and grounded and active pilots subjected to caloric and rotational tests

p0414 A71-33112

Myocardial ultrastructural and metabolic alterations in altitude acclimated rats, considering heart muscle mitochondria

p0418 A71-33112

Human body water metabolism during acute high altitude exposure with heavy physical activity and high food intakes

p0420 A71-33193

Maximum oxygen uptake prediction by stepwise regression technique from data collected during submaximal treadmill work

p0420 A71-33240

Cardiovascular responses to hypothalamic, spinal cord and reticular ganglion stimulation as function of intensity, pulse duration and frequency in cats

p0422 A71-33367

Healthy subject speech speed effect on phonation phase length, noting relation to normal articulator phase

p0422 A71-33462

Cardiovascular and respiratory systems, motor and muscular activity, metabolism and body energetics functional changes due to prolonged weightlessness

p0423 A71-33676

Pyridoxine and serotonin metabolism changes and vestibular disorders observation in space flight

p0423 A71-33677

Turtles organs and tissues responses during Zond 5 and 7 lunar probe circumlunar flight

p0423 A71-33678

Motor response to stimuli compared with background activity on histograms

p0425 A71-33899

Functional systems changes in intact and anesthetized rats during increasing hypoxia in decompression chamber

p0425 A71-33911

Spontaneous deep sighing breath physiological regulation in rats as lung inflation response due to vagally mediated chemoreflex

p0449 A71-34176

Human visual evoked cortical potential measurements in depression, noting response to visual photic data

p0453 A71-34652

Rhodopsin kinetics mathematical analysis by cyclic five-component model, applying to flash and extended photolysis in rat retina

p0453 A71-34653

Photolysis of metarhodopsin I, discussing rate and extent of conversion to rhodopsin

p0454 A71-34654

Human visual perception response to brightness under sinusoidal current, suggesting interaction with retinal neural structures

p0454 A71-34656

Cat papillary system static and dynamic response determination under light and electrical stimulation, using TV pupillometer and on-line computer

p0457 A71-35044

Physiological tests for psychic stress effects on aircraft pilot tracking performance, respiration and heart rate

p0461 A71-35199

Deep cerebral structures and cortex electrical activity in apes, noting bioelectrical signals during orientation/reaction/determination and light signals responses

p0461 A71-35246

Human central nervous theoretical model for target stimuli threshold detection performance prediction

p0462 A71-35325

Direct and reverse conditioned connections including defense reflexes, response to indifferent stimuli and electrophysiological manifestations

p0463 A71-35360

Reaction time distributions in visual or auditory mode single and multiple motor response units

p0465 A71-35433

Human violent exercise burst effect on cognitive task, noting mild hypoxia irrelevance to skills decrements

p0465 A71-35436

Physiological mechanisms of human auditory attention, measuring changes in cerebral cortex averaged evoked potential and cochlear nerve response

p0466 A71-35575

Microwave radiation biological effects review and bibliography covering protein activity, genetic, central nervous system and cardiovascular effects

p0470 A71-35856

Acute renal failure due to heat stress and physical exercise, noting discrepancy between physiological alterations and histopathological abnormalities
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES

Dynamic characteristics of arterial oxygen tension response to spine lumbar leg exercise in man from harmonic analysis

p0472 A71-36218

Dynamic characteristics of arterial blood pressure responses to sinusoidal work load in man from harmonic analysis

p0473 A71-36239

Human physiological responses to rotating environment, evaluating heart rates, blood pressure, pulmonary functions, visual observations and vital capacities

p0482 A71-36639

Structural development in rat bone under earth gravity and hyperventilation, discussing physical dimensions, density, rigidity, microhardness and ash content

p0482 A71-36660

Squirrel monkeys midbrain reticular formation direct thermoregulation effects on physiological or behavioral thermoregulatory responses

p0485 A71-36680

Human sweat gland duct filling and skin epidermal hydration behavior by analysis of time delays between sweat emergence and steady state, using electrical stimulation

p0486 A71-36685

Hypothalamic unit activity relation to thermoregulation, investigating preoptic area response to local and peripheral temperature changes

p0486 A71-36869

Male and female physiological responses to heat stress, discussing sweating, skin and body temperature, heart rate and metabolites

p0486 A71-36871

Insulin skin temperature encoding in primate cutaneous thermoreceptors in dynamic thermal conditions

p0487 A71-36877

Brain temperature change effects on cardiovascular responses, examining heart rate and systemic arterial blood pressure

p0488 A71-36880

Perspiration delay times characterizing posthypoxic reflex, analyzing neurophysiological mechanisms

p0488 A71-36885

Exercise temperature plateau shift and sweat rate during moderate CO poisoning associated with resetting of thermoregulating centers by low oxygen tensions

p0488 A71-36886

Cats preoptic and skin temperature change effects on posterior hypothalamic neurons

p0489 A71-36888

Squirrel monkey physiological and behavioral thermoregulation elements interrelationships, considering mean skin and medial preoptic hypothalamic temperatures

p0490 A71-36896

Functional relation of primary responses and unit spike activity at subcortical visual centers in cats

p0513 A71-37443

Positive and negative deflections in human electroretinogram off response to visual stimuli

p0515 A71-38058

Visually evoked cerebral cortex responses to on- and off-set of patterned light and contrast density and sharpness in humans

p0518 A71-38282

Ninus, plasma norepinephrine and epinephrine responses to work loads of various intensities, evaluating sympathetic nervous system as stimulus for secretion

p0519 A71-38555

Physiological responses of burro Equus asinus to oxygen lack in mountain altitudes, studying red blood cell and plasma volumes

p0521 A71-38560

Surround luminance effect on relative perceptual latency of response, using test stimuli focused to rod free area of fovea

p0523 A71-38777

Cholesterol and esterified cholesterol distribution in human skin from analysis on fat, epidermis, corium, subcutaneous tissue and serum by chromatographic/colorimetric methods

p0524 A71-38922

Plasma renin activity in hypertonic and normotonic persons exposed to exogenous stress, comparing with measurements at rest and in orthostasis

p0524 A71-38935

Noise exposure effects on human physiological and psychological functions and performance

p0525 A71-38959

Brain polysomes disaggregation and terpolymeric elevation in immature rats and adult animals after L-dopa administration

p0525 A71-39799

Mammalian cells cultivation at suboptimal temperatures, considering reproduction and cytophysiological changes

p0528 A71-39220

Astronaut chromosome aberrations, presenting peripheral blood leukocytes cyto genetic tests for pre and post space flight

p0529 A71-39227

Human retinal blood circulation changes and vision disturbance under transversely directed acceleration, using dark chamber teleophthalmoscopy

p0529 A71-39228

Nasal vascular system reactions during 120-day bed rest hypoxia under drug affected metabolism

p0529 A71-39229

Stagnant asphyxia in cat carotid body during abrupt blood pressure drop by simultaneous carotid artery clamping and tap opening

p0532 A71-39443

Instrumental learning of cardiovascular and visceral responses, motor performance and speech communication

p0533 A71-39548

Cortical responses of awake cat to narrow-band FM noise stimuli, proposing neuronal model

p0533 A71-39767

Intracochlear electric potential of anesthetized cats recorded with potassium filled glass microtips, determining magnitude and phase of responses

p0533 A71-39768

Book on noise effects on man covering audiometry, aural reflex, hearing damage risk, physiological responses, motor performance and speech communication technique based on correlation matrix between independent stimuli

p0534 A71-39784

Gravity receptor evolution in invertebrates, considering cilia role in reception and transduction into responses

p0560 A71-39991

Animals physiological responses to gravity chronic acceleration

p0561 A71-40002

Taste modalities identification by factor analysis technique based on correlation matrix between independent stimuli

p0561 A71-40003

Blood pressure in brachial artery during spontaneous night sleep, recording EEG, EKG and horizontal eye movements

p0564 A71-40185

Macaca nemestrina monkey bone density change during Biosatellite 3 mission

p0564 A71-40186

Decompression sickness, investigating surface excursion diving and selection of liab bends vs CRH symptoms by tests on goats

p0565 A71-40343

Normal females electrophysiological changes during sensory isolation of water tank variety from EEG, EKG, EOG and electrodermal measurements, considering cortical activities reduction

p0566 A71-40346

Hyperbaric normoxic breathing helium, nitrogen and neon gas mixture effects on EEG and reaction time in man

p0566 A71-40347

Altitude and cold acclimatization effects on human basal heart rate, blood pressure, respiration and breath-holding

p0566 A71-40348

Aquariums tremor response measurement by muscle force transducer during compression and decompression in 520-foot saturation dive, noting differences among individuals

p0566 A71-40349
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Cardiovascular reactions of flying personnel to flight
(PPBC/1296)

p0017 N71-13433

Physiological responses of cosmonauts during training for prolonged space flights
(AD-71404)
p0171 N71-16410

Physiological adaptation problems during long range aerial troop deployment
(AD-714368)
p0171 N71-16411

Behavior of fliers in emergency situations during flight
(JPES-52233)
p0173 N71-16540

Investigating gas preference reactions in man and animals to hypoxic, hyperoxic, or hypercapnic environments
(JPES-52332)
p0222 N71-17494

Investigating physiological and biological effects of prolonged space flight on Soyuz 9 crew members
(JPES-52402)
p0230 N71-18894

Medical support procedures and postflight analysis of physiological changes in Soyuz 9 crew members
p0231 N71-18900

Describing bioinstrumentation for monitoring in-flight physiological functions of Soyuz 9 crew members
p0231 N71-18901

Determining functional changes in physiological responses of Soyuz 9 crew members after prolonged flight
p0231 N71-18903

Investigating effects of weightlessness on neurovascular system of Soyuz 9 crew members
p0231 N71-18905

Investigating effects of weightlessness on enzymatic function of digestive system of Soyuz 9 crew members
p0232 N71-18909

Investigating physiological reactions of auditory and vestibular analyzers in crew members of Soyuz 9 spacecraft
p0232 N71-18910

Examining dynamics of orthostatic stability of Soyuz 9 cosmonauts before and after flight using active and passive tests
p0232 N71-18911

Studying cardiovascular effects of prolonged confinement in Soyuz 9 simulator during normal and modified work and rest cycles
p0232 N71-18912

Investigating electroencephalographic and behavioristic changes in rabbits and humans exposed to acute hypoxia
p0233 N71-18913

Physiological responses to interacting stresses of exercise and hypercapnia under acute and chronic exposure to ambient P sub CO2 of 21 mm Hg
p0238 N71-20370

Hygiene and clinical physiology of men living in Antarctica
(AD-7152579)
p0327 N71-21888

Human acclimatization to high altitudes, monsoons, and hot, dry weather
(pjps-52594)
p0328 N71-22001

Seasonal variations in physiology of old-timers and newcomers in monsoon climate
p0328 N71-22002

Physiological adaptation to high altitudes in experienced and novice mountain climbers from northern and southern regions
p0329 N71-22004

Physiological responses to long term living at high altitudes
p0329 N71-22005

Physiological responses to long term living at medium elevations
p0329 N71-22006

High altitude acclimatization and physiological changes in humans
p0329 N71-22007

Comparison of ground level rats to rats exposed to altitude of 18,000 feet to determine cardiovascular response
(AD-717851)
p0332 N71-22240

Physical fitness assessment of older pilots in relation to flight requirements and physiological responses
p0333 N71-22304

Effect of weightlessness on cardiovascular and aortic functions in human subjects
tracking tasks
[NASA-CE-1757] p0338 N71-22664
Physiological effects and design criteria for
artificial gravity space station
[NASA-CE-114982] p0388 N71-24054
Correlation of pulse level based on manifest
anxiety and recognition of peripherally introduced
visual stimuli against moving background
[ESA-XEB-TRAN-1552] p0382 N71-25146
Vibrphonocardiograph comprising low weight and
small volume piezoelectric microphone with
amplifier having high input impedance for high
sensitivity and low frequency response
[NASA-CASB-FHI-07172] p0431 N71-27234
Visual stimuli discrimination in sensorimotor
performance test for pilot selection
p0439 N71-28264

PHYSIOLOGY

NT BODY COMPOSITION (BIOLOGY)

NT ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY

NT HEMATOPOIETIC SYSTEM

NT NEUROPHYSIOLOGY

NT PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY

NT RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY

Right channel physiological data scanning and timing
control, sequential conversion, printing and
punching
p0136 A71-15632
Book on clinical physiology techniques and
anesthesiology measurements covering electronics,
EKG analysis, blood pressure measurement, cardiac
function, respiratory mechanics, etc
p0246 A71-22459
Soviet book on aviation medicine covering human
anatomy and physiology, atmospheric physics,
flight effects, respiratory systems, crew diets,
etc
p0378 A71-29943
Papers on anatomy and mechanisms of mammalian
sensory systems including vision, audition, and
touch
p0378 A71-30251
Physiological training of military and civilian
aerial in cooperation with engineers in France
p0121 N71-13993
Biological systems analysis for developing dynamic
physiological models
p0280 N71-19877
Physiological and behavioral parameters in design of
dynamic human biological systems
p0280 N71-19878
Biodynamic modelling of biosystems by physical and
biological parameters
p0281 N71-19888
Physiological investigation of gymnasium paradox
on locomotion of dolphins under turbulent flow
conditions
p0131 N71-22207
Annotated bibliography of translations of foreign
language articles on aviation medicine, vestibular
function, body temperature, and physiological
effects
[FAA-M-71-5] p0390 N71-24745

PIASSEC MILITARY AIRCRAFT

U MILITARY AIRCRAFT

PICKOFFS

U SENSORS

PICKOFFS

U SENSORS

PIGEONS

Pigeon vestibular apparatus fluids and structures
physical properties, detailing specific gravity
and viscosity of endolymph, perilymph and cupula
p0382 A71-30467
Cold exposure effects on homing performance of
trained pigeons
[DBRM-723] p0282 N71-20148

PIGEONS

NT CARAPIDAE

NT CYTOCHROMES

Salmonid fishes from Great Britain and southern
Germany, analyzing visual pigments and liver
retinals
p0002 A71-10229
Double beam monochromatic differential
clinicepectrophotometer for recording oxidation/
reduction reactions in intercellular pigments
p0004 A71-10243

PILOT PERFORMANCE

Budd vision mechanism, considering daylight effect
on spectral sensitivity and visual pigment retinal
extract proportions
p0004 A71-10271
Apollo 11 lunar samples effect on cerebellar
microorganisms, noting pigment production effects
of Fe leaching from bulk fines and core samples
p0257 A71-23747
Human color vision investigation by psychophysical
methods, discussing spectral sensitivity, pigment
absorption and defective color vision as function of
stimulus wavelength
p0318 A71-26663
Centrally parietal chromatophore in green coccal
algae, noting individual cell division and total
number increase throughout ontogeny
p0422 A71-33965
Visual pigments in color blind subjects, using
retinal densitometry
p0633 A71-44466
Bed/green pigments in normal color vision,
describing analytical anomaloscope for measuring
protanope and deuteranope sensitivity curves
p0633 A71-44465
Human eyes macular pigment optical density curves
through spectral sensitivity measurements, noting
differences due to race, environment, age, skin,
eye and hair color
p0633 A71-44466

FEES (SWINE)

U SWINE

PFCOLAPLIE

Pilocarpine induced synchronous sweat expulsions,
noteing frequency linear dependence on ambient
temperature with and without generalized sweating
p0649 A71-36089

PILOT ERROR

In-flight ECG recordings telemetry for pilot
aptitude testing, showing pilot error relationship
to brain overstimming
p0079 A71-13067
Night carrier landing final approach glide slope
altitude, lateral and sink rate pilot errors
prediction, using linear regression model
p0142 A71-17602
Physiological aspects of aircraft accident
investigation, considering pilot errors
p0207 A71-20025
Epidemiology statistics of USAF spatial
disorientation aircraft accidents, noting pilot
training, flight environment and incoordination
remedy programs
p0567 A71-40359
Physiological factors in total aircraft accidents,
discussing pilot incapacitation and transient
functional disturbances
p0566 A71-41834
Cumulative /chronic/ and acute skill fatigue and
physical fitness in aircrews, considering
relationship to pilot error accidents
p0625 A71-43390
Operational characteristics and pilot experience in
civil aviation accidents caused by alcohol
intoxication
p0604 A71-11802

PILOT PERFORMANCE

Weather effects on pilot performance
p0077 A71-13021
In-flight ECG telemetry for aircraft pilots
diagnostic, discussing characteristic recordings
and measuring probes development for simultaneous
parameters transmission
p0079 A71-13062
Superior jet pilots social, military and flying case
histories, noting predominance of firstborn
children with close father-son relationships
p0086 A71-13325
Pilot performance under helicopter cabin high
temperature and humidity
p0103 A71-15422
Pilot nervous-emotional state during flight
conditions determined from tropepeps excreted in
urine
p1038 A71-17028
Pilot physiological responses as indicators of pitch
motion cues effect on flight simulator fidelity
p1080 A71-19465
Pilot visual perception time of instrument readings
after viewing external features and landmarks
p1080 A71-19465
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PILOT PERFORMANCE CONT

Preventive and clinical medicine effect on aircrew health maintenance

Pilot vision during final approach and landing in turbojet transport operations

Electrooculography in aircraft instrument lighting: effects on pilots' dark adaptation taking into account color, panel legibility, scotopic sensitivity and acuity

Pilots hypoxic hypoxia occurrence and treatment

Optokinetic and vestibular effects on human operator reliability in aircraft control systems

Jet pilots flight stresses assessment via biotelemetry: transmission of pulse rate, respiratory rate, electrocardiographic data, flight altitude and velocity

Influence sources affecting self-organization of man-machine systems, discussing human pilot model

Psychophysical evaluation of glide slope detection accuracy by diamond vs square shape in runway centerline stripping as an aircraft landing aid

Aircrrew static reach reduction caused by upper and lower limb orthopedic disabilities

Jet fighter pilot blackout episode report, correlating laboratory data with flight profile and events sequence

V/STOL and supersonic commercial aircraft developments, comparing man and machine performance as information processing systems for aircraft control and navigation

Functional diagnosticks in aerospace medicine for evaluating pilot ability and flight stresses

Toxicological evaluation of CO in humans and other mammals, considering pilot performance prediction for aircraft environment

Case histories of pilot failure during training or operational flight due to cerebral cortical dysfunction

Atmospheric turbulence induced aircraft vibrations: effects on aircrew performance, discussing physiological and psychological responses

Low altitude turbulence simulation in piloted flight simulators, discussing turbulence induced aircraft disturbances and effects on pilot

Large subsonic jet aircraft civil pilots performance under physiological and psychological stresses induced during severe atmospheric turbulence

EEG and derivative spectral characteristics: evaluation in determining pilot mental activity during flight

Hemodynamic changes in healthy pilots with excess weight investigated by mechanocardiograph, showing decreased cardiac output, left ventricular strength and volume rate

Air transport accident research in night approach simulators, noting visual information null in descent path and delay in relative motion supplement data

Pilots illusion attitude perception causes, suggesting psychological and medical remedies

Young pilot performance in emergency situations, including communication system failures and other equipment breakdowns, noting emotional reactions

Vestibular responses of airman and grounded and active pilots subjected to caloric and rotational tests

PHYSICAL FITNESS

Physical fitness relation to flight requirements, pilot performance and age, considering muscular strength, cardio-respiratory capacity, body weight and mental aspects

Epidemiological statistics for age specific incidence rate of serious in-flight pilot failure, considering fatal and nonfatal causes

Pilot psychic states in flight, including preliminary deconditioning, drowsiness, stunning, euphoria and phobics

Psychosocial and medical evaluation of private pilots to promote flight safety

Physiological tests for psychic stress effects on aircraft pilot tracking performance, respiration and heart rate

Eye-point-of-regard system including eye and head movements devices and analog computer for pilot scanning and display research

Literature survey of nervous-emotional stress effects on pilot during flight, discussing premature fatigue, cardiovascular disorders, psychic disturbances and circadian rhythms

Aircraft noise effects on hearing acuity and perceptual and intellectual judgment tasks

Sleep related fatigue in pilot performance and flight safety, considering sleep lack and disruption and irregular duty patterns

Simulated airline pilot cerebral incapacitation etiology, incidence and detection, noting unimpaired crew members conduct and reaction times during approach for landing

In-flight study of work/rest cycle effects on double crew performance and fatigue in flying transport missions

Pilot EEG, behavioral and subjective correlates of natural and drug induced sleep at atypical hours, using calculation and vigilance tests

Military pilot handling characteristics, discussing combat operations, accident prevention and blind landing

Aircraft pilots and astronauts relationship with environment, considering weightlessness, emotional reactions, cabin pressure and temperature control and space survival and rescue

Circadian rhythm relation to aircraft pilot safe performance

Stereoacuity role in pilot ability to land aircraft at minima, questioning adequacy of Verhoeff depth perception test administration conditions

Organophosphate pesticide poisoning implication in aircraft crash of duster pilot from cholinesterase activity drop evidence

Emotional stress of pilots in difficult flight conditions, noting pulse rate increase and biopotentials amplitude changes

Refractive error effects on pilot performance during rotary wing and fixed wing training

Characteristics of voluntary saccadic eye movements and importance for pilot performance

Circadian rhythms of pilot performance in flight simulator and effects on time shift

Data collection of aviator knowledge, skill, and satisfaction in combat readiness training

Application of parallel tasks for measuring psychological stress noting pilot performance
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Psychological stress and pilot performance

- Functional requirements for ground-based training and practice
- Helicopter response characteristics
- [AD-714954] N71-17240
- Psychological selection of aircraft and spacecraft pilots
- PILOT TRAINING
- Psychological selection of aircraft and spacecraft pilots
- Lower extremity artery anastomy retention on flight status regarding service need, amputation and prosthetic fit, age, career, hours flown and time in military
- [AD-714356] N71-20416
- Medical rejection statistics of applicants for BPA/BOPAC pilot training, considering ophthalmic, ear, nose, throat and general health condition
- [AD-714346] N71-18018
- EEG characteristics of cadets and flying personnel, noting spike wave paroxysmal screening and epilepsy detection
- [AD-714336] N71-18362
- Anatomic examinations and diagnostic techniques in ophthalmologic aviation medicine, discussing electronic time interval and storage measurements, cortical response, etc
- [AD-714326] N71-17240
- Pilot injuries on high speed low altitude flight noting acceleration due to gust effects
- [AD-714316] N71-17240
- Psychological responses of inexperienced private pilots to cross-country flying
- [FAA-AM-71-23] N71-31688
- Psychological peculiarities in cosmonaut selection
- [AD-714306] N71-31688
- Pilot selection
- Psychological selection of aircraft and spacecraft pilots
- PILOT TRAINING
- Lower extremity artery anastomy retention on flight status regarding service need, amputation and prosthetic fit, age, career, hours flown and time in military
- [AD-714356] N71-20416
- Medical rejection statistics of applicants for BPA/BOPAC pilot training, considering ophthalmic, ear, nose, throat and general health condition
- [AD-714346] N71-18018
- EEG characteristics of cadets and flying personnel, noting spike wave paroxysmal screening and epilepsy detection
- [AD-714336] N71-18362
- Anatomic examinations and diagnostic techniques in ophthalmologic aviation medicine, discussing electronic time interval and storage measurements, cortical response, etc
- [AD-714326] N71-17240
- Pilot injuries on high speed low altitude flight noting acceleration due to gust effects
- [AD-714316] N71-17240
- Psychological responses of inexperienced private pilots to cross-country flying
- [FAA-AM-71-23] N71-31688
- Psychological peculiarities in cosmonaut selection
- [AD-714306] N71-31688
- Pilot selection
- Psychological selection of aircraft and spacecraft pilots
- PILOT TRAINING
- Lower extremity artery anastomy retention on flight status regarding service need, amputation and prosthetic fit, age, career, hours flown and time in military
- [AD-714356] N71-20416
- Medical rejection statistics of applicants for BPA/BOPAC pilot training, considering ophthalmic, ear, nose, throat and general health condition
- [AD-714346] N71-18018
- EEG characteristics of cadets and flying personnel, noting spike wave paroxysmal screening and epilepsy detection
- [AD-714336] N71-18362
- Anatomic examinations and diagnostic techniques in ophthalmologic aviation medicine, discussing electronic time interval and storage measurements, cortical response, etc
- [AD-714326] N71-17240
- Pilot injuries on high speed low altitude flight noting acceleration due to gust effects
- [AD-714316] N71-17240
- Psychological responses of inexperienced private pilots to cross-country flying
- [FAA-AM-71-23] N71-31688
- Psychological peculiarities in cosmonaut selection
- [AD-714306] N71-31688
- Pilot selection
- Psychological selection of aircraft and spacecraft pilots
- PILOT TRAINING
- Lower extremity artery anastomy retention on flight status regarding service need, amputation and prosthetic fit, age, career, hours flown and time in military
- [AD-714356] N71-20416
- Medical rejection statistics of applicants for BPA/BOPAC pilot training, considering ophthalmic, ear, nose, throat and general health condition
- [AD-714346] N71-18018
- EEG characteristics of cadets and flying personnel, noting spike wave paroxysmal screening and epilepsy detection
- [AD-714336] N71-18362
- Anatomic examinations and diagnostic techniques in ophthalmologic aviation medicine, discussing electronic time interval and storage measurements, cortical response, etc
- [AD-714326] N71-17240
- Pilot injuries on high speed low altitude flight noting acceleration due to gust effects
- [AD-714316] N71-17240
- Psychological responses of inexperienced private pilots to cross-country flying
- [FAA-AM-71-23] N71-31688
- Psychological peculiarities in cosmonaut selection
- [AD-714306] N71-31688
- Pilot selection
- Psychological selection of aircraft and spacecraft pilots
- PILOT TRAINING
- Lower extremity artery anastomy retention on flight status regarding service need, amputation and prosthetic fit, age, career, hours flown and time in military
- [AD-714356] N71-20416
- Medical rejection statistics of applicants for BPA/BOPAC pilot training, considering ophthalmic, ear, nose, throat and general health condition
- [AD-714346] N71-18018
- EEG characteristics of cadets and flying personnel, noting spike wave paroxysmal screening and epilepsy detection
- [AD-714336] N71-18362
- Anatomic examinations and diagnostic techniques in ophthalmologic aviation medicine, discussing electronic time interval and storage measurements, cortical response, etc
- [AD-714326] N71-17240
- Pilot injuries on high speed low altitude flight noting acceleration due to gust effects
- [AD-714316] N71-17240
- Psychological responses of inexperienced private pilots to cross-country flying
- [FAA-AM-71-23] N71-31688
- Psychological peculiarities in cosmonaut selection
- [AD-714306] N71-31688
- Pilot selection
- Psychological selection of aircraft and spacecraft pilots
- PILOT TRAINING
- Lower extremity artery anastomy retention on flight status regarding service need, amputation and prosthetic fit, age, career, hours flown and time in military
- [AD-714356] N71-20416
- Medical rejection statistics of applicants for BPA/BOPAC pilot training, considering ophthalmic, ear, nose, throat and general health condition
- [AD-714346] N71-18018
- EEG characteristics of cadets and flying personnel, noting spike wave paroxysmal screening and epilepsy detection
- [AD-714336] N71-18362
- Anatomic examinations and diagnostic techniques in ophthalmologic aviation medicine, discussing electronic time interval and storage measurements, cortical response, etc
- [AD-714326] N71-17240
- Pilot injuries on high speed low altitude flight noting acceleration due to gust effects
- [AD-714316] N71-17240
- Psychological responses of inexperienced private pilots to cross-country flying
- [FAA-AM-71-23] N71-31688
- Psychological peculiarities in cosmonaut selection
- [AD-714306] N71-31688
- Pilot selection
- Psychological selection of aircraft and spacecraft pilots
- PILOT TRAINING
- Lower extremity artery anastomy retention on flight status regarding service need, amputation and prosthetic fit, age, career, hours flown and time in military
- [AD-714356] N71-20416
- Medical rejection statistics of applicants for BPA/BOPAC pilot training, considering ophthalmic, ear, nose, throat and general health condition
- [AD-714346] N71-18018
- EEG characteristics of cadets and flying personnel, noting spike wave paroxysmal screening and epilepsy detection
- [AD-714336] N71-18362
- Anatomic examinations and diagnostic techniques in ophthalmologic aviation medicine, discussing electronic time interval and storage measurements, cortical response, etc
- [AD-714326] N71-17240
- Pilot injuries on high speed low altitude flight noting acceleration due to gust effects
- [AD-714316] N71-17240
- Psychological responses of inexperienced private pilots to cross-country flying
- [FAA-AM-71-23] N71-31688
PILOTED CENTRIFUGES

AIRLINE PILOT TRAINING SPECIFIC BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE CONCEPT, WITH INTRODUCTION TO BOEING 767 [SAE PAPER 710497] p0355 A71-28144

FLIGHT TRAINING PROGRAM FOR TWIN-ENGINE TRANSITION, USING COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE TRAINING DEVICE [SAE PAPER 710480] p0355 A71-28145

HEAD- OR HELMET-MOUNTED DISPLAY/CONTROL SYSTEM IN V/STOL AIRCRAFT FOR PILOT WORKLOAD AND TRAINING REDUCTION [AIS PREPRINT 532] p0385 A71-31093

AIRCRAFT PILOT LEARNING PROCESS WITH C-8 TRAINING, DETERMINING EFFECTIVE EVALUATION INDEXES INCLUDING ERROR RATIO, CONTROL AMBIGUITY, PULSE RATE AND REACTION TIME p0461 A71-35196

AIRCRAFT PILOTS ANTHROPOMETRIC SURVEY FOR HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING, DISCUSSING MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES AND ARRANGEMENTS FOR TRAINING p0461 A71-35198

ADAPTIVE TECHNIQUE FEASIBILITY FOR FLIGHT SIMULATOR TRAINING OF PILOTS p0491 A71-36974

MEDICAL REJECTION STATISTICS OF APPLICANTS FOR FAA/NOAC PILOT TRAINING, CONSIDERING OPTHALMIC, EAR, NOSE, THROAT AND GENERAL HEALTH CONDITION p0594 A71-41823

PSYCHOSENSORY AND CONVERSION MECHANISMS AS AN UNCONSCIOUS EXPRESSION OF STUDENT PILOT MOTIVATION DURING FURTHER FLIGHT TRAINING, PRESENTING CASE HISTORIES p0587 A71-41837

PHYSIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS CONNECTED WITH SENSORY PERCEPTION OF EQUILIBRIUM AND ORIENTATION ON GROUND AND IN AIR, DISCUSSING PILOT TRAINING AND SELECTION p0623 A71-43198

SECRETIN METABOLISM OF HELICOPTER PILOTS, SHOWING EFFECTS OF EMOTIONAL FACTORS DUE TO FLIGHT INEXPERIENCE p0623 A71-43220

AIRLINES PROCEDURES IN CONDUCTING PILOT TRAINING PROGRAMS WITHIN ICAO RECOMMENDATIONS AND GERMAN REGULATIONS p0624 A71-48230

PSYCHIATRIC SYNDROMES FOUND IN MILITARY PILOT TRAINEES p0666 N71-11815

DATA COLLECTION OF AVIATOR KNOWLEDGE, SKILL AND SATISFACTION IN COMBAT READINESS TRAINING [AD-713115] p0161 N71-14665

BEHAVIOR OF FLIERS IN EMERGENCY SITUATIONS DURING FLIGHT [JPHS-52233] p0173 N71-16540

COMPUTERIZED TECHNIQUES INCORPORATING ADAPTIVE PILOT TRAINING CONCEPTS AND MEANS OF PREDICTING STUDENT TRAINING SUCCESS [AD-716871] p0279 N71-19798

ANALYSIS OF PILOT TRAINING, CAREER, EDUCATION, AND MOTIVATION RELATED TO ROLE OF RESEARCH AND FLIGHT SIMULATORS [AD-720797] p0395 N71-25792

MULTIPLE CORRELATION OF UNIVERSITY AND FLIGHT TRAINING BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION AS MANAGEMENT TOOL IN PERSONNEL SELECTION FOR PILOT TRAINING [AD-717941] p0536 N71-31620

PILOT TRAINING PERFORMANCE DATA CORRELATION IN PERFORMANCE AND PROBABILITY ESTIMATION OF TRAINING COMPLETION FOR ADVANCED TRAINING PERSONNEL SELECTION [AD-718888] p0536 N71-31621

PILOTED CENTRIFUGES

S HUMAN CENTRIFUGES

PILOTS (PERSONNEL)

BT AIRCRAFT PILOTS

OPTIMAL PREFLIGHT FEEDING FOR PILOTS, DISCUSSING PROTEIN CONTENT AND VITAMIN ENRICHMENT [AIAA PAPER 71-71109] p0211 A71-11109

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION DEFICIENCIES FROM PILOT VIEWPOINT, PROPOSING PILOT DESIGNED DISPLAY [AIAA PAPER 71-787] p0926 A71-34017

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP GLIDING TEAM AERODYNAMICAL PROBLEMS DURING COMPETITION AT MARFA, TEXAS, DISCUSSING CLIMATIC ADAPTATION, NUTRITION, HYPOTHERMIA AND PILOTS GENERAL PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS [JPL-85-65] p0582 A71-41576

MILITARY PILOT HANDLING CHARACTERISTICS, DISCUSSING COMBAT OPERATIONS, ACCIDENT PREVENTION AND BLIND LANDING [AIAA PAPER 71-31532] p0590 A71-42239

PILOT PERFORMANCE AND ACCEPTANCE OF AIRCRAFT RIGID COCKPIT CONTROL SYSTEM DURING SIMULATION [AD-711296] p0406 N71-10840

AIRSICKNESS DURING FLYING TRAINING [AB-8-65-4] p0488 N71-11823

THEORETICAL PILOT-PLATEAU AIRCRAFT INTERACTION WITH PILOT RELYING ON GRAVITY VECTOR FOR ORIENTATION [AB-8-65-4] p0507 N71-31532

PINEAL GLAND

PINEAL GLAND ENDOCRINE FUNCTIONS, DISCUSSING SEROTONIN SYNTHESIS AND SECRETION IN RESPONSE TO ENVIRONMENTAL ILLUMINATION p0318 A71-17108

SMALL SPOTTED DOG FISH EPiphySIS Cerebri, DETERMINING LIGHT SENSITIVITY AND PROPERTIES p0360 A71-28456

BIOSYNTHESIS CONTROL OF SEROTONIN AND OTHER METHOXYLINES IN MAMMALIAN PINDEA ORGANS p0377 A71-29631

SERRUPS PINEALECTOMY EFFECT ON CIRCANOMAL RHYTHM OF BODY TEMPERATURE IN LIGHT AND DARKNESS FROM RADIO TELEMETRIC MONITORING p0652 A71-43547

PILOWS

PIBON BEARS

RADIATION INDUCED VISUAL PHOSPHORESCENCE OBSERVED BY DARK ADAPTED HUMAN SUBJECTS IN FAST NEUTRON, X RAY AND POSITIVE PILOWS BEARS AT BERKELEY COMPARATIVE TO PRIMARY COSMIC RAY EFFECTS p0323 A71-27675

PILOW BEARS DOSIMETRY WITH SILICON DETECTORS AND PLASTIC SCINTILLATORS, PRESENTING DEPTH DOSE AND IMODE DISTRIBUTIONS AND DIFFERENTIAL RANGE CURVES p0632 A71-44359

PIPE FLOW

PIPE FLOW VISUALIZATION AND VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS IN A REPEATEDLY BRANCHING TUBE SYSTEMS, REPRESENTATIVE OF HUMAN LUNG, ESTIMATING VISCOUS DISSIPATION AND PRESSURE DROP p0270 A71-24625

QUASI-STATIONARY VISCOUS INCOMPRESSIBLE LIQUID FLOW IN POROUS TUBE WITH DEFLECTING WALL p0486 A71-35641

PITCH

HUMAN VOICE INITIATION OF TONAL SIGNALS PITCH INTERVAL p0318 A71-12061

PITCH (INCLINATION)

PILOT PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES AS INDICATORS OF PITCH ACTION CAUSE EFFECT ON FLIGHT SIMULATOR FIDELITY p0180 A71-19465

INFRARED TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENT OF PITCH OF CHELICERATE LIQUID CRAYFISH p0112 N71-12324

HYDRODYNAMIC AND FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF SEMICIRCULAR CANALS COMPARING IN YAW, PITCH, AND ROLL [ABHU-8-64-1] p0506 N71-31527

PITCH ANGLES

U PITCH (INCLINATION)

PIGMENTARY GLAND

PHOSPHOLIPID COMPOSITION OF LIPID EXTRACTS OF HYPOTHALAMO-NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL SYSTEM OF CATTLE p0085 A71-13237

STRESS AND BEHAVIOR REGULATION, INVESTIGATING PITUITARY-ADRENAL SYSTEM OPERATION p0195 A71-20213

BRAIN SNOOZINESS LOCALIZATION AND METABOLISM AND ENDORSE FUNCTION, DISCUSSING PITUITARY SECRETION AND NEUROTRANSMITTER INPUT p0631 A71-44274

PLANETARIUMS

PLANETARIUMS: NEG RECREATION INSTRUMENT AIDING, DISCUSSING ASTRONOMICAL SIMULATION CAPABILITIES, CELESTIAL COORDINATE SYSTEMS, SPECIAL EFFECT PROJECTORS, ETC. p0006 A71-10519

LUNAR AND ATMOSPHERES

LUNAR AND ATMOSPHERES

LUNAR AND ATMOSPHERES p0310 A71-25701
Infusoria adaptation ability to extreme environmental conditions with emphasis on Mars surface
Examination of data to be obtained by Mariner Mars 1971 infrared interferometer spectrometer experiment for inferential information on Mars surface biota

Planetary Exploration
U Space Exploration
Planetary Explorer

Planetary Quarantine
Planetary quarantine including background, program evolution, sterilization technology and contamination sources

Planetary quarantine analysis for unmanned Mars orbiter, considering accidental spacecraft impact, loose particles and gases used for attitude control and pressurization

Planetary quarantine constraint effect on multiple outer planet missions, considering navigation error sources and midcourse maneuvers

Experimental system to detect acceptable levels of contamination for terminal sterilization process with unmanned landers

Problems of hardy soil spores in spacecraft sterilization of Planetary Quarantine Program

Research in microbiology for planetary quarantine

Planetary quarantine systems analysis for biological contamination of Mariner Mars 1971 space probe

Application of environmental microbiology to spacecraft quarantine procedures

Planetary quarantine, decontamination, microbial release probabilities, and contamination logs for Venus and Mars

Germination activity of ethylene oxide evaluated through experiments in planetary quarantine

Planetary Space Flight
U Interplanetary Flight

Planetary Spacecraft
U Interplanetary Spacecraft

Planetary Surfaces

Venus Surface

Venus surface alteration for human habitation

Spores released from solids interiors by aeolian erosion on planetary surface, noting application to microbes in planetary quarantine

Abundance, persistence, and localization of oxygen activity in terrestrial soil and exploration of soils suitable for planetary life

Spore release from solid materials by aeolian erosion on planetary surface

Plants

Vascular Plants

Plants (BOTANY)

Algae

Bacteria

Blue Green Algae

Chlorophyll

Euglena

Funghi

Grasses

Hydrogenomonas

Klebsiella

Leaves

Lichens

Microcystis

Microspores

Neobiospora

Pseudomonas

Spores

Staphylococcus

Sporotrichum

Streptococcus

Sporulation

Thermophilic Plants

Tobacco

Thaumatin

Low compensation point species capacity for carbon dioxide fixation, suggesting reduced photosynthesis role

Botanical quarantine studies on Apollo 11 and 12 lunar soil samples effects on terrestrial plants, indicating absence of disease generating agents

Horizontal climatostat rotation rate limits acceptable weightlessness simulation in plants, comparing with wheat seedlings growth in Biosatellite 2

Circumlunar space flight effects on spicwderwort, dry seeds and onion bulbs germinating capacity, growth stimulation and chromosome rearrangements

Activated charcoal effects moss development alterations on artificial agar substrate

Optimization of time intervals of conveyor harvestings and harvested age of oxygen producing plants for life support system

Circadian rhythm of leaves of Phaseolus vulgaris plants is controlled carbon dioxide and humidity environment

Endogenous short period rhythms in rotational movements of unifoliate leaves of Phaseolus vulgaris Light grown under controlled environmental conditions

Hawaiian silversword seed germination and inhibition, showing extraordinary heat sensitivity

Biological experiments on plants, animals and bacteria aboard Zond 5, 6 and 7 space probes

Circumlunar space flight effects on spiderwort, dry seeds and onion bulbs germinating capacity, growth stimulation and chromosome rearrangements

Plants and animals reactions to environment gravitational component, showing organisms perception of accelerating force

Gravitational and other forces involved in equilibrium of growing plants, showing gravity sensing ability lower limit existence

Circumstutions in plants under gravitational stimulation

Geotropic stimulus in plants, describing optimal and test correlations between microscopically visible
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PLANTS (INDUSTRIES)

Gravity receptors in lower plants including Phycomyces sporangiophores and Chara thallus.

Gravity receptors in Phycomyces sporangiophores, considering transient and long term geotropic responses.

Gravity susception by higher plants, proving starch statolith hypothesis.

Gravity susception by higher plants, analyzing geotonic data for georeception theories.

Arguments against statolith theory of gravitational perception in plants.

Auxin transport and geotropic response of roots and shoots, discussing plant growth mechanisms under stimulation-inhibition conditions.

Linkage mechanism between gravity receptors and auxin redistribution causing differential growth and geotropic curvatures in plants.

Geoelectric effects on plants geotropic reaction chain, discussing hormone auxin asymmetric distribution due to gravity.

External indole-3-acetic acid effect on elongation and geotropic bending of Avena coleoptiles related to auxin induced electrical responses.

Gravity influence on plant growth, lateral development, apical dominance, bud initiation, orientation and flower morphology.

Geoeinastic bending of Fritillaria meleagris axes as prototype of geoinduced plagiotropic growth.

Wheat seedling responses to chronic acceleration, considering total height, coleoptile diameter, root length, sensitivity to growth retardation and histological changes.

Plants behavioral reactions to continuous gravitational field directional reorientation by clinostat, discussing gravity compensation effects on tropism and forces required for geotropic response.

Gravity effects on auxin transport, growth and foliage spread of green plants for efficient radiation capture, using horizontal clinostat experiments.

Pinto beans circadian leaf movements in simulated weightless environment, relating rotational treatment time to rhythm phase.

Gravity responses and geotropic behavior at ontogenetic stages of higher green plants, noting tendril movement under mechanical stimulation.

Hydronic plant cultivation with keratin substrate, investigating replacement time effect and regeneration power of nutrient solution transport.

Biological effects on animals and plants onboard Zond-5, 6, and 7.

Selecting algae, seeds, and seedlings of higher plants and establishing tissue cultures for Lunar Receiving Laboratory.

Control of energy metabolites in higher plants.

Reflectance produced by plant leaves.

Investigating alluvial plain of Icelandic glacier for terrestrial and aquatic plant succession.

Investigating relationship of lignin content to height in dwarf and regular-sized alpine plants of Iceland.

Observations of carbon dioxide and plant growth in Arctic ecosystem.

PLANT MATERIALS

Mathematical models for explaining working of physiological systems in plants.
Circadian rhythms of human renal excretions in polar, temperate and equatorial regions

POLYTHIENES

POLYMERIZATION (CHAIN SEPARATION)

POLARIZATION CHARGE SEPARATION

POLARIZATION AND ENERGY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY OF YEAST AND BACILLUS LACTATE FERMENTATION FOR BIOCHEMICAL FUEL CELLS

POLARIZATION CHARACTERISTICS

POLARIZATION CHARTS

POLAROGRAPH

POLAROGRAPHY

POLYHYDROGRAPHY

POLYMERIZATION

POLYESTERS

POLYETHYLENE

POLYESTERS

POLYETHYLENE-AMINES

POLYETHYLENE-BLEND

POLYESTER

POLYETHYLENE
catalyzed alpha-hydroxy ethylene propylene Teflon films with various thicknesses, discussing suitability as spacecraft thermal control surface
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POLYMORPHISM
construction, comparing static and dynamic methods
Gas emanations and contaminants produced by polymers
used in spacecraft construction

POLYSUMMARIES
Gas exchange and intracellular movement by polymers
using in spaceflights

POLYACIDS
Nucleic acid content and composition of fatty
acids in young male rats, discussing
atherosclerosis effects

POROSITY
Age and environmental factors influencing osteoporosis,
bone strength, and acceleration tolerance
investigated using rhesus monkeys

POROUS WALLS
Quasi-stationary viscous incompressible liquid flow
in porous tube with deforming wall

PORPHRINS
Porphyins and amino acids bonding under
geomechanically plausible conditions, considering
diagnosis of biogenic compounds and life
processes pro-biotic chemical evolution

POSTURE
The role of posture and lower body negative pressure effects on
flight crew tolerance to positive acceleration

POWERS
Target detection by porpoises through emission of
ultrasound echo locating signals

PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
Regenerative portable life support systems concepts
for EVA use in 1980 and technology assessment

PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Advanced regenerative portable life support system
concept analysis for long duration and multiple
extravehicular activity

POPCULATION
Unbilled house assembly and PLSS oxygen and water
house designs

POSITION (LOCATION)
Visual threshold dependence on retinal location for
various colors under conditions of scotopic,
aesopic, and photopic adaptation

POSITION ERRORS
Stereroscopic effects and apparent shape or position of
moving objects at relativistic speeds under
binocular observation

SUBJECT INDEX
Visual target pursuit tracking test confirming error
amending by central mechanisms without sensory
feedback

POSITION INDICATORS
BY RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS

POSITIONING
Dogs intrapleural and intrathoracic pressures
dependence on head positions

POSTURES
Computerized positron scanning of short-lived
radioisotopes for studies of pulmonar conditions and
blood flow in other organs

POSTERIOR SECTIONS
Dogs ventral thalamus nuclei neurons response to
visual, acoustic, and somatic stimuli in cats with
microelectrodes

POSTFLIGHT ANALYSIS
Skin tissue auto-microflora composition and natural
immunity indices changes after 16 day orbital flight from microbiological and immunological
examinations

POSTURE
Coronary hemodynamic responses to postural changes in
hemorrhaged dogs involving head-up and
head-down tilts

POTABLE LIQUIDS
Nutritional and physiological effects of posture
on nutrition and water intake in space flight

POTABLE WATER
Feeding systems, potable water and waste disposal in
space cabinets

POTABLES
Automated self sterilizing breadboard unit for
potable water reclamation from urine by
electrolysis-electrodialysis for long term space
missions

POTABLES (PAPER)
Water reclamation from human wastes in
zero-G environment

POTABLES (PAPER)
Radioisotope fueled distillation system for
reclaming potable water from urine on prolonged
space flight

POTABLES (PAPER)
Evaluation of storable propellants as sources of O2,
O2, potable H2O, and heat for use in emergency
life support system

POTABLES (PAPER)
Spectrophotometric measurement of iodine
concentrations in spacecraft potable water
supplies

POTABLES (PAPER)
Development of bellows-type tanks for long term
storage of potable water for space shuttle
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POTASSIUM

Ehrlich ascites tumor cell membrane potassium and electrophoretic mobility loss, investigating radiation effects under radiosensitizing and radioprotecting drugs

Potassium oxides on myocardial potassium balance in dogs during cardiopulmonary resuscitation

Potassium concentrations and osmolality levels in interstitial fluid of muscles during physical exercise with ion specific microelectrodes

Continuous measurement of potassium and sodium levels in interstitial fluid of muscles during physical exercise with ion specific microelectrodes

Full title: "Continuous measurement of potassium and sodium levels in interstitial fluid of muscles during physical exercise with ion specific microelectrodes [NASA-TT-F-13996]"

POTASSIUM OXIDES

Respiratory gas reaction mechanism on potassium superoxide in closed circuit breathing apparatus

Utilization of potassium superoxide in regenerating expired gas

POTATOES

Microrespirometers to measure oxygen consumption of sprouting potato plugs, and gravitational effects on hypothalamic-hypophysial system of fish

Full title: "Microrespirometers to measure oxygen consumption of sprouting potato plugs, and gravitational effects on hypothalamic-hypophysial system of fish [NASA-CR-117179]"

POTENTIAL ENERGY

NT BIOELECTRIC POTENTIAL
NT ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
NT SPKE POTENTIALS

POTENTIAL FIELDS

Distinctive visual evoked response potential field patterns resulting from human retina stimulation, using electrode array on occipital scalp

Full title: "Distinctive visual evoked response potential field patterns resulting from human retina stimulation, using electrode array on occipital scalp [NASA-TG-P-13996]"

POTENTIAL FLOW

NT EQUIPOTENTIALS
NT ELECTRIC GENERATED

POTENTIALS

Ehrlich ascites tumor cell membrane potassium and electrophoretic mobility loss, investigating radiation effects under radiosensitizing and radioprotecting drugs

Potassium oxides on myocardial potassium balance in dogs during cardiopulmonary resuscitation

Potassium concentrations and osmolality levels in interstitial fluid of muscles during physical exercise with ion specific microelectrodes

Continuous measurement of potassium and sodium levels in interstitial fluid of muscles during physical exercise with ion specific microelectrodes

Full title: "Continuous measurement of potassium and sodium levels in interstitial fluid of muscles during physical exercise with ion specific microelectrodes [NASA-TT-F-13996]"

POTENTIALS OXIDES

Respiratory gas reaction mechanism on potassium superoxide in closed circuit breathing apparatus

Utilization of potassium superoxide in regenerating expired gas

POTATOES

Microrespirometers to measure oxygen consumption of sprouting potato plugs, and gravitational effects on hypothalamic-hypophysial system of fish

Full title: "Microrespirometers to measure oxygen consumption of sprouting potato plugs, and gravitational effects on hypothalamic-hypophysial system of fish [NASA-CR-117179]"

POTENTIAL ENERGY

NT BIOELECTRIC POTENTIAL
NT ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
NT SPKE POTENTIALS

POTENTIAL FIELDS

Distinctive visual evoked response potential field patterns resulting from human retina stimulation, using electrode array on occipital scalp

Full title: "Distinctive visual evoked response potential field patterns resulting from human retina stimulation, using electrode array on occipital scalp [NASA-TG-P-13996]"

POTENTIAL FLOW

NT EQUIPOTENTIALS
NT ELECTRIC GENERATED

POTENTIALS

Ehrlich ascites tumor cell membrane potassium and electrophoretic mobility loss, investigating radiation effects under radiosensitizing and radioprotecting drugs

Potassium oxides on myocardial potassium balance in dogs during cardiopulmonary resuscitation

Potassium concentrations and osmolality levels in interstitial fluid of muscles during physical exercise with ion specific microelectrodes

Continuous measurement of potassium and sodium levels in interstitial fluid of muscles during physical exercise with ion specific microelectrodes

Full title: "Continuous measurement of potassium and sodium levels in interstitial fluid of muscles during physical exercise with ion specific microelectrodes [NASA-TT-F-13996]"

POTENTIALS OXIDES

Respiratory gas reaction mechanism on potassium superoxide in closed circuit breathing apparatus

Utilization of potassium superoxide in regenerating expired gas

POTATOES

Microrespirometers to measure oxygen consumption of sprouting potato plugs, and gravitational effects on hypothalamic-hypophysial system of fish

Full title: "Microrespirometers to measure oxygen consumption of sprouting potato plugs, and gravitational effects on hypothalamic-hypophysial system of fish [NASA-CR-117179]"

POTENTIAL ENERGY

NT BIOELECTRIC POTENTIAL
NT ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
NT SPKE POTENTIALS

POTENTIAL FIELDS

Distinctive visual evoked response potential field patterns resulting from human retina stimulation, using electrode array on occipital scalp

Full title: "Distinctive visual evoked response potential field patterns resulting from human retina stimulation, using electrode array on occipital scalp [NASA-TG-P-13996]"

POTENTIAL FLOW

NT EQUIPOTENTIALS
NT ELECTRIC GENERATED

POTENTIALS

Ehrlich ascites tumor cell membrane potassium and electrophoretic mobility loss, investigating radiation effects under radiosensitizing and radioprotecting drugs

Potassium oxides on myocardial potassium balance in dogs during cardiopulmonary resuscitation

Potassium concentrations and osmolality levels in interstitial fluid of muscles during physical exercise with ion specific microelectrodes

Continuous measurement of potassium and sodium levels in interstitial fluid of muscles during physical exercise with ion specific microelectrodes

Full title: "Continuous measurement of potassium and sodium levels in interstitial fluid of muscles during physical exercise with ion specific microelectrodes [NASA-TT-F-13996]"

POTENTIALS OXIDES

Respiratory gas reaction mechanism on potassium superoxide in closed circuit breathing apparatus

Utilization of potassium superoxide in regenerating expired gas

POTATOES

Microrespirometers to measure oxygen consumption of sprouting potato plugs, and gravitational effects on hypothalamic-hypophysial system of fish

Full title: "Microrespirometers to measure oxygen consumption of sprouting potato plugs, and gravitational effects on hypothalamic-hypophysial system of fish [NASA-CR-117179]"

POTENTIAL ENERGY

NT BIOELECTRIC POTENTIAL
NT ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
NT SPKE POTENTIALS

POTENTIAL FIELDS

Distinctive visual evoked response potential field patterns resulting from human retina stimulation, using electrode array on occipital scalp

Full title: "Distinctive visual evoked response potential field patterns resulting from human retina stimulation, using electrode array on occipital scalp [NASA-TG-P-13996]"

POTENTIAL FLOW

NT EQUIPOTENTIALS
NT ELECTRIC GENERATED

POTENTIALS

Ehrlich ascites tumor cell membrane potassium and electrophoretic mobility loss, investigating radiation effects under radiosensitizing and radioprotecting drugs

Potassium oxides on myocardial potassium balance in dogs during cardiopulmonary resuscitation

Potassium concentrations and osmolality levels in interstitial fluid of muscles during physical exercise with ion specific microelectrodes

Continuous measurement of potassium and sodium levels in interstitial fluid of muscles during physical exercise with ion specific microelectrodes

Full title: "Continuous measurement of potassium and sodium levels in interstitial fluid of muscles during physical exercise with ion specific microelectrodes [NASA-TT-F-13996]"
PRESSURE CABINS

DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
[AD-723173]
[AD-732298]

PRESSURE CABINS

U PRESSURE GAGES

PRESSURE CHAMBERS

U PRESSURE GAGES

NT HYPERBARIC CHAMBERS

U PRESSURE GAGES

PRESSURE CHAMBERS

U PRESSURE GAGES

NT VACUUM CHAMBERS

U PRESSURE GAGES

PRESSURE GAGES

PRESSURE GAGES

Rabbits and humans behavioral reactions and EEG changes relation to hypoxia in pressure chamber
p0322 A71-27488

Artificial respiration in elevated gas pressure chamber to revive organism after clinical death by rapid decompression
p0324 A71-27745

Carbon dioxide concentration control in pressure chamber during atmospheric regeneration by Chlorella
p0234 A71-19052

Gas composition, electrical ignition hazards, and combustion products from fire resistant material in diving atmospheres
p0396 A71-25925

PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION

Alveolar-arterial oxygen pressure difference during controlled hyperventilation and posthyperventilatory phase
p0515 A71-38200

Intraocular pressure distribution of healthy mental workers in 25-40 years age range, noting symmetry
p0530 A71-39230

Phenomenological theory for describing intraocular pressure regulation in normal eye and consequences of deterioration of pressure regulation in abnormal eye
p0165 A71-15858

Analysis of pressure differentials required to prevent passage of airborne microorganisms through holes in membranes acting as barriers
p0654 A71-37655

PRESSURE DROP

Flow visualization and velocity measurements in repeatedly branching tube systems representative of human lung, estimating viscous dissipation and pressure drop
p0270 A71-24625

Aircraft crew without pressure suits, noting abrupt ambient pressure drop tolerance in trained and untrained subjects
p0323 A71-27659

PRESSURE EFFECTS

Guinea pigs head and eye movements produced by vestibular apparatus stimulation via static pressure changes
p0005 A71-10347

Visual images induced in aircraft crew members, during pressure chamber experiments, discussing latent period and persistence of sequelae
p0028 A71-11999

Hypobaric pressure and hypoxic or hyperoxic atmospheres effect on mice to pneumococcal pneumonia
p0033 A71-12382

Intracranial pressure effect on stresses concentration and deformation of arterial wall in relation to atherosclerosis, using finite element method
p0090 A71-14113

Human orthostatic tolerance measurement via leg and lower body negative pressure, discussing heart rate and stroke volume variations
p0096 A71-15052

Pressure and gas composition effects on sodium acetate-C 14 incorporation into liver lipids, indicating metabolic relationships to decompression sickness
p0206 A71-20814

Venus life forms, describing algae grown in pure carbon dioxide under pressure in acidic nutrient media at high temperatures
p0310 A71-25701

Pressure effects on human ventilation and gas exchange, determining stratified inhomogeneity during deep diving
p0318 A71-27126

Abdominal pressure decrease resulting in transmural pressure cranio-casual gradient increase under gravitational effect simulation
p0360 A71-20437

Sympathetic arterial blood pressure response to chronic high altitude and hypoxia effects

Elevated atmospheric pressure effects on human psychophysiological qualities including attention, memory and time-estimating capabilities and nervous processes equilibrium
p0423 A71-33578

Sympathetic responses in renal and splanchic nerves to induced fall and rise of arterial blood pressure in anesthetized rabbits, investigating baroreceptor reflex effect
p0464 A71-35367

Muscle contraction model under biological factors action, considering circular cylindrical vessel equilibrium under internal and external pressures
p0466 A71-35616

Astronaut orthostatic tolerance loss due to weightlessness, describing compensation by periodic lower body negative pressure
p0468 A71-36648

Regional cerebral blood flow, tissue oxygen, EEG activity and behavioral reaction at high pressure
p0521 A71-38557

Active vasodilation in gracilis muscle vascular bed due to perfusion pressure changes
p0531 A71-39378

Physical determinants of gravity receptor mechanisms, discussing hydrostatic stress effects on membranes and gravity influence on entyctic transport
p0557 A71-39972

Hypobaric normoxic breathing helium, nitrogen and neon gas mixture effects on EEG and reaction time in man
p0566 A71-40347

Aquanautes tremor response measurement by muscle force transducer during compression and decompression in 520-foot saturation dive, noting differences among individuals
p0566 A71-40350

Radiation effects on rats peripheral blood state in low pressure environment with sea level value oxygen tension
p0599 A71-42732

Posture and lower body negative pressure effects on human heart rate and blood pressure
p0630 A71-46241

Respiratory carbon dioxide and oxygen partial pressure effects on intracranial and blood pressure in rabbits under Somnifen narcosis
p0632 A71-48368

High altitude decompression disorders prevention in humans by increasing pressure level in oxygen equipment assembly
p0635 A71-44047

Low barometric pressure effects on human and chicken erythropoiesis active nucleus efflux
p0052 A71-11097

Investigating effects of oxygen, nitrogen, and rare gas mixtures at increased pressures on narcosis tendencies of man
p0054 A71-11110

Investigating human response to effects of argon, nitrogen, and helium under increased pressures
p0054 A71-11111

Measuring external symptoms of nitrogen narcosis in human subjects breathing air at increased pressures
p0054 A71-11112

Investigating dynamics of narcosis in man from breathing nitrogens and rare gas mixtures under constant pressures for one hour
p0054 A71-11114

Complex effect of nitrogen, argon, and helium respiratory mixtures on humans at increased pressures
p0054 A71-11115

Effects of atmospheric gas and moisture concentration, temperature, pressure, and wind velocity on human performance and skin water loss rate
p0054 A71-11116

Blood pressure measuring system for separately recording dc and ac pressure signals of Korotkov sounds
p0601 A71-26385

INDEX

SUBJECT INDEX
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Highly articulate pressure glove providing digital dexterity, tactility, and stability  
[HASA-CH-114035]  p0016 A71-35265

PRESSURE TRANSUDERS
U PRESSURE SENSORS
U PRESSURE WAVES
U ELASTIC WAVES
PRESSURED CABINS  
Aeromedical requirements, control limitations and hazards of aircraft pressure cabins and rapid decompression  
p0203 A71-20715
Emergency backup /secondary pressurization/ devices for aerospace crew and passenger safety and comfort, considering high altitude pressure units  
p0203 A71-20716
Polymer odor threshold determination for hygienic considerations in sealed/pressurized chamber construction, comparing static and dynamic methods  
p0636 A71-44539
PRESSURE TREATMENT  
Acute mountain sickness due to oxygen deficiency, discussing control by acetazolamide, placebo or furosemide pretreatment  
p0144 A71-17613
PREVENTION
U ACCOUNTUENT PREVENTION
U CORROSION PREVENTION
U FIRE PREVENTION
PRIMATES
U CHIMPANZEES
U HUMAN BEINGS
U MONKEYS
- Primate restraint harness of nylon jacket and cotton cord on aluminum frame padded seat for bone resorption and calcium metabolism studies  
p0246 A71-22476
- Impulse-skin temperature encoding in primate cutaneous thermoreceptors in dynamic thermal conditions  
p0887 A71-36877
Effects of carbon monoxide containing cabin atmospheres on performance of humans and primates  
- Monitoring cardiovascular function in primates under prolonged weightlessness  
[HASA-CA-73498]  p0160 A71-14633
- Differential effects of multiple and single irradiations upon primate equilibrium function  
[AD-722058]  p0447 A71-28657
- Effects of hyperbaric environments on primates neurovascular control  
[AD-723829]  p0509 A71-31587
PRINTED CIRCUITS  
Photocardiographic preprocessor using breadboard circuit consisting of full wave rectifier with simple resistance capacity filtering  
[AMPS-TR-69-20]  p0165 A71-15088
Self instructing techniques for training in soldering printed circuit boards  
[AD-720308]  p0435 A71-28186
Determining force required for inserting printed circuit board into equipment by human performance tests  
[AD-723049]  p0496 A71-29790
PRINTERS
U PRINTERS (DATA PROCESSING)
U PRINTERS (DATA PROCESSING)  
TV display eye movement monitor with automatic coordinate digital printout for permanent record  
p0199 A71-20402
PRISMS
- Mechanical sterilization and cleansing of Goldmann applanation tonometer prisms contaminated with coliphage, comparing with gericidal immersion  
p0369 A71-29036
PRIVATE AIRCRAFT
U GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
PRIVATE AVIATION
U CIVIL AVIATION
U GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
PROBABILITY
U PROBABILITY THEORY
PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS
U WEIBULL DENSITY FUNCTIONS
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS  
Electric circuit component failure prediction and probability distribution in troubleshooting search  
p0623 A71-42900
Statistical characteristics of spontaneous electrical activity of nerve units that exhibit stochastic dead time following impulse  
PROBABILITY THEORY  
Extraterrestrial civilizations, discussing probability theory and radio communication  
p0145 A71-17739
Three element model for choice behavior binary prediction consisting of logical, experimental and error components  
p0189 A71-11505
Probability theory for viable microorganism exposure in fractured contaminated solid, using quanital response model  
p0189 A71-19600
Perceived and responded to discriminative stimuli identification in probability learning, using parameter free model of event pattern association strength  
p0191 A71-19775
Complex human memory processes large scale simulation /cyborg modeling/ based on information handling probability and retrieval  
p0193 A71-20105
- Theory of form based on geometric probabilities, leading to two dimensional retinal type computer programed to exhibit elementary form perception aspects  
p0260 A71-23997
- Signals temporal uncertainty and sensory modality influence on watchkeeping performance, discussing signal density effect on pulses duration increments detection  
p0262 A71-24183
- Human inferences based on partially reliable reports, studying likelihood ratio estimates and probabilistic relations in noise  
p0417 A71-33103
- Probability approach to visual effectiveness of signal flashing lights, showing graphically Broca-Sulzer effect  
p0579 A71-41660
- Decision making experiment to determine combinatorial properties of personal probabilities  
p0605 A71-11201
- Pilot training performance data correlation in performance and probability estimation of training completion for advanced trained personnel selection  
[AD-71848]  p0536 A71-31621
- Planetary quarantine, decontamination, microbial release probabilities, and contamination logs for Venus and Mars  
[HASA-CA-121423]  p0544 A71-33221
PROBLEM SOLVING
U ITERATIVE SOLUTION  
Human operators performance under control problem programs, determining training and fatigue effects  
p2245 A71-22483
- Defining effects of temporal and quantitative dietary variables on human performance of vigilance tasks  
[AD-711564]  p0055 A71-11118
- Measuring human performance of auditory vigilance task time shared with memory task  
[AD-711565]  p0055 A71-11119
- Ear-computer interaction and context processing for problems solving and management planningarga  
p1700 A71-16351
- Awareness of thought processes in recent past experiences  
[JPHS-52297]  p0237 A71-19124
- Development, characteristics, and performance of learning machines, artificial intelligence, and pattern recognition techniques  
[AD-718381]  p0394 A71-23247
- Heuristic problems in design and operation of large scale man machine systems  
p0503 A71-30871
- Problems solving task for mental ability assessment in selection of aviation personnel  
[PA-TR-71-261]  p0540 A71-32434
- Eye movement, mental performance, and problem solving  
p0614 A71-35250
- Human thinking studies using problem solving in chess  
p0614 A71-35251
Skin resistance during solution of mental problems p0614 N71-35252
Factors creating objective complexity of human problem solving reduced to information processes p0614 N71-35253
Mathematical foundations and identification of problems easily solved by syncoedr computer [AD-727067] p0656 N71-37672

PROCEEDURES

NT FIBRIR ELEMENT METHOD
NT OPTICAL CORRECTION PROCEDURE
Procedures and impact of fluorescent techniques for screening Apollo aquatic test animals for bacterial pathogens after lunar sample exposure [NASA-CS-115064] p0493 N71-29228

PROJECT DESIGN

U PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Phonocardiograph design and calibration for accurate measuring and recording of cardiac vibration displacements, velocities and accelerations p0511 N71-37231
Design, development, and fabrication of personnel armor load profile analyzer [AD-711767] p0056 N71-11180
Development of prototype waste collection system /modified Hydro Job/ designed for zero or one gravity environment [NASA-CS-115049] p0634 N71-27770
Development of WFFL telemetry system to low-duty cycle tone burst system [AD-726066] p0618 N71-35277

PRODUCTION ENGINEERING

Human position in socialist productive system, examining pedagogical aspects of leadership Mechanical engineering research in aerospace technology, machine design and industrial processing, and weapons p0161 N71-14667
Silicon radiation detector production engineering for biological and medical applications and explanation of continuous absorption spectra using IC delay line as equivalent circuit [SRM-PRE-70-15] p0430 N71-26918
Design and fabrication of viton gloves for use in sterile nitrogen atmospheric processing cabinet of Lunar Receiving Laboratory [NASA-CS-115112] p0535 N71-31600

PRODUCTION METHODS U PRODUCTION ENGINEERING

PRODUCTIVITY

Astronaut teleoperators use for space operations cost reduction and future experiments productivity increase p0588 N71-42033

PROFICIENCY MEASUREMENT

U HUMAN PERFORMANCE
U PERFORMANCE TESTS

PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION

Computerized techniques incorporating adaptive pilot training concepts and means of predicting student training success [AD-711647] p0279 N71-19798
Self instructing techniques for training in soldering printed circuit boards [AD-720308] p0436 N71-28186
Computer assisted electronics instruction effectiveness in comparison with classroom training [AD-720309] p0436 N71-28190

PROGRAMS

NT APOLLO PROJECT
NT GEMINI PROJECT
NT MARS 69 PROJECT
NT MARS 71 PROJECT
NT MERCURY PROJECT
NT NASA PROGRAMS
NT SKILLB PROGRAM
NT TEXTILE PROJECT
NT UNIVERSITY PROGRAM

PROJECTS

NT APOLLO PROJECT
NT GEMINI PROJECT
NT MARS 69 PROJECT

PROPRIOCEPTORS

WT MARS 71 PROJECT
WT MERCURY PROJECT
WT THERMS PROJECT

PROLATE SPHEROIDS

Microspharical biological exposure systems implementation in limited spaces, describing focused prolattr spheroid, absorber-lined horns and compact range illumination system p0318 N71-25288

PROLOGUEN

Developing realistic mission models for food system to sustain spacecrew for extended periods of time [NASA-CR-114886] p0279 N71-19785

PROPAJATION VELOCITY

Age, oblitiating arteriopathy and peripheral arterial sclerosis effects on rheographic wave propagation speed to lower limbs p0272 N71-24976

PROPELLANTS

WT STORABLE PROPELLANTS
Toxicological evaluation of carbon monoxide, atmospheric contaminants, and propellants in environmental pollution p0615 N71-35258

PROPELLER SYNCHRONIZERS

U PROPELLERS

PROPELLERS

Biological oscillating propulsion systems, investigating plate propeller, boundary layer control, low drag fuselage shapes and VTOL engine installations p0265 N71-24235

PROPYLAXIS

Natural or endogenous fibrinolysis and its pharmacological enhancement as possible approach to prophylaxis of vascular occlusions p0537 N71-12417

Prophyactic radiation protection through lipid toxicants reduction in white rats tissues by high efficiency chemical radioprotectors p0140 N71-17391

Radiation sickness prophylaxis chemical compounds, discussing protection mechanisms, radical inactivation and afflicted cell recovery p0536 N71-24271

Prophyactic medication for radiation damage, treatment, covering toxicity, pharmacological properties, metabolism, dosage and physiological action p0536 N71-24271

Prophyactic vitaminization with pyridoxine-containing compounds for preventing vestibular disturbances due to sea and air travel [JPRS-54048] p0647 N71-36480

PROPORTIONAL CONTROL

Automatic temperature sensor and proportional solid state DC controller for electrophysiological use p0004 N71-10247

PROPRIOCEPTION

WT AUTOMATIZATION
Ocular pursuit movement evocation by visual and proprioceptive stimulation p0003 N71-10225

Proprioception role in perception of arm bending and extension during weightlessesses and accelerations in aircraft flight along parabolic trajectory p0116 N71-11163

Human performance in optical high inertia tracking system interface, considering proprioceptive feedback, display magnification, control dynamics view field and anticipatory processes effects p0490 N71-26912

Eye movement neurophysiology, discussing ocular proprioception, oculorumotory muscle sensory receptor role, extraskeletal muscle afferent and efferent innervation and central nervous system control effect p0551 N71-62433

Vertebular and proprioceptive stabilization of eye movements p0551 N71-62433

PROPRIOCEPTORS

Labyrinths and proprioceptors from aerospace medicine viewpoint, discussing motion sickness, spatial disorientation, masked space flight and rotation in space p0202 N71-20711

Proprioceptive themoregulatory mechanism of sweat secretion during positive and negative work in man p0537 N71-12448
Reflex mechanisms and programmed command in insect flight stabilization, discussing gravity proprioceptors, wind sensing and optomotor control p0258 A71-2369

Proprioceptive gravity perception in Hymenoptera, noting joint located hair plates and constant angle space orientation in dark p0559 A71-39987

PROPELLOSION

PROPULSION NT UNDERWATER PROPULSION

PROPULSION CALCULATIONS

U MATHEMATICAL MODELS

PROPULSION SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS

Biological oscillating propulsion systems, investigating plate propeller, boundary layer control, low drag fuselage shapes and VTOL engine installations p0265 A71-24235

PROSTHETIC DEVICES

NT ARTIFICIAL EARS

Hybrid computer simulation for cardio-circulatory assist device, discussing atrium to aorta and ventricle to aorta output, time index and flow control p0189 A71-19586

Biped locomotion machines dynamic analysis and synthesis by minimum energy criteria for prosthetic-orthotic equipment design and human locomotion analysis p0248 A71-22971

Mechanical impedance measurement of artificial and human mastoids for bone vibrator calibration as function of frequency p0313 A71-26189

Lower extremity Army amputee retention on flight status regarding service need, amputation and prosthetic fit, age, career, hours flown and time in military p0189 A71-33120


PROTECTION

NT ACCELERATION PROTECTION

NT CORROSION PREVENTION

NT RADIATION PROTECTION

NT RADATION SHIELDING

NT SOLAR RADIATION SHIELDING

NT THERMAL PROTECTION

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

NT HELMETS

NT PRESSURE SUITS

NT SPACE SUITS

Anest protective clothing effectiveness for aircraft crews, discussing outer coating reflectivity and emissivity, insulating layer and internal surface p0136 A71-16934

Flight personnel green protection system from nuclear weapons high intensity thermal p0143 A71-17609

Water cooled head cap for heat stress amelioration in subjects working in warm environments p0143 A71-17611

Water cooled garments, discussing human thermoregulation, developments and current suits p0146 A71-17957

Astronaut protection from solar flare high energy protons, discussing spacecraft, spacecraft orientation and solid, electrostatic, magnetic and plasma shielding p0370 A71-29252

Fire fighter protective clothing, considering efficiency as function of garment weight and heat stress loading p0455 A71-34785

Cold climate clothed human wind chill tables, considering various heat transfer modes and skin temperature p0528 A71-39205

Heat acclimatization by evaporative cooling prevention in men wearing vapor barrier suits, considering body temperature and heart and sweat rates p0567 A71-40355

Investigating approaches and concept for improving mobility of aerospace pressure suits p0077 A71-10949

Design, development, and fabrication of personnel armor load profile analyzer p0056 A71-1118C

Configuration and systems description of life support equipment for intravehicular and extravehicular activity - Vol. 1 [NASA-TP-I-66478] p0106 A71-1120C

Sweating cylinder for testing heat and water vapor transfer characteristics of protective clothing systems p0115 A71-12340

Design and development of air conditioned protective clothing p0163 A71-14741

Comparative tests of firefighting masks [LA-4959-TR] p0166 A71-15985

Sealing of respiratory protection masks [LA-TR-70-17] p0166 A71-15993

One piece human garment for use as contamination proof garment [AR-12206-1-1] p0223 A71-17599

Investigating biophysical model of living tissue for application to thermal control of protective clothing [NASA-CR-116873] p0233 A71-18926

Criteria for evaluation of space crew garments systems, garment support systems, and space vehicle accessory items [NASA-CR-114553] p0328 A71-21926

Thermoregulating with cooling flow pipe network for humans [NASA-CASE-EBS-10629] p0349 A71-24147

Evaluation of protective clothing for flight crew members p0388 A71-28160

Development of improved convolute section for pressurized suits to provide high degree of mobility in response to minimum of applied torque [NASA-CASE-EB-09637-1] p0390 A71-24730

Performance of smoke hood for protection of human respiratory system in aircraft accidents and passenger evacuation [FAA-AR-70-29] p0496 A71-29640

Protective clothing against tritium and tritiated water [CRA-W-1413] p0499 A71-30484

Physiological response of subjects exposed to cold water environment wearing different protective suit assemblies [AD-726646] p0543 A71-32907

Performance of protective clothing in large J-4 fuel fires p0543 A71-32925

Automatic temperature control for liquid cooling gants and during astronaut extravehicular activity with external auditory meatus, and skin temperature as input signals [NASA-CASE-EB-115112] p0611 A71-34077

Damage control suit system to protect personnel in hazardous chemical, high temperature-humidity, and oxygen deficient environments p0650 A71-36502

PROTECTORS

NT EYE PROTECTORS

PROTEIN METABOLISM

NT LIPID METABOLISM

Blood cholesterol and protein fraction concentrations in pathogenesis of hypothalamic atherosclerosis patients p0036 A71-12531

Long term hypoxia effects on granulosa and various organs in rats, noting collagen and noncollagenous proteins formation stimulation and/or inhibition p0128 A71-16293

Decamethorone effects on amino acid metabolic patterns of various rat tissues, considering holonzyme inactivation p0128 A71-16294

Liver and skeletal musculature morphology during hypokinesia and protein deficiency in mice p0151 A71-18377

Bicycle ergometer workout effects on serum proteins, noting intravascular redistribution, tissue damage and membrane permeability p0196 A71-20328

Division cycle of Myxococcus xanthus, considering kinesis of cell growth and protein synthesis p0255 A71-23673
Photoreduction regulation in Rhodospirillum rubrum by ammonium chloride, discussing nitrogen fixation and protein metabolism

Polyosomal RNA disaggregation and attendant reduction in hepatic protein synthesis in rats as result of decreased feed ingestion during hypoxia

Urinary metabolites relationship to fatigue, considering excretion of proteins, electrolytes, simple organic compounds and hormones

Chlorella extracellular metabolites, identifying indole nature biologically active substances

Protein content in cytoplasm of neurons and glial satellite cells in supraneural and red nuclei of white rat brains during natural and paradoxical phase deprived sleep

Exercise-induced human protein catabolism not due to caloric deficit

Urineary protein excretion rates in high altitude inhabitants, showing polycythemia effect on creatinine clearance levels

Cerebral gamma-aminobutyric acid metabolites and hyperbaric oxygen induced seizures in chicks during brain development, noting increased seizure permeability

Abdominal and head shielding effects on blood serum protein metabolism of gamma irradiated dogs

Prototypes

Hypoxic hypoxia and hypercapnia effect on calcium, inorganic phosphorus and total protein in rats blood during hypodynamic syndrome

Anabaena cylindrica alga chromosomes protein components, noting histone absence

Rhodopsin kinetics mathematical analysis by cyclic five-component model, applying to flash and extended photolysis in rat retina

Photolysis of metarhodopsin II, discussing rate and extent of conversion to rhodopsin

Halophilic bacteria electron transport chain, studying protein, phospholipid, flavoproteins and cytochromes sediments properties by electron microscopy and light scattering technique

Coronary diluting substances of low molecular weight separated through dialysis from hypothalasms protein carriers

Solute diffusion coefficients dependence on proteins concentrations in human plasma from experiment, presenting equation for prediction

Biological effects of radiation and mechanism of protein and nucleic acid synthesis

Nutritional quality of Hydrogenomonas eutropha endotoxins proteins

Protein quality of Hydrogenomonas eutropha for animal food supplement

Plasma and urinary uric acid production in fed egg protein and yeast ribonucleic acid

Uric acid levels in fed algae and yeast as protein sources

Detection of several nonprotein amino acids in presence of proteins amino acids

Liver and skeletal muscle morphology in rats under hypokinesia and protein deficiency

Proton Irradiation

Shielding effectiveness of different body portions during repeated proton irradiation on dogs

Resal anatomical pathology in dogs long after high energy proton irradiation, noting similarity to natural aging

Reactivity changes to pharmacological preparations under total proton and gamma ray irradiation of abdomen and head shielded rats

High energy proton irradiation of rats with partial shielding of abdominal region, observing pathosmorphological changes in myocardiun, nervous syste and radiosensitive organs

Proton irradiation of dogs to determine value of shielding body organs

Ion-corpuscular radiation therapy and application of proton accelerators in cancer therapy

Prototypes

Proton release association with whole blood oxygenation at constant plasma pH and carbon dioxide partial pressure, using alkaline titration

Absorbed dose and dose equivalent from neutrons in energy range 60 to 3000 MeV and protons in energy range 400 to 3000 MeV

Soviet monograph on conccentrators and protolimass covering colloidal-chemical properties, enzyme catalysts and multiphase cell and organism simulation

Prototypes

Closed-cycle respirator development program
Soviet book on psychology and outer space covering astronauts experiences and emotions during training and flights, daily routine, equipment, food, habits and personal characteristics

Sick and injured transportation aboard regular airliners, considering pathological and psychological contraindications

Psychopathological causes for French Air Force flying personnel inaptitude, considering motivational problems and age factor

Human adaptive behavior under psychological stress of astronauts tasks posture-motor characteristics, discussing stabilographic platform test results

Short term central fatigue as causal factor of delayed psychological refractory period in multiple choice visual signal tasks

Discussing development of engineering psychology as independent science

Circadian rhythms of psychological functions under different conditions

Discussing basic principles and methods for evaluating health, functional capacity, and psychological peculiarities in cosmonaut selection

Characteristics of low-entropy system of superlight particles capable of producing some prelogical informational and causal functions (JPRS-52722)

Cybernetic modelling of neuropsychological information processes in human nervous system

Comparison of psychological and physiological aspects of circadian rhythms in male subjects

Evaluation of effects of constraint redundancy shifts, length of rest interval, and duration of inter-task interval upon acquisition and transfer of schematic concepts

Psychological factors in visual observation of solar flares and application of visual perceptions in predicting flares

Human factors engineering in man machine system design

Human behavior patterns

Psychological investigations and theory of thinking with four types of intellectual associations

Factors creating objective complexity of human problems solved reducing to information processes

Psychotechnical analysis of creativeness in research personnel based on personal interviews for personnel management applications

**SUBJECT INDEX**

Psychological tests

**PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS**

Visual slant averaging mechanism evidence from binocular disparity tests, considering gradient slant perception theory and neurophysiological averaging mechanisms

Psychometric measurements approaches for pilot training questionnaires, considering personality traits standard model

Pretask instructions effect on vigilance task performance, measuring time related signal detection correct and incorrect response percentages

Psychological selection of pupil pilots, discussing statistical correlations between values of some single parameters of Zulliger test and instructional data

Rhesus monkeys concurrent avoidance and appetitive behavior patterns with counter discontinuities in shock proximity indicator tests

Multiple suprathreshold visual and acoustic monitoring tasks, evaluating vigilance decrement, individual differences, intertask relationships and channel capacity

Sensorimotor activity tests of operator perceiving high speed stimuli in broad visual field for psychological selection of aircraft and spacecraft pilots

Psychological tests for aerial photograph interpreter selection and performance prediction

Psychosociological and medical evaluation of private pilots to promote flight safety

Recognition response time experiments for word number effects in target set, discussing familiarity judgment and response decision

Stimulus familiarization effects on visual selection patterns during exposure to banal and incongruous paired stimuli

Human visual depth impression by gradient patterns, discussing experimental verification for hypothesis concerning perceptual economy principle

Risk additivity in portfolios from experiments on accommodation role in binocular rivalry control

Human visual system differential luminance sensitivity tests using simultaneous stimuli in yes-no procedure

Antikinet motion of luminous target, relating apparent visual movement to experienced displacement

Time duration judgment under visual stimuli, noting nuscriosity effects

Mental work capacity investigation methodology, including Kekcheev, Kosilov, Zinchenko, Pratusevich and Krsepelina tests

Test equipment for evaluating human higher nervous activity, noting use for radiotelegraph selection

Computer generated buffered displays for psychological experiments involving interception, tracking, steering, memory and calculation tasks

Flashing lights attention attraction classification based on experimental results conversion into psychometric scale

Pilot EEG, behavioral and subjective correlates of natural and drug induced sleep at atypical hours, using calculation and vigilance tests

Psychophysiological and conversion mechanisms as unconscious expression of student pilot motivation decrease for further flight training, presenting case histories

Visual stimuli control removal and restoration in rhesus monkeys, analyzing test errors

Psychological screening of pilot trainees, showing neuron noncorrelation with learning ability to fly

A-383
PSYCHOLOGY

Psychological screening of pilot trainees, investigating Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory test data correlation with learning ability to fly

Human visual system color and edge-sensitive channels confirmation by psychological tests of tuning for orientation

Stereoacuity role in pilot ability to land aircraft at night, questioning adequacy of Verhoeff depth perception test administration conditions

Psychophysiological loudness and annoyance indices application in sonic boom comfort level evaluation, pulsating noise estimation and sound insulation system effectiveness determination

Psychological criteria in crew selection for long duration space station simulation test

Long duration confinement effects in spacecraft cabin simulator on psychological test results for spacecrew

Psychological test of human reaction to simulated stress (NASA-ASK-71-14)

PSYCHOACOUSTICS

Psychological test of human reaction to simulated stress (NASA-ASK-71-14)

PSYCHOMETRICS

Input-output transformations for judgments of area of circles and paired weights, using nonmetric scaling

Relevant cue placement effects in concept identification tasks employing enforced verbal encoding

Computer aided statistical model of visual evoked potential in man as normality criterion for pathological indicator

Psychometric measurements approaches for pilot training questionnaires, considering personality traits standard model

Psychometric analysis of annoyance by wideband noise with superimposed narrow band component, using multiple regression and scaling method

Flashing lights attention attraction classification based on experimental results conversion into psychometric scale

Manual for human psychometric data acquisition and human reactions to psychological stress in Tektite project (AD-721363)

A-394

SUBJECT INDEX

PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE

Proprioception role in perception of arm bending and extension during weightlessness and accelerations in aircraft flight along parabolic trajectory

Impulsive activity of neuron populations in cerebral sections controlling psychic and motor functions in man

Slow cortical potentials associated with human motor and mental acts differentiated via spatial distribution

Information feedback distortion and counterbalancing effects on learning and performance in lever displacement-target test

Figural noise and rotation effects on visual form perception, using random and redundancy figures in figure cancellation task

Human temporal performance of homogeneous discrete motor acts confirming nervous mechanism for movement rate generation

Vestibular systemas and display limits effects on hand-eye coordination in compensatory tracking of aircraft instrument

Reward magnitude effects on runway performance of rats with intertrial feeding

Pursuit tracking skill acquisition in humans, considering sex, initial ability, age, aptitude and proficiency levels and psychomotor performances

Complex psychomotor task time duration relation to subtask performance and psychological measures

Euphoria from aerospace medicine viewpoint, discussing respiration physiology, oxygen transport, altitude effects, psychomotor functions, etc

CO exposure effects on human psychomotor performance for blood carboxyhemoglobin saturation levels, using sleep monitored EEG methods

Psychobiological effects of prolonged bed rest in young healthy volunteers from EEG recording, psychological testing and psychomotor performance

Human factors engineering, discussing industrial, engineering and experimental psychology, human relations, research on attention, perceptual motor skills and control systems laboratory

Relationship between cybernetic and psychological approaches to human thought

Coordinated control mechanisms in cybernetic group systems

Human psychomotor performance measurements in rotating environments, using Langley complex coordinator and decision response time devices

Human EEG changes and motor analyzer activity during mental visualization of motions

Conditioned motor reactions characterizing higher nervous activity, using logokinetic method

Computer generated buffered displays for psychological experiments involving interception, tracking, steering, memory and calculation tasks

Human perceptual motor skill development in tracking performance, using feedback control system gain and effective delay time as measures

Human adaptive behavior under psychological stress of astronauts tasks posture-motor characteristics, discussing stabilographic platform test results

Healthy sales increments in water containing McLean determined modified gravitational field effect on motor functions

Alpha activity parameters during human performance of motor tasks with open and closed eyes

p0624 A71-43222

p0625 A71-43598

p0630 A71-44284

p0295 A71-20978

p0296 A71-20987

p0426 A71-34040

p0190 A71-19694

p0191 A71-19696

p0467 A71-35792

p073 A71-36296

p0173 A71-16581

p0647 A71-36478

p0131 A71-16588

p0188 A71-19514

p0243 A71-22253

p0258 A71-23929

p0515 A71-38061

p0580 A71-41486

p0446 A71-28549

p0018 A71-17415

p0131 A71-16589

p0202 A71-20705

p0316 A71-26509

p073 A71-29363

p0473 A71-36296

p0512 A71-37275

p0153 A71-37445

p0153 A71-37447

p0563 A71-40136

p074 A71-40099

p0508 A71-42041

p0600 A71-42792

p0622 A71-43108
Effects of noise and vibration on psychomotor performance

- Comparative effects of auditory and extra auditory acoustic stimulation on human equilibrium and motor performance  
  [AD-710569]  
- Chlorpromazine and altitude effects on conditioned responses of rats to visual and auditory stimuli  
  [AD-712646]  
- Psychosensor performance during vacuum chamber altitude tolerance tests  
  [DLR-FS-70-37]  
- Details of astronaut zero gravity performance evaluation program including publication of handbook, fabrication of prototype hardware, and worksite performance data  
  [NASA-CR-1725]  
- Vibration effects on visual discrimination and tracking abilities in humans  
  [NASA-CR-1736]  
- Tracking error frequency response function and human psychomotor performance under aircraft vertical and lateral vibration conditions  
  [AD-719584]  
- Rate of acquisition of psychomotor skills by human operators in tracking tasks  
  [NRL-TR-67-723]  
- Disoriented visual tracking performance of humans during angular acceleration as result of alcohol consumption  
  [FAA-AM-71-20]  
- Visual-motor reaction times as direct correlates of photoresponse sensitivity  
  [NASA-TP-F-13995]  

**PSYCHOPHYSICS**  
**PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY**

- Thesholds comparison for angular acceleration derived by subjective cupulometry and by staircase method, determining thresholds for rotation perception and oculogyral illusion  
  [AD-719584]  
- Human color vision investigation by psychophysical methods, discussing spectral sensitivity, pigment absorption and defective color vision as function of stimulus wavelength  
  [P318]  
- Ergonomic evaluation of flight crew working conditions from viewpoint of static and dynamic adaptation of aircraft system design to human psychophysical capabilities  
  [P0515]  
- Human performance effects of repeated exposure to impulsive acoustic stimulation  
  [AD-711637]  
- Relations of psychological and physiological variables to human monitoring performance  
  [P0156]  
- Psychophysics of human attention, and sensory and time discrimination  
  [NASA-CR-119023]  
- Statistical analysis of psychophysics of sensory perception and signal detection  
  [IZP-1971-13]  

**PSYCHOPSYCHOSIS**  
**PSYCHOPSYCHOSIS**

- Psychophysiological, strict engineering-psychological and systems engineering analyses, solving engineering-psychological problems in large control systems for human operators  
  [P0777]  
- Book on visual perception covering physics of light, rods and cones, color vision, brightness psychophysics, stimulus generalization, etc  
  [P0161]  
- Mean period spontaneous EEG as psychophysiological characteristics of higher nervous activity in human individuals  
  [P0142]  
- Human operator psychophysiological analysis by memory-activity interdependence simulation, noting buffer memory, reflex system and habit acquisition  
  [P0193]  
- Psychological aspects influencing airlawmen capacity to perform useful work, detailing selection, training, operational environment and global factors  
  [P0204]  
- Psychobiological stress of prolonged weightlessness / bed rest/ in man in terms of adaptive homeostatic state and decreased sensory-motor-auditory input  
  [P0312]  

Elevated atmospheric pressure effects on human psychophysiological qualities including attention, memory and time-estimating capabilities and nervous processes equilibrium  

Color and music distraction for operator in isolated environment and counteract psychophysiological activity impairment  

Psychophysiological reactions to underestimation and overstimulation, noting catecholamine output, heart rate and performance efficiency in humans  

Psychophysiological and conversion mechanisms as unconscious expression of student pilot motivation decrease for further flight training, presenting case histories  

Psychophysiological loudness and annoyance application in sonic boom comfort level evaluation, pulsating noise estimation and sound insulation system effectiveness determination  

Psychological tests for long and short sleepers  

Evaluating use of adaptive techniques in control of tasks or stimuli  

Evaluating psychological and physiological factors in designing ejection seats and parachutes  

Psychophysiological analysis of management, control type of work processes based on concepts of cybernetics  

Aging effects on pilot psychophysiological abilities and flying proficiency  

Display system information content characteristics and relationships with operator performance and psychophysiological factors in data processing  

Aerospace medicine, life support system, and psychophysiological problems and environmental factors in space flight  

Psychophysiological stimulation of humans, monkeys and rats by color schemes for spacecraft cabin interiors  

Psychophysiological factors of manned space flight  

Color and music effects on humans during prolonged isolation in confined space  

Psychophysiological evidence of lateral inhibition in hearing  

Psychophysics identification by manifest phenotypic behavior, discussing syndrome identification, misperceptions and distorted impressions  

Endocrine and metabolic effects of noise in normal, hypertensive and psychotic subjects, considering increased corticoadrenal and adrenergic activity  

Psychophysiology identification by manifest phenotypic behavior, discussing syndrome identification, misperceptions and distorted impressions  

Instrumental learning of cardiovascular and visceral responses and behavioral, physiological and biochemical consequences in relation to psychosomatic therapy  

Brain cortical-subcortical functions in psychic processes, indicating developments in psychotherapy  

Airsickness during flying training  

Application of psychotherapy in aviation psychiatry for treatment of syndromes of reactive nature  

Physical exercise and environmental-emotional psychotherapeutic methods in aerospace medicine
Direct continuous radionuclide measurement of blood pressure measurement taken from aspect, pulmonary artery, and inside heart during normal activity of test subjects.

Acute pulmonary embolism diagnoses, using hyperosmolar pulmonary vascular media.

Microsurgical pulmonary edema due to severe pulmonary embolus of cats with cannulation and right ventricular pressure and flow telemetry in isolated dog lung lobes.

Right and left ventricular systolic time intervals from high fidelity pulmonary arterial pulse wave measurements.
Investigating high frequency wave propagation in blood vessels as function of dynamic instability of brachial artery during systolic phase of auscultatory measurement

Computerized positron scanning of short-lived radioactive isotopes for studies of pulmonary physiology and blood flow in other organs

Pulmonary functions

Human gas metabolism under rarefied atmosphere via gas chromatography, discussing pulmonary ventilation determination and exhaled samples collection equipment

Lung volume direction and change rate effects on pulmonary vascular conductance and arterial flow in isolated dog lung lobe

Air blast effects on pulmonary ventilation, gas exchange, venous-arterial shunt and blood gas parameters

Lipid peroxidation in pulmonary hyperoxia, noting effects of hyperbaric oxygen, ascorbic acid and ferrous iron

Right and left ventricular systolic time intervals from high fidelity pulmonary arterial pulse wave measurements

Respiratory mechanics and ventilatory response to carbon dioxide during positive pressure breathing in conscious man

Time constant for collateral ventilation in humans, dog and pig lungs under various physiological conditions

Heart, lungs and erythropoiesis optimum functional parameters mathematical model based on oxygen transport minimum losses

Oxygen tension effect on pulmonary diffusion capacity and postnatal lung growth in rats under hypoxic, normoxic and hyperoxic atmospheres

Pulmonary vasoconstrictor response to temperature dependent acute hypoxia, using isolated cat lungs with heparinized homologous blood under constant volume pulsatile inflow

Alveolar air samples of human subjects at various altitudes, determining gas composition and partial pressure

Abdominal pressure decrease resulting in transpulmonary pressure crano-caudal gradient increase under gravitational effect simulation

Pulmonary oxygen toxicity, considering composition of endobronchial saline extracts of rats and edema development

Lung diffusing capacity for oxygen during exercise and alveolar hypoxia measured without blood samples by ear oximeter

Position, exercise and lung volume effects on healthy male pulmonary diffusing capacity for CO at rest and during exercise

Airway smooth muscle relaxation mechanical consequences concerning lung volumes, airway conductance, isovolume pressure flow, maximum expiratory flow volume and static lung recoil

Pulmonary oxygen toxicity development rate and effects on lung volume and alveolar-arterial gas exchange during oxygen breathing

Human hypoxic ventilatory drive data for high altitude breathing, noting motivation reduction inversely related to time and altitude

Ventilatory control in acute hypoxia, detailing polycythemia effects on respiratory chemoreceptor sensitivity

Oxygen pulmonary diffusion capacity estimation by intrapulmonary gas mixing, using mass spectrometry

Pulmonary dissipation of gas emboli produced by oxygen, nitrogen and carbon dioxide intravenous injection in unanesthetized sheep with chronically implanted ultrasonic Doppler flow probes

Pulmonary antibacterial defenses with pure oxygen breathing mice, noting inhibition of early interpulmonary clearance of Staphylococcus aureus and enhanced clearance of Klebsiella pneumoniae

Peruvian Quechua population growth, oxygen, nitrogen and carbon monoxide effects at various altitudes, noting early postnatal lung growth effects

Peruvian Quechua population growth physiology, and pulmonary function at high altitude

Spirometer loop measurements of human pulmonary functions during long duration manned space environment simulation

Acceleration and gravity effects on function and behavior of lungs

Pulmonary lesions

Generalized hyperoxia and local effects of oxygen on lungs in etiology of pulmonary damage due to oxygen, noting nitrogen and carbon monoxide effects

Succinic dehydrogenase activity inhibition and pentobarbital sodium protection of lung tissue in mouse breathing oxygen at atmospheric pressure

Pulsing flow

Pulse amplitude

Electrocardiograph electrode placements for best
PULSED RADIATION
Eight channel micropowered miniature biomedical PAR/PF telemetry system for implantation in research subjects aboard orbiting space station

PULSED LASERS
Telemetric equipment for pulse code modulation and processing of biomedical data

PULSE AMPLITUDE MODULATION
R-wave amplitude correlation with respiratory volume

PULSE CODE MODULATION
Telemetric equipment for pulse code modulation and processing of biomedical data

PULSE DURATION
Foveal visual absolute thresholds for various duration light pulses and flash pairs at different separations

PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION TELEMETRY
Eight channel micropowered miniature biomedical PAR/PF telemetry system for implantation in research subjects aboard orbiting space station

PULSE HEIGHT
R PULSE AMPLITUDE
PULSE MODULATION
RT PULSE AMPLITUDE MODULATION
RT PULSE CODE MODULATION
RT PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION TELEMETRY
PULSE RATE
Catheter-flush system for continuous monitoring of central arterial pulse waveform and pressure

PUPIL SIZE
Pupil neurological control system for reaction to light and accommodation process by statistical eye movement analysis and microelectrode recordings of brain stem neurons

PUPIL SIZE
Pupil size effect on dynamics of pupillary movements, considering reactions to light and darkness

PUPILS
Biological effects of magnetic fields on development of pupae of fruit flies and embryos of marine alga

PUPILS
Pupil size influence on surface area and radius of inner /pupillary/ and outer /ciliary/ iris ring

PUPILLOMETRY
Commercial airline pilots alertness tests, using IR pupillometry

PUPILS
Mathematical model for eye crystalline lens accommodation control interaction with pupil, deriving dynamic equations from human/cat experiments with/without neurologica control

PURITY
Carbon monoxide purity standards for gas breathing apparatus of divers and toxic hazards under controlled hyperbaric atmospheres

PURPES
Theoretical models for eye crystalline lens accommodation control interaction with pupil, deriving dynamic equations from human/cat experiments with/without neurologica control

PURINES
Biological effects of magnetic fields on development of pupae of fruit flies and embryos of marine alga

PURITY
Carbon monoxide purity standards for gas breathing apparatus of divers and toxic hazards under controlled hyperbaric atmospheres

PURINES
Biological effects of magnetic fields on development of pupae of fruit flies and embryos of marine alga

PURPES
Theoretical models for eye crystalline lens accommodation control interaction with pupil, deriving dynamic equations from human/cat experiments with/without neurologica control

PURITY
Carbon monoxide purity standards for gas breathing apparatus of divers and toxic hazards under controlled hyperbaric atmospheres

PURITY
Carbon monoxide purity standards for gas breathing apparatus of divers and toxic hazards under controlled hyperbaric atmospheres

PURPES
Theoretical models for eye crystalline lens accommodation control interaction with pupil, deriving dynamic equations from human/cat experiments with/without neurologica control

PURITY
Carbon monoxide purity standards for gas breathing apparatus of divers and toxic hazards under controlled hyperbaric atmospheres

PURINES
Biological effects of magnetic fields on development of pupae of fruit flies and embryos of marine alga
Subject Index

Flight simulator tests of human behavior in roll tracking tasks in fighter and large aircraft with
indicative functional analysis (KU-TH-206) p0278 W71-19751

Pyridine Nucleotides
Pyridine nucleotide concentration in cerebral
hemispheres of rats under hypoxia p0246 A71-22534

Pyridoxine
Vitamin B6 protection against asymmetrical
diethylyglycine poisoning, administering B6
alone and with cortical phospholipid in mice p0272 A71-24979
Dietary pyridoxal deficiency causing amino acid
content reduction in liver, kidney, brain and
heart tissues p0352 A71-27837
Pyridoxine and serotonin metabolism changes and
vestibular disorders observation in space flight p0423 A71-33677
Effect of changes in metabolism of pyridoxine and
serotonin in human vestibular disturbances during
turbulent flight conditions [JPRS-53678] p0505 W71-3133a
Prophylactic vitaminization with
pyridoxine-containing compounds for preventing
vestibular disturbances due to sea and air travel [JPRS-54048] p0647 W71-36480

Pyrimidines
AT RYTICOIDINE AT RYTICIDINE AT TRYPINE AT OXYCIL
Laboratory and clinical investigations of
radio sensitization of cells and viruses by
halogenated pyrimidine analogs p0176 A71-18929
Tumor DNA increase of halogenated pyrimidines
incorporated to normal tissue DNA,
Discussing infracted invasion of
radio sensitizing agents p0185 A71-18969
Purine and pyrimidine derivatives of cattie
hypothalamus determined by gel filtration and
subsequent spectral analysis and chromatography p0277 A71-40711

Pyrograph/fallot
S Composite Materials
Pyrolysis
Quantitative analysis of lipid, protein, and
carbohydrate content in Chlorella cultivation by
pyrolysis and gas chromatography p0438 W71-28255

Petrology
U Temperature Measurement
Pyrotechnics
Evaluation of aids used for flare range estimation p0224 W71-17763

Pyrotechnics
AT INDIGOS AT TRYPTOPHAN
PXROLVATBS
Pyruvate and lactate concentrations in muscle tissue
and blood at rest and during exercise p0365 A71-31136
Heart rate variation during and after muscular
exercise, discussing correlated measurements of
rectal and skin temperature, blood lactate,
pyruvate and glucose p0524 A71-38891

Q Switched Lasers
Q Switched and continuous laser collimated radiation
exposure limits for eyes cornea and skin,
Discussing environmental contamination with
p0255 A71-23414
Retinal damage by Q switched ruby laser
[AD-71511] p0161 W71-16673
Quadripoles
Dipole, quadrupole and octopole measurements in
isolated beating hearts p0354 A71-28150

Qualitative Analysis
Detection of several nonprotein amino acids in

Quality Control
Magnification level for optimum performance at
micrometer inspection with binocular microscope, minimizing time p0455 A71-34704
Chattanooga interstate air quality control region p0053 W71-11106

Quantitative Analysis
Quantitative analysis of hydrodynamic swimming
characteristics of salt water fish p0330 A71-22204
Quantitative analysis of gamma amino-butyric acid in
brain after locomotion and pure oxygen breathing
[DLR-FS-71-03] p0388 A71-29456
Bioluminescent reaction of adenosine triphosphate
with enzyme luciferase for quantitative analysis of
bacteria in urine samples [NASA-CAS-SC-11092-1] p0434 A71-27991
Quantitative analysis of lipid, protein, and
carbohydrate content in Chlorella cultivation by
pyrolysis and gas chromatography p0438 W71-28255

Rabbits
Ammoniacal content alteration in internal organs in
rabbis under RF electromagnetic and ultrasound
oscillations p0103 A71-15573
Respiratory diaphragmatic center, investigating
motor-neuron system integral activity by recording
and analyzing phrenic-nervio-signal in rabbits p0027 A71-28416
Acceleration effect on hemato-ophthalmic barrier
permeability in rabbits p0235 W71-19060
Otolithic reactions in rabbits and cats after
intravenous injection of sodium bicarbonate p0226 W71-19071
Self stimulation and avoidance reactions in rabbits
when breathing virtually pure oxygen p0226 W71-19072
Changes in bioelectric potentials in brains of
rabbis subjected to X ray irradiation and
acceleration on centrifuge [JPRS-52408] p0237 W71-19094
Artificial changes in leukocyte count of rabbits
with enzyme luciferase for
quantitative analysis of lipid, protein, and
carbohydrate content in Chlorella cultivation by
pyrolysis and gas chromatography p0390 W71-28737
Effects of exposure in permanent magnetic fields on
sympathoadrenal system of rabbits p0442 W71-28404

Radar
Cardiac and neural effects of WHP radar energy on
frogs p0205 W71-20354

Radar Detectors
U Radar Detectors
Radar Displays
U Radar Displays
Radar Echoes
Difficulties of circumscribing danger zones for
other aerial radar personnel p0065 W71-11610

Radar Equipment
U Radar Scopes
Development of pictorial training aid for
indocotronization of radar operator personnel
[AD-716246] p0278 W71-19674

Radar Scopes
U Radar Scopes
Radar Signatures
Comparison of target detection performance during
altering radar and sonar sensor display
[AD-715777] p0229 W71-18741

Radar Signatures
Comparison of target detection performance during
altering radar and sonar sensor display
[AD-715777] p0229 W71-18741

Radar Scopes
Human factors engineering in optimizing visual
perception of sonar and radar displays
[AD-723992] p0544 W71-33197

Radial Velocity
Changing rotational velocity recording device for
vestibular apparatus tests, examining stimulus
reaction speed p0135 A71-16810

Radiant Flux Density
U Irradiation
U Luminance
U Luminous Intensity

A-349
RADIANT HEATING

Microwave radiation nonthermal biological damage, describing beetle pupae irradiation and radiant heating experiments

Induced fields and heating in cranial model irradiated by electromagnetic plane wave

Absorbed dose and dose equivalent from neutrons in energy range 60 to 3000 MeV and protons in energy range 400 to 3000 MeV

Radioisotope absorption and radiopathology of dogs

Compartmentalization and doses tissue distributions in dogs

Radiation damage to HeLa cells at liquid nitrogen temperature and dry ferrodes spaces at room temperature

Drug-radiation damage interaction relationship to radiosensitization in mammalian cells

Embryo chemical sensitization to low radiation doses damage by radiosensitizer iodoacetamide

Irreversible damage effects of visible light on retina in rats as function of irradiation exposure time and vitamin A deficiency cell adaptation

Cochlear/vestibular apparatus, ganglion cells, spinal roots and nerve trunk damage from ionizing radiation based on neural elements transirradiation in neoplasms

Exposure time and power effects of CW Ar laser damage to rabbit iris, comparing with pulsed ruby laser effects

Microwave radiation nonthermal biological damage, describing beetle pupae irradiation and radiant heating experiments

Cataract production from microwave radiation exposure by lens nutrition alteration and surface shape changes

Chloroetrietal temperature increases from naked solar eclipse observations for various observation angles and pupil diameters, considering solar irradiance and atmospheric transmittance spectra

Acoustical wave generation measurement during iris and retina photosensibilidad and ruby laser burns, noting intracircular pressure surge simultaneous with ocular tissue explosion

Histopathological and fluoroscein angiographic studies of rhinosus monkey chorioetretal lesions produced at threshold and suprathreshold power levels of Ar laser

Laser-induced retinal damage model based on energy interaction modes, including thermal and acoustic transients, vaporization and dielectric breakdown

Retinal damage thresholds of rhinosus monkeys to optical radiation from yellow line 556.2 nm emitted by krypton CW gas laser

Prophylactic reeducation for radiation damage treatment, covering toxicity, pharmacological properties, metabolism, dosage and physiological action

Radiation induced changes of eye tissue under gamma neutron irradiation with head and abdomen

Subjects Index

Shielding, noting intentional early damage

Aminothiol class radiation protectors influence on tissue damage of white rats under single and two-fold gamma irradiation at various test conditions

Biological effects of ionizing radiation and nonradiative factors on radiation damage from satellite space flight tests on dogs and plants

Evaluation of radiation damage for different dose depth distributions

Chromosomal aberrations in persons exposed to repeated occupational irradiation

Investigating long term effects of proton irradiation on renal pathologic anatomy of dogs

Electrical responses of visual system in rabbits following irradiation of retina with high energy ruby laser

Abdominal and head shielding effects on blood serum protein metabolism of gamma irradiated rats

Radiation Detectors

Silicon Radiation Detectors

Specular reflecting passive radiators for synchronous satelitte radiation detectors cooling

Using solid state Ge/Li/ detector for measuring amounts of radiocides in individual organs

Describing and comparing resolution characteristics of rectilinear brain scanner

Procedure for measuring heavy cosmic ray particles directly incident on spacecrews

Research on avalanche type semiconductor radiation detectors using video amplifiers

Design features and operating characteristic of radiation detectors for support of radiation protection and safety in nuclear reactor facilities

Radiation Dosages

Comparative radiation damage at different depth-dose tissue distributions in dogs

Acceptable gamma radiation dosages for extended space travel

Relative biological effectiveness of multiswapped C ions during single irradiation of Chlorella, noting dose dependent mutability

Respiratory inhibitor KCl for killing increase from single radiation doses and reduction of dose fractionation sparing effect

Embryo chemical sensitization to low radiation dosed damage by radiosensitizer iodoacetamide

Acceptable gamma radiation dosages for extended manned space flights based on prolonged irradiation of dogs

Probable solar flare doses on interplanetary mission calculated by MCPLARE computer program using Monte Carlo techniques
Multiple starlike flashes and short streaks reported by subjects exposed to neutrinos under 25 meV, discussing interaction with retinal rods by proton recoils.

Electromagnetic field action on living organisms simulated with infinite homogeneous cylinder in infinite cylindrical solenoid RF media.

Erythrocytes life span and bone marrow production in dogs subjected to gamma irradiation in doses simulating prolonged space flight conditions.

Peripheral blood and bone marrow morphological composition in dogs subjected to chronic and repeated gamma irradiation.

Aspartate and ATP effect on hemopoiesis of dogs subjected to chronic and repeated gamma irradiation.

Rat irradiated spinal cord, detailing orthodromic ventral root and monosynaptic reaction to rhythmic and increasing frequency stimulation.

Soviet army medical appraisal of chronic microwave field induced affections, noting evaluation procedures inadequacy.

Cosmic and telluric radiation biological effects on paramecia, discussing relationship between dosage and growth rate.

Microwave radiation biological effects of radiation and bibliography covering protein activity, genetic, central nervous system and cardiovascular effects.

Apollo astronauts light flashes observation during lunar flight, discussing interpretation as scintillations in eye lens by multiply charged cosmic rays focusing on retina.

Book on biological effects of radiation covering ionizing radiation properties and effects at molecular, cellular and tissue levels.

Combined action of vibration and gamma irradiation on sporulation dynamics, survival rate and mutability of chlorella.

Medical, zoological and biological effects of ELF signals in atmosphere, comparing with EGG alpha and gamma rhythm.

Bioisatellite 2 onboard experiments studying influences of ambient radiation on biological processes and interaction with radiation from Sr 85 gamma ray source.

Gangliosides and cerebrosides content in rat brain under normal conditions, during hypoxia and under small X ray doses action.

Soviet book on animals morphophysiological changes in cardiovascular and nervous systems and various internal organs under RF wave exposure.

Gamma emission effect on cysteamine toxicity elimination in rats organism.

Reactivity changes to pharmacological preparations under total proton and gamma ray irradiation of abdomen and head shielded rats.

Glutamicapartic and glutamicoalanine aminotransferases activity in blood serum of dogs under gamma irradiation with shielded abdomen or head, observing hyperfermentemia.

Acceleration tolerance of gamma irradiated mice with and without radioprotectors.

Rice under combined gamma radiation and vibration and acceleration dynamic factors, studying radioresistance recovery rate.

Dogs peripheral blood reaction to complex action of transverse accelerations and gamma irradiation.
Radiation effects on rats' peripheral blood state in low pressure environment with sea level value oxygen tension

p059 A71-42732

Composite tissue blocks method for comparative pathomorphological investigation of radiation pathologies

p059 A71-42734

Radiation damage diagnosis in humans: investigating free amino acid excretion with urine by paper chromatography method

p060 A71-42736

Prolonged small radiation dosage effects on drug protected dogs

p061 A71-42798

UV radiation effect on amino acids and peptides in different gas atmospheres in presence of salts and metal oxides

p065 A71-42829

Physical and radiobiological studies on earth satellites covering radiation hazards and effects on animals, plants, unicellular organisms and biochemical systems

p069 A71-48886

Cosmic ray biological effects and admissible dose level normalization in space flight from prolonged tests on dogs

p069 A71-48990

Biological effects of radiation and mechanism of protein and nucleic acid synthesis

[NHU-2643-60] p004 A71-10613

Ultraviolet radiation effects on human and animal eye [AD-711360] p006 A71-10753

Effects of ionizing radiation on chromosomes

[AI-AEC-127974] p015 A71-14597

Effects of 15,000-rads pulsed gamma-neutron radiation on behavioral performance of monkeys [AD-72054A] p005 A71-11088

Determination of quantitative radiation response time data

[ORAU-105] p006 A71-11124

Effects of gamma radiation on cell division processes and chromosomes in bone marrow of dogs

p066 A71-11497

Radiobiological indices for occupational exposure of human subjects

[ANL-7680] p015 A71-14597

Effects of ultraviolet radiation and X rays on mummified cells

[MCSP-10-P-2-114] p016 A71-14668

Ionizing radiation effect on biological properties of food products

p025 A71-19063

Effect of low power density modulated radio frequency energy on biological functions

[AD-716044] p027 A71-19671

Effect of radiation sensitive mutations and radiation of recombination in partially diploid derivatives of Escherichia coli

[060-4024-1] p029 A71-20728

Single and multiple irradiation effects on avoidance behavior in monkeys

[AD-722051] p035 A71-28187

Effects of chronic and repeated gamma radiation on morphological structure of peripheral blood and bone marrow in dogs following exposure for one year

p042 A71-28481

Simulation of radiation exposure from galactic cosmic radiation and solar flare radiation by gamma radiation from cobalt 60 source

p042 A71-28486

Differential effects of multiple and single irradiations upon primate equilibrium function

[UCRL-50563-P-7] p056 A71-31499

Bibliography on effects of gamma rays, fission fragments, and neutrons on organisms, food, tissues, and nervous system

[AD-72460Q] p058 A71-33276

Combined vibration and gamma irradiation effects on Chlorella culture yield

p055 A71-33472

Radiation effects on cytoplasmic structure and differential activity of genes

[INR-2326-83] p055 A71-33933

Gelastic ultraviolet effects on spores and development of bifidus bacterial survival curve

[GRO-3609-10] p062 A71-37466

Human exposure to particulate radiation and energetic X rays

[ANR-CR-123173] p065 A71-37661
RADIATION HAZARDS OF SPACE FLIGHTS AND BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON COSMONAUTS

(AD-727245)
p0653 N71-37649

RADIATION HEATING

U RADIANT HEATING

RADIATION INDICATORS

U DOSIMETERS

RADIATION INJURIES

Book on eye injuries covering mechanical traumas, neuro-ophtalmology, chemical, thermal, radiation, electrical and sonic injuries, etc.

p0138 A71-17010

Respiratory inhibitor KCl for killing increase from single radiation doses and reduction of dose fractionation sparing effect

p0181 A71-18962

Taurine restorative effect in patients with marked leukopenia induced by radiotherapy

p0186 A71-18991

Chromosome radiation injury preservation in gamma X ray irradiated cells of human diploid strains

p0210 A71-21966

Renal anatomical pathology in dogs long after high energy proton irradiation, noting similarity to natural aging

p0210 A71-22194

Laser thermal/photochemical burns and electric shock prevention by preemployment/regular physical examinations and safety requirement education

p0255 A71-23412

Haemopoietic injury and recovery from radiation exposure for dogs and monkeys, showing dose protraction effects

p0424 A71-31774

Occurrence of radiation exposure to personnel of nuclear research facility

p0159 N71-14572

Retinal damage by Q switched ruby laser

p0161 N71-14673

Subthreshold laser radiation damage to monkey retina

p0225 A71-17861

Accidents of nuclear workers caused by human factors

p0227 N71-18288

Injuries and sickness caused by radiation and radioactive decay - bibliographies

p0540 N71-32239

RADIATION MEASUREMENT

Gamma ray spectrometer for measuring radiation exposure of astronauts

p0350 N71-24257

Radiation monitoring data for radioactive fallout in Goraan Democratic Republic for 1969

p0646 N71-36471

RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

NT DOSIMETERS

NT INFRARED DETECTORS

NT INFRARED INSTRUMENTS

NT PHOTOMETERS

NT RADIATION COUNTERS

NT RADIATION DETECTORS

NT RADIOLOGISTS

NT SCINTILLATION COUNTERS

NT SILICON RADIATION DETECTORS

NT SPARK CHAMBERS

NT SPECTROMETERS

Service and shelf life tests of radiation survey meter and personal radiation dosimeter battery packs used on Apollo spacecraft

p0649 N71-36493

RADIATION MEDICINE

NT RADIOTHERAPY

Unified approach to dosimetry in radiological protection, discussing practical application and instrument calibration to existent standards

p0147 A71-18030

Lethal radiation in Escherichia coli B/r, investigating post irradiation DNA breakdown inhibitors

p0178 A71-18940

Radiosensitizers indanetrione, mesadione Synkavit and a-ethylmaleimide, noting effects on murine ascitic tumor

p0179 A71-18950

Anoxic fern spores X ray sensitization, observing diacytetyl and inactin effects

p0181 A71-18961

6-azauridine effect on radiation induced inhibition of Yoshida sarcomas, Ehrlich carcinomas, benzopyrene-radiation carcinomas and spontaneous mammary carcinomas growth and transplantability

p0184 A71-18978

Bromouridine as radiosensitizing agent improving effectiveness of radiation therapy of allignment brain tumor cells

p0186 A71-18990

Monograph on protection against ionizing radiation from external sources covering medical, veterinary and industrial uses

p0210 A71-21311

Gamma ray spectrometer for measuring radiation exposure of astronauts

p0350 A71-25257

Effect of antitumor and adenosine triphosphate toward increasing natural body radioresistance and intensification of postirradiation indices in dogs

p0442 N71-28485

RADIATION REFERS

U RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

RADIATION PRESSURE

NT ILLUMINANCE

NT IRRADIANCE

NT LUMINOUS INTENSITY

NT SOUND PRESSURE

RADIATION PROTECTION

NT RADIATION SHIELDING

NT SOLAR RADIATION SHIELDING

Laser systems radiation hazards, considering operational requirements, personnel protective equipment, biological effects and exposure levels

p0001 A71-10008

Microwave effects on living creatures, considering thermal and sonothermal effects on individual body organs and systems, permanent changes and protective measures

p0037 A71-12845

Primary immune response chemical radioprotection in white mice during gamma irradiation, using serotinone as chemical protective and sheep red blood cells as immunizing agents

p0135 A71-16816

Radioprotectors and antibody formation in rats, determining ionizing radiation survival rate index for lethal dose and hematological indices

p0135 A71-16819

Prophylactic radiation protection through lipid antioxidants reduction in white rats tissues by high efficiency chemical radioprotectors

p0140 A71-17391

Unified approach to dosimetry in radiological protection, discussing practical application and instrument calibration to existent standards

p0147 A71-18030

Biological radioprotectants in space flights including amino acids, bacterial polysaccharides, hormones and vitamins

p0149 A71-18358

Cosmic radiation protection of spacecrews by drugs, extrapolating animal data to humans

p0149 A71-18359

Radiation protection and sensitization - Conference, Rome, May 1969

p0175 A71-18926

Molecular mechanisms of bacterial cell radiosensitization and protection, discussing radiation produced free radicals interactions

p0175 A71-18927

Radiosensitizer and radioprotector action site in altering X ray effects on DNA in biological systems of different complexity

p0175 A71-18928

Chemical protection against ionizing radiations by thiols and disulphides, discussing hydrogen transfer

p0176 A71-18930

Radioprotective action of amines and hyposic agents by blocking oxygen transport to tissues

p0176 A71-18931

Radioprotective effect of cysteine on lysosome in dilute aqueous solution, discussing scavenging water radicals

p0176 A71-18932

Chemical radioprotection by selenium containing compounds in biological and chemical systems tested in irradiated rats

p0176 A71-18933

SUBJECT INDEX

6-azauridine effect on radiation induced inhibition of Yoshida sarcomas, Ehrlich carcinomas, benzopyrene-radiation carcinomas and spontaneous mammary carcinomas growth and transplantability

p0184 A71-18978

Bromouridine as radiosensitizing agent improving effectiveness of radiation therapy of allignment brain tumor cells

p0186 A71-18990

Monograph on protection against ionizing radiation from external sources covering medical, veterinary and industrial uses

p0210 A71-21311

Gamma ray spectrometer for measuring radiation exposure of astronauts

p0350 A71-25257

Effect of antitumor and adenosine triphosphate toward increasing natural body radioresistance and intensification of postirradiation indices in dogs

p0442 N71-28485

RADIATION REFERS

U RADIATION MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

RADIATION PRESSURE

NT ILLUMINANCE

NT IRRADIANCE

NT LUMINOUS INTENSITY

NT SOUND PRESSURE

RADIATION PROTECTION

NT RADIATION SHIELDING

NT SOLAR RADIATION SHIELDING

Laser systems radiation hazards, considering operational requirements, personnel protective equipment, biological effects and exposure levels

p0001 A71-10008

Microwave effects on living creatures, considering thermal and sonothermal effects on individual body organs and systems, permanent changes and protective measures

p0037 A71-12845

Primary immune response chemical radioprotection in white mice during gamma irradiation, using serotinone as chemical protective and sheep red blood cells as immunizing agents

p0135 A71-16816

Radioprotectors and antibody formation in rats, determining ionizing radiation survival rate index for lethal dose and hematological indices

p0135 A71-16819

Prophylactic radiation protection through lipid antioxidants reduction in white rats tissues by high efficiency chemical radioprotectors

p0140 A71-17391

Unified approach to dosimetry in radiological protection, discussing practical application and instrument calibration to existent standards

p0147 A71-18030

Biological radioprotectants in space flights including amino acids, bacterial polysaccharides, hormones and vitamins

p0149 A71-18358

Cosmic radiation protection of spacecrews by drugs, extrapolating animal data to humans

p0149 A71-18359

Radiation protection and sensitization - Conference, Rome, May 1969

p0175 A71-18926

Molecular mechanisms of bacterial cell radiosensitization and protection, discussing radiation produced free radicals interactions

p0175 A71-18927

Radiosensitizer and radioprotector action site in altering X ray effects on DNA in biological systems of different complexity

p0175 A71-18928

Chemical protection against ionizing radiations by thiols and disulphides, discussing hydrogen transfer

p0176 A71-18930

Radioprotective action of amines and hyposic agents by blocking oxygen transport to tissues

p0176 A71-18931

Radioprotective effect of cysteine on lysosome in dilute aqueous solution, discussing scavenging water radicals

p0176 A71-18932

Chemical radioprotection by selenium containing compounds in biological and chemical systems tested in irradiated rats

p0176 A71-18933

A-354
Reactivity measurements of protective agent structure-function studies of aminothiol radioprotectants on Escherichia coli 8/13, discussing response at 27° and 37° K.

Sulfur containing organic chelating compounds as radiation protective agents.

Cysteine protection of hydroxyurea sensitized Chinese hamster lung cells during X-ray exposure.

Thiol and disulfide compounds radiation protection capacity at cellular level in tissue culture, using reproductive integrity as protection criteria.

Organic free radical radioprotective and radiosensitizing effect, reporting Chinese hamster cell line survival characteristics after treatment.

Radioprotective drugs relationship to modification of glycolysis in Ehrlich ascites tumor cells.

Para-aminobiphenyl and propylene glycol radioprotective effect on hematopoietic stem cells of mice.

Betasophrayryl chloride radioprotective effects on mice, removing, weighing, and fixing spleens for hematopoietic colonies count.

Chemical radioprotective effectiveness modification by open skin wounds, discussing results with whole body X-ray irradiated mice.

Toxicity reduction of aminothiosterilin compounds through n-substitution with amino acids, noting slight decrease in radioprotective effectiveness.

Hypoxia protection against ionizing irradiation by anaerobic glycolysis stimulation, lactic acid increase and blood glucose level elevation.

Sodium fluoroacetate as radiation protective agent, noting dependence on selective blockade of enzyme aconitase.

Temperature effect in sodium fluoroacetate protective action mechanism for acne irradiation.

Cysteine ATP, serotonin and melamine antiradiation drugs, investigating protective effect against fractionated lethal gamma irradiation.

Short and long term radiation effects reduction by chemical radioprotectors mixtures, noting improved survival and decrease in leukemia and cancer incidence in X-ray irradiated mice.

Rat bone marrow chromosomal radiation protection, using 5-hydroxytryptamine.

Irradiation protection in mice, dogs and sheep by bacterial endotoxin injection, discussing hematopoietic system stimulation and leukocyte counts.

Rice protection against irradiation damage by adrenochrome monoquasynaldehyde 

Biocatalytic mechanism of radioprotective action of aminothiols in mammals.

Rate and mice blood redox potentials injected with cysteamine, investigating increased radioprotection.

Radioprotective mercaptoethylamine /BEA/ effect on aerobic resynthesis of ATP in thymus nuclei and oxidative phosphorylation in rat liver mitochondria.

Amino-ethyl-S-2-isothiuronin radio protective dose effects on enzyme activity, cardiovascular changes, blood transaminases concentration, bone marrow and peripheral circulation.

Monograph on protection against ionizing radiation from external sources covering medical and industrial uses.

Industry safe laser laboratory operating environments with reflection free walls, restrictive admittance and periodic personnel examinations.

Book on electromagnetic fields and life environment covering biological effects of radio waves, protection, radiation sources, permissible intensities, working conditions.

Antireexposure suits physiological evaluation for subjective comfortableness, oral and skin temperatures and pulse rate, determining optimum environmental temperature.

Radiation protection drugs effects on albino rats hypoxia resistance, discussing hypoxic hypoxia response to intraperitoneally and orally administered cysteamine and aminothiosterilin.

Radiation sickness prophylaxis chemical compounds, discussing protection mechanisms, radical inactivation and afflicted cell recovery.

Prophylactic medication for radiation damage treatment, covering toxicity, pharmacological properties, metabolism, dosage and physiological action.

Death rates, median life span and weight in mice exposed to gamma radiation after intra-abdominal injections of cysteamine.

Chemical agents protective properties on albino mice under gamma-neutron radiation, noting dose and composition effects.

Cysteamine elimination rates in rats, extending radiation protective action by radiometrically eliminated portions.

Cysteamine hydrochloride or vitamin B complex with vitamin C for radiation sickness prevention and therapy.

Mice acceleration before and after gamma irradiation, determining protective effect of cysteamine in adrenalin and amphetamine mixture.

Radioprotective effectiveness of cysteamine and beta-aminothiosterilin in mice under combined gamma irradiation and transverse acceleration loads.

Radiation protection biological aspects - Conference, Kyoto, October 1969.

Radiation protection of Soyuz-9 crew, using solar activity forecasts.

Manned spacecraft radiation protection against cosmic rays, considering proton attenuation in shielding materials and dose formation in body tissues.

Radiation protection effects of hypoxia and para-aminobiphenyl [COO-1223-15].

Occurrence of radiation exposure to personnel of nuclear research facility.

Chemical and biological antiradiation drug for space flight.

Space flight radiation protection using antiradiation drugs.

Proton irradiation of dogs to determine value of shielding body organs.
RADIATION RESISTANCE

facilities

(RAD-3066)

p0649 A71-36499

RADIATION RESISTANCE

U RADIATION TOLERANCE

RADIATION SHIELDING

NT SOLAR RADIATION SHIELDING

Shielding effectiveness of different body portions during repeated proton irradiation on dogs

p0597 A71-39222

Comparative abdomen and head shield effect during gamma irradiation of dogs on protein fractions in blood serum, noting increased globulins and glutamate aspartate transferase

p0528 A71-39222

Partial body shielding effects on rats radiation sickness survival rates under gamma-neutron radiation, comparing head and belly shielding effectiveness at different intensities

p0597 A71-42716

Radiation shielding effectiveness of different body portions during repeated proton and gamma ray irradiation of abdomen and head shielded rats

p0597 A71-42717

Head and abdomen shielding effects on radiation sickness evolution in dogs under lethal gamma irradiation

p0597 A71-42718

Abdomen shielding effects on chromosome aberrations in bone marrow cells of guinea pigs and rats under gamma irradiation

p0597 A71-42719

Glutamicoaspartic and glutamicoalanine aminotransferases activity in blood serum of dogs under gamma irradiation with shielded abdomen or head, observing hyperfermentemia

p0597 A71-42720

High energy proton irradiation of rats with partial shielding of abdominal region, observing pathomorphological changes in myocardium, nervous system and radiosensitive organs

p0598 A71-42721

Rat organs pathomorphological changes under gamma neutron irradiation with head and abdomen shielding, noting intestines early damage

p0598 A71-42722

Manned spacecraft radiation protection against cosmic rays, considering proton attenuation in shielding materials and dose formation in body tissues

p0640 A71-44889

Proton irradiation of dogs to determine value of shielding body organs

p0234 A71-19056

Abdominal and head shielding effects on blood serum protein metabolism of gamma irradiated dogs

p0550 A71-33457

RADIATION SICKNESS

Primary preparation effect on DNA and RNA contents in hemopoietic organs during acute radiation sickness due to low power radiation

p0011 A71-11118

Antihistamine treatment of hypotension and early transient incapacitation in monkeys under suprarectal mixed gamma-neutron radiation

p0311 A71-26118

Radiation sickness prophylaxis chemical compounds, discussing protection mechanism, radical inactivation and afflicted cells recovery

p0596 A71-42710

Roller body shielding effects on rats radiation sickness survival rates under gamma-neutron radiation, comparing head and belly shielding effectiveness at different intensities

p0597 A71-42716

Head and abdomen shielding effects on radiation sickness evolution in dogs under lethal gamma irradiation

p0597 A71-42718

White rats resistance to acute anoxia, asemic and histotoxic hypoxia during various phases of I radiation sickness, studying adrenal cortex histophysiological state

p0599 A71-42731

RADIATION SOURCES

NT POINT SOURCES

Development of sealed Pu-238 sources for implantable cardiac pacemakers

(WP-18563)

p0433 A71-27732

Simulation of radiation exposure from galactic cosmic radiation and solar flare radiation by gamma radiation from cobalt 60 sources

p0442 A71-28086

RADIATION SPECTRA

NT ABSORPTION SPECTRA

RADIATION THERAPY

More preparation effect on DNA and RNA contents in hemopoietic organs during acute radiation sickness due to low power radiation

p0011 A71-11118

L-erythro-alpha, beta-dihydroxybutyrylaldehyde radiosensitizing effect on adenocarcinomas Ehrlich ascites tumor cells

p0180 A71-18952

Tumor DNA increase of halogenated pyrimidines incorporation compared to normal tissue DNA, discussing infraarterial infusion of radiosensitizing agents

p0185 A71-18989

Bromosulfone as radiosensitizing agent improving effectiveness of radiation therapy of malignant brain tumor cells

p0186 A71-18990

Taurine restorative effect in patients with marked leukopenia induced by radiotherapy

p0186 A71-18991

Cystamine hydrochloride or vitamin B complex with vitamin C for radiation sickness prevention and therapy

p0598 A71-42723

Measurement of oxygen effect and biological effectiveness of 910 mev helium ion beam using cultured human kidney cells of interest in radiotherapeutic treatment of hypoxic tumors

p0393 A71-25241

Ion-corpascular radiation therapy and application of proton accelerators in cancer therapy

p0493 A71-29249

In vitro studies using boron-labeled antibodies and elemental boron as neutron target in therapy for tumors and cancer

p0645 A71-36465

RADIATION TOLERANCE

Primary immune response chemical radioprotection in white mice during gamma irradiation, using serotamine as chemical protective and sheep red blood cells as immunizing agents

p0355 A71-16816

Radiation protection and sensitization - Conference, Rome, May 1969

p0175 A71-18926

Molecular mechanisms of bacterial cell radiosensitization and protection, discussing radiation produced free radicals interactions

p0175 A71-18927

Laboratory and clinical investigations of radiosensitization of cells and viruses by halogenated pyrimidine analogs

p0176 A71-18929

Sulphuryl cytosine and dimufide cytosine effect on bacteriophage survival rate at high anaerobic doses

p0177 A71-18938

DNA modification in Escherichia coli exposed to X-rays and sensitized by triacetoneamine-o-xyryl and oxygen

p0177 A71-18939

Cysteine incorporation in Escherichia coil B, noting X-ray sensitivity and radioprotection

p0178 A71-18942

Radiosensitive yeast strain Saccharomyces cerevisiae, discussing cyclobexizide and gamma irradiation treatment influence on growth

p0178 A71-18943

Bacteria and mammalian cells radiosensitization, using phenylgloyal and various carbon dial compounds

p0178 A71-18944

Age dependent changes in mammalian cell radiosensitivity, emphasizing endogenous nonprotein sulphydryl effects

p0178 A71-18945

Drug-radiation damage interaction relationship to radiosensitization in mammalian cells

p0179 A71-18946

Organic free radical radioprotective and radiosensitizing effect, reporting Chinese hamster cell line survival characteristics after treatment

p0179 A71-18946

A-356
Radiosensitizers indatamore, mesadione, synakrit and 6-ethylmaleamide, noting effects on murine ascitic tumor

Polyacation effect on tumor cells, describing growth rate inhibition and X-ray sensitivity and DNA interference

L-erythro-alpha, beta-dihydroxybutyraldehyde radiosensitizing effect on adenocarcinoma Ehrlich ascites tumor cells

Mouse Ehrlich ascites tumor cells, examining Co-60 gamma ray influence in presence of radiosensitizing 5,6-dihydroxypropenon

Radiosensitizing effect of iodine compounds in dilute solution on Ehrlich ascites tumor cells and SR enzymes

Mitoxyrin C radiosensitizing effect on hematopoietic colony forming cells, using technique based on bone marrow cells spleens colonies forming ability

Anoxic form spores I X-ray sensitization, observing diacetyl and inulin effects

Embryo chemical sensitization to low radiation doses damage by radiosensitizer iodoacetamide

Cytotoxic and radiosensitizing effect of thiol binding agents iodoacetamide/iAA, N-ethylmaleimide/NEM/ and iodoacetic acid/IAA/ on crypt cells of mice duodenum

"o-benzenacetic and methyl-o-benzenacrylic acids" radiosensitivity to fast neutrons and gamma rays

Q switched and continuous laser collimated radiation exposure limits for eye cornea and skin, discussing environmental contamination

Seasonal effect on daily periodicity of mice radiosensitivity related to changes in bright/dark daytime proportion and feeding

Radioprotectants effect on mice against ionizing radiation and tolerance to back-to-chest accelerations in space flight

Living organisms life-sustaining possibility under simulated Martian temprature, humidity and atmospheric composition conditions, emphasizing unicellular organisms radiation resistance

High energy proton irradiation of rats with partial shielding of abdominal region, observing pathoanatomichological changes in myocardium, nervous system and radiosensitive organs

Mice under combined gamma radiation and vibration acceleration dynamic factors, studying radioresistance recovery rate

Vibration influence on peripheral blood reaction to gamma radiation in dogs, using clinicohematological indices

Unicellular organisms increased tolerance to UV radiation, discussing cells repairing ability in dark and pigments and protective compounds screening role

Evaluation of eye hazards from nuclear detonations

Maxim allowable plutonium-239 load in humans and maxim allowable plutonium-239 concentration in air at work locations

Gamma radiosensitivity of female Swiss-Chu and mouse as function of growth rate

Effect of asparteic and adenosine triphosphate towards increasing natural body radioresistance and intensification of postradiation recovery in dog

SUBJECT INDEX

RADIATION HEAT TRANSFER

Radioisotope produced oxygen spectra in wavelength range between 400 and 2200 A, determining mean radiative lives of O I - O VI excitation levels

RADIATION TRANSFER

NT RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER

RADIO COMMUNICATION

NT PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION TELEMETRY

NT RADIO TELEMETRY

Extraterrestrial civilizations, discussing probability theory and radio communication

RADIO DIRECTION FINDERS

Voice communication, direction finding, and radio hosing equipment development for search and rescue by air

NT WILDLIFE RADIOLOCATION

U RADIIO WAVES

RADIO EQUIPMENT

NT RADIOTELEMETRY

Radioisotope equipment used in Interrogation Recording Location System, and results in remote ground, aircraft, and satellite tracking of elk and black bear

NT WIRELESS RADIAION DETERMINATION

NT HIGH FREQUENCIES

NT LOW FREQUENCIES

NT MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES

NT SURFACE FREQUENCIES

NT ULTRAHIGH FREQUENCIES

Thermal and nonthermal effects of microwave and RF radiation in biological systems, discussing dielectric constant and conductivity for high water content tissues

Low power density modulated RF energy illumination effects on mammalian biological functions, noting possible hazards to personnel

Radio frequency and microwave radiation hazards determination and elimination aboard naval ships

Effect of low power density modulated radio frequency energy on biological functions

Harmful biological effects caused by exposure to microwave radiation including radio frequency power density in vicinity of space station antennas

RADIO FREQUENCY RADIATION

U RADIO WAVES

RADIO TELEMETRY

NT PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION TELEMETRY

Design criteria for implantable biotelemetry systems, discussing RF signal transmission through conductive body tissue

Biotelemetry objectives, principles, implementation and applications, discussing wire and wireless systems, radio frequency selection, transmitting power and modulation methods

Multichannel EEG radio telemetry for remote recording of biological activity from subjects in motion and within human body

Bioelectrical activity of cerebral cortex in man under emotional stress, using multicanal radioelectroencephalography

Radio telemetry stimulator for conditioning larger animals by applying high voltage short duration pulses to skin surface

RADIO TRACKING

NT WAVELENGTH RADIOMETER
Human subjects REM sleep characteristics under 5-hydroxytryptophan influence, analyzing continuous polygraphic recordings of parietal EEG, horizontal eye movement and submental electromyographic activity

First and last rapid eye movement REM sleep differences in unrestrained chimpanzees

Oculomotor neural organization models, considering vestibular ocular reflex, saccadic eye movements and smooth pursuit systems

**RARE GASES**

**NT ARGET**

**NT HELIUM**

**NT XENON**

**NT XENON 133**

Human alveolar-arterial oxygen pressure differences, investigating inert gas effects

Spacecraft cabin rare-gas-oxygen atmosphere decompression effects on animal metabolic rates

Biological effects of inert gases in elevated pressure respiratory mixtures on human central nervous system

Investigating human response to effects of argon, nitrogen, and helium under increased pressures

Investigating dynamics of paracrinia in man from breathing nitrogen and rare gas mixtures under constant pressures for one hour

Complex effect of nitrogen, argon, and helium respiratory mixtures on humans at increased pressures

**RAREFACTION WAVES**

**NT ULTRASONIC WAVES**

**RAREFIED GASES**

Human gas metabolism under rarefied atmosphere via gas chromatography, discussing pulmonary ventilation determination and exhaled samples collection equipment

**RATE METERS**

**NT MEASURING INSTRUMENTS**

**NT ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)**

**NT ANGULAR ACCELERATION**

**NT ANHIBNOMIA**

**NT BRAHICARDIA**

**NT BURNING RATE**

**NT CURRENT DENSITY**

**NT DECELERATION**

**NT FLOW VELOCITY**

**NT FLUID (RATE)**

**NT HEART RATE**

**NT HIGH SPEED**

**NT ILLUMINANCE**

**NT IMPACT ACCELERATION**

**NT LUMINANCE**

**NT LUMINOUS INTENSITY**

**NT PROPAGATION VELOCITY**

**NT PULS RATES**

**NT RADIAL VELOCITY**

**NT RELATIVISTIC VELOCITY**

**NT RESPIRATORY RATE**

**NT SOUND INTENSITY**

**NT STATEL**

**NT TACHYCARDIA**

**NT WIND VELOCITY**

**RATINGS**

**Aircraft handling rating scales efficiency, noting difficulty in understanding and interpreting pilot opinion**

**RATIONS**

**NT SPACE RATIOS**

Procedures for determining quantitative and qualitative adequacy of food rations

**RATIOS**

**NT DIMENSIONLESS NUMBERS**

**NT INDEXES (RATIOS)**

**NT OPTICAL REFLECTION**

**NT SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIOS**

**RATS**

Combined glucose-sodium chloride solution consumption by rats during normal and food deprivation conditions

Emotionally induced osmotic pressure and thirst increase of rats during stress, noting eating behavior

Microelectrodes measurement of oxygen tension on arterioles external surface in hamster cheek pouch and hamster/rat cremaster muscle for blood flow regulation mechanism

Bread sediment effects on runway performance of rats with intestinal feeding

Decaborane effects on amino acid metabolic patterns of various rat tissues, considering holocarboxy inactivation

Prolonged water deprivation effects on hypothalamic self stimulation of rats with electrodes chronically implanted in posterior lateral hypothalami

Telemetric techniques for pharmacological effects of body temperature, motor activity and food and fluid intake on rat brain, describing recording and monitoring equipment

Training effect on oxygen tension dynamics in rats brain cortex under progressive high altitude hypoxia conditions, noting adaptation influence on motor activity and survival rate

Strain gage attachment to rat heart ventricle in situ with fine stainless steel pins

Control and prolonged exercised rats adrenal and plasma catecholamines, corticosterone and epinephrine level comparisons using fluorometric analysis

L-dopa multijection tissued effects on rat brain norepinephrine metabolites concentrations, observing zero time control rated modifications

Rats under various exercise programs, determining cardiac ventricle and gastrocnemius muscles calcium activated adenosine triphosphatase activities

Thyroidectomized vitamin A deficient rats, noting visual sensitivity loss not correlated to thyroid

Dark adapted albino rats behavioral assessment, measuring absolute visual thresholds to white and colored light

Prolonged hypokinesia effect on rats serotoninin 5-HT/5HT metabolism, noting pronounced blood content deviation from normal during first to third and thirteenth to fifteenth day

Myocardium reactions under 2G acceleration from histological, histochemical and electron microscopic observations on rats, noting dystrophic damage level relationship to duration

Morphological and cytological aspects of hypokinesia in rat muscles (NASA-TT-F-13376)

Diet and altitude effects on body composition of growing rats (AD-712239)

Measuring decrease in concentration of adenosine triphosphate in brain of rats before onset of convulsions induced by hypoxia (AD-712242)

Histological aspects and ultrastructure of intoxication in rats by pure oxygen at low pressure

Functional synchronization of neurosecretory cells of suprachiasmatic nucleus of dehydrated and rehydrated rat (NASA-TT-F-13419)

A-360
mission, discussing ground base tests, simulated and actual flight.

Human performance in various locomotive tasks under simulated lunar reduced gravity conditions, classifying test stands and equipment.

Physiological effects of reduced gravity, restricted mobility, gamma irradiation, and magnetic fields on human and animal subjects.

Analysis of data on human ability to perform different locomotor acts under conditions of reduced gravity.

REDOCTIOB

BEPLECTIVIPT

BEPLBCTIOU

REPEREBCE

REFLEXES

RELECTAECE

,NT

0

VOSTOK 2 SPACECRAFT

NT SIGNAL REFLECTION

Roman performance in various locomotive tasks under Double beam monochromatic differential

Vitamin K3 Photoreduction regulation in Rhodospirillum

Redundancy effects on human memorization working capacity, noting application to memory systems design.

Redundancy in receptive neuronal nets, examining structural and functional organization of generalized biological analyzer peripheral section.

Equilateral tetrahedral and Frank systems compared for standard reference system applications in spatial vectorcardiography.

Cycocel induced changes in internal structure of cotton leaves to reflectance, transmittance, and absorption of near infrared radiation.

Reflectance produced by plant leaves.

Cortical vestibular projection zones in formation of conditioned reflexes and spatial orientation of cats.

Orientation reflex in healthy and nervous human subjects from peripheral vessels blood pressure fluctuations in response to acoustic signals.

Vasoconstrictor reflexes latency in postganglionic cardiac and renal nerves in intact and spinalized cats, determining spinal mediation by electrophysiological methods.

Reflex excitability of neuromuscular systems of Soyuz crew members during physical loads.

Human operator psychophysiological analysis by memory-activity interdependence simulation, noting buffer memory, reflex system and habit acquisition.

Muscle reflex action role in contralateral remote marking at high auditory signal sound pressure levels.

Human spinal reflex effects during static work, suggesting cord segmental chiasmatic connections interaction with spinobulbar spinal tract.

Cerebrospinal knee and flexor reflex suppression observations in rabbits and cats during blood circulation disorders.

Biophysical nature of human memory, investigating electromosibility phase modulators and variations by supraintensive light stimulus to eye and adjustable reflex.

Globus pallidus damage in cats, investigating effects on conditioned motor reflexes, learning and memory.

Baroreflex regulation of pulse interval during bicycling exercise, using systolic pressure-pulse relation to express reflex sensitivity.

Conditioned reflexes developed by prolonged training in two genetic strains of mice during adaptation to altitude hypoxia.

Conditioned-auditory reflex behavior in rats under influence of acceleration, noting ostotomic effects.

Sense organs conditioned reflex and physiology, investigating mechanisms and functional localization of discrimination function and differentiating inhibition.

Articular baroreceptor reflex action in rabbits, noting central noradrenergic neuron participation.

Hypothermia effects on cat and dog vascular tonus vasomotor reflex regulation, suggesting role of inhibition due to changed afference from cooled tissues.

Soviet papers on higher nervous activity physiology, Part I, Basic laws and mechanisms of conditioned reflex activity covering inhibition, and bioelectrical effects, with bibliography.

Brain locking activity structural organization, discussing cerebral processes and control contact mechanisms activating conditioned reflexes.

Orientation reflexes neural activity due to various stimuli, noting hippocampus reaction to sound and light.

Bioelectrical aspects of conditioned reflex activity, discussing changes in cortex background, cortical and cerebral biopotentials and alpha rhythm depression reactions.

Reflexes dominant in organism throughout activity or temporarily dominating reflex system directing work of nervous centers.
Physicochemical aspects of conditioned reflexes, including membrane mechanisms, effectiveness of synapses, mediation processes, ribonucleotides function and subcellular structures dynamics

Conditioned reflex activity, demonstrating development of individual signals systems interrelation

Sympathetic response in renal and splanchnic nerves to induced fall and rise of arterial pressure in anesthetized rabbits, investigating baroreceptor reflex effect

Bulbar and baroreceptor inhibition of spinal and supraspinal sympathetic reflex discharges recorded in cats from renal nerve

A reflex changes in spinal marrow of intact and labinated animals under radial accelerations

Reflex mechanisms and programed command in insect flight stabilization, discussing gravity proprioceptors, wind sensing and optomotor control

Flying personnel equilibrium tests with pendulum ear-ninibrinm tests, averaging labyrinth reflex induced by anesthetized subjects

Vestibulo-collic reflex control of head movement in seated man under sinusoidal and stepwise rotational velocity stimulation, comparing with ocular stabilization

Neural control organization in vestibulo-ocular reflex arc, considering afferent and oculomotor neural signals

Oculo-motor reflex neural organization models, considering vestibular ocular reflex, saccadic eye movements and smooth pursuit systems

Sympathomimetic amines effects on central nervous system reflex activity of irradiated and desensitized animals

Human motor system control mechanism for stretch reflex loop gain with simplified central nervous system computation

Trace reflex formation in response to acoustic stimulus with verbal reinforcement, determining cross correlation connections between induced activity of auditory and motor areas

Reflex excitability of nerves and muscular systems in Soyou 4 and 5 cosmonauts

REFRACTION

ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION

Refraction and image forming qualities of frog eye using measurement of intensity profile/point spread function, confirming hyperopia

REFRACTIVITY

Augmentation of human eye focus control by varying index of refraction with nematic liquid crystals

REFRACTIVITY PERIOD

Short term central fatigue as causal factor of delayed psychological refractory period in multiple choice visual signal tasks

REFRASIL (TRADEMARK)

U PIBERS

U SILICON DIODS

REFRIGERATING MACHINERY

Zero-gravity absorption refrigerator system design and performance testing for space station environmental control application

Astronaut space nutrition, discussing Apollo mission short range nonregenerative node, long range closed loop regenerative cycles and waste recycling

Ninety day miced test of regenerative life support system in space station simulator, presenting operational and maintenance data

Wee management subsystem for 90-day space station simulator test of regenerative life support system

Advanced regenerative portable life support system concept analysis for long duration and multiple extravascular activity

Zero-gravity circulating water electrolysis system prototype design for metabolic and leakage makeup oxygen supply in 12-man space station regenerative life support system

Close-loop solid electrolyte oxygen regeneration life support system, discussing 180-day life test

Space station regenerative life support system 90-day miced test in simulator, discussing objectives, facilities and procedures

Artificial ecologic regenerative and life support system design for space environments, discussing biotechnological properties

Extraocular activity protection systems, discussing resource regeneration, technology, methodology and space station, lunar base and Martian missions schematic configurations

Oxidation of water in regeneration under spacecraft conditions, measuring organic impurities degree of oxidation in inhabited cabin atmoaspheric vapor condensates

Utilization of potassium superoxide in regenerating expired gas

Carbon dioxide concentration control in pressure chamber during atmospheric regeneration by Chlorella

Regeneration of spacecraft cabin atmosphere utilizing photosynthesis of unicellular algae

Control analysis of regenerative spacecraft cabin atmosphere system for earth orbiting manned mission of up to 1 year duration

Regenerable life support systems concepts for EVA use in 1980 and technology assessment

Regenerative space station simulator and test procedures for 4 man, 90 day testing of life support systems

Regeneration (PHYSIOLOGY)

Bone marrow physiological regeneration after chronic gamma irradiation, noting effect on fision processes and chromosome apparatus of cells

Mitotic response to various diets in normal and regenerating rat liver

DNA replication in intercostal artery muscle cells during vascular wall physiological regeneration, noting cytotoxicometric study of polyolization

Erythrocyte disintegration products role in blood regeneration, showing erthroprophosis link to erythrodiecris for different forms of hypoxia

Hydroptic plant cultivation with kerasit substrate, investigating replacement time effect and regenerative power of nutrient solution

REGENERATIVE CYCLES

REGENERATION (ENGINEERING)

REGIONS

NT ARCTIC REGIONS

NT POLAR REGIONS

NT TEMPERATE REGIONS
BESPIRATOBS SUBJECT

BESPIRATOBS

HUMAN LFACTORY PERCEPTION OF INSPIRED AIR COMPOSITION, NOTING SENSORY DIFFERENTIATION IMPROVEMENT WITH SUBSEQUENT EXPOSURES IN SPACE FLIGHT TRAINING

Indole Vapor Inhalation and Direct Injection into Rats, Rats and Rabbits, Examining Toxic Qualities

Respiratory Carbon Dioxide and Oxygen Partial Pressure Effects on Intraocular and Blood Pressure in Rabbits Under Somnifen Narcosis

Respiratory Analyzing Method and Apparatus for Determining Subjects Oxygen Consumption in Aerospace Environments

External Respiration and Energy Expenditures During Orthostatic Tests of Human Subjects Following Prolonged Immersion in Water

Work Intensities with Greatest Endurance Reduction Due to Inspiratory Resistance and Carbon Dioxide Inhalation

Development of System for Identifying Dynamic Heart Rate Response to Respiration

Effects of Changes in Partial Pressure of Carbon Dioxide on Acid-Alkali Equilibrium in Human Blood

Analysis of Relationship Between Respiration Rate and Volume and Minute Volume of Respiration Under Variety of PhysicalLoads

Breathing Metabolic Simulator Design for Vent and Evaluation of Breathing and Life Support Equipment

RESPIRATORS

Closed-Cycle Respirator Development Program

Effects of Positive GY Acceleration on Blood Oxygen Saturation and Pleural Pressure Relations in Dogs Breathing Air and Liquid Fluorocarbons in Whole Water Insulation Respirer

Respiratory Disease

Respiratory and circulatory responses in anesthetized cats to mediulary vestibular surface perfusion with 100 cc cerebral fluids of varying K concentration or 2 percent procaine solutions

Hypoxia-hypercapnia interplay as respiratory chemoreceptors stimulants and depressants by investigating arterial oxygen and carbon dioxide tensions effects on phrenic nerve activity

Respiratory mechanics and ventilatory response to carbon dioxide during positive pressure breathing in conscious man

Hypoxic and hypercapnic ventilatory control and oxygen uptake in athletes, noting chemoreceptor function

Terminal bronchleole diameter changes with volume in isolated air filled lobes of cat lung

Electronic compensation of water vapor effects in respiratory mass spectrometry

Hypoxia from aerospace medicine viewpoint, discussing respiration physiology, oxygen transport, altitude effects, psychomotor functions, etc

Germ book on clinical pathophysiology of respiration covering respiratory physiology, pulmonary gas exchange, respiratory control, hypoxia, hyperoxia, pressure breathing, etc

Carbon dioxide tension in pulmonary arterial blood before/during prolonged rebreathing in oxygen mixtures at rest and exercise

Mean whole body intracellular pH and buffer capacity for arterial carbon dioxide tension in ventilated dogs

Respiratory diaphragmatic center, investigating motor-neuron system integral activity by recording and analyzing phrenic-sense nerves in rabbits

Respiration parameters digital recording system, describing analog signal recording and processing, analog to digital conversion and digital readout equipment and techniques

Tissue respiration and heparpoisis in heterothermic and homothermic rodents under hypoxia

Afferent pulsed activity change in peripheral fibers of severed phrenic nerve during air inhalation and under asphyxia

Transient dynamics of ventilation and heart rate following positive and negative sustained step changes in work load initiated from different load levels

Temperature-respiration relations from isolated rat skeletal muscle mitochondria oxygen consumption measurements

Humans and animals vestibular stimuli effect on external respiration function and respiration center neuron activity

Respiratory responses and hyperventilation mechanisms during static muscular work in maximal voluntary contraction, noting chemoreceptor and alaram-defense reaction

Respiratory gas reaction mechanism on potassium superoxide in closed circuit breathing apparatus

Respiratory air flow optimal regulation hypothesis, testing analytic prediction model results with experiment under stress and rest conditions

Subject Index

Identification problems in mathematical model of respiratory function

Respiratory and circulatory responses in anesthetized cats to medullary vestibular surface perfusion with 100 cc cerebral fluids of varying K concentration or 2 percent procaine solutions

Hypoxia-hypercapnia interplay as respiratory chemoreceptors stimulants and depressants by investigating arterial oxygen and carbon dioxide tensions effects on phrenic nerve activity

Respiratory mechanics and ventilatory response to carbon dioxide during positive pressure breathing in conscious man

Hypoxic and hypercapnic ventilatory control and oxygen uptake in athletes, noting chemoreceptor function

Terminal bronchleole diameter changes with volume in isolated air filled lobes of cat lung

Electronic compensation of water vapor effects in respiratory mass spectrometry

Hypoxia from aerospace medicine viewpoint, discussing respiration physiology, oxygen transport, altitude effects, psychomotor functions, etc

Germ book on clinical pathophysiology of respiration covering respiratory physiology, pulmonary gas exchange, respiratory control, hypoxia, hyperoxia, pressure breathing, etc

Carbon dioxide tension in pulmonary arterial blood before/during prolonged rebreathing in oxygen mixtures at rest and exercise

Mean whole body intracellular pH and buffer capacity for arterial carbon dioxide tension in ventilated dogs

Respiratory diaphragmatic center, investigating motor-neuron system integral activity by recording and analyzing phrenic-sense nerves in rabbits

Respiration parameters digital recording system, describing analog signal recording and processing, analog to digital conversion and digital readout equipment and techniques

Tissue respiration and heparpoisis in heterothermic and homothermic rodents under hypoxia

Afferent pulsed activity change in peripheral fibers of severed phrenic nerve during air inhalation and under asphyxia

Transient dynamics of ventilation and heart rate following positive and negative sustained step changes in work load initiated from different load levels

Temperature-respiration relations from isolated rat skeletal muscle mitochondria oxygen consumption measurements

Humans and animals vestibular stimuli effect on external respiration function and respiration center neuron activity

Respiratory responses and hyperventilation mechanisms during static muscular work in maximal voluntary contraction, noting chemoreceptor and alaram-defense reaction

Respiratory gas reaction mechanism on potassium superoxide in closed circuit breathing apparatus

Respiratory air flow optimal regulation hypothesis, testing analytic prediction model results with experiment under stress and rest conditions

Bibliography
I. A.

A respiratory muscles electrical activity, Variable tidal volume effects on lung test gas Respiratory chemoreceptors and acid-base alterations Eear without significant long-term effects on peripheral chemoreceptors and central physiology

Dynamic characteristics of human respiratory and water involvement in ventilation physiology

Investigating effects of oxygen, nitrogen, and rare gases at increased pressures on narcosis

Respiratory rate and cardiac responses to exercise in man
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Accelerations effect on receptors in semicircular canals during human movements in rotating environment, using vector analysis
Lateral and anterior semicircular canal neural reactions to caloric stimulation in frogs, indicating hydrodynamic interactions
Vibratotactile information transmission, discussing skin mecano-receptive system and similarities or differences between auditory and tactile characteristics
Intraocular pressure self regulating nervous system components, discussing fluctuation sensors, cortical centers to eye impulse conveyors and glaucoma diagnostic applications
Skin temperature sensitivity factors, discussing neural correlates for thermal sensations from receptors causing thermal stimulation sensitivity

SENSE ORGANS
Semicircular canal and otolithic organ function in free swimming fish angular orientation behavior
Coordination structure of human hand arbitrary movements during stimulation of horizontal semicircular canals in vestibular apparatus by negative angular acceleration
Behavior of living pike fish under influence of electrical and mechanical stimulation of cupula of left horizontal semicircular canal
[871-22263] p0508 N77-23540
Vector analysis for estimating acceleration affecting human receptors in semicircular canals during rotation
Hydrodynamic and frequency response of semicircular canals compared in yaw, pitch, and roll
Angular velocity transduction of semicircular canals of head
Vestibular mechanics of semicircular canal function during angular velocity
Physiological adaptation to unilateral semicircular canal impaction compared to unilateral labyrinthectomy
Dynamic model of semicircular canal affected by angular velocity
Semiconductor devices for continuous blood pressure telemetry
Research on avalanche type semiconductor radiation detectors using video amplifiers
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
U THERMISTORS JUNCTIONS
U VOLTAGE JUNCTIONS
SEEDERS U TRANSMITTERS
SENSATIONS U PERCEPTION
SOUND ORGANS
HARD RECEPTORS CHERRY RECEPTORS
COLD RECEPTORS
HOT RECEPTORS
COLD RECEPTORS VESTIBULAR
MIDDLE EAR OTOLETH ORGANS
VESTIBULAR ORGANS PROTORECEPTORS
VESTIBULAR ORGANS PROPERISTORS
VESTIBULAR ORGANS VESTIBULES
VESTIBULAR ORGANS
Snake IR receptor sense organs tested by IR stimulus from carbon dioxide laser, suggesting receptor operation on thermal principle. Sense organs conditioned reflex and physiology, investigating mechanisms and functional localization of discrimination function and differentiating inhibition. Electro microscopic analysis of odor sensing cell microstructure.

SENSITIVITY
U SENSORY PERCEPTION
SENSIBILITY
U SENSITIVITY
NT LIGHT ADAPTATION
NT PAIN SENSITIVITY
NT PHOTORECEPTIVITY
NT PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE
NT RADIATION TOLERANCE

Peak diameter differences of sensitization by annular surrounds in subjects, concerning scotopic increment threshold and retinal illuminance. Human eyes macular pigment optical density curves through spectral sensitivity measurements, noting differences due to race, environment, age, skin, eye and hair color. Physiological effects of noise sensitivity.

SENSORIMOTOR PERFORMANCE
NT PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE
NT PSYCHOPHYSICS


SUBJECT INDEX


SENSORY DEPRIVATION
Motor and sensory nerve conduction impairment in upper extremities in vibration disease. Aural and visual limitations effects on athletes rowing rhythm, evoking afferent systems interactions. Somatic concentration and brief sensory deprivation effects on rod and frame and embedded figures test performance. Prolonged perceptual deprivation effects on behavioral, physiological and chemical reactions, discussing EEG mean frequency changes. Luminance and luminous flux discrimination in light and dark reared rats after early visual deprivation. Visual perceptual masking under binocular and dichoptic conditions separating peripheral and central interference effects. Normal females electrophysiological changes during sensory isolation of water tank variety from EEG, ECG, EOG, and electrodermal measurements, considering cortical activities reduction. Effects of education and pharmacodynamics on adaptability of human beings to degraded sensorial environments.

SENSORY DISCRIMINATION
NT VISION DISCRIMINATION
NT TACTILE DISCRIMINATION
NT VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
Perceived and responded to discriminative stimuli identification in probability learning, using parameter free model of event pattern association strength. A-380
Brief light flash duration discrimination, discussing luminance and time between flashes
p0269 A71-24607
Sense organs conditioned reflex and physiology, investigating mechanisms and functional localization of discrimination function and differentiating inhibition
p0612 A71-32529
Human olfactory perception of inspired air composition, noting sensory differentiation improvement with subsequent exposures in space flight training
p0631 A71-42800
Speech discrimination test for pilot pure-tone hearing standards
[AD-716766] p0296 A71-21061
Sensory stimulus and discrimination in bird navigation
p0342 A71-23076
Psychophysics of human attention, and sensory and time discrimination
NASA-CR-119023] p0440 A71-28283
Sensory Feedback
Human tracking of external targets and body point projections, examining visual feedback role
p0630 A71-12057
Average minimum time for incorrect movement, based on performer ability to process visual feedback
p0199 A71-20386
Displaced and delayed retinal feedback adaptation theory for human factors problems in man machine systems
p0271 A71-24825
Mathematical fatigue models based on permeability variations in synaptic membranes and feedback regulation due to working organ metabolic changes p0650 A71-36354
Proposed prism adaptation model suggesting visual control loop as linear system comprising independent subsystems
p0516 A71-37544
Visual target pursuit tracking test confirming error ascending by central mechanisms without sensory feedback
p0514 A71-37545
Sensory Perception
MT Auditory Perception
MT Auditory Localization
MT Critical Flicker Fusion
MT Olfactory Perception
MT Pain Sensitivity
MT Proprioception
MT Space Perception
MT Tactile Discrimination
MT Taste
MT Touch
MT Vertical Perception
MT Vibration Perception
MT Visual Discrimination
MT Visual Perception
Russian book on perception of respiratory medioan and gas preference in man and animals covering hypoxic or hypercapnic media, inhalation times, gas mixtures, etc
p0627 A71-11023
Human response to and perception of angular acceleration, discussing implications for motion capability in flight simulator [AIAA PAPERS 70-350] p0271 A71-24860
Somatosensory cortical and cuneate evoked responses and EEG amplitude/frequency changes due to hypovolemic shock
p0352 A71-27836
Notation perception in dark and oculogyral illusion, using power law to describe subjective vestibular sensation relation to angular acceleration stimulus pulses
p0372 A71-29327
Papers on anatomy and mechanisms of mammalian sensory systems including vision, audition and touch
p0376 A71-30251
Pulse frequency behavior during acquisition of perceptual and motor skills with particular attention to rest periods p0503 A71-31195

Sensory Stimulation
Speed overestimation in intermittent illumination of moving bars and textures as function of frequency, using Piaget and brightness enhancement phenomena
p0346 A71-32713
Anatomical load sensing method, determining torso pain thresholds by sensitivity tests [SB24 PAPERS 1823A] p0452 A71-35059
Spinal cord ascending neurons temperature sensitivity, comparing data from cats experiments with hydrothalamic temperature sensors sensitivity p0489 A71-36894
Visual signal detection from noise, investigating mental images effects in air sense modali
p0491 A71-37016
Human response to auditory stimuli start and cessation, noting time lag and perception duration
p0512 A71-37283
Activity correlation of adjacent neurons of cat posterior cerebral somatosensory zone, considering distribution of same direction/corpus/ and different direction/corpus/ of background rhythms
p0512 A71-37392
Plants and animals reactions to environment gravitational component, showing organism perception of accelerating force
p0557 A71-39970
Gravitational and other forces involved in equilibriums of growing plants, showing gravity sensing ability lower limit existence
p0557 A71-39971
Gravity suspension by higher plants, proving starch statolith hypothesis
p0558 A71-39977
Gravity suspension by higher plants, analyzing geotactic data for georeception theories
p0558 A71-39978
Arguments against statolith theory of gravitational perception in plants
p0558 A71-39979
Physiological systems connected with sensory perception of equilibriums and orientation on ground and in air, discussing pilot training and selection
p0623 A71-43148
Sensory perception of ultralow frequency sinusoidal perceptual stimulus [AD-711045] p0590 A71-10248
Body position sensing actions during weightless conditions
p0603 A71-11494
Effect of physical and symbolic stressors on perceptual mechanisms [AD-715308] p0267 A71-18256
Sound and visual sensory interactions of pleasant, unpleasant, and no sound with red, green, and blue lights against white standards
[AD-717715] p0336 A71-22341
Auditory and tactile information transfer of biological systems
p0341 A71-23066
Physical analog model for human vestibular organ response in guidance and control systems
Sensory modes of filed, bees, and moths applied to target acquisition and tracking [AD-720412] p0397 A71-25950
Psychophysiological threshold for sensory perception of visual stimuli and visual information processing [AD-720750] p0397 A71-25950
Statistical analysis of psychophysics of sensory perception and signal detection [IBP-1971-103] p0555 A71-37322
Mathematical models for estimating block up-and-down design of sensory thresholds
Sensory Stimulation
Human thermoregulatory response to ambient temperature variations, considering deep body and skin temperature interrelations
p0025 A71-11667
Cardiovascular and biochemical effects of chronic intermittent neuropsychic stimulation, using alphabolonycine antihypertension agent
p0082 A71-13157
Motor cortex sensory input in animals and man, using evoked responses recording
p0129 A71-16319
Spatial and temporal discrimination functions in physiological interaction between cat type I and somatosensory Gestalt psychology perceptual organization, Ambient temperature effects on Human Temperature, odor mixing and stimulation frequency Fly Lucilia sericata olfactory receptor and unit Performance Variables affecting processing mode / serial or Signals convergence of various sensory modalities as hue shifts by intermittent stimulation, suggesting positive and negative deflections in human interrelations choice methods for determination of test subjects analyzing contextual background and residual sensory sensitivity to heat and cold exposure principles and organismic factors organization, threshold, spatial information processing motor colliculus and medical geniculate body of onanesthetized response, using auditory or somatosensory stimuli controlling stimuli by afferences in nose effects on olfactory receptor potential of fly vision, audition and touch, establishing and action potentials response to odor stimulation by parallel/ of complex stimuli information sequential presentation of high rate point stimuli Lucilia sericata pulses to skin surface homologous compounds temporal color coding in visual system interaction between stimulus intermitteucy and response to accommodation stimulus Audiometric responses ofPrimary biological receptor element analogous electronic model for potential and afferent pulse train responses to stimuli Cortical responses of awake cat to narrow-band FM noise stimuli, proposing neuronal model Central nervous tissue sensitivity, considering direct sensing of gravitational stimuli of vibratory character Taste modalities identification by factor analysis technique based on correlation matrix between independent stimuli Psychophysiological reactions to understimulation and overstimulation, noting catecholamine output, heart rate and performance efficiency in humans Functional ability of human tactile analyzer by measuring minimal interval between two discrete controlled stimuli Posterior lateral thalamus nucleus neurons response to visual, acoustic and somatic stimuli in cats with microelectrodes Sensory stimuli and discrimination in bird navigation Behavior of living pike fish under influence of electrical and mechanical stimulation of cupula of left horizontal ampulla and semicircular canal [NASA-TT-P-13665] Psychological reactions of Central nervous tissue sensitivity, considering Effects of external stimuli, noting catecholamine overstimulation, noting catecholamine efficiencv in humans tactual analyzer by assessing contextual background and residual sensory sensitivity to heat and cold exposure principles and organismic factors organization, threshold, spatial information processing motor colliculus and medical geniculate body of onanesthetized response, using auditory or somatosensory stimuli controlling stimuli by afferences in nose effects on olfactory receptor potential of fly vision, audition and touch, establishing and action potentials response to odor stimulation by parallel/ of complex stimuli information sequential presentation of high rate point stimuli Lucilia sericata pulses to skin surface homologous compounds transient receptor potential of fly Lucilia sericata Fly Lucilia sericata olfactory receptor and unit Performance Variables affecting processing mode / serial or parallel/ of complex stimuli information Accommodometer for automatic measurement of eye response to accommodation stimulus Gravitational stimuli due to variations in angular velocity and radius, noting effects on behavioral control [AVIA PAPER 71-88A] Gross locomotion and cargo handling in simulated artificial gravity environments, studying effects of Coriolis forces, angular accelerations, oculo-vestibular stimuli and traction variations [A1AA PAPER 71-866] Positive and negative deflections in human electroretinogram off response to stimuli Signals convergence of various sensory modalities as function of impulse reactions of individual brain neurons in mammals Hue shifts by intermittent stimulation, suggesting interaction between stimulus intermittency and temporal color coding in visual system
Signal propagation in model neuron networks. Visual image propagation from retina to higher level.

Amino silica gel absorbers for atmospheric purification systems of spacecraft cabins.

Decompression sickness, investigating surface load assessment ratings. Pathological findings in sinus X-rays and nasal cavity.

Regional pulmonary vasomotor activity in sitting position. Body position effects on dynamic characteristics of aortic and sinus nerves afferent electric impulses under adrenalin and nicotine.

Absence of helical inversion in single component.

Phonocardiogram simulator for biological and medical applications. Evaluation of breathing and life support equipment between simulated sounds.

Silicon radiation detector production engineering. Production engineering of silicon radiation detecting probes.

Silicon radiation detector design for in vivo biomedical use. Production engineering isodose distributions and differential range curves.

General information system for spacecraft. Microgravitation, zero-g environment, zero-g simulation.

Single component producing beam of focused circular intensity distribution. Production engineering of silicon radiation detecting probes.

Silicon radiation detector producing practical application and evaluation of breathing and life support equipment.
Thermal environment effect on human skin temperature and final temperature prediction from early exposure

Local cutaneous heat regulation in man, using thermoregulatory mechanism analysis in response to constant temperature thermode application to small skin surface

Skin temperature sensitivity factors, discussing neural correlates of thermal sensation and skin receptors causing thermal stimulation sensitivity

Anterior suits physiological evaluation for subjective comfortableness, oral and skin temperatures and pulse rate, determining optimum environmental temperature

Human body weight and skin sweat gland water loss rates effects on thermoregulation

Local skin thermoregulation mechanism in man controlled by cooperative brainstem biosynthesis, using in thermometry recording of thermal stimuli

Skin temperature and perspiration role in metabolic heat elimination, considering evaporation coefficient relationship to convection coefficient

Human temperature tolerance during exposure to hot and cold environments, using skin temperature as indicator

Chill level index for skin temperature effects on rate of evaporative heat loss and thermal information to central controller during heavy work

Impulse skin temperature encoding in primate cutaneous thermoreceptors in dynamic thermal conditions

Temperature regulation during exercise by proportional control, investigating skin temperature effect on net point temperature, sweat rate and skin thermal conductance

Finger freezing time correlation with cooling rate, discussing effects of indeterminate skin supercooling

Cats preoptic and skin temperature change effects on posterior hypothalamic neurons

Cutaneous circulation control by venous thermoregulatory reactions to temperature variations, using dog saphenous vein perfused with autologous blood or Krebs-Ringer solution

Heart rate variation during and after muscular exercise, discussing correlated measurements of rectal and mean skin temperatures, blood lactate, pyruvate and glucose

Cold climate clothed human windchill tables, considering various heat transfer modes and skin temperature

Mean body temperature computation in neutral and hot environments from rectal and skin temperatures

Human skin cold receptor diurnal activity rhythms

Circadian development of rectal and cutaneous temperature in man while resting in controlled environment

Microthermistor measurements of temperature distribution on body surface of dogs

Thermal intensity and skin temperature levels, affecting behavioral thermoregulation in cats with increases in somotonic fashion

Establishment of relationship between skin temperature and ability to tolerate cold and hot environments for human subjects

Regional control of skin temperature and heat transfer measurements of various body sections

Effect of ultrasound on nucleic acids in rat organs and possibility of local action of focused ultrasound through skin portals in animals and man

Possibility of focused ultrasound to act locally on brain structures of animals and man without opening skull

Chill level index for skin temperature effect on rate of evaporative heat loss and thermal information to central controller during heavy work

Impulse skin temperature encoding in primate cutaneous thermoreceptors in dynamic thermal conditions

Temperature regulation during exercise by proportional control, investigating skin temperature effect on net point temperature, sweat rate and skin thermal conductance

Finger freezing time correlation with cooling rate, discussing effects of indeterminate skin supercooling

Cats preoptic and skin temperature change effects on posterior hypothalamic neurons

Cutaneous circulation control by venous thermoregulatory reactions to temperature variations, using dog saphenous vein perfused with autologous blood or Krebs-Ringer solution

Heart rate variation during and after muscular exercise, discussing correlated measurements of rectal and mean skin temperatures, blood lactate, pyruvate and glucose

Cold climate clothed human windchill tables, considering various heat transfer modes and skin temperature

Mean body temperature computation in neutral and hot environments from rectal and skin temperatures

Human skin cold receptor diurnal activity rhythms

Circadian development of rectal and cutaneous temperature in man while resting in controlled environment

Microthermistor measurements of temperature distribution on body surface of dogs

Thermal intensity and skin temperature levels, affecting behavioral thermoregulation in cats with increases in somotonic fashion

Establishment of relationship between skin temperature and ability to tolerate cold and hot environments for human subjects
SLEEP DEPRIVATION

Brain subcortical structure neuronal assemblies
impose activity during sleeping and dreaming in
patients treated with implanted electrodes
p0356 A71-28378
Behavioral arousal and EEG thresholds changes during
sleep due to electrical and audio stimulation
p0356 A71-28379
Natural sleep and wakefulness stages neurophysiology
based on bioelectric activity spectral and
correlation analyses
p0356 A71-28380
Heart rate variability in REM sleep, stage 4 sleep
and wakeful state from ECG of normal sales,
calculating coefficient of temporal variability
for each state
p0371 A71-29319
Subcortical-cortical EEG recording of unrestrained
chimpanzees sleep cycles, using computer analysis
and biotelemetry techniques
p0408 A71-31951
Human subjects REM sleep characteristics under 5-
hydroxytryptophan influence, analyzing continuous
polygraphic recordings of parietal EEG, horizontal
eye movement and subcortical electroencephalographic
activity
p0408 A71-31952
Polygraphic sleep recordings automatic analysis,
presenting numerical results for rapid and slow
eye movements, muscle tone, heart and respiratory
rates
p0409 A71-31956
Simulated sonic booms and subsonic jet aircraft
noise effects on human subjects of various ages
during different sleep stages
p0410 A71-32250
Space flight sleep pattern data with EEG, using
descriptors and regression and linear
discriminant analysis
p0417 A71-33108
Sounds effects on natural nocturnal sleep of healthy
humans with normal hearing
p0452 A71-34479
Cat thalamus ventrolateral nucleus neuronal
discharges during waking and slow and fast wave
sleeps
p0454 A71-34689
First and last rapid eye movement /REM/ sleep
differences in unrestrained chimpanzees
p0468 A71-35891
Human blood pressure in brachial artery during
spontaneous night sleep, recording EEG, EKG and
horizontal eye movements
p0564 A71-60185
Transport aircrew sleep patterns effects on fatigue
and sleep disturbances, discussing physiologic
debt and stresses
p0565 A71-60341
Young adult males split-period sleep regimes
dependence on interweaving wakefulness time
interval, periods length and onset sidereal time
p0566 A71-60488
Pilot EEG, behavioral and subjective correlates of
natural and drug induced sleep at atypical hours,
using calculation and vigilance tests
p0586 A71-61835
Prolonged bed rest effects on EEG sleep patterns in
young healthy subjects with and without exercise
p0622 A71-63309
Human sleep patterns during prolonged exposure to
hyperbaric nitrogen saturated atmosphere
[AD-711671]
p0045 W71-10723
Psychological tests for long and short sleepers
[AD-711579]
p0051 W71-11090
Stability of sleep patterns in young adults for
sequential nights over three week period
[NASA-CR-111519]
p0051 W71-11094
Sleep and transitional states in man under space
flight conditions
[JPDS-5-1763]
p0122 W71-14463
Sleep characteristics affecting human performance on
aircraft, submersibles, and spacecraft
p0122 W71-14464
Sleep as an indicator for human ability for adaptation
to prolonged solitary isolation with altered
day-night regimen
p0122 W71-14465
Electroencephalographic sleep patterns of crew
during long duration spacecraft cabin simulation
p0297 W71-29889
Analysis of variance of heart rate measurements
extracting sleep stage information and pattern
recognition
[AD-710125]
p0346 W71-23477
Development of apparatus and method for
quantitative daily measuring brain activity as
automatic indication of sleep stage and level of
consciousness
[NASA-CAS-TRC-13282-1]
p0390 W71-24729
Effects of auditory stimuli /sonic booms/ on sleep
and after effects of sleep deprivation
[ISVR-TR-41]
p0494 W71-29437
Prototype device for monitoring sleep during manned
space flight including performance tests
[NASA-CR-115071]
p0497 W71-30126
Dynamics of electroencephalogram during sleep in
humans under normal and altered daily regimes of
sleep and wakefulness
[NASA-TTR-13679]
p0498 W71-30140
SLEEP DEPRIVATION
Time zone change effects on worldwide schedule
flight crews sleep patterns, considering
biological functions Circadian rhythm changes
p0097 A71-15057
Human sleep deprivation research, discussing task
performance, man machine interaction and work-rest
cycles
p1005 A71-15848
Surface negative slow EEG potential /CNV/ in human
brain after total sleep loss
p1041 A71-17428
Clinical value of electroencephalograms following
sleep deprivation in detecting abnoramlities in
neurological patients
p1025 W71-21228
Community aircraft noise intensity indices from
annurance and physiological reactions in man,
discussing sleep interruption, hearing loss,
communication interference, etc
p1040 A71-32242
Human fatigue with emphasis on chronic conditions
unrelieved by rest or sleep, recommending
elimation of conditions resulting in excessive stress,
patients and workers
p1045 A71-34353
Protein content in cytoplasm of neurons and glutal
satellite cells in supraoptical and red nuclei of
white rat brains during natural and paradoxical
phase deprived sleep
p1051 A71-38585
Sleep related fatigue in pilot performance and
flight safety, considering sleep lack and
disruption and irregular duty patterns
p1051 A71-40595
Biochemical regulation of sleep-wake and temperature
cycles in monkeys
p1069 A71-11828
Health effects of sonic booms noting human reactions and
performance, sleep deprivation and accident
proneness
[ISVR-TR-25]
p0290 W71-20699
Effects of auditory stimuli /sonic booms/ on sleep
and after effects of sleep deprivation
[ISVR-TR-60]
p0494 W71-29437
Comparison of human sleep disturbance in three age
groups by subsonic jet aircraft noise and
simulated sonic booms
[NASA-CR-1780]
p0500 W71-30670
Forty eight hour continuous work-sleep loss effects
on human performance - Thesis project
[ISVR-TR-61]
p0504 W71-31236
Human reactions to sleep deprivation by simulated
sonic booms
[ISVR-TR-64]
p0542 W71-32865
Physiological effects of sleep deprivation produced by
simulated aircraft noise
[FAA-N-DD-70]
p0609 W71-24064
SLIPPERS
o SHOES
SHOES
MT GLIDE PATHS
Visual slant averaging mechanism evidence from
binocular dissipators tests, considering gradient
slant perception theory and neuropsychological
averaging mechanisms
p1001 A71-15170
SLOW MONITORS
o THERMAL MONITORS
A-388
Environmental problems including air pollution, water pollution, radioactive wastes, smoke, sewage, and garbage disposal have led to the development of new technologies to improve air quality. For example, cylindrical transparent plastic antismoke hoods with diaphragm elasticity and area, orifice area, volume, respiratory rate, body temperature and glycolytic parameters have been developed to improve efficiency for smoothing personal respirable dust sampler flows. \[BM-RI-75453\]

Rats were used in experiments to test the effect of olfactory perception on social behavior. The rats were exposed to various air pollutants and their behavior was observed. The results showed that exposure to air pollutants can affect social behavior in rats.

A study was conducted to examine the effects of noise, disturbance, and aircraft noise on the behavior of rats. The results showed that exposure to noise and disturbance can affect social behavior in rats.

Epidemiological studies have been conducted to examine the effects of air pollution on human health. The results showed that exposure to air pollution can affect respiratory and cardiovascular health.

A study was conducted to examine the effects of air pollution on human behavior. The results showed that exposure to air pollution can affect social behavior in humans.

Several studies have been conducted to examine the effects of air pollution on human health. The results showed that exposure to air pollution can affect respiratory and cardiovascular health.

Several studies have been conducted to examine the effects of air pollution on human behavior. The results showed that exposure to air pollution can affect social behavior in humans.

Several studies have been conducted to examine the effects of air pollution on human health. The results showed that exposure to air pollution can affect respiratory and cardiovascular health.

Several studies have been conducted to examine the effects of air pollution on human behavior. The results showed that exposure to air pollution can affect social behavior in humans.
SOIL SCIENCE

Sodium fluoroacetate as radiation protective agent, noting dependence on selective blockade of enzyme aconitase

Temperature effect in sodium fluoroacetate protective action mechanism for mice irradiation

SOFT LANDING SPACECRAFT

BT APOLLO SPACECRAFT

BT VOSTOK 3 LUNAR PROBE

BT VOSTOK 2 SPACECRAFT

SOFTWARE (COMPUTERS) COMPUTER PROGRAMS

SOIL MECHANICS

Abundance, persistence, and localization of enzyme activity in terrestrial soil and exploration of soils suitable for planetary life

SOIL SCIENCE

Soil microorganisms multiplication under simulated Martian conditions in lisanite and garden soil mixture

Application of microbial cesones to problems of soil fertility

Microbiological characterization of soil types

SOILS

MT CLAYS

MT LUNAR SOIL

Xerophyte soil microorganisms reproductive stability in artificial Mars environment chamber at maximum hygroscopic moisture

Biocorrolgy, molecular biology, radiocorhinochemistry, meteorology, soil science, and water pollution research and development and environmental engineering

Biological and geological aspects of soil science

Analysis of natural zones and space ecosystems noting relationships of living animals and biosphere

SOIL RADIATION OBSERVATION

Solar system organic compounds detection and evolution, considering element, isotope and pigment composition, optical activity and polymerization

Effect of solar radiation on energy balance of biocorrolgy

SOILS

MT LUNAR SOIL

Xerophyte soil microorganisms reproductive stability in artificial Mars environment chamber at maximum hygroscopic moisture

Biocorrolgy, molecular biology, radiocorhinochemistry, meteorology, soil science, and water pollution research and development and environmental engineering

Biological and geological aspects of soil science

Analysis of natural zones and space ecosystems noting relationships of living animals and biosphere

Subject Index

SOIL CYCLES

BT SUBSOIL CYCLE

SOIL ECLIPSES

Chlorioroetal temperature increases from naked solar eclipse observations for various observation angles and pupil diameters, considering solar irradiance and atmospheric transmission spectra

SOIL FLARES

Probable solar flare doses on interplanetary mission calculated by McFlare computer program using Monte Carlo methods

Psychological factors in visual observation of solar flares and application of visual perceptions in predicting flares

SOIL RADIATION

Chlorioroetal temperature increases from naked solar eclipse observations for various observation angles and pupil diameters, considering solar irradiance and atmospheric transmission spectra

Chlorioroetal temperature increases from naked solar eclipse observations for various observation angles and pupil diameters, considering solar irradiance and atmospheric transmission spectra
SOYUZ SPACECRAFT

Soyuz 4 and 5 self contained cosmonaut life support system for extravehicular activity, discussing principal components block diagram

Soyuz 9 prolonged space flight biomedical effects on human organism, emphasizing weightlessness

Soyuz 9 flight followed biomedical mission, evaluating 18 day exposure effect on human physiology and work capacity

Soyuz 9 spacecraft crew medical support and postflight examination, discussing earth environment readaptation

Soyuz 9 cosmonauts physiological monitoring instrumentation and procedures, describing bioastronautics experiment for data telemetry

Soyuz 9 cosmonauts medical monitoring, discussing physiological changes, vagotonic reactions and work capacity

Soyuz 9 cosmonauts postflight clinical examination, noting muscle pain, eyelid edema, leg muscle atrophy, etc

Soyuz 9 spacecraft crew food diet description including products and packaging

A-392
Studying cardiovascular effects of prolonged confinement in Soyuz 9 simulator during normal and modified work and rest cycles

Postflight metabolic and renal functional shifts in Soyus spacecraft cosmonauts

Space bases
  Space base biomedical center based on Integrated Medical and Behavioral Laboratory Measurement System /IMBLMS/ concept

Space biology
  Life sciences and space biology

Space capsule
  Space escape capsules

Space debris
  Mass transfer model for external spacecraft contamination and preventive measures

Space environment
  Space environment simulation
    Weightlessness simulation
      Soyuz spacecraft simulator prolonged confinement effect on human cardiovascular system function in space

Aerospace environment simulation
  Man and equipment instrumentation in simulated space environment, considering training and interface of man and life support systems

Man and equipment instrumentation in various locomotive tasks under simulated reduced gravity and partial gravity conditions

Human performance in various locomotive tasks under simulated reduced and partial gravity conditions

Erythrocytes life span and bone marrow production in dogs subjected to gamma irradiation in doses simulating prolonged space flight conditions

Chronic and acute gamma irradiation facilities in animal experiments simulating steady cosmic radiation and powerful solar flare radiation expected in prolonged space flight

Ninety day manned test of regenerative life support system in space station simulator, presenting operational and maintenance data

Space management subsystem for 90-day space station simulator test of regenerative life support system

Grav lymphoc ent and cargo handling in simulated artificial gravity environments, studying effects of Coriolis forces, angular accelerations, oculo-vestibular stimuli and traction variations

Living organisms life-sustaining possibility under simulated Martian temperature, humidity and atmospheric composition conditions, emphasizing unicellular organisms radiation resistance

Space environment simulation for ultrahigh vacuum effects on crystalline enzymes activity, measuring by chemiluminescence techniques

Ultraviolet radiation and high vacuum space environment simulation for bioluminescent bacteria

Planar motion of human being subjected to action of body-fixed force

Determining hemopoietic, cytological, and immunological parameters of simulated long term exposure to space radiation

Studying cardiovascular effects of prolonged confinement in Soyus 9 simulator during normal and modified work and rest cycles

Integrated maneuvering life support system

Design and performance of thermal air conditioning equipment during long term manned space environment simulation

Confinement effects on human psychomotor performance during long duration space environment simulation test

Non-interference crew performance analysis during long duration space station simulation test with visual and aural observations

Biomedical serum assays on crewmen during long duration space station simulation

Spirometer loop measurements of human pulmonary functions during long duration manned space environment simulation

Details of antennae zero gravity performance evaluation program including publication of handbook, fabrication of prototype hardware, and work performance data

Development of prototype waste collection system /modified Hydro John/ designed for use in either zero or one gravity environment

Animal experimentation for simulating long duration space flight hazards for human physiology

Manned 90-day performance test of regenerative life support systems in space station simulator including crew biomedical tests

Physiological effects and acceleration tolerances after weightlessness based on space environment simulation with human centrifuges and bed rest

Space exploration
  Viking mars program
    Dry heat spacecraft sterilization-compatibility tests of reagents and materials for planetary biological exploration

Investigating physiological and biological effects of prolonged space flight on Soyus 9 crew members

Consideration of bioastronautics and biological exploration of space for determination of extraterrestrial life and origin of life on earth

Space flight
  Apollo flights
    Biological radioprotectants in space flights including amino acids, bacterial polysaccharides, hormones and vitamins

Space flight biological effects on lysozyme activity in bacteria and human cells in culture

Biomedical effects of Apollo 14 space flight, considering weightlessness adaptation

Unfavorable high intensity noise effects on auditory and motor analyzers during space flight

Cosmic ray biological effects and admissible dose level normalization in space flight from prolonged tests on dogs

Biological effects of ionizing radiation and nonradiative factors on radiation damage from satellite space flight tests on dogs and plants
Feasibility of antigen/antibody system utilizing passive immune agglutination technique to determine microbial ecology of crew during extended space flight [NASA-CR-108687]

Life support problems in prolonged space flight using various Soviet spacecraft [JPRS-51736]

Portable environmental control and life support systems for on-orbit and in and out of spaceflight [NASA-CASE-ERS-09632-1]

Orbiting frog otolith experiment

Sleep and transitional states in man under space flight conditions

Muscular relaxation for psychological preparation of man for space flights

Coordination of human voluntary movements during space flights

Chemical and biological antiradiation drugs for space flight

Space flight radiation protection using antiradiation drugs

Human life maintenance during space flight [JPRS-52514]

Research methods for investigating infectious disease in manned space flight without human exposure [NASA-CR-119243]

Studying oculogravic illusion and Coriolis effect as causes of disorientation in aerospace flight [IFR-1970-25]

Aspects of motion disorders in space flight and space flight training [JPRS-53894]

Water-salt metabolism during space flight and microcirculation of actively circulating blood volume [NASA-7T-F-14028]

Equations of motion for describing weightlessness phenomena during space flight [NASA-CR-123161]

Regenerated nutrients as foods for long duration space missions, discussing physicochemical methods for metabolic waste products conversion into safe synthetic nutrient compounds

Biological rhythms and space nutrition - COSPAR Conference, Prague, May 1969, Life sciences and space research

Astronaut space nutrition, discussing Apollo mission short range nonreproductive node, long range closed loop regenerative cycles and waste recycling

Space diets for maximum energy consisting of fats and proteins from biological systems and carbohydrates from chemical systems

Space shuttle life support, protective and crew system interfaces, discussing food and waste management and accident procedures

Feeding systems, potable water and waste disposal in space cabin

Soyuz 9 spacecraft crew food diet description including products and packaging

Manned spaceflight life support systems dehydrated food ration effects on human organisms health, metabolism and immuno-reactivity during long space flight

Nutrition and feeding behavior of pocket mouse for space nutrition application [NASA-CR-110906]

Space flight nutritional requirements and food selections

Investigating effects of liquid diets on subjects in space environment simulators

SUBJECT INDEX

Feasibility of storing and dispensing rehydratable foods aboard space vehicle [AD-715036]

Investigating diet and nutritional requirements of Soyuz 9 crew members [NASA-CR-116253]

Developing realistic mission models for food system to sustain spacecraft for extended periods of time [NASA-CR-1148861]

Food supply system for long duration manned space flight simulation

Glycerol food additive for spacecraft cooking

Tables on nutritional value of foods used in space flight feeding [AD-717859]

Compressed, coated, freeze dried, nonseas, cheese and meat flavored snack cubes for Apollo food system [NASA-CR-11996]

Microbiological ecology of manned space flights, exobiology, sterilization, and life support systems [JPRS-53308]

Grain cereals as polyfunctional autotrophic components of closed ecological life support systems

Long term manned space flight nutrition and food requirements

Nutritional evaluation of Apollo diets and quotobiological study of mice having diets with limited microflora [NASA-CR-115124]

Analysis of storage stability of intermediate moisture foods for space flight feeding with tables of foods and types of manufacture [NASA-CR-115194]

Space habitation food system in crew compartment [NASA-CR-115207]

SPACE FLIGHT STRESS

Medical support of extended manned space missions, considering functional disturbances, diseases, drug reactivity and timing of in-flight aid

Space motion sickness causes and prevention, discussing syndromes, psychophysiological factors, vestibular mechanics and adaptation

Renal function osmoregulation in Soyuz crew members

Automated vision tester for evaluating space environment effects and multiphasic health screening

Cardiopulmonary and circulatory mechanisms, adaptation limits and response to aerospace flight stress

Medical flight information on astronauts response to space flight environment in confined and unconfined state and during intra- and extravehicular activities

Soyuz 9 flight manned biomedical mission, evaluating 18 day exposure effect on human physiology and work capacity

Biosatellite postflight experiment evaluating effects of forced electrolyte imbalance in Macaca nemestrina

Circulasaer space flight effects on spadework, dry seeds and onion bulbs germinating capacity, growth stimulus and chromosome rearrangements

Bone tissue optical density and blood serum and urine calcium content of Soyuz 9 crew members during and after flight

Weightlessness effects on muscular reflexes, tone and contractility in Soyuz 9 astronauts

Soyuz 9 spacecraft astronaut space flight effect on digestive system enzyme secretion function based on pre- and post-flight examinations
Soyuz 9 spacecraft astronauts otolaryngological and radiobiological problems of prolonged manned space flight during extended orbital spaceflight. 

Soyuz 9 spacecraft astronauts cardiovascular and respiratory systems responses to orthostatic effect after 16-day orbital flight from EKG measurements and sphygmonography.

Soyuz 9 spacecraft simulator prolonged confinement effects on human cardiovascular system functional state.

Spaceflight effects on dry crepis capillaris seeds in five day orbit, showing chromosome rearrangements and increased mutagenic sensitivity.

Orbital space flight effects on dry barley seeds, noting increased intracellular rearrangements.

Biosatellite 3 monkey sleep and wake states based on visual and computer analysis of telemetered data from earth orbital flight.

In-flight monkey cardiovascular observations, discussing central venous pressure, venous volume, electrolyte imbalances and heart rate.

German book on space medicine covering stresses on spaceflight effects on dry barley seeds and onion bulbs germinating capacity, growth and weightlessness effects.

Postflight metabolism and renal function of Soyuz 6, 7 and 8 crewsmembers, assigning weight loss during flight with water and salt discharges.

Calcium, potassium and iron loss by astronauts during Apollo space missions using instrumental neutron activation analysis.

Pyrroline and serotonin metabolism changes and vestibular disorders observation in space flight.

Turtles organs and tissues responses during Zond 5 and 7 lunar probes circulatual flight.

Afferent mechanisms of orthostasis in space flight, discussing plasma fluid volume reduction and cardiovascular adjustments on passive tilting and acclimation.

Astronaut chromosome aberrations, presenting peripheral blood leukocytes cytogenetic tests for pre and post space flight.

Circular space flight effects on spidervort, dry seeds and onion bulbs germinating capacity, growth stimulation and chromosome rearrangements.

Astronaut work capacity and adaptation during long term flight of space vehicle Soyuz 9.

Radioprotectants effect on mice against ionizing radiation and tolerance to back-to-earth accelerations in space flight.

Soviet papers on radiobiological aspects of reactivity of organisms in space flight covering radiation protection drugs, hypoxia, flight conditions, radiation pathology, circulation, astronaut work capacity and adaptation during long term flight of space vehicle Soyuz 9.

Human orthostatic and vestibular stability responses to weightlessness during extended space flight noting acceleration tolerance, physical efficiency, infection resistance and medication sensitivity.

Physiological effects of 18 day space flight on crew of Soyuz-9.

Neuroendocrine heart rate analysis techniques for cosmonauts during space flight.
Hydrogen depolarized fuel cell for space station
prototype carbon dioxide concentrator, describing
modular design concept and operation
[ASME PAPER 71-AV-341]
Space station regenerative life support system 90-
day manned test in simulator, discussing
optimization, facilities and procedures.
[ASME PAPER 71-AV-38]
Skylab and space station crew garments, discussing
personal preference and style integration with
function and overall system impact
[ASIA PAPER 71-875]
Homemaking systems for manned modular space
station and shuttle, discussing steward duties and
waste control
[ASIA PAPER 71-800]
Data from 91-day manned test of regenerative life
support system in space station simulator
[ASIA PAPER 71-AV-2095]
Life support system for improved space station
simulator
[ASIA PAPER 71-AV-2099]
Cooling system and thermal balance data for long
life support system in space station simulator
[ASIA PAPER 71-AV-2099]
Crew reaction to environment habitability during
long duration operation of space station simulator
[ASIA PAPER 71-AV-2099]
Data from long duration manned test of regenerative
life support system in space station simulator
[ASIA PAPER 71-AV-2099]
Physiological effects and design criteria for
artificial gravity space station
[ASIA-CR-261382]
Zero-gravity absorption refrigeration system design
and performance testing for space station
environmental control application
[ASIA-CR-103114]
Regenerative space station simulator and test
procedures for 4 man, 30 day testing of life
support systems
[ASIA-CR-111682]
Mathematical model and computerized simulation of
crew related factors in space station
[ASIA-CR-399281]
Manned 90-day performance test of regenerative life
support systems in space station simulator
including crew biomedical tests
[ASIA-CR-111681]
Modular space station study of environmental control
and life support system for long term mission
[ASIA-TR-6-6603]
Design concepts for crew accommodations,
steward equipment, and facilities for space station
components
[ASIA-CR-122924]
Space suits
Thermal environment loads in lunar ambulation,
discussing Apollo EVA suit system and internally
produced heat
[ASIA 111-12386]
Astronaut electrode-amplifier helmet harness for
cable and radiotelemetry acquisition of EEG, EOG,
EMG and blood pressure data on noninterference
basis
[ASIA-CR-111681]
Book on space suit evolution covering balloons
flight, troposphere, stratosphere, astronauts,
astrophysicists, astronauts, etc
[ASIA-CR-33872]
Antixposure suits physiological evaluation for
subjective comfortableness, oral and skin
temperatures and pulse rate, determining optimum
environmental temperature
[ASIA 111-35195]
Advanced regenerative portable life support systems
concept analysis for long duration and multiple
extravehicular activity
[ASIA PAPER 71-AV-10]
Heat removal from space suit, discussion of toxic
and physiological features suitable for cooling
[ASIA 111-39224]
Design and specifications for advanced
extravehicular space suit
[ASIA-CR-108666]
Space suit with pressure-volume compensator system
[NASA-CASE-LIA-05332] p0059 N71-11194
Equitopixed space suits utilizing mechanical aids to minimize astronaut pressure on body joints
[NASA-CASE-LAB-10007-1] p0059 N71-11195
One-piece human garment for use as contamination proof garment
[NASA-CASE-ESC-12206-1] p0223 N71-17599
Integrated maneuvering life support system
[NASA-TR-66002] p0275 N71-19399
Space suit body heat exchanger design composed of thermal conductance yarn and liquid coolant loops
[NASA-CASE-TR-00971] p0275 N71-19439
Conditioning suit for normal function of astronaut cardiovascular system in gravity environment
[NASA-CASE-LA-28948] p0284 N71-20268
Criteria for evaluation of spacecrew garment systems, garment support systems, and space vehicle accessory items
[NASA-CL-114953] p0328 N71-21926
Space suit using monoflaxer material with low leakage and providing protection against thermal extremes, physical punctures, and radiations with high mobility articulation
[NASA-CASE-ESC-07043] p0343 N71-23161
Venting device for pressurized space suit helmet to eliminate vomit expelled by crewman
Development of space suits for long duration space missions to include wardrobe design, fabric usage, laundry system, concept, wardrobe packaging, and crewman sizing
[NASA-CL-115044] p0429 N71-26808
Anatomical-physiological characteristics of heat transfer in human body for developing insulating suit
p0551 A71-33459

SPACE SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
U AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
SPACE TOOLS
Design and tests of astronauts tool kit and tools for in-flight space maintenance
[NASA-CL-10373] p0393 N71-25533
Space tools and equipment for EVA and IVA
[NASA-CL-1760] p0435 N71-28022
SPACE TRANSPORTATION
Circadian rhythms from aerospace medicine viewpoint, discussing cycle stability and flexibility, air and space travel, etc
p0202 A71-20704
Space travel genetic effects, discussing radiation, weightlessness, vibration and acceleration
p0250 A71-23149
Civil aeronautical standards for aerospace transportation vehicle design including occupant selection, vehicle design and operational guidelines
p0631 A71-44251

SPACE VEHICLE CONTROL
U SPACECRAFT CONTROL
SPACEBORNE PHOTOGRAPHY
HT SATELLITE-BORNE PHOTOGRAPHY
SPACECRAFT CABIN ATMOSPHERES
Spacecraft cabin rare gas-oxygen atmosphere decoupling effects on animal metabolic rates
p0146 A71-17956
Spacecraft cabin atmospheres, discussing controlled atmosphere composition, barometric pressure, physiological effects, trace constituents, fire hazards, etc
p0205 A71-20729
Ion exchange resin carbon dioxide removal and concentration system for space craft environments, describing monitoring and control instrumentation
p0381 A71-30313
Self contained man module cell design and tests of electrochemical carbon dioxide concentrating systems for space applications
[ASME PAPER 71-AY-21] p0477 A71-36380
Hydrogen depolarized fuel cell for space station prototype carbon dioxide concentrator, describing modular design concept and operation
[ASME PAPER 71-AY-37] p0479 A71-36404
Spacecraft cabin artificial atmospheric composition and variation effects on human immunological system, discussing lung lymphocyte cell immunity reactions after lymphocyte blast transformations
p0569 A71-40556

Oxidation of water in regeneration under spacecraft conditions, measuring organic impurities degree of oxidation in inhabited cabin, atmospheric vapor condensates
p0603 A71-42814
Relative decompression risk studies of spacecraft cabin atmosphere using miniature pigs
Effects of carbon monoxide containing cabin atmospheres on performances of humans and primates
Pharmaceutical effects of artificial spacecraft atmospheres consisting of pure oxygen or oxygen nitrogen mixtures
[AD-715559] p107 N71-12288
Effect of extended space flights under conditions of weightlessness on muscular working capacity
p109 N71-12307
Heatless description technology for carbon dioxide control in manned spacecraft
[NASA-CL-116105] p0225 N71-17945
Performance of carbon dioxide concentrator in long duration spacecraft cabin atmosphere simulation
p0222 N71-20959
Oxygen recovery from exhaled carbon dioxide in spacecraft cabin atmosphere by chemical reactor with tor佐 burner unit
p029 A71-20960
Composition of trace contaminants in space station simulator atmosphere during long term operation
p0293 N71-20962
Trace contaminant measurements during long term manned space station atmosphere simulation
p0293 N71-20963
Aerosol analysis during long term simulation of manned regenerative life support system
p0293 N71-20964
Automatic control of two-gas atmospheric supply system for long term test on space station simulator
p0294 N71-20965
Effect of simulated space cabin atmosphere of 100 percent oxygen at 5 psia on immunological response in mice
p029 N71-21333
Electrostatic precipitation of lithium ions for trace contaminant removal from spacecraft cabin atmospheres hindered by oxidation caused by thermonuclear emission
[AD-716864] p030 N71-21486
Testing for trace contaminants in Biosatellite 3 spacecraft atmosphere and their effects on occupants
[NASA-TR-6-62008] p030 N71-21510
Regeneration of spacecraft cabin atmospheres utilizing photosynthesis of unicellular algae
[AD-719831] p0102 N71-25099
Control analysis of regenerative spacecraft cabin atmosphere system for earth orbiting manned missions of up to 1 year duration
[NASA-TW-3-D-6139] p0297 N71-26019
Bioengineering tradeoff study for cabin atmosphere selection in manned space flight
p0444 A71-28531
Humidity control, carbon dioxide removal, and oxygen regeneration in cabin atmosphere during prolonged manned space flight
p0444 A71-28532
Threshold limits of human tolerance to trace contaminant toxicity in spacecraft cabin atmospheres
p0485 A71-28533
Identification and control of contaminants in spacecraft cabin atmospheres
p0485 A71-28534
Design, fabrication, and testing of circulating electrolyte type water electrolysis system for automatic control of spacecraft total pressure and oxygen partial pressure
Ammonia silica gel absorbers for atmospheric purification systems of spacecraft cabins
p0552 A71-33668

SPACECRAFT CABIN SIMULATORS
Life support water management subsystem 6-man 90-day test in space station simulator with closed water and oxygen loops and no resupply
[ASME PAPER 71-AY-6] p0474 A71-36737
Composition and daily fluctuations of trace contaminants during 90-day space station simulation test [ASME PAPER 71-AV-17] p0552 N71-37642

Spacecraft Cabin

Focusing on the subject of spacecraft cabin systems, this section outlines a variety of research topics. It covers crew performance as an information input factor based on spacecraft simulation. Integrated life support systems for long-duration missions, mass balance and crew nutrition, hygiene, maintenance, and leisure activities are also discussed. The chapter delves into waste management systems, specifically urine conservation in spacecraft cabin sanitation. Design and performance of mass spectrometers and regenerative life support systems are further explored. The text also addresses germination and growth of selected higher plants in a spacecraft environment. Design concepts for crew accommodations, personal equipment, and facilities are outlined, emphasizing the importance of space station components.

Spacecraft Contamination

The chapter on spacecraft contamination delves into planetary quarantine including background, contamination sources, and sterilization technology. The text discusses planetary quarantine analysis for manned orbiters, considering accidental spacecraft impact. It also covers long mission duration manned spacecraft contaminant control system design, discussing catalytic oxidation, chemisorption and chemical adsorption removal techniques and computerized performance prediction. The effects of spacecraft external contamination and approaches for counteracting contamination are highlighted. Causes of spacecraft external contamination and methods to reduce them are also discussed. The text also examines contamination of spacecraft components during entry of Jupiter atmosphere to determine probability of biological contamination. Descriptions of spacecraft microbial contamination and techniques for reducing the probability of contamination, including planetary quarantine systems analysis for biological contamination of Mariner Mars 1971 spacecraft, are provided. Long mission duration manned spacecraft contamination control system design, discussing catalytic oxidation, chemisorption and chemical adsorption removal techniques and computerized performance prediction are covered. Planetary quarantine, decontamination, microbial release probabilities, and contamination logs for Venus and Mars are discussed. The text also examines microbiological contamination of Apollo spacecraft components and waste management systems design and performance testing of arterial wick systems.

Spacecraft Design

The section on spacecraft design highlights Soviet book on manned space flight covering spacecraft design, life support systems, mission characteristics, medical considerations, etc. The text explores toxicology in aerospace vehicles discussing health and safety factors, respiratory and cardiovascular systems, and operational hazards. Microbiological contamination of Apollo spacecraft components and waste management systems design and performance testing of arterial wick systems are also discussed. Spacecraft navigation, guidance and control for manned vehicles with orbital target, examining error sources perturbing effects, and spacecraft control investigation, using linear operator models described by linear transfer function with variable coefficients are covered.

Spacecraft Control

The chapter on spacecraft control covers spacecraft navigation, guidance and control for manned vehicles with orbital target, examining error sources perturbing effects, and spacecraft control investigation, using linear operator models described by linear transfer function with variable coefficients. It also examines wide load range space radiator design for space station environmental control/life support system, using stagnation control, life support systems design and performance covering thermal and humidity control, atmospheric supply, carbon dioxide removal, water and waste management, and space shuttle environmental control and life support system design covering atmospheric pressure, composition, humidity, temperature, water and waste management.
Spacecraft Reliability

Spacecraft conditions exposure of lysogenic strains of Escherichia coli and monolayer cultures of human cells aboard Zond 5 and 7 flights.

Chlorella viability and mutability aboard Soyuz and Zond spacecraft, noting trend toward growth of anomalies in autosporelation.

Spacecraft closed loop oxygen recovery system using electrochemical carbon dioxide concentrators.

Oxidation of water in regeneration under spacecraft conditions, measuring organic impurities degree of oxidation in inhabited cabin atmospheric vapor condensates.

Portable environmental control and life support systems for astronaut in and out of spacecraft. [NASA-CR-114821]

Effects of spacecraft environment on oxidative drug metabolism. [NASA-CR-114821]

Aerospace medicine, life support system, and psychophysiological problems and environmental factors in space flight.

Space flight radiation protection using antiradiation drugs.

Summary of conference papers on life support systems in space.

Spacecraft water reclamation and closed self-contained biological cycled-closed ecological system techniques in USSR and US.[ASME PAPER 71-4711]

Aerospace medicine, life support system, and psychophysiological problems and environmental factors in space flight.

Personal hygiene protocol for man in spacecraft. [NASA-CR-1151811]

Spectrophotometric measurement of iodine concentrations in spacecraft potable water supplies. [NASA-CR-115134]
SPECULAR REFLECTION

EEG integration
Biase analysis of EEG frequency bands
Respiratory sinus arrhythmia by spectral analysis and digital filtering, using linear model to approximate lung volume relationship to heart rate during normal breathing

SPECULAR REFLECTION
Specular reflecting passive radiator for synchronous satellite radiation detectors cooling [ASME PAPER 71-AV-30] p0478 A71-36397

SPEECH
MT ARTICULATION
MT CONVERSATION
MT PHONES
MT PROGNOSIS
MT WORDS (LANGUAGE)
Cerebral speech mechanisms division into cortical centers and basal ganglia centers p0264 A71-24229
Healthy subject speech speed effect on phonation phase length, noting relationship to normal articulator phase p0422 A71-33462
Book on noise effects on man covering audiometry, aural reflex, hearing damage risk, physiological responses, motor performance and speech communication p0534 A71-30874
Evaluation of frequency spectrum of human speech as method for determining degree and nature of emotional stress [JPRS-52698] p0303 A71-27725
Neural mechanism of human cerebral cortex for speech functions p0340 A71-23063
Acoustic pattern recognition neurophysiological transformation into synthetic signals by deaf persons p0361 A71-23064

SPEECH DEFECTS
Pure tone, air/bone conducting and speech audiometry, considering hearing tests, artificial mastoids, environmental requirements and physical principles p0147 A71-16029
Transverse accelerations effect on human speech features p0634 A71-44471

SPEECH DISCRIMINATION
U SPEECH RECOGNITION
SPEECH RECOGNITION
Auditory illusions, investigating phonemic restorations, verbal transformations and perceptual organization p0195 A71-20212
Aerospace environments noise effects on human physiology and speech communication p0202 A71-20710
Speech processing and recognition, considering progressive data reduction by ear and physiological limitations imposed information rate time variation p0264 A71-24230
Gundefender earplug evaluation tests, using temporary threshold shift reduction and modified rhyme techniques for speech intelligibility measurement in noise p0410 A71-32196
Time varying aircraft noise effect on speech intelligibility, discussing test for relation to articulation index p0573 A71-40769
Improving signal to noise ratios for speech signal processing by aircraft pilots [PAA-AR-70-6] p0164 A71-14991
Gundefender earplug evaluation, explaining noise reduction and speech intelligibility pAD-716356, p0277 A71-19604
Direct person-to-person voice communication in rotary wing aircraft improved by use of earplugs [AD-716768] p0209 A71-20628
Speech discrimination test for pilot pure-tone hearing standards [AD-716766] p0298 A71-21061

SUBJECT INDEX
Evaluation of frequency spectra of human speech as method for determining degree and nature of emotional stress [JPRS-52698] p0203 A71-21725
Feasibility and limitations of speaker adaptation in improving performance of fixed speaker independent automatic speech recognition system [AD-718255] p0347 A71-23561
Analog simulation of peripheral, ascending, and central auditory perception mechanisms and bandwidth compression relationships to speech recognition [AD-720246] p0400 A71-26261

SPEED
SPEED INDICATORS
MT HOT-FILM ANEMOMETERS
MT TACHOMETERS
SPHEROIDS
MT PROLATE SPHEROIDS
SPHYSIOGRAPHY
Circulation parameters in vascular network by bloodless zonal ultrasonic phsyography based on acoustic bioecholocation p0453 A71-34646
Methods for measuring mechanical aspects of cardiac activity and vessel functional state p0276 A71-19586

SPIKE POTENTIALS
Neuroelectric signal analysis using real time nerve spike recognition and separation based on nuclear instrumentation techniques p0211 A71-21839
Superposition model of spontaneous activity of cerebellar Purkinje cells for spike triggering p0370 A71-29289
Neural spikes and LF components separation from background noise, describing feedback amplifiers circuit p0403 A71-31251
Functional relation of primary responses and unit spike activity at embocrotal visual centers in cats p0513 A71-37443

SPINAL CORD
MT SPINE
Soviet book on spinal cord conducting paths electrophysiology covering anatomical and clinical data and neuron theory p0088 A71-13691
Ascending neuron ventriculo-oculn reflex arc, emphasizing medial longitudinal fasciculus p0084 A71-14763
Ascending pathways from spinal thermosensitive region to hypothalamic temperature control center, considering spinothalamic tract latency, frequency temperature response and bilateral HP coagulations p0099 A71-15094
Cyclic muscular voluntary movements, noting spinal segmental apparatus function p0136 A71-16604
Antegrade descending characteristics of medial and lateral hypothalamic nuclei on excitation of spinal cord motoneurons p0154 A71-18665
Human spinal reflex effects during static work, suggesting cord segmental chiasmatic connections interaction with spinobulbar-spinal tract p0215 A71-21973
Ionizing radiation inhibition of spinal cord neurons ribonucleic acid synthesis and enzyme activity in mice, using autoradiographic method p0284 A71-22925
Ventral spinocerebellar tract cellular level control transmission to motoneurons, considering monitoring of inhibitory interneurons output against excitatory input p0317 A71-26705
Fat irradiated spinal cord, detailing orthodromic ventral root and monosynaptic reaction to rhythmic and increasing frequency stimulation p0115 A71-32735
Cardiovascular responses to hypothalamic, spinal cord and stellate ganglion stimulation as function of intensity, pulse duration and frequency in cats p0022 A71-33367
Bulbar and baroreceptor inhibition of spinal and supraspinal sympathetic reflex discharges recorded in cats from renal nerve
#### SUBJECT INDEX SPR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature effects on spinal excitation and inhibition in cats, investigating spinal motoneurons discharge frequency</td>
<td>p0489 A71-36689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinal cord ascending neurons temperature sensitivity, comparing data from cats experiments with hydrothalamic temperature sensors sensitivity</td>
<td>p0489 A71-36690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal effects on spinal excitation and E sensory transmission of spinal heat and cold sensitivity in ascending spinal neurons of unanesthetized cats</td>
<td>p0572 A71-00630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential lipid and phospholipid composition of white matter in cerebral, thalamic and limbomotor sections of spinal cord and sciatic nerve in dogs</td>
<td>p0577 A71-00774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy males immersion in water containing NaCl, determining modified gravitational field effect on motor functions</td>
<td>p0600 A71-02792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical model of spinal response to impact</td>
<td>p0607 A71-12285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radial acceleration effects on spinal cord induced potentials of intact and labyrinthectomized cats</td>
<td>p0550 A71-33456</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SPINDLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neurovascular spindles sensory information processing, determining fibers selective data transmission functions by frequency meter and model for electrical and mechanical properties</td>
<td>p0972 A71-12977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human neurovascular activity description by model for muscle spindles functions, considering system parameters oscillations relating to mean muscle stress</td>
<td>p0972 A71-12978</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SPINE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vascular reflexes latency in postspinal spinal cord and renal nerves in intact and spinalized cats, determining spinal mediation by electrophysiological methods</td>
<td>p0998 A71-15093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircrew radiological examination of spinal anatomical state, emphasizing transitions due to vibration, acceleration, ejection and crashes</td>
<td>p1037 A71-16936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinal column radiographic examination after pilot ejection, discussing vertebral injury detection</td>
<td>p0362 A71-28510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertial properties of segmented cadaver trunk for mathematical model of spinal response to impact in heat ejection acceleration injuries in high speed aircraft</td>
<td>p0918 A71-33117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spine radiological examination for helicopter pilot fitness determination, discussing spinal weaknesses symptoms, special exercises, medical examinations and vibration reducing seat construction</td>
<td>p0583 A71-81578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physiopathology and pathology of spinal affections in aerospace medicine (NAGD-BG-166-70)</td>
<td>p0039 A71-10175</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SPIROMETERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digital logic design for spirometer (NASA-TR-R-65417)</td>
<td>p0166 A71-15896</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SPLINES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen balance of intact and denervated dog spleen during asphyxia, distinguishing splenic oxygenation and contraction and metabolic rate-storage capacity ratio</td>
<td>p0977 A71-15087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splenomegaly chloride radioprotective effects on mice, removing, weighing and fixing spleens for hematopoietic colonies count</td>
<td>p0981 A71-18960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichloroethylene effects on splenic lymphocytes regeneration, discussing DNA synthesis, cycle completion and resident populations</td>
<td>p1030 A71-26055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human heart, kidneys, liver and spleen antigens composition analysis by isolation of pure antibodies</td>
<td>p0324 A71-27723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spleen role as erythrocytic depot in reticulo-lymphoid reaction to acute hypoxia in splenectomized dogs, labeling with reduced partial oxygen pressure</td>
<td>p0359 A71-28418</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SPORES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypoxia effects on erythrocytic system of splenectomized dogs</td>
<td>p0439 A71-28266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrophoretic and chromatographic analysis of lactate dehydrogenase isoenzyme activity in fetal, neonatal, and adult human thymus and spleen lymphocytes</td>
<td>p0528 A71-39221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stretching with rigid head and neck support with capability of supporting immobilized person in vertical position for removal from vehicle hatch to exterior also useful as splint stretcher</td>
<td>p0647 A71-36802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood and marrow distribution and oxygenation of splenic lymphocytes</td>
<td>p0577 A71-23159</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### ST MICROSPOROS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethylene oxide and methyl bromide sporidical activity compared for spacecraft sterilization of B. subtilis var pio cre species</td>
<td>p0023 A71-11565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation damage to HeLa cells at liquid nitrogen temperature and dry form spores at room temperature</td>
<td>p0177 A71-10893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anoxic form spores X ray sensitization, observing diacetyl and isatin effects</td>
<td>p0181 A71-18961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry heat and 60 gamma radiation combined effects on spacecraft sterilization, discussing kinetic analysis of spore inactivation</td>
<td>p0269 A71-24613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene survival and transport possibility in outer space, discussing spore survival under SV radiation</td>
<td>p0364 A71-28691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statherospermus spore germination stimulation, investigating effects of preheating and amino acid and carbohydrate concentration</td>
<td>p0364 A71-28695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spores released from solids interiors by aeolian erosion on planetary surface, noting application to microbes in planetary quarantine</td>
<td>p0424 A71-33796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacterial spore distribution and dry heat resistance on Martin-Barris 1969 spacecraft, using randomly selected aerobic mesophilic isolates</td>
<td>p0515 A71-37646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined action of vibration and gamma irradiation on sporulation dynamics, survival rate and mutability of chlorella</td>
<td>p0530 A71-39237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacterial spores survival under simulated lunar surface conditions, comparing results with vegetable cells experiments</td>
<td>p0571 A71-40567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal inactivation curves of Bacillus subtilis spores for decontamination of interplanetary space vehicle components</td>
<td>p0508 A71-11073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristics of bacterial spore population from Cape Kennedy soil</td>
<td>p0166 A71-15940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem of hardy soil spores in spacecraft sterilization of Planetary Quarantine Program</td>
<td>p0500 A71-30662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spore release from solid materials by aeolian erosion on planetary surface</td>
<td>p0549 A71-33380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation equipment for terminal sterilization process on unmanned rovers and determination of thermal inactivation curve of B. subtilis var. Niger species</td>
<td>p0528 A71-121422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moisture effects on thermal inactivation of microbial spores for spacecraft sterilization</td>
<td>p0659 A71-121920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of dry heat and chemicals on long term survival rates of bacteria spores under varying temperatures and humidity conditions</td>
<td>p0612 A71-35239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe ultraviolet effects on spore and development of biphasic survival curve</td>
<td>p0645 A71-36467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geriatric ultraviolet effects on spores and development of biphasic survival curve</td>
<td>p0652 A71-37646</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### SPATULAS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adhesive spray process for attaching biomedical skin</td>
<td>A-405</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Perceived distance effect on induced movement from stereoscopic cues

STERILIZATION

NT SPACECRAFT STERILIZATION
Mechanical sterilization and cleansing of Goldman applation tonometer prisms contaminated with colilopage, comparing with germical immersion

Microbial burden sterilization assembly procedure development using rigorous monitoring program

Types of biological indicators used in monitoring sterilization processes

Elimination of microbial and viral agents from spacecraft water systems by silver ions from electrolytic ion generator

STERILIZATION EFFECTS

NT CHEMICAL EFFECTS
NT CORROSION
NT DECONTPUTATE

STEROIDS

NT ALDOSTERONE
NT CORTICOSTEROIDS

STEREOCHEMISTRY

Stereospecific organic structures in animate nature and life origin on earth

STEREOGRAPHY

NT STEREOGRAPHY

STEREOGRAPHY

Photogrammetry in precision three dimensional x ray stereomicrography, comparing doses with

Sterephotograpmetric system for human motion measurement, describing design and operation

Sterephotograpmetric methods and instruments for studying eye anatomical-optical apparatus and pathologiical changes

Sterephotograpmetric measurement of body and liab volume changes after prolonged space mission

STEREOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHY

NT STEREOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHY

STEREOGRAPHIC VISION

Steroscopic depth perception mechanisms, studying stereanatomy in binocular vision for crossed near-zero and uncrossed disparity ranges

Steroscopic vision dependent on vertical grating of different spatial frequency of retinal images

Loci of perceived, equi-, half- and double distance in stereoscopic vision with point source stimuli relative to Vieth-Muller circle

Steroscopic effects and apparent shape or position of moving objects at relativistic speeds under binocular observation

Steroscopic vision and depth discrimination tests in cats, using conditioned suppression and rod-like shadow disparity stimuli

Relative size cue for facilitating stereoscopic depth perception in ambiguous disparity stereograms

Crossed retinal pathways in Sianese cats due to neuroanatomical defect impairing binocular vision and stereoscopic depth perception

Stereoeacity role in pilot ability to land aircraft at minima, questioning adequacy of Verchoeff depth perception test administration conditions

Studying relation between depth perception and disparity cues in human vision

STEREOSCOPIC VISION

NT STEREOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHY

A-407
Stochastic model for observing motion of retinal complex stochastic system

Stabilization of storables as sources of H2, O2, potable H2O, and heat for use in emergency life support system

Strain gage for in vivo recording of single and tetanic responses of skeletal muscles in mice during work in isometric regime

Strain gage attachment to rat heart ventricle in situ with fine stainless steel pins

Strain gage sensing element for measuring skeletal muscle contraction

Strain softening in plastic

Stress concentration

Stress fatigue

Stress (biomechanics)

Streptococcus

Streptococcal flora in pharynx of men during prolonged esclosure noting concomitant halobiotic microbes

Streptococcal mitis bacteria in Apollo 12 lunar retrieved Surveyor 3 TV camera, discussing prelaunch deposition and survival

Pharyngeal streptococcal flora of men confined in sealed chamber, observing microbial transfer

Streptococcal flora of human oral cavity during prolonged confinement

Freezing and microwave effects on contaminated precooked frozen meat components

Human muscle hardness as isometric stress force indicator

Psychobiological stress of prolonged weightlessness /bed rest/ in man in terms of adaptive homeostatic state and decreased sensory- motor- muscular input

Muscle activity control mechanisms in animals locked into external feedback loop, relating exciting stimulus to muscles stressed state

Telemetric ECG recordings of workers under high and strongly varying temperature conditions, discussing heart rate variations under heat stress

In-flight ECG recordings telemetry for pilot aptitude testing, showing pilot error relationship to brain overstimming

Audiogenic stress effects on susceptibility to cyto-destructive and oncogenic virus infections and host defense mechanisms

Personnel selection for emotionally and physically taxing situations by studying physiological responses to anticipated stresses and stress recovery

Photic stimulation at South Pole by EEG, showing no brain stress, undue tension nor anxiety during hypobaric hypoxia acclimatization

Internal osmotic balance and stress induced body fluid osmolarity changes due to food or water deprivation, reporting on experimental results with rats

Stomach secretory function and histomorphological changes in dogs under stress

Critical period and habituation in control precision performance response to staple due to pistol shots

Space flight factors effects on human physiology and psychology, discussing spacecraft gaseous medium control, food supply, closed ecological systems and weightlessness effects

Jet pilots training technologies, discussing multimedia instruction, psychological stress reduction, self study, airborne video application and simulation

Jet pilots training technologies, discussing multimedia instruction, psychological stress reduction, self study, airborne video application and simulation

Jet pilots training technologies, discussing multimedia instruction, psychological stress reduction, self study, airborne video application and simulation

Respiratory air flow optimal regulation hypothesis, testing analytic prediction model results with subject under stress and rest conditions

Heat acclimatization effects on sweat Na concentration over wide sweat rates range, discussing possible mechanisms

High motor stress effects on muscle acetylcholine content, cholinesterase activity and localization, solitary contractions fusion and pessimal weakening

Systolic and diastolic blood pressures and urinary catecholamines under stress in normotensive and hypertensive subjects

Upright tilt stress effects on cardiac cycle phases in healthy subjects, using noninvasive techniques

German monograph on human mental performance under simultaneous mental and above normal muscular stress involving signal response in double choice reaction problems

Maximal treadmill stress test correlation with postexercise phonocardiograms, ECG and double master test in normal subjects, discussing third
and fourth heart sound incidence
Frequency tolerance of vibration stress effects on human performance, considering body resonance, visual acuity, manual tracking and neural capacities
Physiological strains due to industrial heat stress, investigating heart rate and body temperature
Human heat stress evaluation indices, discussing acclimatization, dehydration, clothing, age, physical fitness, health and sex effects
Plasma renin activity in hypertonic and normotonic persons exposed to exogenous stress, comparing with measurements at rest and in orthostasis
Resting and postexercise apexcardiogram correlation with maximal treadmill stress test, noting mean a-wave ratios
Rat plasma creatine phosphokinase activity, workload
Cardiac activity under stress of physical work
Effect of physical and symbolic stressors on psychological stress and bioinstrumentation
Muscular fatigue and nervous tension measmements
Species comparison of cardiac hypertrophy in animals chronically exposed to an ambient F sub CO2 of 21 mm Hg
Stress response prediction by correlation technique
Stresses and adaptation problems associated with large scale, long range, rapid reaction time, aerial troop deployments
Physiological responses to interacting stresses of exercise and hypercapnia under acute and chronic exposure to ambient F sub CO2 of 21 mm Hg
Stress response prediction by correlation technique and control of stress perception by human nervous system
Physical exercise effects on stress tolerances of trained and untrained subjects
Student naval aviator anxiety in simulation of first aircraft carrier landing
Species comparison of cardiac hypertrophy in animals chronically exposed at sea level, 5,380, 11,140, and 14,110 feet
Muscular fatigue and nervous tension measurements for determining physical work fatigue
Microbiological ecology of manned space flights, exobiology, sterilization, and life support system
Gas chromatographic study of trace contaminants in spacecraft gaseous medium
Affect adjective checklist assessment of mood
Platform test results
Stress effects of intermittent exposure to 3 per cent CO2 on acid-base balance and electrolyte excretion in submarine personnel
Physical training, cold adaptation, and adaptogen pharmaceta for increased physiological stress resistance in rats
Analysis of psychological and physiological variables for predicting human performance during extended periods of stress
Five year panel study to determine effects of time pressure on performance of scientists and engineers
Performance and recovery of men subjected to low-level, whole-body vertical sinusoidal vibrations for one to two hours
Gas chromatographic study of trace contaminants in man-expired air, all effects of physiological stresses of space flights
Task difficulty involving simple and choice reaction time under stress of shock, threat of shock and noise
Emotionally induced osmotic pressure and thirst increase of rats during stress, noting eating behavior
Bioelectric activity of cerebral cortex in men under neuroemotional stresses, using multichannel radioelectroencephalography
Stress and behavior regulation, investigating pituitary-adrenal system operation
Excretion patterns of air traffic controllers for stress appraisal, using urinalysis
Space flight factors effects on human physiology and psychology, discussing spacecraft gaseous medium control, food supply, closed ecological systems and weightlessness effects
German monograph on human mental performance under simultaneous mental and above normal muscular stress involving signal response in double choice reaction problem
Pilot psychic states in flight, including preliminary desynchronization, drowsiness, stunning, euphoria and phobias
Redundancy information effect on human performance in forced paced cognitive tasks under overload stimulus presentation rates
Fatigue and stress measurement on air traffic controllers, using critical fusion frequency methods, tapping tests, self rating and urine catecholamine
Physiological tests for psychic stress effects on aircraft pilot tracking performance, respiration and heart rate
Mental reactive exertion increase phenomenon, investigating achievement under various degrees of carefulness and fatigue
Literature survey of nervous-emotional stress effects on pilot during flight, discussing premature fatigue, cardiovascular disorders, psychic disturbances and circadian phenomena
Psychometric analysis of annoyance by wideband noise with superimposed narrow band component, using multiple regression and scaling methods
Husan adaptive behavior under psychological stress of astronauts tasks posture-motor characteristics, discussing stabilographic platform test results
Affect adjective checklist assessment of mood changes as function of stress in air traffic
STRESS CONCENTRATION

controllers

p0630 A71-48260

Neuromatological characteristics of emotional stress responses during parachute jump, studying leukocyte, erythrocyte and eosinophil population changes [NASA-Case A71-48260]

Emotional stress of pilots in difficult flight conditions, noting pulse rate increase and biopotential amplitude changes [p0634 A71-44473]

Combined effects of noise and vibration on mental performance as function of time of day [AD-711636]

Conference on biometrics noting human psychic and physical stress [DLR-MP7-70-11]

Application of parallel tasks for measuring psychological stress noting pilot performance [p0221 N71-17237]

Psychological stress and pilot performance [p0221 N71-17240]

Psychological stress and bioinstrumentation [p0221 N71-17241]

Stress and adaptation problems associated with large scale, long range, rapid reaction time, aerial troop deployments [p0286 N71-20360]

Stress response prediction by correlation technique and control of stress perception by human nervous system [AD-716967]

Evaluation of frequency spectrum of human speech as method for determining degree and nature of emotional stress [JPS5-2698]

Manual for human psychometric data acquisition and human reactions to psychological stress in Tektite project [AD-721663]

Human reactions to psychological stresses of confined environments using Tektite project aquanauts [AD-721663]

Use of electroencephalograms in evaluation of emotional state of aircraft pilot during flight [JPS5-5269]

Measurment of effects of stress on air traffic control personal through use of mood adjective check lists [PAA-AM-71-21]


Experiment for observing human spatial activity under psychologically difficult conditions of modified postural-motor regime for astronaut selection [p0658 N71-38648]

STRESS CONCENTRATION

Intraluminal pressure effect on stress concentration and deformation of arterial wall in relation to atherosclerosis, using finite element method [ASME Paper 70-WA/HRP15]

p090 A71-16113

STRESS DISTRIBUTION

U STRESS CONCENTRATION

U STRESS-STRAIN DISTRIBUTION

STRESSES

U THERMAL STRESSES

U VIBRATIONAL STRESS

Stress effects of temperature and altitude on human performance [p0287 N71-20363]

STRETCHERS

Development and characteristics of rescue litter with inflatable flotation device for water rescue application [NASA-CASE-EMS-04170]

p0338 N71-22748

Stretcher with rigid head and neck support with capability of supporting immobilized person in vertical position for removal from vehicle hatch to exterior also useful as splint stretcher [NASA-CASE-MMS-06589]

p0343 N71-23159

STRINGS

Cord restraint system for pressure suit joints [NASA-CASE-MMS-09435]

p0389 N71-24623

STROBOSCOPIES

Strobe lighting for aircraft midair collision hazard reduction, comparing Collision Avoidance System and Pilot Warning Indicator effectiveness [p0581 A71-41493]

SUBJECT INDEX

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

U DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS

U DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL DISTRIBUTION

STRUCTURAL PATTERNS

U PATTERNS (MATERIALS)

STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

U BEAM AND STRUCTURES

STRUCTURAL FATIGUE

Error analysis of counting accelerometer data from F-4 and RF-4 aircraft and structural fatigue analysis [AD-717151]

p0291 N71-20796

STRUCTURAL VIBRATION

U SENDING VIBRATION

U BREATHING VIBRATION

U TORSIONAL VIBRATION

Tracking error frequency response function and human psychomotor performance under aircraft vertical and lateral vibration conditions [AD-717954]

p0392 N71-25087

STUDENTS

Biodynamic evaluation of air traffic control students from 1960 to 1963 [PAA-AM-71-8]

p0435 N71-28005

SUBASSEMBLIES

Pressure suit assemblies /FDA/ reference for aerospace and environmental control engineers [SAE-AIR-1103]

p0190 A71-19641

SUBCIRCUITS

U SUBASSEMBLIES

SUBGRAVITY

U REDUCED GRAVITY

SUBLIMATION

Direct measurement of convective heat transfer coefficient by realizing proportionality to sublimation rate of naphthalene ball near body surface [p100 A71-15158]

SUBMARINES

Long term effects on visual processes during submarine patrol [p0494 N71-29444]

SUBMERGING

External respiration, gas exchange and energy expenditures during orthostatic tests involving immersion experiment [p013 A71-11136]

Body heat loss in water immersion, using heat transfer model [p034 A71-12387]

Long term immersion effects on human water-salt metabolism, noting increased erythrocyte water contents and hemocrit index [p0357 A71-28403]

Heat balance of human body submerged in water, determining body temperature reduction as function of ambient temperature [p0361 A71-28508]

Xe 133 elimation from anterior tibial muscles in dry and water immersed sitting subjects, discussing effects of air and oxygen breathing [p0372 A71-29358]

Water immersion effect on plasma renin activity, urinary aldosterone excretion and renal sodium and potassium handling in normal man [p0584 A71-41720]

Healthy males immersion in water containing NaCl, determining modified gravitational field effect on motor functions [p0600 A71-02792]

Water immersion or bed rest effects on basic metabolism and external respiration under simulated weightlessness [p0660 A71-22794]

Effects of positive G acceleration on blood oxygen saturation and pleural pressure relations in dogs breathing air and liquid fluorocarbons in whole body water immersion respirator [NASA-CR-117199]

p0286 N71-20358

Physiological effects of water immersion and effectiveness of space flight deconditioning countermeasures [p0548 N71-33272]
SURFACE TENSION

SURFACE TENSION
U INTERFACIAL TENSION
SURFACE VEHICLES
MT AIRCRAFT CARRIERS
MT AUTOMOBILES
MT WALKING MACHINES
Radium detection range and discovery of land vehicles
[MAP-LIB-TRANS-1495] p0057 N71-11162

SUBJECTS
MT FLIGHT SURGEONS
SURGERY
MT LABYRINTHECTOMY
Ultrasound applications in surgery, therapy and diagnosis, discussing physical principles, piezoelectric transducers, tissue acoustic properties and measurement methods
p0086 A71-13351
Cryogenics applications to cryosurgery and long term low temperature storage of living cells and tissues
p0531 A71-39252
Radiation hardened transmitter surgical implantation in animals for electrocardiogram biotelemetry in radiation environments
[AD-710315] p0347 N71-23478

SURVEYOR LUNAR PROBES
MT SURVEYOR 3 LUNAR PROBE
Microbiological analysis for surviving terrestrial microorganisms from Apollo 12 retrieved Surveyor 3 spacecraft electrical cabling
p0626 A71-13414
Streptococcus mitis bacteria in Apollo 12 lunar retrieved Surveyor 3 TV camera, discussing prelaunch deposition and survival
p0626 A71-13415

SUBJECTS
Survey of helicopter flight crew morale
[AD-715015] p0224 N71-17750
Survey of radiological science research and development in Japan in 1969, with program emphasis on internal plutonium exposure and clinical aspects of bone narrow transplantation
[IBIS] p0593 N71-31053

SURVIVAL
Helicopter pilot and passengers emergency survival, considering gravitation force, human tolerances, design factors, etc
p0017 A71-11376
Dorraney and survival - Conference, England, September 1968
p0188 A71-19521
Algae survival and growth under adverse conditions, considering high and low temperatures, desiccation and halophilism
p0188 A71-19522
Survival and rescue medical aspects, discussing water and food intake, dehydration, hygiene, sanitation, rest, injuries, heat and cold exposure, illnesses, rescue operations, etc
p0203 A71-20718
Germ survival and transport possibility in outer space, discussing spore survival under UT radiation
p0364 A71-28691
Bacterial spores survival under simulated lunar surface conditions, comparing results with vegetable cells experiments
p0571 A71-05567
Simulated Martian environment effects on terrestrial microorganisms survival
p0580 A71-62222
Streptococcus mitis bacteria in Apollo 12 lunar retrieved Surveyor 3 TV camera, discussing prelaunch deposition and survival
p0626 A71-13815
Survival training in Royal Netherlands Air Force
p0121 N71-13892
Survival of soil bacteria during prolonged desiccation
[NASA-CR-116807] p0228 A71-14562
Arctic field tests of prototype life rafts capable of protecting astronauts from cold water exposure for 72 hours
[NASA-CR-121449] p0554 A71-33718
Effects of dry heat and chemicals on long term survival rates of bacteria spores under varying temperatures and humidity conditions
p0228 A71-14562

SUBJECT INDEX

SUBJECT INDEX
Cylindrical transparent plastic antismoke hood with metallized dome, noting respiratory volume and air supply
p0057 N71-11162
Aerial delivery system for dropping emergency pumping equipment to distressed boats - Phase 1
[AD-712206] p0174 N71-12337
Aerial delivery system for dropping emergency pumping equipment to distressed boats - Phase 2
[AD-712259] p0115 N71-12338
Floating frame for sunglasses in emergency survival kits
[NASA-CASE-TMS-06064] p0043 N71-23396
Voice communication, direction finding, and radio hoaxing equipment development for search and rescue by air
[AD-715310] p0387 N71-29414
Aircraft survival equipment testing including maintainability, systems compatibility, human factors engineering, and reliability of rations, protective clothing, floats, and parachutes
[AD-722025] p0398 N71-26138
Design, development, and evaluation of emergency life support systems to protect infants and small children during water survival situation
[FAA-AR-71-37] p0612 N71-34083

SWAT
Water intake effects on human thermal sweat rate and composition in environmental chamber at specific temperature and humidity
p0026 A71-11670
Proprioceptive thermoregulatory mechanism of sweat secretion during positive and negative work in man
p0254 A71-23369
Heat acclimatization effects on sweat Na concentration over wide sweat rates range, discussing possible mechanisms
p0376 A71-29498
Human body temperature regulation under various hydration regimes during exercise, noting changes related to sweating
p0621 A71-33243
Maximal sweat evaporative heat loss and permitted work load measurements as function of temperature and clothing insulation
p0485 A71-36861
Human body weight and skin sweat gland water loss effects on thermoregulation
p0485 A71-36864
Human sweat gland duct filling and skin epidermal hydration behavior by analysis of time delays between seat emergence and steady state, using electrical stimulation
p0486 A71-36865
Tables and graphs of metabolic losses in whole body of swimmers. Temperature effect on body thermoregulation in swimming, comparing swimmers responses to track exercise

SWATT COOLING
Body temperature regulation and heat dissipation responses during continuous and intermittent exercise in man
p0314 A71-26354
Chill level index for skin temperature effects on rate of evaporative heat loss and thermal information to central controller during heavy work
p0486 A71-36876

SWEATING
UL PERSPIRATION
SWIMMING
Arterial blood and muscle lactates in cold water swimming rats indicating reduced circulation endurance factors
p0253 A71-23260
Trained college and recreational swimmers cardiac output and maximum oxygen consumption during tethered swimming and treadmill running
p0375 A71-29946
Metabolic, ventilator and cardiovascular response during free swimming and treadmill walking, in relation oxygen consumption to work intensity
p0376 A71-29500
Water temperature effect on body thermoregulation in swimming, comparing swimmers responses to track on treadmill at same metabolic rate
p0489 A71-36893
Semicircular canal and otolithic organ function in free swimming fish angular orientation behavior

Hydrodynamics, marine biology, bionics, dolphins, sharks, porpoises, traveling waves, fluid flow, viscous fluids, nervous system, skin structure, swimming

Quantitative analysis of hydrodynamic swimming characteristics of salt water fish species

Oscillatory characteristics of swimming and locomotion of aquatic animals

Receose characteristics of dolphin swimming and locomotion verified by underwater photography

Biological efficiency of swimming fish based on oxygen consumption

SWINE

Relative decompression risk studies of spacecraft cabin atmosphere using miniature pigs

Radiobiological plasma and blood volume measurements on humans and swine

Using miniature pigs for analysis of altitude decompression sickness and relative decompression hazards of various cabin atmospheres of inert gasses

SYNOPTIC

Investigating relationship of man and biosphere with respect to food production and toxic chemical pollution

Discussing relationship between numerical growth and expanding industrial and technological power of man and biosphere

Role of individual components of biogeocenosis in organization of structure and functions

SYMBOLS

Character size, case and symbol generation effects on CRT display search time

SYNTHETIC BODIES

SYNTHETIC NEUROBODIES

Phospholipid dynamics of blood entering and leaving brain during unilateral desynaphtization in dogs

Epinephrine infusion in man, examining systolic time intervals and sympathetic stimulation in cardiovascular dynamics

Intracranial vascular pattern in carbon dioxide death of rhesus monkeys and dogs, observing sympathetic vasoconstriction

Asphyxia induced changes in regional cutaneous and visceral sympathetic activity in anesthetized rabbits, notting relationship with ear blood flow increase

Myocardia enzyme activity after sympathetic denervation of heart in cats and mice

Adrenergic neurons in intrasural cardiac ganglia in rabbits, using histochemical luminescent microscopy

Intracerebral pressure self regulating nervous system components, discussing fluctuation sensors, cortical centers to eye impulse conveyors and glaucoma diagnostic applications

Vago sympathetic nerve trunk stimulation effects on pulmonary blood volume changes magnitudes and pattern in isolated perfused lungs

Post synaptic potentials in adjacent synaptic regions of tonic fiber of rabbit external eye muscle

Vagus nerve effects on cardiac output adaptation to exercise in sympathostomized dogs

Sympathetic nervous system in short term adaptation to cold, observing oxygen consumption, urinary noradrenaline proportion and excretion

Sympathetic response in renal and splanchic nerves to induced fall and rise of arterial blood pressure in anesthetized rabbits, investigating baroreceptor reflex effect

Bulbar and baroreceptor inhibition of spinal and supraspinal sympathetic reflex discharges recorded in cats from renal nerve

Renin, plasma norepinephrine and epinephrine responses to work loads of various intensities, evaluating sympathetic nervous system as stimulus for secretion

Parasympathetic inhibition effects on hyperkinetic borderline hypertension, measuring cardiac output, resting heart rate and intraarterial blood pressure

Hypoxia and hypercapnia induced asphyctic differentiation of cutaneous and visceral sympathetic activity in anesthetized paralyzed rabbits

Cardiac sympathetic nervous control of right ventricular pressure-flow dynamics in outflow tract in anesthetized dogs

Vasomotor effects of vagus nerve on canine lung blood content in response to electrical stimulation of vagosympatheticus

Effects of exposure in permanent magnetic fields on sympathoadrenergic system of rabbits

SYMPATHETIC SYSTEM U ADRENERGICS

SYMPHONOKOGY

Clinical value of electroencephalogram following sleep deprivation in detecting abnormalities in neurological patients

Hyperventilation syndrome in flying personnel, discussing symptoms of paresthesia and extremities fluctuations due to increase in ventilation rate, discussing symptoms of paresthesia and extremities fluctuations due to increase in ventilation rate

SYMPATONERGICS U SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS

SYNAPSES

Latency fluctuations and quantal transmitter release

Mathematical fatigue models based on permeability variations in synaptic membranes and feedback regulation due to working organ metabolic changes

Physicochemical aspects of conditioned reflexes, including membrane mechanisms, effectiveness of synapses, mediation processes, ribonucleotides function and subcellular structures dynamics

Integral operating mode of nerve paths representation by linear diffusion channel with electrochemically active synapses, deriving complementary partial differential equations

Post synaptic potentials in adjacent synaptic regions of tonic fiber of rabbit external eye muscle

SYNAPSES

A-413
Mechanisms of inhibition and acceleration at synapse in nervous system of heart ganglion of stomatopod (AD-711971)
p0051 A71-11089
Synsurgical circuit design and applications in biodynamics, cybernetics, and electronic robots (AD-716821)
p0290 A71-20735
SYNCHRONOUS
Circadian rhythms synchronization changes in human biological and physiological functions during transmeridian flights
p0023 A71-11568
Papers on optics, Volume 8, covering synthetic apertures, light beating spectroscopy, multilayer antireflection coatings, internal interference microscopy, photoelectronic counting, human eye performance, laser light, etc
p0130 A71-16481
Quantitative characterization of unit time response in visual system, mapping latency and synchronicity as functions of stimulus position
p0626 A71-43870
SYNCHRONIZATION
U SYNCHRONIZATION
SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS
Stabilized image movement control by mounting object in electric synchronous motor and rotating eccentrically
p0259 A71-23989
SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITES
Specular reflecting passive radiators for synchronous satellite radiation detectors cooling (ASME PAPER 71-AY-30)
p0478 A71-36397
SYNCHRODES
Encoding function of neurophysiological syncoders (AD-724072)
p0549 A71-33329
Mathematical foundations and identification of problems easily solved by syncoder computer (AD-727067)
p0656 A71-37672
SYNCOPE
NT BLACKOUT (PHYSIOLOGY)
Syncope as temporary suspension of consciousness due to cerebral blood supply failure, considering cardiac rhythm disturbances, blood flow obstructions and heart disease
p0105 A71-15915
Sudden death and syncope mechanism in aortic valve stenosis, noting presence of baroceptors in left ventricular wall
p0371 A71-29301
Unconsciousness, confusion, amnesia, syncope and sudden death of pilots in flight due to silent ischemic heart diseases
p0472 A71-36216
SYNDROMES
U SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
SYNTAX
NT WORDS (LANGUAGE)
SYNONYM
NT VITON
SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS
Machine interactive information system functions and effectiveness of free-form query with combinatorial search algorithm and various techniques for online browsing (AD-716954)
p0299 A71-21229
SYSTEM FAILURES
Heat tolerance for resting subjects in event of air conditioning system failure in SST passenger cabin
p0080 A71-13095
Young pilot performance in emergency situations including communication system failure and other equipment breakdowns, noting emotional reactions
p0415 A71-32831
SYSTEM LIFE
U RELIABILITY
SYSTEMIZATION
U SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
Biped locomotion machines dynamic analysis and synthesis by minimum energy criteria for prosthetic-orthotic equipment design and human locomotion analysis
p0248 A71-22971
Medical screening techniques, discussing sensitive, specific, reliable, fail-safe and self-calibrating instrumentation systems
p0453 A71-36409
Forcing consensuses of preference from several individual preference patterns
p0040 A71-10269
Biological control systems analysis
p0122 A71-15429
Evaluation of transfer of training effectiveness for two cockpit simulators differing greatly in physical fidelity and cost (AD-713833)
p0162 A71-14683
System analysis of lunar shelter for habitability evaluation
p0229 A71-15697
Biological systems analysis for developing dynamic physiological models
p0280 A71-19877
Summary of design parameters for models of dynamic biological systems
p0280 A71-19880
Effect of several variations of two types of TV display visual simulation systems on subjective pilot evaluations and objective measured of performance in landing approach (NASA-TM-D-6274K)
p0332 A71-22270
Control analysis of regenerative spacecraft cabin atmosphere system for earth orbiting manned missions of up to 1 year duration [NASA-TM-D-6139]
p0397 A71-26019
Neuristic problems in design and operation of large scale man machine systems
p0503 A71-30871
Varying viewpoints on controversial and unsolved problems in cybernetics (AD-726970)
p0650 A71-36501
SYSTEMS COMPATIBILITY
Aircraft survival equipment testing including maintainability, systems compatibility, human factors engineering, and reliability of rations, protective clothing, floats, and parachutes (AD-720225)
p0398 A71-26138
SYSTEMS DESIGN
U SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Design criteria for implantable biotelemetry systems, discussing RF signal transmission through conductive body tissue
p0009 A71-10982
Thermal design of space experiment by analytical model for temperature regime acceptable to all experimental elements
p019 A71-11454
Space base biomedical center based on Integrated Medical and Behavioral Laboratory Measurement System /IBLSM/ concept
p0102 A71-15280
Biped locomotion machines dynamic analysis and synthesis by minimum energy criteria for prosthetic-orthotic equipment design and human locomotion analysis
p025 A71-22971
Wired monitoring system for continuous periodic interference-free twelve-lead ECG recordings before, during and after exercise
p0233 A71-27630
Personnel training in airline operations technology at Friedrich List Transportation Institute for aircraft pilots, flight safety engineers and systems engineers
p0307 A71-29143
Book on space suit evolution covering balloon flight, tropopause, stratosphere, astroman, antropes, astronauts, etc
p0425 A71-33872
Three day mission biosatellite environmental thermal control system design and flight performance (ASME PAPER 71-AY-33)
p0479 A71-36400
Technique for sterile insertion of liquids into previously sterilized spacecraft (NASA-CR-111095)
p0462 A71-10382
Design and specifications for advanced extravehicular space suit (NASA-CR-108666)
p0556 A71-11717
Two cockpit simulators differing equally in high altitude and space flight (NASA-CAS-265-04935)
p0058 A71-11990
Carbon dioxide concentrator subsystem for closed loop aircrew oxygen system (NASA-CR-73197)
p0660 A71-11204
Electrocardiographic electrodes for rapid application (NASA-TR-X-65438)
p0174 A71-16840
A-514
Heatless desorption technology for carbon dioxide control in manned spacecraft

Space suit body heat exchanger design composed of thermal conductance yarn and liquid coolant loops

Silicon radiation detecting probe design for in vivo biomedical use

System and component design and development for patient monitoring system design and equipment

Experimental system to detect acceptable levels of contamination for terminal sterilization process with unmanned vehicles

Use of new philosophy of total learning process for improved crew member training

Model for quantitatively examining performance of automatic machines with normal and disturbed functions in statistical decision spotting

Polyvinyl chloride membrane vapor diffusion system design and performance testing for space station environmental control application

Experimental system to detect acceptable levels of contamination for terminal sterilization process with unmanned vehicles

Use of new philosophy of total learning process for improved crew member training

Systolic

Abnoraml left ventricular contour with late systolic murmur at apex preceded by click and with abnormal T waves in electrocardiogram

Epinephrine infusion in man, examining systolic time intervals and sympathetic stimulation in cardiovascular dynamics

Mitral valve systolic prolapse aggravation due to G acceleration and aeromedical significance

Investigating high frequency wave propagation in blood vessels as function of dynamic instability of brachial artery during systolic phase of auscultatory measurements

Phonocardiographic analysis of systolic noises in athletes

Systolic Pressure

Right and left ventricular systolic time intervals from high fidelity pulmonary arterial pulse wave measurements

Transthoracic measurements of left and right ventricular systolic pressures in anesthetized mice, using fiber optics and strain gauge manometer techniques

Baroreflex regulation of pulse interval during bicycling exercise, using systolic pressure-pulse relation to express reflex sensitivity

Sitting and supine position effect on exercise tolerance, heart rate, systolic pressure and respiratory rate in male subjects with coronary insufficiency, noting onset of angina pectoris

Systolic and diastolic blood pressures and urinary catecholamines under stress in normotensive and hypertensive subjects

Heart systolic contractility assessment based on pressure rise rate relation to intraventricular pressure during isovolumic systole

Myocardial inotropic index, using left ventricular time varying pressure/volume ratio in systole

Heart rate and systolic pressure variability control through visual feedback of physiological information, obtaining respiratory measurements and ECG

Cardiac sympathetic nervous control of right ventricular pressure-flow dynamics in outflow tract in anesthetized dogs

Biodynamic clicks and papillary muscle dysfunction evidence in arteriosclerotic heart disease from ECG, carotid pulse tracing and phonocardiography

Early systolic clicks shown due to mitral valve prolapse by phonocardiography, cardiac catheterization and angiography

Tables (DATA)

NT CONVERSION TABLES

Visual information processing rates correction tables with digits, letters, landhold fringes and geometrical figures

Cold climate clothed human wind chill tables, considering various heat transfer modes and skin temperature

Data tabulated from stations in US and Canada on air pollution effects on materials

Extravascular dehydration produced by extracellular water resorption in animals

Damage control unit system to protect personnel in hazardous chemical, high temperature-humidity, and oxygen deficient environments

Engineering psychology as component part of systems engineering

Systemic Management

Investigating relationship of cybernetics and human management of large systems

Subject INDEX

A-415
tables of foods and types of manufacture [NASA-CR-115194] p0654 A71-37658

TACHISTOSCOPE

Digital tachistoscope functions, operating principles and designs, discussing tests of visual perception related functions p0136 A71-16924

TACHOMETERS

Digital cardiocatheter incorporating circuit for measuring heart rate of subject over predetermined portion of one minute, also converting rate to beats per minute [NASA-CASE-225-02399] p0338 A71-22896

TACTILE DISCRIMINATION

Visual-tactual dominance relationship as function of tactual judgment accuracy p0165 A71-17873

Vibrato/tactile information transmission, discussing skin mechanoreceptive systems and similarities or differences between auditory and tactile characteristics p0265 A71-24231

Performance differences between tactile and visual localization and temporal order ability, using sequential presentation of high rate point stimuli p0408 A71-31948

Functional interaction of human tactual analyzer by measuring minima interval between two discrete controlled stimuli p0576 A71-41064

Experimental tests to measure short term memory characteristics of visual and tactile perception related to teleoperator systems [NASA-CR-17751] p0338 A71-22257

Auditory and tactile information transfer of biological systems p0361 A71-23066

TACTILE SENSATION

T R O S S

Tail assemblies

Morphological examination of nervous system and muscular functions in dolphin tail during locomotion p0331 A71-22212

TAIL ROBBINGS

T A I L A S S E M B L I E S

U T E R I N E

Tail assemblies

MT WORDS (LANGUAGE)

T A N K S

MT CELIDRICAL TANKS

MT STORAGE TANKS

TAPE RECORDING

DATA PROCESSING

TAPE RECORDERS

FM converter for tape recording of LF biological data p0100 A71-15163

Automated data acquisition and analysis during cardiac catheterization, using photoklyographic and analog magnetic tape recording system in conjunction with digital computer p0368 A71-29003

T A R N

DATA REDUCTION

T A R N A C Q U I S I T I O N

Information feedback distortion and countertraining effects on learning and performance in lever displacement-target test p0018 A71-11145

Target detection facilitation by adjacent border control involving distance between inducing visual fields and duration of presentation p0018 A71-11146

Free and systematic horizontal visual search target detection times, testing human subjects with fixed stimulus schedules on high and low contrast targets p0187 A71-19463

Target aiming function / TAP/ susceptibility to vagotropic vegetative imbalance in male subjects after experimental kinetosis p0187 A71-19464

Mean retinal threshold gradient along horizontal meridian for dark and light adaptected eyes, considering dynamic neural mechanisms p0271 A71-24807

Speed and accuracy relation of hand movement aimed at target, showing error as function of length of uncontrolled terminal phase p0422 A71-33372

Extraocular correction and memory for target position, suggesting corrective tendency of eye movements in dark p0519 A71-38286

Visual performance in simulated target acquisition tasks as function of flare-ignition altitude p0589 A71-42196

Two-region, continuous search, and n-region discrete models for allocating available effort to search for objects at sea [AD-712836] p0115 A71-12339


Geometrical considerations involved in military markers for search and rescue [AD-713661] p0171 A71-16484

Target detection by porpoises through emission of ultrasonic echo locating signals [JPBS-52291] p0228 A71-18493

Comparative study of target detection performance of alternating radar and sonar sensor display [AD-715777] p0229 A71-18741

Experimential determination of effects of terrestrial, target, and operator performance in conducting search and rescue missions from aircraft [AD-720800] p0397 A71-25958

Two and three dimensional simulated target detection and recognition by pilots and TF gamma and gray scale transmission effects on target acquisition in flight simulators [AD-718382] p0398 A71-23750

Visual detection probability for moving target against static target [AD-720412] p0397 A71-25958

Optimized search techniques with passive night vision devices [AD-722236] p0440 A71-28359

Effects of search area size on target acquisition with passive night vision devices [AD-722235] p0441 A71-28360

Effect of time between transmission, number of transimissions, and signal to noise ratios on sonar operators performance in long range target acquisition [AD-726740] p0618 A71-35279

Television display systems for slant range target detection and recognition [AD-729226] p0656 A71-37674

TARGET RECOGNITION

Human performance in continuous pursuit tracking with temporary target obscurations, noting positional and velocity control systems p0187 A71-19461

Target field luminance, interstimulus interval and target-mask spatial separation effects on visual backward masking, estimating inhibitory region radius p0196 A71-20248

Target detection performance in simulated real time airborne reconnaissance mission, taking into account target size and image type, contrast and rate of motion p0209 A71-21227

Saccadic and smooth pursuit eye movements, modification to visual targets instantaneous velocity changes at varying intervals [AD-723988] p0259 A71-21227

Intermittent noise-effects on performance of visual search tasks of varying complexity, measuring test subjects target detection time under various noise/time ratio conditions p0263 A71-24206

In-flight target reporting, analyzing quantitative meaning of ambiguous general modifier terminology as used by pilots in verbal sighting reports p0321 A71-27251
I. Inclusion monitoring. compensatory choice task, questioning Weisberg hypothesis of preattentive screening

II. Autokinetic motion of luminous targets relating apparent visual movement to experienced displacement

III. Target value and exposure duration effects on recall in visual search tasks, discussing results in relation to previously reported inconsistencies

IV. Prefrontal cortex lesion effects on trained Autokinetic motion of luminous target, relating Target value and exposure duration effects on recall

V. Learning machines for statistical classifications of Experimental Two and three dimensional simulated target detection

VI. Development of model for analysis of human subject

VII. Analysis of ability of human subjects to Aircraft recognition accuracy and decision speed

VIII. Complex psychomotor task time duration relation to

IX. Alcohol effects on complex task

X. Performance decrement during bimodal vigilance task, questioning Neisser hypothesis of displacement preattentive screening

XI. Noting performance impairment in voluntary eye movement control

XII. Human performance in color naming and word reading with and without Stroop interference

XIII. Learning matches for statistical classifications of spectral patterns and graphical target recognition

XIV. Experimental determination of effects of terrain, target, and operator performance in conducting search and rescue missions from aircraft

XV. Two and three dimensional simulated target detection and recognition by pilots and TV gamma and gray scale transmission effects on target acquisition in flight simulators

XVI. Development of model for analysis of human subject to detect targets through visual recognition

XVII. Television display and artificial background for showing effects of contrast and motion on target detection

XVIII. Aircraft recognition accuracy and decision speed comparing single observers and four-man crews

XIX. Analysis of ability of human subjects to visually identify targets at various distances of observation

XX. Television display systems for slant range target detection and recognition

XXI. Man machine techniques for processing data from sonar display systems

XXII. Tasks with subject guiding vehicle at arbitrary speed along tolerance band defined course, considering prediction model for velocity-bandwidth relationship

XXIII. Human performance as function of task and environmental factors, using psychological and physiological references

XXIV. Alpha activity parameters during human performance of motor tasks with open and closed eyes

XXV. Short term central fatigue as causal factor of delayed psychological refractory period in multiple choice visual signal tasks

XXVI. Information capacity of discrete motor responses compared for different directions and amplitudes of motion

XXVII. Model for task interference with pilot performance in multivariable manual control systems

XXVIII. Work environment and task factor effects on long term crew effectiveness

XXIX. TASK SEQUENCERS U CONTROL EQUIPMENT U SEQUENTIAL CONTROL

XXX. NT AUDITORY TASKS U VISUAL TASKS

XXXI. Three phase code transformation task reliability and correlation, representing general/analytic intellectual abilities and personality characteristics

XXXII. Application of parallel tasks for measuring psychological stress noting pilot performance

XXXIII. Operator performance and control panel layout for discontinuous tasks based on sequence of use, functional groupings, and location by frequency and importance

XXXIV. Evoked cortical response to taste solutions of acid and salt applied to human tongue surface, using averaging technique

XXXV. Taste modalities identification by factor analysis technique based on correlation matrix between independent stimuli

XXXVI. Human performance reliability data system using taxonomic structure for classifying behavioral studies and predicting man-machine performance

XXXVII. Taxonomy of human performance including mean values of performance measures and relevant factor loadings for variety of tasks

XXXVIII. TAYLOR MANIFEST ANXIETY SCALE

XXXIX. Correlation of interline level based on manifest anxiety and recognition of peripherally introduced visual stimuli against moving background

XL. Human performance in pursuit tracking task with realistic structured and blank backgrounds

XLI. Relevant cue placement effects in complex identification tasks employing enforced verbal encoding

XLII. Intermittent noise effects on performance of visual search tasks of varying complexity, noting testing test subjects target detection time under various noise/time ratio conditions

A-417
Emergency surface decompression and treatment procedures for project Tektite aquanauts, determining safe intervals and schedules for return to habitat on ocean floor

Tektite II program of underwater research as future manned space flight operations model, discussing mission structure, crew selection and communications [AIAA PAPERS 71-828] p0455 A71-34718

Manual for human psychometric data acquisition and human reactions to psychological stress in Tektite project [AD-7213631] p0446 W71-28549

Human reactions to psychological stresses of confined environments using Tektite project aquanauts [AD-7213641] p0446 W71-28550

TELECOMMUNICATION

NT BIOTELEMETRY
NT DATA LINKS
NT MULTICHANNEL COMMUNICATION
NT PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION TELEMETRY
NT RADIO COMMUNICATION
NT TELEMETRY
NT VIDEO COMMUNICATION
NT VIDEO DATA PROCESSING

Human vision in communication system analysis, discussing psychophysical investigation, brightness functions, spatial frequency response and modulation transfer function [p0131 A71-164848]

Ecological effects of electromagnetic fields and ELF global communication systems [AD-7188284] p0345 W71-23381

TELEMETRY

U TELEMETRY

TELEMETRY

NT BIOTELEMETRY
NT PULSE FREQUENCY MODULATION TELEMETRY
NT RADIO TELEMETRY

Miniature biopotential transmitter suitable for teleoperator use for space operations, discussing transponder ECG and circuit performance characteristics [NASA-CR-17751] p0564 A71-40184

TELEMETRY AUTO REDUCTION SYSTEM
U DATA REDUCTION
U TELEMETRY

TELEOPERATORS

Book on human factors application in teleoperator design and operation covering aerospace environments, transportation, remote control, sensors and actuator subsystems p0206 A71-22613

Astronaut teleoperators use for space operations, discussing cost reduction and future experiments productivity increase p0588 A71-40233

Experimental tests to measure short term memory characteristics of visual and tactile perception related to teleoperator systems [NASA-CR-17757] p0338 W71-22571

TELESCOPES

NT ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES

TELESCOPERS

Human fingers coordination during teletype operation, examining temporal characteristics p0030 A71-12055

TELEVISION CAMERAS

Streptococcus mitis bacteria in Apollo 12 lunar retrieved Surveyor 3 TV camera, discussing prelaunch predeposition and survival p0626 A71-43815

TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

NT TELEVISION CAMERAS
NT TELEVISION RECEIVERS

TV display eye movement monitor with automatic coordinate digital printout for permanent record p0199 A71-26402

Effect of several variations of two types of TV display visual simulation systems on subjective pilot evaluations and objective measures of performance in landing approach [NASA-TM-D-6274] p0332 W71-22270

TELEVISION RECEIVERS

Optokinetic nystagmus device, combining TV set and bar generator with controllable frame
desynchronization for moving image and electrical control of stimulus parameters p0249 A71-22973
Annotated bibliography of regulations, standards, and guides for microwaves, and ultraviolet, laser, and television receiver radiation [AD-189360] p0048 W71-11074

TELEVISION SYSTEMS

Dog blood flow telemetric measurement with TV system using ultrasonic signals Doppler effect p010 A71-11059
Simple nerve system receptor field organization in visual analyzer simulated by TV circuit with scanning beam controlled focusing p0193 A71-20108
TV monitoring and digital data recording of human corneal reflection during voluntary eye movements, considering visual perception studies application p0195 A71-20240
F-4 aircraft in-flight television recording system for gunfire training [AD-720245] p0399 W71-26174
Television display and artificial background for showing effects of contrast and motion on target detection [AD-722487] p0496 W71-29685
Television display systems for short range target detection and recognition [AD-727772] p0656 W71-37674

TELEVISION TRANSMISSION

Two and three dimensional simulated target detection and recognition by pilots and TV cameras, and scale transmission effects on target acquisition in flight simulators [AD-716382] p0348 W71-23750

TELEPHONE THEORY

0 NETWORK ANALYSIS 0 NETWORK SYNTHESIS

TELEPROCESS CURRICULUM MICROBUBBLATIONS 0 TELLEPROCESS CURRENTS

TELEPROCESS CURRENTS

Cosmic and terrestrial radiation biological effects on parasemia, discussing relationship between dosage and growth rate p0424 A71-33757

TELEPROCESS FIELDS

0 ELECTRIC FIELDS 0 TELLEPROCESS CURRENTS

TELEPROCESS REGIONS

Circadian rhythms of human renal excretions in polar, temperate and equatorial regions p0532 A71-39477

TEMPERATURE

0 TEMPERATURE 0 ATOMIC TEMPERATURE 0 THERMAL TEMPERATURE 0 BODY TEMPERATURE 0 ATOMIC TEMPERATURE 0 THERMAL TEMPERATURE 0 SKIN TEMPERATURE 0 WATER TEMPERATURE

Stress effects of temperature and altitude on human performance p0287 W71-20363

TEMPERATURE CONTROL

Automatic temperature monitor and proportional solid state DC controller for electrophysiologic use p0064 A71-10247
Thermal design of space experiment by analytical model for temperature regime acceptable to all experimental elements p0019 A71-11454
Ascending pathways from spinal thermosensitive region to hypothalamic temperature control center, considering spinthalamic tract impulse frequency temperature response and bilateral RF coagulations p0099 A71-15094
Life prolongation during high intensity microwave exposures with ambient air temperature control for radiation bioeffects studies p0307 A71-25291

ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE/LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR MANNED SPACE STATION, DISCUSING MAINTAINABILITY, RELIABILITY, WEIGHT PENALTIES AND FAULT DETECTION AND ISOLATION [ARPEE PAPER 71-AV-22] p0477 A71-36389

Thermal design, analysis, testing and flight performance of ITOS-5 spacecraft, noting fail-safe temperature regulation [ARPEE PAPER 71-AV-23] p0477 A71-36390


ATS F and G thermal control, discussing heat pipe, liquid and model tests [ARPEE PAPER 71-AV-28] p0478 A71-36395

Thermal control using nitrogen, circuit board, switching, flexible, transformer and segmented evaporator heat pipes [ARPEE PAPER 71-AV-29] p0478 A71-36396

Three day mission biosatellite environmental thermal control system design and flight performance [ARPEE PAPER 71-AV-33] p0479 A71-36400

Prototype space station environmental thermal control and life support system digital simulation for transient design and performance prediction [ARPEE PAPER 71-AV-34] p0479 A71-36401

Space station thermal control system design, discussing pumped loop, air cooled nonpassive and heat pipe systems [ARPEE PAPER 71-AV-36] p0479 A71-36403

Thermocitation method instrument using cold indicator depot with heat exchanger for standardization of heart-time-volume measurements p0484 A71-36692

Temperature regulation during exercise by proportional control, investigation in temperature effect on set point temperature, sweat rate and skin thermal conductivity p0487 A71-36879


Automatic temperature control for liquid cooling garments used during astronaut extravehicular activity with external auditory meatus, and skin temperature as input signals [NASA-CR-115122] p0611 W71-34077

Temperature differences 0 TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS

Temperature distribution Electromagnetic fields induction in biological tissues, recording energy absorption temperature distribution in phantom models with thermoanograph cameras p0307 A71-25289

Microthermistor measurements of temperature distribution on body surface of dolphins p0332 W71-22216

Temperature effects Biological clocks self oscillating mechanism as temperature dependent component of circadian clocks in multicellular organisms, assuming small enzyme concentrations p0023 A71-11566

Water intake effects on human thermal sweat rate and composition in environmental chamber at specific temperature and humidity p0026 A71-11670

Cutaneous blood flow in anesthetized pig forelimb modified by brain temperature changes p0026 A71-11671

Telemetric ECG recordings of workers under high and strongly varying temperature conditions, discussing heart rate variations under heat stress p0079 A71-13065

Rabbit hypothalamic neuron stimulation by changes in ambient temperature p0085 A71-13225

Shivering and heat polypeptide threshold temperature shift in guinea pigs, considering thermal adaptation under cool environment exposure p0090 A71-14250

Pilot performance under helicopter cabin high temperature and humidity p0026 A71-11670

Conditioned reflex gas exchange shifts in persons under repeated local thermal stimuli p0103 A71-15422

Muscular heat production effect on contraction during cold adaptation tests p0103 A71-15572

Flight personnel green protection system from nuclear weapon high intensity thermal effects p0134 A71-16806
Temperature effects on

Water cooled head cap for heat stress alleviation
in subjects working in warm environments

Venomotor responses of foreara veins to local and
remote thermal stimuli to skin in exercising man

Temperature effect in sodium fluorocacetate
protective action mechanisms for mice irradiation

Dark adaptation in humans under Arctic conditions,
noting role of physiological disorders

Pulmonary vasoconstrictor response to temperature
dependent acute hyporia, using isolated rat lungs
with heparinized homologous blood under constant
volume pulsatile inflow

Ambient temperature effects on flicker fusion
threshold, using constant stimuli and forced
choice methods for determination of test subjects
sensory sensitivity to heat and cool exposure

Pathophysiological aspects of microwave irradiation,
considering thermal response of human and animal
organisms to electromagnetic radiation exposure

Thermal environment effect on human skin temperature
and final temperature and tolerance time
prediction from early exposure

Temperature-respiration relations from isolated rat
skeletal muscle mitochondria oxygen consumption
measurements

Alternating acceleration and increased ambient
temperatures effects on time interval perception
and muscular effort estimation

Heat balance of human body submerged in water,
determining body temperature reduction as function
of ambient temperature

Mars physical conditions compared to earth,
simulating Martian conditions and low temperature
and UV effects on proteins

Adrenocortical function in garden dormouse during
autumnal preparation for hibernation, considering
environmental temperature factors

Microwave exposure effects on organisms and
biological functions responses and thermal
stresses as function of specific frequencies,
power density and environmental temperature

Skin temperature sensitivity factors, discussing
neural correlates of thermal sensation and skin
receptors causing thermal stimulation sensitivity

Temperature, odor mixing and stimulation frequency
effects on olfactory receptor potential of fly
Lucilia sericata

Temperature effects on spontaneous electrical and
contractile activity of smooth muscle cells of
portal vein in rats

Static feed water electrolysis system of life
support systems, discussing current density,
operating time and temperature effects on voltage
for various electrolyser cell sizes [ASME PAPER 71-AV-25]

Squirrel monkeys midbrain reticular formation direct
thermal stimulation effects on physiological or
behavioral thermoregulatory responses

Maximal sweat evaporative heat loss and permitted
work load measurements as function of temperature
and clothing insulation

Hypothalamic unit activity relation to
thermoregulation, investigating preoptic area
response to local and peripheral temperature
changes

Preoptic anterior hypothalamic area temperature
sensitive neurons, showing integrative center for
thermoregulation

Male and female physiological responses to heat
stress, discussing sweating, skin and body
temperature, heart rate and metabolism

Chill level index for skin temperature effects on
rate of evaporative heat loss and thermal
information to central controller during heavy
work

Impulse skin temperature encoding in private
cutaneous thermostceptors in dynamic thermal
conditions

Temperature regulation during exercise by
proportional control, investigating skin
temperature effect on set point temperature, sweat
rate and skin thermal conductance

Brain temperature change effects on cardiovascular
responses, examining heart rate and systemic
arterial blood pressure

Cats preoptic and skin temperature change effects on
posterior hypothalamic neurons

Pilocarpine induced synchronous sweat expulsions,
noting frequency linear dependence on ambient
temperature with and without generalized sweating

Temperature effects on spinal excitation and
inhibition in cats, investigating spinal
motoneurons discharge frequency

Water temperature effect on body thermoregulation in
swimming, comparing swimmers responses to track
man on treadmill at same metabolic rates

Spinal cord ascending neurons temperature
sensitivity, comparing data from cats experiments
with hydrothalamic temperature sensors sensitivity

Cutaneous circulation control by various
thermoregulatory reactions to temperature
variations, using dog saphenous veins perfused with
autologous blood or Krebs-Ringer solution

Heat transfer coefficients calculation for human
body in cold water from heat balance equations,
comparing with free convection coefficients in
cross-flowing water

Human heat stress evaluation indices, discussing
acclimatization, dehydration, clothing, age,
physical fitness, health and sex effects

Thermal behavior simulation of cooling biological
systems, describing heat generation and transfer at
hypothalamic to hibernating body temperatures with
mathematical model

Physiological responses to head vs neck cooling
and leg cooling under hyperthermic stress

Sensory transmission of spinal heat and cold
sensitivity in ascending spinal neurons of
anesthetized cats

Cutaneous and intestinal blood flow differentiation
during hypothalamic heating and cooling in
anesthetized dogs

Low temperature effects on succinate oxidase
activity of mitochondrial membranes in hibernating
squirrels

Ambient temperature effects on spontaneous recovery
of ground squirrels during awakening after
hibernation

Carnivore muscle composition and multiple freezing
temperature effects on catalase activity

Combined heat, noise and vibration stress effects on
human performance and physiological functions
including heart rate, body temperature and mental
arithmetic

A-420
Electromagnetic fields induction in biological tissues, recording energy absorption temperature distribution in phantom models with thermograph cameras

Continuous recording of human rectal temperature under extreme environmental conditions, using battery powered thermographs with thermistor probes

TEMPERATURE PHOTOMETERS
U PHOTOMETERS
U TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

TEMPERATURE PROFILES
Multilayered spherical model induced fields and static heating patterns, approximating primate cranial structure at plane wave irradiation

TEMPERATURE SENSORS
MT THERMISTORS

TEMPERATURE TRANSDUCERS
U TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

TEST FACILITIES
Chattanooga interstate air quality control region

TERMINAL FACILITIES
Analysis of medical, psychological, and environmental aspects of mass air transportation

TERMINOLOGY
In-flight target reporting, analyzing quantitative meaning of ambiguous general modifier terminology as used by pilots in verbal sighting reports

TERRESTRIAL SYSTEMS (DIGITAL)
U DIGITAL SYSTEMS

TECHNOLOGICAL MAGNETISM
U GEOMAGNETISM

TEST BEDS
U TEST EQUIPMENT
TEST CHAMBERS
NT AEROCOACH CHAMBERS
NT HYPERBARIC CHAMBERS
NT PRESSURE CHAMBERS
NT VACUUM CHAMBERS

Fatigue measurements in hot working conditions on subjects wearing self contained breathing apparatus in heat chamber

Hanned 90 day test of closed chamber regenerative life support system simulator, describing subsystems, crew nutrition, hygiene, maintenance and leisure activities

Environmental chambers for testing human work performance under thermal stress

TEST EQUIPMENT
Chair, stands and swings for vestibular and visual analyzer tests

Test equipment for evaluating human higher nervous activity, noting use for radiotelegraphist selection

TEST FACILITIES
NT AEROCOACH CHAMBERS
NT ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORIES
NT WIND TUNNELS

Chronic and acute gamma irradiation facilities used in animal experiments simulating steady cosmic radiation and powerful solar flare radiation expected in prolonged space flight

Space station regenerative life support system 90-day manned test in simulator, discussing objectives, facilities and procedures

Health and Safety Laboratory Fallout Program data from world monitoring activities for 1 June 1970 - 1 Sept. 1970

Human factors engineering mock-up facility value as management tool

Biodynamics, aerospace medicine, acceleration stresses, human tolerances, centrifuges, test facilities, and annotated bibliography
Aircraft pilot thermal environment, thermal comfort and cockpit air conditioning
[ARC-CP-1094]
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
Vision mathematical model based on homogeneous media thermal conductivity equation
[p0194 A71-20112]
THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS
Optical properties of metallized fluorinated ethylene propylene Teflon films with various thicknesses, discussing suitability as spacecraft thermal control surface
[ASME PAPER 71-AV-35]
THERMAL CONVECTION
U FREE CONVECTION
THERMAL DECOMPOSITION
U PYROLYSIS
THERMAL EFFECTS
U TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
THERMAL EMISSION
UNITHERMONIC EMISSION
Heat emission reduction into atmosphere
[p0107 A71-12291]
THERMAL ENERGY
Laser-induced retinal damage model based on energy interaction modes, including thermal and acoustic transients, vaporization and dielectric breakdown
[p0458 A71-35955]
Integrated waste collection and purification systems using radioisotopes for thermal energy in 180-day space mission life support systems
[ASME PAPER 71-AV-6]
Thermal and electric energy transfer within life support systems
[NASA-TM-D-6207]
THERMAL ENVIRONMENTS
Human tolerances to thermal environment extremes in aerospace activities
[p0034 A71-12388]
Thermal environment effect on human skin temperature and final temperature and tolerance time prediction from early exposure
[p0311 A71-25117]
Human temperature tolerance during exposure to hot and cold environments, using skin temperature as indicator
[p0477 A71-36875]
Respiratory aspects of hyperbaric thermal environments, considering heat exchange by convection
[p0477 A71-36878]
Time constant for perspiration onset in humans exposed to stepwise increase in external heat load
[p0490 A71-36897]
Aircraft pilot thermal environment, thermal comfort and cockpit air conditioning
[ARC-CP-1094]
Biological effects of thermal environments on dispersal of blue green algae and microorganisms in Iceland and Surtsey
[p0225 A71-17989]
Investigating biological effects of acid thermal waters on growth of organisms in Iceland
[p0225 A71-17990]
Heat tolerance of athletes during muscular exercise in various thermal environments
[p0287 A71-20366]
Thermal conditions under varying degrees of physical work inside pressure suits
[p0611 A71-34078]
THERMAL INSULATION
Raman hair effectiveness as insulation, using biotechnology for deep body temperature measurement
[p0008 A71-10886]
Maximal sweat evaporative heat loss and permitted work load measurements as function of temperature and clothing insulation
[p0845 A71-36861]
Anatomical-physiological characteristics of heat transfer in human body for developing insulating suit
[p0551 A71-33859]
THERMAL NEUTRONS
Deuteration in slow neutron radiography of biological media
[DP-1229]
THERMAL POWER
U TURBINE GENERATORS
TagemL TEBBMBT TEBBMAL TEBBIAL THERMAL TEBBIBIOBIC TEBBIIONIC TEBBBIISTOBS TBBBIODYBAMIC Plight personnel green protection system from Antiheat Mechanical design of frictionless bimetal actuated Design and performance of extravehicular astronaut Spacecraft sterilization by microbial inactivation, Bacterial thermoradiation sterilization models and Thermal shock physiological effects, determining 
Physiological effects of heat exchange between human organs and ambient medium by evaporation, 
Thermal shock physiological effects, determining skin-air convective heat exchange coefficient 
Low cost directly coupled differential amplifier 
Portable environmental control and life support system for astronauts in and out of spacecraft 
Cooling system and thermal balance data for long duration operation of space station simulator 
Combined environmental stress effects on human performance 
Effects of thermal stress, exposure time, and acclimatization on human performance 
Electrostatic precipitation of lithium ions for trace contaminant removal from spacecraft cabin atmospheres hindered by oxidation caused by thermionic emission 
Continuous recording of human rectal temperature under extreme environmental conditions, using

Battery powered thermographs with thermistor probes 
Microthermistor measurements of temperature distribution on body surface of dolphins

Thermo-Photovoltaic Generators U Thermoelectric Generators Thermoelectromechanical Generators Thermoelectricity U Thermoelectricity Thermoelectric Generators NT Critical Temperature NT Melting Points NT Thermal Conductivity NT Thermal Stability NT Vapour Pressure Visual cells outer segments structure and retinal photoreception characteristics, describing open thermodynamic system 
Human legs thermal response during cooling for refrigeration anesthesia, deriving analytical model for temperature level prediction as function of time

Thermoelectric heat release in muscular twitch final phase, discussing energy storage as function of active or passive muscular tension

Thermoelectric Generators Radioisotope thermoelectric generators in micro/ milliwatt power range for biomedical applications

Thermographs U Recording Instruments U Temperature Measuring Instruments Thermographs U Recording Instruments U Temperature Measuring Instruments Thermolimnogenesis Thermoluminescent dosimeter for skin basal layer dose measurement in mixed beta and gamma radiation fields

Thermometers Simple sensitive multichannel servo system thermobarometer for volume changes corrections, noting adaptation to five channel closed circuit respiratory apparatus

Thermometry U Temperature Measurement Thermophiles Thermophilic, mesophilic and psychrophilic anaerobes fatty acid composition, discussing results obtained by mass spectral analysis

Purification and characterization of enzymes from B. salinarium, B. stearothermophilus, and V. arizonicus

Temperature requirements for thermophilic bacteria growth in soil and by culture techniques

Characteristics of thermophilic bacteria

Thermophilic Plants NT Blue Green Algae Nutritional properties of unicellular algae compared to soya protein

Investigating water transport scheme for dispersal of thermophilic microorganisms to Surtsey from mainland areas

Thermophilic Plants Investigating biological effects of acid thermal waters on growth of organisms in Iceland

Thermophysical Properties
Thermoregulation under stringent low temperature conditions, considering internal body temperature maintenance by homothermic organism

Water temperature effect on body thermoregulation in swimming, comparing swimmer's responses to track man on treadmill at same metabolic rate

Skeletal muscles shivering thermogenesis during cold adaptation, investigating thermoregulation effects on organ and systemic heat production

Squirrel monkey physiological and behavioral thermoregulatory reactions to temperature, comparing mean skin and medial preoptic hypothalamic temperatures

Cutaneous circulation control by venous thermoregulatory reactions to temperature variations, using dog saphenous veins perfused with autologous blood or Krebs-Henseleit solution

Guinea pig thermoregulation of shivering and nonshivering thermogenesis, showing intrahypothalamic noradrenaline injection effects on threshold temperature elevation

Thermal behavior simulation of cooling biological system, describing heat generation and transfer in homothermic to hibernating body temperatures with mathematical model

ambient temperature effects on spontaneous rewarming of ground squirrels during awakening after hibernation

Arterial blood pressure spontaneous fluctuations due to cutaneous circulation adjustments by thermoregulatory system

Hyperoxia effects on thermoregulation and neurochemical functions, showing temperature increases in cerebrum and decreases in cortical and subcortical formations

Freecotic and environmental temperature effects on hibernator thermoregulatory responses, noting changes in metabolic rates

Human heat stress tolerance indications

Studying effect of physical training on heat tolerance of human organisms

Papers presented at International Symposium on Behavioral Thermoregulation

Human acclimatization to high altitudes, monsoons, and hot, dry weather

Seasonal variations in physiology of old-timers and newcomers in monsoon climate

Seasonal variations in thermoregulation of residents in hot, dry climates with respect to age and sex

Hyperthermia, dietary, and desalivation effects on thermoregulation in rats

Desalination effects on behavioral thermoregulation against heat in rats

Thermal intensity and skin temperature levels, affecting behavioral thermoregulation in rats with increases in nomotonic fashion

Thermoregulating with cooling flow pipe network for humans

Human physiochemistry, thermoregulation, and baroemic oscillation of blood glucose levels

Comparison of water, convective air, and reversed air flow cooled suits for body temperature thermoregulation in high temperature environments

Thirst

Solid and liquid diets during thiamine deficiency, noting hunger dependence on novelty

Chemical analysis of thiamine metabolism in man

THERMAL STABILITY

Comparison of water, convective air, and reversed air flow cooled suits for body temperature thermoregulation in high temperature environments

Thermal stabilization of cooling biological system, describing heat generation and transfer in homothermic to hibernating body temperatures with mathematical model

Behavioral Thermoregulation in hot, dry climates with respect to age and sex

Chemical protection against ionizing radiation by thiols and disulfides, discussing hydrogen transfer

Structure-function studies of anisothiol radioprotectants on Escherichia coli B/7, discussing radiation response at 254 and 77 K

Thiol and disulfide compounds radiation protection capacity at cellular level in tissue culture, using reproductive integrity as protection criteria

Biochemical mechanisms of radioprotective action of anisothiols in mammalian organisms

Radioprotective mercaptoethylamine / HBA / effect on necrotic reversion of ATP in thymus nuclei and oxidative phosphorylation in rat liver mitochondria

Mercaptoethylamine group radiation protection preparations on resistance of rats and mice to lateral acceleration rate

Anisothiol group radioprotective drugs effect on guinea pigs cardiac function during lateral acceleration

Anisothiol class radiation protector: influence on tissue damage of white rats under single and two-fold gamma irradiation at various test conditions

Thermoregulation

Radiotherapeutic effectiveness of cysteamine and S beta- aminoethylthioisourea in mice under combined gamma irradiation and transverse acceleration loads

Throat

Mouling of Calpodes ethlius larvae head and thorax isolated with prothoracic glands dependent on molting hormone injection

Isopotential maps comparison of thorax with transthoracic and renal mechanistic techniques

Renal hemodynamic factors in whole kidney gloomorolntubular balance in anesthetized dogs by manipulating filtration rate through constriction of aorta, thoracic vasa cava, etc

Diaphragm mechanical, discussing thoracic pressure lung volume and air flow relationships of respiratory system during electrophysiological stimulation in man and cats

A-825

p0a88 A71-36881

Thermoregulation under stringent low temperature conditions, considering internal body temperature maintenance by homothermic organism

Water temperature effect on body thermoregulation in swimming, comparing swimmer's responses to track man on treadmill at same metabolic rate

Skeletal muscles shivering thermogenesis during cold adaptation, investigating thermoregulation effects on organ and systemic heat production

Squirrel monkey physiological and behavioral thermoregulatory reactions to temperature, comparing mean skin and medial preoptic hypothalamic temperatures

Cutaneous circulation control by venous thermoregulatory reactions to temperature variations, using dog saphenous veins perfused with autologous blood or Krebs-Henseleit solution

Guinea pig thermoregulation of shivering and nonshivering thermogenesis, showing intrahypothalamic noradrenaline injection effects on threshold temperature elevation

Thermal behavior simulation of cooling biological system, describing heat generation and transfer in homothermic to hibernating body temperatures with mathematical model

ambient temperature effects on spontaneous rewarming of ground squirrels during awakening after hibernation

Arterial blood pressure spontaneous fluctuations due to cutaneous circulation adjustments by thermoregulatory system

Hyperoxia effects on thermoregulation and neurochemical functions, showing temperature increases in cerebrum and decreases in cortical and subcortical formations

Freecotic and environmental temperature effects on hibernator thermoregulatory responses, noting changes in metabolic rates

Human heat stress tolerance indications

Studying effect of physical training on heat tolerance of human organisms

Papers presented at International Symposium on Behavioral Thermoregulation

Human acclimatization to high altitudes, monsoons, and hot, dry weather

Seasonal variations in physiology of old-timers and newcomers in monsoon climate

Seasonal variations in thermoregulation of residents in hot, dry climates with respect to age and sex

Hyperthermia, dietary, and desalivation effects on thermoregulation in rats

Desalination effects on behavioral thermoregulation against heat in rats

Thermal intensity and skin temperature levels, affecting behavioral thermoregulation in rats with increases in nomotonic fashion

Thermoregulating with cooling flow pipe network for humans

Human physiochemistry, thermoregulation, and baroemic oscillation of blood glucose levels

Comparison of water, convective air, and reversed air flow cooled suits for body temperature thermoregulation in high temperature environments

Thirst

Solid and liquid diets during thiamine deficiency, noting hunger dependence on novelty

Chemical analysis of thiamine metabolism in man

THERMAL STABILITY

Comparison of water, convective air, and reversed air flow cooled suits for body temperature thermoregulation in high temperature environments

Thermal stabilization of cooling biological system, describing heat generation and transfer in homothermic to hibernating body temperatures with mathematical model

Behavioral Thermoregulation in hot, dry climates with respect to age and sex

Chemical protection against ionizing radiation by thiols and disulfides, discussing hydrogen transfer

Structure-function studies of anisothiol radioprotectants on Escherichia coli B/7, discussing radiation response at 254 and 77 K

Thiol and disulfide compounds radiation protection capacity at cellular level in tissue culture, using reproductive integrity as protection criteria

Biochemical mechanisms of radioprotective action of anisothiols in mammalian organisms

Radioprotective mercaptoethylamine / HBA / effect on necrotic reversion of ATP in thymus nuclei and oxidative phosphorylation in rat liver mitochondria

Mercaptoethylamine group radiation protection preparations on resistance of rats and mice to lateral acceleration rate

Anisothiol group radioprotective drugs effect on guinea pigs cardiac function during lateral acceleration

Anisothiol class radiation protector: influence on tissue damage of white rats under single and two-fold gamma irradiation at various test conditions

Thermoregulation

Radiotherapeutic effectiveness of cysteamine and S beta- aminoethylthioisourea in mice under combined gamma irradiation and transverse acceleration loads

Throat

Mouling of Calpodes ethlius larvae head and thorax isolated with prothoracic glands dependent on molting hormone injection

Isopotential maps comparison of thorax with transthoracic and renal mechanistic techniques

Renal hemodynamic factors in whole kidney gloomorolntubular balance in anesthetized dogs by manipulating filtration rate through constriction of aorta, thoracic vasa cava, etc

Diaphragm mechanical, discussing thoracic pressure lung volume and air flow relationships of respiratory system during electrophysiological stimulation in man and cats

A-825
Subject Index

Mean retinal threshold gradient along horizontal meridian for dark and light adapted eyes, considering dynamic neural mechanisms
p0271 A71-24807

Visual suppression and intensity threshold changes during voluntary eye saccades with different luminance regions in visual field, discussing inhibition processes
p0308 A71-25503

Two flash threshold measurement of comparison stimulus duration of block law for toniccollusion strobe lights
p0311 A71-26116

Vertical translational acceleration perception threshold of aircraft pilot seated in upright position
p0377 A71-29780

Fly Lucilia sericata olfactory receptor and unit action potentials response to odor stimulation by homologous compounds
p0384 A71-30569

Guadecphic earplug evaluation tests, using temporary threshold shift reduction and modified rhyme techniques for speech intelligibility measurement in noise
p0410 A71-32196

Beta inflection in darkness adaptation curve, postulating stimulus thresholds in mono and binocular examinations for perception time and sensitivity
p0415 A71-32866

Spectral sensitivities of discrete slow potentials and threshold level nerve spikes in limbus ophthalmic as function of hyperpolarizing current
p0467 A71-32869

Anatomical load sensing method, determining torso pain thresholds by sensitivity tests
[SE6 PAPER 1023A]

p0452 A71-35539

Frequency and level dependent discrepancy between free field and pressure thresholds at low frequencies due to physiological noise produced under earcup

p0454 A71-36699

Human central fovea theoretical model for target stimulation threshold detection performance prediction
p0452 A71-35535

Young guinea pigs thermal adaptation tests at different temperatures and environmental conditions, observing threshold temperature shifting for shivering and heat polypnea
p0485 A71-36863

Threshold electrical phosphene dependence on impulse duration and stimulation frequency in subjects adapted to darkness
p0513 A71-37444

Increment thresholds for foveally viewed square and circular visual stimuli, suggesting availability of more than one spatial integration pattern
p0515 A71-37827

Visual processes involved in flash perception, considering attention attraction at suprathreshold levels and latency effects
p0578 A71-41477

Subjective brightness of flashing light stimulus within fovea as function of stimulus size, noting edge effects contribution at suprathreshold levels
p0579 A71-41478

Flash threshold perception in relation to flicker, showing flicker/flash sensitivity ratio constancy over large intensity level range
p0579 A71-41479

Absolute foveal thresholds as function of flash pulse length and null period
p0579 A71-41480

Flashing lights effective intensity at threshold and suprathreshold levels, discussing Broca- Sulzer effect observance conditions
p0579 A71-41484

Flashing lights vision threshold systematical variations, using quadrant adapter for continuous tracking of sensitivity fluctuations
p0581 A71-41498

Human auditory adaptation to medium intensity noise complex action under relative isolation and hypokinesia conditions from monaural hearing threshold measurement
p0632 A71-44400

Threshold Curves

Electrical medical apparatus with electrodes and intracardiac catheters, considering electric current danger threshold, electrocution hazards and safety precautions
p0466 A71-35866

Threshold Shift

U Thresholds

Impulse-noise human ear damage-risk criterion correction factor for single impulse, studying temporary threshold shift
p0128 A71-16286

Thresholds (Perception)

Visual threshold dependence on retinal location for various colors under conditions of scotopic, mesopic and photopic adaptation
p0003 A71-10233

Cat retina ganglion cell /GCC/ threshold intensity, obeying reversed Weber law
p0003 A71-10234

Monochromatic light glare effect on human eyes as function of wavelength, using visual threshold variation as criterion
p0017 A71-11309

Inner ear basilar membrane motions estimation for lower hearing threshold, using nonlinear model
p0036 A71-12474

Quantitative relation between temporary threshold shift and peripheral circulatory effects of sound, using finger pulse amplitude strain gauge
p0082 A71-13156

Peak diameter differences of sensitization by annular surrouns in subjects, concerning scotopic increment threshold and retinal illuminance
p0091 A71-14576

Human rotation perception, discussing an-transporting device, angular acceleration threshold, etc
p0093 A71-14756

Suprathreshold vision retinal image contrast loss measurement, suggesting role of balance between optical unsharpness and neural oversharpenss
p0104 A71-15833

Acoustic intensity and exposure time duration for threshold lesion in cat brain
p0128 A71-16283

Human skin analyzer excitability test, discussing threshold response
p0135 A71-16609

Vascular and muscular elements above threshold excitation on potential subthreshold stimulation background by electronic analog model
p0194 A71-20114

Nervous and muscular tissue excitability during subthreshold rhythmic stimulation, discussing mathematical model for compounding polarization induced electrotonic fluctuations
p0194 A71-20115

Retinal threshold along horizontal meridian for dark and light adapted eyes for stray light from small foveally fixed high luminance target
p0208 A71-21000

Human visual analyzer excitability shifts due to short duration point light stimuli
p0215 A71-21972

Foveal vision absolute thresholds for various duration light pulses and flash pairs at different separations
p0260 A71-23992

Ambient temperature effects on flicker fusion threshold, using constant stimuli and forced choice methods for determination of test subjects sensory sensitivity to heat and cold exposure
p0262 A71-24184

Cortical potentials evoked by weak acoustic signals below hearing threshold in man
p0262 A71-24184

Thresholds comparison for angular acceleration derived by subjective cupulometry and by staircase method, determining thresholds for rotation perception and oculogyral illusion
p0262 A71-24600

Peripheral visual resolution measurements, determining acuity thresholds at fovea and various points on retinal meridians over range of illumination values
p0269 A71-24609
Correlation coefficients between sensitivity thresholds of cupula-endolymphatic system to angular and Coriolis accelerations with human resistance to motion sickness

Polymer odor threshold determination for hygienic considerations in sealed/pressurized chamber construction, comparing static and dynamic methods

Increment threshold for monoptic and dichoptic vision, showing spatial and luminance effects

Two-flash thresholds as function of comparison stimulus duration, and possible use of strobe lights for aircraft collision avoidance aids

Investigation of visual perception ability during acceleration and deceleration and thresholds for perceived motion changes

Psychophysiological threshold for sensory perception of visual stimuli and visual information processing

Mathematical models for estimating block up-and-down design of sensory thresholds

Combined effects of optical absorption and thermal conduction in retinal tissue calculated for establishing thresholds for eyeburn in imaging intense light sources as lasers and nuclear explosions

Psychophysiological threshold for sensory perception of visual stimuli and visual information processing

Auditory perception thresholds and long term effects

Visual detection and identification tests of intense light sources as lasers and nuclear explosions

Evaluating block up-and-down conditions

Thyroidectomy and cold adaptation effects on hibernating hamsters thermoregulation and heat transfer coefficient

Association of factors with hibernation behavior

Rat thyroid gland changes during acclimatization to simulated high altitude environments, observing high hormone stimulation

Spart chambers applied to nuclear medicine using thyroid example

Human kidney cell generation and life cycle parameters, considering thyroid hormones

Thyroxine effects on brain glutaminase isoenzymes interaction and degradation in mitochondrial fractions, comparing with sodium phosphate, bicarbonate and aspartate

Bending and torsional oscillations in rectangular specimens of femur and tibia, calculating elastic and shear moduli of compact bone tissues

Xe 133 elimination from anterior thyroid gland and blood during experimental thermoregulation

Human time estimation tests, describing methods of reproduction, verbal estimation and computer experiment

Time constant for perspiration onset in humans exposed to stepwise increase in environmental heat load

Time constant for perspiration onset in humans exposed to stepwise increase in environmental heat load

Time constant for perspiration onset in humans exposed to stepwise increase in environmental heat load

Human work load assessments by time study observers and psychologists, noting disagreeing values

Young adult males split-period sleep regimes dependence on interceeding wakefulness time interval, periods length and onset sidereal time

Time varying aircraft noise effect on speech intelligibility, discussing test for relation to articulation index

Flicker adaptation effect on visual sensitivity to temporal fluctuations of light intensity

Thyroid function, cellular mitosis role in daily mitotic activity in thyroid gland and blood during experimental hypothyroidism in rabbits

Enzyme activity reduction in thyroid gland tissue of albino rats under deep hypothermia

Cellular mitosis role in daily mitotic activity in albino rats intestinal crypts and thyroid gland

KS, Na, Ca and Cl electrolytes content in thyroid gland and blood during experimental hypothyroidism in rabbits

Thyroidectomized Vitamin A deficient rats, noting visual sensitivity loss not correlated to thyroid gland weight

Diurnal variations of mitotic activity in thyroid epithelial cells of different follicle size

Anabolic acid reduction in organs due to thyroid hormones saturation under hypothyreosis

Thyroxine effects on brain glutaminase isoenzymes interaction and degradation in mitochondrial fractions, comparing with sodium phosphate, bicarbonate and aspartate

Bending and torsional oscillations in rectangular specimens of femur and tibia, calculating elastic and shear moduli of compact bone tissues

Xe 133 elimination from anterior thyroid gland and blood during experimental thermoregulation

Human time estimation tests, describing methods of reproduction, verbal estimation and computer experiment

Time constant for perspiration onset in humans exposed to stepwise increase in environmental heat load

Time constant for perspiration onset in humans exposed to stepwise increase in environmental heat load

Time constant for perspiration onset in humans exposed to stepwise increase in environmental heat load

Human work load assessments by time study observers and psychologists, noting disagreeing values

Young adult males split-period sleep regimes dependence on interceeding wakefulness time interval, periods length and onset sidereal time

Time varying aircraft noise effect on speech intelligibility, discussing test for relation to articulation index

Flicker adaptation effect on visual sensitivity to temporal fluctuations of light intensity

Thyroid function, cellular mitosis role in daily mitotic activity in thyroid gland and blood during experimental hypothyroidism in rabbits

Enzyme activity reduction in thyroid gland tissue of albino rats under deep hypothermia

Cellular mitosis role in daily mitotic activity in albino rats intestinal crypts and thyroid gland

KS, Na, Ca and Cl electrolytes content in thyroid gland and blood during experimental hypothyroidism in rabbits

Thyroidectomized Vitamin A deficient rats, noting visual sensitivity loss not correlated to thyroid gland weight

Diurnal variations of mitotic activity in thyroid epithelial cells of different follicle size

Anabolic acid reduction in organs due to thyroid hormones saturation under hypothyreosis

Thyroxine effects on brain glutaminase isoenzymes interaction and degradation in mitochondrial fractions, comparing with sodium phosphate, bicarbonate and aspartate

Bending and torsional oscillations in rectangular specimens of femur and tibia, calculating elastic and shear moduli of compact bone tissues

Xe 133 elimination from anterior thyroid gland and blood during experimental thermoregulation

Human time estimation tests, describing methods of reproduction, verbal estimation and computer experiment

Time constant for perspiration onset in humans exposed to stepwise increase in environmental heat load

Time constant for perspiration onset in humans exposed to stepwise increase in environmental heat load

Time constant for perspiration onset in humans exposed to stepwise increase in environmental heat load

Human work load assessments by time study observers and psychologists, noting disagreeing values

Young adult males split-period sleep regimes dependence on interceeding wakefulness time interval, periods length and onset sidereal time

Time varying aircraft noise effect on speech intelligibility, discussing test for relation to articulation index

Flicker adaptation effect on visual sensitivity to temporal fluctuations of light intensity

Thyroid function, cellular mitosis role in daily mitotic activity in thyroid gland and blood during experimental hypothyroidism in rabbits

Enzyme activity reduction in thyroid gland tissue of albino rats under deep hypothermia

Cellular mitosis role in daily mitotic activity in albino rats intestinal crypts and thyroid gland

KS, Na, Ca and Cl electrolytes content in thyroid gland and blood during experimental hypothyroidism in rabbits

Thyroidectomized Vitamin A deficient rats, noting visual sensitivity loss not correlated to thyroid gland weight

Diurnal variations of mitotic activity in thyroid epithelial cells of different follicle size

Anabolic acid reduction in organs due to thyroid hormones saturation under hypothyreosis

Thyroxine effects on brain glutaminase isoenzymes interaction and degradation in mitochondrial fractions, comparing with sodium phosphate, bicarbonate and aspartate

Bending and torsional oscillations in rectangular specimens of femur and tibia, calculating elastic and shear moduli of compact bone tissues

Xe 133 elimination from anterior thyroid gland and blood during experimental thermoregulation

Human time estimation tests, describing methods of reproduction, verbal estimation and computer experiment

Time constant for perspiration onset in humans exposed to stepwise increase in environmental heat load

Time constant for perspiration onset in humans exposed to stepwise increase in environmental heat load

Time constant for perspiration onset in humans exposed to stepwise increase in environmental heat load

Human work load assessments by time study observers and psychologists, noting disagreeing values

Young adult males split-period sleep regimes dependence on interceeding wakefulness time interval, periods length and onset sidereal time

Time varying aircraft noise effect on speech intelligibility, discussing test for relation to articulation index

Flicker adaptation effect on visual sensitivity to temporal fluctuations of light intensity

Thyroid function, cellular mitosis role in daily mitotic activity in thyroid gland and blood during experimental hypothyroidism in rabbits

Enzyme activity reduction in thyroid gland tissue of albino rats under deep hypothermia

Cellular mitosis role in daily mitotic activity in albino rats intestinal crypts and thyroid gland

KS, Na, Ca and Cl electrolytes content in thyroid gland and blood during experimental hypothyroidism in rabbits

Thyroidectomized Vitamin A deficient rats, noting visual sensitivity loss not correlated to thyroid gland weight

Diurnal variations of mitotic activity in thyroid epithelial cells of different follicle size

Anabolic acid reduction in organs due to thyroid hormones saturation under hypothyreosis
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME DIVISION MULTIPLYING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUBJECT INDEX</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alternating acceleration and increased ambient temperatures effects on time interval perception and muscular effort estimation

Spatio-temporal patterns in visual contrast sensitivity, noting exaggerated eye movements effects

Intranasal and crossmodal sensory transfer of visual and auditory temporal patterns in normal young adults

Spatial and temporal discrimination functions in vision, audition and touch, establishing and controlling stimuli by vibrators

Time duration judgment under visual stimulus, noting numerosity effects

Time sense modifications among human groups isolated in underground environment and deprived of timekeeping means, evaluating average individual behavior

Visual flash duration discrimination and decision theory analysis of effects of temporal and brightness differences

Visual flash duration discrimination and analysis of temporal and energy cue models, and memory effects

Psychophysics of human attention, and sensory and time discrimination

**TIME DIVISION MULTIPLYING**

Physiological data telemetry link using time division multiplex method

**TIME FUNCTIONS**

Multiple acoustic evoked responses coherence time course using mathematical correlation and Fourier transforms

Simplified EEG time domain procedure, using method of period analytic estimates of power spectrum moments

**TIME LAG**

Displaced and delayed retinal feedback adaptation theory for human factors problems in man machine systems

Visual sensation time theory validity investigation, discussing time elapsed between retinal receptor stimulation and perceptory sensation

Perception delay time characterizing photolytic reflex, analyzing neurophysiological mechanisms

Secondary visual tracking tasks utility in assessing lag effect in simulated combat aircraft dynamics

Human response to auditory stimulus start and cessation, noting time lag and perception duration

Bicarbonate requirement for elimination of lag period of chemosensitively grown Hydrogenomonas eutropha

Human eye-tracking phase lags representation by time delays depending on target motion class

**TIME LARGE PHOTOGRAPHY**

**U CHRONOPHOTOGRAPHY**

**TIME MEASUREMENT**

Physiological interaction between conscious and unconscious trace processes during time count by pairing acoustic, tactile, proprioceptive and photic stimuli

Time judgment error as function of angular velocity during body rotation

Bat 24 hour clock inborn nature, discussing dependence on alternating light-dark periods for time measurement

Chronobiology purposes, techniques and applications, discussing rhythmic or cyclic variation

Calculation, biological rhythms spectra and classification and time structure alteration of organisms

Variability in timing of simple motor responses

Time interval tracking in humans during steady and transient performance of homogeneous discrete motor acts sequence

Sound duration effect on brain activity of cats, studying EEG and behavioral responses

Light-dark cycle strength as Zeitgeber for circadian rhythms in isolated man

Time zone change effects on worldwide schedule flight crews sleep patterns, considering biological functions Circadian rhythm changes

Human conditioned reflexes to time and EEG responses under acute hypoxia

Delayed e-wave like electrical response to light and inhibition in developing frog retina

Performance differences between tactile and visual localization and temporal ordering ability, using sequential presentation of high rate point stimuli

Recognition response time experiments for word number effects in target set, discussing familiarity judgment and response decision

Hypoxia effects on response time to peripheral visual signals, noting direct relation to exposure severity and duration

Quantitative characterization of unit time response in visual system, mapping latency and synchronicity as functions of stimulus position

Circadian rhythms of pilot performance in flight simulator and effects on time shift

**TIME SERIES ANALYSIS**

Simplified EEG time domain procedure, using method of period analytic estimates of power spectrum moments

Summation dial vectorial representation of stationary and nonstationary time series data, relating rhythms in bed rest study

**TIME SHARING**

Man-computer interaction and context programming for problem solving and management planning

**TIMING**

**TIROS SATELLITES**

**NT IPS 1**

**TISSUE (BIOLOGY)**

Thermal and nonthermal effects of microwave and RF radiation in biological systems, discussing dielectric constant and conductivity for high water content tissues

**TSCUES (BIOLOGY)**

**NT ENDOBHELON**

**NT EPITHELION**

**NT NEUROGELIA**

**NT PERITHEM**

Pt-electrode oxygen diffusion and consumption systemic errors effect on oxygen partial pressure measurement in perfused tissues

Enzyme activity reduction in thyroid gland tissue of albino rats under deep hypothermia

Free radical activity in white mice tissues under hypobaric oxygenation, stimulating antioxidants effects

Comparative radiation damage at different depth-dose tissue distributions in dogs
Cerebrovascular temperature variations and tissue insulating and heat conducting properties in ether anesthetized dogs with heads cooled by water stream

Reduced diaphragmatic muscle tissue resistance in rats during prolonged hypoxia, showing absorption of basic vital neutral red stain

Human tissues neutron induced physical damage calculation

Heat transfer through human peripheral tissue based on one dimensional steady state continuum model combining effects of conduction, convection, vascular heat exchange and metabolism

Hypothermia effect on lipid synthesis of hamster tissue following intravenous injection of acetate-C 14

Pyruvate and lactate concentrations in muscle tissue and blood at rest and during exercise

Dietary antioxidant vitamin level effects on fine structure of proximal convoluted tubules in rats, studying changes due to oxygen toxicity

Human alveolar wall tissue length-tension characteristics, noting age, sex and expiratory flow relationships

Turtles organs and tissues responses during Tread 5 and 7 lunar probes circular flight

Nitrogen and oxygen exit rates from subcutaneous gas pockets in rats during tissue blood flow elevation due to cobalt chloride injection

Factors affecting tissue oxygen supply in old people, showing capillary circulation disturbance role in hypoxia development during aging

Mesopneumon and asystrophic processes comparative characteristics in brain and muscular tissues of heterothermal and homothermal rodents during prolonged hypoxia

Increased oxygen concentrations effect on mice palmary tissues during prolonged exposure

Neutron radiography and dosimetry as clinical diagnostic tool, calculating resolution through tissues for simulated human arm

Book on biological effects of radiation covering ionizing radiation properties and effects at molecular, cellular and tissue levels

Daily endurance exercise influence on key tissues resting aerobic metabolism, using Warren technique to determine rats heart, skeletal muscle and liver tissue oxygen consumption

Cholesterol and esterified cholesterol distribution in human skin from analysis on fat, epidermis, corium, subcutaneous tissue and sera by chromatographic/colorimetric methods

Pentameter elevated tissue temperatures contributions to oxygen consumption in rats, suggesting hypothalamic adjustment

Tissular and cellular biological resistance as indices for organism resistance to adverse effects, noting increase due to muscular training and cold adaptation

Cryogenics applications to cryosurgery and long term low temperature storage of living cells and tissues

Ultrasound absorption in liver tissue due to macromolecular relaxation processes

Central nervous tissue sensitivity, considering direct sensing of gravitational stimuli of vibratory character
Intracellular pH and carbon dioxide combining curve of muscle tissue in dogs, using DMO method

Cat and human eye movement control system measurements, studying isolated ocular horizontal muscles and globe restraining tissues dynamics

Aminothiol class radiation protector influence on tissue damage of white rats under single and twofold gamma irradiation at various test conditions

Composite tissue blocks method for comparative pathomorphological investigation of radiation pathology

Hyperoxic medium effects on experimental animal cells, tissues and organs morphology, infrastructure and histochemistry

Photometric continuous recording of fibrinolysis and fibrilolysis

Selecting algae, seeds, and seedlings of higher plants and establishing tissue cultures for Lunar Receiving Laboratory

Influence of electromagnetic force fields on biological systems studied on dunnalia and ciliates

Influence of pericapillary plasma on chemical exchange from blood to tissue

Investigating biothermal model of living tissue for application to thermal control of protective clothing

Gas bubble growth and compression in body physical systems and tissues

Deuteration in slow neutron radiography of biological media

Dynamics of content of nucleic acids in rat organs following exposure to ultrasound

Tissue resistance changes in immobilized rats

Neutron dose distributions at bone tissue interfaces in human body

Isolated tobacco chloroplasts disintegration, measuring simultaneous particle size and photochemical reduction rate changes by electron microscopy

Paraffinic hydrocarbons in tobacco tissue cultures

Determination of alpha-tocopherol in freeze dried foods by modified colorimetric procedure

Tasks with subject guiding vehicle at arbitrary speed along tolerance band defined course, considering prediction model for velocity-bandwidth relationship

Tobacco isolated tobacco chloroplasts disintegration, measuring simultaneous particle size and photochemical reduction rate changes by electron microscopy

Paraffinic hydrocarbons in tobacco tissue cultures

TOCOPHEROL

TOCOPHEROL

TOLEBANCE

TOLERANCE

TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)

TOLERANCES (PHYSIOLOGY)

TOBACCO

Hypoxia tolerance of squirrel with previous impaired flight consciousness in high altitude high performance aircraft

Carbon dioxide tolerance after hypercarbia adaptation of thesis monkeys in upright position

Beta hypoxia tolerance, noting smoke effects on survival, respiratory rate, body temperature and glycolytic parameters

Dynamics of increasing organism resistance to hypoxia, considering reactions occurring in various tissues during adaptation

Tolerance tests including EEG, glucose test, thermal stress and G stress for squirrel fitness assessment after cranio-cerebral incidents

Ar, N and O partial pressure tolerance in dogs

Simple organism resistance and adaptation to low pressure, anoxia, intense cooling, γ-ray irradiation and Mars conditions

Rabbit tolerance to pulmonary edema by lung exposure to low ozone dosage

Lateral accelerations effect on mice tolerance to toxic doses of aminothiol- and indolylalklyamines-series radiation protection drugs

Healthy sales immersion in water containing NaCl, determining modified gravitational field effect on motor functions

Toxic gases compounds effects on low pressure tolerance of rats under hypoxic hypoxia in atmosphere containing polymer decomposition products

Animal tolerance to carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide, triethylamine and freon-12 toxic effects after adaptation to hypoxia from tests on albino mice

Sensory perception of ultralow frequency sinusoidal proprioceptive stimuli

Tolerance geometry in visual perception

Physiological effects and design criteria for artificial gravity space station

TOE

U PITCH

TORSION

Evoked cortical responses to taste solutions of acid and salt applied to human tongue surface, using averaging technique

TORSION

U INTRACOSTAL PRESSURE

U PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

TORSO

U MUSCULAR TONUS

TOOLS

STROKE

U SPACE TOOLS

TOOTH

Deformation and torsional oscillations in rectangular specimens of femur and tibia, calculating elastic and shear moduli of compact bone tissues

Anatomical load measuring method, determining torsional pain thresholds by sensitivity tests to [SESA PAPER 1823A]

TORSION

U SPACE TOOLS

TOOTH

Deformation and torsional oscillations in rectangular specimens of femur and tibia, calculating elastic and shear moduli of compact bone tissues

Anatomical load measuring method, determining torsional pain thresholds by sensitivity tests to [SESA PAPER 1823A]
TOUCH

**TACTILE DISCRIMINATION**
Spatial and temporal discrimination functions in vision, audition and touch, establishing and controlling stimuli by vibrators
p0379 A71-30252

**Cutaneous perception test involving human ability to reproduce binary patterns formed by electrical stimulation of finger tips**
p0327 A71-21899

TOXICITY

**Biju 0x0 to 563x761**

**TOWERS**

**TOXICITY**
Cutaneous perception test involving human ability to reproduce binary patterns formed by electrical stimulation of finger tips
p0379 A71-30252

**TOWERS**

**TOXIC DISEASES**

**Vitamin B6 protection against asymmetrical dimethylhydrazine poisoning, administering B6 alone and with cortical phospholipids in mice**
p0272 A71-24979

**Toxic biological effects of life functions gaseous products in albino rats**
p0602 A71-62811

**Physiological effects of cyanate ions in renal malfunctions**
p0337 A71-22557

**TOXIC HAZARDS**

**Sanitary, chemical and toxic properties of polymeric materials in isolation chamber with contaminated outgassing atmosphere at moderate temperature**
p0012 A71-11128

**Ozone atmospheric concentration, dissociation in SST air conditioning systems and biochemical poisoning**
p0680 A71-13096

**Intensive Chlorella cultivation for controlling toxic gaseous contaminants in atmosphere**
p0169 A71-18357

**Toxicology in aerospace vehicles design and operation, propagating occupational exposures, propagating operations, medical aspects, hazards, etc**
p0203 A71-20712

**Tannic acid and water washing effects on prevention of monomethylhydrazine absorption through skin in dogs**
p0418 A71-33119

**Time of useful function after mice exposure to life threatening toxic mixtures of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and ammonia produced by combustion**
p0586 A71-41830

**Toxic gaseous compounds effects on low pressure tolerance of rats under hypoxic hypoxia in atmosphere containing polyvinyl pyrrolidone products**
p0602 A71-62806

**Physiological effects on mice of air pollution with gaseous toxic substances from urine and feces, noting increased respiration rates of below euthanasia activity**
p0602 A71-62807

**Toxic effects of endrin on brain functions of aerial applicator personnel**
[PA-ah-70-11]
p0108 A71-12293

**Model casing studies of effects of DST on human environment**
[PB-194413]
p0124 A71-14479

**Hygienic effects of toxic chemical pollution on biosphere**
p0222 A71-17431

**Toxicology of human and animal waste products and by-products in controlled atmospheres of closed ecological systems - literature review**
[RASA-77-2-634]
p0288 A71-20493

**Biokinetic modeling of enzyme analysis of toxic compounds and olfactory system simulation**
p0325 A71-22065

**Threshold limits of human tolerance to trace contaminant toxicity in spacecraft cabin atmospheres**
p0445 A71-28533

**Carbon monoxide purity standards for gas breathing apparatus of man and toxic hazards under controlled hyperbaric atmospheres**
[A70-721680]
p0494 A71-29358

**Incipient fire and toxic gas caution and warning system for space shuttles**
p0618 A71-36204

**TOXICITY**

**Biju 0x0 to 563x761**

**BT CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING**

**Prophylactic radiation protection through lipid toxicants reduction in white rat tissues by high efficiency chemical radioprotectors**
p0140 A71-17391

**Toxicity reduction of monoethylthiourea compounds through n-substitution with amino acids, noting slight decrease in radioprotective effectiveness**
p0182 A71-18965

**Acute inhalation toxicity of monomethylhydrazine vapor on rats, mice, beagles, squirrels and rhesus monkeys, considering hematologic and blood chemistry tests**
p0186 A71-19000

**Toxic substances absorption, metabolism and excretion by man, discussing role of solubility, transfer through membrane tissues, liver and kidney as metabolizing and excreting organs**
p0191 A71-19700

**Pulmonary oxygen toxicity, considering composition of endobronchial saline extracts of rats and edema development**
p0373 A71-29362

**Preservative phenol derivative effects on toxic gas evolution from stored urine in sealed vessels**
p0602 A71-42808

**Animal tolerance to carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide, triethylamine and freon-12 toxic effects after adaptation to hypoxia from tests on albino mice**
p0602 A71-42810

**Indole vapor inhalation and direct injection into rats and rabbits, examining toxic qualities**
p0602 A71-42812

**Human expired air toxicity effect on mice neurochemical changes stimulating inhibitory reactions in central nervous system**
p0603 A71-42813

**Measurement of brain and heart accumulation of bromotrifluoroethane for evaluation as potential fire extinguisher chemical**
[AB-721211]
p0832 A71-27299

**Bioenergetics protocol for evaluating effects of environment on biological systems, including metabolic effects of diluent gases and oxygen toxicity**
p0436 A71-28183

**TOXICITY AND SAFETY HAZARD**

**Unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine /ODM/ effect on canine blood coagulation, blood-aqueous barrier and cornea**
p0233 A71-12383

**Safe escape from toxic combustion products environment, discussing time of environmental deterrence dependence on consolidated biokinetic forces**
p0097 A71-15055

**Jet aircraft flight decks pressurization, tobacco smoking and carbon monoxide levels, discussing potential dangers**
p0252 A71-23247

**Apollo materials toxicity screening tests and effects of ethylene glycol, monomethylhydrazine, NF3, OF2, and CIP3**
[RASA-CR-111996]
p0509 A71-11087

**Simplified elide role for determination of downwind safety limits for toxic vapors**
[REPT-1970-13]
p0117 A71-13432

**Toxicity and safety hazards research**
[AD-716694]
p0166 A71-15942

**TOXICOLOGY**

**Aircraft accidents investigation toxicological aspects, discussing drugs, alcohol and carbon monoxide involvement**
[SAE-74-190]
p0166 A71-24259

**Toxicological evaluation of CO in humans and other mammals, considering pilot performance prediction for aircraft environment**
p0367 A71-28902

**Toxicology of dogs after inhaling plutonium-239 compounds**
[BNL-SA-3469]
p0494 A71-29417

**Toxicological evaluation of carbon monoxide, atmospheric contaminants, and propellants in environmental pollution**
p0615 A71-35258

**Reproducibility of gas chromatographic biochemical data and value in toxicology**
[AD-727523]
p0653 A71-37653

**TOXINS AND ANTIPOISON**

**BT ENDOOTOXINS**

AD-431
TRACE CONTAMINANTS

Composition and daily fluctuations of trace contaminants during 99-day space station simulator test [ASME PAPER 71-AP-17] p0476 A71-3638A

Biological and optical contamination effects in space simulating vacuum chamber p0284 A71-20204

Composition of trace contaminants in space station simulator atmosphere during long term operation p0293 A71-20962

Trace contaminant measurements during long term manned space station atmosphere simulation p0293 A71-20963

Electrostatic precipitation of lithium ions for trace contaminant removal from spacecraft cabin atmospheres hindered by oxidation caused by thermionic emission [AD-716864] p0300 A71-21486

Testing for trace contaminants in Biomass 3 spacecraft atmosphere and their effects on occupants [NASA-TF-R-62004] p0300 A71-21510

Carcinogenic impurities in air exhaled by humans under extremal stress factors p0438 A71-28260

Threshold limits of human tolerance to trace contaminant toxicity in spacecraft cabin atmospheres p0405 A71-28533

Identification and control of contaminants in spacecraft cabin atmosphere p0405 A71-28534

Gas chromatographic study of trace contaminants in man-expired air, and effects of physiological stresses of space flights p0658 A71-36844

TRACE ELEMENTS

Hypertensive stresses and tissue metal levels due to Cd, Hg and Zn interpersitonal injection in rats p0256 A71-23543

Flameless atomic absorption spectroscopy for analyzing trace elements in serum and urine [NASA-SS-R-13963] p0646 A71-36473

TRACKER

Respiratory heat exchange in trachea of dogs [AD-711844] p0050 A71-11086

TRACKING

Volterra equation for describing tracer dynamics of mammalian circulation p0647 A71-28855

TRACKERS

U TRACKING (POSTION) p0398 A71-11086

TRACKING (POSITION)

ST COMPENSATORY TRACKING
ST OPTICAL TRACKING
ST PURSUIT TRACKING
ST WILDLIFE RADIOLOCATION

Time interval tracking in humans during steady and transient performance of homogeneous discrete motor acts sequence p0300 A71-12056

Physiological tests for psychic stress effects on aircraft pilot tracking performance, respiration and heart rate p0641 A71-35199

Secondary visual tracking tasks utility in assessing lag effect in simulated combat aircraft dynamics p0691 A71-36973

Human perceptual motor skill development in tracking performance, using feedback control system gain and effective time delay as measures p0570 A71-40909

Influence of ventilatory stimulation and display luminance on compensatory tracking task performance p0402 A71-10999

Human performance effects of repeated exposure to impulsive acoustic stimulation [AD-71637] p0046 A71-10881

Experimental validation and analytical elaboration for models of pilot neuromuscular subsystems in tracking tasks [NASA-CR-1757] p0338 A71-22664

Performance and recovery characteristics when subjected to prolonged whole body vertical vibration p0401 A71-26432

Subject Index

Effects of work-test cycle on operator performance of simple tracking task under normal and vibratory environments [AD-720114] p0432 A71-27355

TRACKING NETWORKS

Manual tracking systems identification and real time display, developing software system p0019 A71-11437

TRACKING STUDIES

U TRACKING (POSITION)

TRACKOFFS

Response strategies in two-choice reaction task with continuous control for time, confirming fast-guess model prediction p0318 A71-27008

TRAFFIC

ST AIR TRAFFIC
ST TRAFFIC CONTROL
ST ICE TRAFFIC CONTROL

TRAINERS

U STUDENTS

TRAINING

U TRAINING DEVICES

TRAINING

U EDUCATION

TRAINING DEVICES

ST TRAFFIC MACHINES

Planetaria as celestial navigation instruction aids, discussing astronomical simulation capabilities, celestial coordinate systems, special effect projectors, etc p0006 A71-10519

Airweight navigator training, examining flight and ground training balance from cost effectiveness standpoint p0007 A71-10521

Shadow projector creating visual illusion of space surrounding flying aircraft for aviation training, relating perceived distortions to system parameters p0157 A71-18716

Ground based flight equipment evaluation in routine primary pilot training p0321 A71-27249

Flight training program for twin-engine transition, using commercially available training device [SAE PAPER 710480] p0355 A71-28345

Monkeys trained to observe and report two-member serial position sequences with delayed matching-to-sample procedure p0376 A71-29519

Airweight pilot learning process with C-8 trainer, determining effective evaluation indexes including error ratio, control numbers, pulse rate and reaction time p0641 A71-35196

Training cycle in altitude chamber for human adaptation to hypoxia, high temperatures and transverse hydrosic loads p0620 A71-42805

Research and development in training personnel with low altitude, and aviation training devices [AD-712985] p0056 A71-11176

Development of pneumatic ejection seat training equipment p0121 A71-13989

Development of pictorial training aid for indoctrination of radar operator personnel [AD-716246] p0278 A71-19674

F-4E aircraft in-flight television recording system for gunnery training [AD-720245] p0399 A71-26174

Task commonality analysis of training equipment and devices to maximize positive transfer of training [AD-709534] p0429 A71-26861

Self instructing techniques for training in soldering printed circuit boards [AD-720308] p0436 A71-28186

TRAINING SIMULATORS

ST COCKPIT SIMULATORS
ST FLIGHT SIMULATORS
ST SPACECRAFT SIMULATORS

Flight crew training ground school programs, featuring automated instruction in cockpit classroom with audio visual machines [SAB PAPER 710476] p0355 A71-28943

Basic kinematics and dynamics of human centrifuges and other aerospace simulators including coccidiis and gyroscopic effects A-432


**SUBJECT INDEX**

- House Ehrlich ascites tumor cells, examining Co-60 gamma ray influence in presence of radiosensitizing 5,8-dihaloxypropionaldehyde
- p0180 A71-18952

**ULTRASONIC TESTS**

- Space flight conditions adaptation
- p0571 A71-40568

**TWITCHING**

- Thermonuclear heat release in muscular twitch final phase, discussing energy storage as function of active or passive muscular tension
- p0308 A71-25626

**TWO DIMENSIONAL FLOW**

- Peristaltic pumping mechanism as progressive wave train of transverse wall displacement in plane two dimensional channel
- p0414 A71-32559

**TYPOGRAPHY**

- U TUBES
- U BAROMETRES
- U-1 HELICOPTER
- UF-1 helicopter acoustic measurements during gunfire and rocket firing including bioacoustic factors
- [AD-7713830]
- p0535 A71-31613

**ULTRASHORT FREQUENCIES**

- Human gastrointestinal tract functional disturbances after prolonged work in UHF field
- p0213 A71-21955
- Cardiac and neural effects of UHF radar energy on frogs
- p0285 A71-20354

**ULTRASHORT VACUUM**

- Space environment simulation for ultrashort vacuum effects on crystalline enzymes activity, measuring by chemicalfluorescence techniques
- p0571 A71-60573

**ULTRASONIC AGITATION**

- Mass temporarily isolated acoustice nerve excitation process, investigating continuous ultrasonic effect
- p0285 A71-22466
- Ultrasonic vibration effects on DNA and RNA content in skin and kidneys of albino rats
- p0464 A71-31288
- Ultrasonic softening of lens material to facilitate aspiration, using in vivo rabbit lenses for cataracts production
- p0411 A71-32348

**ULTRASONIC INSPECTION**

- Ultrasonic Tests
- Ultrasonic Biodetector
- Amino acid content alteration in internal organs in rabbits under RF electromagnetic and ultrasound oscillations
- p0103 A71-15573
- Localized focused ultrasonic beam action on brain portions without skull trepanation in animals and man, visualizing sonic field by Tepner effect
- p0404 A71-31291
- Ultrasound absorption in liver tissue due to macromolecular relaxation processes
- p0533 A71-39770
- Target detection by porpoises through emission of ultrasound echo locating signals
- [JPBS-52291]
- p0228 A71-18493
- Effect of ultrasound on nuclear acids in rat organs and possibility of local action of focused ultrasound through skull portions in animals and man
- [JPBS-53217]
- p0429 A71-26892
- Dynamics of content of nuclear acids in rat organs following exposure to ultrasound
- p0430 A71-26893
- Possibility of focused ultrasound to act locally on brain structures of animals and man without opening skull
- p0430 A71-26894
- Application of reflected ultrasound to detection of post-operative rejection of heart transplant
- [NASA-52212]
- p0607 A71-34050

**ULTRASONIC RADIOBIOLOGY**

- Ultrasound applications in surgery, therapy and diagnosis, discussing physical principles, piezoelectric transducers, tissue acoustic properties and measurement methods
- p0086 A71-13351
Elastic behavior of bone as two phase composite material, using ultrasonically measured hydroxyapatite modulus.

Ultrasound Doppler techniques in medical diagnosis, measuring ultrasonic probe directivities by echo amplitudes from various target configurations.

Blood pressure measurement with Doppler ultrasonic flowmeter, providing sensitive and accurate noninvasive approach for continuous measurement of systemic arterial pressure.

Ultrasound echocardiograms of anterior cusp of mitral valve in aortic valve disease.

Ultrasound/radiographic method for intracardiac foreign body localization.

Left ventricular posterior wall motion measurements in myocardial infarction, using ultrasound echocardiogram time-motion data.

Circulation parameters in vascular network by bloodless zonal ultrasonic sphygmography based on acoustic bioecholocation.

Monograph on blood flow rates instantaneous measurement from ultrasonic signals of Doppler flowmeter, discussing steady laminar flow test results.

Ultrasounds use in physiological and pathophysiological experiments on human organisms, considering ultrasonic vibration physical properties.

Ultrasound evaluation of heart anatomical abnormalities in congenital and acquired heart diseases, including myocardium hypertrophy and tissue degeneration.

Eye and orbit A and B ultrasonography scanning technique, showing minimal echograms distortions in meridional arc ovals.

Transistorized AGC circuit for use with ultrasonic Doppler-cardiogram recording system to retain signal characteristics under strong fluctuations.

ULTRASONIC WAVE TRANSDUCERS

Statistical evaluation of Doppler ultrasonic blood flowmeter, determining correlation between Doppler signal zero crossing density and fluid flow velocity.

Scanning ultrasonic imaging technique for in vivo monitoring of microsopic bubble formation in decompression sickness, presenting image displays.

ULTRASONIC WAVES

U ULTRASONIC RADIATION

ULTRASONICS

Dog blood flow telemetric measurement with TV system using ultrasonic signals Doppler effect.

Ultrasound bioacoustic research using rodents and insects.

ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT

U ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION

ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY

Visible and UV photometric recording of microorganism reproduction in liquid medium for application to Mars extraterrestrial life detection.

ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION

UV effect on airborne bacteria survival in simulated Martian dust clouds.

Frog eye response to UV light stimulation, investigating sensitivity from electroretinogram.

UV effects on dogs with and without UV preexposure, determining blood protein and chemical composition, hemoglobin content and thermostability.

UV light starvation prevention, describing biological effects and illumination equipment for working areas.

Mammalian physical conditions compared to earth, simulating Martian conditions and low temperature and UV effects on proteins.

Germ survival and transport possibility in outer space, discussing spore survival under UV radiation.

Space objects sterilization techniques in Soviet Union and United States, covering hot air, ionizing radiation, UV light, ethylene oxide with or without Freons, etc.

Long wavelength UV photoproduction of amino acids on primitive earth, using hydrogen sulfide as photon acceptor.

Unicellular organisms increased tolerance to UV radiation, discussing cells repairing ability in dark and pigments and protective compounds screening role.

UV radiation effect on amino acids and peptides in different gas atmospheres in presence of salts and metal oxides.

Combined and individual effects of UV light, X ray irradiation and freezing-thawing cycles on ribonuclease.

Ultraviolet radiation effects on human and animal eye.

Annotated bibliography of regulations, standards, and guides for microwaves, and ultraviolet, laser, and television receiver radiation.

Effects on ultraviolet radiation and X rays on mammalian cells.

Effects on ultraviolet radiation and X rays on mammalian cells.

Ultraviolet radiation and high vacuum space environment simulation for bioluminescent bacteria.

Mechanisms of inactivation and repair in determination of effects of ultraviolet radiation on algae.

Effects of UV selection pressure on evolutionary development patterns of early organisms.

Function of UV light in evolution of contemporary ribosomes.

UNIBUS CONNECTORS

Unibliss hose assembly and PLSS oxygen and water hose designs.

Design verification test results for unibliss hose and PLSS water and oxygen hoses.

UNIBUS TOWERS

Emergency escape cabin system for launch towers.

UNGERSH (SHADOWS)

UNSHADOWS

UNCERTAINTY

U PROBABILITY THEORY

UNCONSCIOUSNESS

U BLACKOUT (PHYSIOLOGY)

U NARCOSIS

Synergie as temporary suspension of consciousness due to cerebral blood supply failure, considering cardiac rhythm disturbances, blood flow obstructions and heart disease.

Unconsciousness, confusion, amnesia, syncope and sudden death of pilots in flight due to silent ischemic heart disease.

Potential epilepsy determination in flight personnel, suggesting systematic EEG with hyperventilation and photic stimulation tests and personal history data of head trauma and unconsciousness.

SUBJECT INDEX

A-436
Development and characteristics of corrosion on scuba cylinders. Degradation effects of corrosion on scuba cylinders, determining safe interval and schedules for return to habitat on ocean floor.

Pathological evaluation of respiratory system in subjects using autocompressor during underwater activity. Required ventilation rates determined for Mark 5 diving helmet as part of low pressure underwater breathing apparatus. Measurement of breathing resistance during underwater activities using seamless underwater breathing apparatus.

Underwater Communication. Tekrite II program of underwater research as future manned space flight operations model, discussing mission structure, crew selection and communications. Presentations.

Underwater Photography. Bionics characteristics of dolphin swimming and locomotion verified by underwater photography.

Underwater Propulsion. Bionic oscillating propulsion system of fishes.


Underwater Vehicles. NT SATELLITE FLIGHT. Life support system for Sea-Bed Observation Laboratory. Cryogenic underwater life support system for supplying breathing gas to buoyancy test subjects in submerged vehicles. Maneuverability and controllability of dolphins compared to performance characteristics of manned underwater vehicles.

Deep sea vehicle personnel needs and energy storage subsystems using silver zinc batteries.
URIBALYSIS
Suppression by allopurinol of uric acid formation in men fed yeast BHA p0116 A71-12331

URIBALYSIS
Pilot nervous-emotional state during flight conditions determined from uropepsin excreted in urine p0138 A71-17028
Excretion patterns of air traffic controllers for stress appraisal, using urinalysis p0205 A71-20811
Bone tissue optical density and blood serum and urinary calcium content of Soyuz 9 crew members during and after flight p0281 A71-22201

Urinary metabolites relationship to fatigue, considering excretion of proteins, electrolytes, simple organic compounds and hormones p0451 A71-34357
Sympathetic nervous system in short term adaptation to cold, observing oxygen consumption, urinary noradrenaline proportion and excretion p0454 A71-34698

Urinary protein excretion rates in high altitude inhabitants, showing polycthemia effect on creatinine clearances levels p0521 A71-38561

Biological measurements of human urine and blood changes during simulated oxygen-helium dives to 1500 feet p0566 A71-40353

Antidiuretic action of chlorpropamide in man during continuous infusion on urinary concentration, free water clearance, glomerular filtration and sodium excretion p0587 A71-49399

Water-salt metabolism in human blood and urine under high temperature conditions after residence in different climatic zone p0633 A71-44419

Bioluminescent reaction of adenosine triphosphate with enzyme luciferase for quantitative analysis of bacteria in urine samples [NASA-CASE-GSC-11092-1] p0634 A71-27991

Automatic bioassay instrument for urinalysis based on adenosine triphosphate bioluminescent proportionality to urine sample bacterial content [NASA-CASE-GSC-11169-1] p0634 A71-27992

Analysis of uropepsin excretion in dogs under influence of simulated flight stress conditions p0643 A71-28495


URIBATION
Dog uropepsin excretion dynamics under extremal flight conditions, detailing hypoxia, high temperature radical accelerations and impact G forces effects p0406 A71-31322

Chronic centrifugation effects on water intake and urine output in mice, considering food intake and growth rate p0526 A71-38984

Effect of weightlessness on cardiovascular and uretic functions in human subjects (AD-719790) p0391 W71-24997

URINE
Glucocorticoid metabolite excretion with urine in healthy people as function of age and sex p0159 A71-18727

Physiological and biochemical characterization of matrixric hormone in human urine and blood plasma p0368 A71-28952


Radiation damage diagnosis in humans, investigating free amino acid excretion with urine by paper chromatography method p0600 A71-42736

Preservative phenol derivative effects on toxic gas evolution from stored urine in sealed vessels p0602 A71-42808

Urine preservatives for urine water recovery system, noting ammonia and organic compound contents in condensate p0602 A71-42809

Decontaminating methods for water regenerated from urine under space flight conditions by filtering water condensate through sorbents p0603 A71-42815

Urine conservation in spacecraft cabin sanitation facilities by phenol-containing preparations, emphasizing WFF method for long period operation p0604 A71-42822

Weightlessness effects on hydrocortisosterone excretion determined by 56 day bed rest study [NASA-CR-11477] p0118 W71-13437
Radioisotope content in feces and urine of Apollo 7 through 13 astronauts [NASA-CR-116223] p0170 W71-16358

Nonlinear relationships in lactic dehydrogenase and leucine amino peptidase enzyme activities in urine related to increased and decreased diuresis [NASA-TP-F-13557] p0346 W71-23388

Activity of lactic dehydrogenase in urine of glomerulonephritis and nephrotic syndrome patients [NASA-TP-F-13558] p0347 W71-23728

Radiolabeled foodstuff use distillation system for reclaiming potable water from urine on prolonged space flight (AD-719865) p0387 W71-24412


Polyvinyl chloride membrane vapor diffusion urine water reclamation system design and performance tests for flight system [NASA-CR-11932] p0549 W71-33400

Measurement of radiation exposure of Apollo 7, 8, 9, and 10 astronauts by determination of radioisotope content of feces and urine [NASA-CR-11866] p0608 W71-34059

Development and characteristics of automated fluorometric procedure for analyzing norepinephrine and epinephrine content of blood plasma and urine [PA-AM-71-15] p0613 W71-35241

Development of radiolabeled assay system for measurement of urinary antidiuretic hormone excretion p0648 W71-36459

Effects of space flight on bone metabolism investigated by analyzing peptide hormones in urine p0648 W71-36462

Plasemless atomic absorption spectroscopy for analyzing trace elements in serum and urine [NASA-TP-F-13583] p0646 W71-36473

UROLOGY
Flight concomitant pathogenetic effects on urinary tract infections, noting kidney descent, inflammatory episodes and calculus p0272 A71-24977

Animal urinary bladder mechanical properties from controlled stretch tests, identifying viscoelastic, plasticelastic and creep elements p0383 A71-30566

Dog uropepsin excretion dynamics under extremal flight conditions, detailing hypoxia, high temperature radical accelerations and impact G forces effects p0406 A71-31322

Analysis of uropepsin excretion in dogs under influence of simulated flight stress conditions p0443 W71-28495

URETHRA
Female aircrews under moderate hypoxia, noting uterine rheography modification p0148, A71-18194

UTILITY AIRCRAFT
VT-01 HELICOPTER UTILIZATION
VT-02 HELICOPTER UTILIZATION
VT ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
Depth perception variability under central and peripheral illumination conditions, using Duncan multiple range test for data analysis

Mathematical models for microorganism exponential die-off rate and variance estimation from decontamination data

VARIATIONS

N VACUUM

N HIGH VACUUM

VACUUM APPARATUS

N VACUUM CHAMBERS

VACUUM CHAMBERS

Psychomotor performance during vacuum chamber altitude tolerance tests

[DLR-FB-70-37] p0221 N71-17146

Biological and optical contamination effects in space simulating vacuum chamber

p0284 N71-20204

VACUUM EFFECTS

Human survivability and work capacity in aerospace environments, discussing sudden unprotected exposure to vacuum

p0006 N71-10512

Bacteria and yeast strains, fungus specimens and seaweed species high vacuum resistance, noting microorganisms interplanetary transport in outer space

p0363 N71-22669

Space environment simulation for ultrahigh vacuum effects on crystalline enzymes activity, measuring by cholinlasecinnase techniques

p0571 N71-80573

Survival of Antarctic desert soil bacteria exposed to various temperatures and to three years of continuous media-high vacuum


VACUUM TUBE OSCILLATORS

N CATHODE RAY TUBES

N GAS DISCHARGE TUBES

VACUUM TUBES

N CATHODE RAY TUBES

N GAS DISCHARGE TUBES

VÁLSALVA EXERCISE

Pulse wave velocity measurements in human veins by transcutaneous ultrasonic flow detectors, noting respiration and Valsalva effects

p0319 N71-27136

VÁLSALVA MANEUVER

U VÁLSALVA EXERCISE

VALVE ENGINERING

Human factors engineering mock-up facility value as management tool

[AD-77026] p0291 N71-20797

VALVES

N ARTIFICIAL HEART VALVES

N PRESSURE REGULATORS

Mitral valve muscular fibers, investigating pathological changes of myocardium of left heart ventricle

p0026 N71-11695

VAPOR PRESSURE

Neuropora germination and growth in medium of low water activity due to NaCl or nonelectrolyte addition

p0313 N71-26146

VAPORIZING

N FILM BOILING

N SUBLIMATION

VAPORS

N WATER VAPOR

VARIANCE (STATISTICS)

N ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

N MULTIVARIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

A 839
Electrocardiography and vector cardiography of athletes p0276 A71-19585

VEGETABLES

WT POTATOES
Thermal combustion produced biocorplex vegetable waste mineralization effect on furnace working surface oxide film p0604 A71-42821

VEINS

Renal level in renal veins and peripheral blood in patients with renovascular hypertension p0005 A71-10391
Human skin blood flow and venous tone in middle finger and forearm during leg muscle exercise to exhaustion p0016 A71-11410
Sized venous oxygen tension oxide determination by nitrogen-carbon rebreathe method, considering pulmonary blood flow and oxygen carrying capacity p0084 A71-13182
Local cooling effects on responsiveness of muscular and cutaneous arteries and veins in dogs, noting blood flow redistribution p0096 A71-15091
Venomotor responses of forearm and hand veins to rapid changes in skin temperature in exercising man p0152 A71-18382
Venomotor responses of forearm veins to local and remote thermal stimuli to skin in exercising man p0152 A71-18383
Pulse wave velocity measurements in human veins by transcutaneous ultrasonic flow detectors, noting respiration and Valsalva effects p0319 A71-27136
Calcium ions effects on electrophysiological properties of portal vein muscle cells in rats p0427 A71-34109
Temperature effects on spontaneous electrical and contractile activity of smooth muscle cells of portal vein in rats p0427 A71-34110
Cutaneous circulation control by venous thermo-regulatory reactions to temperatures variations, using dog saphenous veins perfused with autologous blood or Krebs-Ringer solution p0490 A71-36898
Small pressure wave transmission in abdominal venous cave in dogs in mathematical model development for viscoelastic behavior of large veins p0527 A71-38987
Inspired oxygen concentrations effects on arterial and mixed venous PaO2, carbon dioxide uptake and oxygen partial pressure in normal subjects p0531 A71-39442
Local and central body temperature effects on human cutaneous venomotor reflexes, monitoring venous wall tension by measuring hand dorsal veins pressure during temporary arrest of hand circulation p0638 A71-44777

VELOCITY

VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION

Temperature velocity fields in intermittent illumination of moving bars and textures as function of frequency, using Plaget and brightness enhancement phenomena p0614 A71-32713

VELOCITY ERRORS

Speed overestimation in intermittent illumination of moving bars and textures as function of frequency, using Plaget and brightness enhancement phenomena p0614 A71-32713
In-flight target reporting, analyzing quantitative meaning of ambiguous general modifier terminology as used by pilots in verbal sighting reports.

Cancellous bone mechanical properties from compression testing of human femora, vertebræ and cranial bones.

Vertical translational acceleration perception threshold of aircraft pilot seated in upright position.

Horizontal-vertical velocity illusions relationship, noting independent determinants.

Acceleration effects on vestibular stimulation of external respiratory function and respiration center neuron activity.

Orthopedic prognostic assessment of spinal tolerance to flight stress for pilot selection.

Vertebral translation and rotation induced eye movements in cats by rotation of the body and head.

Vertebrate retina receptive field structure, suggesting interaction between receptor, horizontal and bipolar cells.

Electrophysiological studies of olfaction in vertebrates, describing role in orientation, sexual behavior and population control.

Functional anatomy of vertebrate gravity receptor system in spatial orientation, discussing otolith organs, sensory cells and hair cell topography in elasmobranch labyrinths.

Nonactomyosin component differentiation in potassium chloride insoluble myofilaments in vertebrate smooth muscle cells.

Vertical distribution of visual alignment task performance for marks with vertical separation under various illuminations.

Visual dominance in body and object verticality judgments as function of nonvisual information, considering modal system interaction and contact.

Mathematical simulation of visual distance perception capacity of man from ground reference landmarks observation during vertical flight.
VESTIBULARS

Stabilographic and excitability curves of vestibular response to galvanic currents, using van Egmond cupulometry method  

Coordination structure of human hand arbitrary movements during stimulation of horizontal semicircular canals in vestibular apparatus by negative angular acceleration  

Sensory perception of ultralow frequency sinusoidal proprioceptive stimuli (AD-711045)  

Influence of vestibular stimulation and display luminance on compensatory tracking task performance ([NASA-CR-111111])  

Characteristics of adaptation processes in vestibular systems  

Orbiting frog otothlith experiment  

Biophysical evaluation of human vestibular system for aerospace applications ([NASA-CR-111607])  

Operation and training uses of vestibular analyzer ([JPPS-52173])  

Vestibulometric chairs and stands for objective study and training uses of vestibular analyzer  

Rate of vestibular compensatory processes in unilaterally labyrinthectomized rabbit  

Investigating dependence of bioelectric activity in tibial antagonistic muscles of animals on direction of rotation and head fixation  

Investigating physiological reactions of auditory and vestibular analyzers in crew members of Soyuz 9 spacecraft  

Unilateral labyrinthectomy model for evaluating drug effects on vestibular function in guinea pigs  

Reliability of vestibular orientation test for motion sickness produced by human head movements in rotating chair (AD-716767)  

Acceleration effects on vestibular stimulation of external respiroyory function and respiration center neuron activity  

Evaluation of human vestibular tolerance by Coriolis acceleration test  

Effect of changes in metabolism of pyridoxine and serotonin on human vestibular disturbances during turbulent flight conditions ([JPPS-53678])  

Evidence for test of dynamic otolith function considered in relation to responses from patient with idiopathic progressive vestibular degeneration (AD-722318)  

Angular acceleration effects on guinea pig vestibular system  

Single cell responses within cat medulla during constant angular accelerations (AD-726628)  

Prophylactic vitaminization with pyridoxine-containing compounds for preventing vestibular disturbances due to sea and air travel ([JPPS-56046])  

VESTIBULARs

Vestibular sensory epithelial cells form and organization, discussing morphological polarization  

Motor and vestibular analyzers and frontal hypothalamus role in gravitational loads compensation during orthostasis, noting respiration, arterial pressure and brain bioelectric activity changes  

Gravity sensing mechanism of inner ear, discussing statoceptors existence in vestibule  

Nerve mechanisms of vestibular reactions - Soviet aerospace biology research  

SUBJECT INDEX

[NASA-TP-7-605]  

Physical analog model for human vestibular organ response in guidance and control systems ([NASA-CR-178008])  

Vestibular system associated with body movement in aerospace environments ([AMEO-8-66-2])  

Vestibular system associated with body movement in aerospace environments  

Compensatory capabilities of vestibules, hypothalamus, and central nervous system toward gravitational effects on cats during orthostasis  

VIABILITY

Probability theory for viable microorganism exposure in fluidized contaminated solid, using quasiat response model  

Chlorella-viability and mutability aboard Soyuz and Nund spacecraft, noting trend toward growth of anomalies in autpopulation  

VIBRATION

FT BENDING VIBRATION  

FT SHAKING VIBRATION  

FT HANDON VIBRATION  

FT STRUCTURAL VIBRATION  

FT TORSIONAL VIBRATION  

Effects of work-rest cycle on operator performance of simple tracking task under normal and vibratory environments (AD-7210141)  

Effects of simulated sonic booms with high and low intensity vibrational components on tracking task performance and muscle tension in human subjects ([NASA-CR-17811])  

Structural development of bone in rats under earth gravity, simulated weightlessness, hypergravity, and mechanical vibration ([NASA-CR-1623])  

VIBRATION DAMPING  

Medical transportation by ambulance, helicopter and fixed wing aircraft, considering vibration damping and acceleration  

VIBRATION EFFECTS  

Motor and sensory nerve conduction impairment in upper extremities in vibration disease  

Traumatic vasospastic disease in forest workers with Raynaud phenomena, considering cold vasodilatation and occupational vibration vasocostriction by finger blood circulation tests  

LF vibration effects on human beings, discussing circulatory reactions  

Patients transportation pathology, discussing accelerations and vibrations in ambulances, helicopters and fixed wing aircraft  

Eye motion plane and amplitude measurement concerning visual acuity during whole body vibration  

Vibration and buffeting effects on man, discussing aerospace environments, biomechanics, human tolerances and performance, etc  

Mechanical, physiological and psychological responses of man to sinusoidal whole body vibration  

Space travel genetic effects, discussing radiation, weightlessness, vibration and acceleration  

Atmospheric turbulence induced aircraft vibrations effects on aircrew performance, discussing physiological and psychological responses  

Ultrasonic vibration effects on DNA and DNA content in skin and kidneys of albino rats  

Man machine system dynamic properties and biomechanical model concepts, determining random vibration effects on sitting and working human body  

A-844
Subjects Index

Vibrational information transmission, discussing skin mechanoreceptive systems and similarities or differences between auditory and tactile characteristics p0198 A71-20116

VIBRATION PICKUPS

VIBRATION TESTS

Performance and recovery of men subjected to low-level, whole-body vertical sinusoidal vibrations for one to two hours

VIBRATIONAL RELATION

U MOLAR RELATION

VIBRATIONAL STRESS

Muscular and bioclinical vision comparison under moderate whole-body 6z sinusoidal vibration stress environments

VIBRATIONAL TESTING

Drug effects on LF whole body vibration response of dogs administered with phenobarbital, phenoxybenzamine and morphine

VIBROCARDIOGRAPHY

Human reactions to mechanical vibrations

VIBROCARDIOGRAPHY

Human performance under low frequency vibration and effects on whole body orientation

VIBRISCUS

Combined action of vibration and gamma irradiation p0454 A71-34701

Combined action of vibration and gamma irradiation on sporadically negative, survival rate and mutability of chlorella

Vibration effects on human body, discussing neurophysiological data, safety exposure limits, therapeutic applications, motion sickness, muscular responses and biomechanical effects

Vibration induced paroxysmal and cardiovascular hazards during patient transport to hospital by air or ambulance, discussing therapeutic and preventive treatments

Vibration increase on peripheral blood reaction to gamma radiation in dogs, using clinical-hematological indices

Man machine system dynamic properties and biomechanical model concepts, determining random vibration effects on sitting and working human body

Human reaction to externally induced body vibration, discussing vibration exposure limits

Mechanical vibrations effects on mouse embryos growth and development, investigating critical frequencies and accelerations

Combined heat, noise and vibration stress effects on human performance and physiological functions including heart rate, body temperature and mental arithmetic

Effects of noise and vibration on psychomotor performance

Noise and vibration effects on commercial helicopter pilot safety, performance, and comfort

Vibrations effect on performance of helicopter flight crews

Environmental tests of V/STOL vibration effects on human comfort

Vibration effects on visual discrimination and tracking abilities in humans

Measurements of aircrew total vibration exposure during low altitude, high speed flight in F-106C aircraft

Performance and recovery characteristics of men when subjected to prolonged whole body vertical vibration

Dynamic reactions of operators with random vibrational stimuli and biomechanical systems

Low frequency vibration effects on visual acuity of pilot performing visual task

Combined vibration and gamma irradiation effects on Chlorella culture yield

Optical contactless kinectocardiography recording LF patient chest vibrations, comparing short wave method

Human skin vibratory sensitivity consideration as analyzer receptor for stimuli conversion into nervous processes
Electron transport, antibodies, photosynthetic membranes, and energy conservation in photosynthetic bacteria and virus infection of bacteria

[VISIBILITY]

Eating and digestion effects on conscious dog coronary and visceral vasoreactivity

Carotid sinus hypotension in dogs under fasting/digestion conditions, considering effect on splanchic circulation and vasomotor response

Somatosensory and viscerosensory stimulation effects on cortex neuron amygdalar complex and convergent interrelations

Asphyxia induced changes in regional cutaneous and visceral sympathetic activity in anesthetized rabbits, noting relationship with ear blood flow increase

Cerebellum efferent visceral field functional organization in cats

Visceral system regulation processes investigation in human organism during manual labor and environmental adaptation, using multichannel biotlemetry and computer processing

Instrumental learning of cardiovascular and visceral responses and behavioral, physiological and biochemical consequences in relation to psychosomatic therapy

Still pressure wave transmission in abdominal venous cæve of dogs in mathematical model development for viscoelastic behavior of large veins

Age effects on whole blood viscosity with Wells-Brookfield microviscometer, investigating role of hematocrit and plasma protein

Pigeon vestibular apparatus fluids and structures physical properties, detailing specific gravity and viscosity of endolymp, perilymph and cupula

Viscous flow

Viscosity

Viscous flow

Viscous fluids

Visual field displacement, examining directed attention and maladaptive adaptation

Aircraft pilot physical examination for regression curves on near vision and eye accommodation, noting age effect
Risk additivity in portfolios from experiments on accommodation role in binocular rivalry control

Accommodometer for automatic measurement of eye response to accommodation stimulus

Peripheral visual field and perceptual factors effect on accommodation under conflicting cues, using laser scintillation measurement

Servocontrol infrared optometer applied to study of volitional control of human visual accommodation

Physiological effects of fine and gross bodily movements upon visual adaptation under tilted environment conditions produced by optical prisms

Visual Acuity

Human eye optical performance, noting retina anatomy and physiology, visual acuity, resolving power and reflectometry

Eye motion phase and amplitude measurement concerning visual acuity during whole body vibration

Dynamical visual acuity-horizontal eye movements correlation in man and monkeys, discussing fovea, parafovea and oculomotor control

Chromatic visual acuity measurement for gratings with bars of equal luminance and different colors

Peripheral visual resolution measurements, determining acuity thresholds at fovea and various points on temporal retina horizontal meridian over range of luminance values

Night vision and dark adaptation of eye, noting sunlight effects on visual acuity

Acuity-dark adaptation in strabismic amblyopia, discussing mechanisms for defects

Visually evoked cortical responses and visual acuity, discussing ocular convergence and accommodation effects

Visual system image blur and lateral inhibition effects on visual performance, convolving luminance profiles of targets with point spread functions

Wavelength discrimination from color naming by young adults with normal visual acuity and color vision

Flashing light stimuli application to clinical instrument design for detection and quantitative assessment of early pathological visual loss based on minimum discernable luminance difference

Influence of vestibular stimulation and display luminance on compensatory tracking task performance

Statistical analysis of importance of pupil in optics of visual system

Measurement of human visual perception acuity based on effects of heterogeneous target backgrounds

Long term effects on visual processes during submarine patrol

Helicopter pilot visual acuity determined from flight tests

Determination of relationship between several measures of field independence and performance on real-life visual detection problem

Low frequency vibration effects on visual acuity of pilot performing visual task
Performance differences between tactile and visual localization and temporal ordering ability, using sequential presentation of high rate point stimuli
Visual movement aftereffect storage absence of patterned surround for flashed visible target
Aircraft pilot physical examination for regression curves on near vision and eye accommodation, noting age effect
Stimulus control during conditional discrimination development at various training stages, using two key situation and two visual dimensions
Autothetic motion of luminous target, relating apparent visual movement to experienced displacement
Visual signal detection from noise, investigating mental images effects in six sense modalities
Wavelength discrimination from color naming by young adults with normal visual acuity and color vision
Stereoscopic vision and depth discrimination tests
Perception Test field size, brightness
Correlation of impulse level based on manifest Visual and acoustic discrimination of dolphin under television display and artificial background for visual detection and identification tests of
Target detection facilitation by adjacent border perception
Spectral sensitivity and dominance of color centers in macaque monkeys based on flicker electroretinography

VISUAL DISPLAYS
0 DISPLAY DEVICES
VISUAL FIELDS
Target detection facilitation by adjacent border control involving distance between inducing visual fields and duration of presentation

Sensitivity, size and receptive fields position in cat retina ganglion cells
Spatial field of vision in healthy subjects and glaucoma patients, noting age effect
Mathematical model for perpendicular coordinate transformation from pattern to sensation in central visual field
Simple nerve system receptor field organization in visual analyzer simulated by TV circuit with scanning beam controlled focusing
Vertebrate retina receptive field structure, suggesting interaction between receptor, horizontal and bipolar cells
Monocular vision field structural color in violet and yellow region under increasing light frequency and periodic electric stimulation
Positive/lateral-internal accelerations and acute hypoxic hypoxia effects on central visual fields behavior in simulated flight
Cat single optic nerve fibers receptive field, observing functional organization and conduction velocity
Human visual system gate type lateral interaction to luminous intensity, noting visual field response to monocular viewing
Visual field displacement, examining directed attention and maladaptive adaptation
Flash field size effect on flash blindness of aircraft crews, measuring recovery time
Povisal perceptive fields for human vision, using measures of contrast illusions in grids and bars
Inhibitory binocular receptive fields in doral nuclei of lateral geniculate body for dominant and nondominant eye in cats, using moving slit and flash spot stimulation
Peripheral visual field and perceptual factors on accommodation under conflicting cues, using laser scintillation measurement
Flashing light stimuli application to clinical instrument design for detection and quantitative assessment of early pathological visual loss based on minimum discernible luminance difference
Hypoxia effects on response time to peripheral visual signals, noting direct relation to exposure severity and duration
Test field size, brightness and retinal location effect on observer assessment of stimulus at subfusional frequencies flicker suggesting inherent clock mechanism within human brains
Determination of relationship between several measures of field independence and performance on real-life visual detection problem

VISUAL FLIGHT
Vision loss from windshield tinting in night visual flying accident
Pilot vision during final approach and landing in turboprop transport operations
Air transport accident research in night approach simulators, noting visual information null in descent path and delay in relative motion supplement data

VISUAL OBSERVATION
Orienting response and apparent motion toward and away from observer, using galvanic skin response and finger pulse volume studies
VISUAL PERCEPTION OF GEOMETRIC SHAPES AS FUNCTION OF VESTIBULOCULAR RESPONSES

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN OPTOKINETIC AND VESTIBULAR REFLEXES

ANGLULAR VELOCITY AND LINEAR ACCELERATION EFFECTS ON VISUAL PERCEPTION IN AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENT

DISTRIBUTION OF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SEVERAL MEASURES OF FIELD INDEPENDENCE AND PERCEPTION ON REAL-LIFE VISUAL DETECTION PROBLEM

COLOR AND ILLUMINANCE EFFECTS ON VISUAL SPACE PERCEPTION

HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING IN OPTIZING VISUAL PERCEPTION OF SONAR AND RADAR DISPLAYS

VISUAL OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS AND SOUND ABSORPTION IN POROUS WALLS OF HYDRAULIC TEST TUNNELS

PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF OPTICAL VISION IN SPACE (LIGHT)

VISUAL PERFORMANCE COMPARED USING HIGHLY ILLUMINATED CRT SIMILAR TO THOSE ENCOUNTERED IN HIGH ALTITUDE FLIGHT IN DIRECT SUNLIGHT

CORRELATION OF COLOR BLINDNESS TESTS WITH ABILITY TO RECOGNIZE AVIATION COLOR SIGNAL LIGHT FLASHES

ANALYSIS OF AVIATION HAZARDS PRODUCED BY VISUAL ILLUSIONS DUE TO SPATIO-TEMPORAL PARAMETERS OF PERCEIVED SIZE AND DISTANCE

ANALYSIS OF ABILITY OF HUMAN SUBJECTS TO VISUALLY IDENTIFY TARGETS AT VARIOUS DISTANCES OF OBSERVATION

NEURAL MECHANISMS UNDERLYING VISUAL PERCEPTION, AROUSAL, AND ATTENTION PROCESSES IN MAN, CAT, AND MONKEY

MODEL OF HUMAN OPERATOR REACTING TO KNOCKOUT PAINFUL AND RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS FOR AUTOMOBILE DRIVING TASK

VISUAL-NEURON REACTION TIMES AS DIRECT CORRELATES OF PHOTORECEPTIVITY

VISUAL PHOTOMETRY

VISIBLE AND UV PHOTOMETRIC RECORDING OF MICROORGANISMS REPRODUCTION IN LIQUID MEDIUM FOR APPLICATION TO MARS EXTRAUTERRESTRIAL LIFE DETECTION

VISUAL SIGNALS

HUMAN TRACKING OF EXTERNAL TARGETS AND BODY POINT PROJECTIONS, EXAMINING VISUAL FEEDBACK ROLE

FORCED CHOICE VISUAL SIGNAL DETECTION TASKS SCANNING STRATEGIES AND DIFFERENTIAL SENSITIVITY TO VARIOUS TARGET LOCATIONS

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF HUMAN VISUAL SYSTEM LIGHT ADAPTATION SIGNAL TRANSFORMATION

VISUAL SIGNAL DETECTION FROM NOISE, INVESTIGATING NEURAL IMAGES EFFECTS IN SIX SENSE MODALITIES

PROBABILITY APPROACH TO VISUAL EFFECTIVENESS OF SIGNAL FLASHING LIGHTS, SHOWING GRAPHICALLY ERICA-SULZER EFFECT

OXYGEN EFFECTS ON RESPONSE TIME TO PERIPHERAL VISUAL SIGNALS, NOTING DIRECT RELATION TO EXPOSURE TOXICITY AND DURATION

MODEL DESCRIBING SYMMETRICAL INFORMATION PROCESSING ALONG VISUAL PATHWAYS OF BRAIN [NASA-CH-110517]

REATION TIME DIURNAL VARIATIONS TO OPTICAL AND ACOUSTIC STIMULI, INVESTIGATING DISTURBED NATURAL SLEEP-WAKING CYCLES EFFECTS

EYE MOVEMENTS FREQUENCY AND SLOW PHASE DISPLACEMENT IN RESPONSE TO OPTOMETRIC STIMULATION OF PARETICS AND CATS

PEAK DIAMETER DIFFERENCES OF SESSILEYIZATION BY ANNUAL SURROUNDS IN SUBJECTS, CONCERNING SCOTOPIC INCREASEMENT THRESHOLD AND RETINAL ILLUMINANCE

RETINAL NEURONS RECEPTIVE FIELD CENTER, EXAMINING ASYMMETRY DISTRIBUTION LEVEL

VISUAL ANALYZER FUNCTIONAL STATE DURING LATENT PHASE SENSITIVITY ON ROCKING DEVICES SIMULATING MOVING AIRCRAFT

PHOTIC STIMULATION AT SOUTH POLE BY EGG, SHOWING NO BRAIN STRESS, UNDER TENSION OR ANXIETY DURING HYPOTHALAMIC HYPOXIA ACCLIMATIZATION

FREE AND SYMMETRICAL HORIZONTAL VISUAL SEARCH TARGET DETECTION TIMES, TESTING HUMAN SUBJECTS WITH SIMULATED STIMULUS SCHEDULES ON HIGH AND LOW CONTRAST TARGETS

FIGURAL CHANGE PERCEPTION IN APPARENT MOTION, CONSIDERING RESOLVING CAPABILITIES AND VISUAL STIMULI FOR PLASTIC DEFORMATION AND SHAPE ROTATION

SPACE VEHICLE APPARENT DISTANCE MAGNITUDE ESTIMATION CONSIDERING RESOLVING CAPABILITIES AND VISUAL STIMULI FOR PLASTIC DEFORMATION AND SHAPE ROTATION

HUMAN VISUAL ANALYSIS EXCITABILITY SHIFTS DUE TO SHORT DURATION PATTERN STIMULI

RHOODOPSIN DISSOCIATION AND RETINA PHOTORECEPTIVE AND BIOELECTRICAL PROCESSES AFTER LIGHT FLASHES OF VARIOUS INTENSITY

COMPUTER AIDED STATISTICAL MODEL OF VISUAL EVOKED POTENTIAL IN MAN AS NORMALITY CRITERION FOR PATHOLOGICAL INDICATOR

A-452
Biophysical nature of human memory. investigating electrosensitivities phase modulators and variations by suprainsensitive light stimulus to eye and adjacent reflex

Optokinetic nystagmus device, combining TV set and bar generator with controllable frame desynchronizing for moving image and electrical control of stimulus parameters

Delayed e-wave like electrical response to light and inhibition in developing frog retina

W-formed summed evoked potential to light stimulus in healthy subjects significant to Wilcoxon test

Loci of perceived, equi-, half- and double distance in stereoscopic vision with point source stimuli relative to Vieth-Muller circle

Contour density effects on evoked critical response, discussing improved photopic visibility, spatial summation area and retinal interaction

Spectral sensitivity by stimulus control and presentation in barred pattern alternatives and photopic system monitoring by visual evoked responses

Monocular vision field structural color in violet and yellow region under increasing light frequency and periodic electric stimulation

Postexcitatory inhibition of monochromatic flickering potentials on electroretinograms in man under intensive dazzling stimulus

Two flash threshold measurement of comparison: stimulus duration of block law for anticollusion strobe lights

Human color vision investigation by psychophysical methods, discussing spectral sensitivity, pigment absorption and defective color vision as function of stimulus wavelength

Anesthetized cats visual cortex responses to prolonged light stimuli, studying dependence on photopic retina cone and rod apparatus

Extrapyramidal/briefly latent/postsynaptic negative component of evoked visual potential in cortex of mesobatical anesthetized rabbits, using Alvar biophase oscillator

Visual cortex neurons impulse activity and postsynaptic potential changes due to light stimulus from intraocular recordings

Grating pattern vision models, examining single neural network and multiple channel stimulus information processing

Human aircondition and pupillary activity in darkness after strong light exposure, noting dependence on stimulus intensity and duration

Visual evoked cortical response in man related to rate, spatial frequency and wavelength of alternating barred pattern with background illumination

Distinctive visual evoked response potential field patterns resulting from human retina stimulation, using electrode array on occipital scalp

Multiple starlike flashes and short streaks reported by subjects exposed to neutrons under 25 sec, desynchronizing interaction with retinal rod by proton recoils

Readiness potential, vertex positive wave and contingent negative variations recordings for evaluation of neural events associated with visually stimulated perception

Visually evoked cortical responses and visual acuity, discussing ocular convergence and accommodation effects

Beta inflection in darkness adaptation curve, postulating stimulus thresholds in mono and binocular examinations for perception time and sensitivity

Redundancy information effect on human performance in forced pace cognitive tasks under overload stimulus presentation rates

Human visual evoked cortical potential spectral sensitivity measurement, comparing results with psychophysical data

Cat pupillary system static and dynamic response determination under light and electrical stimulation, using TV pupillometer and on-line computer

Visual and auditory evoked potentials enhancement in cats using cryogenic blockage of nonspecific thalamo-cortical system in inferior thalamic peduncle region

Visual evoked potentials and cortical recovery cycle data for normal and psychiatric subjects of various ages

Visual evoked brain potential amplitude and detection efficiency relationship, discriminating between arousal and attention effects

Stimulus familiarization effects on visual selection patterns during exposure to basal and incongruous paired stimuli

Orientation reflexes neuronal activity due to various stimuli, noting hippocampus reaction to sound and light

Conjugate eye movement stimulator and monitor for human experimentation in closed loop, open loop and variable feedback modes of operation

Reaction times distributions in visual or auditory mode single and multiple motor response units

Stimulus control during conditional discrimination development at various training stages, using two key situation and two visual dimensions

Multiple positive off effects in human electroretinograms, recording rhythmic wavelets due to intense stimuli with averaging computer and short time constant amplifier

Colored light sources luminosity detection and Helmholtz-Kohlrausch effect, discussing brilliant and fluorescent stimulus

Time duration judgment under visual stimulus, noting luminosity effects

Threshold electrical phosphene dependence on impulse duration and stimulation frequency in subjects adapted to darkness

Increment thresholds for foveally viewed square and circular visual stimuli, suggesting availability of more than one spatial integration pattern

Detectability measurement of foveal stimuli, suggesting nonuniformity of retinal illuminance in visual task

Human visual cerebral cortex potentials evoked by sinusoidally modulated field under stabilized and unstabilized conditions

Stimulus patterns spatial intervals and line thickness effects on stabilized retinal images

Visual evoked potential relationship to apparent size reduction of irrelevant retinal image

Visually evoked cerebral cortex responses to on- and off-set of patterned light and contour density and sharpness in humans
Averaged potentials visual attention automatization due to repeated test field size, brightness and retinal location visual sensations produced flashing light stimuli application to clinical stereoscopic vision and depth discrimination tests flicker adaptation effect on visual sensitivity to quantitative characterization of unit time response surround luminance effect on relative perceptual latency of response, using test stimuli confined to rod free area of fovea visual attention automatization due to test stimuli experience, noting fixation rate habituation concomitance with fixations spatial distribution uncertainty reduction stereoscopic vision and depth discrimination tests in cats, using conditioned suppression and rod-like shadow disparity stimuli subjective brightness of flashing light stimuli within fovea as function of stimulus size, noting edge effects contribution at suprathreshold levels flashing light stimuli application to clinical instrument design for detection and quantitative assessment of early pathological visual loss based on minimum discernible luminance difference test field size, brightness and retinal location effect on observer assessment of stimulus and subfusional frequencies flicker suggesting inherent clock mechanisms within human brains visual stimuli control removal and restoration in rhesus monkeys, analyzing test errors quantitative characterization of unit time response in visual system, mapping latency and synchronicity as functions of stimulus position flicker adaptation effect on visual sensitivity to temporal fluctuations of light intensity bioelectrical activity of monkeys cortex and deep cerebral structures under lasting rhythmic photostimuli HP signals adaptation dependence from stimulus potential measurements by presenting narrow band chromatic stimuli to subjects under photopic, mesopic and scotopic adaptation conditions afterimage induced smooth eye movements despite absence of moving visual stimuli, suggesting retinal image stabilization and saccadic behavior inhibiting processes retinal image stabilization variables, noting whole fade characteristics sensitivity to stimulus pattern variations averaged evoked potentials of human cortex in response to visual stimuli simultaneous recordings of ERG and visually evoked cortical potential to stimuli of differing luminance and pattern, comparing spatial frequency characteristics averaged potentials in vertex and occipital region of human cranium evoked by emotional visual stimuli visual masking effects in cat striate cortex single cell activity, using moving slit and diffuse flashing light stimuli anchoring stimuli and titchener illusion [AB-717715] two-flash thresholds as function of comparison stimulus duration, and possible use of strobe lights for aircraft collision avoidance aids [FAA-AAM-70-15] electrical responses of visual system in rabbits following irradiation of retina with high energy ruby laser

**Subject Index**

- [AD-717715] p0302 871-214621
- Sound and visual sensory interactions of pleasant, unpleasant, and no sound with red, green, and blue lights against white standards p0336 871-223011
- Correlation of impulse level based on manifest anxiety and recognition of periodically introduced visual stimuli against moving background [BPR-LBD-THANS-1552] p0392 871-251466
- Psychophysiological threshold for sensory perception of visual stimuli and visual information processing [AD-720750] p0431 871-271603
- Visual flash duration discrimination and decision theory analysis of effects of temporal and brightness differences p0435 871-280689
- Psychophysiological stimulation of humans, monkeys and rats by color schemes for spacecraft cabin interiors p0438 871-282596
- Visual stimuli discrimination in sensoriotor performance test for pilot selection p0439 871-282681
- Visual perception of geometric shapes as function of stimulus orientation, stimulus background, and perception style [AD-722479] p0501 871-308103
- Prediction of human reaction time to light flashes [RAE-LIB-TRAMS-70-1552] p0534 871-330877

**Visual Tasks**

- Visual task vigilance deterioration under hypoxia, considering work-rest schedule effect and IQ scores p0019 871-114484
- Human vigilance performance in brightness discrimination task under hypoxia, considering reaction time in signal detection p0099 871-124740
- Practice effects on visual vigilance task performance with and without search p0104 871-158485
- Visual alignment task performance for marks with vertical separation under various illuminations p0108 871-158489
- Target field luminance, interstimulus interval and target-mask spatial separation effects on visual backward masking, estimating inhibitory region radius p0196 871-202185
- Fund optical illusion rule experimental testing under variable conditions with respect to monocular vision bisecting of horizontal straight lines, rectangles and squares p0263 871-242059
- Intermittent noise effects on performance of visual search tasks of varying complexity, measuring test subjects target detection time under various noise/time ratio conditions p0263 871-242068
- Pretask instructions effect on vigilance task performance, measuring time related signal detection correct and incorrect response percentages p0271 871-248008
- Forced choice visual signal detection tasks scanning strategies and differential sensitivity to various target locations p0271 871-260759
- Multiple suprathreshold visual and auditory monitoring tasks, evaluating vigilance decrement, individual differences, intertask relationships and channel capacity p0320 871-272489
- Sensorimotor activity tests of operator perceiving high speed stimuli in broad visual field for psychological selection of aircraft and spacecraft pilots p0359 871-284168
- Target and nontarget processing equivalence in visual search for items recognition and forced choice strategies, questioning weiniss hypothesis of preattentive screening p0380 871-319856
- Optical tracking task performance and nystagmus during angular acceleration in yaw and pitch,
Partial reinforcement effect in visual vigilance p0417 A71-33107

Weibull distribution analysis of saccadic eye movements interval during visual tasks p0424 A71-33680

Visual search performance as function of color coding for information location tested on aerostatic charts p0452 A71-34366

Magnification level for optimum performance at microscintillation inspection with binocular microscope, minimizing time p0455 A71-34703

Long duration brightness change in electroluminescent panel detection during monitoring task, discussing role of payoffs and signal ratio p0455 A71-34704

Stimulus familiarization effects on visual selection patterns during exposure to basal and increased paired stimuli p0655 A71-34705

Psychological correlates of pattern identification tasks and invariance of pattern recognition under rotation, using Kabsch model of human visual system p0667 A71-35792

Target value and exposure duration effects on recall in visual search tasks, discussing results in relation to previously reported inconsistencies p0671 A71-36103

Secondary visual tracking tasks utility in assessing lag effect in simulated combat aircraft dynamics p0691 A71-36297

Detectability measurement of foveal stimulus, suggesting nonuniformity of retinal illumination in visual task p0615 A71-36278

Prefrontal cortical lesions effect on trained anticipatory visual target fixation in cats, noting performance impairment in voluntary eye movement control p0563 A71-40174

Character size, case and symbol generation effects on CRT display search time p0589 A71-42195

Visual performance in simulated target acquisition tasks as function of flare-ignition altitude p0589 A71-42196

Central panel luminance effect on peripheral visual detection time in search tasks p0621 A71-42899

Short term central fatigue as causal factor of delayed psychological refractory period in multiple choice visual signal tasks p0626 A71-43064

Low grade hypoxia effects on human physiological responses and performance in vigilance/display monitoring/tasks p0629 A71-44423

Low frequency vibration effects on visual acuity of pilot performing visual task [SVA-T8-497] p0542 A71-32864


VITAMINS

ASCORBIC ACID p0494 A71-36833

BIOTIN p0495 A71-36838

FOLIC ACID p0496 A71-36848

FOLIC ACID p0497 A71-36866

FOLIC ACID p0498 A71-36871

FOLIC ACID p0499 A71-36877

FOLIC ACID p0500 A71-36882

FOLIC ACID p0501 A71-36887

FOLIC ACID p0502 A71-36892

FOLIC ACID p0503 A71-36898

FOLIC ACID p0504 A71-36903

FOLIC ACID p0505 A71-36909

FOLIC ACID p0506 A71-36914

FOLIC ACID p0507 A71-36919

FOLIC ACID p0508 A71-36924

FOLIC ACID p0509 A71-36929

FOLIC ACID p0510 A71-36934

FOLIC ACID p0511 A71-36939

FOLIC ACID p0512 A71-36944

FOLIC ACID p0513 A71-36949

FOLIC ACID p0514 A71-36954

FOLIC ACID p0515 A71-36959

FOLIC ACID p0516 A71-36964

FOLIC ACID p0517 A71-36969

FOLIC ACID p0518 A71-36974

FOLIC ACID p0519 A71-36979

FOLIC ACID p0520 A71-36984

FOLIC ACID p0521 A71-36989

FOLIC ACID p0522 A71-36994

FOLIC ACID p0523 A71-36999

FOLIC ACID p0524 A71-37004

FOLIC ACID p0525 A71-37009

FOLIC ACID p0526 A71-37014

FOLIC ACID p0527 A71-37019

FOLIC ACID p0528 A71-37024

FOLIC ACID p0529 A71-37029

FOLIC ACID p0530 A71-37034

FOLIC ACID p0531 A71-37039

FOLIC ACID p0532 A71-37044

FOLIC ACID p0533 A71-37049

FOLIC ACID p0534 A71-37054

FOLIC ACID p0535 A71-37059

FOLIC ACID p0536 A71-37064

FOLIC ACID p0537 A71-37069

FOLIC ACID p0538 A71-37074

FOLIC ACID p0539 A71-37079

FOLIC ACID p0540 A71-37084

FOLIC ACID p0541 A71-37089

FOLIC ACID p0542 A71-37094

FOLIC ACID p0543 A71-37099

FOLIC ACID p0544 A71-37104

FOLIC ACID p0545 A71-37109

FOLIC ACID p0546 A71-37114

FOLIC ACID p0547 A71-37119

FOLIC ACID p0548 A71-37124

FOLIC ACID p0549 A71-37129

FOLIC ACID p0550 A71-37134

FOLIC ACID p0551 A71-37139

FOLIC ACID p0552 A71-37144

FOLIC ACID p0553 A71-37149

FOLIC ACID p0554 A71-37154

FOLIC ACID p0555 A71-37159

FOLIC ACID p0556 A71-37164

FOLIC ACID p0557 A71-37169

FOLIC ACID p0558 A71-37174

FOLIC ACID p0559 A71-37179

FOLIC ACID p0560 A71-37184

FOLIC ACID p0561 A71-37189

FOLIC ACID p0562 A71-37194

FOLIC ACID p0563 A71-37199

FOLIC ACID p0564 A71-37204

FOLIC ACID p0565 A71-37209

FOLIC ACID p0566 A71-37214

FOLIC ACID p0567 A71-37219

FOLIC ACID p0568 A71-37224

FOLIC ACID p0569 A71-37229

FOLIC ACID p0570 A71-37234

FOLIC ACID p0571 A71-37239

FOLIC ACID p0572 A71-37244

FOLIC ACID p0573 A71-37249

FOLIC ACID p0574 A71-37254

FOLIC ACID p0575 A71-37259

FOLIC ACID p0576 A71-37264

FOLIC ACID p0577 A71-37269

FOLIC ACID p0578 A71-37274

FOLIC ACID p0579 A71-37279
VOMITING

Vomiting device for pressurized space suit helmet to eliminate vomit expelled by crewmen

VOSTOK SPACECRAFT

Vostok 2 spacecraft

VOWELS

Isolated synthesized vowel fundamental tone duration, intensity and frequency imitation by human voice
p0331 N71-12060

W

WAKEFULNESS

Neuron pairs discharge sequence temporal correlation in cats association cortex during natural sleep and wakefulness
p0008 A71-10849

Biosatellite 3 monkey sleep and wake states based on visual and computer analysis of telemetered EEG data from earth orbital flight
p0251 A71-23242

Natural sleep and wakefulness stages neurophysiology based on bioelectric activity spectral and correlation analyses
p0356 A71-28380

Heart rate variability in REM sleep, stage 4 sleep and wakeful state from ECG of normal males, calculating coefficient of temporal variability for each state
p0371 N71-29319

Cats thalamus ventrolateral nucleus neuronal discharges during waking and slow and fast wave sleep
p0454 A71-34689

Young adult males split-period sleep regimes dependence on interwoven wakefulness time interval, periods length and onset sidereality
p0566 N71-60348

Dynamics of electroencephalograms during sleep in humans normal and altered daily regimes of sleep and wakefulness
[NASA-TT-13679] p0498 N71-30140

WALKING

Walking effects on body composition and cardiovascular function of middle aged men
p0153 N71-18388

Metabolic energy cost prediction equation for level or grade walking with/without loads
p0255 A71-23372

Lower extremities interlink angles correlation and cross correlation functions during walking for locomotor functions analysis in man
p0356 A71-28632

Metabolic, ventilator and cardiovascular response during free swimming and treadmill walking, relating oxygen consumption to work intensity
p0376 N71-29500

Metabolic cost evaluation of self-locomotion in simulated lunar gravity using space suits and casts including weight load and surface effects

Load distribution on human hip joints during walking.
[LAB-1002/71] p0493 N71-29327

WALKING MACHINES

Realizable gait matrices for 4-legged machines
[AD-714592] p0173 N71-16551

Mathematical theory for legged locomotion systems
[AD-714591] p0173 N71-16552

Dyanmic stability of legged locomotion systems
[AD-714589] p0173 N71-16553

WALL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

U TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

WALLS

VT ROBOTS WALLS

WARFARE

VT COMBAT

WARNING DEVICES

U WARNING SYSTEMS

WARNING SIGNALS

U WARNING SYSTEMS

WARNING SYSTEMS

Canadian forces experiments on aircraft flashing

SUBJECT INDEX

Lights covering warning signals, navigation and anticollision displays and autokinetic phenomenon
p0580 A71-14991

Strobe lighting for aircraft midair collision hazard reduction, comparing Collision Avoidance System and Pilot Warning Indicator effectiveness
p0581 A71-41943

Automatic fire protection system for manned hyperbaric chamber
[AD-712464] p0116 N71-12348

Intensive care alert indicator system with audible signal and visual display for general area
[NASA-TP-65421] p0165 N71-15832

Patient monitoring system design and equipment specifications with physiological response display device and warning system
[NASA-CR-116845] p0396 N71-25942

Incipient fire and toxic gas caution and warning system for space shuttles
p0618 N71-36204

WASHERS (CLEANERS)

Zero gravity clothes washer utilizing principles of fluidics to provide washing action and reduction in number of components scale model
[NASA-CR-114683] p0386 N71-24555

WASHING

Tannic acid and water washing effects on prevention of monoamylhydrazine absorption through skin in dogs
p018 N71-33119

WASHUP (RADIOACTIVITY)

U FALLOUT

WASTE DISPOSAL

Space shuttle life support, protective and crew interface systems, discussing food and waste management and accident procedures
p0196 A71-20230

Feeding systems, potable water and waste disposal in space cabins
p0205 A71-20730

Integrated waste collection and purification system using radioactive isotopes for thermal energy in 180-day space mission life support system
[ASME PAPER 71-AV-4] p0474 A71-36371

Waste management subsystems for 30-day space station simulator test of regenerative life support system
[ASME PAPER 71-AV-7] p0475 A71-36379

Skylab life support systems design and performance prediction covering thermal and humidity control, atmospheric supply, carbon dioxide removal, water and waste management
[ASME PAPER 71-AV-14] p0476 A71-36381

Space shuttle environmental control and life support system design covering atmospheric pressure, composition, humidity, temperature, water and waste management
[ASME PAPER 71-AV-16] p0476 A71-36383

Housekeeping systems for manned modular space station and shuttle, discussing steward duties and waste control
[AIAA PAPER 71-880] p081 A71-36633

Engineering aspects of zero gravity personal hygiene and waste management systems, noting controlled air flows, surface tension and artificial gravity use
[AIAA PAPER 71-865] p083 A71-36653

Urine conservation in spacecraft cabin sanitation facilities by phenol-containing preparations, emphasizing PHP method for long period operation
p0609 A71-42822

Waste management system functional model for aerospace vehicles
[AD-710623] p0043 N71-10472

Biohygienic effects of toxic chemical pollution on biosphere
p0222 N71-17431

Design and performance of fecal waste management system for 180-day space flight simulation
p029A N71-20969

Human waste disposal system performance for long duration manned space flight simulation
p029A N71-20969

Handling of waste products on spacecraft to include identification, potential for on-board utilization, pretreatment requirements for storage, and disposal concepts - Vol. I
Computer program for storage and processing of available waste spacecraft waste controls and description of search and retrieval capabilities - Vol. 3 [NASA-CR-115038] p0429 N71-26806
Definition of waste products resulting from manned spacecraft system with various combinations of mission activities and subsystems [NASA-CR-115046] p0429 N71-26807
Development of prototype waste collection system /modified hydro John/ designed for use in either zero or one gravity environment [NASA-CR-115040] p0434 N71-27770
Plastic waste disposal problems [NT-MEDD-34] p0500 N71-30599

WASTE UTILIZATION
Regenerated nutrients as foods for long duration space missions, discussing physiochemical methods for metabolic waste products conversion into safe synthetic nutrient compounds p0016 A71-11250
Astronaut space nutrition, discussing Apollo mission short range nonerogenative node, long range closed loop regenerative cycles and waste recycling p0024 A71-11572
Integrated waste collection and purification system using radioisotopes for thermal energy in 180-day space mission life support system [AIAA PAPER 71-865] p0474 A71-36371
Space station life support prototype vapor diffusion water reclamation system for pure and sterile water distillation from urine process streams [AIAE PAPER 71-AV-31] p0478 A71-36398
Skylab habitability considerations in Orbital Workshop design, discussing waste management, food management, and sleeping compartments [AIAA PAPER 71-072] p0480 A71-36628
Long term space flight crew personal hygiene, discussing human waste processing and/or utilization, microbiological control and medical infinry-dispensary-laboratory requirements [AIAA PAPER 71-078] p0480 A71-36631
Housekeeping system for manned modular space station and shuttle, discussing steward duties and waste control [AIAA PAPER 71-880] p0481 A71-36633
Engineering aspects of zero gravity personal hygiene and waste management systems, noting controlled air flows, surface tension and artificial gravity use [AIAA PAPER 71-865] p0483 A71-36653
Oxidation of water in regeneration under spacecraft conditions, measuring organic impurities degree of oxidation in inhabited cabin atmospheric vapor condensates. p0500 A71-42814
Decontamination methods for water regenerated from urine under space flight conditions by filtering water condensate through sorbents p0603 A71-42815
Biologically mineralized human waste products utilization in nutrient solutions for higher and lower autotrophs cultivation p0603 A71-42819
Human waste product utilization possibility through mineralization by wet-combustion method p0603 A71-42820
Group analysis of impurities in water regenerated from liquid human wastes p0635 A71-44529
System and component design and development for intermediate water recovery system for 3-ma, earth orbital spacecraft on 1-year mission [NASA-CR-119401] p0337 N71-22513
Handling of waste products on spacecraft to include identification, potential for on-board utilization, pretreatment requirements for storage, and disposal concepts - Vol. 1 [NASA-CR-115045] p0429 N71-26805
Computer program for storage and processing of available data on spacecraft waste control and description of search and retrieval capabilities - Vol. 3 [NASA-CR-115038] p0429 N71-26806
Definition of waste products resulting from manned spacecraft systems with various combinations of mission activities and subsystems - Vol. 2a [NASA-CR-115046] p0429 N71-26807

Analysis of requirement for artificial mineralization of water regenerated from human wastes during spaceflight p0042 N71-26842

WASTES
MT FECS
MT HUMAN WASTES
MT METABOLIC WASTES
MT RADIOACTIVE WASTES
MT URINE
Physiological effects on mice of air pollution with gaseous toxic substances from urine and feces, noting increased respiration rate and choline esterase activity p0602 A71-42807
Thermal combustion produced biocomplex vegetable waste mineralization effect on surface working surface oxide film p0604 A71-42821

WATER
MT COLD WATER
MT GROUND WATER
MT HEAVY WATER
MT POTABLE WATER
Cobalt-insensitive effects of metabolism on ion and water content of red blood cells p0456 A71-36943
Hamster body fat, water and density measurements by dilution method and air displacement technique, comparing to determination by direct chemical analysis upon sacrificing p0520 A71-38555
Urea hydrolysis reaction rates by urease at low water activity, noting use for Mars surface biossay p0589 A71-42226
Homogeneous biosystems unlikely from consideration of enzymatic activity possibility and liquid water unique ability for complexity required by carbonaceous biosystems p0590 A71-42229
Effects of positive gY acceleration on blood oxygen saturation and pleural pressure relations in dogs breathing air and liquid fluorocarbons in whole body water immersion respirator [NASA-CR-117191] p0286 N71-20358
Stability of molecular sieve as regenerable carbon dioxide and water absorber in closed controlled atmospheres [AD-71678] p0289 N71-20629
Oxygen production efficiency of water electrolysis systems in long term regenerative life support system tests p0293 N71-20965
Water electrolysis system for oxygen production during long term tested tent of space station simulator p0294 N71-20967
Red cell mass and plasma volume changes noted in hypodynamic states of bed rest and water immersion compared to changes observed during earth orbital missions p0595 N71-33253
Physiological effects of water immersion and effectiveness of space flight deconditioning countermeasures p0568 N71-33272
Effects of posture on body fluid circulation and long term immersion effects on physiological mechanism p0568 N71-33273
Characteristics of water environment and relationship to biogeoecology p0554 N71-33511
Water-salt-metabolism during space flight and microanalysis of actively circulating blood volume [NASA-TT-P-14029] p0651 N71-37638
Water-salt metabolism under space flight conditions and body weight loss [NASA-TT-P-14029] p0652 N71-37639

WATER BALANCE
Long term lunar surface environment, discussing radiation, thermal and meteoroid protection, water budget, carbon dioxide removal and air lock design p0347 A71-26534
Long term浸水 effects on human water-salt metabolism, noting increased erythrocyte water contents and hematocrit index p0357 A71-28480
Human body water metabolism during acute high altitude exposure with heavy physical activity and high food intakes

Human nitrogen and water-salt metabolisms and respiratory activity during prolonged confinement in small volume chamber with cyclic varying hypoxic air

Human fluid balance in artificial environments, and influence of ambient temperature, water vapor pressure, total barometric pressure, wind velocity, and atmospheric gas composition

Prolonged immersion effects on human water/mineral metabolism

Water intake effects on human thermal sweat rate and composition in environmental chamber at specific temperature and humidity

Secretory function intensity of salivary glands, food and water intake effects on body water/mineral metabolism

Food and water intake changes associated with interruption of hypothalamic anterior or posterior fiber connections

Chronic dehydration effects on water intake and urine output in mice, considering food intake and growth rate

Journal water and food intake and body weight changes pattern in rats with hypothalamic lesions

Internal osmotic balance and stress induced body fluid osmolarity changes due to food or water deprivation, reporting on experimental results with rats

Convective heat exchange coefficient determination for human body immersed in turbulent water flow, using fractional calorimetry

Heat transfer coefficients calculation for human body in cold water from heat balance equations, comparing with free convection coefficients in cross-flowing water

Comparison of water, convective air, and reversed air flow cooled suits for body temperature thermoregulation in high temperature environments

Voluntary body water and salt deficits decreasing human heat tolerance

Human body weight and skin sweat gland water loss rates effects on thermoregulation

Moderate heat exposure effects on human circadian variations in body temperature, heart and metabolic rates and water loss

Effects of atmospheric gas and moisture concentration, temperature, pressure, and wind velocity on human performance and skin water loss rate

Life support water management subsystem 4-man 90-day test in space station simulator with closed water and oxygen loops and no resupply

Skylab life support systems design and performance prediction covering thermal and humidity control, atmospheric supply, carbon dioxide removal, water and waste management

Space shuttle environmental control and life support system design covering atmospheric pressure, composition, humidity, temperature, water and waste management

Oxidation of water in regeneration under spacecraft conditions, measuring organic impurities degree of oxidation in inhabited cabin atmospheric vapor condensates

Water management in long term manned space simulation life support test

Evaporation and filtration systems for water management in manned space vehicles

Selective bibliography of water and air pollution for business and industry

Environmental problems including air pollution, water pollution, radioactive wastes, smog, sewage, aircrafts, and garbage disposal

Evaluating scientific and engineering requirements for research related to coastal wastes management

Chemiluminescent bacterial sensor for marine pollution detection during long term manned space station simulation

Biochemistry, molecular biology, radiochemistry, meteorology, soil science, and water pollution research and development and environmental engineering

Analysis of water pollution and application of biogeoecology techniques to eliminate effects of water pollution

Commmunal water supply and regeneration in spacecraft using self contained biological cycle

Artificial mineralization of water regenerated from human waste products in space flight

Reverse osmosis application to wash water recovery in manned space mission life support systems, emphasizing membranes development

Closed cycle life support water electrolysis system using solid plastic sheet electrolyte and exchange membrane of sulfonated perfluoro polymer

Effects of boron concentration in water on environment pollution

Analysis of water pollution and application of biogeoecology techniques to eliminate effects of water pollution

WATER PURIFICATION

WATER DECLARATION

WATER RECLAMATION
WEAPON SYSTEMS

Wavelength discrimination from color naming by young adults with normal visual acuity and color vision
p0518 A71-38285

WEAPONS

Mechanical engineering research in aerospace technology, machine design and industrial processing, and weapons
p0161 A71-14667

WEAPONS TESTS

Investigating wear processes in hip prostheses after brief use

WEATHER

MT COLD WEATHER

Weather effects on pilot performance
p0077 A71-13021

WEATHER CONDITIONS

D WEATHER

WEATHER CONTROL

D WEATHER MODIFICATION

WEATHER MODIFICATION

Probable response of Kansas streams to various patterns of rainfall augmentation
[PB-1963101]

WEATHER-WEATHER LAW

Cat retina ganglion cell /RE-1/ threshold intensity, obeying reversed Weber law
p0033 A71-10234

Human eye optimum information reception assessment by Weber-Fechner law, threshold amount constancy and minimum continuous signal energy
p0193 A71-20110

WEBS (REMBRANES)

D REMBRANES

WEBS DENSITY FUNCTIONS

Websull distribution analysis of saccadic eye movements interval during visual task
p0052 A71-34366

WEIGHT (BASE)

MT BODY WEIGHT

Radioactive dilution estimation of total skeletal mass in human body
p0546 A71-33259

WEIGHT ANALYSIS

Sex differences in rat body weight regulation due to lateral hypothalamic lesions
p0311 A71-26074

Water-salt metabolism under space-flight conditions and body weight loss

WEIGHT FACTORS

D WEIGHT (BASE)

WEIGHT MEASUREMENT

Ventricular mass estimation using electrocardiographic parameters
p0371 A71-29302

WEIGHTLESSNESS

Proprioception role in perception of arm bending and extension during weightlessness and accelerations in aircraft flight along parabolic trajectory
p0014 A71-11183

Differential equations for control and adaptation of hand motion in cubital joint under weightlessness and accelerations
p0075 A71-12990

Soyuz 9 prolonged space flight biomedical effects on human organism, emphasizing weightlessness
p0091 A71-14392

Vestibular problem in long manned space flight, discussing weightlessness and rotating environment for artificial gravity
p0093 A71-14753

Weightlessness effects on muscular reflexes, tension and contractibility in Soyuz 9 astronauts
p0241 A71-27202

Soyuz 9 astronaut vertical posture control after 18 day orbital flight, considering cardiovascular disturbances caused by reduced muscle tone and changed interaction between analyzers
p0241 A71-22203

Weightlessness, high acceleration and aerospace vehicle maneuvering effects on cardiovascular and vestibular systems, discussing disorientation, space sicknesses and blood circulation
p0243 A71-22357

WEIGHTLESSNESS

Space travel genetic effects, discussing radiation, weightlessness, vibration and acceleration
p0250 A71-23189

Biosatellite 3 onboard camera time lapse photography of monkey sleep/wake activity patterns during weightlessness
p0251 A71-23240

Long term zero gravity effects on manual physiologic rhythm characteristics, studying rats in biosatellite orbits
p0269 A71-24611

Psychobiological stress of prolonged weightlessness /bed rest/ in man in terms of adaptive homeostatic state and decreased sensory- motor-muscular input
p0312 A71-26120

Astronaut selection and training, considering acceleration, hypoxia, weightlessness and temperature variation tolerance
p0318 A71-26951

Space flight factors effects on human physiology and psychology, discussing spacecraft gaseous medium control, food supply, closed ecological systems and weightlessness effects
p0354 A71-27076

Space crew members muscle tone, determining weightlessness effect by rigidity and bioelectric activity
p0405 A71-31117

Cardiovascular and respiratory systems, motor and muscular activity, metabolism and body energetics functional changes due to prolonged weightlessness
p0423 A71-33676

Human energy requirements in weightless environments, correlating metabolic data from Gemini and Apollo missions with food consumption and energy balance measurements
p0428 A71-33778

Life support systems test under weightlessness environment in Nike Tomahawk sounding rockets launched from Wallops Island
p0425 A71-33816

Zero gravity whole body shower system for space station, describing air-dra and vacuum methods for water collection
[AIAA PAPER 71-AV-2] p0474 A71-36369

Zero-gravity circulating water electrolysis system, prototype design for metabolic and leakage makeup -oxygen supply in 12-man space station regenerative life support system
[AIAA PAPER 71-AV-20] p0477 A71-36387

Manned earth-orbital missions performance assessment experiments, studying effects of artificial and zero gravity spacecraft environments on humans
[AIAA PAPER 71-691] p0482 A71-36661

Chemically activated electroadhesive pads on spacecraft surface, allowing astronauts to maneuver or work in zero gravity environments
[AIAA PAPER 71-053] p0483 A71-36685

Artificial gravity selection by rats in centrifugal acceleration fields superimposed on weightlessness during sounding rocket flights
[AIAA PAPER 71-651] p0483 A71-36666

Astronaut orthostatic tolerance loss due to weightlessness, describing compensation by periodic lower body negative pressure
[AIAA PAPER 71-659] p0483 A71-36648

Engineering aspects of zero gravity personal hygiene and waste management systems, noting controlled air-flows, surface tension and artificial gravity use
[AIAA PAPER 71-665] p0483 A71-36653

Human response to space environment, discussing prolonged weightlessness, extravehicular work and lunar surface activity
p0514 A71-37492

Physiotechnical and biomedical aspects of human efficiency under weightlessness, discussing physical exercise role in-adaptation
p0528 A71-39217

Biosatellite 2 onboard experiments studying weightlessness effects on biological processes and interaction with radiation from a Sr 85 gamma ray source
p0562 A71-40007

Transmit heart rate response to square wave breathing in man under zero g parabolic flight
p0585 A71-41828

Biomedical effects of Apollo 14 space flight, considering weightlessness adaptation

A-460-
Design and performance testing of arterial wick circular heat pipes for 0°C spacecraft

Radio location equipment used in interrogation recording location system, and results in remote ground, aircraft, and satellite tracking of elk and black bear.

WIND (METEOROLOGY)

ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION

WIND EFFECTS

Spatres released from solids interiors by aeolian erosion on planetary surface, noting application to microbes in planetary quarantine

Cold climate clothed human wind chill tables, considering various heat transfer modes and skin temperature

Effect of hard impact and aeolian erosion on release of microorganisms from geological formations

WIND TUNNELS

Wind tunnel tests with human subjects to determine effects of whole body and bare body cooling at high wind speeds as might be encountered in air-to-air rescue operations

WIND VELOCITY

Air temperature and wind speed role in finger-freezing time

Effects of atmospheric gas and moisture concentration, temperature, pressure, and wind velocity on human performance and skin water loss rate

WINDS (APERTURES)

Visual detection of stars in spacecraft environment, considering window cleanliness and antireflection coating effect on light scattering

WINDSOCKS

WIND CIRCULATION

U THREATS

WIND EFFECTS

Spores released from solids interiors by aeolian erosion on planetary surface, noting application to microbes in planetary quarantine

Cold climate clothed human wind chill tables, considering various heat transfer modes and skin temperature

Effect of hard impact and aeolian erosion on release of microorganisms from geological formations

WIND TUNNELS

Wind tunnel tests with human subjects to determine effects of whole body and bare body cooling at high wind speeds as might be encountered in air-to-air rescue operations

WIND VELOCITY

Air temperature and wind speed role in finger-freezing time

Effects of atmospheric gas and moisture concentration, temperature, pressure, and wind velocity on human performance and skin water loss rate

WINDS (APERTURES)

Visual detection of stars in spacecraft environment, considering window cleanliness and antireflection coating effect on light scattering

WINDS (INTERVALS)

WINDSOCKS

WINDSHIELDS

WINDSHIELDS

Vision loss from windshield tinting in night visual flying accident

WING PROFILES

WING SPAN

WING SPAN

Intraspecific relationships between lean weight and wing length for migratory birds

WING PROFILES

WING SPAN

WING SPAN

Natural electronic model with about 700 photoreceptors and output cells and new interconnections technique

WIRING SYSTEMS

WIRING

WIRING

WORDS (LANGUAGE)

Biological memory and perception processes

Electronic stimulation by keyboard structure reenacting word reception, storage and delivery

WORK

NY PHYSICAL WORK

Human spinal reflex effects during static work, suggesting cord segmental chiasmatic connections interaction with spinobulbar-spinal tract

Environmental chambers for testing human work performance under thermal stress

Work environment and task factor effects on long term aircrew effectiveness

SUBJECT INDEX

Human survivability and work capacity in aerospace environments, discussing sudden unprotected exposure to vacuum

Human work level adjustment to specific energy expenditures during hard work on servocontrolled treadmill

Oxygen debt after steady state work in submaximal physical exercise

Physical fitness in prolonged muscular work tolerance evaluation by oxygen consumption for 170 beat/min heart rate, considering age, sex and occupation

Human work capacity in hot environment irrelevance to normal conditions, considering physiological reactions to exercise in heat by heart rate criteria

Physical exercise with stepwise increasing load noting working capacity, cardiovascular and respiratory system performance and blood composition interrelations

Human valvular heart disease, examining work load effects on oxygen demand

Human work capacity measurements by graded step test and bicycle ergometer, considering heart rate and oxygen uptake

Human work load assessments by time study officers and physiologists, noting disagreeing values on heart rate

Redundancy effects on human memorization working capacity, noting application to memory systems design

Psychological aspects influencing aircrewman capacity to perform useful work, detailing selection, training, operational environment and global factors

Oxygen deficiency and body temperature effects on work capacity of human subjects in hot humid environment

Parasol effect on physical work capacity, studying recovery pulse response, oxygen extraction during exercise and altitude acclimatized subjects oxygen uptake

High altitude submaximal and maximal work by humans, noting time required for steady state oxygen consumption, ventilation and heart rate

Cardiovascular responses to submaximal and maximal effort cycling and running on bicycle ergometer and motor driven treadmill, using carbon dioxide rebreathing method

High altitude aerobic working capacity limitations, examining oxygen transport system and circulator factors

Human muscle blood flow measurement by te 133 clearance method during rhythmic exercise, noting work load effects

Skylab habitability facilities for astronaut work effectiveness and physical well being

Work load and maximum physical exercise duration relationship for forearm reciprocating flexion and extension, cranking of both arms and bicycle pedalling

Subjective fatigue feeling correlation to symptoms based on bank clerks and broadcasting workers work load assessment ratings

A-462
Maximal sweat evaporative heat loss and permitted work load measurements as function of temperature and clothing insulation

Astronaut work capacity investigation methodology, including Kakchev, Kosilov, Zinchenko, Pratsevich and Kraselin experiments

Relationships between cardiac volume, physical work capacity, and blood volume in healthy men and women with varying range of performance

Oxygen consumption and work capacity during long term flight of space vehicle Soyuz 9

Oxygen consumption and work capacity in fitness evaluations on Canadian armed forces personnel

Forty eight hour continuous work-sleep loss effects on human performance - Tamas project

Method for evaluating work capacity of astronaut in spacecraft control, based on probability iterative techniques and linear differential transforms

Resting oxygen consumption in exercise-trained and nontrained normal, hypophysectomized and thyroidectomized rats

Circadian work-rest cycles in isolated humans

Visual task vigilance deterioration under hypoxia, considering work-rest schedule effect and IQ scores

Oxygen uptake kinetics in human submaximal exercise

Human strength decrement and recovery for repetitive axial muscular exertions with various intertrials

Human sleep deprivation research, discussing task performance, man machine interaction and work-rest cycles

Tolerance time for hot humid conditions, considering acclimatized and unacclimatized men at rest and at work with moderate rate of energy expenditure

Knowledge of results and rest pauses effect on neuromotor skills at different training conditions

Neuroendocrine and metabolic responses to rotating workshift scheduling using urinalysis to assess physiological disturbances and adaptive changes

Diurnal rhythms of adrenaline secretion in subjects with different working habits, comparing catecholamine excretion under relaxation conditions

Serotonin role in central nervous system activity, stressing sleep/wakefulness cycle regulation

Diurnal rhythms of human physiological functions and performance during frequently alternating sleep-work cycles

Astronaut work-rest schedule principles during space flight, discussing circadian rhythms and desynchronosis

Lactic and succinic acids and creatine phosphates contents in rat hind leg muscles during swimming and at rest

Human fatigue with emphasis on chronic conditions alleviated by rest or sleep, recommending elimination of conditions resulting in excessive stress, anxiety or boredom

Electroencephalographic evaluation of brain functions disturbances in response to stress in flying personnel, relating fatigue and rest periods allocation

Trace processes as basis for efficiency change during exercise and active rest

In-flight study of work/rest cycle effects on double crew performance and fatigue in flying transport missions

Stability of sleep patterns in young adults for sequential nights over three week period

Effects of repeated maximal isometric exertions with various intertrials on fatigue function and determining relationship between strength and relative decrement

Rest and activity cycles for maintaining efficiency of military flight operations personnel

Effect of work-rest cycles on performance of flight crews and supervisory personnel

Differences between military and commercial flight work-rest cycles and physiological stresses

Work-rest cycles in air traffic control tasks

Physiological measurements on divers in underwater drilling facility to determine work-rest cycle characteristics

Formulation of work and rest schedules for optimum performance of spacecrews

Human performance and recovery in man machine systems of continuous operations and work/rest schedules
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ZOND 6 SPACE PROBE
Biological effects on animals and plants onboard Zond-5, 6, and 7
[ NASA-TT-P-13372 ]

ZOND 7 SPACE PROBE
Postflight histological analysis of turtles aboard Zond 7, noting decrease in cell nuclei size due to space flight conditions adaptation
[ NASA-TT-P-13372 ]
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Subject: Preliminary report of biologic testing of laser protective materials

Abstract:

The preliminary report of biologic testing of laser protective materials is presented. The report discusses the effects of low-grade hypoxia on performance in a vigilance situation. The study involved private pilots and was conducted to investigate the impact of hypoxia on human performance in a simulated environment.

Key Findings:

1. The performance of pilots was significantly affected by low-grade hypoxia.
2. There was a decrease in vigilance and an increase in error rates.
3. Cognitive tasks such as tracking and pattern recognition were impaired.

Conclusion:

The study highlights the importance of understanding the effects of hypoxia on human performance, particularly in aviation contexts. Further research is recommended to develop strategies for mitigating these effects.
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**AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH LABS., MELBOURNE (AUSTRALIA).**
Aerodynamic system for dropping emergency pumping equipment to distressed boats - Phase 1
[AD-712289]
p0114 N71-12337
Aerodynamic system for dropping emergency pumping equipment to distressed boats - Phase 2
[AD-712289]
p0115 N71-12338

**ABBEYFORD RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER, ABBEYFORD PROVING GROUND, MD.**
Cross-referenced directory of reports of Human Engineering Laboratories 1953 to 1970
[AD-715961]
p0536 N71-31617

**ADAPTINONICS, INC., MCLEAN, VA.**
Bionic model for adaptive flight control system
[NASA-CR-117807]
p0340 N71-23060

**ADVANCED METALS RESEARCH CORP., BURLINGTON, MASS.**
Electron microprobe X ray analysis of atmospheric aerosol particles
[AD-195923]
p0049 N71-11079

**ADVISORY GROUP FOR AEROSPACE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, PARIS (FRANCE).**
Physiopathology and pathology of spinal affections in aerospace medicine
[AGARD-AG-140-76]
p0396 N71-10175
Legal, preventive, and clinical aspects of aerospace medicine
[AGARD-CP-61-76]
p0064 N71-11601
Difficulties of circumscribing danger zones for other aerial radar personnel
[AGARD-CP-61-76]
p0065 N71-11610

**BIOTECHNICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE, OHIO.**
Sinoatrial conducition in rats by pure oxygen
[AGARD-CP-55-76]
p0137 N71-13876

**BIONAUTICAL SYSTEMS DIV., WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO.**
Effect of work-rest cycles on performance of flight crews and supervisory personnel
[AD-715961]
p0218 N71-15699
Test and evaluation of lap belt protection and comparison with lap belt plus air cushion restraint on human and baboon subjects
[AGARD-CP-55-76]
p0037 N71-22451
Assessment of biodynamic aspects and protection provided by lap belts, lap belt plus air bag, and air bag only restraint systems using baboon subjects
[AGARD-CP-55-76]
p0037 N71-22452

**AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LABS., WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO.**
Effects of noise and vibration on psychomotor performance
[AGARD-CP-55-76]
p0039 N71-10091
Comparative effects of auditory and extra auditory acoustic stimulation on human equilibrium and motor performance
[AGARD-CP-55-76]
p0040 N71-10087
Sensory perception of ultralow frequency sinusoidal proprioceptive stimuli
[AGARD-CP-55-76]
p0040 N71-10248
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Mathematical model representing human performance reliability for laboratory vigilance and manual control tasks

[A&D-727766]
p0650 N71-36503

AIR SEARCH SISTERS COMMAND, WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB, OHIO.

News releases on cosmonauts from Soyuz 7 and 8 and flight training

[A&D-716771]
p0167 N71-16979

Long term adaptation of pursuit rotor performance to impulsive acoustic stimulation

[A&D-715829]
p0227 N71-18363

Evaluation of quality of signs used in construction of pattern recognition algorithms

[A&D-717887]
p0340 N71-23294

Effect of weightlessness on cardiovascular and uretic functions in human subjects

[A&D-719790]
p0391 N71-29997

Regeneration of spacecraft cabin atmosphere utilizing photosynthesis of unicellular algae

[A&D-719831]
p0392 N71-25099

Applications of X-ray photography to diagnosis of cardiovascular and respiratory system diseases

[A&D-700226]
p0895 N71-29561

Radiation hazards of space flights and biological effects on cosmonauts

[A&D-727245]
p0653 N71-37649

Factors affecting diurnal work-rest cycle for spacecrews

[A&D-727226]
p0653 N71-37650

Design and components of closed-cycle life support system for extended manned space flights

[A&D-729448]
p0657 N71-37680

AIR TRANSPORT COMMAND, TILTON (ONAHIO).

Differences between military and commercial flight crews work-rest cycles and physiological stresses

p0218 N71-16913

AIR RESEARCH MPG., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Design and specifications for advanced extravehicular space suit

[NASA-CP-168666]
p0056 N71-11177

Metabolic cost evaluation of self-locomotion in simulated linear gravity using space suits and carts including weight load and surface effects

[NASA-CP-16997]
p0090 N71-20698

System and component design and development for intermediate water recovery system for 3-man, earth orbital spacecraft on 1-year mission

[NASA-CP-114960]
p0037 N71-22513

Component specifications and computer program for intermediate water recovery system on manned spacecraft

[NASA-CP-119661]
p0337 N71-22514

Metabolic effects of long duration exercise at moderate work loads including tables of heart rate, rectal temperature, minute volume, water balance, and respiratory quotient

[NASA-CP-115033]
p0436 N71-27704

AKARITA HANE UBSI, KIWI.

Physiological effects of 18 day space flight on crew of Soyuz-9

p0110 N71-12308

AMERICAN INST. FOR RESEARCH, PITTSBURGH, PA.

Taxonomy of human performance including mean values of performance measures and relevant factor loadings for variety of tasks

[A&D-721217]
p0342 N71-27477

AMERICAN NUCLEAR INDUSTRIES, INC., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Maximum allowable plutonium-239 load in humans and maximum allowable plutonium-239 concentration in air at work locations

[A&D-709584]
p0238 N71-19347

ANALYTICAL RESEARCH LABS., INC., MONROVIA, CALIF.

Physicochemical factors affecting activated charcoal adsorption of contaminants using mathematical models - tables

[NASA-CP-115202]
p0654 N71-37557

APPLIED PHYSICS LAB., JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV., SILVER SPRING, MD.

Phenomenological theory for describing intracocular pressure regulation in normal eye and consequences of deterioration of pressure regulation in abnormal eye

p0165 N71-15858

APPLIED PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES, WAYNE, PA.

Stochastic model for computerized simulation of closed man machine system operated by crew

[A&D-720354]
p0398 N71-26076

ARGONNE CANCER RESEARCH HOSPITAL, CHICAGO, ILL.

Describing and comparing resolution characteristics of rectilinear brain scanner

[A&D-1000-190]
p0299 N71-11197

Chemical composition changes of mitochondria during cardiac hypertrophy and hypoxia

[A&D-1000-190]
p0276 N71-16367

Hypertrophy and hypoxia effects on turnover of myocardial proteins and mitochondrial components in hearts of normal rats

[A&D-1000-214]
p0101 N71-21526

ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB., ILL.

Radiobiological indices for occupational exposure of human subjects

[A&D-76000]
p0159 N71-16578

Maxima allowable plutonium-239 load in humans and maximum allowable plutonium-239 concentration in air at work locations

[A&D-738568]
p0238 N71-19347

 Peroxidase and catalase activity and hyperoxia effects on mice organs, leucocytes, and erythrocytes in pure oxygen under pressure

[A&D-785877]
p0432 N71-27290

ARGONNE UNIVERSITY ASSOCIATES, ILL.

Proceedings from conference on role of national laboratories and universities in solving environmental problems

[COMP-690705]
p0118 N71-13855

ARIZONA STATE UNIV., TEMPE.

Effects of hyperbaric environments on priates neurovascular control

[A&D-736289]
p0509 N71-31507

ARIZONA UNIV., TUCSON.

Statistical analysis of ecological variables across grassy geological surface

[COO-1621-2]
p0105 N71-12304

ARMY FORCES RADIOBIOLOGY RESEARCH INST., BETHESDA, MD.

Effects of 15,000-rads pulsed gamma-neutron radiation on behavioral performance of monkeys

[A&D-7105054]
p0050 N71-11088

Radiation hardened transmitter surgical implantation in animals for electrocardiogram biotelemetry in radiation environments

[A&D-718315]
p0347 N71-23478

ARMY AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH LAB., FORT RUCKER, ALA.

Influence of vestibular stimulation and display luminance on compensatory tracking task performance

[NASA-CP-111111]
p0044 N71-10499

Incidence and costs of pilot disorientation Army aircraft accidents during fiscal year 1971

[A&D-710987]
p0045 N71-10695

Evaluating psychological and physiological factors in designing ejection seats and parachutes

[A&D-711920]
p0055 N71-11121

Refractive error effects on pilot performance during rotary wing and fixed wing tasks

p0066 N71-11814

Sound attenuation characteristics of military ear protective devices and helmets

p0067 N71-11819

Stresses and adaptation problems associated with large scale, long range, rapid reaction time, aerial troop deployments

p0285 N71-20360

Stress response prediction by correlation technique and control of stress perception by human nervous system

[A&D-716697]
p0299 N71-21150

Reliability of vestibular orientation test for motion sickness reaction produced by human head movements in rotating chair

[A&D-716767]
p0302 N71-21650

Comparison of operator performance limits and nystagmus induced by angular accelerations about pitch and yaw axes

[A&D-717566]
p0328 N71-21913

Effect of isoniazid therapy on pilot performance

[A&D-721624]
p0840 N71-28288

Human dynamic response to impact acceleration minus G sub x - measurements on head and neck

[A&D-717130]
p0535 N71-31616

Approach indicator oscillation and illuminating effects on human performance of compensatory tracking tasks

[NASA-CP-119640]
p0536 N71-31618
to simulated armored vehicle p0298 N71-21041
Visual effects from moving achromaticizing lens in
front of eye while viewing multicolored pattern
[AD-717232] p0298 N71-21041

ARMY WATIC LABS., MASS.
Swelling cylinder for testing heat and water vapor
transfer characteristics of protective clothing
systems [AD-72399a] p0115 N71-12360
Design and development of air conditioned
protective clothing [AD-713581] p0163 N71-11741
Performance of protective clothing in large J-4
fuel fires [AD-724688] p0543 N71-32925

ARMY PERSONNEL RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT,
BLYLEST,
(ENGLAND)
Oxygen consumption and heart rate measurements for
estimating exercise tolerance of military personnel
[AD-716312] p0389 N71-22308

ARMY RESEARCH INST. OF ENVIRONMENTAL MEDICINE,
WATICK, MASS.
Acute mountain sickness in humans p0553 N71-11102
Physical fitness assessment of older pilots in
relation to flight requirements and
physiological responses p0333 N71-22304

ARMY TEST AND EVALUATION COMMAND, ABERDEEN PROVING
GROUND, MD.
Evaluation procedures for oxygen and protective
aviation masks [AD-719105] p0387 N71-24941
Human factor considerations applicable to aviation
airframe and avionics [AD-719108] p0380 N71-24953
Evaluation of protective clothing for flight crew
members [AD-719106] p0380 N71-24940

ACQUISITION, DC. SYSTEMS RELIABILITY LAB., ARLINGTON,
VA.
Optimization of human performance with night
vision devices and related sensors [AD-718463]
p0159 N71-14576
Optimized search techniques with passive night
vision devices [AD-722336] p0040 N71-28359
Effects of search area size on target acquisition
with passive night vision devices [AD-722355]
p0041 N71-28360

ARMY BOARD FOR AVIATION ACCIDENT RESEARCH, FORT
BUCKEE, ALA.
Operational characteristics and pilot experience in
civil aviation accidents caused by alcohol
intoxication p0064 N71-11802

ARMS HENOWER, MD.
Work intensities with greatest endurance reduction
due to inspiratory resistance and carbon dioxide
inhalation [AD-716580] p0278 N71-19720
Single cell responses within cat medulla during
constant angular accelerations [AD-724628]
p0610 N71-30669

ARMO FOREIGN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER,
CHARLESTOVILLE, VA.
Muscular fatigue and nervous tension measurements
for determining physical work fatigue
[AD-721246] p0031 N71-27176
Varying viewpoints on controversial and unsolved
problems in cybernetics [AD-726970]
p0650 N71-36501

ARMY FOREIGN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER,
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Circadian rhythm of light sensitivity in visual
perception thresholds of men [AD-716564]
p0169 N71-16313

ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH AND NUTRITION LAB., DENVER,
COLO.
Diet and altitude effects on body composition of
growing rats [AD-712239] p0052 N71-11099
Chemical analysis of thiamine metabolism in man
[AD-712238] p0052 N71-11099
Acute mountain sickness in humans
[AD-712282] p0053 N71-11102
Human caloric requirements when working in extreme
climatic environments p0287 N71-20367
Metabolic imbalances and body hypohydration during
food deprivation for 10 days p0288 N71-20368
Species comparison of cardiac hypertrophy in
animals chronically exposed at sea level, 5,380,
11,140, and 14,110 feet [AD-720596]
p0398 N71-26167

ARMY MEDICAL RESEARCH LAB., FORT KNOE, KY.
Effects of repeated maximal isometric exercises
with various intertrial intervals on fatigue
function and determining relationship between
strength and relative decrement [AD-716190]
p0171 N71-16399
Real ear evaluation of earplugs using comparison
of noise bands to pure tones [AD-715480]
p0228 N71-18536
Human performance in color naming and word reading
with and without Strowp interference
[AD-716351] p0275 N71-19579
Synchronous earplug evaluation, emphasizing noise
reduction and speech intelligibility
[AD-716356] p0277 N71-19604
Effects of long term exposure on auditory
thresholds for discrete tonal signals and
recovery from temporary threshold shifts
[AD-716356] p0285 N71-20353
Nasal growth and recovery function for temporary
threshold shifts produced by extended exposure
[AD-716356] p0285 N71-20353
Effects of worldwide power requirements on biochemistry, molecular biology, radiochemistry, nerve mechanisms of vestibular reactions.

Required ventilation rates determined.

Computerized radionuclide activation analysis of fecal samples from Apollo.

Cosmic radiation dosage measurement of astronauts.

Gamma ray spectrometer for measuring radiation exposure of body.

Activation analysis of Krypton-85.

Decontamination of spacecraft components with ethylene oxide as a function of parameters of gas sterilization processes.

Automated microbial metabolism life detection experiments on space rocket system.

Equations of motion for energetic X rays.

Human exposure to particulate radiation and plasma hormones.

Human exposure to particulate radiation and energetic X rays.

Holographic scanning for acoustic imaging in liquid sodium.

Radiation physics, chemistry, and radiology.

BAYLOR UNIT., HOUSTON, TEX.

Development of apparatus and method for quantitatively measuring brain activity as an automatic indication of sleep state and level of consciousness.

Prototype device for monitoring sleep during manned space flight including performance tests.

Analysis of cerebral slow potentials underlying human attentive processes in central nervous system.


Development and characteristics of biomedical system for obtaining electroencephalograms and neurophysiologic data during space missions.

Red cell mass and plasma volume changes observed in astronauts on Gemini and Apollo missions.

Preflight and postflight analysis of effects of Gemini 7 mission on metabolic and endocrine systems.

Radiosynchrometric assay for ACTH levels in human plasma hormones.

BECOIN INSTRUMENTS, INC., FULLERTON, CALIF.

Spectrophotometric measurement of iodine content in spacecraft potable water supplies.

Types of biological indicators used in monitoring sterilization processes.

Decomposition of spacecraft components with ethylene oxide as function of parameters of gas sterilization processes.

Belgian Air Force, Brussels.

Medical secrets and aptitude of flying.

BELL AEROSYSTEMS CO., BUFFALO, N.Y.

Learning machines for statistical classifications of spectral patterns and graphical target recognition.

BELCOM, INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.

Equations of motion for describing weightlessness phenomena during space flight.

Human exposure to particulate radiation and energetic X rays.

BIOFIBERS, INC., ROCKVILLE, Md.

Examination of data to be obtained by Mariner Mars 1971 infrared interferometer spectrometer experiment for inferential information on Mars surface biota.

Automated microbial metabolism life detection experiments for exobiological studies.

Boeing Co., Seattle, Wash.

CT-scan of flight crew physical compatibility with crew stations based on anthropometric and
environmental data for man-water systems
[AD-716397] p0279 N71-19619
Mathematical link-system model for computerized human movement in cockpit geometry evaluation program for flight crew physical compatibility with crew stations
[AD-716398] p0280 N71-19820
Validation criteria and performance evaluation of human movement computerized simulations used in cockpit geometry evaluation program for flight crew physical compatibility with crew stations
[AD-716399] p0280 N71-19821
Spore release from solid materials by aeolian erosion on planetary surface
[NASA-CR-121422] p0549 N71-33380
Effect of hard impact and aeolian erosion on release of microorganisms from geological formations
[NASA-CR-121707] p0607 N71-34056
BOLT, BERNADEK, AND NEWMAN, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
Aerosol behavior and filtration in high pressure environment
[AD-717733] p0332 N71-22555
Model for tank interference with pilot performance in multicarrier manual control system
[NASA-CR-17461] p0389 N71-26160
Binary classification reaction time and human performance in data processing using decision making experiments
[AD-721199] p0429 N71-26885
Variability in timing of simple motor responses
[AD-721213] p0431 N71-27198
Effects of display gain and signal bandwidth on visual outputs of human controller response
[AD-727057] p0650 N71-36500
BOLT, BERNADEK, AND NEWMAN, INC., CANOGA PARK, CALIF.
Judgment of effects of Doppler shifts on perceived nonlinearity of aircraft noise by subjects in anechoic chamber
[BOSTON STATE HOSPITAL, MASS.] p0497 N71-29900
BOSTON STATE HOSPITAL, MASS.
Psychological tests for long and short sleepers
[AD-151579] p0501 N71-29900
BRANDIS UNIV., WALTHAM, MASS.
Characteristics of X irradiated lambda phages
[AD-71818] p0159 N71-14573
BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LAB., UPTON, N.Y.
Evaluation of potential hazards from tritium water in relation to nuclear power plants
[CON-700650] p0162 N71-14684
BUNBEANKA CO., CANOGA PARK, CALIF.
Selected and annotated bibliography of human performance prediction in man machine systems - Vol. 3
[BUNBEANKA CO., THOUSAND OAKS, CALIF.] p0432 N71-27251
BUREAU OF RADIATION LABS., THOUSAND OAKS, CALIF.
Development of man machine subsystems for military management information system and evaluation of display capability integrated into large scale computer
[AD-722063] p0505 N71-31335
BUREAU OF MINES, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Volume, diaphragm elasticity and area, orifice area, and L/D ratio effects on pulsation damper efficiency for smoothing personal respirator dust sampler flows
[BM-RI-7545] p0516 N71-35276
BUREAU OF RADIATIONAL HEALTH, ROCKVILLE, MD.
Annotated bibliography of regulations, standards, and guides for microwaves, and ultraviolet, laser, and television receiver radiation
[PB-189360] p0048 N71-11074
Electronic proton radiation and health physicists including ionizing radiation - conference
[PB-195772] p0275 N71-19400
Proceedings of conference on radiation control, radiation hazards, and environmental effects
[PB-196444] p0303 N71-21684
C
CALIFORNIA INST. OF TECH., PASADENA.
Proximal effects on muscular rigidity of cat gastrocnemius-soleus muscles and neuromuscular responses to shock
[AD-712212] p0055 N71-11117
CALIFORNIA UNIV., BERKELEY.
Nutrition and breeding behavior of pocket mouse for space nutrition application

C-6
Neural mechanisms underlying visual perception, arousal, and attention processes in man, cat, and monkey

(NASA-CR-122941)

p0645 N71-36646

In vitro studies using boron-labeled antibodies and elemental boron as neutron target in therapy for tumors and cancer

(NASA-CR-122925)

p0645 N71-36645

Biological effects of magnetic fields on development of papae of fruit flies and embryos of marine algae

p0648 N71-36845

CALIFORNIA UNIV., SAN DIEGO.
Mechanics of hydrogen evolution by algae

p0653 N71-11108

Investigating experimental and theoretical approaches to microdosimetry, radiobiology, and single-scan analog television systems

(NASA-CR-111820)

p0708 N71-12295

CALIFORNIA UNIV., SAN FRANCISCO.
Effects on ultraviolet radiation and X rays on mammalian cells

CrSF-10-P-2-1118

p0731 N71-14668

CANADIAN ARMED FORCES INST. OF ENVIRONMENTAL MEDICINE, TORONTO (ONTARIO).
Physical fitness training schedules for Forces flying personnel

p0335 N71-22305

Oxygen consumption and work capacity in fitness evaluations on Canadian armed forces personnel

p0334 N71-22305

Coronary system diseases in aging flight crews and removal from flying status

p0335 N71-22315

CANADIAN ARMED FORCES OF ENVIRONMENT MEDICINE, TORONTO (ONTARIO).
Post-sorter lactate analysis on pilot tissues to determine presence of technical malfunction in aircraft accident

p0636 N71-11603

Aeromedical training in Canadian facilities

p0119 N71-13877

Canadian aircrew operational aeromedical training

p0120 N71-13889

CARNegie-MELLON UNIV., PITTSBURGH, PA.
Stability, foam flow, and wave effects on hovercraft during power failure

AD-717767

p0336 N71-22445

CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIV., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Relationship between diurnal and meal driven excretory patterns in human kidney during bed rest

p0547 N71-33268

CENTRAL INST. FOR INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH, BLINDENBEK (BOHMAI).
Telemetric equipment for pulse modulation and processing of biological data

ST-PUBL-619

p0290 N71-20668

CENTRE D'ENVIRONNEMENT ET DE RECHERCHES DE MEDECINE AERONAUTIQUE, PARIS (FRANCE).
Aerospace medicine training in France

p0120 N71-13882

Effects of education and pharmacodynamics on adaptability of human beings to degraded environmental conditions

p0287 N71-20364

Characteristic flight effects on toothache developments in aircraft pilots

p0334 N71-22309

CENTER D'ESSAIS EN VOL, FREIGHT-SUR-ORGE (FRANCE).
Physiological training of military and civilian aircrews in cooperation with engineers in France

p0121 N71-13893

CENTER DE MEDECINE AERONAUTIQUE, BRUSSELS (BELGIUM).
Formula for predicting physical fitness of flying personnel in Belgium Air Force during aging process from spirometric measurements

p0336 N71-22321

CENTRE PRINCIPAL D'EXPERTISES MEDICALES DU PERSONNEL NAVIGANT, PARIS (FRANCE).
Arteriosclerosis and electrocardiographic abnormalities in aging pilots of French Air Force

p0335 N71-22318

CENTRO DI STUDIO E RICERCHE DI MEDICINA AERONAUTICA E SPATIALE, ROM (ITALY).
Histopathological and biochemical effects of decelerations on mice physiology

p0665 N71-11807

Perception and identification of images in different accelerative fields

p0058 N71-11824

CHICAGO UNIV., ILL.
High resolution scanning microscope for molecular biology

(COD-7171-21)

p0174 N71-16793

Electron microscopic studies of nerve membrane ultrastructure

p0238 N71-19313

High resolution electron microscopes for cell membrane and multi-enzyme complex studies

p0238 N71-19314

CINCINNATI UNIV., OHIO.
Physiological effects of sleep deprivation produced by simulated aircraft noise

(pFAA-NO-70-16

p0609 N71-34064

CITY UNIV. OF NEW YORK.
Bayesian model for group effects on individual decision making

p0396 N71-25871

CIVIL AERONautical INST., OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
Annotated bibliography of translations of foreign language articles on aviation medicine, vestibular function, body temperature, and physiological effects

p0390 N71-24745

Physical and biochemical measurements of air traffic controller personnel at O'Hare Airport to determine effects of duties

p0390 N71-24747

Establishment of relationship between skin temperature and ability to tolerate cold and hot environments for human subjects

p0391 N71-24748

Effect of alcohol and disorientation responses on nystagmus and vertigo during angular acceleration with and without visual fixation

p0647 N71-36477

Pilot transition from conventional visual cross pointer display to aural glide slope cues

p0396 N7-25663

CLARK (DAVID) CO., INC., NORTHER, MASS.
Design and development of pressurized suit with improved air retention and restraint coverage with passive ventilation, maximum mobility, and long term unpressurized comfort

AD-720827

CLEARING HOUSE FOR PRELIMINARY SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION, SPRINGFIELD, VA.
Selective bibliography of water and air pollution for business and industry

p0049 N71-11078

CLEMENS HOSPITAL, RHEINSTER (WEST GERMANY).
Physiological test program to evaluate physical fitness of flying personnel

p0333 N71-22302

COLORADO STATE UNIV., FORT COLLINS.
Bioenergetic protocol for evaluating effects of environment on biological systems, including metabolic effects of different gasses and oxygen toxicity

(NASA-CR-118955)

p0436 N71-28183

COLORADO UNIV., DENVER.
Influence of hypoxia on pulmonary microcirculation

AD-714671

p0169 N71-16200

COLOMBIA UNIV., NEW YORK.
Hydrodynamics of viscous internal flows with embedded particulate matter

AD-711018

p0108 N71-12299

Radiology, radiobiology, radiophysics, and biophysics research

AD-711018

p0299 N71-21167

COMMISSARIAT A L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE, CHUSSIAN (FRANCE).
Accidents of nuclear workers caused by human factors

(CEA-COMP-1516)

p0227 N71-18216

COMMISSARIAT A L'ENERGIE ATOMIQUE, PORTFAY-AUX-ROSES (FRANCE).
Radiobiological data from thin tissue samples exposed to neutron irradiation

(CEA-COMP-1554)

p0164 N71-15494

Effects of atmospheric discharges of tritiated steam on human health

(CEA-COMP-1560)

p0165 N71-15718

Gamma radiosensitivity of female Swiss-Balb mice as a function of growth rate

(CBA-3297)

p0283 N71-20176
Radio biological plasma and blood volume measurements on humans and swine
[CZA-B-8033]
p0389 W71-24627

COMMISSION A L’Energie Atomique, Saclay (France).
Spark chambers applied to nuclear medicine using thyroid example
[CZA-CORP-1578]
p0164 W71-15481

Development of sealed Pu-238 sources for implantable cardiac pacemakers
[HP-18563]
p0833 W71-27732

Protective clothing against tritium and tritiated water
[CZA-W-1413]
p0899 W71-30448

Thermal conditions under varying degrees of physical work inside pressure suits
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p0611 W71-30478

COMPUTER RESEARCH CORP., NEWTON, MASS.
Man-computer interaction and context processing for problem solving and management planning
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p0770 W71-16351

CONCEPT APPLICATIONS, LTD., SHERWOOD, M.T.
F-4E aircraft in-flight television recording system for gunnery training
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p0399 W71-26174

CONNECTICUT UNIV., STORRS.
Development of clinical pathology procedures for detection of diseases in geriatric mice and detection of titanium in lymphoid structures of hamsters, mice, and rats
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p0261 W71-26399

Man machine techniques for processing data from sonar display systems
[AD-727609]
p0656 W71-37677

Man machine systems for detection, recognition, transmission and perception of information on engineering problems
[AD-727610]
p0656 W71-37676

Development and characteristics of man machine systems for detection, recognition, transmission, and perception of information - Vol. 3
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p0657 W71-37679
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[NASA-CH-1150853]
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Survival of soil bacteria during prolonged dessication
[NASA-CH-116007]
p0228 W71-18562
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p0646 W71-36747
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Function of UV light in evolution of contemporary ribosomes
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p0651 W71-37633

COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Environmental pollution by mercury and other toxic substances
[p0657 W71-37681
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DARLING (R.H.) CO., INC., TUCSON, ARIZ.
Uniblial hose assembly and PSS oxygen and water hose designs
[NASA-CH-115157]
p0649 W71-36496

Design verification test results for uniblial hose and PSS water and oxygen hoses
[NASA-CH-115158]
p0649 W71-36497

DAYTON OHIO RESEARCH INST., OHIO
Distributed parameter mathematical model of human body in dynamic mechanical environments
[AD-717764]
p0292 W71-22130

DEEP SUBMERGENCE SYSTEMS PROJECT OFFICE, CROFT CHASE, MD.
Saturation excursion diving operations for testing extrapolated tables for repetitive decompression excursion from helium-oxygen atmospheres
[AD-718907]
p0345 W71-23352

DEFENSE RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT TORDO, DOWNSWYN (ONTARIO).
Cold exposure effects on hearing performance of trained pigeons
[PHET-722]
p0282 W71-20188

Noise hazard guide including damage risk criteria for steady state and impulse or gunfire noise
[p0293 W71-25559

DEFENSE DOCUMENTATION CENTER, ALEXANDRIA, VA.
Corrosion prevention by fungus-proofing - bibliography
[AD-720202]
p0402 W71-26638

Injuries and sickness caused by radiation and radioactive decay - bibliography
[AD-722970]
p0540 W71-32239
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[AD-724560]
p0563 W71-33088
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[AD-724600]
p0568 W71-33276

DELTALE UNIV., NEWARK.
Comparison of psychological and physiological aspects of circadian rhythm in male subjects
[AD-717982]
p0344 W71-23281

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Evaluation current and future requirements and resources for pilots and mechanics in US civil aviation
[AD-710935]
p0058 W71-11187

DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VERSUCHSANSTALT FUR LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT, BAD Godesberg (W. GERMANY).
Circadian rhythms of pilot performance in flight simulator and effects on time shift
[AD-717814]
p0068 W71-11827

Psychomotor performance during vacuum chamber altitude tolerance tests
[DLR-FB-70-37]
p0221 W71-17146

Psychological stress and bioinstrumentation
[AD-727124]
p0221 W71-17241

Physical exercise effects on stress tolerances of trained and untrained subjects
[p0334 W71-22306

Quantitative analysis of gamma asinobutycylic acid in brain after locomotion and pure oxygen breathing
[DLR-FB-71-03]
p0388 W71-24056

DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VERSUCHSANSTALT FUR LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT, HAMBURG (W. GERMANY).
Application of parallel tasks for measuring psychological stress noting pilot performance
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p0221 W71-17239

DEUTSCHE FORSCHUNGS- UND VERSUCHSANSTALT FUR LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT, GERMANY.
Workload and performance limiting factors of air traffic control radar operators
[AD-727121]
p0218 W71-16914

DEUTSCHE GESELLSCHAFT FUR LUFT- UND RAUMFAHRT, RECKLING (W. GERMANY).
Conference on bioelectromagnetics noting human psychic and physical stress
[DLR-MIT-70-11]
p0221 W71-17237

DIRECTION DES RECHERCHES ET MONTRES D'ESSAI, PARIS (FRANCE).
Utilization of potassium superoxide in regenerating expired gas
[p0699 W71-11830

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., INC., HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIF.
Space station simulator background noise effects on crew behavior during long term confinement
[AD-710911]
p0296 W71-20998

Biomedical test data for predicting weightlessness effects on man during long term space flights
[p0846 W71-28542

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., INC., SANTA MONICA, CALIF.
Manmade space flight biotechnology for spacecraft design
[p0844 W71-28529

Evaporation and filtration systems for water management in manned space vessels
[p0845 W71-28536
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Electric and magnetic fields effect on liquid crystal structure
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p0110 W71-12313

Electric field effect on crystal growth rate of molecular solids
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Electric field strength and helix pitch relationship in induced cholesteric-nematic phase transitions

Electric field effects on dielectric properties and molecular arrangements of cholesteric liquid crystals

Alternating current field induced cholesteric and nematic liquid crystal phase transitions

Dipole relaxation and molecular arrangements in liquid crystals

Dielectric constant measurements and magnetic field effects on compensated cholesteric liquid crystals

Absence of helical inversion in single component cholesteric liquid crystals

Helical twisting power of steroidal solutes in cholesteric liquid crystal mesophases

Infrared transmission measurement of pitch of cholesteric liquid crystal

DU PONT DE NEMOURS (R. I.) AND CO., AKER, S.C.
Deuterium in slow neutron radiography of biological media

DUKE UNIV., DURHAM, N.C.
Measuring decrease in concentration of adenosine triphosphate in brain of rats before onset of convulsions induced by hypoxia

DUKAS AND ASSOCIATES, INC., DARIEN, CT.
Humsfa sets thesaurus containing words and phrases which reflect concepts to be indexed in human factors engineering information retrieval system

E A G L E AND ASSOCIATES, INC., SANTA MONICA, CALIF.
Evaluating use of adaptive techniques in control of tasks or stimuli

ADAPTATION techniques for human tasks and man machine systems

Predictive and adaptive processes in control of Air Force systems

Visual performance compared using highly illuminated CRT similar to those encountered in high altitude flight in direct sunlight

EDUCATION DE LA PRATIQUE DES EAUTES ETUDES, PARIS (FRANCE)
Acoustic pattern recognition neurophysiological transformation into synthetic signals by deaf persons

EDINBURGH UNIV. (SCOTLAND)
Bionic models for pattern recognition in human and artificial brains

Neural mechanism of human cerebral cortex for speech functions

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SERVICE, ROCKVILLE, M.D.
Development and implementation of R and D and program planning capability for Environmental Health Services

Investigating information resources available to Environmental Health Service for protecting man's environment

Mathematical model for environmental transport of lead from several sources and subsequent intake by man

Model case studies of effects of DDT on human environment
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ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, ANN ARBOR, MICH.
Systems analysis of lunar shelter for habitability evaluation
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Long term percutaneous leads in artificial hearts
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Diagnostic chronological and physiological criteria in geriatrics
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Development of sealed Pu-238 sources for implantable cardiac pacemakers

EUROPEAN SPACECRAFT DEVELOPMENT FUNDATION, ROCKVILLE, M.D.
Planetary quarantine, decontamination, microbial release probabilities, and contamination logs for Venus and Mars
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Measurement of retinal image in human monkeys to determine laser radiation hazards

FAIRCHILD HILLER CORP., Farmingdale, N.Y.
Developing realistic mission models for food system to sustain spacecrew for extended periods of time

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
Storage stability of human blood cholinesterases

Aviation medicine studies - bibliography

Characteristics of optokinetic eye movement patterns and sytonus in man and animals

Conversion of data from three serum cholinesterase assay methods
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Toxic effects of endrin on brain functions of aerial applicator personnel
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Effects of posture on body fluid circulation and long term immersion effects on physiological mechanisms
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Dynamic models of human body response to acceleration environments and determination of tolerance limits
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GEORGE PASBINGTON ONIV., WASHINGTON, D.C.
Physical models for mammalian cardiovascular systems
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Biodynamic modelling of biosystems by physical and biological parameters
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Biomedical Research in Technology Utilization
[1871-21576] p0281 N71-19887

Bibliography of scientific publications and presentations relating to planetary quarantine problems -NASA project
[1871-21576] p0236 N71-32231

Transfer of aerospace technology to nonaerospace industries
[1871-21576] p0281 N71-19887

Nondestructive measurement of density, breaking strength, and modulus of elasticity of bones
[1871-21576] p0546 N71-33261

GREENE SCIENCE, LTD., SOLANA BEACH, CALIF.
Influence of electromagnetic field forces on biological systems studied on dunaliella and ciliates
[AD-714071] p0170 N71-16350
GERMAN AIR FORCE, FRAUNHOFER INSTITUT (GERMANY)
Physical exercise and fitness tests for German Air Force flying personnel p0334 N71-22307

GLASGOW UNIV., SCOTLAND.
Signal transformation by central nervous system for sensorimotor pattern construction in postural adjustment p0342 N71-23072

GOODRICH AEROSPACE CORP., AERON., OHIO.
Wind tunnel tests with human subjects to determine effects of whole body and bare hand cooling at high wind speeds as might be encountered in air-to-air rescue operations [AD-715976] p0279 N71-19813

GREULICH UNIV. (FRANCE).
Grenoble high flux reactor for nondestructive tests in biology [SP-18662] p0499 N71-30447

HAMILTON STANDARD DIV., UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP., WINDSOR LOCKS, CONN.
Integrated maneuvering life support system [NASA-CR-116502] p0275 N71-19399

HAMILTON STANDARD, WINDSOR LOCKS, CONN.
Amine absorbent for carbon dioxide concentrator in long term life support system p0293 N71-20961

Mathematical model for computerized evaluation of Sabatier reaction kinetics in oxygen recovery from carbon dioxide [NASA-CR-115026] p0400 N71-26295
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HARRIS-OXORD LABS., WASHINGTON, D.C.
Electronic device for monitoring electrocardiograms and diagnosing high or low heart rate [AD-710221] p0399 N71-10006

HARVARD SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH, BOSTON, MASS.
Effect of physical and symbolic stressors on perceptual mechanisms [AD-715308] p0227 N71-18256

Psychological factors in visual observation of solar flares and application of visual perceptions in predicting flares [AD-722471] p0497 N71-25882

HARVARD UNIV., BOSTON, MASS.
Radioactive dilution estimation of total skeletal mass in human body p0546 N71-33259

Human vasoregulation by renal, adipotensin, and aldosterone and human physiological studies using radioimmunoassays p0644 N71-36460

HARVARD UNIV., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

International control for experimentation with human eggs p0391 N71-24763

Sequential, distribution-free pattern classification procedures tested on gaussian and
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Physical exercise and environmental-mental psychotherapeutic methods in aerospace medicine p0333 N71-22303

Exercise effects on physical fitness and cardiovascular system of aging pilot p0334 N71-22310

Aging effects on pilot psychophysiologival abilities and flying proficiency p0336 N71-22319

Audioelectric evaluation of aging pilots bearing acuity in relation to flying time p0336 N71-22320

INSTITUTE OF OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH, HELSINKI (FINLAND). Steady state and dynamic experiments to determine thermoregulatory heat production in human subjects (AD-720831) p0394 N71-25756

Regional control of skin temperature and heat measurements of various body sections (AD-720830) p0397 N71-25953


INFORMATION BUSINESS MACHINES CORP., BETHESDA, MD. Human potential in space experimentation and operation of orbiting research laboratory p0444 N71-28530

INFORMATION BUSINESS MACHINES CORP., GAITHERSBURG, MD. Man-machine interactive information system functions and effectiveness of free-form query with combinatorial search algorithm and various techniques for online browsing [AD-716594] p0299 N71-21229

Breathing metabolic simulator design for test and evaluation of breathing and life support equipment [NASA-CR-122998] p0689 N71-36498

INTERNATIONAL INST. FOR SCIENTIFIC COOPERATION, ULM AND DER DONAU (WEST GERMANY). Proceedings of conference on interaction between atmospheric environment and human system at cell level [AD-720501] p0615 N71-35256

IOWA HOSP., IOWA CITY. Kinetic analysis of inaccessible three-dimensional mechanism for application to human skeletal kinesiology p0650 N71-11083

ISRAEL PROGRAM FOR SCIENTIFIC TRANSLATIONS, LTD., JERUSALEM. Biological effects of microwaves in occupational hygiene [NASA-TT-F-631] p0160 N71-14632

ISTITUTO DI FISICA DELL'ATMOSFERA, ROME (ITALY). Effects of air conditioning on human body [TPR-SR-25-1] p0167 N71-12286

Atmospheric circulation and aerosol pollution transport noting role of temperature inversions [TPR-BRD-361] p0542 N71-32063


ITALIAN AIR FORCE AEROSPACE MEDICAL CENTER, ROME. Heat tolerance of athletes during muscular exercise in various thermal environments p0287 N71-20366

ITALIAN AIR FORCE MEDICAL SERVICE OF THE 2D AIR REGION, ROME. Statistical analysis on accidental injuries sustained by military airforce personnel p0065 N71-11095

ITALIAN AIR FORCE MILITARY SCHOOL OF AVIATION MEDICINE, ROME. Italian aerospace medicine training for military and civilian personnel p0120 N71-13885

ITALIAN AIR FORCE PSYCHO-PHYSIOLOGICAL INST., NAPLES. Cardio-respiratory functional tests reliability in military pilot selection p0067 N71-11818

Application of psychotherapy in aviation psychiatry for treatment of syndromes of reactive nature p0337 N71-22557

Lipid uptake prediction by prosthetic heart valve p050a N71-31113

Space release from solid materials by aeolian erosion on planetary surface [NASA-CR-12192] p0589 N71-33380

Decontamination of spacecraft components with ethylene oxide as function of parameters of gas concentration, time, temperature, and relative humidity [NASA-CR-121764] p0608 N71-34057

Enzyme reaction model of flow dilution effect on blood coagulation in vivo [NASA-CR-122929] p0645 N71-36790


JOCHEN PROESEING ASSOCIATES, INC., ANN ARBOR, MICH. Application of cinemohorismography to study of microcirculation hemodynamics and related physiological studies of man and animal [AD-719401] p0389 N71-24690

JOHANN-WOLFGANG-GOETHE-UNIVERSITAT, FRANKFURT AM MAIN (WEST GERMANY). Ultraviolet radiation and high vacuum space environment simulation for bioluminiscence bacteria [BMV-FS-V-70-46] p0165 N71-15724

JOINT PUBLICATIONS RESEARCH WASHINGTON, D.C. Using underwater photography to demonstrate formation of mobile roughness in skin of humans and dolphins due to external hydrodynamic forces [JPRU-1975] p0167 N71-10952

Aerospace medicine and bioastronautics conference papers [JPRU-51660] p0053 N71-11105

Investigating effects of oxygen, nitrogen, and rare gas mixtures at increased pressures on narco-sedation tendencies of man [JPRU-51714] p0054 N71-11110

Measuring external symptoms of nitrogen narcosis in human subjects breathing air at increased pressures p0054 N71-11111

External manifestations of psychophysiologival effects and narcosis in subjects breathing helium-oxygen mixture at increased pressures [JPRU-51713] p0054 N71-11113

Investigating dynamics of narcosis in man from breathing nitrogen and rare gas mixtures under constant pressures for one hour p0054 N71-11114

Effect of nitrogen, argon, and helium respiratory mixtures on humans at increased pressures p0054 N71-11115

Functional state of central nervous system during development of epilepsy and narcosis in man and animals subjected to increased pressures of...
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Investigating dependence of bioelectric activity
Investigating functional changes in physiological responses of Soyuz 9 crew members during prolonged flight
Evaluating bone tissue optical density and calcium content in blood serum and urine of Soyuz 9 crew members
Investigating effects of weightlessness on neuromuscular system of Soyuz 9 crew members
Investigating direct posture regulation of Soyuz 9 crew members before and after flight
Investigating shifts in composition of autoliquiflora on skin and state of natural immunity of cosmonauts during prolonged flight aboard Soyuz 9 spacecraft
Investigating diet and nutritional requirements of Soyuz 9 crew members
Investigating effects of weightlessness on enzyme secretion function of digestive system of Soyuz 9 crew members
Investigating physiological reactions of auditory and vestibular analyzers in crew members of Soyuz 9 spacecraft
Examining dynamics of orthostatic stability of Soyuz 9 cosmonauts before and after flight using active and passive tests
Studying cardiovascular effects of prolonged confinement in Soyuz 9 simulator during normal and modified work and rest cycles
Investigating electroencephalographic and behavioristic changes in rabbits and humans exposed to acute hypoxia
Visual and acoustic discrimination of dolphins under conditions of good and poor visibility
Transactions on space biology and medicine
Carbon dioxide concentration control in pressure chamber during atmospheric regeneration by Chlorella
Chlorella cultivation for purifying isolated environments of toxic gaseous contaminants
Chemical and biological antiradiation drugs for space flight
Space flight radiation protection using antiradiation drugs
Proton irradiation of dogs to determine value of shielding body organs
Unilateral labyrinthectomy model for evaluating drug effects on vestibular function in guinea pigs
Circulating blood volume changes after lower body negative pressure exposure
Acceleration effect on hematopoietic barrier permeability in rabbits

Relative biological effectiveness of multiflaved ionizing radiation of Challorrella
Ionizing radiation effect on biological properties of food products
Human immunology on prolonged diet of dehydrated foods
Streptococcal flora of human oral cavity during prolonged confinement
Hypokalemia effects during 120-day bed confinement with drug therapy
Reflex excitability of nervous and muscular systems in Soyuz 4 and 5 cosmonauts
Correlations between diurnal indices of cerebral and systemic circulation
Gas bubble growth and compression in body physical systems and tissues
Otolithic reactions in rabbits and cats after intravenous injection of sodium bicarbonate
Self stimulation and avoidance reactions in rabbits when breathing virtually pure oxygen
Liver and skeletal muscle morphology in rats under hypokalemia and protein deficiency
Strain gauge sensing element for measuring skeletal muscle contraction
Summary of conference papers on life support systems in space
Proceedings summary for meeting on aviation and space medicine research
Summary data on aviation and space medicine research
Changes in bioelectric potentials in brains of rabbits subjected to X ray irradiation and acceleration on centrifuge
Human life maintenance during space flight
Intelligence, speed, and conversational ability of dolphins
Averaging of thought processes in recreating past experiences
Physiological measurements on divers in underwater drilling facility to determine work-rest cycle characteristics
Characteristics of low-entropy system of superlight particles capable of producing some prelogical informational functions of brain and consciousness
Investigation of movement of ciliary infusoria in gaseous contaminants
Evaluation of frequency spectra of human speech as method for determining degree and nature of emotional stress
Hygiene and clinical physiology of men living in Antarctica
Psychophysiological analysis of management, control type of work processes based on concepts of cybernetics
Human acclimatization to high altitudes, monsoons, and hot, dry weather
Seasonal variations in physiology of old-timers and newcomers in monsoon climate
Seas~ season variations in thermoregulation of residents in hot, dry climates with respect to age and sex p0328 N71-22002
Physiological adaptation to high altitudes in experienced and novice mountain climbers from northern and southern regions p0329 N71-22003
Physiological responses to long term living at high altitudes p0329 N71-22004
Physiological responses to long term living at medium elevations p0329 N71-22005
High altitude acclimatization and physiological changes in humans p0329 N71-22006
Bionics modeling of enzyme analysis of toxic compounds and olfactory system simulation [JPRS-52605] p0330 N71-22007
Hydrodynamics, marine biology, biomimes, dolphins, sharks, porpoises, traveling waves, fluid flow, viscous fluids, nervous system, skin structure, swimming [JPRS-52605] p0330 N71-22008
Swimming speed and kinematics of Black Sea fish species p0330 N71-22009
Quantitative analysis of hydrodynamic swimming characteristics of salt water fish p0330 N71-22010
Oscillatory characteristics of swimming and locomotion of aquatic animals p0330 N71-22011
Resonance characteristics of dolphin swimming and locomotion verified by underwater photography p0330 N71-22012
Physiological investigation of Grays paradox on locomotion of dolphins under turbulent flow conditions p0331 N71-22013
Biological efficiency of swimming fish based on oxygen consumption p0331 N71-22014
Maneuverability and controllability of dolphins compared to performance characteristics of manganese underwater vehicles p0331 N71-22015
Hydrostatic factors affecting diving capabilities of dolphins p0331 N71-22016
Morphological examination of nervous systems and muscular functions in dolphin tail during locomotion p0331 N71-22017
Structure and innervation of Black Sea dolphin skin and protection provided internal organs and tissues during deep dives from high hydrostatic pressure p0331 N71-22018
Morphological investigation of neural structures of frontal cushion of dolphins p0331 N71-22019
Histological examination of skin layers and scales of sharks and effects on locomotion p0332 N71-22020
Microthoraxin measurement of temperature distribution on body surface of dolphins p0332 N71-22021
Underwater acoustic measurements of dolphin and harbor porpoise activity under various situations and conditions p0332 N71-22022
Space biology and medicine including selection and training of cosmonauts, flight safety, and health during long space flights [JPRS-52929] p0334 N71-22023
Biological and geological aspects of soil science [JPRS-52656] p0401 N71-22024
Nutritional requirements of astronauts under open underwater stations and weightlessness [JPRS-53161] p0402 N71-22025
Effect of ultrasound on nucleic acids in rat organs and possibility of local action of focused ultrasound through skull portions in animals and man [JPRS-53177] p0429 N71-26892

Dynamics of content of nucleic acids in rat organs following exposure to ultrasound p0430 N71-26893
Possibility of focused ultrasound to act locally on brain structures of animals and man without opening skull p0430 N71-26894
Display system information content characteristics and relationship with operator performance and psychophysiological factors in data processing [JPRS-53246] p0435 N71-22893
Aerospace medicine, life support system, and psychophysiological problems and environmental factors in space flight [JPRS-53311] p0435 N71-22894
Microbiological ecology of manned space flights, exobiology, sterilization, and life support systems [JPRS-53388] p0437 N71-22894
Hypoxic hypoxia effects on human and animal resistance to infectious diseases and immunobiological reactivity p0437 N71-22895
Physiological effects of high carbon dioxide concentrations in helium/oxygen and argon/oxygen atmospheres on rats at ambiant temperatures p0437 N71-22896
Prolonged immersion effects on human water/mineral metabolisms p0437 N71-22897
Physiological effects of ionized air on mice acetylcholine/cholinesterase system p0437 N71-22898
Grain cereals as polyfunctional autotrophic components of closed ecological life support systems p0438 N71-22899
Oxygen productivity of conveyor plantings in bioregenerative life support systems p0438 N71-228910
Quantitative analysis of lipid, protein, and carbohydrate content in Chlorella cultivation by pyrolysis and gas chromatography p0438 N71-228911
Postflight metabolic and renal functional shifts in Soyuz spacecraft cosmonauts p0438 N71-228912
Adaptation of human physiological functions and performances to variations in diurnal sleep and wakefulness cycles p0438 N71-228913
Psychophysiological stimulation of humans, monkeys and rats by color schemes for spacecraft cabin interiors p0438 N71-228914
Gasous impurities in air exhaled by humans under hypoxic atmospheres on rats at ambient temperatures p0438 N71-228915
Acceleration effects on vestibular stimulation of external respiratory function and respiration center neuron activity p0438 N71-228916
Evaluation of human vestibular tolerance by Coriolis acceleration test p0439 N71-228917
Vector analysis for estimating acceleration forces affecting human receptors in semicircular canals during rotation p0439 N71-228918
Visual stimuli discrimination in sensorimotor performance test for pilot selection p0439 N71-228919
Tissue resistance changes in immobilized rats p0439 N71-228920
Hypoxia effects on erythrocyte of splenectomized dogs p0439 N71-228921
Physiological effects of reduced gravity, restricted mobility, gamma irradiation, and magnetic fields on human and animal subjects [JPRS-53488] p0441 N71-228922
Analysis of data on human ability to perform different locomotor acts under conditions of reduced gravity p0441 N71-228923
Effect of relative hypoxia on intensity of formation and body elimination of ketones, aldehydes, carbon monoxide, and ammonia p0441 N71-228924
Effect of hypoxic hypoxia and hypercapnia on calcium, inorganic phosphorus, and total protein in blood of rats during hypodynamia
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Effects of gamma radiation on lifetime of red blood cells and bone marrow production in dogs exposed to cobalt 60 irradiation for two and one half years
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Effects of chronic and repeated gamma radiation on morphological structure of peripheral blood and bone marrow in dogs following exposure for one year
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Analysis of requirement for artificial mineralization of water regenerated from human wastes during spaceflight
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Effect of high altitude adaptation on cellular respiration in rats
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Effects of exposure in permanent magnetic fields on hypothalamic system of rabbits
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Effect of amytetravite and adenosine toward increasing natural body radioresistance
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Simulation of radiation exposure from galactic cosmic radiation and solar flare radiation by gamma radiation from cobalt 60 sources
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Formulation of work and rest schedules for optimum performance of spacecrews
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Effects of changes in partial pressure of carbon dioxide on acid-base equilibrium in human blood
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Determination of the effect of weightlessness on muscle tone by measurement of firmness and bioelectric activity of muscles
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Medical examination of civil aviation flight personnel to determine predispensing factors for atherosclerosis
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Physical examination and analysis of hemodynamic parameters of overweight flying personnel
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Clinical and experimental investigations of effect of motor activity restriction on cardiac function in human and animal subjects
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Analysis of relationship between regulation rate and volume and minute volume of respiration under variety of physical loads
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Analysis of urea output in dogs under influence of simulated flight stress conditions
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Analysis of the effects of regional blood circulation on intensity of muscular response to stimuli
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Use of electroencephalograms in evaluation of emotional state of aircraft pilot during flight
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Problems of mathematical modeling in microbiological processes
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Computerized simulation of influenza epidemic from one city over vast territory
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Long term hyperoxigen exposure effects on human respiratory physiology
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Systematic approach to ecology, trophodynamics, biogenesis, and biogeocenosis
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Design and operation of complex man machine systems and heuristic solution to automatic control problems in production engineering and biotechnological situations
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Design and evaluation of information display systems and development of operator work station stages
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Automatic monitoring of human operator state in closed, man machine systems with biomedical application

E.

Human factors engineering in man machine system design

E.

Heuristic problems in design and operation of large scale man machine systems
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Heuristic decision making programs for man machine systems
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Mathematical models of microbiological production processes

E.

Effect of changes in metabolism of pyridoxine and serotonin on human vestibular disturbances during turbulent flight conditions

E.

Analog to digital converters for voice signal analysis

E.

Problems of automatic auditory pattern recognition and solutions

E.

Analog to digital converters for description and recognition of voice signals

E.

Mathematical models of vision processes and relationship between memory and perception, and development of improved computer technology

E.

Numerical analysis and mathematical models to describe vision process

E.

Analysis of registering structure as memory model and role in perception processes

E.

Development of analog model of nerve adaptation and simulation of spontaneous activity of neuron network

E.

Cybernetics research involving neuron network simulation and synthesis of optimal scanning systems

E.

Synthesis of optimal search scanning systems using special filament optical image converters

E.

Cybernetics including models for statistical decision making, biomechanical systems, and complex stochastic system

E.

Model for quantitatively examining performance of automatic machines with normal and disturbed functions in statistical decision making

E.

Dynamic reactions of operators with random vibrational stimuli and biomechanical systems

E.

Medical and biological problems of prolonged manned space flight

E.

Weightlessness effects on human sensorimotor performance and locomotion

E.

Long term hypokinesia effects on rat serotonin metabolism

E.

Physical training, cold adaptation, and adaptogen pharmacetics for increased physiological stress resistance in rats

E.

Low temperature cytophysiological adaptation of human and mammalian cells

E.

Radial acceleration effects on spinal cord induced potentials of intact and labyrinthectomized rats

E.

Abdominal and head shielding effects on blood serum protein metabolism of gamma irradiated dogs

E.

Compensatory capabilities of vestibulocerebellum, hypothalamus, and central nervous system toward gravitational effects on cats during orthostasis
Experiment for observing human spatial activity under psychologically difficult conditions of modified postural-motor regime for astronaut selection  

Probable response of Kansas streams to various patterns of rainfall augmentation (PB-196510)  

Human visual perception in space flight  

Probable response of Kansas streams to various patterns of rainfall augmentation (PB-196510)  

Kentucky Univ., Lexington. Structural development of bone in rats under earth gravity, simulated weightlessness, hypergravity, and mechanical vibration. 

Laboratoire de Physiologie Acoustique, Jouvren-Josas (France). 

Electrocommunication as bionic communication systems for bats and dolphins. 


S. P. Systems, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio. 

Application of chlorination processes in water reclamation for advanced life support systems. 


Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Huntsville, Ala. 

Zero-gravity absorption refrigeration system design and performance testing for space station environmental control application. 

Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Sunnyvale, Calif. Water electrolysis system for oxygen production during long term manned test of space station simulator. 

Psychophysiologic factors of manned space flight. 

Design, fabrication, and testing of circulating electrolyte type water electrolysis system for automatic control of spacecraft total pressure and oxygen partial pressure. 

Lowry (Raymond) / Smith (William), Inc., New York. 

Design concepts for crew accommodations, personal equipment, and facilities for space station components. 


Ultrasound bioacoustic research using rodents and insects. 

Los Alamos Scientific Lab., N. Mex. 

Production of algae containing 93 percent C-13. 

Comparative tests of finested masks. 

Combined effects of optical absorption and thermal conduction in retinal tissue calculated for establishing thresholds for eyeburn in imaging intense light sources as lasers and nuclear explosions. 

Efficiency as function of particle size and velocity for commercial filter media. 

Louisiana State Univ., Baton Rouge. 

Mathematical models for explaining working of physiological systems in plants. 

Paraffinic hydrocarbons in tobacco tissue cultures. 

Mechanical response of frog membrane to stimulating frequencies and electrophysiologically determined hearing areas. 

Louisville Univ., Ky. 

Coding related to speed and accuracy of recall. 

Fifty four hour continuous work-sleep loss effects on human performance - Thesis project. 

Human factors engineering in optimizing visual perception of sonar and radar displays. 

Relationship between air blast injury and impairment of pulmonary function in dogs and sheep. 

Biomechanical tradeoff study for cabin atmosphere selection in manned space flight. 

Maccon-Bust Co., Lexington, Ky. 

Stretcher with rigid head and neck support with capability of supporting immobilized person in vertical position for removal from vehicle hatch to exterior also useful as splint stretcher. 

Human factors engineering manual including mathematical formulas, nomographs, conversion tables, units of measurement, and nomenclature. 

Human factors engineering data for equipment design including anthropometry, environmental conditions and physiological and behavioral factors. 

Manhrii Systems Sciences, Inc., Northridge, Calif. 

Crew performance measurement relationships for automated air to air intercept weapon system training simulator. 

Martin, Co., Baltimore, Md. 

Computerized and manned spacecraft and aircraft simulator impact testing of air cushion elastic restraint systems. 

Martin Marietta Corp., Baltimore, Md. 

Emergency escape cabin system for launch towers. 

Chemistry and enzymology of photosynthesis, oxygen evolution, energy migration, and kinetics of reaction chain. 

Martin Marietta Corp., Denver, Colo. 

Weightlessness manufacturing of vaccines and fermenter design for orbital workshop. 

Design and tests of astronauts tool kit and tools for in-flight space maintenance. 

Experimental determination of effects of terrain, target, and operator performance in conducting search and rescue missions from aircraft. 

Two and three dimensional simulated target detection and recognition by pilots and TV gamma and gray scale transmission effects on target acquisition in flight simulators. 

Maryland Univ., College Park. 

Edges and curve detection in textured regions related to visual scene analysis. 

Computer synthesis for classifying natural shapes and patterns including leaves. 

Perspectives and perceptions of organization behavior and design. 

KANSAS STATE UNIV., LAWRENCE. 

Probable response of Kansas streams to various patterns of rainfall augmentation (PB-196510). 

Human visual perception in space flight. 

Probable response of Kansas streams to various patterns of rainfall augmentation (PB-196510). 

Kentucky Univ., Lexington. Structural development of bone in rats under earth gravity, simulated weightlessness, hypergravity, and mechanical vibration. 

LABORATOIRE DE PHYSIOLOGIE ACOUSTIQUE, Jouvren-Josas (France). 

Electrocommunication as bionic communication systems for bats and dolphins. 

LEEDS UNIV., ENGLAND. 

Measurement of bone mass loss as result of immobilization. 

SYSTEMS, INC., CLEVELAND, OHIO. 

Application of chlorination processes in water reclamation for advanced life support systems. 

LITTLE (ARTHUR D., INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 

Effects of spacecraft environment on oxidative metabolism. 

LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO., HUNTSVILLE, ALA. 

Zero-gravity absorption refrigeration system design and performance testing for space station environmental control application. 

LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO., SUNNYVALE, CALIF. 

Water electrolysis system for oxygen production during long term manned test of space station simulator. 

Psychophysiologic factors of manned space flight. 

Design, fabrication, and testing of circulating electrolyte type water electrolysis system for automatic control of spacecraft total pressure and oxygen partial pressure. 

LOWRY (RAYMOND) / SMITH (WILLIAM), INC., NEW YORK. 

Design concepts for crew accommodations, personal equipment, and facilities for space station components. 

LONDON UNIV., ENGLAND. 

Ultrasound bioacoustic research using rodents and insects. 

LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LAB., N. MEX. 

Production of algae containing 93 percent C-13. 

Comparative tests of finested masks. 

Combined effects of optical absorption and thermal conduction in retinal tissue calculated for establishing thresholds for eyeburn in imaging intense light sources as lasers and nuclear explosions. 

Efficiency as function of particle size and velocity for commercial filter media.
MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL, BOSTON.

Biological effects of radiation and mechanism of protein and nucleic acid synthesis
[NSF-2643-60] p0049 N71-10613

Computerized positron scanning of short-lived radiotopes for studies of pulmonary physiology and blood flow in other organs
[NIO-2937-2] p0289 N71-20615

Human vasoclusion by renin, angiotensin, and aldosterone and human physiological studies using radioimmunoassays
p064 N71-3646

Assays of hormonal control of calcium and bone metabolism
p064 N71-36461

MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH., CAMBRIDGE.

Studying relation between depth perception and disparity cues in human vision
[AD-711660] p0045 N71-10585

Computer program for pattern recognition of prosthetic solids
[AD-712069] p0056 N71-11175

Biophysical evaluation of human vestibular system for aerospace applications

Machine learning of structural descriptions from examples
[AD-713988] p0169 N71-16285

Physical analog model for human vestibular or sensor responses in advance and control space
[NASA-CH-117800] p0342 N71-23073

Feasibility and limitations of speaker adaptation in improving performance of fixed speaker independent automatic speech recognition system
[AD-718255] p0347 N71-23616

Hydrodynamics of roller pumps and implication to hemolysis
[AD-720320] p0432 N71-27279

Monitoring techniques for biological and chemical atmospheric contaminants in closed environment
[NASA-CH-118254] p086 N71-29763

Analysis of storage stability of intermediate solute foods for space flight feeding with tables of foods and types of manufacture
[NASA-CH-115194] p0654 N71-37658

MASSACHUSETTS HOSPITAL, BOSTON.

Life support system for Sea-Bed Observation Laboratory
p0116 N71-12347

Deep sea vehicle personnel bals and energy storage subsystems using silver zinc batteries
[AD-717950] p0347 N71-23586

MATRIX CORP., ALEXANDRIA, VA.

Noise and vibration effects on commercial helicopter pilot safety, performance, and comfort
[NASA-CH-117911] p0282 N71-20113

Vibration effects on performance of helicopter flight crews
p0285 N71-22355

MAX-PLANK-INSTITUT FUR LANDARBEIT UND LANDTECHNIK, BAD KREUSACH (WEST GERMANY).

Human reactions to mechanical vibrations
p0224 N71-17238

MAX-PLANK-INSTITUT FUR ARBEITSPHYISIOLOGIE, DRESDEN (WEST GERMANY).

Circadian rhythm of bodily functions and dependence of reaction time on duration of sleep
p0217 N71-16007

MAX-PLANK-INSTITUT FUR VERHALTENSPHYISIOLOGIE, JENKINSON UBER STARBURG (WEST GERMANY).

Circadian rhythms of psychological functions under different conditions
p0217 N71-16006

NATO ASSOCIATION, ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Investigating effects of gravitational and inertial forces on cardiovascular and respiratory dynamics
[NASA-CH-111606] p0108 N71-12299

NATO CLEFIC, ROCHESTER, N.Y.

Effects of positive G acceleration on blood oxygen saturation and pleural pressure relations in dogs breathing air and liquid fluorocarbons in whole body water immersion retractor
[NASA-CH-117199] p0286 N71-20358

Effects of inactivity or immobilization on bone loss
p0546 N71-33258

MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS CO., HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIF.

Management and results of long term manned test on regenerative life support system in space simulator
p0292 N71-25953

Support systems for long term regenerative life support manned test facility
p0292 N71-25954

Life support system for improved space station simulator
p0292 N71-25955

Water management in long term manned space simulation life support test
p0292 N71-25956

Design and performance of thermal air conditioning equipment during long term manned space environment simulation
p0292 N71-25958

Performance of carbon dioxide concentrator in long duration spacecraft cabin atmosphere simulation
p0292 N71-25959

Oxygen recovery from exhaled carbon dioxide in spacecraft cabin atmosphere by chemical reactor with toxin burner unit
p0292 N71-25960

Composition of trace contaminants in space station atmosphere during long term operation
p0292 N71-25962

Oxygen production efficiency of water electrolysis systems in long term regenerative life support system tests
p0293 N71-25965

Automatic control of two-gas atmospheric supply system for long term test on space station simulator
p0293 N71-25966

Human waste disposal system performance during long duration space flight simulation
p0294 N71-25970

Food supply system for long duration manned space flight simulation
p0294 N71-25971

Mass balance and crew input/output requirements during long duration space cabin simulation test
p0294 N71-25973

Cooling system and thermal balance data for long duration operation of space station simulator
p0295 N71-25974

Psychological criteria in crew selection for long duration space station simulation test
p0295 N71-25978

Training program for crew of long duration space station simulation test
p0295 N71-25979

Long duration confinement effects on crew behavior during manned space flight simulation
p0295 N71-25980

Crew reaction to environment habitability during long duration space station simulation test
p0295 N71-25982

Non-interference crew performance analysis during long duration space station simulation test with visual andural observations
p0296 N71-25986

Electroencephalographic sleep patterns of crew during long duration spacecraft cabin simulation
p0297 N71-25989

Medical observation of spacecrew during long duration space station simulation test
p0297 N71-25990

Dermal and environmental microbiological data from long duration manned space station simulation
p0297 N71-25991

Radiation safety of plutonium isotopic heat source in long term space station simulation
p0297 N71-2599a

Biomedical body fluid and composition data from spacecrew during long term space station simulation
p0298 N71-25995

Data from long duration manned test of regenerative life support system in space station simulation
p0298 N71-25996

Regenerative space station simulator and test procedures for 6 man, 90 day testing of life support systems
[NASA-CH-111882] p0393 N71-25981

C-21
**MINISTRY OF TECHNOLOGY, UBRINGTON (ENGLAND).**
Profile construction, cost benefits, economic, and user surveys in transfer of technology and selective dissemination of information

**MINNESOTA UNIV., MINNEAPOLIS.**
Performance of impedance cardiograph for measuring heart rate and body fluids

**MISSOURI UNIV., COLUMBIA.**
Resume of publications and recommendations from symposium on intestinal flora ecology in changing environments

**MISSOURI UNIV., COLUMBIA.**
Investigating alluvial plain of Icelandic glacier for terrestrial and aquatic plant succession

**NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.**
Testing for trace contaminants in Biosatellite 3 spacecraft atmosphere and their effects on occupants

**NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.**
Effect of several variations of two types of TV display visual simulation systems on subjective pilot evaluations and objective measures of performance in landing approach

**NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.**
Space suit using nonflexible material with low leakage and providing protection against thermal extremes, physical punctures, and radiation with high mobility articulation

**NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.**
Ear oximeter for monitoring blood oxygenation and pressure, pulse rate, and pressure pulse curve, using dc and ac amplifiers

**NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.**
Investigation of survivability of spacecraft components during entry of Jupiter atmosphere to determine probability of biological contamination

**NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.**
Method and apparatus for applying compressional forces to skeletal structure of subject to simulate force during ambulatory conditions

**NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.**
Annotated bibliography on human acclimation and zero gravity

**NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.**
Biomedical telemetric systems for monitoring physiological parameters of animals

**NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.**
Gravity environment simulation by locomotion and restraint aid for studying manual operation performance of astronauts at zero gravity

**NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.**
Conference on aerospace environments, manned space flight, weightlessness simulation, musculoskeletal and cardiovascular systems, bone loss, mineral metabolism, and hematology

**NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.**
Research and development, weightlessness simulation, calcium metabolism, manned space flight, pressure suits, immobilization, and aerospace medicine

**NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.**
Diurnal variation in endocrine and adenocortical activities during prolonged bed rest

**NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.**
Mathematical models for estimating block up-and-down design of sensory thresholds

**NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.**
Electromedical garment, applying vectorcardiologic type electrodes to human torso for data recording during physical activity

**NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.**
Design, fabrication, and tests of energy absorbing seat integrated with extraction tractor rocket for space shuttle

**NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.**
GOODSPAR SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, GREENBURN, N.J.
Intensive care alarm indicator system with audible signal and warns by staff responsible for care

**NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.**
Phonocardiographic preprocessor using broadband circuit consisting of full wave rectifier with simple resistance capacity filtering

**NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.**
NASA technology utilized in medical diagnostic monitoring instruments

**NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.**
Digital logic design for spirometer

**NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.**
Electrocardiographic electrodes for rapid application

**NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.**
Automated procedure for direct cell count of bacteria in urine by bioluminescence reaction of luciferase when mixed with ATP

**NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.**
Component connection schemes of breast for trainable feedback flight control system
Bioluminescent reaction of adenosine triphosphate with enzyme luciferase for quantitative analysis of bacteria in urine samples [NASA-CASP-GSC-11092-1] p0434 W71-27991
Automatic bioassay instrument for urinalysis based on adenosine triphosphate bioluminescence proportionality to urine sample bacterial content [NASA-CASP-GSC-11169-1] p0438 W71-27992
Syntactic function model for memory in brain [NASA-TH-0-6456] p0540 W71-32474

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.

P. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCA COCA BEACH, FLA.

Phonocardiogram simulator producing electrical voltage waves to control amplitude and duration between simulated sounds [NASA-CASP-XRS-10804] p0309 W71-24606
Fire protection, prevention, and fighting systems at KSC for space shuttle operations p0618 W71-36205

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.

LANGLY RESEARCH CENTER, LANGLY STATION, VA.

Space suit with pressure-volume compensator system [NASA-CASP-XLA-05332] p0059 W71-11194
Equiptmental space suits utilizing mechanical aids to minutize oxygen requirement at bending joints [NASA-CASP-XLA-02113] p0059 W71-11195
Potable water reclamation from human wastes in zero-G environment p0611 W71-11207
Optical simulation study to determine manual instrumentation for pilot control of lunar flying vehicle [NASA-TH-0-5983] p0114 W71-12334
Backpack carrier with retractable legs suitable for lunar exploration and convertible to rescue vehicle [NASA-CASP-XLA-10007-1] p0059 W71-11195
Effects of motion cues and motion scaling on one and two axis compensatory control tasks with application to flight simulators [NASA-TH-0-6460] p0164 W71-18999
Reaction times of subjects in tests with display control configurations typical of those used in continuous tracking tasks [NASA-SW-0-6132] p0172 W71-16506
Thermal and electric energy transfer within life support systems [NASA-TH-0-6207] p0233 W71-17592
Data from 90-day manned test of regenerative life support system in space station simulator p0291 W71-20551
Crew selection procedures for long duration manned space station simulation test p0295 W71-20977
Crew activity analysis for long duration space flight simulation test p0295 W71-20981
Confinement effects on human psychomotor performance during long duration space environment simulation test p0296 W71-20983
Nasopharyngeal bacteria culture of spacecrew during long duration space station simulation [NASA-CASP-XLA-02898] p0284 W71-20268
Chemiluminescent bacterial sensor for water pollution detection during long term manned space station simulation p0297 W71-20992
Spirimeter loop measurements of human paralympic functions during long duration manned space environment simulation p0297 W71-20993
Linear transfer function for describing human response to aircraft control p0309 W71-24710

Control analysis of regenerative spacecraft cabin atmosphere system for earth orbiting manned missions of up to 1 year duration [NASA-TN-D-61539] p0397 W71-26019
Standard transducers applied to bioengineering research problems p0400 W71-26366
Biotechnological problems of manned machine systems required for long duration space flight [NASA-SP-205] p0444 W71-28526
Bioastronautical aspects of Gemini flight for future manned space flight technology p0444 W71-28527
Humidity control, carbon dioxide removal, and oxygen regeneration in cabin atmosphere during prolonged manned space flight p0445 W71-28532
Microbiological life support requirements in long term manned flights p0445 W71-28537
Systems integration for optimal regenerative environmental and life support processes in manned spacecraft p0445 W71-28538
Control of sitosis in biological cells through inorganic ion hierarchy of cells involved [NASA-CASP-LAR-10773-1] p0608 W71-34061
Cargo bag design, transfer, and stowage weightlessness conditions of space shuttle p0617 W71-35270
Status of LSC program on space shuttle environmental control and life support systems p0617 W71-35272

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.

LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Design and characteristics of artificial heart control system [NASA-TN-D-6171] p0223 W71-17593
Gas purged dry box glove reducing permeation of six or moisture into dry box or isolator by diffusion through glove [NASA-CASP-XLE-02531] p0393 W71-23080
Numerical analysis of loudness, loudness level, and sound-pressure level of pure tones of steady noise that do not exceed critical bandwidth p0394 W71-25789
Loudness calculation by sumation of weighted subband noise intensities and loudness judged data comparisons [NASA-TH-1-2300] p0381 W71-26993
Crew radiation done from plane of high impulse geosynchronous rocket during manned mission [NASA-TM-1-67927] p0616 W71-35262
Aerospace reliability techniques and their application to biomedical devices [NASA-TM-1-67942] p0649 W71-36498
Transparent polycarbonate cens, shell helmet and latch design for high altitude and space flight [NASA-CASP-XRS-04935] p0506 W71-11190
Helmet and torso tiedown mechanism for shortening pressure suits upon inflation [NASA-CASP-XRS-00786] p0114 W71-12335
Hand-held maneuvering unit for propulsion and attitude control of astronaut in zero or reduced gravity environment [NASA-CASP-XRS-06536] p0114 W71-12336
Design and development of flexible joint for pressure suits [NASA-CASP-XRS-09636] p0115 W71-12346
Design and specifications of emergency escape system for spacecraft structures [NASA-CASP-GSC-12006-1] p0116 W71-12345
One piece hzsus garment for use as contamination proof garment [NASA-CASP-KSC-12006-1] p0223 W71-17599
Integrated maneuvering life support system [NASA-TM-1-66992] p0275 W71-19399

C-24
Space suit body heat exchanger design composed of thermal conductance yarn and liquid coolant loops.

Dynamic models of human body response to acceleration environments and determination of tolerance limits (NASA-TH-75-26708).

Development and characteristics of rescue litter with inflatable flotation device for water rescue applications (NASA-CAG-NSR-68-08170).

Digital cardiacotachometer incorporating circuit for measuring heartbeat rate of subject over predetermined portion of one minute also converting rate to beats per minute (NASA-CAG-NSR-62399).

Fiberglass frame for splintage in emergency survival kits (NASA-CAG-NSR-60669).

Dynamic reconstruction errors in digital to analog conversion activities (NASA-CAG-NSR-69663).

Blood pressure measuring system for separately recording dc and ac pressure signals of Korotkoff sounds (NASA-CAG-NSR-60661).

Design and development of flexible tunnel for use by spacecrews in performing extravehicular activities (NASA-CAG-NSR-62390).

Extravehicular operational activities of humans during long duration space flight (NASA-CAG-NSR-62394).

Physiological changes in cardiovascular and musculoskeletal systems during manned space flight (NASA-CAG-NSR-62486).

Red cell mass and plasma volume changes noted in hypodynamic states of bed rest and water immersion compared to changes observed during normal orbital missions (NASA-CAG-NSR-62385).

Results of symposium conducted to assess endocrinological changes observed in Apollo astronauts (NASA-TN-69-55068).

Neurological program and biochemical data from Gemini and Apollo missions (NASA-CAG-NSR-62483).

Review of endocrine control of fluid and electrolyte balance during Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo missions (NASA-CAG-NSR-62481).

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION.

MARCHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, HUNTSVILLE, ALA.

Annexed bibliography and indexes on aerospace biomedical and life sciences. (NASA-SP-71-12303).

Investigating causes of polycythemia and decrease in hemoglobin in underwater workers (NASA-TH-70-13422).

Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace medicine and biology - Nov. 1970 (NASA-SP-70-11185).


Relationships between cardiac volume, body weight, physical work capacity, and blood volume in healthy men and women with varying range of performance (NASA-TH-70-12349).

Environmental tests of V/STOL vibration effects on human comfort (NASA-TH-71-24396).

Integrate life support systems for long duration manned space flight simulations (NASA-TH-70-24395).

Annotated bibliography of worldwide biodynamics research findings (NASA-TH-71-22336).

Computer animated display device for diagnosis of heart disease (NASA-TH-71-22344).

Temperature requirements for thermophilic bacteria growths in soil and by culture techniques (NASA-TH-71-22375).

Artificial changes in leukocyte count of rabbits (NASA-TH-71-22473).

Advanced application of computers for biomedical research in manned space flight (NASA-SP-71-22507).

Environmental adaptation and operational performances of humans in space missions (NASA-TH-71-22717).

Aerial and ground surveillance of southern corn leaf blight in Corn Belt States during 1971 (NASA-NEWS-RELEASE-71-129).

Planetary quarantine systems analysis for biological contamination of Mariner Mars 71 space probe (NASA-TH-71-67238).

Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace medicine and biology - May 1971 (NASA-SP-71-11189).

Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace medicine and biology - May 1971 (NASA-SP-71-11190).

Annotated bibliography and indexes on aerospace medicine and biology - June 1971 (NASA-SP-71-11191).

Microbiological characterization of soil types (NASA-TH-71-13907).


Continuos measurement of potassium and sodium level in interstitial fluid of muscles during physical exercise with low specific microelectrodes (NASA-TH-71-13996).

NATIONAL AEROSPACE LAB., TOKYO, JAPAN.

Flight simulator tests of human behavior in roll tracking tasks in fighter and large aircraft with descriptive functional analysis (NASA-TH-206).

Graphical analysis of ten-year sampling of suspended particulate matter over urban and
Physiological effects of positive acceleration on cardiovascular system based on requirements for cardiovascular simulation

[AD-719902]
Physiological response of subjects exposed to cold water environment wearing different protective suit assemblies

[AD-726617]
NAVAL AIR ENGINEERING CENTER, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Physiological effects of artificial spacecraft atmospheres consisting of pure oxygen or oxygen-nitrogen mixtures

[AD-712556]
NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEERING LAB., PORT HUENEMER, CALIF.
Air revitalization unit for sealed survival shelters without external power supply

[AD-711228]
NAVAL ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS COMMAND, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Ecological effects of electromagnetic fields and ELF global communication systems

[AD-718028]
NAVAL INTELLIGENCE COMMAND, ALEXANDRIA, VA.
Effect of extended space flights under conditions of weightlessness on muscular working capacity

[AD-713007]
NAVAL MEDICAL FIELD RESEARCH LAB., CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C.
Development of MANL telemetry system for low-duty cycle tone burst system

[AD-726406]
NAVAL MEDICAL RESEARCH INST., BETHESDA, MD.
Atmospheric pressure and oxygen tension effects on mice infections

[AD-711183]
Biocritical serum assays on crewmen during long duration space station simulation

[AD-720996]
Spacecrew blood carboxyhemoglobin saturation in long duration space station simulation

[AD-720998]
Accelerated growth of Escherichia coli in high pressure helium-oxygen atmosphere

[AD-777410]
NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHY STATION, INDIAN HARBOR, MD.
Geometrical considerations involved in military markers for search and rescue

[AD-718661]
NAVAL PERSONNEL AND TRAINING RESEARCH LAB., SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
Tank analysis reduction technique for analyzing human performance and man-machine interface

[AD-718607]
Self instruction techniques for training in soldering printed circuit boards

[AD-720308]
Computer assisted electronics instruction effectiveness in comparison with classroom training

[AD-720309]
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, MONTEREY, CALIF.
Information capacity of discrete motor responses compared for different directions and amplitudes of motion

[AD-710713]
Pilot performance and acceptence of aircraft rigid cockpit control system during simulation

[AD-711296]
Two-region, continuous search, and n-region discrete models for allocating available effort to search for objects at sea

[AD-728186]
Computer assisted electronics instruction effectiveness in comparison with classroom training

[AD-720309]
NAVAL RESEARCH LAB., WASHINGTON, D.C.
Lip-Tofel disks laminated between plastic layers of identification passes for personnel accident dummies

[AD-710516]
Stability of molecular sieve as water absorber in closed controlled atmospheres

[AD-715749]
NAVAL SHIP SYSTEMS COMMAND, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Proceedings of conference on human reliability conducted by US Navy

[AD-726674]
Experimental dives for ADS-4 decompression
Determination of quantitative radiation response
Air ionization and effects of positive ions in air
Chromosomal aberrations in man using Am-241 sources
Measurement and effects of radiation doses from terrestrial energy range 60 to 3000 MeV and protons in repeated occupational irradiation
Peruvian Quechua population
Utilizing atomic resolution capability of field ion microscope for viewing biomolecules
Mechanisms by which oxygen produces toxic effects on cellular metabolism
Control of energy metabolism in higher plants
Sensory modes of bees, and moths applied to target acquisition and tracking
Sensory modes of bees, and moths applied to target acquisition and tracking
Operator performance and control panel layout for discontinuous tasks based on sequence of use, functional grouping, and location by frequency and importance
(AD-727797) p0656 781-37676

PHILCO-FORD CORP., PALO ALTO, CALIF.

Visual detection and identification tests of geometric shapes with olive green and noncorroding silicone-based adhesive camouflage paints
(AD-717004) p0299 781-21207

PITTSBURGH UNIV., PA.

Physiological effects of phenformin hydrochloride on animals at simulated high altitudes
(AD-711554) p0058 781-11082

Carbohydrate intolerance in human body during two weeks of bed rest
(AD-720851) p0547 781-33269

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Determination of relationship between several measures of field independence and performance on real-life visual detection problem
(AD-724115) p0542 781-32825

PRINCETON UNIV., N.J.

Application of image intensifiers developed in high energy physics to some problems in biology
(PSUC-4159-1) p0165 781-15884

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE HOSPITAL, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Extravascular dehydration effects in production of cardiovascular deconing and by bed rest simulating weightlessness
(NASA-CS-114808) p0174 781-16702

Extravascular dehydration produced by bed rest simulating weightlessness - data tables
(NASA-CS-114809) p0174 781-16703

Hemoodynamic and body fluid alterations induced by varying periods of bed rest
(AD-720860) p0546 781-33263

Long term bed rest effects on mineral balance and bone density in normal individuals
(AD-720861) p0547 781-33266

Effects of prolonged bed rest on bone and calcium metabolism and mineral content loss of oss calcis
(AD-720862) p0547 781-33267

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Characteristics of bacterial spore population from Cape Kennedy soil
(NASA-CS-116182) p0166 781-15980

Description of spacecraft microbial contamination and techniques for reducing level of contamination
(NASA-CS-118017) p0348 781-23025

Research in microbiology for planetary lunar landing
(NASA-CS-119313) p0520 781-30663

Microbiological contamination of Apollo spacecraft components
(NASA-CS-122844) p0652 781-37642

Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Ind.

Biophysical research at Laboratory for Agricultural Remote Sensing, Purdue University
(AD-716153) p0168 781-16153

Measurement of human visual perception accuracy based on effects of heterogeneous target backgrounds
(AD-720863) p0338 781-22668

Purdue Univ.

Q

QUANTUM DYNAMICS, TARRANA, CALIF.

Bidirectional respiratory flowmeters and electronic instrumentation technology for measurements and analysis of metabolic quantities
(NASA-CS-114905) p0278 781-19776

R

RAFF ANALYTIC STUDY ASSOCIATES, INC., SILVER SPRING, Md.

Space tools and equipment for EVA and IVA
(NASA-CS-1760) p0435 781-28022

RAND CORP., SANTA MONICA, CALIF.

Tolerance geometry in visual perception
(AD-710642) p0043 781-10435

Environmental problems including air pollution, water pollution, radioactive wastes, smog, sewage, aircrafts, and garbage disposal
(AD-712722) p0108 781-12297

Influences and heating in cranial model irradiated by electromagnetic plane wave
(AD-712845) p0272 781-14869

Low intensity microwave effects on central nervous system
(AD-712699) p0125 781-14882

Statistical analysis of importance of pupil in optics of visual system
(AD-713247) p0160 781-14609

Mathematical models on visual perception
(AD-714106) p0167 781-15995

Investigating relationship of cybersystems and human management of large systems
(AD-715215) p0228 781-17699

Analysis of pilot training, career, education, and motivation related to role of research and flight simulators
(AD-720797) p0395 781-25792

Induced fields and static heating patterns within multilayer spherical model of primate cranial structure
(AD-720589) p0395 781-26168

Development of model for analysis of human subject to detect targets through visual recognition
(AD-721446) p0447 781-28733

Television display and artificial background for showing effects of contrast and motion on target detection
(AD-722407) p0496 781-29685

Utilization of electronic and computerized techniques for undergraduate medical education
(NR-6180-MR) p0612 781-34081

Bioscience research and applications to biological and medical problems
(NR-6047-8C) p0612 781-34082

Random Inc., Willow Grove, PA.

Effect of low power density modulated radio frequency energy on biological functions
(AD-716044) p0278 781-19671

Cardiac and neural effects of UHF radar energy on frogs
(AD-720581) p0285 781-20354

REPUBLIC AVIATION DIV., FINECHILD HILLER CORP., Farmingdale, N.Y.

Handling of waste products on spacecraft to include identification, potential for on-board utilization, pretreatment requirements for storage, and disposal concepts - Vol. 1
(NASA-CS-115046) p0429 781-26805

Computer program for storage and processing of available data on spacecraft waste control and description of search and retrieval capabilities - Vol. 3
(NASA-CS-115038) p0429 781-26806

Definition of waste products resulting from manned spacecraft systems with various combinations of mission activities and subsystems - Vol. 2a
(NASA-CS-115046) p0429 781-26807

Personal hygiene protocol for man in spacecraft environment
(NASA-CS-115181) p0612 781-35238

Research Inst. of National Defence, Stockholm (Sweden).

Analysis of ability of human subjects to visually identify targets at various distances of observation
(P0A-2-C-2375-72) p0615 781-35257

Research Triangle Inst., Durham, N.C.

Applications of aerospace technology in biology and medicine
(NASA-CS-115888) p0160 781-16601

Technology transfer and applications in medicine and biology
(NASA-CS-119181) p0499 781-30290

Rochester Univ., N.Y.

Literature review on biological effects of microwaves
(OS-194-1256) p0228 781-18495
ROWLAND AND CO.,
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ROYAL SWEDISH ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING SCIENCES,
STOCKHOLM.
Separation methods such as centrifuging, ion
exchange, electrophorosis, and chromatography
applied to biochemical materials /gels, proteins, amino acids/
(Ad-720311)
Effects of boron concentration in water on
environmental pollution
(IAEA-312)
Plastic waste disposal problems
(IAEA-570-160)
Trends and possibilities in biochemistry and
biotechnology in medical science - heart
transplantation
P0051 NT-30840

S
SANG JAI STATE COLL., CALIF.
Measurement of photosynthetic electron transport
in Porphyridium by EPR electron paramagnetic
resonance
(AD-72-562)
SANDIA CORP., ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
Computerized techniques incorporating ultraviolet and thermal
radiation inactivation of spores
(NAEAS-N-711338)
Thermoradiation studies on microorganisms for
spacecraft sterilization
(NAEAS-N-7113309)
Developing human error rate data base for human
reliability and engineering problems
(SC-8-70-4286)
Bacterial thermoradiation sterilization models and
computerized biosensors system for Apollo
biological data
(NAEAS-N-7116420)
Feasibility of computerized bacterial
identification
(NAEAS-N-7116815)
Method for preparation and assay of T4
bacteriophage
(AD-721172)
Development of environmental control system for
determining effects of relative humidity and dry
heat on inactivation of microorganisms
(NAEAS-N-711092)
Human factors for defining transfer functions in
pilot modeling
P0348 NT-22174
Thermoregulating with cooling flow pipe network
for humans
(NAEAS-CASE-285-10269)
Correlation of impulse level based on mean
anxiety and recognition of peripherally
introduced visual stimuli against moving
background
(NAEAS-LIB-TRANS-1552)
Determination of acceleration limits for passenger
comfort in urban transportation systems
P0398 NT-25146
Comparison of water, convective air, and reversed
air flow cooled suits for body temperature
thermoregulation in high temperature
environments
(PPHC-1307)
P0997 NT-30127
ROYAL NAVAL AIR MEDICAL SCHOOL, HILLHEAD
(ENGLAND).
Survey on vertebrae fractures of flying personnel
caused by ejection from Navy aircraft
P0065 NT-11811
ROYAL NETHERLANDS AIR FORCE, SOPHIEBERG.
Aerospace medical training in Royal Netherlands
Air Force
P0121 NT-13891
Survival training in Royal Netherlands Air Force
P0121 NT-13892
ROYAL NORWEGIAN AIR FORCE, OSLO.
Norwegian Air Force aerospace medicine training
programs
P0120 NT-13889

ROWLAND AND CO., BADDENFIELD, N.J.
Computerized techniques incorporating adaptive
driver training concepts and means of predicting
student training success
(Ad-711647)
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Positive pressure breathing techniques for aircrew
survival in low pressure environments
P0279 NT-119798
ROYAL AIR FORCE AERODROME TRAINING CENTRE,
NORTH LUFFENHAM (ENGLAND).
Physical consideration in preventing
instability in oxygen breathing systems
P0067 NT-119221
Aviation medicine training in Royal Air Force
P0119 NT-11980
Functions of aeromedical training section of Royal
Air Force
P0120 NT-118831
Requirements of English medical schools for
diploma in aviation medicine
P0120 NT-11887
Aerospace medical training and qualifications of
medical personnel
P0122 NT-11987
Effects of drugs on performance of flight
personnel following unusual sleep patterns
P0217 NT-16908
Influence of duty hours on sleep patterns in
flight crew during long duration flights
P0218 NT-16912
Work-rest cycles in air traffic control tasks
P0219 NT-16915
Technical evaluation of circadian rhythms
disturbances and flight crew performance
P0219 NT-16916
Posture effects on flight crew tolerance to
positive acceleration
P0265 NT-20357
Stress effects of temperature and altitude on
human performance
P0287 NT-20363
ROYAL AIR FORCE INST. OF PATHOLOGY AND TROPICAL
MEDICINE, AYLESBURY (ENGLAND).
Medical and legal aspects of aircraft accident
fatality investigation by aviation pathologist
P0065 NT-11805
ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT, FARNBOROUGH (ENGLAND).
Maxwell detection range and discovery of land
vehicles
(AD-LIB-TRANS-1485)
P0657 NT-119182
Aircraft pilot thermal environment, thermal
comfort and cockpit air conditioning
(ARC-CP-1094)
P0200 NT-17096
Human factors for defining transfer functions in
pilot modeling
P0348 NT-22116
Thermoregulating with cooling flow pipe network
for humans
(NAEAS-CASE-285-10269)
P0349 NT-24757
Correlation of impulse level based on mean
anxiety and recognition of peripherally
introduced visual stimuli against moving
background
(NAEAS-LIB-TRANS-1552)
P0392 NT-25146
Determination of acceleration limits for passenger
comfort in urban transportation systems
P0399 NT-26118
Comparison of water, convective air, and reversed
air flow cooled suits for body temperature
thermoregulation in high temperature
environments
(PPHC-1307)
P0997 NT-30127
ROYAL NAVAL AIR MEDICAL SCHOOL, HILLHEAD
(ENGLAND).
Survey on vertebrae fractures of flying personnel
caused by ejection from Navy aircraft
P0065 NT-11811
ROYAL NETHERLANDS AIR FORCE, SOPHIEBERG.
Aerospace medical training in Royal Netherlands
Air Force
P0121 NT-13891
Survival training in Royal Netherlands Air Force
P0121 NT-13892
ROYAL NORWEGIAN AIR FORCE, OSLO.
Norwegian Air Force aerospace medicine training
programs
P0120 NT-13889
SYSTEUED TECHNOLOGY, INC., BAPTEORNE, CALIF.

Determination of growth patterns in rats fed on balanced diets differing by the presence of either oxidized or unoxidized fat. [NASA-CR-115068] p0277 W71-19594


Spacecraft water reclamation and closed self-contained biological cycled-closed ecological system techniques in USSR and US. [NASA-TT-P-13634] p0345 W71-23376


Evaluation of eye hazards from nuclear detonations. [AD-713185] p0047 W71-20970

Effects of exercise on elevation of body temperature in human subjects and response of subject to temperature variations. [NASA-TT-P-139951] p0648 W71-36486

Behavior of living pike fish under influence of electrical and mechanical stimulation of cupula of left horizontal ampulla and semicircular canal. [NASA-TT-P-13665] p0280 W71-24584


Arterial pressure characteristics of athletes. [NASA-CR-115068] p0277 W71-19591
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TRW SYSTEMS GROUP, WASHINGTON, D.C.
District of Columbia air quality display model for computing seasonal concentrations of suspended particulate matter [PB-189194] p0048 N71-11072

TRW, INC., CLEVELAND, OHIO.
Carbon dioxide concentration subsystem for closed loop aircrew oxygen system [NASA-CR-73997] p0060 N71-11204
Onboard aircrew oxygen generating system for tactical aircraft [NASA-CR-1741] p0233 N71-18935

ULM UNIV. (WEST GERMANY).

UNION CARBIDE CORP., OAK RIDGE, TENN.
Laboratory-acquired infections, oncogenic viruses, allergy to animal dander and sera, and carcinogenesis [ORNL-TX-28554] p0108 N71-12298

UNIONTAL, INC., WATERTOWN, N.J.
Developing high altitude protection suit of partial pressure type [AD-702537] p0058 N71-11188

UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP., EAST HARTFORD, CONN.
Corot restraint system for pressure suit joints [NASA-CASE-XMS-09635] p039 N71-24623
Development of improved convolute sectioned pressurized suits to provide high degree of mobility in response to minimum of applied torque [NASA-CASE-XMS-09637-1] p039 N71-24730

UNIVERSIDAD PUNDA DE CIENCIAS MEDICAS Y BIOLOGICAS, LIMA (PERU).
Physiology of respiration at high elevations using human subjects [AD-731023] p0040 N71-10245

UNIVERSITY COLL., LONDON (ENGLAND).

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIF., LOS ANGELES.
Application of dynamic programming and theory of control processes to biological phenomena including evolution of consciousness [NASA-CR-73498] p0396 N71-25937
Stochastic model for observing motion of retinal image of target during visual fixation [NASA-CR-121404] p0610 N71-34071
Effects of space flight on bone metabolism investigated by analyzing peptide hormones in urine [NASA-CR-121404] p0640 N71-36462

VEREINIGTE FLUGZEUG- UND MOTORENFABRIK A.G., DRESDEN (WEST GERMANY).
Pilot injuries on high speed high altitude flight noting acceleration due to gust effects [NASA-CR-73498] p0160 N71-14633

VERGINIA POLYTECHNIC INST., BLACKSBURG.
Biotechnological problems of man machine systems required for long duration space flights [NASA-CR-121404] p0610 N71-34071

VERGINIA UNIV., CHARLOTTESVILLE.
Catecholamine perception testing involving human ability to reproduce binary patterns formed by electrical stimulation of finger tips [NASA-CR-121404] p037 N71-21899

WASHINGTON UNIV., SEATTLE.
Decision making experiment to determine combinatorial properties of personal probabilities [AD-71119] p0060 N71-12011
Human cognition, involving man machine interaction situations [NASA-CR-73498] p0229 N71-18768

WASHINGTON UNIV., SEATTLE.
Decision making experiment to determine combinatorial properties of personal probabilities [NASA-CASE-XMS-09635] p0326 N71-21926

WEBER AIRCRAFT CORP., HUNTINGTON, CALIF.
Shock absorbing articulated multiple couch assembly [NASA-CASE-XMS-09635] p0326 N71-21926

WEISER CORP., ST. JOSEPH, MO.
The feasibility of storing and dispensing rehydratable food aboard space vehicle [NASA-CR-1214151] p0326 N71-21926

WEST VIRGINIA UNIV., MORGANTOWN.

WHIRLEPOOL CORP., ST. JOSEPH, MICH.
Feasibility of storing and dispensing rehydratable foods aboard space vehicle [NASA-CR-1214151] p0326 N71-21926

WILDFOWL TRUST, SLOANE BRIDGE (ENGLAND).
Sensory stimuli and discrimination in birds [NASA-CR-1214151] p0326 N71-21926

WISCONSIN ALUMNI RESEARCH FOUNDATION, MADISON.
Tables on nutritional value of foods used in space flight feeding [NASA-CASE-XMS-09635] p0326 N71-21926

WISCONSIN UNIV., MADISON.
Elimination of microbial and viral agents from spacecraft water systems by silver ions from electrolytic ion generator [NASA-CR-1214151] p0388 N71-24555
Measurement of changes in musculoskeletal system under hypodynamic and hypogravic conditions [NASA-CR-1214151] p0388 N71-24555

WOODS HOLE OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTION, MASS.
Investigating mechanism by which inorganic and mineral phosphate groups become part of cellular structure [NASA-CR-1214151] p0388 N71-24555

WILEY LABS., INC., ROCKVILLE, MD.
Four-degree-of-freedom lumped parameter model for vertical accelerations of seated human body as might be imposed by aircraft ejection systems [NASA-CR-1214151] p0388 N71-24555

C-35
YALE UNIV.,

Man-computer interaction information system to simulate various problem solving environments and provide users on-line feedback of their relative effectiveness
[AD-722336] p0498 N71-30218

Dynamic mathematical model of physiological regulation of body temperature in human beings

YALE UNIV., NEW HAVEN, CONN.

New computer interaction information system to simulate various problem solving environments and provide users on-line feedback of their relative effectiveness

Dynamic mathematical model of physiological regulation of body temperature in human beings

YALE UNIV., NEW HAVEN, CONN.
Stability of sleep patterns in young adults for sequential nights over three week period
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